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Foreword

WHEN THE WORLD
BANK initiated its research program on urban
public finance in the early 1970s, Roy Bahl, Johannes Linn, and I found
it difficult to raise much interest in the topic. Indeed, with the exception
of the Bank's work, research on public finance then-and in the many
years since-concentrated
almost exclusively on central governments.
Fortunately, over the years, much of the work on urban public finance
in developing countries by Bahl, Linn, and their collaborators has reached
audiences in academia and developing countries both by finding its way
into print in journal articles, conference papers, and World Bank Staff
Working Papers, and by being used in the World Bank's operational and
training activities. Our main objective all along was to provide these
audiences with a structure on which research and operational work could
build, rather than to write a book.
The publication of this encyclopedic volume on urban public finance
is, however, now very timely. The book distills the lessons learned by
the authors during many years of work. After a significant worldwide
diminution in concern for urban policy during the 1980s, these lessons
will be of great value for policymakers, who more and more are recognizing that urban development is still a major challenge for developing
countries. This return to urban policy is reflected in the World Bank's
recent policy paper, Urban Policy and EconomicDevelopment:An Agenda
for the 1990s (World Bank 1991b), and in the U.S. Agency for International Development's recent Urban Economiesand National Development
(Peterson, Kingsley, and Telgarsky 1991). What has caused this shift, in
the wake of which far more attention has also begun to be given fiscal
decentralization and local public finance than has traditionally been paid
them?
One reason is that investments by urban local governments in social
and physical infrastructure have, however belatedly, come to be recognized as critical. Second, the maintenance of public capital assets in
urban areas is now largely the responsibility of local authorities. Third,
central government budgets have often been strained in recent years,
which has made it politically more attractive to devolve responsibility
for public finance to lower levels of government. At the same time, it
has become more widely recognized that local authorities, if given unfettered access to central revenues and credits, can drain national resources, with significant macroeconomic implications. Fiscal discipline
and reliance on local resources have thus become the watchwords of the
1990s.
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There have also been growing demands to involve citizens more directly in governance. This naturally leads to efforts to decentralize responsibility for governance to the lower levels of government, which are
closer to constituents. Related to this is the notion that people will pay
more taxes, and do so more willingly, if they see a closer relation between
what they pay and what they receive in public goods and services. Finally,
it appears that urban governments in developing countries have grown
able to take on more responsibilities, even though most countries and
cities still have a long way to go.
This volume addresses many of these concerns outright. The only
treatise of its kind, it provides a policy framework for urban public finance in developing countries. On the basis of an in-depth survey of
global experience during the past two decades, it offers detailed guidance
on issues of how to design local revenue instruments. But beyond this,
it seeks a better understanding of the critical elements that connect urban
policy and national economic development, as highlighted in the World
Bank's recent urban policy paper:
* The requirements for both citywide policy reform and institutional
development
* The relation between macroeconomic policy and the urban economy
* The linkage between fiscal policy and economic development in the
cities of the developing world.
In sum, the book provides policymakers at all levels of government
with the framework and the evidence to help them relax basic constraints
on the growth of urban and thus national productivity. By following the
lessons of comparative experience gathered here, cities in the developing
world can begin to overcome their governments' failures to provide them
with critical physical and social infrastructure, and they can begin to
mobilize the financial resources that will sustain their efficient and equitable development.
Douglas H. Keare
The World Bank
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Data Sourcesand Definitions

Data Sources
The data in this study are drawn from many different sources. We
began with a series of comparative case studies that followed a similar
methodology for Bogota and Cartagena, Colombia; Ahmadabad and
Bombay, India; Jakarta, Indonesia; Kingston, Jamaica; Seoul, Republic
of Korea; and Manila, Philippines. We added to this the results of a
number of case studies that we either carried out ourselves or gained
accessto. We alsobenefited from the results of a number of cross-country
analyses done both inside and outside the World Bank.
Finally, and perhaps most important, we relied on World Bank documents to update these data. These World Bank documents include economic reports, background papers for loan negotiations, appraisals,and
so forth. Because these are official documents of the Bank, they may
not be cited-even though the data they draw on are a matter of public
record. The source notes for data from these documents thus simplyread
"World Bank data."
The sources of data for those tables which do not have a source note
are given in an appendix at the end of the book. We realize that this is
not wholly satisfactory, but it is probably the easiest way to identify the
sources. In the appendix, the sources are listed in alphabetical or numerical order by country, table, city, and year.
Definitions

The expressions "the World Bank" and "the Bank" as used in this
book mean both the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International Development Association (IDA).
Unless noted, all dollars are current U.S. dollars.
The symbol "!" in dates, as in "1990/91," means that the period of time
may be less than two years but refers to a fiscal year that straddles two
calendar years.
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1 Introduction: Why Study Urban

PublicFinance?

THE PROBLEM
of urban growth has taken on national significance in
most developing countries. There are few governments that do not consider their large cities much too big, and policymakers everywhere seem
enamored with regional decentralization programs. Though many students of economic development are more ambiguous in their assessment
of the relative costs and benefits of urbanization, there is general concern
about both the rapid growth of large cities and the need for policies to
manage more effectively urban growth and its related problems of
congestion, pollution, slum settlements, and inadequate services and
facilities.
Many of those who emphasize the great problems of large cities argue
for policies that will slow rural-urban migration. A U.N. survey in the
early 1980s reported that more developing-country governments were
concerned with internal migration than with overall population growth
and that more governments had policies to slow the rate of migration
than to reduce the birth rate (United Nations 1982; Standing 1984).
Others see significant advantages in large cities: their agglomeration effects lead to higher productivity than in the rest of the country, their
more cosmopolitan populations and better educational systems make for
a greater potential to develop human resources, urbanization generates
an increase in taxable capacity from which additional public resources
can be mobilized, and there are economies of scale to be gained from
the large investments already made in infrastructure (Hamer and Linn
1987).
Those who emphasize the advantages of city size take the position that
large-city problems are a result of an inability to find efficient ways to
manage and finance urban growth. They are led to "accommodationist"
policies, that is, to the view that the solution to the urban population,
problem is not to stop migration but to find a better way to deal with
the growth which is surely coming. This book, which is about the fi-.
nancing of urban public services in developing countries, is in the accommodationist tradition. The central question we raise is how better
to finance public services in large, growing cities and in particular how
to capture the benefits of urbanization in order to increase the supply
of services.
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Urbanization and National Planning
The rest of this century is the right time to be concerned with the
fiscal health of urban governments. Urbanization will continue to be
rapid, and there is a shortage of government revenues to provide the
services demanded in growing cities. The prospects are for continued
urbanization in developing countries, and there is little evidence that
antimigration policies will have a measurable effect on this trend. For
the rest of this century, the rate of urban population growth in developing
countries is projected to be about 3.5 percent, some three times the rate
of rural growth.1 Whereas in 1960, developing countries had an urban
population of 460 million, by 1990 it rose to more than 1.3 billion, and
by 2000 it will rise to almost 2 billion (U.N. Center for Human Settlements 1987: 23). In particular, the problems that most concern government planners in developing countries are those associated with very
large and rapidly growing cities-the giant cities and the largest metropolitan areas in a country. U.N. projections have indicated that the
number of cities with more than 4 million population in developing
countries will have increased from 9 in 1960 to 50 in 2000 (10 to 16 in
industrial countries) (U.N. Center for Human Settlements 1987: 29).
With projected growth at such rates, the special problems of large
cities are crucial national issues in many developing countries. At the
head of the list of problems is how to finance and deliver adequate public
services in cities. It is inevitable that central government economic planners will eventually accept increasing urbanization and begin to rationalize the role of local governments in accommodating this growth. So
far, however, formal policy has progressed very slowlyin this direction.
For example, of fifty-four development plans examined by the International Union of Local Authorities in 1981, not one explicitly considered the role of local government in the promotion of economicgrowth
(as reported in Cochrane 1983).
The fiscal problems of cities will sooner or later occupy more of the
attention of central government policymakers because urbanization will
continue to bring pressures on central governments to improve public
services in cities. To date, central governments, because of their precarious financial position, have as often ignored as dealt with these pressures. The political and economic constraints on greater taxation are well
known, and in fact the mood of the 1980s has been in the direction of
reductions in tax rates. In many countries such reductions have caused
a large central government deficit financed by an expansion of domestic
credit and more external borrowing to support the development of urban
infrastructure. The possibilities for further expansion in external debt
are quite limited in many developing countries, and there remain substantial pressures to hold the line on tax rates. Against the backdrop of
pressing need for a stabilizationprogram and limited potential for greater
mobilization of central government revenues, the objective of shoring
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up the budgets of urban governments has taken a back seat. Moreover,
the larger taxable capacity in urban areas can now take on an added
significance. A central policy question should be whether (and how) cities
can pay their own way.
With migration to urban areas, the formal sector of the economy and
overall taxable capacity grow. Some of this capacity, however, is not easily
reached by the central government revenue system because its indirect
taxes miss many types of transactions, because personal income tax liability begins at quite a high income level, and because urban residents
are more likely to resist payment of taxes that do not produce local
benefits. Local governments may be better able to reach parts of the
urban tax base because they are better able to identify liability for property taxes, automobile-related taxes, business licenses, and user charges,
and because resident consumers may be more willing to pay higher taxes
to finance local services. Moreover, local governments are in a better
position to mobilize more resources through benefit charges for investment in and maintenance of infrastructure. Before all this can happen,
however, central governments must help local authorities better understand which taxes they can levy and collect efficiently and must give them
the necessary powers and technical assistance to implement such programs. In addition, they must provide better incentives for local governments to improve their fiscal condition, for example, by designing
grant programs which stimulate local tax efforts and by instituting credit
mechanisms to promote capital formation by local governments.
Objectives

of this Book

This book has three objectives. The first is to pull together and interpret what is known about the subject of urban public finance in developing countries and, we hope, to carry the literature another step.
The second is to identify and analyze systematically the problems that
developing countries have with urban finance. The third is to evaluate
options for policy and reform. We hope the book makes two important
general contributions: to quantify and describe some of the detail of local
fiscal practices in developing countries, and to flag the most common
data problems which arise in cross-national analysis.
Improving the State of Knowledge
In pursuing our first objective-to
extend the state of knowledge
about urban public finance in developing countries-our
intent is not
simply to describe practices and identify important issues but also to
demonstrate the applicability of the techniques of analysis conventionally
used in industrial countries. Throughout, we look for parallels between
cities in developing and industrial nations.
One has relatively little to build on in studying local government finance in developing countries. For many years, Ursula Hicks's Devel-
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opment from Below (1961) was the state of knowledge about this subject.
In the past two decades, a number of good comparative studies of various
aspects of developing-country local finances have appeared. 2 These studies are important because they assemble data and descriptions from disparate sources to describe an "average" practice, and because they extend
the framework for analysis from industrial to developing countries. Despite this good work, however, far too little progress has been made in
the direction of generalizing about how urban governments in developing
countries are financed, what problems and public financing bottlenecks
they face, and what successful and unsuccessful practices have improved
or worsened their financial position. In short, there is not a good enough
feel for what these cities do or how important they are in the scheme
of things. A major aim of this research is to fill this gap by providing a
substantial amount of description about city government finances in developing countries. A first step toward resolving urban fiscal problems
is surely an understanding of the state of the practice.
Insofar as data will permit, we try to describe taxation and borrowing
practices, expenditure responsibilities, intergovernmental grant systems,
local government structures, and user-charge financing. In some instances, this work is purely qualitative description, but in others we have
been able to quantify, identify an average practice (we hope), and explain
some of the variation about this average. The data for this comparative
analysis come primarily from case studies of individual cities (often unpublished) and give perhaps as good a picture of city finances in developing countries as has been gathered.
Evaluation of the Issues
In pursuing our second objective-to
frame the important issues in
analyzing urban government finances in developing countries and to offer
a way to evaluate them-we face the possibility that the conventional
analytic frameworks for studying local government finance (for example,
median voter models, general equilibrium incidence analysis, marginal
cost-pricing rules) need to be recast to fit the developing-country setting.
This recasting, a number of cultural considerations, and a much greater
concern with administrative constraints give us not only some new answers to a number of old questions about local public finance but also
some new questions.
The full list of specific issues considered in this study is too long to
recite here, but these general questions seem to emerge in country after
country:
* How can one reconcile the strong advantages of fiscal centralization
in developing countries with the need to promote local autonomy?
* How can tax structure and administration be changed to mobilize
an adequate share of the growing taxable capacity that comes with
urbanization?
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* What is the potential for capturing full public investment and service
costs from beneficiaries?
* How important are equity effects and allocative impacts as opposed
to revenue-raising and administrative issues in formulating local
government tax reform?
* Can central grant systems be constructed to provide incentives for
local governments to mobilize additional resources and channel the
funds to development purposes?
Developing Criteria for Public Policy
Our third objective-to develop some general rules for improved local
government financial practices in developing countries, or at least some
guidelines for formulating urban finance policy-might be pursued by
devising a better approach to evaluating alternative financing practices
(for example, by demonstrating how one might choose among alternative
grant-in-aid programs). A goal throughout this book is to help urban
governments sharpen their formulation of fiscal policy.
Another potential contribution to policy formulation has to do with
the transferability of successful experiences. Clearly some important
techniques of local government finance may be applicable on a broader
scale, for example, land readjustment in the Republic of Korea, valorization in Colombia, municipal development banks in Latin America, and
land value taxation in Jamaica and Kenya. These techniques will not work
in all settings because of a variety of cultural, legal, and political constraints, but some knowledge of how they have worked in specific settings may improve local public finance in general.
Scope, Method,

and Limitations

This study is meant to cover the finances of local government in large
cities of developing countries. The questions of what is large and what
is a city immediately arise. We define "large" very loosely and concentrate primarily on the larger cities within a country. We are as concerned,
for example, with Kenya's two largest cities, Nairobi and Mombasa, as
with Calcutta and Bombay, even though the latter two cities have many
times more people. On the question of what we mean by "city government," we do not limit ourselves to municipal governments narrowly
defined but rather refer to all public authorities operating within an urban
area (for example, transportation and water authorities, smaller and adjacent municipalities in the same metropolitan area, and overlapping special districts). States, provinces, departments, and so forth, are not the
primary focus of study here, except in the context of intergovernmental
fiscal relations, but villages, barrios, and other subcity units are considered. In some places we consider the relation between urban and rural
local governments, but the focus is primarily on urban areas.
Unfortunately, there is a shortage of good secondary data; a compen-
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dium of local government finances in developing countries does not exist.
The newcomer to this area of analysis might expect that one of the international agencies would have begun to gather such data by now, at
least for the world's largest cities. This guess would be incorrect. The
best comparable data on international public finance are in the International Monetary Fund's Government Finance Statistics Yearbook,but this
source reports only aggregate, nationwide data from state and local governments. Even in this source, aggregate statistics for subnational governments are not presented for many countries and are incomplete for
others. Neither the United Nations nor the World Bank gathers comparable data on local public finance.
The data and information for this study come from a variety of sources.
A very important source is a series of case studies of urban public finance
in developing-country cities carried out by the authors or under their
direction.3 These studies provide a wealth of fiscal data and information
that have been made reasonably consistent, and a substantial amount of
qualitative information about tax structures, expenditure responsibilities,
and so forth. In each case, the data and information were gathered during
field interviews with public officials and from public records, budgets,
financial accounts, tax departments, and so forth. Fieldwork rather than
home-office analysis is important because accounting methods, budget
structures, and fiscal terminology all vary among cities; detail is necessary
to bring the data to a common basis.
Case studies of various cities-carried out under a variety of auspices,
using different methodologies, covering different years, but asking similar questions-provide
the other basic source of information. The statistics in these studies suffer from some lack of comparability, and the
supporting details on fiscal operations are not always available. Still, when
carefully used they can add significantly to what we know.
Together, these sources of data provide information on more than fifty
cities in developing countries and provide as comprehensive a look at
developing-country urban government finances as has been taken. There
are also important caveats. Some of the data are not comparable in form,
different years are used in the comparisons, much of the information is
dated, and the sample of cities is not random. We have tried to remedy
some of these problems by updating the information where possible and
by augmenting the sample where particular types of cities seem underrepresented.
This work also is limited by what we have chosen to study. Many
important subjects-budgeting,
financial accounting, personnel management, internal organization, political structure-are not covered. We
also say far too little about the urban economic base which underlies the
fiscal performance of the local government studied here. Population,
income, and employment growth are perhaps the major determinants of
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fiscal health and to a large extent dictate fiscal options. Yet few countries
have reliable regional income accounts or employment data, and hence
we have only isolated evidence about the relation between the local fisc
and the local economy. Finally, this volume-in its focus on public finance-has little to say on the role of private financing of urban infrastructure. This is a topic that warrants much additional research beyond
the scope of this book.4
Plan of the Book
This work is organized in four parts. Part I, comprised of the next two
chapters, sets the framework for urban fiscal analysis. The structure of
urban government expenditure and revenue is described in chapter 2.
Chapter 3 discusses how public policy and external events affect the fiscal
behavior of local governments in developing countries and explores the
relevance of the traditional explanations of public expenditure levels and
growth in a developing-country setting.
Part II is about taxation by local governments. Since the property tax
in one form or another is the principal generator of revenue in most
cities, it is the subject of three chapters. After describing the prevailing
practice in chapter 4, we turn to the question of the incidence of the
property tax in developing countries in chapter 5 and then to the allocative effects of taxes and charges on land and improvements in chapter
6. The property tax, it turns out, is as justifiably maligned in developing
countries as in advanced countries, and its practice is as much in need
of improvement. Taxes related to automobiles are given a separate treatment in chapter 7 because of their growing importance and revenue
potential and because of the special problems they raise. Finally, chapter
8 analyzes the use, advantages, and disadvantages of taxes on sales and
income and of a number of other smaller levies.
Part III is concerned with user charges for urban services. Chapter 9
explores from an analytical perspective the most important of the issues
related to the pricing of urban services: the difficult question of reconciling the needs to cover costs and to provide an efficient level of services.
The practical issues of pricing public services are reviewed and evaluated
in chapter 10, with special attention given to water supply and sewerage
charges because of their importance in local budgets and because of their
special importance to the quality of urban life. Practical methods of charging for other urban services are analyzed in chapter 11.
Part IV covers intergovernmental fiscal relations: the division of financing and spending powers and responsibilities between central and
subnational governments. In chapter 12, the structure of local government in a national setting is considered; that is, what are the economic
role and extent of fiscal autonomy of local governments in developing
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countries, and what common patterns of central-local relations exist? The.
advantages and disadvantages to fiscal centralization are also considered,
and the trend toward centralization is described. Chapter 13 turns to the
question of central grants to local governments and attempts to identify
the state of the practice and the choices open in designing an optimal
grant program. Chapter 14, an epilogue, gives lessons for policy.

PART

I

A Framework
for Analysis
CHAPTER
1 POSTULATED
that urban public finance poses important
problems and development challenges. Part I provides the basis for this
judgment and a framework for analysis.Chapter 2 reviews the available
evidence on the trends and composition of urban public spending and
revenues and concludes that urban government plays a significantrole,
especiallyin larger cities, in raising and allocatingpublic finances relative
to other levels of government. Moreover, the functions of urban governments, although varying across and within cities, always give local
authorities a large say in how effectivelycities grow, especiallythrough
their involvement in the provision of urban infrastructure and of social
services such as education or health.
On the revenue side, urban governments tend to rely heavily on the
property tax, on ad hoc local taxes, and on user charges. Intergovernmental transfers tend to make a relatively small contribution to the revenues of urban governments; local borrowingis rarely a significantsource
of finance.
Chapter 3 provides a framework for analyzingthe role of urban government and the forces that have contributed to the growing discrepancy
between expenditure needs and revenue availability,also referred to as
the "fiscal gap." It provides a broad outline of approaches that might be
followed to close this fiscalgap, both on the expenditure and the revenue
sides, and it closes with a discussionof some of the political factorswhich
tend to constrain reform of urban finances.
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2 The Expenditureand Revenue
Structureof Urban Governments

THE INFLUENCE
of urbanization on the budget of a local government
is dependent on the government's expenditure responsibility, revenue
raising authority, and fiscal autonomy. Accordingly, the purpose of this
chapter is to describe the fiscal practices of urban governments in developing countries. 1 We begin by trying to gain some perspective on the
fiscal importance of the local public sector, that is, to answer the inevitable question of whether the issue is worth studying. We then describe
the expenditure responsibilities of local governments, particularly the
division of responsibilities among central, state, and city governments
and local public enterprises. Lastly, we consider the revenue authority
of local governments, their independence in using this authority, and
their reliance on external sources of finance. The aim here is primarily
to give a picture of the structure of urban government finances; each of
these issues is explored in more detail in subsequent chapters.
There is little precedent for this kind of description of city financing
practices. Davey (1983) focused on differences in the institutions that
govern local finances but did not attempt comparative, quantitative analysis. Smith (1974) used secondary data to compare city government finances in developing countries but did not use the broader definition of
local government employed here. Walsh (1969) relied on case studies
of selected cities but was not primarily concerned with financing patterns.
This book also relies on case studies but differs from earlier works in
that the case studies focus on financing, many were designed to produce
comparable information, and all use a more comprehensive definition of
local government.

The Importance of Local Government
in Developing Countries
The expenditure responsibility of local government varies widely
across countries. As noted above, accurate data on the finances of individual local authorities are not collected by any central agency for
purposes of international comparison.2 Hence, cross-country comparisons of the degree of fiscal decentralization have usually focused on
intercountry variations in the fiscal importance of the entire subnational
level of government. On the basis of such evidence, it is possible to
obtain some first impressions of the importance of subnational author11
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ities in developing countries and, to some extent, the importance of local
government.
Using fiscaldata for 1973-76, a sample of twenty-three industrial and
thirty-four developing countries for which data were available, and the
expenditure share of subnational governments as the measure of fiscal
decentralization, Bahl and Nath (1986) found an average subnational
share of 15 percent of all government expenditure in developing countries. Around this average is a substantialvariation, with the subnational
government sector accounting for up to half of all government expenditures in some countries (for example, Brazil, Chile, and India). To the
extent that these figures are reliable, they indicate that state, provincial,
and local governments are of substantial fiscalimportance in developing
countries, though much less so than in industrial nations.3 It seems clear,
however, that fiscaldecentralization accompaniesdevelopment. The subnational average expenditure share for advanced countries in the study
mentioned above was 32 percent, and econometric results in Bahl and
Nath (1986), Wasylenko (1987), Oates (1972), and Pommerehne (1977)
show a significant positive statistical association between the degree of
expenditure decentralization and per capita GNP.
There is no clear consensus from past research about whether the
expenditure share of subnational government has been increasing.Bahl
and Nath's (1986) comparison of twenty-five developing countries for
1960-73 shows an approximately constant share, as does our own comparison of twenty-seven developing countries for 1973 and 1980 using
International Monetary Fund (IMF) data.4
Such estimates do not necessarily help us understand the fiscal importance of urban local government and how it has changed. In part this
is because of the inclusion of state and federal governments, which in
some federal countries dominate public financing activities in the subnational government sector. It is also true that local governments in large
cities often have more fiscal responsibility than do other local governments because urbanization has pressed them to offer a broader range
of services. Many countries in fact have differentiated the fiscalpowers
and responsibilities of their local governments on the basis of population size. Simple comparisons of subnationalexpenditure shares do not
pick up intercountry variations in these dimensions of the importance
of local government.
The problem here is to find a measure which better describes the
importance of local government in metropolitan areas. One possibility
is to aggregate the expenditures made in the urban area by the central,
state, and local governments and to identify the contribution of local
government to this total. Unfortunately, few higher-level governments
track expenditures according to destination; hence, it is necessary to
make some simplifyingassumptionin order to derive an estimate of total
spending within urban areas. We begin with the simplifyingassumption
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that the national (or state) government spends as much on a per capita
basis in the city as it does on average throughout the country (or state).
To the extent that per capita higher-level government spending is more
city-biased, our assumption will understate total government spending
in urban areas and will overstate the relative contribution of local government. If biases in higher-level government budgets are toward rural
areas and smaller cities, our assumption will overstate the relative importance of higher-level governments.'
Using this basis for comparison, and data from a sample of 23 cities
in developing countries, estimates of the share of national, state, and
local government expenditures in urban areas are presented in table 21. For example, all local governments in metropolitan Bombay spent the
equivalent of $55 per capita in 1982, which was 43 percent of estimated
total (central, state, and local) government spending in the Bombay metropolitan area. (Throughout the text and in the tables, unless noted, all
dollars are current U.S. dollars.) As may be seen from the local percentage share column in this table, the median local government expenditure share is about 20 percent, but there is wide variation, and a
share of one-third or more is not at all uncommon. Moreover, even this
estimate is probably biased downward by the underlying assumption that
per capita central (state) government expenditures are equal in the metropolitan area and the rest of the country (state). The right conclusion
to draw from this small sample would seem to be that the local governments of many developing-country cities play an important role in the
provision of urban services and therefore have an important effect on
the economic development of cities. These results should make the case
that the fiscal problems of large cities in developing countries deserve
more than the little attention they usually are given, and that the popular
belief that urban local governments in developing countries play a very
minor budgetary role is mistaken.
Table 2-1 (and most of the other tables in this volume) has been
constructed to include information from an earlier and a more recent
period, usually the 1970s and the 1980s. Accordingly, the data might be
used to describe very roughly the changing fiscal importance of urban
governments. For example, local governments in metropolitan Bombay
increased expenditures by 9.3 percent in the late 1970s and early 1980s
while the state and central governments increased spending by 9.3 and
10.2 percent respectively. This would imply that the importance of the
local government sector as a provider of public services in metropolitan
Bombay has not changed markedly. The data for other cities show a
mixed pattern of increasing and declining importance. For example, the
rate of growth of local government expenditures in Seoul was significantly higher than that of central expenditures in both periods observed,
with the result that the local government share increased by about 2
percentage points. Just the opposite, centralizing tendencies can be ob-

Table 2-1. Distribution and Growth of Estimated Public Expenditure in SelectedCities
(dollars)

City, years

4\

Bangladesh
Dhaka, 1980-83
Brazil
Rio deJaneiro, 1980-84
Sao Paulo, 1980-84
Colombia
Bogota, 1970-72
Cali, 1975
Cartagena,1969-72
India
Ahmadabad,1965-71
Ahmadabad,1977-81
Bombay,1963-70
Bombay,1975-82
Indonesia
Jakarta, 1972-73
Jakarta, 1980-81
Iran
Tehran, 1974
Jamaica
Kingston, 1968-72
Kenya
Nairobi, 1980-81
Korea,Rep. of
Daegu, 1976
Daegu, 1981-83
Daejeon, 1976
Daejeon, 1981-83
Gwangju, 1976

Percapita Percentage
share in total governmentexpenditure
local
--expenditurea
Local
State
Central

Percentage
growth rate in per capita governmentexpenditureb
Local

State

Central

n.a.

8.9

1.5

5.7

na.

94.3

0.8

42.1
56.0

13.8
16.1

22.9
28.8

63.2
55.1

--12.4
10.4

59.5
51.4
20.0

49.9
48.8
23.0

n.a.
6.7
8.5

50.1
44.5
68.4

20.2
13.6

n.a.
15.9

21.9
21.9

19.7
29.6
22.0
54.5

41.5
30.7
41.7
42.9

49.8
34.8
31.5
30.9

8.7
34.5
26.9
26.2

14.6
9.9
6.1
9.3

9.5
13.9
12.7
9.3

12.5
11.2
11.5
10.2

8.3
46.0

36.9
21.6

n.a.
n.a.

63.1
78.4

11.2

n.a.

28.1

26.2

3.9

n.a.

96.1

20.7

19.4

n.a.

80.6

13.7

n.a.

18.2

58.3

46.3

n.a.

53.7

8.3

n.a.

18.1

41.0
174.5
38.4
90.5
37.8

23.0
34.2
21.9
21.3
21.6

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

77.0
66.0
78.1
78.7
78.4

58.4
6.0
-

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

-5.8
- 10.1

-6.6
-6.6

-

-

-

-

6.5
-

6.5
-

Gwangiu, 1981-83
Jeonju, 1975
Jeonju, 1981-83
Seoul, 1965-71
Seoul, 1981-83
Mexico
Mexico City, 1966
Mexico City, 1980-84
Nicaragua
Managua', 1972
Managua, 1979
Peru
Lima, 1981-82
Philippines
Manila, 1960-70
Manila, 1980-85
Thailand
Bangkok, 1975-77
a

14.5
14.0
31.5
16.1

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

6.5

-

0.8

-

-

n.a.
n.a.

-

141.2
31.0
128.9
31.4
214.4

29.6
23.5
27.7
36.3
38.4

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

70.4
76.5
72.3
63.7
61.6

32.3
142.2

18.0
22.0

n.a.
78.0

82.0
-10.1

1/4.9
15.99

15.2
12.4

n.a.
n.a.

84.8
87.6

13.1

6.0

n.a.

94.0

- 13.1

n.a.

- 14.6

7.5
5.8

30.5
10.0

n.a.
n.a.

69.5
90.0

6.5
- 12.2

n.a.
n.a.

- 10.3

23.9

25.1

n.a.

74.9

15.7

n.a.

17.4

17.6
52.3

17.0
10.1

n.a.
n.a.

83.0
89.9

n.a.
n.a.

7.1
3.4

23.0
54.5

23.0
21.7

19.1
32.9

76.5
68.2

14.3
5.5

12.5
6.5

-

-

6.5
23.0
6.5

9.7

Tunisia
Tunis, 1965-70
Tunis, 1984-85
Median
Before and including 1979
After 1979

-3.5
-14.0
13.7
7.1

Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.
Note:The underlying expenditure figures for the local authorities are derived directly from local budgets and financial reports. The spending figures for higherlevel governments are, with the exception of Cali and Mexico City, based on the per capita assumption stated in the text. For Cali and Mexico City, direct estimates
of higher-level government spending in each city were available. Even these are subject to limitations, however, since the allocation of certain higher-level government
expenditures to particular urban areas is necessarily arbitrary.
a. Consolidated expenditure by all local government agencies in the metropolitan area. including (semi-) autonomous local public service enterprise, converted to
dollars at the prevailing official exchange rates as shown in INIF (various years, b). The figures are for the terminal year of the period showii in the preceding column.
b. Average annual compound growth rate of per capita expenditures, expressed in dollars at the prevailing official exchange rate.
c. Local revenues are used to approximate the level of local expenditures.
-
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served for Tunis. It is difficult to draw out an average performance from
so small a sample and from data that are drawn from so many different
combinations of years. The medians presented in table 2-1 suggest that
the urban government share of total expenditures has declined over the
long run. However, even if this conclusion could be substantiated with
a larger and more complete sample of data, it would not suggest a poor
fiscal performance by large city governments. Indeed, as we shall show
below, some urban governments have done surprisinglywell in keeping
their expenditures in step with population and inflation.
In table 2-2, we have elaborated on the variationin expenditure growth
rates among these cities and have made compar.sons with population
growth and inflation. As might be expected, there is wide variation in
the consolidated expenditure performance of urban local governments.
Some city governments have experienced expansionsin real expenditure
which are substantiallyabove the rate of increase in the city's population
(for example, Gujranwala and Seoul). Other cities suffered a decline in
real spending(MexicoCity and Tunis), whereas yet others showdeclining
real per capita spending (Madras).
One way to read the results presented in table 2-2 is that real per
capita expenditures increased in many of the cities in this sample during
the periods under consideration. The ability of some local governments
to raise per capita expenditures, despite rapid increases in population,
limited resource bases, inflation, and constraints placed upon them by
higher government authorities, is a remarkable achievement. It suggests
a very important conclusion: urban governments can play a significant
role in local resource mobilization. Two cautions accompany even this
generally favorable evaluation of the fiscal performance of cities. First,
expenditure needs still may have gone unmet; that is, although actual
expenditures may have kept up with population, they may not have
grown enough to hold levels of public service constant. Second, the
increase in real per capita expenditures in many cities was probably not
sufficient even to dent the existing deficit in services.6
One can also read these data as painting a less favorable picture of city
finances. Growth in local government expenditure was stronger in the
1970s than in the 1980s for about half the cities studied. This might be
attributed to some combination of the aftermath of the oil crisis,a weak
world economy, the debt crisis, high rates of inflation, and the low buoyancy of local government revenues in some countries. Many cities show
substantialdeclines in real per capita expenditure in the 1980s, an almost
certain sign of fiscalproblems and the deterioration of locally provided
services.
What Do Local Governments Do?
Another way to examine the importance of local governments in developing countries is to ask what services they provide. How true is the
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claim that the services provided by local governments are essential to
developing the urban economy and to protecting the living conditions
of the urban populace, especially low-income families? On the basis of
our analysis of urban governments in developing countries, their common functions would appear to be markets, abattoirs, fire protection,
street cleaning and lighting, garbage collection, cemeteries, libraries, and
minor public disease prevention services. Beyond these common functions, responsibilities vary widely, including-in
many cases-the responsibility for major governmental functions. We have attempted to
describe this variation in service responsibility for a sample of cities by
categorizing local governments as having primary (P), secondary (S), -or
no (N) responsibility (see tables 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5).7
As may be seen from these compilations, many local governments have
full or partial responsibility for the provision of physical infrastructure,
in particular the construction and maintenance of streets, potable water
supply, sewerage, and drainage. In contrast, telephone and electricity
services are typically the responsibility of higher-level government agencies, with a few notable exceptions, such as in Colombia. It will be a
surprise to many that primary education is frequently controlled by local
government in developing countries. Health and welfare services, however, are rarely a local responsibility and are often not provided on a
significant scale by any government agency. Local housing programs are
of importance in some cities, particularly in former British colonies
where the British focus on local public housing has been retained (for
example, Kenya and Zambia). Minor local public housing programs are
found in many cities; however, they tend to be small relative to national
or state housing programs and frequently cater only to municipal employees. Urban mass transportation is frequently the responsibility of a
local authority, and sometimes it is managed by private firms which are
supervised by local or national authorities. Police protection is almost
universally a responsibility of national authorities.
Within developing countries, local governments in the larger cities
usually have a greater range of responsibilities than do their counterparts
in the smaller cities. One reason is that the largest cities in developing
countries, and in particular the capital cities, tend to have a special administrative status combining local and state (provincial) functions and
therefore have a greater range of local government responsibilities. This
practice is certainly not limited to developing countries; for example,
Washington, D.C., is a special district with some of the fiscal functions
of both a city and a state.
Cities in virtually all developing countries face an overlap of responsibilities of local, state, and national authorities. Often all levels of government are involved in the provision of a particular service within an
urban area, though the intergovernmental arrangement under which responsibility is shared varies widely. For example, various national, state,
(Text continues on page 23.)

Table 2-2. Annual Growth Rate and Composition of Expenditure by Local Governments in SelectedCities
(percent)
Growth rate of

City or state, years

x

Brazil
State of Guabara,b 1980-84
Rio deJaneiro, 1967-69'
Sao Paulo, 1980-84
Colombia
Bogota, 1963-72
Cali, 1964-74
Cartagena, 1970-72

Population
growth
rate

total local expenditure
In current prices

In constant prices

Growth rate of recurrent
local expenditure in
current prices

Share of recurrent
total local
expenditurea

1.2
27.0
3.7

129.1
46.7
126.7

- 1.5
16.6
--2.5

120.6
120.9

82.6
71.0
35.1

6.6
4.4
5.0

20.5
21.3
31.0

9.0
7.9
18.2

21.8
22.9
31.9

59.0
72.8
76.4

3.3
4.1
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.3

9.4
12.4
10.5
12.2
4.3
-3.4

3.7
3.9
4.3
6.4
8.8
-4.1

12.2
14.1
11.2
11.3
9.2
5.9

88.0
81.7
83.7
78.2
74.0
71.3

4.6
6.0

17.8
11.9

9.2
-0.3

19.4
11.1

49.3
55.1

2.8

15.3

8.2

1I.id

86.5

7.0
6.0

17.4
8.3

4.6
-3.1

14.2
30.0

70.3
53.9

India

Ahmadabad, 1965-71
Ahmadabad, 1977-81
Bombay, 1963-72
Bombay, 1975-82
Madras (Corp.), 1972-76
Madras (Corp.), 1977-79
Indonesia

Jakarta, 1970-73
Jakarta, 1981-82
Jamaica
Kingston, 1969-73
Kenya
Nairobi, 1960-76
Nairobi, 1980-81

Korea,Rep. of
Seoul, 1963-72
Seoul, 1981-83
Mexico
Mexico City, 1980-84
Nigeria
Lagos, 1979-80
Pakistan
Karachi, 1972-75
Karachi, 1981-82
Gujranwala, 1971-75
Gujranwala, 1983-85
Philippines
Manila, 1960-70
Manila, 1980-85
Tunisia
Tunis, 1966-72
Tunis, 1981-82
Turkey
Istanbul, 1960-70
Zambia
Lusaka, 1966-72
Median
Before and including 1979
After 1979
-

a.
b.
c.
d.

7.6
3.0

34.5
27.6

20.8
21.2

22.5
18.8

34.7
35.0

3.6

53.1

-5.1

59.5

35.5

6.5

32.4

18.6

163.6

78.2

5.6
4.3
5.8
5.8

30.2
17.7
34.1
40.5

7.7
11.4
16.9
32.3

26.7
7.9
37.6
34.1

64.2
53.5
58.3
94.1

4.9
3.4

11.4
5.2

6.1
12.7

-

-

-6.5
-9.6

0.0
-7.2

84.8
74.6

-0.6

5.9

86.8

4.0
4.0

-3.2
-2.3

-

3.9

5.3

11.3

14.6

5.7

16.8

84.0

4.5
4.0

15.0
27.6

7.1
-1.5

14.2
32.1

74.0
54.5

Not available.
For terminal year of the period under consideration.
Not including autonomous agencies.
1969 figures are budgeted expenditure.
1966/67-1972/73.

Table 2-3. Local Public Responsibility for Services in SelectedCities with ExtensiveResponsibility
Rep. of Korea

Function

Publicutilities
Water supply
Sewerageand drainage
Electricity
Telephone
Socialservices
Primary education
Health
Social welfare
Housing

India
Colombia
Francistown,
Botswana, Bogotai, Cali, Ahmadabad, Bombay, Calcutta,'
1977
1972
1971
1970 72 1975
1974

Jakarta, Nairobi,
Delhi, Indonesia, Kenya,
1976
1972
1970

P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P

P
P
N
N

P
P
P
N

P
P
N
N

P
P
P
N

P
P
N
N

P
P
N
N

P
P
N
N

P
P
N
N

S
S
N
S

P
S
S
S

S
S
N
S

P
P
P
S

P
S
S
P

P
S
P
S

P
S
S
S

P
S
S
P

P
P
S
P

P
P
S
S

P
P
S
S

P
P
N

P
P
S

P
P
N

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
P
N

P
P
P

P
P
S

P
P
N

P
N
P

P
N
N

P
P
P
P
N
N

P
P
P
P
P
S

P
P
P
P
N
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
S
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
S

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
N
N
P
N

P
P
N
N
P
N

Transportation

Highwaysand roads
Street lighting
Masstransportation
Generalurbanservices
Refuse collection
Parks and recreation
Markets and abattoirs
Cemeteries
Fire protection
Lawenforcement

Seoul,
7965-71

Daegu,
Daejeon,
1976,
Gwangju,
Jeonju,
1975

Note: P, primaryresponsibility;S, secondaryresponsibility;N, no responsibility.
a. Calcutta(:orporation.

Table 2-4. Local Public Responsibility for Services in SelectedCities wuith Moderate Responsibility
Zambia

Function
Public
utilities
Warer supply
Sewerageand drainage
Electricity
Telephone
Socialservices
Primaryeducation
Health
Socialwelfare
Housing
Transportation
Highwaysand roads
Street lighting
Masstransportation
Generalurban services
Refuse collection
Parks and recreation
Markets and abattoirs
Cemeteries
Fire protection
Lawenforcement

Cartagena,
Colombia,
1972

Madras,
India,
1976

P
P
N
P

p
P
N
N

S
N
N
N

Casablanca.
Morocco,
1970s

Karachi,
Pakistan.
1976

Manila,
Philippines,
1980

Bangkok,
Thailand,
1974

Lusaka,
1974

Kitwe,
Ndola,
1974

P
P
N
N

P
P
N
N

P
P
N
N

P
P
N
N

P
P
N
N

P
P
N
N

P
S
S
S

N
S
S
N

S
P
S
N

S
S
S
S

P
P
N
N

N
S
S
P

N
S
S
P

P
P
N

P
P
N

P
P
P

P
P
N

S
S
N

N
N
S

P
P
N

S
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
S
S

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
S
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

Note: P,primaryresponsibility;S, secondaryresponsibility;N, no responsibility.

Table 2-5. Local Public Responsibility for Servicesin SelectedCities with Little Responsibility
Zaire

Ns

Function

Tehran,
Iran,
1974

Kingston,
Jamaica,
1973

Lagos,
Nigeria,
1960s

Gsojranwala,
Pakistan,
1975

Lima,
Peru,
1982

Davao,
Philippines,
1980

Tunis,
Tunisia,
1972

Valencia,
Venezuela,
1960s

Kinssasa,
1973

Bukaru,
Lumbumbashi,
Mbiuji-May,
1973

Public utilities
Water supply
Sewerage and drainage
Electricity
Telephone

S
S
N
N

S
N
N
N

S
S
N
N

S
S
N
N

P
P
N
N

N
P
N
N

N
P
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
S
S
S

N
S
S
N

P
S
N
N

P
S
S
N

N
S
N
N

S
S
N
N

S
S
N
S

S
S
N
N

N
S
S
N

N
N
S
N

P
P
N

P
N
N

P
P
S

S
p
N

S
p
S

P
P
N

P
N
N

S
P
S

P
P
N

S
p
N

P
P
p
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
S

P
P
P
P
n.a.
N

P
P
P
P
P
S

P
P
P
P
P
S

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

P
P
P
P
P
N

Social services
Primary education
Health
Social welfare
Housing
Transportation
Highways and roads
Street lighting
Mass transportation
General urban services
Refuse collection
Parks and recreation
Markets and abattoirs
Cemeteries
Fire protection
Law enforcement

n.a. Not available.
Note: P, primary responsibility; S, secondary responsibility; N, no responsibility.
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and local agencies in Cali, Colombia, are involved in providing public
housing, public health services,and education (Bird 1980);and inJakarta
the national government and the city government share in the provision
of water supply services, public health services, education, and transportation (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976). The different levels of
government can also share the responsibility for delivering a service
when one level of government controls what another level does. For
example, the government of the Republic of Korea replaced the transfer
of shared taxes to local government with a more ad hoc allocationwhich
includes project-specific grants and which leads to much greater central
control over local investment policies (Smith and Kim 1979). Another
means of increasing central control is to create special metropolitan development agencies or autonomous service companies in which the
higher levels of government take a more direct role than is the case with
regular local government operations. Examples are the metropolitan development authorities in Calcutta, Karachi, and Manila. Overlapping responsibility also occurs where national or state-appointed civil servants
carry out local government functions, for example, the manager of an
autonomous agency or the local assessor.
Are local governments in developing countries less involved in delivering public services than those in industrial countries? These data do
not give us an answer. Because there is so much variation in the scope
of local government responsibility, it is difficult to make a statement
about differencesin the "average"practice. It is generally true, however,
that urban mass transportation, health and welfare, and education are
provided with greater local government involvement in the industrial
nations.8 And public utility services are more likely to be provided
through the private sector in industrial countries. Otherwise, there are
some close similarities between developing and industrial countries in
the division of expenditure responsibilities. Large cities and capital cities
have broader fiscal powers and responsibilities in most countries. Likewise, cities in developing countries are not alone in this pattern of overlapping responsibilities of local and higher levels of government. There
is a similar pattern in the industrial nations, and calls for clearer definitions of expenditure responsibilities are heard in virtually every industrial country.9
Expenditure Patterns
This section concentrates almost exclusivelyon expenditures by local
authorities. The data are drawn from comparable case studies which give
a reasonably consistent and comprehensive view of local government,
including the finances of autonomouslocal public agencies.These bodies
have separate budgets and varying degrees of independence from the
city government. They may go by a variety of different names, for example, authority, agency,committee, district, and empresa.We view them

Table 2-6. PercentageContribution of Autonomous Local Agencies to Consolidated Local Government Spending in Selected Cities
City, year
Botswana
Francistown, 1972
Colombia
Bogota, 1972
Cali, 1974
Cartagena, 1972
India
Ahmadabad, 1971
Bombay, 1972
Bombay, 1982
Indonesia
Jakarta, 1972
Jakarta, 1982
Jamaica
Kingston, 1972
Korea,Rep. of
Daegu, 1975
Daegu, 1983
Daejeon, 1975
Daejeon, 1983
Gwangju, 1975
Gwangju, 1983
Jeonju, 1975
Jeonju, 1983
Seoul, 1971
Seoul, 1983
Nicaragua
Managua, 1974
Managua, 1979

Number of
agencies

Percentage
of total
expenditure

2

39.9

12
4
4

79.3
80.0
84.1

98.5
90.9
84.4

Public utilities, housing, roads, public transportation, refuse collection
Public utilities, housing, roads, refuse collection
Public utilities, roads, refuse collection

3
1
1

58.7
30.2
39.2

32.7
19.7
19.4

Education, public transportation, milk scheme
Electricity, public transportation
n.a.

5
4

23.2
11.0

15.9
n.a.

Water, public transportation, land development, education, abattoir
n.a.

1

43.4

73.4

Water

1
1

42.2
35.4
38.4
45.4
21.6
65.6
36.0
40.5
23.1
25.5

1
1

28.725.1

-

Percentage
of capital
expenditure
-

Autonomous agency functions
Water, electricity

-

Water, land readjustment, housing

-

Water, land readjustment, housing

-

Water, land readjustment, housing

-

Water, land readjustment, housing

10.3
39.1

Education
n.a.

_
-

Water
n.a.

available.
n.a. Not applicable.
a. Based on revenues.
b. Metropolitan water company administered under central government control. The expenditures and revenues of this enterprise are not included in the other
expenditure and revenue tables in this chapter.
-Not
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here as overlapping units of local government. Exclusion of these special
districts would have introduced an important error; for example, these
bodies contributed more than 80 percent of total local government
spending in Colombian cities in the 1970s. It is not at all unusual for an
autonomous local government agency to account for more than one-third
of total local government expenditures, as suggested by the data presented in table 2-6. Even this consolidation of all local governments and
local agencies does not eliminate all the issues of cross-country comparability. There remains the assignment problem, that is, the problem
of comparing local government finances when local governments have
different sets of responsibilities assigned to them by higher levels of
government.
There are wide variations in the distribution of expenditures by service
categories (tables 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9). This is to be expected because of
the wide variation in urban government responsibilities, the relative severity of existing backlogs in public services, and differing policy objectives. Still, these data show some patterns which are suggestive of the
different roles taken on by local governments. Colombian cities spend
relatively more on public utilities and relatively less on social services,
the transportation system, and general urban services.' 0 Because it is a
capital district, Bogota has the combined expenditure responsibilities of
a state ("department") and a municipality and therefore directs a relatively high share of its expenditure to education."
For the Indian cities, with the exceptions of Bombay and Calcutta, the
picture is reversed: relatively more local spending has been devoted to
social services, especially education, and less to public utilities. These
cities also have devoted a substantial portion of their resources to the
operation of their urban transport (bus) systems. A similar pattern may
be observed for the Korean cities, except for Daejon, Gwangju, and
jeonj u.
The local authorities in Jakarta and Kingston have in common a relatively very small involvement in public utilities because their national
governments carry most of this responsibility. But the similarity between
these two cities ends here. Per capita spending in Kingston in the 1970s
was two and a half times that in Jakarta, and although spending was spread
across virtually all urban services in Jakarta, it was concentrated in social
welfare, highways, and refuse collection in Kingston. (There are a few
noticeable outliers in this comparison. Lusaka stands out because of its
high per capita spending and its relatively heavy involvement in housing
and industries, whereas Madras and Karachi spent a relatively high share
on health care.)
Finally, it is of interest to return briefly to a review of the role of
autonomous agencies in providing urban public services in the cities of
developing countries. The data in table 2-6 indicate that in cities where
public utilities are provided by autonomous agencies, the central gov(Text continues on page 32.)

Table 2-7. PercentageDistribution of Total Expenditure of Local Authorities by Function
in SelectedCities of Colombia and India
Colombia

India

Bogotd, Cali, Cartagena,Ahmadabad,Ahmadabad,Bombay, Bombay, Calcuetta,aCalcutta,' Madras,b Madras,b
Function

Gs

Public utility
Water supply
Sewerageand drainage
Electricity
Telephone
Socialservices
Education
Health
Socialwelfare
Housing
Milk scheme
Transportation
Highwaysand roads
Mass transportation
Other
General urban services
Refuse collection
Parks and recreation
Land development
schemes
Industries
Markets and abattoirs
Fire protection
Lawenforcement
Other

1972

1974

1972

1971

1981

47.9
26.1
11.0
10.8
14.0
10.7
1.6
1.4
0.6
8.5
3.9
2.1
6.4
2.8
3.0

50.2
12.3
27.5
10.4
3.5
1.1
1.8
-

10.2
5.7
4.5
-

17.6
12.0
5.6'
-

6.0
4.3
1.7
3.9
2.4
-

36.4
13.1
9.2
14.1
1.6
1.6
5.9
5.9
12.6
3.9
2.4

-

-

-

0.3
0.2
0.1
-

0.6

-

45.1
16.5
7.9
0.4
0.8
19.5
20.0
4.4
15.6
8.4
3.4
1.2

1971/72
24.4
6.8
4.7
12.9

-

32.0
13.2
10.6
4.2h
4.0
8.2
7.4
0.8k
9.5
5.4
1.5

-

1.5
-

4.8
0.9
0.6

1974175
55.2
19.9

29.6
10.5'
6.2
19.7

35 3d

-

-

-

-

25.0
10.3
9.9
4.8

21.8
7.2
10.6
4.0

14.1
14.1
-

-

-

21.4
5.8
15.6
7.6
4.3
0.4

29.0
9.5
19.5i
4.9
4.7
-

0.8

-

1981

-

1982

1975/76

26.1
21.3

23.0

-

-

2 3 0.

-

d

_

4.8g
-

34.0
10.7
23.3
-

-

12.9
5.8
5.6
1.5

-

-

-

-

10.9
7.9
3.1
20.1
20.1
-

19.7
19.7

40.7
40.7i

-

8.2
8.2
-

2.0
-

-

-

-

-

3.1
0.1
2.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.1
1.1
1.8

0.1
2.5
-

1.5
0.4

0.2

2.0

-

-

-

0.6

-

-

-

5.0

-

44.4
29.3
10.3
4.8
-

-

0.4

1984

-

0.8
-

Other expenditure
General administration
Employee pensions,
health care, and so on
Debt service
Grants and transfers
Unallocated
Other
Per capita expenditure
(dollars)"n

25.6
4.5

36.5
18.3

43.5
24.7

16.4
5.7

32.6
9.1

21.8
4.5

7.7
2.1

5.8
14.3
1.0
-

16.3
1.9
-

3.1
14.1
1.6
-

10.7

18.9

3.1
14.2

-

-

-

-

4.6'

-

59.5

51.4

35.1

19.7

n.a.

26.0

-

-

20.3
17.8

22.1
20.4

16.1
5.6

2.5

-

10.5

-

-

-

1.7

-

5.6

-

3.4

n.a.

6.8

n.a.

1.1

n.a.

-

-

available.
n.a. Not applicable.
Note: Except where otherwise stated, the figures include all local authorities within each metropolitan area.
a. Calcutta Corporation.
b. Madras Corporation.
c. Includes general administration of sewerage.
d. Includes night soil and refuse collection.
e. Responsibility for water and sewerage transferred to a local agency (MMWSSB) in 1978/79.
f. Includes maintenance of drainage and roads.
g. Includes street lighting.
h. Includes land management of estates, regulation of buildings, commercial buildings, land acquisition, slum clearance, and urban development.
i. Includes conservancy of buildings and bullock carts.
j. Includes general administration of electricity.
k. Street lighting.
1. Conversion of latrines and public conveniences.
m. Converted at prevailing official exchange rates according to 1986 data from IMF (various years, b).
-Not
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Table 2-8. PercentageDistribution of Total Expenditure of Local Authorities by Function
in SelectedCities of Indonesia, Jamaica, Korea, and Zambia
Jakarta, Indonesia

Function

1972/
73

1981

co

Rep. of Korea
Kingston,
Lusaka,
Jamaica, DaegAu, Daega', Daejeon, Daejeon, Gwangiau, Gwangij, Jeonja, jeonja, Seoel, Seoul, Zambia,
1972
1976
198,3
l976
1983
1976
1983
1975
7983 1970 1983
1972
--

Public utility
Watcr supply
Sewerage and drainage

7.1
6.4
-

7.5
3.6
3,9

Electricity

0.7

-

Telephone
Social services
Education

20.5
9.0
2.8
1.6

Health
Social welfare
Housing
Milk scheme
Transportation
Highways and roads
Mass transportation
Other

-

19.3
12.8
6.5
-

5.1
5.1

3.8
3.8
-

-

17.0
2.2
5.0
9.2
0.6

35.9
21.5
1.8
6.7
5.9

-

18.9
15.2
3-7a

-

-

-

17.1
9.6
7.5
-

23.5
22.2
1.3
-

10.0
10.0
-

16.4
16.4
-

48.0
35.4
1.6
7 ,jb
3.91

17.6
11.2
6.4'

14.6
14.6
-

--

14.6
9.2
5.4a

21.5
21.5
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

38.6
25.8
2.2
6.9
3.7

12.7
12 .7b
-

41.7
28.0

-

-

0.7
0.0
0.6
-

8.1
8.1
-

1.6
4.9
7.2

7.1
7.1b
-

23.1
11.3
19.2
11.3
3.9a -

-

-

32.9
22.9
0.8
7.6

1.8

15.2
11.7
3.5
-

-

5.1
5 .1

-

9.2
8.1
1.0
-

-

20.5
19.7
2.8
1.8
8.0

26.9
21.1
5.8
-

-

40.6
25.5
0.8
10.7 b
3.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

31.1
30.8
0.3
-

15.0
15.0
-

44.2
44.2
0.0
-

18.2
18.2
-

29.3
29.3
0.0
-

23.2
21.2
2.0
-

16.3
0.4
15.9
-

15.4
0.7
3.3
-

11.4
-

5.3
4.9
0.4
-

tv
us

General urban services
Refuse collection
Parks and recreation
Land development
schemes
Industries
Markets and abattoirs
Fire protection
Law enforcement
Other
Other expenditure
General administration
Employee pensions,
health care, and so on
Debt service
Grants and transfers
Unallocated
Other
Per capita expenditure
(dollars)f

22.6
4.5
3.6
6.9
2.2
2.0
1.2
0.9
0.3
30.4
30.4

2.6
-

17.8
-

16.2
-

16.6
--

14.0
-

9.2
-

9.7
-

7.5
-

10.5

-

39.4
23.3
1.7

2.6
68.0
23.0

-_
4.4
9.0
1.0
16.4
10.5

7.1
3.8
1.0
5.9
17.3
17.3

15.2
1.0
0 .5 d
18.2
12.4

5.7
2.2
1.1
7.6
19.2
19.2

12.9
1.2
0 9. d
26.7
21.7

5.7
1.2
1.7
19.4
19.4

8.3
0.3
1 .2d
17.5
15.3

0.1
2.5
4.8
0.1
18.3
18.3

0.6

-

22.6
4.0
-

7.6
1.2'

9.4
1.1
1 .5d
42.3
26.0

14.7
2.5
0.3
0.3
7.5
7.3

4.5
0.6
1 .4 d
26.3
9.7

-

-

13.1
0.3
1.8
1.3
31.9
7.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.3

5.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.2

-

24.7

-

-

-

-

42.6e

-

-

5.8'

-

5.Oe

-

2.3e

-

16.3'

-

16.6'

-

n.a.

20.7

41.0

n.a.

38.4

37.8

n.a.

31.0

n.a.

28.8

n.a.

63.1

8.3

n.a.

Not available.
ni.a. Not applicable.
Note: Except where otherwise stated, the figures include all local authorities within each metropolitan area.
a. Includes night soil and refuse collection.
b. Social welfare includes expenditures on health, cleaning and sanitation.
c. Expenditure on olympic (sports).
d. Includes fire protection.
e. Expenditures on local development work may include tourism and transport. Also includes expenditures on buildings and development of cities.
f. Converted at prevailing official exchange rates according to 1986 data from IMF (various years, b).
-

20.5
2.1
1.9

Table 2-9. PercentageDistribution of Total Expenditure of LocalAuthorities by Function
in SelectedCities of Brazil, Kenya, Pakistan, Philippines, and Tunisia
Brazil

Function
Public utility
Water supply
Sewerage and drainage
Electricity
Telephone
Social services
Education
Health
Social welfare
Housing
Milk scheme
Transportation
Highways and roads
Mass transportation
Other

Rio de
Janeiro,
1984
77.0
38.2
12.4
8.6
1.3
-

2.0
2.0
_-

Sao
Paulo,
1984
26.1
51.4
13.3
8.2
12.1
17.8

Kenya
Mombasa,
198Th
64.0
30.2
30.1
3.7
-

-

-

18.5
18.5
-

28.0
28.0
-

Pakistan
Nairohi,
1981
31.8
-

Karachi,
1973/74
25.9
18.9

Karachi,
1982

Gujranwala,
1983

-

6.8
6.8
-

Tunis,
Tunisia,
1985

21.6
11.6
10.0

31.8
7.5
8.6

32.6
8.8
23.8
-

30.8
6.4
24.4
-

-

11.6
8.7
2.6
0.3

51.4
39.5c
7.2
4.2

8.5

-

-

-

0.5

8.5

-

-

19.6
19.6
-

30.7
30.7
-

28.2
26.4
1.8

0.1
0.1
-

3.5
3.5
3.0

7 0b

--

41.0
14.3
18.9
3.5
4.3

Manila,
Philippines,
1985

-

-

-

-

-

-

uW

General urban services
Refuse collection
Parks and recreation
Land development schemes
Industries
Markets and abattoirs
Fire protection
Law enforcement
Other
Other expenditure
General administration
Employee pensions,
health care, and so on
Debt service
Grants and transfers
Unallocated
Other
Per capita expenditure
(dollars)f

-

21.5
19.1

-

2.4

0.4
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.1
0.3
29.8
29.8

-

-

-

-

8.0
6.4

20.3
4.2

-

-

-

0.1

6.0

-

-

-

1.5

-

10.1

-

-.

42.1

-

56.0

n.a.

58.3

12.4

-

-

-

1.1
-

0.1
1.8
-

1.4

-

-

-

-

-

9.4
-

24.1
12.7

36.0
4.2

82.8
18.0

-

-

-

-

-

11.1

-

3.0

-

19.d-

-

-

0.3

12.7

61.8e

-

9.4

-

-

-

6.18

n.a.

n.a.

5.8

7.4
-

6.3
-

Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.
Note:Except where otherwise stated, the figures include all local authorities within each metropolitan area.
a. Does not include all capital funds.
b. Includes night soil and refuse collection.
c. Includes expenditure on provincial/city libraries.
d. Includes intergovernmental aids, loans, advances and transfers, and aid to nongovernmental entities.
e. Includes personnel expenditures, expenditures on buildings, real estate purchase and expenditures on cars and equipments.
f. Converted at prevailing official exchange rates according to 1986 data from IMF (various years, b).
-

2.1

20.2
16.0
2.3
-

20.5
4.9
1.7
15.2
-

-

-

1.6

-

9.4

2.1

52.3
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A FRAMEWORK

FOR ANALYSIS

ernment is less involved in financing capital projects. When capital facilities are not financed through autonomous agencies, central government financing is much more important. The implication is that the
autonomous agency is seen to have a comparative advantage over general
local government financing and implementation, perhaps because of its
autonomy in management or its potential for relying on user charges
(see also chapter 12).
Financing Urban

Services

How do local governments in cities of developing countries finance
their expenditures? How much autonomy do they have in structuring
this financing, and what are the basic factors determining their ability to
meet this challenge? This section addresses these questions on the basis
of case studies of selected cities.
Revenue Structures

A first step in analyzing the financing patterns of urban governments
is to distinguish between local and external sources of revenues. The
three categories of local revenue considered here are (a) locally collected
taxes; (b) user charges and benefit charges; and (c) other locally raised
revenues, such as license fees, penalties, stamp duties, and the like. The
external sources of local financing are transfers (grants or shared taxes)
from higher-level governments and borrowing. The distinction between
locally raised and external revenues is important because it describes the
degree to which urban governments draw on the resources generated
by the urban economy." 2 Furthermore, there is a presumption that local
authorities have more discretion in managing their local sources of finance than is the case for external revenues.
The distribution of revenues according to these financing sources is
shown in table 2-10. The share of locally raised revenues in financing
total expenditure has ranged in recent years from 100 percent in Karachi
to an exceptionally low share of 26.9 percent in Kinshasa. More typically,
however, between 60 percent and 90 percent of local expenditure is
financed from local sources, with a median share of about 70 percent.
The locally financed share, however, declined significantly in the 1980s,
as may be seen by comparing the medians reported in table 2-10. These
data also suggest a negative correlation between the ranking of cities
according to the share of locally raised revenues and the ranking according to the share of local government spending in total public expenditure (table 2-1). This supports the hypothesis (Kee 1977) that the
broader the expenditure responsibility of general-purpose local governments, the less they can depend on their own revenue sources, that is,
the more they must rely on external sources which tend to be controlled
by higher-level governments.
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LOCALLY RAISED TAXES. Taxes provide more than half of locally raised
revenues in the average city, and self-financing revenues contribute about
a third. These averages hide a wide variety of local financing patterns
and preferences. The large Colombian cities (Bogota, Cali, and Cartagena) are notable for their relatively limited reliance on local taxes. This
is because the governments of these cities provide the most important
public utilities (water, sewerage, electricity, and telephones), but it also
reflects the relatively heavy emphasis in Colombia on benefit-related
charges in financing urban infrastructure. l By contrast, Bukaru, Jakarta,
Karachi, Madras, and Manila rely heavily on local taxes. This is in part
because the governments of these cities provide education, public health
services, and other general urban services which do not readily lend
themselves to benefit financing. It also may reflect a lack of attention to
the potential for benefit and user-charge financing (see Linn, Smith, and
Wignjowijoto 1976; Bahl, Brigg, and Smith 1976). Bombay, Francistown, and Seoul appear to have balanced structures of local revenue in
the sense that local taxes and self-financing service revenues contribute
roughly equal shares to locally raised resources. In Bombay and Francistown the thriving local electricity undertakings contribute substantially
to revenues, whereas in Seoul there is an emphasis on benefit and usercharge financing even though the scope for application of such charging
systems is limited. Finally, for those cities whose governments have little
responsibility, such as Dhaka and Valencia, revenue sources other than
taxes or user charges are most important.
Data also were gathered on the percentage distribution of local tax
revenues for forty-two cities (table 2-1 1). Two striking features emerge
from an inspection of these data. First, local governments draw on a large
variety of taxes. Second, the property tax is levied in virtually all cities
and often dominates the revenue structure-the
median share in total
local taxes is above 40 percent (though it has been declining), pretty
much regardless of region or location.
Taxes on motor vehicles and on entertainment are levied in many
cities, but with very few exceptions (motor vehicle taxes in Bangkok and
Jakarta, for example) neither is of substantial importance for revenue.
Industry and commerce taxes (usually a business license or a crude form
of sales tax) are common in Latin America and parts of Africa and can
account for a significant amount of revenues. For example, this tax contributes approximately one-third of the financing of local government
expenditure in Bukaru, La Paz, and Manila. Some other forms of sales
tax raise significant revenue in some cities. For instance, the general sales
tax levied in Rio de Janeiro and Managua has contributed more than half
the financing of total local expenditure in some recent years. Cities of
India and Pakistan levy a special type of sales tax called "octroi" on all
goods crossing city boundaries. This accounts for a significant share of

(Text continues on page 40.)

Table 2-10. PercentageDistribution of Financing of Local Public Expenditure in SelectedCities by Type of Revenue
Locally raised revenue
City, year

4\

Dhaka, Bangladesh, 1983
La Paz, Bolivia, 1975
La Paz, Bolivia, 1985
Francistown, Botswana, 1972
Francistown, Botswana, 1986
Rio deJaneiro, Brazil', 1967
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1984
Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1984
Bogota, Colombia, 1972
Cali, Colombia, 1974-77
Cartagena, Colombia, 1972
Ahmadabad, India, 1970-71
Ahmadabad, India, 1981
Bombay, India, 1970-71
Bombay, India, 1981-82
Calcutta (Corp.), India, 1974-75
Calcutta (Corp.), India, 1982
Madras, India, 1975-76
Madras, India, 1979
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1972-73
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1981
Tehran, Iran, 1974
Kingston, Jamaica, 1971-72

Total'
113.4
97.0
83.0
102.9
55.8
88.4
92.2
72.9
62.5
(72.4)
74.4
70.4
86.3
65.9
84.6
81.8
73.8
61.3
69.2
72.9
(84.6)
78.8
(81.9)
65.7
(69.6)
46.9
30.1

Local
taxes
48.9
61.9
46.9
46.8
33.5
74.5
72.3
62.0
13.7
(23.6)
15.6
23.3
38.6
60.1
37.9
35.8
64.4
49.0
54.5
58.0
(69.6)
40.6
(43.7)
38.8
(42.7)
42.8
23.9

Self-financing
services
30.5
3.6
8.8
56.1
22.3
7.2
12.0
4.2
48.5
(48.5)
57.5
43.3
41.8
4.5
38.7
42.3
3.7
0.6
(0.6)
15.2
(15.2)
17.6
(17.6)
2.7

Revenuefrom external sources
Other
34.0
31.5
27.3
-

6.7
7.9
6.7
0.3
(0.3)
1.3
3.8
5.9
1.3
8.0
3.7
9.4
12.3
11.0
14.4
(14.4)
23.0
(23.0)
9.3
(9.3)
4.1
3.4

Total
-13.4
3.0
17.0
-2.9
44.2
11.6
7.8
27.0
37.5
(27.6)
25.7
29.6
13.7
34.2
15.4
18.2
26.2
38.7
30.8
27.1
(15.4)
21.1
(18.1)
34.3
(30.4)
53.1
69.9

Grants and
shared taxes
34.6
9.0
2.0
1.9
47.0
1.7
0.4
0.4
14.0
(4.1)
2.8
12.8
4.2
8.6
1.0
0.7
19.4
54.9
25.1
13.7
(2.0)
21.1
(18.2)
39.1
(35.2)
45.2
67.2

Net
borrowingb
-48.0
-6.0
15.0
-4.8
-2.8
9.9
7.4
26.6
23.5
(23.5)
22.9
16.8
9.5
25.6
14.4
17.5
6.8
- 16.2
5.7
13.4
(13.4)
-4.8
(-4.8)
7.9
2.7

Mombasa, Kenya, 1981
Nairobi, Kenya, 1981
Daegu, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Daejeon, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Gwangju, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Jeonju, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1971
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Managua, Nicaragua, 1979
Lagos, Nigeria, 1980
Guiranwala, Pakistan, 1983
Karachi, Pakistan, 1974-75
Karachi, Pakistan, 1982
Lima, Peru, 1982
Manila, Philippines, 1970
Manila, Philippines, 1985
Bangkok, Thailand, 1977
Tunis, Tunisia, 1972
Tunis, Tunisia, 1985
Valencia, Venezuela, 1968
Bukaru, Zaire, 1971
Kinshasa, Zaire, 1971
Lumbumbashi, Zaire, 1972
Mbuji-May, Zaire, 1971
Kitwe, Zambia, 1975
Lusaka, Zambia, 1972
Median
Before and including 1979
After 1979
-

75.6
80.2
54.9
63.2
41.2
59.8
80.0
70.1
80.2
51.2
106.9
84.1
101.4
73.4
70.0
71.6
60.4
(84.2)
93.9
33.8
90.8
69.9
26.9
90.5
70.2
92.7
78.2

75.6
34.1
25.4
20.8
12.4
13.8
30.3
38.7
45.8
42.8
82.0
67.6
93.3
27.8
55.0
58.3
47.2
(71.0)
36.8
24.7
44.8
67.4
25.4
72.8
66.5
35.0
39.3

78.5
70.1

46.2
38.8

53.1
36.9

8.0
7.6
3.4
27.1
13.4
5.5
34.3
8.2
16.4
14.3
7.2
9.5
5.0
7.4
7.9
(7.9)
50.0
3.8
32.6
2.5
1.5
17.7
2.7
4.6
2.0

24.4
19.8
45.1
36.8
58.8
40.2
19.9
29.1
19.8
48.8
-6.9
13.9
- 1.5
26.6
30.0
28.4
39.6
(15.8)
6.1
66.2
9.2
30.1
73.1
9.5
29.8
7.3
21.8

32.2
13.7
32.9
32.5
22.2
31.0
15.8
22.0
5.0
48.8
10.3
2.8
3.0
19.0
30.0
24.1
39.6
(15.8)
0.7
17.1
9.2
30.1
73.1
9.5
29.8
2.2
6.0

13.4
17.6

7.9
7.8

21.5
29.1

11.2
22.0

-

46.1
21.5
34.9
25.4
18.8
36.3
26.8
0.2
8.5
2.2
0.9
36.1
10.0
6.0
5.3
(5.3)
7.1
5.3
13.4
-

-

-

Not available.

Note: Figures not in parentheses include shared taxes as a component of grants; figures in parentheses include shared taxes as a component of taxes.

a. Because net borrowing can be negative, this can exceed 100.
b. Net borrowing consists of loan financing minus net changes in financial assets or reserves.
c. Because of the exclusion of autonomous agencies, the contribution of self-financing service revenues are probably understated.

-7.8
6.0
12.2
4.3
36.7
9.2
4.1
7.0
14.8
-

-17.2
13.1
-4.5
7.7
-

4.3
-

5.4
49.1
-

5.1
15.8
8.7
7.0

Table 2-11. PercentageDistribution of Local Tax Revenues by Sourcein SelectedCities

City, year
O'N

Dhaka, Bangladesh, 1983
La Paz, Bolivia, 1975
La Paz, Bolivia, 1985
Francistown, Botswana, 1972
Francistown, Botswana, 1986
Rio deJaneiro, Brazil, 1967
Rio deJaneiro, Brazil, 1984
Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1984
Bogota, Colombia, 1972
Cali, Colombia, 1974
Cartagena, Colombia, 1972
Abidjan, C6te d'lvoire, 1982
Ahmadabad, India, 1971
Ahmadabad, India, 1981
Bombay, India, 1970
Bombay, India, 1981

Locat taxes
as
Tax as percentage of total tax revenues
percentage
of total
local
Property
General
expenditere Property transfer Income sales Octroi Beer Gasoline Entertainment
48.9
61.9
46.7
46.8
33.5
84.4
72.3
62.0
13.7
23.2
23.3
38.6
60.1
37.9
37.4

51.1
5.2
25.0
12.9
58.9
3.9
15.7
18.7
58.4
54.0
61.2
38.7
43.0
29.7
55.6
51.9

8.5
-

-

-

61.1

_

31.9
_-

-

-

-

1.0
-

-

89.2
50.1
50.5
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

52.0
68.7
37.7
46.8

-

7.1

-

4.3
1.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

57.2
-

Industry
and
Motor
commerce vehicle Gambling
3.5
73.8
52.1
18.2
27.8
12.2

All
other

0.6

-

-

-

-

12.4

-

26.0
41.0
5.9
34.2
30.8
9.5
7.8
14.2

22.9
5.1
4.3
2.1

5.8

-

-

1.8
-

7.0
6.1
4.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.2
0.3
0.2

-

2.0
1.4
3.7
1.1

-

3.0

-

-

-

-

2.7

-

-

u>
N

Calcutta (Corp.), India,
1974-75
Calcutta (Corp.), India, 1982
Madras, India, 1975-76
Madras, India, 1979
Jakarta, Indonesia,
1972-73
Jakarta, Indonesia,
1981-82
Tehran, Iran, 1974
Kingston, Jamaica,
1971-72
Mombasa, Kenya, 1981
Nairobi, Kenya, 1981
Daegu, Rep. of Korea, 1976
Daegu, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Daejeon, Rep. of Korea,
1976
Daejeon, Rep. of Korea,
1983
Gwangju, Rep. of Korea,
1976
Gwangju, Rep. of Korea,
1983
Jeonju, Rep. of Korea, 1976
Jeonju, Rep. of Korea, 1983

64.4
73.1
54.5
69.6

64.8
58.5
68.9
72.0

-

-

-

-

-

27.1
32.9

-

5.1
3.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16.0
16.7

6.4
-

43.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16.9

42.7
42.8

9.5
55.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

23.9
75.6
34.1
n.a.
25.4

100.0
100.0
100.0
49.5
27.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

21.2
47.8

9.1
9.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10.4
3.4

n.a.

51.0

20.1

9.7

-

-

-

-

10.7

-

24.3

56.3

-

21.9

-

-

-

-

7.1

1.7

n.a.

50.3

23.1

13.2

-

-

-

-

6.4

-

15.8
n.a.
15.6

58.6
52.0
55.3

24.4
-

22.0
8.9
23.2

-

-

-

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

4.8
7.5
6.4

-

-

-

8.2
2.1
10.0
7.6

-

50.2

26.9

6.0

12.2
9.1

-

64.5
10.1

-

-

-

13.8
25.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.4

0.6

6.9

-

3.5
4.1

5.5

-

3.0

12.1

-

0.9

4.1

-

2.9

13.0
4.9
12.5

-

0.6

-

1.4

2.1
1.1

(Table continues on the following page:)

Table 2-11 (continued)

City, year
,>,
c

Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1971
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Monrovia, Liberia, 1982
Managua, Nicaragua, 1974
Managua, Nicaragua, 1979
Ibadan, Nigeria, 1982
Lagos, Nigeria, 1962-63
Lagos, Nigeria, 1980
Maknqdi, Nigeria, 1982
Onitsha, Nigeria, 1982
Lima, Peru, 1982
Guiranwala, Pakistan, 1983
Karachi, Pakistan,
1974-75
Karachi, Pakistan, 1982
Manila, Philippines, 1970
Manila, Philippines, 1985
Dakar, Senegal, 1982

Local taxes
as
Tax as percentageof total tax revenues
percentage
of total
Industry
local
Property
General
and
Motor
expenditure Property transfer Income sales Octroi Beer Gasoline Entertainment commerce vehicle Gambling
30.3
38.7
n.a.
84.3
45.8

34.8
51.3
12.9a

50.9
42.8
n.a.
n.a.
27.8
82.1

20.6
21.1
8.6
100.0
99.7
34.1
57.5
15.1

67.6
55.0
58.3
-

46.0
27.3
61.9
59.2
21.0

14 0 b

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.7'

-

-

9.1
1.0
20.6a

-

-

-

-

69.4
77.1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

38.8c

16.4
3.5
2.3
-

0.5
21.1
-

22.2
7.6
3.1
-

-

-

All
other
6.0
16.1
4.1
22.9
4 d

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

40.5'

-

-

-

36.8'

-

1.Oa
-

75.4

-

-

-

-

20.4
0.2

-

2.7f
-

-

54.0k
19.0h
22.2
0.3

-

-

49.9
71.8
-

-

2.2
-

0.1
7.3

-

-

-

-

32.1
30.7
4l1.0

3.0
3.8

-

1.0
0.8
3.8
1.9
13.6a

-

-

Bangkok, Thailand, 1977
Tunis, Tunisia, 1973
Tunis, Tunisia, 1985
Valencia, Venezuela, 1968
Bukaru, Zaire, 1971
Bukaru, Zaire, 1986
Kinshasa, Zaire, 1971
Kinshasa, Zaire, 1986
Mbuji-May, Zaire, 1971
Kitwe, Zambia, 1972
Lusaka, Zambia, 1972
Ndola, Zambia, 1972
Overall median
Before and including 1979
After 1979

71.0
36.8
24.7
44.8
67.4
25.4
66.5
n.a.
39.3
n.a.

15.4
82.6
42.4
21.4
80.0
74.6
75.6

12.8
57.1
-

46.3
38.7

54.7
42.4

16.5
12.9

-

-

-

-

3.7

-

-

-

-

14.4
62.7
20.0
25.4
24.4

-

-

-

-

14.4
21.9

77.1
50.1

-

2.0
87.0
62.5
41.9
-

43.8
46.8

1.1
4.6
0.5
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.9
-

-

-

34.8
41.9

1.8
36.8

Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.
a. Revenue from liquor licenses.
h. Includes rental and plot fees, slaughter fees, and other fees.
c. Includes fees and licenses from business and building inspection, layout development, and other items.
d. Poll and cattle taxes: these were abolished in1981. Figure for 1982 is arrears collected.
e. Parking fees.
f. Includes ground rent and plot fees.
g. Refers to business taxes and licenses.
h. Includes fees.
i. Includes garbage collection tax collected by central government and other taxes collected by the municipality.

42.1

33.3

3.5

2.6

-

-

-

-

66.7
34.0

11.8
13.0

-

-

-

-

10.9
-

-

-

6.7
4.3

-

-

-

9.3
53.0
23.1
43.3
37.3
-

-

-

-

5.0
7.6

9.1
-

-

32.1
3.5

-

7.6
13.8
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local revenues and where used is a buoyant source of local revenue. In
Karachi, more than half of all local spending is financed from octroi
proceeds.
Local income taxes are not common but have been important in some
African cities, especially in Botswana, Nigeria, Senegal, Zaire, and Zambia.1 4 Property transfer taxes are a local tax instrument in a few cities,
but only in a few instances-notably the Korean cities-did this source
raise a substantial share of local taxes. In Seoul it financed about 20
percent of total local government expenditure. Finally, the category labeled "all other taxes" has contributed a sizable share of local taxes in,
for example, Cartagena, Francistown, and Tehran. Usually, however, the
taxes falling under this heading comprise a motley collection of nuisance
taxes which often are costly to collect and to comply with and which
provide little revenue.
The data in tables 2-10 and 2-11 show several quite noticeable changes
in the pattern of urban government finance from the 1970s to the 1980s:
* There is a trend toward more or less overall reliance on locally
raised revenues.
* Locally raised revenues from charges are increasing in importance,
and those from taxes are declining.
* Among local taxes, there appears to be a shift from property-based
to consumption-based taxes.
EXTERNAL FINANCING.
On average, about 30 percent of all local revenues in these cities are raised from external sources, mostly from grants
and shared taxes (see table 2-10). The median share of external financing
in this sample is up about 8 percentage points from the previous decade.
There is a wide variation around this average, but relatively few cities
derive more than half their revenues from external sources and only two
in the entire sample get more than half their revenues from grants and
shared taxes."5 This low share flies in the face of popular notions of
relatively little self-sufficiency on the part of urban governments in developing countries (Marshall 1969). It also casts some doubt on the common belief that national government policy heavily subsidizes urban as
compared with rural dwellers through its fiscal policy. It would appear
from these data that if such a subsidy takes place, it is not through transfers to urban authorities. It is not even clear that large cities in developing
countries are on average more dependent on grants than are large cities
in industrial countries. 1
Do these results suggest that the share of grant financing in large cities
of developing countries is too low? One answer is that it is, and that a
way out of the serious problem of urban service deficits in developing
countries is to expand the extent of grant and shared-tax financing. Indeed, these data do show an increase in the share of local government
expenditure financed from external grants. Another view, however, is
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that urban local governments in developing countries should receive less
intergovernmental assistance than those in industrial countries. This is
because public service provision in cities in developing countries tends
to have fewer spillovers to the rural hinterlands, and cities in low-income
countries do not perform as many central-place functions as do those in
industrial countries." 7 Moreover, since cities in developing countries
tend to suffer less from jurisdictional fragmentation than is the case
especially in the United States, there is less need for equalizing transfers from higher-level government to relieve intrametropolitan fiscal
disparities.
Loan financing generally is the smallest revenue source for cities in
developing countries, contributing less than 10 percent of total financing.
In this respect developing-country cities seem to differ markedly from
their counterparts in industrial countries, where capital outlays are largely
financed from borrowing (Kaufman and Fischer 1987; Prud'homme
1987). The practice is more possible in industrial countries because capital markets are more highly developed and because higher-level governments are more flexible in their need to control the aggregate level
of credit.
A wide variation in the reliance on borrowing may be observed in
developing countries (table 2-10). Several cities experienced negative
net borrowing during the earlier period under observation, and several
others did no borrowing at all. The more important borrowers were the
Colombian and Indian cities. For the Colombian cities and for Bombay
this may in part be explained by the importance of local public utility
operations which (a) require loan financing for their lumpy investments
and (b) are relatively good credit risks because they are often run by
autonomous local authorities and are heavily financed by user charges.
It is also important to note than in Colombia and India the higher levels
of government are relatively flexible in permitting loan financing by state
and local governments.
Revenue Trends
For a smaller sample of cities, data are available to determine how
much each major category of local government revenue has contributed
to the financing of the growth in expenditure in recent years (table 212). The financing choices of these cities have varied widely. For instance,
the Colombian cities have tended to rely more heavily on increases in
user charges and borrowing than on increases in grants or local taxespossibly because of the importance of public utility expenditure in these
cities. Bombay and Seoul showed a more balanced expansion in revenues
from local taxes and benefit charges but have relied less on external
sources of revenues to finance increases in expenditure. In general, however, these data suggest a trend toward increased reliance on external
financing.

Table 2-12. Financing of Changes in Local Expenditure in SelectedCities
Percentageof expenditure changefinanced'

City, year

-1t

La Paz, Bolivia, 1983-85
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1980-84
Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1980-84
Bogota, Colombia, 1963-72
Cali, Colombia, 1969-72
Cartagena, Colombia, 1969-72
Ahmadabad, India, 1965-71
Ahmadabad,India, 1977-81
Bombay, India, 1963-71
Bombay, India, 1975-82
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1970-73
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1981-82
Kingston,Jamaica, 1963-72
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1969-72
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1981-83
Mexico City, Mexico, 1980-84
Karachi, Pakistan, 1980-81
Manila, Philippines, 1960-70
Manila, Philippines, 1980-85
Tunis, Tunisia 1966-73
Tunis, Tunisia 1984-85

Change
in total
expenditure
(dollarsper capita)

lTotal

Taxes

Self-financed
services

-3.7
- 29.6
-30.9
10.4
31.0
2.4
-2.1
9.3
0.4
25.3
3.2
4.6
12.4
17.3
55.2
12.0
2.9
-4.8
-5.4
-7.6
-8.5

-30.4
-71.5
-105.1
48.4
68.4
34.5
108.4
-25.1
89.0
70.3
72.5
22.4
17.8
81.8
74.6
-94.6
73.0
-63.6
-78.7
-195.0
-118.8

-5.1
-58.3
76.2
13.4
15.8
13.1
-38.4
42.8
48.6
26.4
51.1
-7.0
16.4
30.1
41.7
-32.4
55.9
-51.9
-73.6
-30.1
-64.7

6.0
-6.5
-8.8
35.9
51.0
25.6
-65.9
-0.6
32.8
36.0
1.8
21.6
1.2
38.6
18.9
-6.5
1.9
-49.0
-3.9
-17.7
-50.0

Frontlocally raised revenues

From revenuefrom external sources

Other

Total

Grants and
shared taxes

31.4
-6.7
20.1
-1.1
1.6
-3.2
-4.1
67.3
7.6
7.9
19.6
7.8
0.2
13.1
14.2
-55.8
15.2
-6.8
-1.2
147.2
-4.1

-69.6
- 28.5
5.0
51.8
31.6
65.5
8.4
125.1
11.0
29.7
27.5
77.7
82.2
18.7
25.3
194.6
27.0
--36.4
-21.3
95.0
18.8

-26.2
- 11
-3.2
7.7
3.9
15.6
4.3
10.6
0.4
0.4
27.5
42.9
81.5
11.3
22.6
-190.8
6.9
-36.6
24.5
102.9
-17.4

Net
borrowing
-43.2
- 27.4
8.2
44.1
27.7
49.9
12.7
114.5
10.6
29.3
-

34.8
0.7
7.4
2.7
385.4
20.1
-0.2
3.22
--7.9
36.2

Not available.
a. Numbers may exceed 100 because some sources may have increased while others decreased, asset positions may lIave changed, and debt retirements or additions may have occurred.
-
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In fact, a reasonably consistent picture emerges. During the 1970s,
for those cities where per capita expenditure increased, locally raised
resources were the largest contributors; whereas in those cities where
per capita expenditure declined, locally raised resources were the principal culprit associated with this decline. To the degree that one may
generalize from such a small sample, it would appear that changes in
locally raised resources determine the ability of an urban government
to expand its services. Where locally raised revenues fare badly, urban
government expenditure suffers; where they do well, urban expenditure
thrives. Central government transfers and borrowing play only minor
roles either way. The picture is only a little different in the 1980s. Where
local expenditure budgets expanded, there generally was a strong local
revenue performance, but external financing played a greater role than
in the 1970s. Where local revenues did not grow adequately, local expenditure declined or grew slowly, but external financing provided more
of a safety net than in the 1970s.
Revenue Authority
In evaluating the capacity of local governments in developing countries
to respond to rapidly increasing urban service needs, the degree of local
control over revenue sources is of primary importance. Can they adjust
tax rates, impose new taxes, borrow to finance capital projects, adjust
user-charge schedules, and so forth? An overview of local government
revenue authority for selected cities is provided in table 2-13.
The most important of the local taxes, the property tax, is generally
not freely controlled by local government. For the cities under consideration here, the setting of property tax rates is almost always constrained
by higher-level government, usually by setting a tax rate ceiling to apply
to all local authorities. Where property value assessment is a local responsibility it may be freely handled by local authorities (India) or it may
be centrally controlled (Korea and Philippines) with national and local
agencies cooperating to determine taxable property values. General sales
and income taxes are less frequently at the disposal of urban governments, and even then rate setting is usually done by national authorities.
There are exceptions. Some specific sales taxes and business taxes are
often unhampered by central control, which helps explain their importance in cities where they are levied (especially the octroi in India and
Pakistan and the industry and commerce taxes in Latin America and parts
of Africa). Motor vehicle taxes, although quite frequently at the disposal
of urban government, are usually restricted in use by higher-level government, with Jakarta being a notable exception. The importance of
motor vehicle tax revenues in Jakarta points to the significant potential
of this tax in the large cities of developing countries (see also chapter
7). Entertainment taxes are often not subject to restrictions by central
government but in any case have rarely shown great potential for con-

Table 2-13. Revenue Authority of Urban Governments by Revenue Sourcein Selected Cities
Rep. of Korea

India

Coltmbia

Re-enae source

jz,5

Taxes
Property n,s
Assessment
Tax rate
General sales ta.
Specifi alestar
Incometar
Busiuess taxes
Vehicle saxes
Entertainment tases
Minor taxes and fees
Betterment leries
Us,er bharges
Water and sewerage
Electricity

Telephootes
Housing
Pubic traasport
Shared taes

-

-

_

_

F
R

R
R

R
R
-

F

F

_
R

R

R

R

Ahmadabad,
1981

Boms/ay,
1981

F
R

_
R

_
R

F
R

-

-

-

-

_

_

F
R
R
F

F
R
R
F

F
R
_
F
F
F
F

_
R
R
F

F
F
F

F

F

F

R

F

F
F

F

R
R
R
F
R
N

R
R
R
F
_
N

-

R

F

R.
R
R
R
F

F

F

_

F

F

F

F

-

R

R
_

R
_

R
R

R

R

F

P

-

-

-W

-

-

F
--

-

-

_
N

_
N

F
F
-

-

F
F
N

-

R
_

F
RN

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

R
R

R
R

R
R

R
F

R
R

Grants

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Borrowing
Private capital
Public capital

R
R

R
F

R
R

R
F

R
R

R
R

R
R

Not available.
Note: F = Freely administered
a. Introduced in 1973.

at the local leveL. R = Regulated

by higher-level

governments.

R
R
R
PI

-

R
-

R
R

Seoul,
1983

Cartagena,
1972

F

F
R

Nairobi,
Kenya,
1981

Cali,
1975

F
R
R
F

Manila,
Philippines,
1980

Kitwe,
Losaka,
Ndola,
Zambia,
1974

Kiogsoon,
Jaioaira,
1973

Jakarta.
Iodonesia,
1982

Bogota,
1972

F

Daega,
Daejeon,
Gsasgia,
Jeonju,
1983

N = No local control.
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tribution to local revenues. Other minor taxes and fees, somewhat ironically, are the sources of local government revenue which are least subject
to higher-level government controls and restrictions. In some cities this
has led imaginative local officials to design such a wide variety of these
minor sources that they add up to a noticeable proportion of total city
revenues. But they do not provide a basis for healthy and reliable local
revenue collections, and local governments which rely heavily on them
usually have serious problems with their revenue structures.
With the exception of the Colombian and Korean cities, betterment
levies and related revenue sources rarely account for an important share
of revenue." 8 The problem in this case is not central government restrictions. In fact, virtually all the cities shown in table 2-13 are entitled
to use this form of expenditure financing. The problem is partly the
reluctance of local authorities to apply these levies and partly their lack
of knowledge about implementation.
User charges, like taxes, are often controlled by central authorities.
In Colombia, this has taken the form of nationwide guidelines from the
National Utilities Tariff Board, which also reviewed and approved all
applications for changes in user charges. The board has in the past discouraged cross-subsidization between service users, but in general it has
been a force supporting the recovery of average long-run costs of public
utility services through user charges (Linn 1980a). In other countries and
cities, the central control on local user charges has had negative impacts
on local revenue-raising efforts. Some Korean cities, for instance, have
been unable to raise user fees to levels thought appropriate by local
authorities because of intervention by higher-level government. The only
sizable self-financing service for which local government has generally
been free to set its user charges is the provision of public housing. To
the extent that the national government is involved in the planning and
design of local housing projects, however, it may also exert influence
over the cost-recovery policies in this sector. In any case, in virtually all
cities where large housing programs are managed by local government,
severe financial problems have arisen (the Zambian cities are a good case
in point).
It is not surprising that external revenue sources are even less amenable to local control than are locally raised revenues. Local governments
rarely have a say in the determination of shared taxes and grants.
Local borrowing is almost always controlled by higher-level authorities
in developing countries, but there are variations in the extent of this
control. The Colombian Planning Ministry has reviewed and approved
all applications for borrowing which exceed a low ceiling, below which
local authorities may freely borrow from commercial banks mainly for
purposes of cash-flow management (Bird 1980; Linn 1980a). In Kenya
and the Philippines, local public agencies have had to receive prior authorization for all borrowing activities (Hubbell 1983). In many coun-
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tries, local authorities may borrow only from higher-level governments.
These universal restrictions on borrowing by local governments are no
surprise in countries where capital markets are poorly developed and
where the national government has to be concerned about the nationwide
allocation of public and private savings. Industrial countries do not face
such constraints on their capital resources and thus tend to control local
borrowing to a lesser degree. It should be noted, however, that the almost
unlimited freedom of local authorities in the United States to borrow in
private capital markets is exceptional compared with the situations in
other industrial countries (Prud'homme 1987). The combination of
poorly developed capital markets, savings constraints, and higher-level
government restrictions and controls over local government borrowing
explains why this source of financing urban services is the least important
of all sources of local government revenue, and much less important in
developing than in industrial nations.1 9
These constraints on borrowing are particularly troublesome where
lumpy investment projects need to be financed by local authorities, especially in the area of public utilities, but also for slum improvement,
public housing and sites-and-services projects, school building projects,
and the like. Where borrowing is made impossible for these purposes,
the investments have to be financed by higher-level grants, carried out
directly by higher-level government agencies, or more frequently yet,
they will not be made at all.
A comparison of revenue authority with revenue performance suggests
that urban governments differ not only in the degree of freedom they
possess to raise revenues from various sources but also very much in the
ways they use their authority. Ahmadabad, Bombay, and Jakarta have
relative freedom to raise revenues but have not used it to the extent one
might expect. Jakarta has relied most heavily on its motor vehicle tax,
although it has not drawn on betterment levies or user charges to any
significant degree. Ahmadabad and Bombay have relied heavily on the
octroi, and Bombay has drawn on user charges from electricity services
to finance its mass transit system. Colombian cities, in contrast, are more
restricted in their use of local taxes and consequently have expanded
their use of local taxation very slowly. These cities have used their fiscal
autonomy to develop systems of benefit charges, which have led to significant recovery of the costs of providing these services. The government of Seoul, despite the fact that its authority over virtually all revenue
sources is limited, has expanded expenditure rapidly with a balanced use
of local taxes, betterment levies, and user charges (see table 2-10). The
lesson in this comparison of revenue authority and its use is that even
cities with comparable degrees of freedom over comparable revenue
sources have used them to very different degrees. Furthermore, central
government control per se is no guarantee of a more or less successful
use of particular revenue sources.
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Local Fiscal Performance

Do local governments have enough fiscal importance to warrant study?
The evidence would seem to indicate that they do. Subnational governments in developing countries account for an average of 15 percent of
total government spending, and an average of about one-third of all urban
area spending is financed through local government budgets. Perhaps
most important, the expenditure responsibilities of local governments
often include major development functions, notably public works, mass
transit, and primary education. Together, these findings suggest that local
governments have an important impact on the economic development
of metropolitan cities.
The trend and pattern of growth in consolidated local government
expenditure (general purpose local governments and autonomous agencies) are perhaps surprising: real per capita expenditure increased during
the late 1960s and first half of the 1970s. The ability of some local
governments to raise per capita expenditure during this period-despite
rapid increases in population, limited resource bases, inflation, and constraints placed upon them by higher government authorities-was a remarkable achievement.
The situation changed somewhat in the 1980s. Local revenues were
not buoyant enough to cover expenditure needs, and there was a noticeable shift toward central financing of urban services and a slower
growth in real per capita local government expenditure. Even so, there
is enough evidence here to suggest that urban governments have a significant fiscal potential and that they may make an important contribution
to national resource mobilization.
Local public enterprises also are important in providing services in the
cities of developing countries. When such an autonomous agency provides a city's public utilities, the central government tends to finance
fewer capital projects. And if capital facilities are not financed by an
agency, central financing plays a much more important role. The autonomous agency thus appears to have a comparative advantage over general
local government in capital project financing, implementation, and management. This advantage may stem from the enterprise's autonomy in
management, potential for relying on user-charge financing, and general
freedom from the local political process. A major factor determining the
importance of the local government sector, then, may be the ability of
local governments to create autonomous enterprise activities.
About 70 percent of revenues of metropolitan governments, on average, is raised from local sources, of which the property tax is by far
the most important. It will come as a surprise to many that a relatively
low average share of financing comes from central government grants
and loans, though there is a wide variation in this dependence among
the cities studied here.
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An examination of changes in local government finances during the
late 1960s, the 1970s, and part of the 1980s gives a reasonably consistent
picture. In cities where per capita expenditure increased, locally raised
resources were the largest contributors, whereas in cities where per capita expenditure declined, a slowdown in locally raised resources was evident. In the 1980s, when real growth in expenditure slowed, growth in
locally raised revenues also slowed, and reliance on external financing
increased. On the basis of a small sample, changes in locally raised resources appear to have determined the ability of urban governments to
increase the services they provide. A fall in locally raised revenues hurts
urban government expenditure, and a rise helps it thrive. Central government transfers and borrowing are less important either way-at least
for this small sample and for this time period.2 0
Local governments that want to achieve revenue autonomy face severe
constraints in choosing their fiscal patterns. Even when they have had
substantial freedom of action, however, their existing revenue authority
has not always been fully utilized. The revenue instruments which seem
most underutilized are property taxation, motor vehicle taxation, betterment levies, and user charges. Thus the degree to which a city's government is able to meet its rapidly rising expenditure requirements depends only in part on its revenue capacity, as determined mainly by the
economic base of the city and by the restraints imposed by higher-level
governments. It also depends on the revenue effort, that is, the extent
to which the local government is using its revenue capacity.

3 The UrbanFiscalProblem
in DevelopingCountries:Issues
and Approaches
ANYONE
WHO HAS visited a large city in a developing country will
have been impressed with the obvious need to improve and expand urban
public services. Anyone who has visited a large city in an industrial country will likely have had the same reaction.' But the problem is qualitatively different. In the cities of developing countries, the basic servicespotable water supply, sewerage, solid waste collection, electricity, telephones, fire protection, health and education facilities-are all in desperately short supply for a majority of the population. Prohibitively large
expenditures would be required to eliminate the unmet demand for these
services in virtually any developing country. 2 The other main difference
from the industrial countries is that resources, particularly for financing
capital facilities, are in much shorter supply.
This state of affairs raises two important issues for those concerned
with reshaping the fiscal programs of urban governments. First, what are
the sources of fiscal pressures on urban governments in the developing
world, and how are these pressures (and perhaps fiscal dividends) likely
to play out over the next two decades? Second, what are the appropriate
policies for responding to the fiscal challenges of urbanization? We begin
this chapter by examining these two questions. Next, we consider a theoretical framework for explaining the budget problems of local governments, and we then turn to the evidence on the determinants of urban
government revenue and expenditure growth in developing countries.
We conclude with a discussion of the scope for urban fiscal reform and
the political constraints likely to limit it.

Is There an Optimal
Urban Government's

Size for an
Budget?

It seems clear that local governments in developing countries do not
provide adequate levels of service. Does it follow that they underproduce
public goods and allow too much private consumption? Discussions about
the fiscal problems of local governments in developing countries almost
never address the normative question of whether the government's share
in economic activity is optimal. The fact of the matter, however, is that
urban governments in developing and industrial countries alike have
been criticized for allocating resources inefficiently. In some industrial
countries it is often claimed that the urban authorities are too heavily
involved in the lives of their citizens (overprovision), while in the developing countries urban governments are challenged for not providing
49
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enough support (underprovision). The following exposition is meant to
put these concerns into some perspective by focusing attention on how
fiscal policy can intervene to correct the economic inefficiencies of urban
finance systems.
Consider first an ideal urban economy in which the consumption and
production of one private good and one government good (or service)
is efficient. In diagrammatic terms, the urban economy is located on point
A on the production possibility frontier (transformation curve) P in figure
3-1, where the community indifference curve I is tangent to P.3
But now assume that instead of efficiently representing community
preferences, decisionmakers select consumption points B or C. In the
former case, too few publicly produced (government) goods are provided; in the latter, too many. The inefficiency of this allocation of resources is shown by the fact that the new consumption and production
points (B and C) lie on a lower community indifference curve (II). Since
B and C are still on the production possibility frontier P, the production
of private and public goods remains efficient. The misallocation of resources enters on the consumption side through the mistaken choice of
consumption along P. In order to get to the optimal consumption point
A, an increase in publicly produced goods and a reduction in privately
produced goods would have to take place if the consumption point is B,
Figure 3-1. The OptimalProv*ion

of Government

and Private Goods
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goods
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and the converse would have to take place if the consumption point is
C. The concern over excess provision of publicly produced goods and
services may represent a judgment that the city is at a point like C and
that a reduction in the relative size of the public sector is desirable. The
constraints to making such an adjustment in industrial countries are
largely political, although the tax limitation movement in the United
States in the late 1970s showed that such adjustments were in fact quite
possible (Ladd and Wilson 1982; Courant, Gramlich, and Rubinfeld
1980).
In developing countries, one frequently hears the argument that urban
public services are underprovided. This might be interpreted as implying
that the urban economy is situated at a point such as B, and that it is
desirable to shift from privately to publicly produced goods and services
by moving along P from B to A. The constraint to such a movement may
be administrative in that the city cannot collect the additional taxes
needed or does not have the technical capacity to deliver additional services; it may be legal in that the city has very little taxing or borrowing
power to use; or it may be that the central government is providing too
little in grant funds or loan resources.
A different interpretation is also appropriate. If the public sector is
inefficient in its production of goods and services, it is possible to draw
a production possibility frontier P', which lies to the left of and below
P. The efficient consumption point on P' is D, where community indifference curve III is tangent to P'. In this case, the problem is not an
underprovision of publicly produced services caused by a mistaken consumption decision or a binding revenue constraint; rather, the problem
lies in the inefficient production of public services. Its solution must
therefore be found in eliminatingthe inefficienciesin public production.
This would permit the urban economy to move from D to A by shifting
the production possibility frontier from P' to P. As a result, a larger
amount of publicly produced goods and services would be provided but
private production would not be sacrificed. Better management and
training, use of appropriate low-cost technologies, contracting with the
private sector, more effective coordination of public agencies, and capital-laborsubstitution are among the methods that can be used to improve
the efficiencyof public production.
There are, of course, combinations of these problems. Cities in developing countries may not be at the efficient consumption point D on
P', but they may be at a point such as D', where publiclyproduced goods
are underprovided along the inefficient production possibility frontier.
A reform of the urban public finance system should therefore aim simultaneously to eliminate the inefficienciesin public production, correct
the present consumption bias in favor of privately produced commodities, and remove the bottlenecks to mobilizingmore local resources.
What this analysis suggests is that in theory there is an optimum level
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of government production and service provision and that it varies from
place to place. Because we cannot measure the production possibilityor
indifference curves, we can never know where this optimum lies, but
we can say what reforms might carry us closer to it.
The Fiscal Gap and the Budget Deficit
Whether local governments underproduce or overproduce, they face
a financing problem. The more normative definition of the problem is
the existence of a "fiscalgap," that is, a gap between perceived service
needs and financialresources. It is important for the analyst to distinguish
this gap from the budget deficit and to understand how each is pressured
by urbanization. We can best understand the nature of this gap by understanding its components and determinants. A useful starting point
may be to cast the problem in terms of a set of identities defining the
expenditure requirements and revenue constraints of urban authorities.
Expenditure needs or requirements for the ith public service in a particular city may be defined as:

(3-1)

E

=

(si)

(Q) P =eP

where
Ei = required expenditure for service i
Qi = required quantity of service i
P = population
=
e^i

=unit
-

i

cost of required service

qi= p = required quantity of service i per inhabitant.
The actual level of expenditures (Ei) for public service i may be defined
as
Ei Qi
(3-2)
Ei p * P = eiqiP
Qi P
where Q = the quantity of service i actuallyprovided. Localgovernment
revenues may be defined as
(3-3)

R = T + C +G

where T = taxes, C = user charges and other current revenues, and
G = externally raised revenues. The "fiscal gap" (15)in a city may then
be defined as
(3-4)

D=

E

-

R = E(

) - R.
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By contrast,
(3-5)

the actual budgetary
D =

deficit (D) is

(e,q,P)

E,i-R R =
i

-R.

i

This formulation clarifies the distinction between the fiscal gap, which
reflects the shortage of revenue available to provide required services,
and the budget deficit, which reflects the actual shortfall of recurrent
revenues. While budget deficits do not always occur, fiscal gaps are commonplace.
Why Do Urban Government

Budgets Grow?

One suspects that urban governments in developing countries produce
too little, tax too little, and that virtually all face a fiscal gap. Even so,
urban government budgets have been growing-above the rate of inflation and population growth in some cases-and the prospects are for
continued pressure to increase expenditures. Since these expenditures
must be financed by central and local revenues (or by a larger public
deficit), it is important to understand what causes urban government
expenditures to grow.
Can theory tell us how population growth and urbanization will affect
local government budgets? Economists have long been interested in this
question, but they have focused on industrial countries, that is, countries
with representative local governments, substantial fiscal autonomy, and
the technical expertise to deliver services and collect taxes efficiently at
the local level. This research has given a number of theoretical explanations about why government expenditures grow, why budget deficits
occur, and why budgets depart from optimal patterns; these are reviewed
below. The issue we raise is whether an understanding of urban fiscal
problems in developing countries can be based on these theories.
Empirical Theories of Expenditure Growth
A first answer to the question of why local government budgets are
growing so rapidly is that the general size of government in developing
countries is growing and local governments are simply sharing in this
growth. Economists have offered many theses about the relation between
economic development and the growth in government expenditures. 4
Wagner's early and much discussed "law" held that a growing government
share of output was inevitable (Wagner 1890). Though Wagner's reasoning for the growing share of state activity was not clearly stated, his
thesis of a rising government share of expenditure during development
has held up-whether
examined for industrial or for developing countries (Hinrichs 1966). Most analysts have taken this observed regularity
as a starting point and have attempted to construct positive theories of
the growth of public expenditure.
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Perhaps the most notable theory of long-term expenditure growth is
the Peacock-Wiseman displacement thesis, which argued that government expenditures undergo a shift in response to some major crisis or
disruption. 5 The displacement thesis as an explanation of the upward
shift in government's share has been tested statistically with some success
for a number of industrial countries (for example, see Gupta 1967),
although it has been challenged on both empirical and conceptual
grounds (Bird 1972). This would also seem a plausible explanation for
the growth of expenditure in developing countries, given the susceptibility of many developing-country economies to "external" events such
as commodity price swings, natural disasters, worldwide recession, and
so forth. For a small sample of developing countries, Goffman and Mahar
(1971) found evidence of an upward displacement effect, but Bahl, Kim,
and Park (1986) estimated a downward displacement for Korean government expenditures between 1961 and 1964, which was caused by
changes in government fiscal policy, devaluation, hyperinflation, and internal revolution. Whether upward or downward, the displacement effect
puts pressure on local authorities to increase their financing efforts: in
the former case, because local authorities may be among the first to feel
citizen demands for more public goods and services; in the latter case,
because a reduction in spending by the central government is likely to
require increases in local public expenditures to offset it at least partially.
There has been no testing (that we know of) of the local government
dimension of the displacement effect.
A Median Voter, Demand Theory
Another important theory treats the public as a rational consumer of
government and private services. This industrial-country model of expenditure determination holds that the fiscal choices of politicians are
influenced by the preferences of the median voter. This leads to the
development of demand models which link expenditure growth to
changes in relative prices of public and private goods, income, and tastes.6
The model is roughly described in figure 3-2, in which the indifference
curves describe the median voter's preference for government and private goods. If the budget constraint were at AA', the consumer-voter
would maximize his welfare by choosing OGo government goods, OXo
private goods, and a tax rate of (XoA)/(OA). If the relative price of public
goods fell-for example, because of a matching grant-the budget line
would pivot to AA" and the consumer would move to a new equilibrium
at X 1 G1 and a higher tax rate. Likewise, an increase in income in the
urban area would shift the budget line to a higher level and cause an
adjustment in the tax rate, and a change in preferences for public versus
private goods would also call forth a response. Using this model, public
expenditure demand functions have been estimated, usually on a crosssection basis. The results of the more careful among these studies have
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Figure 3-2. A Median Voter Modelfor Determining the Size
of the Public Sector
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been consistent with theory: price-elasticities were negative, incomeelasticities were positive, and "taste" variables usually exerted the hypothesized effects (Inman 1971).
The developing-country situation differs because voters have less
chance to express their preferences (local councils are as often appointed
as elected) and the chief administrators of the city can be employees of
the central government who have substantial autonomy. In addition, the
fiscal autonomy of local government is quite restricted; for example, it
is common for the central government to place tight controls on the
changes in tax rates and borrowing practices of the local government and
to impose constraining mandates on service levels. It would seem farfetched to use the traditional median voter model in a developing-country context. But to say that local fiscal choices in developing countries
are constrained is not to say that they do not exist. Indeed, many local
councils and mayors are elected, the composition of appointed local
councils may reflect local political considerations, and appointed city
managers surely do take local preferences into account. Even in centrally
planned and politically controlled developing countries, higher bus fares
or water rates may cause riots, slum conditions will breed social unrest,
tax rate increases may be effectively resisted, unions may press vigorously
for higher wages, and more public services may be demanded.
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Returning to figure 3-2, we might believe that some preference function does exist in developing-country cities and that there would be some
budgetary response to a change in relative prices (or income or preferences) as in this example. The response, however, may be more constrained in the developing-country context. For example, in the case in
which the budget constraint pivots from AA' to AA", a central government mandate or a bottleneck in administering taxes may limit the growth
in government services to GoG*.7
This thinking leads us to hold to a more constrained version of the
median voter model. Statistical analyses do give results that support this
explanation of expenditure growth. Though there has been a less thorough specification and estimation of such demand models for developing
countries, the empirical work available suggests that total public expenditures grow in response to general economic development, population
growth, and urbanization (Martin and Lewis 1956; Musgrave 1969; Lotz
1970; Goffman and Mahar 1971; Bahl, Kim, and Park 1986). The extent
to which local (as opposed to central) governments are pressured by these
factors has not been clearly substantiated, but the importance of urbanization as a determinant of higher total government spending suggests a
substantial impact.
In the next sections we turn to the a priori and empirical evidence
that urban government expenditures in developing countries are driven
by increases in the demand for public services.
EXPENDITURE
NEEDS.
An important consequence of the urbanization
process may be to change the "needs" for public services, such that decisionmakers may have to interfere with or override individual (median
voter) preferences in providing certain goods and services. The continuing increase in the number of the urban poor calls for increased social
and economic services and perhaps for a different package of public
services, for example, serviced sites rather than permanent housing, small
health clinics rather than hospital additions, and more public water taps
rather than water main extensions.
The growth in the need for public services is most often associated
with growth in population. Some would argue that expenditures are required to grow at least in proportion to population in order to maintain
a constant level of service. For examples of the argument, theorems on
congestion-imposed expenditures are well known: water system expansions may involve increasing marginal costs because of a greater depth
required for tubewells or a greater distance to a catchment area. In fact,
urban population growth rates in developing countries (see table 3-1)
tend to lie well above national population growth rates. Though the
projections of urban growth have been revised down somewhat since
1980, the conclusion about the much higher rate of urban versus rural
population growth holds. This rapid increase in urban population (P)
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Table 3-1. Urbanizationin SelectedDevelopingCountries,1960 and 1980
Urbanpopulationas
percentageof total population
Country

Percentage
of urban
populationin largestcity

1960

1980

1960

1980

26
5
23
19
9
13
4
17
26
20
16
17

38
29
53
27
22
21
31
33
32
21
27
30

14
34
7
40
30
20
13
25
28
20
11

28
50
35

32
41
23
13
38
40
54
72
52
26
55
50
76
38
32
70
37
42

41
48
44
21
51
54

27
38
27
65
77
40
17
38
38
19
28
14
46
27
35
26
26
28

30
39
34
69

Louw-incomea

Zaire
Tanzania
Zambia
India
Kenya
Sudan
Pakistan
Nigeria
Ghana
Sri Lanka
Indonesia
Total

6
57
31
21
17
35
16
23
13

Middle-incomeb

Philippines
Egypt
Cote d'lvoire
Thailand
Jamaica
Tunisia
Colombia
Chile
Peru
Malaysia
Mexico
Brazil
Argentina
Algeria
Korea, Rep. of
Venezuela
Iran, I.R.
Total
-

69
85

69
40
71
75
85
44
69
83
53
57

66
30
26
44
39
27
32
15
45
12
41
26
28
29

Not available.

Note: Countriesare givenin ascendingorder of per capitaGNPfrom top to bottom.

a. Weightedaveragefor all low-incomecountriesgivenin WorldBank (1981:.
b. Weightedaveragefor all middle-incomecountriesgivenin WorldBank(1981 .
Source.WorldBank (1981).

results directly in larger requirements for urban government expenditures (equation 3-1).
INCOMEEFFECTS.The positive and strong relation between urbanization
and per capita income in developing countries has been well established
in two respects: the more urbanized developing countries tend to have
higher per capita incomes (Beier and others 1976; Smith 1974; Renaud
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1981), and per capita income in the largest cities tends to be the highest
in the country (Linn 1983: chap. 4). There is less objective evidence on
the relation between the increase in urban population and the increase
in per capita income in urban areas.
Rising per capita income tends to increase the per capita demand for
services (q), with the magnitude of the increase being dependent on the
income-elasticity of demand for services which are locally provided. Positive income-elasticities for urban services have been observed for water
supply, electricity, telephone services, and for solid waste disposal services (Linn 1983). These higher levels of consumption may largely be
due to more ownership of water- and electricity-using appliances (washing machines, radios, television sets, and the like), while the greater need
for solid waste.disposal may be associated with generally higher consumption levels and reduced recycling in the home.
There is also strong evidence that the demand for motor vehicles is
highly income-elastic. It follows that the demand for urban highway infrastructure is positively related to per capita income.8 The demand for
schooling is strongly correlated with household income, since the lower
the incomes the more likely it is that children are forced to drop out of
school in order to seek employment (Beier and others 1976), and the
less likely that households are able to bear out-of-pocket education expenditures (Meerman 1979). Similarly, the demand for health care is
likely to increase with income, better education, and the growing familiarity with modern techniques of health care.
Increases in per capita income also cause a demand for a higher quality
of urban services. This demand may take the form of desires for individual rather than communal water supply and sanitary facilities;9 for a
reduced risk of electricity outage (Munasinghe 1980); for more rapid
communication and transportation; and for better health care, education,
and fire and police protection.10
EFFECTS. Another important set of
EXPECTATIONS
AND DEMONSTRATION
factors which may shift the demand for urban services upward over time
are changing tastes and expectations regarding appropriate levels and
quality of service. A changing preference for public goods affects the
rate at which consumers are willing to substitute private for public goods
and also signals a willingness to pay a higher price for public goods.
During the development process, preferences may change to reflect the
demand for better education services by families whose income has risen
above subsistence levels, new societal values such as substitution of welfare and housing services for the extended family structure, the demand
for more redistributive actions to offset potential unrest,1 i and the willingness to pay more taxes in order to have government offset negative
externalities resulting from the growing underprovision of urban public
services. In urban areas of developing countries, changes have been es-
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pecially observed in the preferences for water- and electricity-using appliances, motor vehicles, and educational achievement, and therefore for
the derived demand for related urban services, that is, public utilities,
road construction, and education.
The demand for public services, or the translation of this demand by
those who set service standards, may be heavily influenced by a "demonstration effect" from more industrial countries. As a result, governments in some developing countries have raised standards rapidly in
attempting to attain the levels of quality and technology found in industrial countries. Examples are the often unchecked growth of private
automobile ownership; high standards for the use and quality of water
supply; water-borne sewerage technologies as replacement for traditional
disposal techniques such as nightsoil collection; and incinerator or composting plants for solid waste disposal, replacing conventional recycling
techniques. Higher standards can significantly increase expenditures.
From World Bank project data it has been calculated that the following
cost increases were incurred when providing urban services at higher
than minimum levels of quality and quantity in residential areas: for water
supply, the cost increases ranged between 53 and 81 percent; for sewage
disposal, between 22 and 31 percent; and for circulation and drainage, between 271 and 321 percent. For electricity, a relatively negligible
increase of only 5 percent was found (Linn 1983: chap. 5).
Local government expenditures also grow
MIGRATION
AND
POVERTY.
because of the migration of people from rural areas to cities. Very often
these migrants settle on mountainsides, swamps, floodplains, and so forth
where land is cheap and difficult to service. As these settlements become
more and more established, servicing them becomes a political and humanitarian necessity for urban governments, and substantial expenditures are required.
Cost and Productivity Factors
Local government expenditures may also rise because the cost of providing any given quantity of public services rises, that is, because of an
increase in ei in equation 3-2. The question at hand is the extent to which
these unit costs are pushed up by population growth and urbanization. 1 2
Many of the factors pushing up unit costs-such as general inflation
all public activities in developing
and energy price increases-affect
countries, and in that sense are not problems faced exclusively in the
larger cities. Yet it is frequently observed that input prices tend to increase with city population size, though accurately measured differentials
in the general price levels between larger cities and the rural areas are
rare. Thomas (1978) found that the average cost of living in Lima exceeded that in rural Peru by a substantial margin. This may largely be
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explained by the fact that input prices are differentially higher in Lima
than in the rest of the country.
INFLATION. Probably the major factor responsiblefor unit cost increases
is inflation. To the extent that developing countries are generallyplagued
with higher levels of price inflation than industrial countries, costs of
local government will increase more rapidly than in industrial countries.13 Moreover, as explained below, factors at work in developing
countries may cause urban public service input costs to rise more rapidly
than the general inflation rate and hence raise the relative cost of the
public budget.
Another impact of inflation on public budgets is not often recognized.
If government expenditures are more automaticallyresponsive to inflation than are government revenues, the greater the rate of inflation the
lower the purchasing power of local government revenue receipts. Inflation may drive up expenditures, but each dollar of revenue is likely
to buy less.
Inflation will drive up spending because the cost of materials and supplies will rise, and either there will be pressure to increase the salaries
of government employees or "dearness allowances"may automatically
be awarded. Revenues, however, are not so automatically responsive:
property tax increases (if not indexed) require valuation, local sales taxes
are not broadly based, and many local government taxes are imposed on
a specific rather than an ad valorem basis.
This situation will push local governments to take discretionary action
to restore their lost purchasing power. Inflation may even be a positive
force for good government if these actions include improved tax administration, higher tax rates that make better use of existing tax bases,
increases in user charges to efficient levels, and the introduction of more
cost-effectivemethods of delivering public services. Unfortunately, local
governments may also try to close the budget gap by simply cutting
essential services, and central governments may exacerbate the problem
by refusing to allow tax rate or user charge increments or, paradoxically,
by giving additional subsidies which remove some of the pressure for
local government fiscal reform.
CAPITAL COSTS. The provision of public utility services frequently requires investment outlays on a large scale.Urban governments therefore
have to rely on foreign credits from international agencies, from the
international capital market, or from suppliers. The supply curve for
funds is well known to slope upward, and large cities in developingcountries are likely to run into increasing costs of capital unless the central
government is the primary borrower and passes on the loan funds at
subsidized rates to urban governments. The extent and terms of borrowing by urban governments are almost alwayscontrolled by the central
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government, and thus the cost of capital as it is passed on to local authorities is effectively a policy instrument of the central government.
The rising cost of capital, however, ultimately is reflected in the public
sector as a financial cost, whether at the national or at the local level.
Thus the construction of the large, capital-intensive infrastructure
projects required by urbanization may well involve higher than average
interest rates.
Land prices might be expected to rise rapidly in cities because of fast
urban population growth, increased population density, and the resulting
scarcity of serviced urban land. Rising land prices tend to have particularly strong impacts on the unit costs of services that are relatively landintensive: the transport sector, parks and recreation, public housing,
schools, and solid waste disposal.
Whether the relativeprice of land increases,however, is an open question. The land rent share of GNP has remained approximately constant
in the United States over the long run (Mills 1972). Ingram (1982),
working with Korean and Colombian data, found only weak support for
the hypothesis that urban land rents grow in proportion to output and
no support for the hypothesis that land rents grow faster in large cities
than in small cities. These findings suggest that the relative pressures of
land costs as a determinant of public expenditure increase are less than
some have supposed them to be and that the natural buoyancy of the
urban property tax base is no more than unity in the long run.
LaborCostsand Productivity
The growth of government expenditure has also been explained in
terms of the differential increase in labor productivity in the private and
public sectors. If productivity increases less rapidly in the public than in
the private sector because of the public sector's high labor-intensity and
service orientation, and if there is a "wage rollout" from the public to
the private sector so that the wages of public employees increase more
rapidly than their productivity, then a continuous increase in the government's share in national income will result (Baumol 1967). This
hypothesis is likely to have some validity in developing countries,
particularly for local governments whose service package is most
labor-intensive. The implication of this theory is that as urban economies become more productive, their public sectors will eat up an increasing share of the income generated. This conclusion only holds, however, if the wage rates in the "less productive" public sector keep pace
with those in the private sector.
Consider a simple two-sector urban economy with private and government sectors and demand (D) and supply (S) curves for labor as shown
in figure 3-3. Suppose that in equilibrium the public and private wages
are equal at W,. If some increase in demand for the products produced
in the private sector shifts the demand for labor to DL, then the private

Figure 3-3. Wage Determination in the Government and Private Sectors
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sector wage rises to W, and there is need to employ QLOQLi additional
workers. If those workers are all drawn from the government sector, the
supply curve shifts back to SL and the wage rate in that sector rises to
W,. Since we believe that urbanization is associated with increases in
productivity and expansions in export markets, the situation described
in figure 3-3 is a reasonable explanation of increasing labor costs during
periods of urbanization.
This conclusion may be challenged. The extent to which the competitive wage thesis holds for developing countries depends on the rate of
immigration, and all other things being equal a greater rate of immigration will dampen the wage rollout effect described in figure 3-3. The
local public sector, as part of the general services sector, is labor-intensive
and does not require as skilled a work force as does the industrial sector.
Newly arrived migrants swell the numbers of unskilled workers available
and hold down the wage rate in the services sector.
One might also argue that public wage rates in urban areas increase
more rapidly than the general price level or productivity because of
institutional factors. Labor unions for local civil servants are found in
some countries and can be extremely vocal in pressing for higher wages. 4
In other cases, local government salaries and wages are determined by
the central government. Since it frequently does not bear the brunt of
local government salary readjustments, the central government may be
quite willing to raise local civil service salaries more rapidly than the
general price level."5
TECHNOLOGICAL

PROGRESS

AND

ECONOMIES

OF SCALE.

Technological

progress should reduce input requirements per unit of public output,
thereby reducing unit cost (ei). It is generally recognized, however, that
technological progress in most urban services is slow and that developing
countries may sometimes adopt modern technologies which are inefficient and excessively costly. Examples are composter facilities for solid
waste disposal, water-borne sewer systems and treatment plants, limitedaccess rapid highways, subways, and premature computerization.
Technological economies of scale may also imply declining unit cost
during urbanization. A detailed study of engineering costs for certain
urban services in India appears to support this hypothesis (Stanford Research Institute 1968). Similarly, a study of water supply costs for small
and intermediate-size cities in Colombia has shown declining unit costs,
which are probably largely attributable to technological economies of
scale (Insfopal 1975). These economies are likely to be limited to public
utilities, however, and it is not clear whether governments in rapidly
growing urban areas are always in a position to benefit from such economies. 16
Moreover, technological economies of scale may be offset by diseconomies of agglomeration, particularly in larger, denser urban areas.
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These diseconomies result from problems of congestion, which tend to
increase with city size and density and which are especially problematic
in the transport sector. Diseconomies may also result from limits in the
carrying capacity of the natural environment (for example, air and water
pollution) and from the increasing scarcity of natural resources, especially
water and energy. Other examples are the increased need for disease
control and fire and police protection, which are associated with the large
scale and high density of urban living. In all cases, some inputs (space,
natural resources, and so forth) grow scarce with increased urbanization,
and as a result larger amounts of other inputs (labor, capital, and intermediate inputs in particular) have to be applied to produce equal service
levels (clean water and air, good health, and a safe environment).
PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT. The costs of urban services may increase
if local government is viewed as an employer of last resort. Unfortunately, we have no good data to determine whether local governments
are generally overstaffed. Heller and Tait (1984: 8-10) estimate state
and local government employment in thirty-five developing countries to
average 0.4 percent of total population, as compared with 4.6 percent
in sixteen industrial countries belonging to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. They also report that the average
wages of state and local government employees are generally lower than
those of central government employees. Even so, the local government
share of the total government wage bill can be quite significant: 23 percent in the Philippines, 50 percent in Argentina, and 43 percent in Costa
Rica (Cochrane 1983: 23-26).
Although these data indicate the importance of state and local government employment in developing countries, they do not help us understand whether large urban governments do in fact act as employers
of last resort. Indeed, any comparable data on municipal employment
are not likely to cover the vast amount of part-time casual workers that
would be included in public employment programs. Indirect evidence,
however, suggests a relation between local government employment and
urbanization. Heller and Tait (1984: 15) find a significant positive relation between state and local government employment and per capita
GNP; that is, the higher the income level of the country (and presumably
the more urbanization), the greater the employment by subnational governments. A second bit of indirect evidence is the International Labour
Office (ILO) estimates that the proportion of "urban specific jobs ...
increases with the size of agglomerations, ranging from 9-11 percent for
those with 100,000 to 200,000 inhabitants to 10-15 percent for those
with 200,000 to 300,000 and 15-20 percent for those with more than
one million inhabitants" (Bairoch 1982). The ILO definition of urbanspecific jobs-those connected with urban transport, urban administra-
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tion, traffic police, upkeep of parks, libraries, museums, and general
urban services-includes many functions traditionally supplied by local
governments.
Are Expenditures Driven by Revenues?
Another explanation for the rising government share of income starts
with the assumption that the expenditure level is determined by the
availability of revenues (Heller 1954; Please 1970). This theory is consistent with empirical observation, since studies of the relation between
the tax share of GNP and stage of development have shown a significant
positive association between level of taxation and per capita income (Bahl
1971, 1972; Chelliah 1971). Although these studies do not prove that
revenue availability determines expenditures, they do suggest that as
development proceeds, countries tend to tax a greater share of GNP, thus
permitting greater government spending. The question at hand is
whether these increasing revenue shares accrue partly to local governments, either in the form of increased local taxes or increased central
grants.
Conclusions: Urbanization and Expenditure Growth
Urbanization involves, or is associated with, many determinants of the
level of expenditures. Rapid population growth, increasing per capita
incomes, rising productivity and wage rates, greater ability to collect taxes
because of better "tax handles," and even displacements caused by war
or civil strife are all to some extent associated with the process of urbanization in developing countries. What is more, compared with rural
and village life, urban living requires more government intervention.
This is because the high population density of cities generates externalities which need to be addressed through public regulation and public
involvement in service provision, for example, urban transport and traffic
management, infrastructure services, sanitation, public health, and safety.
We may begin this study, therefore, with the reasonable expectation that
local government budgets will increase with urbanization. 17 The questions we continue to return to are whether and why the expenditure
response might exceed the revenue response.
Revenue

Constraints

and Opportunities

Although it seems clear that urbanization will pressure local government budgets by driving up expenditures, it is less clear whether revenues will be driven up by a commensurate amount. Following equation
3-2 above, total revenues available to finance the growing expenditure
requirements of cities may be separated into tax revenues (T), other
current revenues, including user charges (C), and external funding (G).
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Taxes
The level of total tax revenues of an urban government is determined
by a set of factors which may be summarized in the following definitional
identity:
(3-6)

T =

T, L, By Y p
j L, B1 Y P

r, t b Y P

where T = total tax collections, Tj = revenue from tax j, Lj = legal
tax liability of tax j for given tax statutes, B, = base of tax j, Y = total
personal income, rj = collection rate, t1 = legal tax rate, bj = base-toincome ratio, yp = per capita income, and P = population. Total revenues of a local authority are therefore determined by (a) the size of the
economic base of the city, which in turn may conceptually be divided
into the per capita income level (yp) and the size of population (P); (b)
the relation (bj) between the economic base and the various tax bases
(for example, real estate, motor vehicles, sales); (c) the statutory tax rate
for each tax (tj); (d) the collection efficiency (rj) defined as the ratio of
actual tax collection to statutory tax liability; and (e) the mix of taxes
selected.
The economic base of a city is probably the most important influence
on the level and buoyancy of tax revenues for the city government; that
is, it defines the limits to the city's taxable capacity. The size and growth
of the economic base, however, is largely outside the influence of the
local authorities, in the sense that urban governments have only limited
control over the population or economic growth of their jurisdictions." 8
Other factors in equation 3-6 which determine the level and growth
of taxes are more under the control of the local government. In the case
of the property tax, for example, the relation between the growth in
market value of real estate and the economic growth of the city (bj) is
determined largely by economic forces, although policy intervention may
play an important role through regulations such as rent control. Furthermore, the extent to which property values are translated into assessed
values (bj) depends on the property assessment practice. The statutory
tax rates (tj) may be adjusted or held constant, depending on the legal
status of the local property tax, while collection efficiency (rj) is largely
a matter of local government practice.
In sum, the tax revenue effects of population and income growth can
be substantially enhanced or diminished depending on a number of important factors, only a few of which are under the control of local authorities. Moreover, there is no reason to expect that the exogenous
influences of urbanization will call forth a balanced response in revenue
and expenditure policies. In fact, the pressures on expenditures are usually greater, and increased urbanization is all but synonymous with increased fiscal gaps.
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User Charges
The revenues generated by user charges (C) may be represented as
follows:
(3-7)

C =

(

Qi P)

= E

(ciqiP)

where Ci = the user charges collected for urban service i, Qi = the
quantity of service i consumed, ci = the unit charge for service i, and
qi = the quantity of service i provided per capita. In contrast to urban
taxes, user charges for services show a direct link between the quantity
of services provided and the revenues generated to finance the provision
of these services. Of course, the extent to which user charges cover the
cost of service provision will depend on how the average price charged
(ci) compares with the average cost of service provision (es).
The evidence on the relation between city size and the cilei ratio is
mixed. On the one hand, autonomous public utility agencies in some
large cities seem able to charge rates high enough to cover increasing
marginal costs and sometimes to generate a surplus. The same result
seems to hold for special assessments on urban landowners, for example,
in the Republic of Korea (Doebele 1979) and Colombia (Doebele,
Grimes, and Linn 1979). The point is that urbanization creates a demand
for these services and a capacity to pay full costs. On the other hand,
some services (notably transportation and housing) do not generate
enough revenue from user charges to cover full costs. The problem here
is that urbanization also generates a great many social costs (for example,
congestion and pollution) and poverty problems that may require ci be
held at a level below ei.
External Funds
Grants and loans (G) are not under the control of local authorities.
Rather, they depend on the decisions of higher authorities on how to
distribute grants and loans to local governments. Will urbanization bring
greater grant assistance to local governments? The answer is that it depends on how the revenue-sharing system operates. For example, if
grants are distributed on a straight per capita basis or on the basis of
local tax collections, as in a shared tax, urbanization may generate an
increased inflow of external resources. The sarne might be true if grants
are made on a cost reimbursement basis.
To help understand the issue, one can write the following functional
relationship:
G = G(P, Yp, Qi)
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where one would usually expect to find partial derivatives such that

aG
-aP

O

aG, 0

ayp
WG

0

aQi
In other words, grants will tend to vary directly with city population size
and with the amount of services provided under a system of per capita
grants or cost reimbursement grants. External resource flows may increase or decrease in response to increases in per capita income in the
city, depending on the structure of the grant system. A tax-sharing
scheme will channel more funds to cities as urbanization proceeds,
whereas formula-equalizing grants may have just the opposite effect.
These possibilities are discussed in chapter 13.
Reform

and the Prospects

for Urban Government

Budgets

Of all the demand and cost factors discussed above, most act to increase
expenditures-actual
and required-for
urban services. The effects of
relative price increases, of technological progress, and of economies of
scale could conceivably reduce the expenditure for urban services. But
because none of these is likely to have strong cost-reducing effects, one
may conclude that public expenditure requirements increase with urbanization in absolute terms, and very probably also in per capita terms.
On the revenue side certain forces-in particular, the growth in population and per capita incomes-work to enlarge the revenue capacity
of urban governments. In most cities of the developing countries, however, revenue growth has been hampered by a combination of local governments' insufficient taxing authority and lagging revenue efforts. As a
result, revenues often have not kept pace with expenditure needs, and
this has led to a severe public service shortage. There is little reason to
suspect that this situation will significantly change, unless policy adjustments are made to bring revenue growth more in line with expenditure
requirements.
The problem of an urban fiscal gap can in principle be.addressed in
four different ways: (a) increased local revenue effort with unchanged
revenue authority; (b) increased local revenue authority; (c) increased
transfers from higher levels of government; or (d) reduced local expenditure responsibility. By asking which combination of these four
courses should be chosen, one effectively raises the question of what is
an appropriate role for local government budgets in urban areas, or more
generally, what is the appropriate degree of fiscal decentralization in
developing countries.
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The Reassignment of Expenditure Responsibility
In developing countries, one common response of higher levels of
government to urban fiscal crises has been to assume responsibility for
certain urban services, such as public utilities, roads, education, and
health.' 9 Arguments for the relief of financial pressures, greater economic efficiency, and more equitable distribution of services are often
cited as the justification for such reassignments. In some cases, the rationale is clear: services such as education are too important to nationbuilding to be interrupted by local revenue shortages. In other cases, it
is difficult to measure the gains in efficiency and equity and not easy to
justify such reassignments. In any case, two important considerations
weigh heavily against this approach to resolving the urban fiscal problem.
First, when specific functions are transferred to a higher level of government, the local authority's potential for responding to urban problems
is reduced. This is a problem because many urban development activities
are interrelated and therefore require an integrated approach to planning
and implementation. Local authorities are often better equipped to provide such planning than are national ministries or special-purpose agencies. Second, national governments often assume only the responsibility
for making capital investments and leave to the local authorities the tasks
of operating and maintaining the facilities. This "turnkey" approach has
significant disadvantages in that it tends to burden local authorities with
facilities that are often beyond their financial and technical capacity to
operate and maintain, and with facilities that may not reflect local preferences. Indonesia is an example of this practice and the problems it
raises (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976).
Higher Locally Raised Revenues
Two of the reform options suggested above called for local government
to raise more taxes-either by increasing the rates on existing taxes or
by receiving central authority to expand their taxing and charging powers.
In either case, the reform begs the question of what is the "proper"
revenue structure for a city in a developing country. One answer to this
question is that it depends in part on the local expenditure functions.
For a given set of expenditure responsibilities, an appropriate revenue
mix may be chosen largely on the grounds of efficiency (Bahl and Linn
1983). For publicly provided goods and services from which the benefits
accrue to individuals within a jurisdiction and to which the exclusion
principle can be applied in pricing, user charges are most efficient. This
is the case particularly for public utilities such as water supply, sewerage,
power, and telephones, but also for public transit and housing. These
services may involve externalities, but most of them are likely to be local
and can therefore appropriately be handled either by cross-subsidies
among service users or by subsidies from other locally raised revenue
sources.
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Other local services, such as general local administration, traffic control, street lighting, and security are local public goods whose primary
benefits accrue to the local population but to which the exclusion principle in pricing cannot be applied. These are most appropriately financed
by taxes whose burden is local so that the electorate is confronted with
the true opportunity cost involved (Musgrave and Musgrave 1984: chaps.
1 and 3). Services such as health and education, which have substantial
spillovers into neighboring jurisdictions, should receive transfers from
state or national government. Purely local financing would lead to underprovision of these services from a regional or national perspective.
In the face of interjurisdictional inequalities of incomes, there is also
likely to be a need to equalize levels of service across jurisdictions
through intergovernmental transfers. Finally, borrowing is an appropriate
source of capital for those services which involve investment in longlasting infrastructure, which is the case particularly for public utilities
and roads. Appropriate financing for common local expenditure categories, from the four main types of revenue which have so far been
distinguished, is summarized in table 3-2. With these general criteria in
mind, we turn to the question of the potential for raising local government taxes and user charges in developing countries.
Higher Local Taxes
The judgment about which taxes are most appropriately allocated to
local authorities will depend in part on the perspective of the decisionmaker. From the perspective of the central government, the main goals
are to (a) limit competition with local governments for the important
national tax bases (broad-based taxes on wealth, income, and expenditure); (b) limit the local use of taxes that are mainly exported to other
jurisdictions; (c) provide local authorities with a reasonably buoyant revenue base; (d) avoid local reliance on regressive taxes; (e) encourage the
use of taxes that are most easily administered at the local level; and (f)
encourage the use of taxes which are closely linked to urban infrastructure and congestion costs, so that some of the externalities prevalent in
the urban economy are internalized.
From the local government's vantage, criteria (c) to (f are likely to be
equally relevant, although they may vary in strength. For example, local
government is likely to place more emphasis on buoyancy and administrative ease and less emphasis on equity and efficiency. But for criteria
(a) and (b)-competition
with national tax bases and exported taxeslocal authorities are very likely to have priorities exactly the opposite of
those of the higher level of government. Since the broad-based taxes
tend to be the more buoyant and the most easily tapped, local governments will wish to have access to them. Reliance on taxes which can be
shifted to taxpayers outside the jurisdiction will be especially attractive
to local politicians.
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Table 3-2. Efficient Assignment of LocalRevenue Authority Classified
by Type of Expenditure Responsibility
Sourcesof financea
Services
Pwblicutilities
Water supply
Sewerage
Drainage
Electricity
Telephones
Markets and abattoirs
Housing
Land development
Transportation
Highwaysand streets
Public transit
Generalurban services
Refuse collection
Parks and recreation
Fire protection
Lawenforcement
General administration
Socialservices
Education
Health
Welfare

Local
taxes

User
charges

S
S
p

P
P
P'
P
P
P
P
P

A
A
A
A
A
(A)
A
A

P'
P

A
(A)

S
S

P
S
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
S

Transfers

S

S
S

P
P
P

Borrowingsb

(A)
(A)
(A)

(A)
(A)

a. P = primarysource;S = secondarysource.
b. A = borrowingis appropriatefor majorcapitalexpenditures;(A) = borrowingis appropriate for capitalspending,but likelyto accountfor smallshareof total spending.
c. Development charges (that is. special assessments, valorization charges, and so forth) are
appropriate for drainage, highways, and streets, especially when their benefits are geographically
well defined within a jurisdiction.
Source:Bahl and Linn (1983).

Given these sometimes contradictory criteria, it would appear that the
property tax and motor vehicle tax are on balance the most desirable
and least objectionable among the major tax instruments that could be
delegated to local jurisdictions (see chapters 4-8). From the perspective
of central government, they do not compete substantially with national
taxes; tax exporting is likely to be limited, particularly for the large cities;
and they tend to have salutary effects on revenue, efficiency, and equity.2 0 From the local perspective, too, these taxes are largely appropriate. Local access to broadly based taxes on consumption, income, and
wealth is generally not granted by national governments (chapter 2) because it is not consistent with central government objectives. "Exportable
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taxes"-taxes borne substantially by taxpayers outside the jurisdiction
that levies the tax, such as selective excise taxes, the Indian octroi, tourism, hotel taxes, and the like-are popular among local authorities, but
their use is usually limited if not actually prohibited by the central authorities in most countries. Local use of such taxes is usually tolerated
only because it tends to reduce local governments' claim on national tax
resources.
The empirical evidence on the actual use of taxes by urban governments of developing countries is fully compatible with the tenor of this
discussion (Bahl, Holland, and Linn 1983). The property tax is a major
source of local government revenue in most developing countries, and
some taxes on motor vehicles are common, though not used as extensively as the property tax. The issue raised here is whether the authority
to tax property might be extended to those local governments which do
not now have it and whether motor vehicles might be taxed more generally by local governments. In fact, there would be substantial practical
and politicaldifficultiesin transferring additionaltaxing authority to local
governments. The principal constraint is other national priorities, and
thus the allocationof new revenue authority to local governments simply
may not be in the cards. It may be more realistic to argue for reducing
the central government's limitations on the use of taxes already collected
by local governments in order to develop more effective local tax systems.
UserCharges
From the national perspective, an effectivelyadministered set of user
charges should be a desirable source of local revenues. User charges do
not compete with central government revenue bases, are largely nonexportable, can have desirable effects on revenue, efficiency,and equity,
and are administrativelyfeasible at the local level. It may therefore come
as a surprise that nationalgovernments havesometimes extensivelycounteracted local authorities' intentions to increase their revenues by raising
user charges in line with costs (see chapter 2). The reasons for these
interventions are generally twofold. First, national governments are concerned about the rate of price inflation and want to limit the rise in
charges for local public services. Second, national governments fear the
political repercussions of price increases for urban services, since consumers are often quite emphatic in their opposition, at times even endangering the political stability of the country through riots and the like.
Localauthorities also tend to have mixed attitudes toward raising urban
service fees, partly for the same political reasons as the national government, and partly because they may in the past have come to rely on
central government transfers to finance portions of their public service
investments.
On balance, however, it appears that local service charges havebecome
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increasingly important sources of local government revenues. In fact,
chapter 2 gave examples of user charges that have been utilized effectively by local authorities in lieu of alternative revenue sources to contribute even to the financing of general expenditures that are not recoverable through user charges. Instead of obstructing user charges,
central authorities should give judicious support to their use as a productive way to raise local revenues and close the urban fiscal gap (see
chapters 9-11).
Transfers
An increase in the fiscal transfer from higher level to local government
is another means of coming to grips with the urban fiscal gap. There are
good reasons for developing a system of revenue sharing between different levels of government: to provide central financing for services
which are characterized by large externalities, to collect taxes centrally
for greater administrative efficiency, to equalize interjurisdictional differences in the revenues of local governments, and to provide incentives
for the efficient allocation of local government resources in the presence
of externalities. These issues are discussed in chapters 12 and 13. For
the large cities, however, it would be unrealistic and inappropriate to
expect that transfers could permanently fill the fiscal gap. The pressures
on the central fisc tend to be such that transfers to local authorities are
among the first programs to be cut when national austerity programs are
needed for macroeconomic stabilization. Moreover, there is an everpresent concern that large cities are somehow receiving too large a share
of total transfers.
The Prospects

for and Politics of Urban Fiscal Reform

Fiscal reforms have been proposed over the years in virtually every
major city and in every country to alleviate the serious problems which
face urban governments. Although the nature of these proposals has
varied from place to place in line with local conditions and with the
preferences and background of the study team responsible for the proposals, it is clear from a review of the evidence that major reforms are
not commonplace. The countries that have had major reforms in the last
twenty years are mainly industrial, for example, Germany (consolidation
of communes and reform of revenue-sharing arrangements), Sweden
(consolidation of communes), United States (reform of revenue-sharing
arrangements and state tax reforms), and Yugoslavia. Among the developing countries the rule would seem to be that fundamental changes
in urban finance are very slow and may take decades, if they occur at
all.
Much more typical for the developing countries are relatively minor
adjustments. These include creating special districts for capital cities with
special expenditure responsibilities and revenue authority (as in Manila
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and Seoul); enlarging metropolitan jurisdictions by annexing adjacent
municipalities (Bogota); gradually developing new revenue sources (betterment levies in Colombian cities, land readjustment schemes in Korea,
vehicle taxation in Jakarta, and most recently urban land taxation in
China); gradually reforming existing revenue sources (property taxation
in Jakarta); reassigning expenditure functions (Kenya and Zambia); and
making similar gradual and ad hoc responses to urban fiscal pressures.
Major reform proposals have often been shelved or taken up only in
very minor respects; for example, proposals for comprehensive local
government fiscal reforms in India and Kenya have come to naught. If
major adjustments in the fiscal structure of urban governments have
occurred, either the higher level of government has taken over important
revenue sources previously allocated to local authorities (for example,
Islamic Republic of Iran and Kenya); or sweeping political changes resulted in major shifts of national policy priorities (Nigeria, Tanzania, and
Uganda); or the fiscal problems have become so unmanageable that some
drastic reform was unavoidable (removal of most of the important expenditure responsibilities from rural and small town councils in Kenya
in the early 1970s). The lesson from the history of urban fiscal reform
is that major proposals rarely have a chance for adoption and implementation. Gradual and stepwise adjustments of the existing structure
toward a more desirable state is perhaps the best that can be hoped for.
There are four reasons for this state of affairs. First, policymakers and
citizens share an antipathy to the uncertain effects of untested large-scale
changes in the economic environment. Second, most major reforms are
associated with substantial unexpected losses for relatively few among
the urban population-mostly
among the elites-while windfalls are
likely to be spread over a much larger number of people-mostly among
the less well-off. Third, local politicians and officials can be directly
linked to a reform and are therefore more accountable to the winners
and losers in their constituency. By contrast, individual members of parliament are not as easily identified with national fiscal reforms. We would
argue that this makes local tax reform a tougher political sell than national
reform. Fourth, although there has been a growing concern in developing
countries about how to strengthen the ability of urban governments to
come to grips with their tasks, progress has tended to become bogged
down in a three-way debate over fiscal decentralization, typically involving the ministry of finance, the ministry of local government, and
the administration of the city governments.
The ministry of finance often is in the position of greatest strength
and tends to argue in favor of the status quo. It generally refuses to
relinquish control over major tax sources or borrowing, arguing that such
decentralization would compromise the central government's important
fiscal and tax policy programs. On the expenditure side, the finance
ministry would rather emphasize central government projects and prior-
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ities and is often suspiciousof the ministry of local government's ability
to regulate the fiscal operations of local governments. The finance ministry will reluctantly agree to a grants system but would prefer that the
grant pool be decided year by year rather than take the form of a shared
tax. It doubts the management and tax collection abilities of local authorities and believes they canget much more revenue with their existing
authority without recourse to new sources of revenue. In general, the
finance ministry looks on the local governments, even the largest, as less
than junior partners in the fiscal process.
The ministry responsible for local government is often less influential
than the finance ministry and in such cases is less well staffed. The ministry of local government usually argues for an extensive grant system
and for other regulatory mechanisms which allow a greater measure of
control over local government finances. It would prefer that the total
grant pool be determined as a fixed share of some national tax, but that
the distribution of some or all of these grants be at its discretion. Such
a scheme would limit the vulnerability of the grant system to changing
priorities in the finance ministry budget and maximizethe control of the
ministry of local government over local authorities.
The administration of the large city would prefer more independent
taxing power and less central regulation of its finances. If there is a grant
system, a shared tax based on origin of collection would be the most
preferred form, while a grant pool determined by the finance ministry
and allocated by the ministry of local government would be the least
preferred form.
The competition, suspicion, and lack of mutual confidence frequently
characterizing the debate between national and local government authorities in developing countries have jeopardized the success of farreaching proposals for urban government financial reform. If such reforms are to be passed and succeed, a mutually supportive system of
local-central government relations must be established. What is more,
in developing such reforms it is important that an overall framework
guide the direction of change to ensure that the reform steps are cumulative and mutually consistent in addressing the main problems of
urban finance.2 1

PART

II

Local Government
Taxes
IF URBAN governments are to play a more significant role in the economic development process, they must generate a greater share of total
revenues than they do at present. But how?Through new taxing powers
or through improved administration? The next five chapters attempt to
answer these questions, on the basis of both theory and the past two
decades' experience with local government taxation in the cities of developing countries.

The urban property tax, the most important local government revenue
source, is the focus of chapters 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 4 reviews the practice
in developing countries as regards structure and administration. On the
basis of this review, we offer lessons for effective property taxation.
Chapter 5 turns to the question of equity, that is, Who pays the property
tax? We modify the economic theory of property tax incidence to the
developing countries, and we present available empirical evidence to
challenge the conventional wisdom that the property tax is regressive.
Finally,chapter 6 reviews and evaluates the attempts of developing countries to use property tax policy to influence urban land use or investment
in real property.
The subject of chapter 7 is the effectiveness of local governments in
using other taxes on individuals and businesses, chiefly income, sales,
license, and "nuisance" taxes. Chapter 8 concludes this part by considering local government taxes on the ownershipand use of motor vehicles.
We think the evidence shows that these are underutilized sources of
revenue with considerable potential.
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4 PropertyTax Systems:Practice
and Performance

THE PROPERTY
TAX is the single most important local government tax
in developing countries. It is, however, not necessarily the best revenueraising instrument for a city because it is very difficult to administer
efficiently, can have undesirable land use effects, and is very unpopular
with taxpayers. Yet local governments often have few other sources of
revenue, and important strides have been made toward improving the
fairness and revenue productivity of property taxation.
In this chapter, we attempt to describe the range of property tax practices in developing countries. 1 We also make some rough estimates of
the responsiveness of revenue to increases in income, population, and
prices and attempt to identify the major difficulties raised by current
administrative practices. Analysis of the equity and allocative effects is
left to the next two chapters.
The comparative approach taken here emphasizes the practice in large
cities and draws heavily on the results of individual case studies.2 There
are advantages to this focus on individual cities. The alternative, a country
survey, is not always useful for comparative urban analysis because there
are wide variations among cities within a country in the specifics of the
tax structure and its applications. For example, the systems in Bogota
and Cartagena, Colombia, have been markedly different in structure and
administration, with the result that the revenue growth is driven by different sets of underlying factors (Linn 1975, 1980b). A general description of property tax practices in Colombia would miss these features.
Yet there can be important commonalities within countries, especially
where property tax administration is centralized. An analysis of individual
city systems without regard for the constraints imposed by higher levels
of government would also miss a great deal. So we concentrate most
heavily on the practice of individual local governments, but pay close
attention to the partnership in property tax administration with the central government and to any legal constraints to discretionary action that
are imposed by higher levels of government.'
Some general lessons emerge from this review. The first is that policymakers rarely consider reform of the entire property tax system, that
is, rate and base structure, valuation principles, and administration. As
a result, reform measures sometimes have offsetting effects or unintended side effects and do not lead to the expected increase in revenue.
Second, governments have adopted a wide array of property tax practices,
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and there seems little by way of a pattern to help us understand the
determinants of this variation. Third, policymakers tend to overload the
property tax with policy objectives-for
example, to affect the distribution of land use, to change the distribution of income, or to reward
homeownership. Not only does the property tax fail to meet such objectives, but the overload compromises its more basic mission: to raise
revenue. Fourth, it is more the quality of administration than the structural form chosen that determines the success of the property tax. Fifth,
while the property tax is often a source of revenue for local government,
it is almost always controlled to some extent by the central government.
Reform of the local property tax in developing countries, it seems, is as
much a central as a local matter. We will return to these themes over
and over in this chapter.
The Importance

of Property

Taxation

The importance of the property tax as a source of financing is often
overlooked because fiscal analysis usually focuses on central government
finances, and in that context the property tax is truly a minor source of
revenue. For example, Chelliah (1971) reported that the average ratio
of property and wealth tax revenues to gross domestic product (GDP)
among fifty-two developing countries was less than 1 percent. More than
a decade later, Tanzi (1987) reported that property taxes on land and
buildings accounted for no more than 0.2 percent of GDP and 1.2 percent
of total tax revenues in forty-nine developing countries. According to
these analyses, the property tax is neither an important nor a growing
component of aggregate revenue mobilization in developing countries.
These data understate the importance of the property tax as a source
of financing for urban services. In part this is because of shortcomings
in the data series used. The IMF's Government Finance Statistics Yearbook,
the basic source, reports little on the finances of those city governments
which have the property tax as their mainstay. Measures of the importance of property taxation in financing urban government are also biased
downward by a narrow definition of property taxation. The convention
proposed here is to consider two kinds of taxes on urban land and buildings: (a) all general taxes on property, including those which are formally
designated for certain uses (for example, the water and refuse collection
rates in Indian cities and the fire and city planning taxes in Seoul, Republic of Korea); and (b) special assessments, which are levied for a
specified purpose and limited to those residents considered to be direct
beneficiaries. These special assessments, sometimes referred to as "betterment levies," can become very important for the local budget. For
example, in some years of the 1970s, proceeds from the valorization tax
accounted for between 2 and 5 percent of all locally raised revenues in
Bogota and Cartagena respectively, and land adjustment receipts for
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nearly 40 percent in Seoul. This type of tax on property is discussed
below in chapter 6.4
The property tax takes on added importance if one considers only the
financing of public services in urban areas, as shown in table 4-1. The
first column of this table refers to the fiscal importance of local governments as reported in table 2-1. The second column shows the contribution of the property tax to financing urban public expenditures. For
the large urban areas considered here, the median share of property tax
financing in total central, state, and local expenditures in the urban area
is 4.6 percent before and including 1979 and 2.8 percent after 1979. If
we abstract from the general issue of the relative importance of local
and central government expenditures and consider only the share of local
expenditures supported by property taxation, quite a different picture
may be painted. The third column of table 4-1 shows that it is not uncommon for the property tax to finance more than one-third of all expenditures made by the local government.
We do not have enough data to test rigorously the determinants of
intercity variations in the level of property taxation. We can, however,
offer some basic hypotheses that appear to be supported by these data.
The property tax will be a less important source of finance under four
sets of circumstances.The first is that local governments are unimportant
relative to the central and state governments in providing services, that
is, where the fiscalsystem is highly centralized (for example, in Kingston
and Cartagena local governments accounted for less than 20 percent of
urban area financing).The second is that expenditure responsibility has
been decentralized but heavy use is made of grants and shared taxes
(Nairobi). The third is that expenditure responsibility has been decentralized but the local government finances a major share of its expenditure responsibilities with locally raised nontax revenues (Bogota and
Seoul) or with another local tax (Ahmadabad). The fourth is that the
national government collects the property tax and returns a portion of
receipts as transfers to local authorities (Jakarta). Since relatively few
cities fall under the latter two explanations, one might generalize that
where local government taxes play a major role in financingurban public
services, the property tax will be an important source of revenue.
One would like to use these data to infer whether the property tax
has been increasing or decliningas a source of local government finance.
Such comparisons, however, are difficult and depend on the sample of
cities and the time period chosen. Still, the median share of the property
tax in total local taxes fell from 54.7 percent in the pre-1979 period to
42.4 percent in the post-1979 period (table 2-11). Yet it is worth noting
that the cities for which we have comparable data for the 1970s and
1980s were as likely to increase as decrease their property tax shares.
A reasonable hypothesis, again supported by these data, is that the
property tax had a rougher time of it in the 1980s. This was attributable
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Table 4-1. RevenueImportanceof PropertyTaxes in GeneratingRevenue
to Finance UrbanPublicServices

City, year
Capital valuesystems
La Paz, Bolivia,1975
La Paz, Bolivia,1985
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1980
Rio deJaneiro, Brazil, 1984
Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1980
Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1984
Bogota, Colombia, 1972
Cali, Colombia, 1975
Cartagena, Colombia, 1972
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1970-73
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1981-82
Kingston,Jamaica, 1971
Nairobi, Kenya, 1981
Pusan, Rep. of Korea, 1971
Pusan,Rep. of Korea, 1983
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1965-71
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1981-83
Lima,Peru, 1981-82
Manila,Philippines, 1970
Manila,Philippines, 1985
Lusaka,Zambia, 1971
Annual valuesystems
Dhaka, Bangladesh, 1983
Ahmadabad,India, 1965-71
Ahmadabad,India, 1977-81
Bombay,India, 1963-72
Bombay,India, 1975-82
Calcutta (Corp.), India, 1974-75a
Calcutta (Corp.), India, 1982a
Madras, India, 1972-76
Madras, India, 1977-79
Gujranwala, Pakistan, 1983-85
Karachi,Pakistan, 1972-75
Karachi,Pakistan, 1977-82
Singapore,Singapore, 1971
Singapore,Singapore, 1983
Bangkok,Thailand, 1977
Tunis, Tunisia, 1986
Median
Before and including 1979
After 1979

Percentage
of
totalpuiblic Percentage
of total Percentage
of local
expenditures
expenditures
expenditures
madeby local
financedfrom
financedfrom
governments propertytaxation propertytaxation
-

2.4
1.6
3.1
1.9
4.0
6.1
3.3

3.2
11.7
13.8
11.5
17.6
13.8
8.0
12.5
14.3

0.9
4.6
17.2
0.6
2.8
2.2
3.2
1.4
10.4
3.5
7.9

4.0
23.9
34.1
1.9
13.3
6.2
8.2
23.3
34.0
35.0
29.3

5.7
41.5
30.7
41.7
42.9
-

1.5
6.9
5.5
8.8
8.3
-

-

-

10.1
11.0
20.2
25.1
10.1

5.1
3.3
17.8b
11.5
2.7
2.4

26.3
16.6
17.8
21.1
19.4
41.7
42.8
50.1
50.4
30.0
31.1
25.4
9.4
11.5
10.9
23.8

33.2
17.5

4.6
2.8

15.5
19.4

-

Not available.
a. IncludesonlyCalcuttamunicipalcorporation.
b. Excludesstate governmentexpenditures.
-

-

17.4
13.4
17.6
16.7
49.9
48.8
23.0
36.9
21.6
19.4
46.3
33.2
21.7
36.3
38.4
6.0
30.5
10.0
26.8

-
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to several factors: (a) the financing pressures on local governments, which
forced the search for new revenue sources, (b) the inelastic response of
property tax revenues to income growth and inflation, (c) the legal and
administrative difficulties associated with increasing property tax revenues through discretionary actions, and (d) the special difficulties posed
by high rates of inflation. The last two factors may be particularly important since discretionary changes in sales tax rates and some user
charges are less visible than changes in the property tax and are therefore
politically more feasible.
Types of Property

Taxation

According to conventional wisdom, there are three basic forms of
property taxation. The property tax may be levied on the annual or rental
value of the property, the capital value of the land and improvements,
or the site value of the land. The annual value form may be seen as an
attempt to tax the yearly income from properties, whereas the capital
and site value forms are partial wealth taxes. We follow this distinction
in most of the following discussion of property tax practices.
This classification of the property tax base is a useful point of departure, but it is an oversimplification and does not necessarily identify all
systems. Tax systems are also differentiated by varying coverage, different rate structures, and, perhaps most important of all, different assessment practices. In a sense, each country and each city implants its
own style-its cultural values and a unique set of political considerations-on its property tax system. As a result, cities practicing the same
basic structural form of property tax do not necessarily implement systems that are even similar. Another reason why this trichotomy oversimplifies is that many systems use both capital and annual value bases.
These mixed systems are common in cities of the former French colonies
(for example, Abidjan and Tunis), where land is assessed on a capital
value basis and improvements on an annual value basis; Mexico levies
both an annual and a capital value tax. In Thailand, a capital value basis
has been used for vacant land, but an annual value basis for the land and
buildings tax (Hubbell 1974). In Turkey, the basic property tax is levied
on the capital value of land and improvements, but municipal charges
for street cleaning and lighting are based on the rental value of properties
(Keles 1972).
Throughout this description and comparison of various applications
of urban property taxation, the notion of a "system" is emphasized. This
is because the achievement of the desired effects on equity, revenue,
and the allocation of resources depends on all aspects of the property
tax system-the definition of the tax base, the rate structure, the valuation principles, and the administrative practices. Many of the difficulties encountered with urban property taxation in developing countries
have resulted from a failure to consider the total system when making
discretionary adjustments. More often than not, the approach to property
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tax reform is piecemeal, with too little attention paid to whether the
components of reform might have offsetting rather than reinforcing effects.
Annual Value Systems
Annual value property tax systems, more or less resembling the British
rates, are still used in most of the former British colonies. But inherent
assessment problems have prompted many countries to modify their
approach to property taxation. Indeed, perhaps the most significant feature of the annual value systems surveyed here is that all resort to some
use of capital value assessment.
In an annual value system the base is defined as the expected or notional rental value of a property. An English court has described well
the problems of measuring this notional value:
The rent prescribed by the statute is a hypothetical rent, as hypothetical as the tenant. It is the rent which an imaginary tenant might
be reasonably expected to pay to an imaginary landlord for the tenancy of this dwelling in this locality, on the hypothesis that both are
reasonable people, the landlord not being extortionate, the tenant
not being under pressure, the dwelling being vacant and available
to let, not subject to any control, the landlord agreeing to do the
repairs, and pay the insurance, the tenant agreeing to pay the rates,
the period not too short nor yet too long, simply from year to year.
I do not suppose that throughout the length and breadth of Paddington you could find a rent corresponding to this imaginary rent. 5
Definition and Cooverage
of the Base
The common feature of annual value systems is property assessment
according to some estimate of rental value or net rent. In theory, a
discounted stream of net rent payments is equivalent to the capital value
of a property; hence, the capital and annual value bases are equivalent.
In practice, there is no such equivalence because annual value systems
are not based on market rents any more than capital value systems are
based on market prices.
There is usually a wide divergence between assessed annual value and
net market rent. Though assessment-sales ratio studies are rarely done,
some available evidence suggests the extent of underassessment. A survey by the World Bank in Calcutta has estimated the assessment ratio
at about 50 percent for central commercial properties and 7.5 percent
for outlying industrial estates. Nath and Schroeder (1984) report assessment ratios in the 25 to 35 percent range in Delhi and Madras. The
ratio for residential property was estimated at 40 percent in Tunis
(Prud'homme 1975) and 50 percent in Dakar. Quite apart from the political and administrative problems that lead to infrequent reassessment,
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there are three reasons for such divergences: (a) legally allowable reductions in annual value; (b) rent controls; and (c) assessment difficulties,
particularly for nonresidential properties.
With respect to the first, the annual value tax base is often adjusted
to a basis which is net of maintenance costs. These reductions, however,
require no evidence of maintenance expenditures and so are tantamount
to a general reduction in the assessment ratio. For example, there was
an allowance of 10 percent of annual value in many Indian cities. The
allowance in Dakar was 40 percent for residences and 50 percent for
businesses.
The presence of rent control confounds the notion of what constitutes
a market rent. In theory, the rent control constraints could severely limit
both the level and growth of assessed value. The actual level of rent is
the controlled amount plus the premium which the renter must pay to
secure the lease. The latter component-also
called "key money" or a
"charge for furnishings"-is indeed a part of market rent but is generally
illegal, unreported, and therefore excluded from the base of most tax
systems. Where controlled rents are used as the property tax base, assessed value grows only with new construction because controlled rents
are rarely increased. 6
In practice, however, the problem of assessment under rent control
has been dealt with in different ways. For example, Bombay, Cairo,
Delhi, and Singapore all have had long-standing rent control ordinances,
and all assessed property was subject to rent control according to the
controlled rent. Ahmadabad ignored the rent control ordinance and assessed at what it deemed market rent-a procedure which has been
challenged in the courts.
Two other important points can be made about rent control and the
property tax. The first is that rent controls are usually imposed by the
state and central governments, which do not feel the pain of the loss of
property taxes. The second is the considerable opportunity cost of rent
control assessments, in terms of property tax revenues forgone. Mohan
(1974) estimated that Bombay's property tax revenues could have been
50 percent higher in the absence of rent controls. Nath (1983) made a
similar estimate of property tax loss in Calcutta. Any gains from rent
control, which protects low-income families from rent increases, are
therefore achieved by sacrificing revenue, and therefore the public services available to these same low-income families may ultimately be reduced.
The third reason for a divergence between net market rents and annual
value arises because of the difficulties in defining the tax base for nonresidential properties and for vacant land. In theory, and according to
law, it is the annual expected rent, or the amount for which the property
could be let; if capitalized, the base is equivalent to the present value of
the expected future flow of earnings from the property. In practice,
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however, the assessment procedure for such properties usually assumes
that annual rent is equivalent to a fixed proportion of estimated capital
value. But practices in assessing capital value and assumptions about rates
of capitalization vary widely. The same inconsistency appears to exist in
the treatment of vacant land.
The tax base under rental value systems is further reduced by exemptions of certain classes of property and by a range of preferential
assessments. Most annual value systems fully exempt properties of the
government, properties of religious and charitable institutions, and foreign embassies. Another important class of exemption is owner-occupied
properties, as in Abidjan, Bangkok, and Karachi. Where owner-occupied
properties are not fully exempt, preferential assessments are not uncommon; this is the practice in Ahmadabad and Tunis. The underassessment,
relative to comparable rented properties, has been roughly estimated for
selected Indian cities: 60 to 80 percent underassessment in Ahmadabad
(Bahl 1975), 15 to 20 percent in Bombay (Bougeon-Maassen 1976), 10
to 15 percent in Madras, and 25 percent in Delhi (Mohan 1974, 1977).
Rate Structures
There are important differences among cities in the level, structure,
and flexibility of annual value property tax rates. A flat rate structure is
not as common as one that is progressive with respect to property value.
Otherwise, statutory rates may vary according to the location of the
property within the urban area, whether or not the land is developed
and whether or not it is owner-occupied. To give the flavor of the variations in rate structure, some examples are presented in table 4-2.! The
problem in reading these schedules is that they may not approximate
real tax rates because of wide variations in the assessment ratio.
Table 4-2. Statutory Rate Structures: SelectedAnnual Value Systems
City. year

Ratea

Ahmadabad,India, 1980

0.120-0.300

Madras, India, 1983;
ratable value (rupees)
Less than 500
500-1,000
1,000-5,000
More than 5,000
Bangkok,Thailand, 1980;
House and rent tax

0.160
0.220
0.240
0.265
0.125

Comments

Progressive rate with respect to annual
value. Exemption limit of 300 rupees.
In addition,all properties pay a 3.5
percent lightingtax on ratable value.
Plant and machinery are not taxed. A
10 percent depreciation offset is
allowed,and owner-occupiedrelief of
up to 25 percent may be provided.
The rate is reduced to 0.042 for
structures that contain machinesfor
manufacturingactivities.Vacant land
and unoccupied housing are exempt
from tax.

a. Rate for Madras includes general tax, water tax and drainage tax, and education tax.
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From an examination of the statutory rate schedules in use in various
cities, it might be concluded that two objectives underly their markup.
The first is to allocate property tax burdens according to ability to pay.
This objective is reflected in the progressive features of statutory rate
schedules, as in the cities of India. The second is to allocate property
tax burdens according to benefits received, as evidenced by the lower
rates on suburban properties (for example, Bombay and Singapore) and
on undeveloped properties (for example, Calcutta), where public service
levels are thought to be lower, and by the divisions of the total property
tax rate into separate rates for water, refuse collection, fire fighting,
general services, and the like.8 From this observation, it would seem that
there is more than a little concern about how to make the distribution
of the property tax burden more equitable, or at least more fair.
In fact, such attempts to improve the fairness of the property tax may
fail because they do not take into account all elements of the property
tax system. For example, the equity effects of a graduated rate structure
may be offset by preferential assessment of higher-valued properties. A
good illustration of this is in Ahmadabad (Bahl 1975), where owneroccupied properties were assessed at as little as one-fifth the level of
rented properties. Since owner-occupants were likely to have higher
incomes than renters, the intent of the graduated rate structure was defeated by the assessment practice. There was a similar result in Bombay,
but in Dakar owner-occupants are taxed at 30 percent and rental units
at 15 percent.
Assessment Procedures
Variations across cities in the effective tax rate-the ratio of taxes paid
to market rent or market value-are probably as much influenced by
variations in assessment practices as by variations in either the definition
of the legal base or the statutory rate structure. No matter what the base
and rate structure is stated to be, evaluation of the equity, elasticity, and
performance of annual value systems must begin with a careful examination of the methods used to determine annual value.
Central to the evaluation of any assessment practice is its potential to
keep pace with property values and thereby give some buoyancy to the
revenue yield. This in turn means that there must be a system for accurately and regularly determining changes in market value. The assessment procedure should be objective, which means that a manual
describing the assessment method should exist, and the procedure should
be in some sense horizontally and vertically equitable. Finally, the assessment office should be adequately staffed so that assessment practices
match the intent of the stated assessment procedures. Assessment practices under annual value systems in developing countries satisfy few of
these maxims. The major problems are an arbitrariness in determining
net rent and infrequent reassessment.
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RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY. One advantage of rental value systems in urban
areas of developing countries is the possibility for mass assessment. This
advantage arises if many residential units are rented and if the structures
are relatively homogeneous within a neighborhood. Given the substantial
understaffing of the assessment office in virtually all cities, mass assessment would be desirable. Available data would seem to support the
contention that renting dominates the tenancy arrangement in most cities
in developing countries (Lemer 1987: 1-11). The homogeneity case,
however, is a much more difficult one to make. Rental value assessment
schemes have been criticized in the past on grounds that they ignored
variations in the quality of rented premises, such as location by floor in
a building or exposure to breezes, factors which surely affect market rent
(Manning 1970).
It is possible to gain a better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of assessment practice under an annual value system by examining
some of the detail of the practice. A comparison of the approaches taken
in three cities which use mass assessment of rented properties-Ahmadabad (Bahl 1975), Bombay (Bougeon-Maassen 1976), and Singapore
(Singapore, various years [1965-731) can provide this detail.9 Assessment of rented property in Ahmadabad was based on rents actually realized by the landlord, if such rents were thought by the assessor to
approximate a fair market rent. Under this system, both the landlord
and the tenant were required to produce a rent payment receipt. If the
assessor felt that the stated rent was not a fair one, the estimated average
market rent for the neighborhood was used. This neighborhood average
was then estimated for a sample of properties on which market rent data
were available, and the judgment of the assessor played a major role as
these data were combined to reach a neighborhood average. Though a
significant proportion of city properties were subject to rent control,
assessment was done on the basis of estimated market rents. In the case
of Singapore's residential properties, annual values were determined centrally on a basis of comparative rent analysis. Typically, an average rent
was estimated for an area-block or neighborhood-and
a given type
structure, and this average was taken as the assessment of annual value
for all similar properties in the area. Actual rents paid varied about this
mean, but the residuals were usually ignored on grounds that the proper
assessment is on reasonable expected annual rent and that an arithmetic
average best approximates the norm. The approach taken in Bombay
was similar in terms of mass appraisal, except that controlled rents, where
applicable, were taken as the base. For newer properties that are leased,
the lease documents were used as evidence of annual rental value.
Because of the great difficulties of imputing rental values to owneroccupied properties and to nonresidential properties, which are typically
not rented, the similarities in assessment practice end with rented residential properties. Cities have responded to the problems of assessing
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owner-occupied and nonresidential properties by developing a wide
range of appraisalmethods, many of which use elements of capital value
assessment.
Owner-occupied residential properties are assessed on a completely
different basis than are rented properties. Among the important considerations in determining assessed value are location, the specificamenities
of the property, construction material, ventilation, and carpet areas. In
Ahmadabad, there were graduated assessment rates (assessedvalue per
square meter) which depended on these considerations but, again, the
judgment of the assessor played a major role. Though there was no
manual to which assessors strictly adhered, the range of assessmentrates
which evolved over time were used as a guide. One study estimated that
the result of this procedure in Ahmadabadwas a substantialpreferential
assessment of owner-occupied properties, on the order of about onefifth that for rented properties (Bahl 1975). A similar procedure was
followed in Bombay, but the preferential treatment was estimated to
have resulted in a reduction to 80-85 percent of ratable value (BougeonMaassen 1976).
Mexico assessesowner-occupied properties by a capital value method
and rented properties by an annual value method. Both types of properties are subjected to the same capital value rate structure after annual
value is converted to rental value using a discount rate of about 15 percent (Garz6n L6pez 1989).
COMMERCIAL
AND
INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTIES.
Assessment of comrnercial
and industrial properties is generally made on a different basis. Since
the direct estimation of expected rent of an industrial or largecommercial
property is all but impossible, the capitalvalue is estimated and converted
to net annual rent with some arbitrarily chosen discount rate. The arbitrary discount rate is inevitably too low; hence, net rents tend to be
underestimated. Moreover, since these rents are fixed over time, they
dampen the elasticity of the property tax revenue system. As a result,
the local government has to negotiate assessment changes with industrialists periodically-a practice which leaves the tax system relatively
inflexible with respect to discretionary changes. The practices in Ahmadabad, Bombay, and Singapore illustrate this problem. Ahmadabad
(Bahl 1975) used a construction cost approach to estimate the capital
value of improvements, a comparative cost method to estimate land values, and a ratio of 6-7 percent to translate this capital value (of land and
improvements) to an annual value equivalent. In 1968, the city changed
the assessment base from original to current market value and proposed
a uniform capitalization rate of 6 percent. Industrialists contested, and
after four years of debate property tax liabilitywas increased 25 percent
above the pre-1968 levels. When increases in actual property value are
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considered, large nonresidential firms in Ahmadabad have been assessed
at a rate far below market value.
Industrial properties in Bombay (Bougeon-Maassen 1976) fell into two
categories: (a) small, traditionally oriented factories and (b) large firms
such as textile mills, Bombay Port Trust properties, oil refineries, and
railways. In the first group, the properties were usually assessed by a
comparative rental value method with the rates varying by location within
Greater Bombay. Industrial properties were usually assessed according
to some combination of a reconstruction cost basis and negotiation.
Under the reconstruction cost method, land values were estimated on
the basis of comparative sales and building values on the basis of replacement cost. To convert the capital value estimates to annual values,
rates of 6.5 percent and 9.0 percent, respectively, were used for buildings
and land. The textile mills were assessed every five years on a capital
value basis by mutual agreement between the city government and the
millowners' association.
In the cases of commercial buildings and factories for which rental
data are not available or easily estimated, Singapore adopted a somewhat
more objective method (Singapore, various years {1965-731). The sum
of (a) a fair return on capital value, (b) a fixed maintenance allowance,
and (c) property tax payments was used to approximate gross annual
rent. The fair return was computed as 6 percent of the cost of land and
buildings. The maintenance cost was computed as a percentage of building costs alone-a figure of approximately 2 percent was used, varying
with the type of construction. The tax base, gross annual rent, was then
determined by grossing up to include the property tax. In the case of
small commercial and business establishments, a comparative rental basis
was used to establish annual value. Where subletting occurred and tenants paid a large premium for the lease and small annual rents thereafter,
annual value was computed on a basis of both the capital sum involved
and the smaller monthly rent payments.
VACANT PROPERTIES. In the case of vacant or underutilized properties,
a capital value approach is often used. The Singapore experience in this
regard is particularly interesting in that the law provided for special assessment practices for such properties (Singapore, various years [1965731). At the option of the assessor, annual value could be set at 5 percent
of the estimated capital value. Valuation practice in Singapore also provided for separate assessment of land and buildings where the use of the
land is uneconomic; that is, if the land adjacent to any house or building
exceeds some maximum allowable amount fixed by the authorities, the
excess land was treated as vacant and its annual value was determined
as 5 percent of its estimated market value.

Capital Value Systems
There appears to be much more diversity in practice among cities using
capital value systems than among cities using annual value systems. There
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also are some important common features in assessment practices among
capital value systems. The more important of these are (a) a differential
tax treatment of land and improvements, (b) an objective assessment
practice for residential properties, and (c) a uniform assessment procedure for various types of land. Another common tendency is for capital
value systems to involve central and state governments much more heavily in the administration of the tax.
Definition and Coverageof the Tax Base
The tax base is defined as the assessed value of land and improvements,
or as only the assessed value of land under the site value version. In fact,
most capital value systems in developing countries assess land independent from improvements; hence, the site value approach differs from
most other capital value systems only in that it does not tax buildings.
In theory, the legal assessment ratio may vary from 0 to 1, although
the assessed value is almost always defined by statute to equal full market
value, that is, the value on which a willing buyer and seller would agree
in a free market. In practice, however, actual assessed value is generally
below market value because of infrequent reassessment and poor assessment practices. Studies of the extent of underassessment are not
regularly carried out in cities of developing countries, but evidence from
analyses of property tax practices suggests that drastic underassessment
is the rule rather than the exception. The ratio of assessed to market
value has been roughly estimated at 25 percent in Jakarta (Lerche 1974),
45 percent for Manila (Yoingco 1971), 25 percent in La Paz (Holland
1979), and about 20 percent in the cities of Taiwan (China) (Riew 1987).
In addition to assessment problems, there is a difference between
market value and taxable value which results from a number of exclusions
from the base. Site value systems (such as in Nairobi and Lusaka) are
extremes in excluding all improvements from the tax base. A sweeping
reform in Jamaica in the mid-1970s converted Kingston's capital value
system to a pure site value tax.10
In other cities, improvements are partially exempt. For example, only
commercial and industrial buildings were taxed under the previous system in Jakarta (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976), and only residential
properties were taxed in Peru before 1983 (Greytak 1983).11
Rate Structures
Three important features of capital value rate structures (table 4-4
below) distinguish them from annual value systems: the use of flat rates
is more common, there is more frequent use of differential taxation of
land and improvements, and the capital value rate structures tend to be
more complicated. Some examples are given in table 4-3 to illustrate the
variations but, as noted above, these are statutory rates and cannot be
used to make inferences about effective property tax rates because there
are wide variations in the assessment ratio.

Table 4-3. Statutory Rate Structures:SelectedCapital Value Systems
Land
City, year

Vacant

Improved

Improvements

Comments

Taipei, Taiwan (China), 1986;
assessed value class
0.015
0.005
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010

psv,

Psv to (PSV + 500 percent)
(Psv + 500 percent) to (Psv + 1,000 percent)
(Psv + 1,000 percent) to (Psv + 1,500 percent)
(PSV + 1,500 percent) to (Psv + 2,000 percent)
(PSV + 2,000 percent) to (Psv + 2,500 percent)
More than Psv + 2,500 percent

0

l/lb

0.010

Jakarta, Indonesia, 1986
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1985

0.05-0.10'

0.005

0.005

0.003-0.05"

0.003-0.05d

The tax rate for nonresidential
improvements is 3 percent. A
preferential rate of 0.5 percent
is applied to owner-occupied
residential land (if under 300
square meters and within a city
planning area or 700 square
meters if outside city planning
areas), and a flat 1.5 percent
rate is applied to all factory
sites.
All buildings are given an
exemption of 2 million rupees.
All commercial buildings are
taxed at the 0.003 rate. Land
serving as plant sites is taxed at
the 0.003 rate.

Manila, Philippines, 1987

Rio dejaneiro,

Brazil, 1982

0.005-0.07'

0.02

0.02

0.008

0.006-0.012'

The tax code fixes assessment
ratios, which may range up to
80 percent. A mandatory 1
percent additional levy is
applied in all jurisdictions in
the Philippines, with revenues
earmarked for education.
Properties with a tax liability less
than 0.2 "standard units" are
exempted. A standard unit is a
reference value fixed by the
municipality; it is expressed as
a multiple of the price of
national treasury bonds. In
October 1987, Rio's standard
unit was equivalent to $19.50.

a. Psv = progressive starting value. The "progressive starting value" is defined as the average value of 700 square meters and is determined separately for each of
the twenty-three local taxing jurisdictions.
b. Applies to all values.
c. The actual rate depends on the holding period.
d. These rates are applied to a graduated structure of assessed values.
e. The rate depends on the location within the city.
f. The rate depends on the floor area of the structure.
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These examples do, however, suggest a different emphasis for those
designing capital value rate structures (versus those designing annual
value rate structures). There is an apparently greater concern with the
allocative (land use) effects of the tax under capital value systems than
under rental value systems, or at least a concern that there be more
flexibility to deal with allocative effects. This is reflected in the differential taxation of improvements versus land, improved land versus idle
land, and land in different locations in the urban area. Where tax rates
on land and improvements are different, most cities tax land more heavily
than improvements; for example, differentially lower rates have been
applied to improvements in Bangkok, Francistown, Istanbul, Jakarta, and
Tehran. Higher effective tax rates have been applied to improvements
in Seoul, Taipei, and Tunis because of higher statutory tax rates, and in
Manila because of a higher assessment ratio."2 Differentially higher tax
rates on idle or unimproved land are also common, and in some cases
the rate levied, if properly enforced, would be a significant stimulus to
develop the land. Bolivia levies a surcharge on idle land-above the basic
rate of 0.4 percent of market value-of 2 percent on the land that has
access to public utilities and 1 percent that does not. In Honduras, the
basic rate is 0.5 percent, but vacant land is subject to a 1 percent rate.
Conversely, the general absence of progressive rate structures implies
less propensity to use the property tax to reshape the distribution of
income.1 3 Rate structures in some cases appear to have been designed
to achieve other objectives. The structure in Taipei tends to encourage
the breakup of large landholdings because it applies graduated rates to
the aggregate value of all holdings of a single owner within the city (Harris
1979; Riew 1987). The Peruvian system also applied a graduated rate
structure to all holdings of a single taxpayer within a province (Greytak
1983).
Assessment Procedures
The assessment practices now used in many developing countries were
influenced heavily by these countries' colonial heritage but have developed over time into unique systems. Among the cities in this sample
which use capital value bases, there is a wide diversity in assessment
practices. Each city has introduced its own variations on the basic assessment methods-comparative
sales, construction cost, or discounted
earnings flow. Indeed, if each of these many variations was applied in
the same city, markedly different patterns of assessed value would surely
result.
The strengths and weaknesses of capital value systems show up in the
application of five features more common to capital value than to annual
value assessment: (a) formula-based valuation, (b) separate assessment
of land and improvements, (c) multiple sources of valuation information,
(d) provisions for reassessment, and (e) centralized assessment.
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First, the assessment procedure is often formula-based and is much
more complicated than that used in rental value systems. The process
typically starts with a classification of land according to its location, amenities, and/or use. Each class of land is then given an assessed value according to a comparative sales analysis. This is done by either computing
the average value for a small number of properties (for example, in Bogota and Seoul), by using mathematical techniques to establish relative
property values (Cartagena), or on a judgmental basis (Sao Paulo).1 4
Even though the actual valuation process differs across cities, and the
assessor's judgment plays an important role, the more objective valuation
under capital value systems should result in a more uniform treatment
than would occur under an annual value system. The more objective the
system, however, the more costly it is to administer. Capital value systems are indeed costly to administer. A formula basis for assessing land
requires a basic urban plan defining existing and desired land use and a
relatively large and skillful staff capable of carrying out comparative sales
analyses. Moreover, this technique presumes the existence of an up-todate property tax roll (that is, an accurate cadastre). The assessment of
improvements requires an up-to-date manual of construction costs and
substantial fieldwork to record the features of each property. As a result
of staff shortages and the high cost of proper assessment, the quality of
assessment tends to be compromised, and many of the advantages of the
rnore objective assessment systems are lost. These losses result in disparities between assessed and market values, horizontal inequities, and
a failure of the property tax base to keep up with the growth of property
value. The first two of these shortcomings cannot be carefully documented (beyond the crude evidence presented above) because few cities
in developing countries regularly monitor their assessment-sales ratios.
The third shortcoming is evidenced by the slow growth of assessed value
relative to income, population, and prices-relations that are discussed
below.
A second common feature of capital value systems is the separate
assessment of land and improvements. A separate valuation of land and
improvements makes possible the application of different assessment
ratios and different rates of taxation, and hence can provide authorities
with greater flexibility in inducing allocative effects. But there are costs
to this approach. Not only is the valuation separate, but the basis of
valuation is different. Whereas land is valued on a comparative cost basis
and is meant to reflect advantages of location and amenities, improvements are usually valued according to construction costs. The experience
in most cities surveyed was that the (construction cost) assessment manuals were out of date and a great deal of judgment crept into the process.
This likely reduces horizontal equity and probably results in an undervaluation of improvements relative to land.
A third similarity among capital value assessment systems is their use
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of multiple sources of information to arrive at an appraised value for a
property. Though these data are combined in varying ways to estimate
land value, basic land value information is obtained from comparative
sales records, realtor and banker opinions, real estate boards, and selfassessment. Improvement values are often based on data provided by
the government construction ministry and collected from the private
sector. In all cases, the judgment of the assessor plays a major role in
adjusting and combining these data.
Fourth, the provision for updating assessed values takes one of three
forms. The less frequently used one involves yearly value updates, which
are based on a sampling of property sales. This method is used in Seoul.
The more common provision is for a specified reappraisal cycle (for
example, every five years in Nairobi, every three years in the Philippines). The other possibility is simply to index the property tax base, as
has been done in Brazil, Chile, and the United Kingdom.
A fifth area where capital value assessment practices are similar and
tend to differ from annual value systems is in the degree to which they
are administered centrally for large parts of an economy, if not in fact
for the entire economy. The assessment function has been a shared central-local responsibility in Jakarta, Seoul, and Tehran. Bogota, Nairobi,
and Taipei maintained more control over their systems, though other
cities in Colombia, Kenya, and Taiwan (China) were subject to more
centralized assessment." 5
Site Value Taxation
Site value taxation1 6 is a special case of capital value property taxation,"7 and one that is particularly interesting because of its potential for
improving the efficiency of urban land use. The argument for this form
of taxation is straightforward: if only the land is taxed, the owner will
have no disincentive to developing the land to its most efficient use. Site
value taxation has been practiced in a number of developing economies,
for example, Barbados,Jamaica, Kenya, and Taiwan (China), and in parts
of Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa.1 8 Despite the inconclusive
results about whether this form of property taxation leads to a better
use of urban land (see chapter 6) academic and practitioner interest has
remained high.' 9
There are two disadvantages to site value taxation, which many think
limit the possibilities for its use in other countries.2 0 The first is an
assessment problem. There is alleged to be a paucity of evidence on sales
of vacant properties, especially in urban areas; hence, sites must be valued
by some residual method. That is, first the property value must be determined and then the value of improvements must be deducted. Such
an approach makes site valuation less objective than property valuation.
Others disagree with this position and can call on some impressive supporting evidence. As is clear from the discussion above, most capital
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value systems carry out a separate assessment of land and improvements
in any case. The implication of the current practice is either that there
is no shortage of evidence on transfers of vacant properties2 1 or that
there are acceptable ways around the problem. With respect to the latter
possibility, it is interesting to note that real estate agent opinions, assessor
judgments, and consensus are all part of the assessment process in many
countries. Indeed, Prest (1982: 386) reads the evidence as showing that
site value assessments are quite feasible: "the experience of countries
where this tax has operated and general principles lead to the conclusion
that valuation is easier, that it can be repeated more frequently, and that
there are fewer problems of concealment than if improvements are included in the tax base."
The second frequently discussed disadvantage is that site value alone
provides a limited tax base and can produce sufficient revenue only at
high rates. Financial officers and politicians of fiscally strapped local government will naturally see downtown office buildings, hotels, and luxury
residences-outside
the site value base-as legitimate and fruitful objects of taxation. Moreover, there can be no question but that it is politically easier to levy a lower rate on a broader base (one that includes
the value of improvements) than vice versa. The rate argument is not
easily dismissed. Some countries have made exceptions to the site base
to capture this value of luxury improvements. Lent (1974) reports that
improvements in Trinidad and Tobago were taxed when the ratio of
improvement to land value exceeded 5:1.
On the other side of the ledger, site value taxation has two important
advantages, aside from the removal of a disincentive for investing in
improvements. The first, paradoxically, is an assessment advantage. It
stands to reason that the job can be done more cheaply and uniformly
if improvements need not be considered. Moreover, there are much
better possibilities for mass appraisal, or even the use of computerized
systems, under the land value approach. In an interesting analysis in New
Zealand, a former chief valuer estimated the relative costs of assessing
a plot under capital, annual, and site value to be 6.7 to 4.3 to 1.0 (Brown
1971). The second advantage has to do with the equity of property taxation. A pure land value tax is likely to be borne proportionately more
by owners of the land (compared with a capital value or annual value
tax); hence, it should be more progressive (see chapter 5).
Is There an Optimal Property
for Developing Countries?

Tax Structure

On the basis of this review, could one say that there is an optimal
property tax structure for urban local governments in developing countries? Probably not, but we can identify some common trends and reexamine the developing-country experience in light of the supposed advantages and disadvantages of each system. To the extent that there is
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a trend in property tax practices in developing countries, it is away from
the annual value base and toward capital value assessment. This change
reflects the fact that, as urban areas modernize, the virtues of the annual
value system become less and less important, and the comparative advantages of a capital value system become more apparent.
The move toward a capital value basis implies more than simply a
change in the method of assessment. The administration of rental based
systems is more likely to be left with the local authority than is the
administration of a capital value system. Capital assessment is more difficult and more technical and requires a larger staff of qualified assessors
than does rental value assessment as currently practiced. Nearly all the
annual value systems studied here were completely administered by the
local government, whereas the assessment function tended to be shared
or centralized under the capital value systems studied. The movement
toward capital value, then, may strengthen the property tax practice, but
it also may reduce local discretion.
The horizontal equity of the property tax system is potentially better
under capital value assessment because individual property differences
are considered in some detail and because an objective assessment manual can be used. A more objective assessment system also can improve
vertical equity, and progressive rate structures can be used under either
system. Moreover, the assessment of owner-occupied, rented, and nonresidential properties on the same basis (not possible under annual value
systems) is likely to improve both horizontal and vertical equity. This is
not to say that capital value systems are more equitable in practice, only
that they potentially might be.
The capital value basis has the great virtue, as an urban tax, of possibly
affectingthe intensity and spatialdistribution of land use and would also
seem preferable on grounds that it can be adapted more easily to affect
land use patterns. Differential assessment of land and improvements,
and differential tax rates, are common under capital value systems. This
differentiation is not possible under the traditional annual value system.
There would seem little room to choose between the two systems in
terms of revenue productivity and elasticity. In theory, annual and capital
value should grow at the same rate and respond similarlyto income and
price fluctuations. Annual value is probably more easily reassessed for
rented residential properties but is more difficult to determine for commercial and industrial properties (where negotiated settlements seem to
be more common than under capital value systems).
The clear advantage to an annual value system is that it is less costly
to administer. Fewer qualified valuers are necessary and, where mass
appraisal techniques are used, it is not necessaryto develop and update
a file of particulars for every property. Many annual value systems, however, already rely to a certain extent on capital value assessment, and in
some countries and cities annual and capital value systems exist side by
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side. In these cases, a conversion may in fact reduce duplication, clarify
procedures, and increase horizontal equity across different uses of real
property.
This cataloging of advantages and disadvantages is of course subject
to qualification depending on the application of the tax system in specific
cities. Particularly in the case of capital value systems, there is wide
variation in the effectiveness of property taxation. Still, with so few advantages to the annual value system, one might raise the question of why
it continues to be used so widely. A first reason is simply inertia. Where
the system is understood and accepted by the taxpayers and the government, a change appears to be costly and disruptive. Second, the lower
cost of assessing annual value is difficult to give up when there are so
many other pressures on local government budgets. Third, it is well
known that qualified valuers are hard to attract because government
salaries tend not to be competitive-a problem which has resulted in
some capital value systems working rather badly. Fourth, the rental system is likely to be more palatable to the influential interest groups, such
as industrialists and owner-occupiers, and is acceptable to the courts.
Fifth, there is a fear that a capital value scheme will lead to centralized
assessment and eventually to a loss in local control over the property
tax.
These influences notwithstanding, the tide is turning away from annual
value systems. Rapid urbanization is placing demands on the local tax
system that annual value systems probably cannot meet. In particular
there are demands for horizontal and vertical equity, a need to consider
land use effects and to raise more revenue, and a desire to capture the
land value increments resulting from urbanization. Moreover, the advantages of mass assessment of homogeneous rented properties will continue to diminish as urbanization brings more owner-occupancy and more
diversity in the housing stock. On the political side, one would expect
more willingness to yield to the pressures for centralization, in exchange
for greater leeway in affecting land use and for greater revenues from
the property base.
Once the notion of a capital value base is accepted, the question arises
as to whether one wants to tax or exempt improvements. The exclusion
of improvements would hinge on the interest of the city and country in
promoting a more intensive development of land, and on whether the
heavy administrative costs of assessing property and collecting a property
tax on improvements figure greatly as part of the government's goals.
One could not say that there is a groundswell of enthusiasm for site value
taxation among local governments in developing countries. Indeed, some
of those countries which have adopted site value systems have found
ways to tax improvements, for example, the Barbados case mentioned
above and the use of a service charge for properties in Johannesburg
(McCulloch 1979: 265). Other countries, such as Jamaica and Kenya,
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have held to more pure land value taxation.There is a clear and dominant
trend, however, in the direction of taxing land at a differentially higher
rate than improvements. Pure site value taxation may be one step further
than most developing countries are willing to go.
Exemptions from the Property Tax Base
Governmental and certain other institutional properties are usually
exempt from local property taxes, but there are good arguments for
questioning this practice. First, urban services must be provided to workers in these buildings, just as in any other buildings.Second, the absence
of a property tax artificiallylowers the relative price of a location and
may induce a government to choose an inefficient location for certain
of its activities. Third, because of the exempted properties, a city with
a concentration of government activity (especiallya capital)loses a great
deal of revenue compared with other cities in the country. Garz6n L6pez
(1989) estimates that between 25 and 30 percent of the assessed value
in La Paz is exempt.
In fact, some central and state governments do make a payment in
lieu of property taxes, which is usually negotiated as some fixed percentage of actual property tax liability. This percentage varies substantially by city and by type of institutional property, and there do not appear
to be general patterns or procedures. For example, Ahmadabad requested state and central government payments equivalent to 75 percent
of the general rate of property taxes, with assessment at 9 percent of a
property's original capital value. In Bombay and Singapore,payment was
negotiated with each payee (for example, government, railroad, port,
and utilities). Even where payments are made, however, they may be
smallrelative to the actual tax liabilityforgone, are often made only after
delays, and tend to be less buoyant than increases in property value.
Bombay and Nairobi, among the cases studied here, are cities in which
government agencies have been notably delinquent in their payments.
In many cities-such as Cartagena, Jakarta, and Seoul-no payments
were made.
Institutional properties are but one important class of exemption from
the property tax. Another is tax incentives to stimulate construction or
increased investment. For example, Singapore used a set of property tax
holidays to encourage the development of multistory hotels, and the
centralgovernment in the Philippines exempted "pioneer industry" firms
from local property taxes. Particularlynoteworthy about the Philippines
case is that the tax loss was not incurred by the level of government
granting the exemption. The important issue in the case of these incentive programs is whether they work, that is, whether property tax relief
can provide enough cost savingsto induce business expansion. Evidence
from the United States on this question is inconclusive(see Bartik 1989;
Wasylenko and McGuire 1985). In the cities of developing countries
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where tax rates are even lower, property tax exemptions are even less
likely to be effective in stimulating economic development.
Another class of exemptions is for owner-occupancy. The intent is to
provide an incentive for homeownership and, presumably, to tax landlords, renters, and nonresidential property more heavily. Full exemption
is given in many countries, preferential assessments in others, and preferential rates in yet others. Again, the rate of property taxation may not
be high enough to influence the ownership decision. The more pertinent
question may well be how the city wants to divide the total property tax
bill among various classes of taxpayers; that is, the most important effects
of the owner-occupancy exemption have to do with the equity of the
property tax. The net equity effects depend on the relative income levels
of owner-occupants, renters, and landlords; the extent to which absentee
landownership predominates; and the extent to which the property tax
may be passed on to renters. One could hypothesize that few governments have based the owner-occupancy decision on a thorough consideration of these issues. Indeed, as we will show in chapter 5, the net
effect of this provision probably reduces the overall progressivity of the
system.
A third common type of exemption is for low-income families, or at
least for low-value properties, such as has been given in Bogota and Cali;
Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras; and in Seoul, Singapore, and Tehran.
Whether the primary aim of this exemption policy is to reduce administrative costs or to introduce a progressive element into the tax structure
is not entirely clear. Many have argued that such exemptions can lower
administrative costs significantly without having much effect on revenue.
Mohan (1974) estimated that the exemption of low-income properties
in Bombay could reduce the number of taxpayers by 35 percent but tax
liabilities by only 5 percent. He reports similar results for Madras. Linn
(1980b) reports for Bogota that the aggregate assessed value of the least
valuable 60 percent of properties contributed only 13 percent of total
property value in 1972. If these examples are indicative, local governments not giving exemptions for low-valued properties may be incurring
a relatively high collection cost for little revenue return. The net revenue
cost of such exemptions could be quite low.
Does the Property Tax Generate

Adequate

Revenue?

The property tax, it is alleged, does not generate enough revenue to
satisfy public expenditure demands at any given point in time, nor does
it grow as rapidly as do expenditure requirements. This complaint is most
forceful in cities which do not have recourse to other taxes or where
intergovernmental transfers play an important role in local finances. To
examine the adequacy of revenue, we make cross-city comparisons of
the level of property tax effort and of the income-elasticity of the property tax. Comparisons of property tax effort can serve as a first approx-
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imation to whether there is room to raise additional revenues through
discretionary actions. An analysis of the elasticity of the property tax in
various cities may also identify international norms, as well as suggest
possibilities for improving the responsiveness of the tax to income and
population growth in the local area.
Tax Effort
There are conceptual problems with measuring tax effort, that is, the
extent to which taxable capacity is actually used (Bahl 1971; Bird 1976a).
Interpreting comparisons of effort for particular taxes is even more troublesome; for example, a low property tax effort may mean only that other
taxes are used more intensively. For these reasons, we suggest no normative interpretation of the rather mechanical comparisons below-they
show norms only in the sense of describing the variation in actual practice.
The ratio of property tax revenue (T) to personal income (Y) is a
traditional measure of tax effort. This ratio may be disaggregated for any
city as follows:

(4-1)

T _KT
Y

VTLJ

) (TL)
AV}

(AV)
MVJ

jMV)
VYJ

where TL = the property tax liability, AV = the total assessed value
of the property, and MV = the total market (capital or rental) value of
the property. The level of effort, then, may be viewed in terms of (a)
collection efficiency (TITL), (b) a tax rate effect (TLIAV), (c) assessment
efficiency (AVIMV), and (d) a base effect (MV/Y). The last term, the
ratio of the market value of property to income, is beyond the shortrun discretionary control of the local government. In fact, in countries
where assessment is highly centralized and where tax rate adjustments
require central or state government action, local governments may influence only the efficiency of collection. Where there is more local autonomy, the collection, tax rate, and assessment effects may all be subject
to manipulation by the taxing local government. This might lead us to
the conclusion that, at least in some countries, variations in property tax
effort may be attributed in considerable degree to conscious decisions
by local governments.
A quantitative comparison of cities according to the four components
of equation 4-1 is not as straightforward as it may seem. There are many
reasons. Since cities using annual and capital value systems are not strictly
comparable in terms of their ratio of property tax base to income, some
rate of capitalization must be assumed.2 2 Comparable data are not always
available to analyze variations in efficiency of collection and assessment.
Moreover, actual collections are rarely disaggregated according to how
much was collected in relation to any given year's liability; hence, com-
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parisons for a single year may be spurious. Studies of assessment ratios
are rarely done in developing countries, thereby making impossible comparisons of assessed and market value across cities. Because of these data
problems, we combined the first two terms in equation 4-1 into an effective tax rate (TIAV) and the last two into an effective base rate (AVI
Y). If, in a particular city, the effective tax rate is low relative to other
cities, the difference may be ascribed either to a low statutory rate or
inefficient collection. If the effective tax base is relatively low, underassessment is likely the problem. The effective base and effective tax
rates are comparable only among cities using the same base, but the
composite measure of property tax effort (TIY) is comparable across all
cities in the sample.
From the small sample available to this study, it is most difficult to
infer a normal property tax effort, but the median of property tax collections relative to income of the cities studied was about 2.5 percent
in the 1970s and slightly lower in the 1980s (table 4-4). If an effort ratio
of 2.5 percent is about average, then Bogota, Cartagena, Jakarta, Kingston, and Seoul would appear to have made abnormally low property tax
efforts relative to their incomes. Because of the very small number of
urban areas for which we have data, it is difficult to uncover any systematic relations which may exist between this pattern of effort and the
characteristics of the cities.
Something may be learned by analyzing the components of the belowaverage performance of these five capital value cities. In Seoul, the problem has been a low effective rate, while in Bogota, Jakarta, and Kingston
both the effective rate and the base ratio have been low. This rough
comparison squares with policy concerns about the property tax in Kingston and Seoul, that is, Seoul's very low rate and Kingston's long-standing
need for overall reassessment before its conversion to site value taxation
in the late 1970s. The variations in the tax-to-assessed-value ratio shown
in table 4-4 appear to be due primarily to differences in rate level and
structure. Variations in the collection ratio (the ratio of taxes collected
to tax liabilities) are smaller (table 4-5).
Among the rental value cities, the pattern is less clear. Calcutta and
Ahmadabad have made the highest tax efforts, Calcutta because of a high
effective rate and Ahmadabad because both the effective rate and the
effective base are high.
The wide variation in the base effect observed here could stem from
a number of factors, including variations in the composition of the tax
base, heavy underassessment, and the level of exclusions. There are many
examples of drastic underassessment in these cities, and in virtually every
city there was evidence that property is assessed at a rate considerably
below true market value. But the reasons for this underassessment vary
widely. In some cases it is due to a conscious underassessment of property
value, whereas in others it is due to infrequent and dated assessments.

Table 4-4. Comparative Levels of Property Tax Effort

City, year

c

Capitalvaluesystems
Bogota, Colombia,1971
Cartagena,Colombia, 1972
Cartagena,Colombia, 1980
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1972
Kingston,Jamaica, 1971
Nairobi, Kenya, 1971
Seoul,Rep. of Korea, 1971
Seoul,Rep. of Korea, 1983
Manila,Philippines, 1972
Manila,Philippines, 1984
Lusaka,Zambia, 1972
Annual valuesystems
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 1973
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 1985
Ahmadabad,India, 1972
Bombay,India, 1971
Calcutta, India, 1971
Singapore,Singapore,1968
Singapore,Singapore,1985
Tunis,Tunisia, 1971
Median
Before and including 1979
After 1979
-

Negligible(less than 0.10 percent).
Not available.

Per capitatotal
propertytaxes
(dollars)

Per capita
assessed
value
(dollars)

Assessedvalueas
percentage
of
income

Taxes as
percentageof
value

Propertytaxesas
percentageof
income

3.49
2.76
5.43
0.35
4.75
12.04
2.20
17.33
14.20
2.13
9.60

653
518
1,669
3
90
317
840
1,276
98
845

1.260
2.040
1.410
0.020
0.109
0.635
1.935
0.820
2.463
0.170
5.709

0.50
0.50
0.32
0.18
0.06
3.80
0.30
1.00
1.10
2.18
1.10

0.63
1.00
0.46

15.20
289.44
3.75
4.80
5.73
14.30
211.92
10.00

131
323
15
18
14
32
593
143

0.111
0.262
0.142
0.068
0.080
0.046
0.080
0.644

11.60
8.95
24.90
27.40
40.90
44.40
35.72
18.80

1.30
2.35
3.50
1.90
3.30
2.10
2.86
4.50

5.27
17.33

137
458

0.640
0.262

2.45
2.18

2.00
0.82

2.40
0.50
0.82
2.70
0.36
6.40
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Table 4-5. Property Tax Collection Ratios in SelectedCities
City, year

Collection ratio (percent)

Dhaka, Bangladesh, 1984
Bogota, Colombia, 1972
Cartagena, Colombia, 1972
Bombay, India, 1971
Calcutta, India, 1971
Delhi, India, 1979
Madras, India, 1977
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1985
Dakar, Senegal, 1981
Kandy, Sri Lanka, 1983

55
84
66
82
53
68
65
53
50
75

Revenue Growth
Another important question is the adequacy of the growth of property
tax revenue. This adequacy is usually measured in terms of the incomeelasticity of property tax revenues, with a normative judgment often
made that at least a proportionate response is desirable. Such normative
statements require qualification. If the property tax were the sole source
of local finances and if income were the sole determinant of public expenditure needs, then the unitary income-elasticity argument for property tax revenues might be persuasive. But local governments have recourse to other revenues, and although it may be important that total
revenues grow in response to expenditure needs, it is not necessary, or
even desirable, that each tax so respond. Moreover, although income
growth seems a reasonable basis on which to measure revenue responsiveness, there is nothing magic about an elasticity of 1.0 or 0.8 or 1.2,
since it is not at all clear how expenditure needs increase with income.
Indeed, one might ask whether it would be good policy, for example,
to give up some revenue-elasticity in the short run if an elastic property
tax would increase the effective tax burden on the housing sector in the
long run and dampen construction activity in the local housing market.
It would be incorrect, however, to ignore the implications of an income-inelastic property tax, especially where the property tax is the principal source of financing for a local government. Income growth is a
significant (and elastic) determinant of the demand for public expenditure in industrial countries, and other studies suggest that it may serve
as a reasonable proxy for increased wage demands by public employees.
To the extent that these patterns hold true in developing countries, a
property tax which responds less than proportionately to income growth
may substantially reduce the flexibility of a local government to increase
public service levels and may force frequent and politically unpopular
adjustments to the rate and base.
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In fact, the urban property tax in developing countries appears to be
income-inelastic. Available data suggest that the growth in property tax
revenues has lagged behind the growth in income, and in some cases
behind the growth in the general price level; that is, the real property
tax yield has fallen. The rates of growth in real and actual levels of property tax revenue and assessed value are described for a sample of cities
in the first three columns in table 4-6. There is a wide variation in these
growth rates and a normal performance is difficult to identify. Only in
about half the cities, however, was there an increase in the intensity of
property taxation, that is, in the effective rate.
Ideally, one would like to estimate the long-term income-elasticity of
the property tax for each city, but data problems are severe. In particular,
data on changes in income are not generally available. Moreover, a major
conceptual problem with estimation of the income-elasticity of the property tax is the difficulty in separating the increase in revenue due to
automatic growth from that due to changes in the discretionary rate or
base. Nevertheless, some estimate of the responsiveness of property tax
revenues to urban economic growth is an important element in tax policy
planning in general, and in evaluating and adjusting the property tax
structure in particular.
In each of the cities studied, some attempt was made to estimate the
responsiveness of property tax revenues to growth in the local economy.
Because of inadequate data on personal income, we must approximate
an upper boundary on the income-elasticity of the property tax. We may
derive a revenue-population elasticity, the percentage increase in property tax revenues associated with a 1 percent increase in population,
which is equivalent to the income-elasticity of revenue if there has been
no change in per capita income. If per capita income has increased, then
the population-elasticity exceeds the income-elasticity.
As may be seen in table 4-6, nominal property tax revenues have
generally grown two to three times faster than the population. This implies that there has been an increase in per capita property tax revenues,
but in real terms this increase has tended to be small or negative. With
respect to the cities studied here, the population-elasticity of the property
tax exceeds unity in real terms only in Calcutta, Cartagena, Jakarta, and
Seoul in the earlier period, and in Cartagena, Seoul, and Singapore in
the later period.2 3 Though adequate statistics on income growth rates
are not available, it seems likely that incomes in these cities have grown
at a faster rate than population and that therefore the property tax is
inelastic. This conclusion of an income-inelastic revenue response is especially disturbing because we have included discretionary changes in
computing revenue increases; that is, these data are an overstatement of
the automatic elasticity of the system.
For some cities, income estimates are available, and it is possible to
estimate the income-elasticity of property tax revenues and its three

Table 4-6. The Growth in Property Tax Revenuesand the Property Tax Base
Populateon-elasticztya
Annual rate of increase
-_____________
City, years
Bogota, Colombia, 1963-72
Cartagena, Colombia, 1970-72
Cartagena, Colombia, 1978-80
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 1984-86
Ahmadabad, India, 1961-78
Bangalore, India, 1961-78
Bombay, India, 1963-72
Bombay, India, 1969-78
Calcutta, India, 1966-78
Delhi, India, 1961-81
Madras, India, 1967-77
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1970-73
Kingston, Jamaica, 1969-73
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1963-72
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1981-83
Manila, Philippines, 1974-84
Singapore, Singapore, 1983-85
Tunis, Tunisia, 1966-72
Lusaka, Zambia, 1966-72
Median
Before 1979
1979

Property tax
revenue

Assessed
value

12.9
16.5
50.5
7.95
8.88
13.46
8.0
15.32
5.29
14.61
13.98
120.7
6.9
38.0
16.5
13.8
12.29
4.8
16.3
13.7
12.3

_Property
tax revenue

Pricesb

Actual

Real

Actual

Real

19.4
22.5
23.0
2.96
5.9
13.34
7.2
7.7
4.6
13.41
9.34
4.7
31.0
8.4
8.99
6.8
14.8

10.5
9.0
25.6
7.9
6.8
5.9
7.1
5.8
5.5
5.9
6.1
13.1
5.4'
12.0
5.3
18.4
1.5
3.6
6.8

2.0
3.3
27.0
3.79
2.17
3.64
2.2
3.29
9.12
3.14
4.98
33.6
2.6
4.2
5.5
3.8
10.24
1.2
1.2

0.70
1.40
1.05
0.32
0.32
0.62
0.20
0.57
1.66
0.53
0.81
2.56
0.47
2.50
1.04
0.21
6.69
0.30
0.60

3.7
4.4
12.30
1.41
1.44
3.60
1.9
1.66
7.98
2.9
3.32
1.7
3.4

1.80
2.50
0.48
0.18
0.21
0.61
0.02
0.29
1.46
0.49
0.54
0.30
1.90

2.33
7.49
1.7
1.1

0.13
4.90
0.80
0.50

9.3
8.4

6.5
6.6

3.2
3.8

0.62
0.68

2.90
2.3

0.50
0.18

Not available.
a. Percentage increase in property tax revenues (assessed value) per 1 percent increase in population.
b. The annual increase in price is on a nationwide basis taken from IMF (various years, b) except as otherwise noted.
c. Actual rate of price increase for city.
-

Assessed value

-
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components (again including discretionary changes). The base-elasticity
measures the responsiveness of assessed property value to income
changes. The rate-elasticity measures the responsiveness of tax collections to changes in the assessed property value. The collection rateelasticity indicates the responsiveness of tax collections to changes in tax
liabilities. The first component therefore indicates the extent to which
property tax revenues respond to changes in the economic base of the
city (that is, income) because of changes in the assessed-value base. The
second component shows the extent to which increases in assessed value
are actually translated into property tax collections, reflecting three factors: the built-in elasticity of a given rate structure, the effect of changes
in the rate structure which have occurred during the period of measurement, and changes in collection efficiency. The third component
isolates the impact of collection efficiency on changes in property tax
collections.
Analysis of these components, as reported in table 4-7, indicates an
income-inelastic property tax in most cities, even if discretionary changes

Table 4-7. Estimated Income-Elasticity of Components of the Property Tax
in SelectedCities
Elasticity
City, years
Bogota, Colombia, 1962-72
Cartagena, Colombia, 1961-72
Ahmadabad, India, 1961-71
Ahmadabad, India, 1961-78
Bombay, India, 1961-71
Bombay, India, 1969-78
Calcutta, India, 1960-71
Calcutta, India, 1966-78
Delhi, India, 1966-73
Delhi, India, 1961-81
Madras, India, 1961-71
Madras, India, 1967-77
Kingston, Jamaica, 1961-72
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1968-71
Manila, Philippines, 1974-84
Tunis, Tunisia, 1962-72

Base-'

Rate_b

0.71
0.70
2.50
1.04
1.15
-

1.06
1.15
0.94
-

1.43
0.26
0.98
0.84
2.33
0.89
2.12
1.56

Collection
rate-c

Total
incomeelasticity

1.03
1.17
0.67
0.56
0.38

0.77
0.81

0.68
1.02
0.59
1.20
-

-

0.81
-

0.83
-

0.65
-

1.02
-

0.97
-

-

1.00
-

Not available.
a. The base-elasticity is the percentage change in assessed value divided by the change in
income.
b. The rate-elasticity is the percentage change in actual tax collections divided by the percentage change in assessed value.
c. The collection-rate-elasticity is the percentage change in actual tax collections divided by
the percentage change in tax liability.
-
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are counted. The primary source of growth appears to be the rate-elasticity, likely because of the influence of increases in the statutory rate.
These results square with Dillinger's (1988a: 6-8) analysis of the property tax performance in eleven developing countries in the 1980s: seven
showed a real decline in property tax revenues.
Property

Tax Administration

That the property tax is difficult to administer is an often lamented
fact in industrial as well as developing countries. The problems are particularly severe in developing countries because of a shortage of skilled
staff and because records of landownership and property transfers are
often notoriously bad. Yet urban property values are growing rapidly,
and local governments have little option but to make the most of the
property tax. It should not be surprising, therefore, that some notable
improvements have been made in administering the local property tax
in some cities of developing countries.
The administrative constraints to improving the fairness and revenue
productivity of the property tax lie in all four facets of property tax
administration: identification of property site and ownership, record
keeping, assessment, and collection. Reforms that attempt to improve
any one aspect without considering the other three are not likely to be
successful. Indeed, when the poor revenue performance of the property
tax is attributed to administrative shortcomings, the reference may be
to any or all of these four areas.
As is discussed below, however, it is difficult to know where to start.
Most attempts at reform begin with either property identification or
valuation, but Dillinger (1988a) argues that the best place to begin is
with collections.
Discovery and Determination of Property Ownership
The problems of identifying ownership and assembling a complete
enumeration of properties are perhaps the greatest constraints to efficient administration of the property tax. The basis of a good property
tax practice is a full fiscal cadastre. This would involve describing and
defining boundaries for every property (cadastral maps), establishing
ownership or taxpayer liability,2 4 valuing the land, and if necessary describing and valuing all improvements on the land. An estimated 20-40
percent of all urban households in developing countries are living on
land to which neither they nor their landlords have legal title. In many
cities the figure is much higher (Mayo, Malpezzi, and Gross 1986: 192).
The difficulty of the task is compounded even further because of the
poor quality of available information on ownership and sales values.
Property title records are in poor shape in developing countries, and a
search and interview process to establish ownership for every plot is a
very expensive undertaking. Some governments have tried to get around
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the problem of determining ownership by requiring self-declarations (for
example, Guatemala, the Philippines). Such programs do not give the
clear-cut results that one would hope for, because of a number of complications: disputes among heirs over ownership, how to treat declarations on occupied properties in illegal and squatter settlements, uncertainties about ownership in regions of land reform, different declared
values for family-owned properties, and so forth. One result of required
self-declarations in the Philippines, for example, was a large number of
duplicate ownership claims (Wasylenko, Bahl, and Holland 1980).
The preparation of cadastral maps is expensive, especially if full aerial
surveys are necessary, but these maps are essential to successful valuation
and collection. Indeed, the first step toward improved property tax administration is to prepare or update the tax maps. Starting with partial
and dated cadastral maps-or better yet, with existing aerial photographs-this procedure establishes (by field survey) a complete inventory of all real property and assigns to each parcel a unique property
identification number. This system provides a simple means to keep track
of all parcels and to link assessment, billing, and property transfer records. Even this process-which
includes no valuation-is expensive;
1980 estimates for the Philippines placed the cost of tax mapping at
between $1.30 and $2.60 per parcel, excluding the cost of any aerial
photographs (Wasylenko, Bahl, and Holland 1980). Estimates as of 1984
were that the cost per parcel was $2.75, including the assigned overhead
cost of the project (Dillinger 1988a: 21). As a result of this relatively
high cost and the management and training problems, tax mapping was
carried out by only about 20 percent of all Philippine local governments.
The Philippine tax mapping exercise, because it addressed only one
phase of the problem of property tax administration, did not necessarily
improve the revenue productivity of the property tax. Wasylenko, Bahl,
and Holland (1980) studied a sample of 19 tax-mapped municipalities
in the Philippines and drew the following conclusions: (a) the total number of parcels increased by more than 10 percent in 11 of the 19 mapped
communities, decreased in 4 (because of the removal of duplicates) and
remained essentially unchanged in 1; (b) collection efficiency increased
in 11 of the 19 but decreased in 8; and (c) assessed value increased in
11 of the 14 for which suitable data were available for analysis. A comparison of 18 mapped with 18 nonmapped but otherwise roughly comparable municipalities showed that the average collection efficiency was
62 percent among the mapped and 57 percent among the unmapped.
Yet in 10 of the comparisons, collection efficiency was higher in the
nonmapped jurisdiction. Tax mapping may be an important first step to
improved property tax administration, but it is only one step in a process.
In a later review of the Philippine project, Dillinger (1988a: 46) reports
that revenues in the municipalities involved remained stagnant because
the project "did not address problems in collection administration and
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enforcement. In many jurisdictions, reductions in collection efficiency
more than offset increases in assessments."
and RecordsManagement
RecordKeepisng
The inadequacy of property tax records is a large problem for administering property tax systems in developing countries. The problem may
go back to an incomplete tax roll or inadequate ownership information,
but it may also be due to dated information, duplicate records, poor or
out-of-date information on improvements, or simply a poor method of
maintaining and filing the information. Underlying this problem is a lack
of attention by the government responsible and a lack of coordination
among the local, state, and central government offices involved.
As a rule, there is an absence of coordination between the office of
the assessor, the registrar of deeds, those handling buildingpermits, the
public utilities providing services,and the office handlingproperty transfer stamps. It follows that information on changes of ownership, sale
prices, and new construction is not recorded promptly by the assessor.
Resolution of this problem of coordination lies mostly with the central
government, because the office of deeds registration is usually part of a
central ministry. Local governments sometimes station an officer in the
land registry office to improve the flow of information, but there still
remain the problems of the quality of information on deeds and the
underdeclaration of sales values. The resolution of all these problems
will generally require action by the central government. The problem
may reflect the low priority which central governments have assignedto
strengthening the local property tax. If that is so, even centralized assessment will not improve matters.
The local government is better able to enforce building permits and
regulations and make sure that new improvements are reported to the
assessor's office. Improvements require policing to determine that building permits are being obtained and that files describing improvements
are being updated. Most local governments simply do not have the staff
to carry out such a task, and, as a result, improvements are typically
assessed well below their market values.
Brazil has made an attempt to use cross-referencingof information to
improve property tax assessment. A system has been developed that
requires any approval of subdivision,building or occupancy,permit, or
registration of title to be reported directly to the office of the assessor.
Brazil's experience with cross-referencing,however, has been somewhat
disappointing (Dillinger 1989). In part this is because many of the
changes above occur outside the systems of formal permits and registrations-either legally or in violation of the law. Another problem is
that the various government agencies are either uncooperative or inefficient in their record keeping.
The organization and handling of the records present other problems.
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Procedures for updating are often poor; the design of the records is
sometimes inadequate (for example, in Grenada the records were filed
alphabetically by owner's name rather than by parcel identification number); quite often all reports are handled manually; and generally not
enough clerks are assigned to the job, and they may be unskilled, and
have little incentive to carry out a more efficient operation.
Local governments may deal with the records problem in three stages,
depending on the level of sophistication of their present system. First,
the existing tax records can be sorted manually by neighborhood, duplicates can be eliminated, and some coordination with valuation, billing,
and collecting can be established. This option is likely to be most attractive to smaller local governments and to some larger places not yet
ready to overhaul their records system. A second stage of reform involves
redesigning the format and the content of the information contained on
the cards and assigning each parcel an identification number. At this
stage, the fiscal cadastre could be updated and a linkage could be established with the titles office to obtain updated information on sales prices.
A third level of reform is to computerize the system. This last level is
essential, particularly for large cities, but requires specialized technical
expertise, careful planning and implementation, and sufficient financial
resources. Where these ingredients are absent (as they were, for example,
during the 1970s in Bogota), computerization of property records can
cause endless confusion in cadastral administration and property tax collection (Linn 1981). The advent of microcomputers, however, has greatly
reduced the problems of computerization and has brought the possibility
of efficient and inexpensive computerized record keeping even to small
local governments.
Assessment
The largest problems in administering assessments fall under the headings of inadequate staffing, the poor quality of basic information for the
valuation process, and the political obstacles to regular reassessment.
Qualified valuers are in short supply in nearly all countries, even in the
largest cities. In the public sector, wages may be relatively low because
of civil service salary schedules, and valuers are often bid away by much
more lucrative salaries in the private sector. The shortage of qualified
assessors is a story told in nearly every developing country.
Governments might take a number of actions to deal with the staffing
problem. The most obvious is to move appraisers out of the civil service
schedule so as to offer competitive salaries. This action would produce
such a large return in revenue that it is likely to be one of the most
lucrative investments open to local governm-ents. It might work for some
of the larger cities, but not for all local governments in the nation. Another approach would require something akin to centralized assessment
and a centralized training of assessors. A secondment system, whereby
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senior valuers do a substantial amount of the training, has worked with
reasonable success in the Philippines. Yet another approach is to alter
the property tax system to make the appraisal job less demanding. Excluding the valuationof improvements can substantiallylighten the work
load of the valuation staff.
There are problems with the basic data inputs and their use in constructing an assessment manual and instructions. Assessment under all
systems is notional; that is, it attempts to determine the value of a property in the market. Yet all systemsmust rely on some objective evidence
in reachingdecisions about property values.Unfortunately, the basic data
are often badly flawed. In the case of annual value systems, rent receipts
may be falsified, or under-the-table payments known as "key money"
may be involved if rent control ordinances are in force. The situation is
as bad for records of property sales values, because of intrafamilytransactions and because sales values may be consciouslyunderstated to avoid
property transfer and capital gains taxes. The response to these data
problems in most developing countries has been to use a combination
of sales data and opinions of real estate agents, bankers, and assessors
in establishingvalues or rents. Time may sort out some of the problems.
With continuing urbanization, more impersonal or arms-length transactions, greater use of bank mortgage financing, and a tax system that
provides incentives for buyers and sellers to state property salesamounts
correctly, property sales records may become the more accurate reflections of market values that they are in industrial countries.
The data problems inherent to valuing improvements are the most
severe. The valuation is based on estimates of construction costs and
building materials, often gathered from the private sector. In most of
the cities surveyed here, there did not seem to be a systematic approach
that used averaging or formulas, but rather the judgment of assessors
was used in developing the manual for assessingimprovements. In principle, however, there is no good reason why the appropriate central
government ministry could not construct and maintain a reasonably accurate schedule of construction costs.25
One important determinant of the accuracyof assessed value and the
revenue productivity of the property tax is the frequency of reassessment. Countries and cities vary in their statutory requirement for reassessment, but generally the law states that properties must be reassessed
every three to five years. In fact, however, because of the scarcity of
assessors and other difficulties of frequent reassessment,the cycle tends
to be much longer, more on the order of five to ten years. This is the
primary explanation of the low buoyancyof property tax revenues, since
in the absence of reassessments the only way for the property tax base
to grow is for newly improved properties to be added to the tax roll.
Indeed, in the presence of inflation, assessed property values tend to
decline in real terms and, even more important, so does the real value
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of property taxes collected on existing properties. This sets up an unfortunate downward ratchet effect, since property taxpayers get accustomed to the gradual decline in their real tax burden. Thus they will
object to a revaluation of their properties and to the resulting sharp
upward jump in their tax burdens, even if such a reassessment does no
more than reestablish the original value of property and property tax.
In the face of such opposition, local authorities often do not find it
possible to maintain the real value of their property tax rolls, let alone
keep up with the actual increase in real property values.
One solution to this problem, of course, is to carry out regular revaluations. Since administrative costs and political opposition are likely
to prohibit this solution, an alternative measure must be found to maintain the real value of property tax burdens and collections between reassessments. One approach is to increase the nominal tax rate between
reassessmentsand roll it back at the time of reassessment, thereby eliminating large jumps in property tax liability.Periodic reassessmentswould
then be used more to maintain accuracy in the relative values of properties than to reestablish tax burdens after long periods of erosion (Bahl
and Schroeder 1983d).
Although such explicit and flexible use of the property tax rate would
seem to have much to recommend it, it has not been frequently applied
in the cities of developing countries (exceptions are Lagos and Nairobi).
There are three main reasons for this failure. First, local governments
are usually restricted by central and state governments in their liberty
to adjust property tax rates. Second, increases in the property tax rate
require explicit policy actions which are politicallydifficult for any level
of government. Third, rate increases between revaluationswould introduce horizontal inequities to the extent that the values of all properties
in the area would nor increase at the same rate.
An alternative approach to indexation has been taken in Brazil. Between 1980 and 1987, the inflation rate averaged 160 percent and valuations were indexed to maintain the buoyancyof the property tax. Municipalities were permitted to make increases in valuations, without
physical inspection of properties, with the approval of the municipal
council; or, the mayor could make these adjustments directly so long as
the increase did not exceed the inflation index for treasury bonds (Dillinger 1989). A similar indexing procedure has been followed in Chile
and Colombia.
Collection
The last step in administering the property tax, collection, may present
the most difficult problems because costs are high and collection efficiency often low. As described above, collection rates (the ratio of collections to collectibles)of less than 75 percent are not at all uncommon.2 6
Data problems notwithstanding, these low rates of collection are prob-
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ably a good indication of the situation. The source of the problem may
lie with an inadequate collection procedure, with the structure of the tax
itself, with an inadequate set of penalties necessary to enforce the tax,
or with the inducements necessary to stimulate collection.
In many cities problems with collection procedures often grow out of
a shortage of skilled staff in the treasurer's office. Any number of other
problems have been cited: poor coordination between the assessor's and
treasurer's offices, no follow-up mailings or field visits to major delinquents, records which do not easily permit an identification of delinquents, and of course inadequate records of property ownership.
High collection costs and low collection efficiencymight also be due
to the property tax structure. If the tax is thought to be unfair because
of horizontal inequity, taxpayers' resistance increases. For example, the
high dispersion of assessment ratios was seen as a partial explanation of
Jakarta's ability to collect no more than 30 to 40 percent of residential
property tax liabilities in the early 1970s (Lerche 1974). In addition,
where low-valued parcels are not exempt from the tax base, collection
costs may be quite high. In the case of Jakarta, for example, there was
a very high concentration of the property tax base: 69 percent of taxpayers accounted for 11 percent of the base, and 7 percent of the taxpayers accounted for 63 percent of the base (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976). Such concentrations and equity objectives have led some
cities to exempt low-valued properties from the base. For example, in
1972 Seoul exempted properties with a value less than $300, in 1974
Abidjan exempted properties with an annual rent less than $650, and in
the early 1970s Lusakaexempted all squatter settlements.
Two final collection problems are a lack of enforcement and the absence of adequate incentives for prompt and full payment. There are
some successes to report in solving these problems, but also many failures. Governments in developing countries have not vigorously exercisedtheir powers to impose heavypenalties on property tax delinquents.
In some cases the penalties are adequate but not enforced, in other cases
they are quite inadequate. Cash penalties are frequently too low to be
effective. For example, the penalty rate in the Philippines (2 percent per
month to a maximum of 24 percent) was less than the return on private
investments (Bahl, Holland, and Linn 1983), and there has been a poorly
enforced lump sum penalty charge of 5 percent in Jakarta (Linn, Smith,
and Wignjowijoto 1976). Central governments are hesitant to move to
the stiffer penalties (for example, sale of property at auction) for political
reasons and also because lengthy court action may be involved. The lack
of a special court for the local authority cases has been cited as a serious
impediment in Lagosand Nairobi, since the regular courts are unable to
dispose speedily of appeals or tax enforcement actions such as expropriation. In court actions, there inevitably arises the problem of determining ownership and the long delay which the local government may
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face in getting its money. Because of these delays, some Indian cities
have in the past negotiated the amounts due (Bahl 1975; Bougeon-Maassen 1976). If contested taxes have to be paid before a court ruling (with
the payment refundable), the local government is placed in a much more
comfortable position (Mohan 1974). In Anambra State, Nigeria, property tax cases have been dismissed for want of a judge to try the case
(Dillinger 1988a: 35).
Other enforcement mechanisms that do not require court action might
be effective. In Tehran, where in past years the collection record was
good, the electric company cut power to owner-occupied or nonresidential properties that fell two months in arrears. City councils have
attached rents in Nigeria (Orewa 1966). Finally, moral suasion is sometimes used: the names of tax delinquents are posted in public places or
announced in the news media (Bahl and Schroeder 1983d). One difficulty
which inhibits enforcement is that property taxes generally are not levied
on the property but on the owner; that is, the tax is in personam, not
in rem. This means that the owner must be located and brought to court
in order to institute proceedings for nonpayment of taxes. This greatly
complicates the collection of the tax, particularly where ownership titles
are contested or unclear.
Another possibility to increase collection rates is to provide a set of
positive inducements. In many countries (Colombia and the Philippines
are examples), cash discounts have been provided for early payment.
Unfortunately, these discounts often are well below the market rate of
interest. Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Thailand have provided direct incentives to the collectors-village chiefs, neighborhood leaders, and so
forth-who participate in the collection process on a commission basis.
Alternatively, the incentive might be given to the local government. In
the Philippines, 10 percent of the total amount collected has been returned to the neighborhood council (barangay) budget. Finally, periodic
amnesties have been used in Bogota, probably to the extent of becoming
so expected that the effectiveness of all penalties is reduced (Linn 1980b).
Conclusions
There are three important conclusions here. One is that property tax
structure and administration go hand in hand and cannot easily be separated when undertaking a reform. A second is that there are four critical
aspects to administration of the property tax-property
identification,
record keeping, assessment, and collection. Unless all are considered,
administrative reform will not necessarily produce a "better" property
tax. Both of these conclusions point to the need to view the property
tax as a system rather than as a set of independent activities.
A third conclusion is that it is important to monitor and if possible
quantify the importance of the property tax in order to plan for effective
reform. The major weaknesses in the administrative practices of property
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taxation can be identified by quantitative measurement of such components as assessment, exemptions, and collection. This approach was
developed and applied in Bogota (Linn 1980b). For 1972, it was found
that a ratio of effective to statutory property tax rate of 0.50 was accounted for by a collection ratio of only 0.68, an exemption ratio of 0.87,
and an assessmentratio of 0.85. In other words, the 50 percent shortfall
of the actual average property tax rate from the legal rate was accounted
for by the combination of a 32 percent shortfall in collection below tax
liabilities, exemption of 13 percent of all assessed property value, and
an underassessmentof 15 percent. The low income-elasticityof property
tax revenues of 0.77 between 1961 and 1972 was, however, accounted
for mainly by the relatively low income-elasticityof market value (0.67).
Administrativepractices (in particular collection efficiency),exemptions,
and assessmentpractices actuallyimproved slightlyover time as indicated
by greater than unitary elasticities of tax collections to tax liabilities,
taxable assessed value to total assessed value, and total assessed value to
market value of property (Linn 1980b). In Bogota, therefore, administrative practicesof property taxation, and especiallycollection efficiency,
left considerable room for improvement. But permanent improvements
in the revenue buoyancy should, according to this analysis, not be expected from improved tax administration.2 7
Property Tax Reform
In concluding this chapter, a number of broad findings about property
tax policy and administration can be summarized, drawing for completeness on the findings of the next two chapters which, respectively, elaborate on the equity and allocative features of the property tax. There
are, we think, some universal lessonsabout the property tax, irrespective
of country setting. There are also some practices that are neither inherently good nor bad, but require countries to make choices and face up
to the costs involved.
The Time Horizon
The most important consideration in determining the effect of property tax policy is the time horizon of the decisionmakingprocess. In the
short run, the incidence of the property tax will tend to be neutral; that
is, there will be no substantial effect on the allocation of resources or
the distribution of income. In the longer run, the allocativeand distributive effects are likely to be more substantial,depending on the property
tax rate applied.
Whether the short-run or long-run considerations are more important
in formulating policy depends on three considerations. The first is the
elasticity of factor supplies and the speed of adjustment in response to
changes in the property tax. Obviously, property tax effects will vary
directly with the elasticity of supply of land and capital and the speed of
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adjustment. These parameters will differ from country to country, however, and too little is known on this matter. The second consideration
is the discount rate of the policymaker, which will determine his tradeoff
between policy effects in the near term and in the future. For example,
a high discount rate will lead to a preference for a reform that will generate substantial and immediate revenues, even though its long-term
effects may be to increase the regressivity of the local tax system. It is
important to note in this connection that fiscal planners the world over
are notoriously shortsighted.
The third consideration is that the speed with which the allocation of
resources adjusts in response to policy depends on past policy. If public
policy signals in the past have switched frequently (for example, if policy
reversals are the rule rather than the exception), then the private sector
is likely to respond more slowly to public incentives. This is because a
quick response is likely to be more costly and more risky to the private
entrepreneur. For example, a new amnesty is not likely to draw in delinquent taxpayers if the granting of amnesty has been a frequent practice,
and the imposition of new punitive measures for property tax delinquency is not likely to be effective if old measures were not enforced.

Multiple Objectives
Besides intertemporal tradeoffs as reflected in the need to discount
the effects of future policies on particular objectives, choices also have
to be made between multiple and sometimes conflicting objectives. The
discussion in this and the subsequent two chapters on property taxation
makes it clear that there is no magic in property tax policy. The raising
of substantial revenues from property taxation will have some undesirable effects on land use and will burden some taxpayers more than others.
This will set in motion a cry for property tax reform and will inevitably
lead to piecemeal adjustments to "correct" some of the inequities. These
usually well-intentioned adjustments often ignore side effects and lead
to further conflict.
There are many examples of this problem. Equity-minded reformers
in Peru and Taiwan (China) promoted the application of a progressive
rate structure of the total value of an individual's landholdings. Although
the burden of the tax may well have fallen heavily on large landowners,
this provision encouraged an uneconomic splitting of landholdings in
Peru (Greytak 1983) and tax evasion in Taiwan (China) (Harris 1979).
Perhaps the principal form of this problem is the tradeoff introduced
when the property tax rate is raised-that is, revenue yield is raisedat the possible cost of dampening housing investment.
Sometimes the problem of conflicting goals arises because so many
independent actors are involved in formulating property tax policy that
it is not always seen as a "system." In particular, the assessment function
is often separate from the rate-making and general administrative ac-
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tivities. It is not uncommon to find the local council responsible for
establishing taxable values and the treasurer's office responsible for collection, record keeping, and enforcement of penalties. Many problems,
can arise from such a division of responsibility. For example, in Ahmadabad a graduated rate structure was meant to increase progressivity,
but owner-occupied properties were given a preferential assessment and
the progressivity effects were thus offset.
There are two important messages here. First, the fact that the property
tax constitutes a system needs to be recognized, and rate, base, and
administrative decisions need to be made in a coordinated way. Independent decisions about tax structure and administration are as likely to
be offsetting as reinforcing. Second, it needs to be recognized that all
reforms will not satisfy all objectives. In making policy decisions, it is
therefore necessary to assign relative weights to the policy goals so that
they can be directly compared and traded off against each other. As
important as this may be, it is easier said than done because of problems
with measuring the direct tradeoffs between the efficiency and equity
implications of various property tax reforms.
Initial Conditions and Transition Costs
Much of this discussion has been cast as if one could start with a clean
slate and compare alternative property tax systems. In fact, most countries and cities already have some kind of property tax system, and it is
crucial to consider the transition costs from one system to another. Existing systems have the advantage that the start-up costs have already
been met. In particular, a fiscal cadastre has been set up and administrators and assessors have been trained. No less important is the fact that
property owners will have already capitalized the windfall losses and gains
resulting from the development of the existing property tax system.
Moreover, taxpayers are familiar with the present system, and a major
change will call for reeducating the public and perhaps selling the virtues
of the new system. These transition costs may turn out to be quite high.
But one must consider the state of disrepair of the current property
tax system. If things have deteriorated too far, the costs of reform may
be almost as high as those resulting from the institution of a new system.
The relevant considerations, then, are the tradeoffs between the current
transition costs and the future benefits of a better system.
Two cases highlight the importance of considering initial conditions
and transition costs. Jamaica, after many years of transition, adopted a
universal site value tax to replace its capital value tax system, which had
not been utilized effectively. Because of the virtual absence of general
reassessments for approximately forty years and the resulting weaknesses
in the fiscal cadastre and staff, a reform of the existing system probably
would have required the same start-up costs as did the introduction of
the new site value tax. Considerable efforts were necessary to overcome
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the political difficulties associated with the higher property taxes collected after the reform (Risden 1979). These difficulties would have been
very similar, however, had the old tax system been revised to yield higher
revenues. In this sense, then, Jamaica started with something analogous
to a clean slate.
An apparently similar set of circumstances prevailed in Jakarta during
the early 1970s. The property tax system was producing low yields and
was based on an index method which required neither a fiscal cadastre
nor substantial administrative skills (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto
1976). Property tax experts recommended a new capital value tax on
property. Two years of effort went into the preparation of a land value
map and the training of a staff of valuers which, according to the experts,
would have permitted a quick transition from the old to the new system
and a substantial increase in revenues (Lerche 1974). Despite the existence of this detailed blueprint for reform, authorities decided to maintain the existing tax system and to upgrade its revenue performance
through improvements in administration and collection. The start-up
costs of the new system were apparently perceived to be too high. Since
there appeared to be little disagreement about the facts in this case, the
difference between the advice given by the experts and the decision of
the authorities must be explained by the higher implicit discount rate
used by the latter (thus weighting present costs more and future benefits
less than did the experts).
This process was repeated in Indonesia ten years later, but this time
the setting was right and a capital value property tax was adopted (Kelley
1986). The base is both land and improvements with a single rate of 0.5
percent. Only a short and conventional exemption list is included, and
the government's discretion in giving exemption is dramatically curtailed.
The real effective rate is 0.1 percent because the assessment ratio has
been set at 20 percent of market value, but it may be raised up to 100
percent by presidential decree. A tax credit of up to 2 million rupiah
($2,597 in 1989) on buildings excludes most low-income and rural housing from the base.
The new property tax in Indonesia, a dramatic improvement over the
old, was adopted for many reasons. There had been a chronic revenue
shortage in the pre-oil period; the property tax is a central government
levy in Indonesia and local government approval of a reform program
is not required; the central income and sales taxes were comprehensively
reformed in 1984-86; policymakers were in a mood to accept major
change in the property tax; and the World Bank provided important
finanical assistance in upgrading the government's evaluation and administrative capabilities.
There are many other instances of rejection of major changes in the
property tax system. For example, in the mid-1970s the Kenyan government resisted a recommendation to include improvements in its site
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value system, and Bogota rejected the advice of an expatriate expert to
replace the existing property tax system with a land value increment tax.
In both cases, there was a system that already worked toward the goals
of the proposed reforms-to
raise more revenue in Kenya and to improve resource allocation and equity in Bogota. Both initiatives were
rejected because the transition costs far outweighed the potential benefits.
Generalization about Property Tax Policy
For all the reasons listed so far, it is difficult to draw even broad
conclusions in the evaluation of alternative property tax systems and
practices. We cannot simply conclude that one country's system is better
than another's. The discussion in this volume, therefore, provides an
analytical framework and some quantitative methods which can be utilized to study the effects of existing or proposed property tax systems.
Examples were provided where possible to illustrate the application of
these approaches. Ten generalizations, however, can be helpful in formulating tax reform in cities of developing countries:
1. The property tax should be kept as simple as possible. Exemptions
should be kept to a minimum and rate structures kept as uncomplicated
as possible. Reform should emphasize improving the general property
tax administration rather than adding special features to affect resource
allocation or income distribution.
2. The property tax needs to be viewed as a system, and reforms need
to be coordinated by all parties involved in structuring and administering
the property tax. Decisions about assessment and collection practices,
exemption policy, and rate structure design may be the responsibility of
different offices but must not be made independently.
3. In general, a flat rate property tax on all real estate is not likely to
be regressive in either the short or long run (see chapter 5).
4. The distribution of property tax burdens will be more progressive
if the preferential treatment granted to owner-occupants is eliminated
(see chapter 5).
5. The exemption of low-value properties or, better yet, granting all
taxpayers a deduction from assessed value will make the property tax
more progressive, favor low-income housing development, and ease
property tax collection problems. The revenue costs will be small (see
chapter 5).
6. On balance, it is preferable to tax land more heavily than improvements. Therefore, if increased revenues are to be raised from an existing
capital value tax, it is worth considering raising the tax rate only for land,
rather than for land and buildings alike (see chapter 6).
7. If a special tax is to be levied on vacant urban land to speed up its
development, this tax instrument should be explicitly linked to a land
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use development plan rather than applied indiscriminately to all vacant
property in the metropolitan area (see chapter 6).
8. A property transfer tax is likely to interfere with the efficient operation of urban land markets and should be replaced by more effective
administration, and possibly a higher rate, for the general property tax
(see chapter 6).
9. A land value increment tax is not likely to be effectively administered in developing countries. Efforts to raise property tax revenues
would do better to focus on improving the administration of existing
property tax systems (see chapter 6).
10. The four facets of property tax administration-identification
of
properties, record keeping, assessment, and collection-must all be improved to make the property tax more productive. Improving collection
efficiency alone will increase revenues in the short run but will not provide the broader base necessary for long-run growth.

5 The Incidenceof UrbanProperty
Taxation

PROPOS
ALS TO REFORM
the property tax in developing countries have
tended to emphasize possibilities for improving revenue performance.
The distributive and allocative effects of the tax have usually been considered only in very general terms. Indeed, it would be unusual to find
a thorough analysis of these effects in any study of tax reform by urban
governments in a developing country. Yet the issues-the equity of the
tax and its effects on urban land use-are of great importance in cities
of developing countries.
The question "Who pays the property tax?" is very much related to
the question "How does the property tax affect the allocation of resources?" Indeed, the extent to which an owner of real estate can shift
the property tax burden to others depends on his ability and willingness
to reshuffle his asset portfolio. As a result, the relative use of land, capital,
and labor may change because of property taxation, as may factor and
commodity prices, and thus the distribution of wealth and income.
This chapter focuses on the question of who pays the property tax.
We begin with a review of the theory of the incidence of the property
tax, drawing extensively on Linn (1979). At least a rudimentary understanding of this theory is required to interpret the results of previous
studies of the incidence of the property tax in developing countries. We
then turn to an analysis of the distributive effect of a number of policies
for adminstering the property tax in order to emphasize that the incidence of the tax is very much influenced by practices in developing
countries. We conclude with a brief summary of empirical results.

Conventional

Theories

of Incidence

The fundamental question regarding the incidence of the property tax
is how the tax burden, that is, the ratio of tax payments to personal
income, varies with income. If the tax burden is higher for individuals
(or families) with higher incomes than for those with lower incomes,
then the tax is progressive. If the reverse is true, then the tax is regressive.
It is neutral or proportional if the tax burden is the same for all income
groups.
The incidence of the property tax is a difficult and interesting problem
for study because those who are legally required to pay the tax collector
may not ultimately bear the burden of the tax. The taxpayer may simply
adjust his demand for or supply of the taxed asset and thereby shift the
123
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tax onto someone else. For example, landlords may reduce the supply
of rental units, thus increasing the price of rental housing and passing
some of the tax burden on to renters. Moreover, to the extent that the
after-tax rate of return on investment in housing is reduced as a result
of the tax on property, capital owners may reduce maintenance of and
new investment in housing and shift their resources to other uses, reducing the rate of return on capital in those uses also, and thus passing
some of the burden of the property tax on to all owners of capital.
Alternatively, if capital is perfectly mobile internationally, and thus its
(post-tax) rate of return is fixed, the capital outflow associated with higher
property taxes will reduce the marginal product of labor and the wage
rate and thereby pass some of the burden of the tax on to labor. In effect,
therefore, the property tax burden may be divided among the owners
of taxed land and buildings, all owners of capital, labor, consumers of
housing services, and consumers of all goods and services.
Analyzing the incidence of the tax therefore involves two tasks. The
first is to determine which groups-land
and capital owners, renters,
consumers in general, and labor-bear what portion of the tax. The
second is to locate the position of these groups in the distribution of
income in order to compute the distribution of tax burdens across income
groups and thus establish whether the tax is progressive, regressive, or
neutral. The theory of tax incidence has addressed mainly the first task
in attempting to determine the appropriate tax shifting assumptions,
whereas empirical studies of tax incidence usually start out with a set of
shifting assumptions and then attempt to trace out the distribution of
the tax burden across income groups.
Two dominant sets of shifting assumptions have been debated in the
literature on incidence (for a review of the history of this debate, see
Aaron 1975 and McLure 1979). The "traditional view" has assumed a
fixed supply of land and a perfectly elastic supply of capital. Its conclusion
is that a tax on land is borne by the owners of land because they cannot
adjust the amount of land which they own, whereas a tax on improvements is borne by the consumers because owners of improvements as a
group will reduce the amount of capital embodied in improvements until
their post-tax rate of return is restored to its previous level. The resulting
reduction in the supply of buildings and improvements will drive up the
cost to consumers of goods and services (including housing) that use
taxed improvements and structures as an input. According to the traditional view, the incidence of the property tax therefore depends on
the distribution of landownership across income groups and on the extent
to which the propensity to consume goods and services using taxed improvements and structures in their production varies with income levels.
In contrast to the traditional view, the "new view" of incidence assumes
that all factors of production, including capital, are perfectly inelastic in
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supply in the country as a whole but that capital is perfectly mobile within
a country. Under these conditions, any uniform tax on all capital and
land in a country will be borne entirely by owners of capital and land,
because as a group they cannot shift the use of the taxed assets (Mieszkowski 1972). The incidence of the property tax, then, depends on the
distribution of capital and landownership across income groups.
In principle, the new view makes allowance for the fact that property
tax rates are not uniform throughout the country. It postulates that,
because of perfect mobility, capital will move from high-tax to low-tax
areas and activities until after-tax returns to capital are equalized. As a
result, the after-tax rate of return is lowered for capital in all its uses and
in all regions. But since the capital movements induce changes in relative
factor use and therefore in factor returns, and since output prices may
be expected to rise for locally traded goods in the high-tax area, tax rate
differentials are shifted to land, labor, or consumers in the high-tax areas
or activities. In practice, most analysts have judged it extremely difficult,
if not impossible, to determine the net countrywide incidence of these
so-called "excise effects" (Aaron 1975; Netzer 1974).
A synthesis of the traditional and the new views has emerged in recent
years, which may be called the "new orthodoxy." According to this approach the traditional view is appropriate in evaluating a tax change restricted to a particular jurisdiction and the new view is appropriate in
analyzing a nationwide change in the effective property tax rate (Aaron
1975; McLure 1979). This synthesis follows directly from two hypotheses regarding capital mobility: (a) for the country as a whole, capital
supply is taken to be fixed, as under the new view, and thus a uniform
nationwide tax on property must be borne exclusively by owners of
capital and land; and (b) for any individual city, capital is assumed to be
in perfectly elastic supply. As long as the city's capital stock is small
relative to that of the country as a whole, the rate of return on capital
will remain unaffected by a tax increase that is restricted to one locality,
and the tax will be passed on to other, more immobile factors or to
consumers. I
Limitations

of the New Orthodoxy

The general equilibrium theory of incidence, which underlies the new
orthodoxy of property tax incidence just summarized, requires a number
of simplifying assumptions: (a) capital, labor, and land are in fixed supply
nationwide; (b) capital and labor are in perfectly elastic supply in any
jurisdiction (perfect mobility); (c) land is in fixed supply in each jurisdiction; (d) all factor and product markets are perfectly competitive; and
(e) all factors are fully employed. Some of these assumptions do not fit
the industrial-country context, and even fewer seem applicable in developing countries.
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The Elasticity of Aggregate Capital Supply
The new orthodoxy assumes that changes in the rate of return on
capital do not affect the nation's capital stock either via international
capital flows or through changes in domestic saving. Proponents of the
new orthodoxy recognize that savings may respond to changes in the
rate of return on capital (Boskin 1978; Tullio and Contesso 1986). It is
more generally argued, however, that this is relevant only for the very
long run (and thus beyond the immediate concern of economic policy),
or that the savings rate is in fact not significantly influenced by the return
on capital even in the long run (Aaron 1975; Friend and Hasbrouck
1983). It therefore appears safe to conclude that aggregate domestic
saving is not likely to be affected substantially by variations in the rate
of return on capital induced by the property tax. There is one major
exception to this conclusion: the rate of saving and investment of lowincome urban households. Since their saving and investment are mostly
in the form of housing, property taxation can have an effect. But such
households often face a low rate of property taxation, and the share of
this component in total national savings is likely to be small.
Potentially more damaging to the validity of the new orthodoxy is the
likelihood that, for a small country with substantial foreign investment
and access to foreign capital markets, capital is internationally mobile.
Under these conditions, the aggregate supply of capital cannot be assumed to be fixed even in the short run (Bird 1976a; Harris 1976;
McLure 1979; Linn 1979b). If one could go so far as to assume a perfectly
elastic supply of capital, then this would resurrect the traditional view
as correctly applying even to a nationwide property tax; that is, the tax
on improvements is passed to consumers, labor, and land. Although there
is evidence that foreign investment in developing countries reacts to
variations in general profitability, 2 one would go too far to assume a
perfectly elastic supply of capital for any developing country. Foreign
direct investment is influenced by several considerations other than the
rate of return on capital-especially risk and concern for market share. 3
Moreover, it is well known that costs of foreign borrowing rise at the
margin for developing countries. 4 And government controls on capital
outflows limit capital movements out of the country. Since the onset of
the debt crisis in the early 1980s, many highly indebted developing countries have faced, in effect, a near-perfectly inelastic supply of foreign
capital.
These arguments do not go much further than to suggest that in many
developing countries the elasticity of capital supply is above zero and
that it is likely to be higher in the long run than in the short run, whereas
in others capital may in fact be perfectly immobile internationally. Thus,
much depends on the specific conditions of the country under consideration.
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Elasticities of Factor Supply within a Country
The assumption that capital is perfectly mobile among activities, sectors, and regions within a country may also be inappropriate for most
developing countries. Such a response of capital to differentials in property tax rates requires that the entrepreneur have perfect information
regarding the differentials and the resulting differences in the rate of
return. But because in developing countries there appears to be virtually
no knowledge of the level of effective tax rates, even among local government officials responsible for them, it would seem difficult if not
impossible for entrepreneurs to determine tax rates in different locations
or for different activities. Furthermore, given the nature of assessment
practices, the variation around the average effective tax rate in any jurisdiction may well be so large as to swamp any interjurisdictional differences.
Other considerations also lead to the conclusion that variations in tax
rates play only a minor role in the location decisions of firms in developing countries. In evaluating projects or in making location decisions,
firms frequently do not employ procedures that would allow an assessment of the differentials in rates of return induced by property taxation
(Townroe 1979); and in any case, facilities and public services are often
too inadequate to attract firms anywhere but in the largest cities (Richardson 1977). Furthermore, the fiscal policies followed in many developing countries cause private decisionmakers considerable uncertainty.
Frequent policy reversals, uneven application of tax laws, and weak tax
enforcement tend to create an environment in which entrepreneurs may
perceive adjusting factor use to be potentially more expensive than just
sitting tight and attempting to minimize the impact of a tax change.
In sum, differentials in the rate of return induced by variations in
property tax rates between regions and cities should not be expected to
affect significantly the investment behavior of entrepreneurs in developing countries. It would be more appropriate to assume that capital is
internally quite immobile in response to variations in the rate of return
introduced by differential increases in the property tax rate. To the extent
that these observations on internal capital mobility are correct, any tax
on capital, whether nationwide or local, is likely to stay put in the sector
or location where it is initially imposed.
Elasticities of Factor Supply within a City
Conventional analysis of the incidence of the property tax postulates
that intraurban tax differentials are mainly capitalized into land values
because the supply of land is fixed and because "a metropolitan area
constitutes a set of reasonably well-connected markets for labor, housing,
and most other goods and services" (Aaron 1975: 44). Although U.S.
studies tend to confirm this hypothesis, we found no studies of tax cap-
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italizarion for developing countries. There is, however, some a priori
reason to believe that the assumptions of a fixed supply of land, perfect
intraurban factor mobility, and well-connected markets are much less
appropriate for developing countries. If this reasoning is correct, one
should expect less than full capitalization of intracity property tax differentials into land values.
The assumption of a fixed supply of land probably has its origins in a
nationwide view of the property tax; that is, to a country as a whole the
supply of land is fixed. At the city level, however, the assumption becomes much less convincing, particularly for developing countries. The
typical inner city in the United States is hemmed into its land confines
by jurisdictional fragmentation, and zoning regulations may limit the
expansion of urban land use at a city's perimeter. In contrast, developingcountry cities are less troubled by jurisdictional fragmentation and have
fewer zoning controls regulating their expansion (see chapter 12). Although the rapid rate of expansion of these cities is not a sufficient condition to prove that the elasticity of land supply with respect to its rate
of return is greater than zero, it provides at least an environment in
which the supply of urban land may be expected to vary with changes
in the rate of return on land as induced, for instance, by changes in the
level of urban property taxation.5
If the rate of conversion of rural to urban land varies at the margin
with the rate of return on land, a higher tax on urban property would,
all other things being equal, slow the growth of the urban land area. As
a result, some portion of the tax on land may be passed on to other
factors or to consumers. As with capital, however, one would also err
in assuming that the supply of land is perfectly elastic. The marginal costs
of expansion at the urban periphery are certainly rising in the short run
(and possibly even in the long run) as cities expand into areas which are
costly to service. Some portion of the tax will surely be capitalized.
Intracity capital mobility has generally been assumed to be quite high,
especially in industrial countries. The hard evidence to support the assumption of intrametropolitan capital mobility in response to differentials in tax rates is very weak, however, even for industrial countries (see
Ihlanfeldt and Martinez-Vazquez 1987). In developing countries, matters
are further complicated because capital markets appear to be segmented
between the formal and informal urban sectors.
Related to this segmentation of the capital market is the segmentation
in the urban housing market. For instance, in Bogota, Vernez (1973) has
observed the existence of two important submarkets between which
there is little competition: the first submarket services illegal or "pirate"
settlements (mainly low- and lower-middle-income), and the second
serves middle- and upper-income renters and owner-occupants. The pirate submarket is characterized by a gradual or staged upgrading of residential construction, which is financed by owners. Given the isolated
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nature of the informal sector capital market with a fixed capital supply
in the short run, the pirate settlement owners will not be able to pass
the tax on to other capital owners outside the urban informal sector of
the particular city, or to labor or renters. Because the pirate owners see
their disposable incomes and the returns to their housing investment
reduced by a property tax, however, they may slow down the speed of
the phased construction or may even be forced to discontinue expansion
altogether. This effect may occur quite quickly, since the savings and
investment decisions are effectively identical. As a result, the pirate housing stock will be lower than it would have been otherwise, and thus
prices to renters will increase. To the extent that pirate housing construction also involves nonfamily labor, labor earnings in the informal
sector are likely to drop. But because the capital stock of pirate housing
is also less than it would have been in the absence of the tax, the capital
earnings of the entrepreneur are lower and he or she thus still bears part
of the burden. These effects depend on the extent to which housing in
pirate settlements is reached by the property tax, a subject we take up
below.
The effects of a property tax in the formal residential sector depend
in part on the elasticity of the supply of capital to that sector from the
outside (either from the rest of the country or from international capital
flows). To the extent that this elasticity is low, increases in the property
tax rate will lead to a reduction in the rate of return on capital in the
formal urban sector. This will not result in a reduction in investment
activity if the elasticity of investment is low. But if capital is elastic in
supply to the formal urban sector, the tax can be passed on to consumers
and to labor, as in the pirate sector. To the degree that the lowest income
group tends to be heavily involved in the commercial (formal) submarket
as renters, they are likely to bear a considerable portion of the property
tax levied on the commercial sector.
Market Imperfections
The assumption of perfect markets may also be less applicable in developing countries than in industrial countries. 6 One of the most prevalent market imperfections introduced in the urban housing market in
developing countries results from rent control. If rent control is effective
and an increase in the property tax cannot legally be passed on to renters
in the form of higher rents, then the price of housing is fixed and the
incidence of a tax on housing may be treated as if housing were a traded
commodity whose price is determined in national or international markets. This would imply that the tax is borne by property owners. If,
however, the tax increase can legally be reflected in higher rents and
rents are initially kept below the competitive market-clearing level, then
owners can pass the tax increase on to renters in the form of higher rents.
In that case the burden would fall squarely on the housing consumers.
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Before taking these conclusions for granted, however, the analyst must
carefully investigate whether rent controls are effectively applied. In
Indian cities, for instance, it has been observed that black market payments, or special payments at the outset of a rental agreement (for example, for furnishings), tend to render ineffective the legally imposed
rent ceilings (see chapter 4). As a result, the rental market may actually
operate quite well, and the usual analysis of incidence applies. Other
factors which might impede the functioning of urban land and housing
markets are zoning regulations and monopolistic property ownership.
However, research on urban land and housing markets in developing
countries generally has concluded that zoning and related regulatory interventions tend to be ineffective and that monopoly conditions do not
generally prevail (Dunkerley 1983; Linn 1983).
Market imperfections may also result from monopolistic conditions in
commodity or factor markets. An important and widespread imperfection in developing countries results from the production of goods and
services by state enterprises. In some countries these enterprises account
for a significant share of GDP and are often subject to property taxation.
The incidence of property taxes on state enterprises will depend on their
pricing and investment policies. If their prices are fixed, then the tax
cannot be shifted forward to consumers. If, furthermore, investment
decisions in these enterprises are not based primarily on rate-of-return
criteria-that
is, if the primary objectives are social-then a change in
the property tax would not induce a shift in factor use from capital to
labor, and thus backward shifting to labor would not occur. Under these
circumstances the public sector itself will entirely absorb the tax change.
If, however, public enterprises produce nontradable commodities (for
example, public utilities) and are permitted to pass on a higher property
tax in the form of higher prices, then a substantial part of the tax increase
(perhaps all of it) will be borne by consumers. If public enterprises are
untaxed but compete with private enterprises in the production of nontraded commodities, this would dilute the impact of a change in the
property tax on consumers because the taxed private firm would not be
able to pass on as much of the tax as they could in the absence of public
participation in production.
In summary, if the assumption of perfect competition is not applicable
because of public intervention, the incidence of the property tax depends
essentially on whether or not output prices are permitted to reflect
changes in tax rates. If prices are permitted to change, then consumers
will bear the burden of the increased tax. If prices are not permitted to
change, then producers (private or public) will tend to bear the burden.
Furthermore, where monopolistic conditions prevail in the commodity
or labor markets, the private producer tends to bear a greater share of
a change in the property tax.
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A Framework for a Theory of Incidence
in Developing Countries
Because many of the assumptions whichare crucialto the conventional
theories of incidence are not applicable in developing countries, it is
necessary to alter the conventional approach. An alternative approach
that accommodates these differences is presented in figure 5-1.
Assume that there is an urban sector with two cities and a rural sector.
Each sector consists of a formal and an informal subsector, and each
subsector has residential and business activities.There is assumed to be
no capital mobility between the formal and the informal subsectors (as
indicated by the absence of any arrows linking these subsectors). But
capital is perfectly mobile between the activities (business and residential) in each subsector. Labor is assumed to be fully mobile within the
country, and land is assumed to be fixed in supply in the short run in
the country as a whole and in each city. In the long run, however, urban
land is assumed to be elastic in supply in an individual city but inelastic
in the country as a whole. For the formal subsector, intersectoral and
international capital mobility are less than perfect but not entirely absent.
Capitalis more mobile in the long run than in the short run. Eachinformal
subsector is assumed to be entirely isolated in its capital supply from
international as well as national sources.
On the basis of this framework a general theory regarding the incidence of property taxation in developing countries can be formulated.
A nationwide tax increase will be treated separately from a tax increase
restricted to one locality.
A Nationwide Increasein the PropertyTax
In the short run, capital is likely to be inelastic in supply in the country
as a whole and in each locality. In this case, the increase in the property
tax is borne largely by owners of capital and land in each locality. If the
tax increase is restricted to the urban sector, there are no spread effects
to the rural sector.
In the long run, capital is more mobile both internationally and internally within the formal sector. Assuming, furthermore, that land and
labor are quite inelastic in aggregate supply, one finds that in the formal
subsectors the tax on structures is shifted to land, labor, and consumers
throughout the economy, whereas the tax on land will be borne largely
by landowners. Taxpayers in the informal subsectors cannot pass on the
tax outside their respective subsectors, given the assumed immobility of
capital between the formal and the informal sectors. Within each informal
subsector, property owners will bear the tax on land but shift the tax on
structures to consumers, renters, and labor by reducing their investment
activity.

Figure 5-1. The Model of Property Tax Incidence
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A Localized Increase in the Property Tax
Given the short-run assumptions employed in the previous paragraphs
(an inelastic supply of capital and fixed supplies of land and labor), the
incidence of a tax increase by a single local government will parallel that
for a countrywide increase, except that the effects will be restricted to
the taxing jurisdiction.
Given long-run assumptions (elastic supplies of capital, land, and labor
in the taxing jurisdiction), most of the tax on residential properties in
the formal subsector will be passed on to renters with only a minor part
remaining with landowners. The tax on commercial properties in the
formal subsector will be shifted forward largely to consumers: to local
consumers in the case of nontraded commodities, especially services,
and to national consumers in the case of traded commodities for which
local producers dominate the national market and are protected from
foreign competition. Within the informal subsectors, the tax burden is
shifted to renters and consumers.
Summary and Assessment
The framework presented above emphasizes three important points
in assigning property tax incidence: (a) the distinction between nationwide and localized tax changes; (b) the segmentation of commodity, housing, and capital markets into the formal and informal subsectors; and (c)
the time frame in which the incidence of the tax is considered. For a
nationwide increase in property taxes, the burden will in the short run
be limited to local and subsectoral property owners; that is, it is not
spread to all owners of capital. In the long run, a nationwide tax may be
shifted away from capital and land to labor and consumers because of
international capital mobility. For a localized change in the property tax,
most of the burden would again be borne by property owners in the
short term but would substantially be shifted to consumers in the long
term, including not only the tax on improvements but also that on land.
The distinction between short-run and long-run incidence is thus very
important. In the short run property owners largely bear the tax, and
they may suffer substantial capital losses as a result of the tax change
since property values are likely to be depressed. This may be demonstrated as follows. Assume a property is expected to yield an annual
pretax return of $1,000 in perpetuity. Its present value in the absence
of a property tax would then be equal to $10,000 if the discount rate is
10 percent. Assume then that an annual tax of $100 is levied in perpetuity; that is, there is a tax rate of 10 percent on the rental stream. If
this tax is not shifted by the property owner for a period of ten years
but is entirely shifted thereafter, the capitalized present value of the ten
years' tax payments amount to approximately $614, or some 60 percent
of the total present value of all future tax payments.8 If the tax is borne
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Table 5-1. PercentageShare of Total Present Value of Property Tax
Burden Borne by Property Owner. A Hypothetical Case
Years borne
(n)'

Percentageshare
of owner

Years borne
(n)a

Percentageshare
of owner

9.1
17.4
24.9
31.7
37.9
43.5
48.7
53.3
57.6
61.4

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

64.9
68.1
71.0
73.7
76.1
78.2
80.2
82.0
83.7
85.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

a. Assuming the tax is fully borne by the owner for n years at a discount rate of 10 percent,
applying the equation in note 8 of text.

by the owner for five (two) years, his share in the present value of the
tax will be 38 (17) percent (table 5-1). These capital losses will be reflected in a temporarily lower value of the property. The lesson from
this example is that property owners are likely to be affected substantially
by a change in the property tax rate, even if they eventually are able to
shift the burden of the annual tax payment to others. It is not surprising,
therefore, that property owners tend to object vigorously to increases
in tax rates.
Empirical Estimates

of Incidence

The heavy reliance on property taxation by local governments in industrial and developing countries alike has often been lamented on
grounds of regressivity. This concern comes partly from an intuitive feel
that property taxes are regressive and partly from studies that have confirmed this intuition. In this section we review a number of studies of
the incidence of the property tax in developing countries to determine
whether, and under what assumptions, they confirm or disprove the common notion that the property tax is regressive.
A number of these studies are summarized in table 5-2. For purposes
of comparison, estimates for the United States are also included. Before
discussing the nature and implications of these studies, three comments
are in order. First, most of the studies deal with the incidence of the
property tax in the context of an analysis of the incidence of all taxes in
the country on a nationwide basis. Since property taxes generally do not
weigh very heavily in the overall national tax system, they are treated
rather superficially in some of these studies. Second, with the exception
of four studies (numbers 10, 11, 16, and 24 in table 5-2), all these analyses
treat the property tax as a nationwide system rather than as city-specific
(Text continues on page 141.)

Table 5-2. Summary of Studies of the Incidence of the Property Tax
Shifting as-Plinspoo regarding tax
On residenialproperties
Year

Study
number

Type of
property tax

Broril

1976

16

Local property
tan it selected cities

Colombia

1961

6

Economy,city

1966

7

All property
taxes nasionwsde

All property
taxes, ntionwide

Land

Improsements

On industrial
and commercial
properties

Elasticity of

housing

Income

expenditure

elastifcty of
cooumptSon
exprnditure

sith respectto
-ncome

Tax borne by property owners

'/4of rtn is bornes by owners
(presormably the tax on lasld)
'/8 of thc tae is borse by housing consumers (presumably
the tas on improvements)

sumers in
proportion
to nonfood
expenditure
/3(presumably rax on land) is allocated to three
highest income groups (approximately 3.8
percent of population)
5
/s (presumably tax on improvements) are allocated according to nonfood expenditure

Of land and
improremenos

Of al capital

Presumed
progressive

-

Tan on coinUtisty
mercial and
industrial
properties is
'/8of all tan
payments
and is
passed on

DBwribuotnof ownenhip

Slightly
greater than
unity

Property owners belong
to highest
income
quartile

Slightly
greater than
unity

i lighest 3.8
percent of
income distribution

-

-

-

Allowanejfor
administratir
characterisco
Implications
of differential tax rates
and exemptions are
discussed
qualitatively

Inscidense
Progressive,
but not allocated by income
classes

No

Slightly progressive

No

Progressive

(Table continaes on the following page.)

Table 5-2 (continued)
Elasticity of
housiong
expendituore
On indastrial
and commercial with respectto
income
properties

Shziftng assurotption regarding tax
On residentialproperties
Economy,city

Year

Type of
Study
number property tax

and

Impro,oement,

Borne by
sharehold
ers

1970

8

All property
taxes, na
tionwide

Borne by capital owners

1970

9

Bogota

1970

10

All property
taxes, nationwide
Urban property tax in
Bogota

Cali

1975

11

Urban property tax in
Cali

70 percent of the t-a is collected from the richest quartile; 30 percent from the second q-rtile
Bornie by conBorne by occupants in proporsumers in
tion to housing expenditure
proportion
to nonhorising expendicure
Borne by conBorne by ocBorne by
sumers in
cupants in
owners
proportion
proportion
to nonfood
to housing
consumpcxpenditure
ion

19/5

12

All property
taxes, nationwide

-as

Income
elasticity of
consucmption
expenditure
-

Approxinmtely unity

Slightly less
than unity

Unity for
owner-occopants
Less than
unity for
renters

Approximatcly unity

Distribution of ownership
Of land and
improemeons

Of a!! -apital
All capital:
very progressive
Share capital:
owned by
appro.imately highest 15 perCent

-

-

-

Allowan,efor
adminiotrasi-e
,haracterwtii,
No

Very progressive

No

Very progressive

No

Slightly re
grersive

Tax rate stracture, exemprions
collection
have pro
gressive impact; assess-

Progressive

Incidence

At least nettral, probably progressive

neutral
Borne by capital owners

Borne by
shareholders

-

-

-

As for study 8

Excise effects
resulting
from rax
rate differences (see
roral and
spatial) are
progressive

Very progressive

jamaica

1963

18

National and
local properry taxes,
nationwide

Tax borne by occupants

Korea, Rep. of
(Seoul)

1970

24

Taxes on residential
properties
in Seoul

Entire tax borne by occupants
in proportion to actual or
imputed rent

Lebanon

1968

21

Nationwide
property tax

Allocared to owners according to properry income

-

-

Progressive in
lower income
groups,
then neutral

Malawi

n.d.

23

Nationwide
property tax

Borne by owners of dwellings and real estate

-

-

Pakistan

n.d.

22

Nationwide
property tax

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Panama

1969

14

National
property tax

19 percent of tax is allocated to
urban residential property
and is assumed to be borne
in proportion ro estimated
income from owner-occupied
housing
5 percent of the rua is borne
by agricultural landowners

76 percent of
the rax falls
on business
property
and is borne
in line with
nonfood
consump-

-

U,i

-

Less than
unity

No

Regressive,
except for
highest income
group,
which bears
a relatively
high burden

Differential
rate structore for
land and
improvements, and
for different
value classes

Regressive for
lower income
groups;
neutral for
middle and
higher income
groups

-

No

Highly progressive for
lower income
groups,
then neutral

Not specified

Not specified

No

Not allocated

Not specified

Not specified

Nor specified

No

Progressive

Not specified

Not specified

-

No

Progressive,
except for
highest two
Income
brackets,
for which it
declines
steeply

-

-

(ion
(Table continues on the following

page.)

Table 5-2 (continued)
Shifting assumptions regarding tax
On residentialproperties
Economy,city
Peru

Year

Study
number

1966

13

Type of
property tax

Land

Improvements

Elasticity of
housing
On industrial
expenditure
and commercial with respectto
properties
income

All property
taxes, nationwide

Borne by property owners in proportion to actual and imputed rental incomes

Nationwide
rental tax

Tax is borne by occupants in
proportion to actual or imputed rental payments

Inceme
elasticity of
consumption
expenditure
-

>

Portugal

1973

19

Tax on business borne
by consomers of
output of
business
sector

Not specified

Not specified

Distribution of ownership
Of land and
improvements
All property
income, encept impated rent,
is assigned
to persons
with income
greater than
$1,300 a
year
All reported
profits, including cash
rents, are
assigned to
the highest
0.1 percent
in the income scale
Imputed rents
are distributed in proportion to
the value of
homeownership
-

Of all capital
-

--

Allowancefor
administrative
characteristics
Lower than
average effective tax
rates for
rural and
low-income
urban properties are
mentioned

No

Incidence
Very progressive, except
for highest
two income
groups, for
which the
tax burden
declines but
remains
above average

Neutral except for
highest income
group,
which bears
a relatively
low burden

Puerto Rico

n.d.

17

All national
and local
property
taxes, nationwide

Tax on owner-occupied properties borne by owners according to expenditure on
owned dwelling
Tax on rental property borne
by consumers in proportion
to rental payments

Tax on business land
borne by
owners and
distributed
according to
dividend receipts
Tax on business improvement
shifted to
consumers

Turkey

1968

20

Natiottwide
property tax

Allocated accorditg to housing expenditure

Progressive

Greater than
unity for all
income
groups, except the
highest; less
than unity
for the
highest two
tncomte
groups

-

-

-

No

Slightly progressive

-

No

Progressive,
except for
highest income
group,
which bears
a relatively
low burden

(Table continues on the following page.)

Table 5-2 (continued)
Shifting assumptions regarding tax
-________________On industrial
and commercial
Land
Inmprorements
properties

On residentialpropertie
Economy,city
United States

Year
6

19 0s
and
1970s
(various
years)

Study
Type of
number property tax
1

All local property taxes,
nationwide

2

As for study i

3

As for study I

No differentiation between
land and improvements
Tax on rental property, borne
by tenant
Tax on owner-occupied property, borne by owner-occupant
Tax on rental propeny, borne
by all capital owners
Tax on owner-occupied property, borne by owner-occupant
Borne by all capital owners

4

As for study I

As for srudy I

5

As for study I

Taoxon rental property, passed
on to renters
Tax on owner-occupied property, borne by owner-occupants

s-,

42)

Not available.
n.d. No date.
-

l2 passed on
to consumers, I/
borne by
capital owners
Borne by all
capital owners

Elasticity of
housing
expenditure
with respectto
income
Less than
unity

-

Borne by all
capital ownPassed on to
consumers
Borne by all
capital owners

Income
elasticity of
consumption
expenditure
Less than
unity

Distribution ofownership
-

Of land and
improvements

Of all capital

Allowance for
administrative
characteristics

Incidence

Progressive

Progressive

No

Regressive at
lower end
of income
scale, progressive at
top

-

Progressive

Progressive

No

-

Progressive

Progressive

No

Progressive,
but proportional in
middle income range
As for study 2

No

Regressive

No

Regressive at
lower end
of income
scale

As for study I

As for study 1

-

As for study I

As for study 1

-

As for study I
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property tax systems. As the preceding section has made clear, this has
important implications for the type of shifting assumptions which are
appropriate. Third, out of twenty-three studies, only five (11, 12, 13,
16, and 24) attempt to allow for administrative factors-assessment practices, rate structure, and so on-in the analysis of incidence.
Overall, these studies have used a bewildering variety of assumptions
about shifting and assigning the tax burden across income classes. One
group assumes that the entire tax is shifted forward to consumers (4, 10,
18, 19, 20, and 24). This set of assumptions approximates the long-run
incidence of an increase in the local property tax in the framework developed above. Of the six studies cited, however, only two (10 and 24)
actually deal with a local rather than a nationwide property tax. For Colombia (Bogota), Korea (Seoul), and the United States, these studies show
a regressive incidence of property taxation. For the three other countries
the evidence is mixed: in Jamaica, the tax is estimated to be regressive
except for the highest income group, which bears a relatively high burden. The reverse is true for Turkey, while in Portugal the tax is neutral
with the exception of the highest income class, which bears a lower
burden than the other income groups. The crucial determinants of the
distribution of the tax burden for this set of studies are (a) the incomeelasticity of housing expenditure for that part of the tax which falls on
residential property, (b) the income-elasticity of total expenditure on
goods and services for that part of the tax which falls on industrial or
commercial property, and (c) the tax rate schedule.
There is no clear consensus on the income-elasticity of demand for
housing in developing countries. Comparative evidence on housing consumption patterns in developing countries is scant. Grimes (1976) and
Jimenez and Keare (1984) have concluded that the elasticity of housing
expenditure with respect to current income is generally in the neighborhood of unity or slightly below. However, data from surveys of housing expenditure in Peru and the Philippines show income-elasticities of
housing consumption greater than unity (1976 World Bank data for the
Philippines; Webb 1977 for Peru). Mayo and Gross (1987) have recently
concluded that short-run income-elasticities of housing demand (based
on cross-sectional analysis of household behavior within cities) fall in the
range of 0.31-0.88 for renters in selected cities of developing countries
(the median is 0.49) and in the range of 0.17-1.11 for owners (the median
is 0.46). However, the long-run income-elasticity of housing demand
(based on estimates across cities and/or countries) is greater than unity.
According to one of their estimates, the long-run income-elasticity for
renters is 1.60; for owners it is 1.38.
There are good a priori arguments that the income-elasticity of housing
expenditure will not be less than unity in developing countries, especially
in large ones. The first argument is that for the poorer segments of the
population food is probably the principal essential commodity, whereas
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shelter, especially at the lowest levels of income, is much less of a necessity, particularly where the climate permits subsistence with minimal
shelter and where squatting reduces the monetary cost of land occupancy.9 Second, estimates of the income-elasticity of housing expenditure may be on the low side since they usually refer to current rather
than permanent household income. Although it is doubtful that it is
appropriate to use life-cycle income in analyzing income-elasticities of
housing expenditure in developing countries for the purposes of studying
incidence (Linn 1979b), a longer time horizon than the one frequently
used in surveys of expenditure may be appropriate. As confirmed by
Mayo and Gross (1987), the use of a longer time horizon would lead to
higher income-elasticities of housing expenditure than those estimated
on the basis of current income data because of the averaging of income
fluctuations over longer time spans. In summary, the long-run incomeelasticity of housing expenditure in developing countries is not likely to
be less than unity and therefore would not imply a regressive tax on
residential properties, even where it is assumed that the entire tax is
shifted forward to the occupants.
Most empirical studies assume that the property tax burden on nonresidential properties is shifted forward to consumers of the goods and
services produced on the taxed properties. To approximate the relation
between expenditure and income on these goods and services, the income-elasticity of total consumption is frequently used. This elasticity
is generally below unity. Thus, a regressive element is introduced into
the incidence of the property tax. Since agricultural property often is
not taxed or is taxed at lower rates than urban property, however, it
would be more appropriate to assume that the tax is borne in proportion
to nonfood consumption rather than total consumption. The incomeelasticity of nonfood consumption tends to be above that of total consumption and is probably in the neighborhood of unity (Taylor and others
1965; McLure 1975a). The incidence of the property tax on commercial
properties then would be approximately neutral. The overall incidence
of the tax on residential and nonresidential properties combined is likely
to be at least neutral, and possibly somewhat progressive, if one assumes
a perfectly elastic land and capital supply and thus a complete shifting
of the tax to consumers.
In the next group of studies, four (6, 7, 11, and 14) have estimates of
incidence which apply the traditional view and thus assume that the tax
on land is borne by landowners, whereas the tax on improvements is
assumed to be shifted to consumers. These assumptions approximate the
long-run assumptions about incidence for a nationwide tax increase under
the framework suggested above except that the likely burden on labor
has been neglected. Because in developing countries the ownership of
land is likely to be quite highly concentrated among high-income
groups,"0 under this set of assumptions incidence is virtually certain to
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be more progressive than for the group of estimates discussed in the
preceding paragraphs. Indeed, with the exception of the Panama study
(14), all estimates under this set of assumptions indicate a uniformly
progressive incidence."
Only two studies for developing countries (8 and 12) have attempted
to apply the new view of incidence and thus assume that the entire tax
burden is shifted to the owners of capital. 1 2 These studies find the property tax to be progressive, as is the case in the United States (see studies
2 and 3). As was argued above, the new view implies that capital is
perfectly mobile domestically but perfectly immobile internationally,
which is not likely for many developing countries.
Four studies (13, 16, 21, and 23) assume that the entire property
tax burden is borne by property owners. This approximates the shortrun assumptions about incidence and leads to a conclusion that the burden of property taxation is highly progressive. To the extent that income
from real estate tends to be understated in surveys in developing countries, the property tax is probably even more progressive than found in
these estimates. 13
In sum, of nineteen studies of the incidence of the property tax in
developing countries or cities, only two found clear evidence of regressivity (10 and 24). In both cases, rather extreme assumptions were made
regarding the full shifting of the tax burden to consumers and occupants,
and general expenditure patterns were found to be unusually incomeinelastic. For the remainder of the studies, incidence varied from neutral
to very progressive depending on the precise assumptions made. If the
theoretical framework developed above is accepted, then these empirical
studies lead to the conclusion that a proportional property tax in developing countries is likely to be very progressive in the short run and
at least neutral, if not slightly progressive, in the long run. Therefore,
the popular assumption that the property tax is regressive seems inappropriate for developing countries.
Distributive

Effects of Structure

and Administration

Most studies of the incidence of the property tax assume the application of equal rates to all properties, that is, a tax strictly proportional
to property value. Yet in fact the property tax typically is not applied at
uniform legal rates, and a great deal of additional variation is introduced
by assessment and administrative practices. Indeed, probably more than
for any other major tax, the incidence of the property tax depends on
its implementation. Unless one takes account of this implementation, it
is impossible to determine the distribution of tax burdens.
The features of property tax structure and administration which are
relevant to the question of incidence are summarized in table 5-3 for
selected cities of developing economies. Typically, these practices can
be distinguished by how they affect the appraisal of property values, the
(Text continues on page 153.)

Table 5-3. Structure and Administration of the Property Tax, SelectedDeveloping-EconomyCities
Net effect of
administrative

Differential treatment by property value
City, economy,year

Rate ste-1-re

Assessment

Differential treatment by location or use
Rate structure

La Paz, Bolivia,
1976

Higher tax on vacant urban land

F..ncistow-,
Botswaia, 1974

Vacant land is
taved at rates
above improved la-d
(P)'

Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, 1975

Lower rates for
vacant urbatland (0.3 percent) than for
inproved properties (1.3 percent) (R)I

Salvador, Brazil,
1973

Residential properties taxed at
lower rate (0.7
percent) than

AJsesament

Differential
treatment of land
and improvements

Preferential
treatmnentof owteroccapanct

Differential
collectionpractices

Frequency of
ajsesens s

practiceson
property tax
injcdeesc

(P)

Before 1974 only
lond value was
taxed. Since
1974 improvemeats are also
taxed, but at a
lower rate than

452

Every five years
(statutory and
actual)

Progressive

laod

industrial

(1.0

percent) or
commercial
property (1.5
percent).

Higher assessment ratio for
vacant land (80
percent) than
f&r improved
properties (55
percent) (P)

For improved
properties only,
the improvements are
taxed, with
land exempt
(R)

(In some Brazilian cities
owner-occupied
properties are
taoed at lower
rates than
rental properties)

Regressive

Progressive

Sao Paulo, Brazil,
1975

Taiwan (China),
1974

Land value tax:
rates increase
with assessed
land value
("progressive
starting valnues") (P)

Bogord, Colombia,
197/4

Exemption of
low-value properites (P)

4\
''

Higher rates for
vacant urban
land (3 percent) than for
improved properties (0.7-1.5
percent) (P)
Higher rate on Ma- Higher assesscant urban land
ment ratio in
(2.4 percent)
center of city
than for im(75 percent);
proved properlower on peties (1.2 perriphery (50
cent) (P)
percent) (P)
Land value tan:
Land value tan:
penalty rates
urban land at
for conrestperiphery of cidents in each
ties frequently
city. Higher
assessed as
taxes on vacant
rural land
land (P). blouse
tax: higher
rates for business structures
Rural property
Rotating revaluataxed at lower
tion by area
rates than
urban property.
Higher rax on
vacant urban
land (P)

Progressive

Separate tax on
land (national
land value tan)
and improvements (local
government
house tax)

Land value tan
Preferenttial
treatment for
owner-occupiers in residential properties
below a certain
size

Progressive

About every 5-8
years (unofficially)

Progressive

(Table continues on the following page.)

Table 5-3 (continued)
Net effect of
administrative
Differential treatment by property value

Differential treatment by location or use

___________

City, economy,year

Rate structure

Assessment

Rate structare

Cali, Colombia,
1975

Partial or full enemption of
low-value properties (P)

Rural property
taxed at lower
rates than
urban property

Cartagena,
Colombia, 1973

Rate decreaseswith
property value
(R)

Rural property
taxed at lower
rates than
urban properties

411

Assessment

Differential
Preferential
treatment of wnertreatment of land
and improvements
occupants

Rotating revalnatiossby area,
concentraunsg
on high-value
areas; squatter
areas valued on
basis of outdated mass appraisals (P)
Rapid property
value growth of
high-income
and tourism development

practices on
property tax
incidence

Differential
collectionpractices

Frequency of
assessnmnets

Discount for
early payment
of property tax

Every 6-8 years
(unofficially)

Progressive

1962, 1965,
1967, 1971-72

Regressive

Annual assessment by zones,
but not keeping in line with
property value
growth

Regressive

areas not capAbidjan,
Cote d'Ivoire,
1974

Vacant land, insufficiently developed land,
and land owned
by cooperatives
are taxed at
rates additional
to bssic property tan (P).
Temporary enemptions of
newly constructed properties (ten
years) and of
public housing
(R)

tured (R)
Relative overassessment of
properties in
low-income
areas (R); assessment ratio
lowest for
owner-occupied
residential
properties (20
percent),
higher for
rental properties (50-60
percent) amd
industrial/commercial proper-

Lower assessment
ratio for
owner-occupied
properties (R);
longer enemption period for
new owner-occupied property (twenty
years instead of
standard ten
years) (R); all
owner-occupied
properties valued at less than
$652 were permanently ex-

ties (50 percent) (R)

Hiong Kong, 1974

Ahmadabad, India,
1973

Refund of "property tax" (but
not of "rates")
on business
property
Rates increase
with assessed
rental value (P)

(In some cities in
Gujarat State,
vacant land is
not taxed)

empted; all
owner-occupied
housing permanently exempted from
Fonds National
d'investissement surcharge
(R)
Owner-occupants
are exempted
from "property
tax" bat not
from "rates"
(R)
Preferential assessment for
owner-occupier
(rental properties assessed
3.5 to 5.0
times higher)
(R) (similar
preferential
tre.tme.,t in
other cities of
Guiarat State
and in Assam
State)

Regressive

Every four years

(Table continues on the following page.)

Table 5-3 (continued)
Net effect of
aedministrative
Differential treatmnet by property talue
City, economy,year
Bombay, India,
1973

no

4\

Calcutta, India,
1973

Rate structure
Rates increase
with assessed
rental value
(P). Properties
with very low
rental value are
exempt (P). De
facto enemptions of squatters on monicipal land (P)
Rates increase
with assessed
rental value
(P). Properties
with low rental
value are ceempt (P)

Delhi, India, 1973

Rates increase
with assessed
rental value (P)

Madras, India, 1973

Rates increase
with assessed
rental value
(P). Low-value
property is eempted (P)

Assessment

Differential treatment by loa-tion or use
Rate structure

Assessment

Differential
treatment ofland
and improvements

Prefeential
treatment of receroccupants

Frequency of
assessments
Every four years

Suburban properties toned at
lower rates.
Temporary enemptions (ten
years) for
newly constructed small
tenements

Vacant land is exempt from
trues (R). Differential tan
rates in frogmented metropolitan jurisdictiots
Higher rates for
industrial and
commercial
properties than
for residential
properties

Differential
collectionpracties

Preferential assessment to
owner-occospier
at 80 percent
of full imputed
rental value (R)

Every six years

Preferential assessment of
owner-occupied
properties was
recently abolished by court
corder
Informal reduction of 10-15
percent of tru
liability for
owner-occupants (R)

Every three years

Every five years

pratices on
property tax
incidence
Progressive

Progressive

Jakarta, Indonesia,
1973

Tehran, Iran, 1975

Kingston, Jamaca.,
until and 1974
Kingston, Jamaica,
after 1974

Declin.ng assessmeats (by formula) with increasing
distance from
city center
Low-value property is exempt
(P)
Rate increases
with property
value (P)
Rate ascreases
with property
value (P)

Higher rates on
land than on
improvements

Temporary reductions in site
value assessments on appeal where assessed on basis
of potential alternative use
with higher
yield than in
present use

Seoul, Rep. of
Korea, 1973

Lower rates for
properties in
certain suburban locations
Exemption of
low-value properties (P)

Infrequent adjustmeats in Index
system

Every five years

Progressive

Last revaluation
in 1928

Progressive

Tax on land only

Last revaluation
in 1974

Progressive

All Impro-ements
exempt

Every five years
(statutory), last
revaluation in
1969
An.nual

Higher rates in
St. Andrews
Parish

4o.

Nairobi, Kenya,
1975

Residential improvements are
exempt

Higher rates levied on improvements
thais on land

Discounts for
early payments

Progressive

(Table continues on the following page.)

Table 5-3 (continued)

Differential treatment by property vaine
City, economy,year

Rate structure

Korea, 1975

Property tax rate
increases with
size of landholding and
value of improvement (P)

Karachi, I'akistan,
1976

Rates increase
with assessed
rental value (P)

Manila, Philippines,
1974s

Assessment

Differential treatment by location or use
Rate structure

Assctsment

Newly built factories in Seoul,
Poissn, and
Daegu are
taued at five
times the regular rate for fise
years after construction

Differential
treatment of land
and improvements

Preferential
treatment of owneroccupants

Differential
collectionpractices

Frequency of
assessments

Assessment ratio
is 100 percent
for improvemeins and 60
percent for
land. Range of
tax rates is
identical for
land and improvement but
varies according to urea on
former case
and according
to value in the
latter

Net effect of
administrative
practices on
property tax
incidence
Progressive

Owner-occupied
properties exempt (R)
For residential
properties, statutoty assessment ratio increases with
property value
(P). This may
be offset by ef
fective underassessment of
market value in
some highproperty-valooe
areas

Differential rates
in metropolitan
area due to jurisdictional
fragmentation
and freedom of
local governments ot vary
rates limited
only by nationally legislated
maximum valaes

Higher assessment ratio for
commercial and
industrial land
(50 percent)
than for agricultural (40
percent) and
residential land
(30 percent).
Higher assessmeat ratio for
improcenrents
than land on

To be carried out
every five years

Progressive

cormercial, industrral.

arid

agricultural
laird lap to 80
percent). Assesstnirtt ratio
varies between
jurisdictions in
metropolitan
area
Portugal, 1976

Singapore,
Singapore, 1974

Thailand, 1974

Rate oitreraser
with property
value (Ph, partial or full exemption of
low-value residential properties (P)
Preferential treatment for lowvalue properties in certain
area (P)

Land developmena ta on
land levied at
rates which decrease with
valuo class (R)

Property tax snrLower rates for
charge on forretrain properties in subareigners. Temporary
ban areas
reducrion in tax
rate by 50 perrent for twenty
years on approved development
projects for
urban renewal
House ard rent
tax and laId
devrlopmoent
tax levied only
on commercial
and industrial
properties

Progressive

Exemption for
owner-occupied
properties up
to higher assessed value
than fir rented
property (R)

Rural properties
taxed at lower
rates than
urban properties

Progressive

Iotal property
tan on land enceeds that on
improvements,
since land developmenr tax
is levied only
on former

Preferential treatrnent for
owner-occupiers by partial
exemption of
taxable land
area (R)

Every four years

Regressive

(Table continues on the following page.)

Table 5-3 (continued)

Differential treatment by property value
City, economy,year

Rate structure

Tunis, Tunisia,
197d

v-.

Istanbul, Turkey,
1972

Rare on improvements increases
with improvement value (P)

Assessment

Differential treatment by location or ase
Rate structure
Separate tax on
unimproved
land (P). Fift
teen-year exemption for
newly constructed residential (business) properties
(R)
Rural land taxed
at lower rares
than urban land

Zaire, 1973

Zambia, 1976

a. P = progressive.
b. R= regressive.

1stLusaka de
facto exemption of squatter
areas (P)

Astessment
Underassessment
of industrial
plants

Differential
treatment of land
and improvements

Preferential
treatment of otsneroccupants

Surcharge on residential housing
contributing to
National Housing Improvemeno Fund

De facto underassessment of
owner-occupied
properties (R)

Urban land taxed
at higher rate
than buildings

Owner-occupied
residential
properties
taxed at lower
rates than other
properties (R)

Differenotialland
aoodimoproveoetot taoes
based on land
area and floor
space respectively
Only buildings
and infrastructure are taxed

Differential
collectionpractices

Frequency of
assessment,

Net effect of
administraoive
practices on
property tax
incidence

Every three years

Regressive

Every five years
(statutory); last
revaluation in
Kitwe and
Ndola in 1971)

Progressive
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structure of tax rates, and collection procedures. Rate structure and appraisal practices in particular may vary with the value, location, or use
of the property and differ for land as compared with improvements and
for owner-occupants and tenants.
Differential Treatment by Property Value
Property tax structure and administration may discriminate among
properties of different values by applying graduated tax rates, by allowing
assessment ratios to vary across value classes, or by granting exemption
to properties in particular value classes. As was pointed out in chapter
4, two of these practices are common in developing countries. Rate structures are more often graduated than not, and exemptions for owneroccupancy, industrial activity, and low-valued properties are frequently
granted. The evidence on assessment bias is less clear. Bahl (1975) found
a preferential assessment on owner-occupied properties in Ahmadabad,
and we found one city (Manila) in which the statutory assessment ratio
increases with property value. Yet another systematic study of assessment ratios by value class in Cali (Linn 1977b; this is the only such study
of a developing-country city that we know of) found no statistically significant bias in assessment ratios.
The distributive effects of differential rates or assessment ratios by
property value class and of exempting low-value properties are quite
straightforward. Since ownership of property and housing consumption
tends to vary directly with income, a progressive (or regressive) rate
structure, assessment ratio, or exemption policy will also result in a more
progressive (regressive) tax incidence than would be the case for a proportional property tax, irrespective of whether the tax falls on owners
(short run) or consumers (long run).
Differential Treatment by Location or Use
Cities in developing economies have found numerous ways to discriminate among properties according to use or location. One frequent
practice is to apply higher tax rates to vacant lots within the urban periphery (for example, in Abidjan, Bogota, Francistown, La Paz, Salvador,
Sao Paulo, Taipei, and Tunis). The distributive effect of this policy is
likely to be progressive since the burden of the tax differential is necessarily borne by property owners rather than by consumers (even in
the long run), and since the ownership of vacant land is likely to be
concentrated in the higher-income groups.
Many Indian cities (for example, Ahmadabad and Calcutta) do not tax
vacant land. This may be traced to the colonial origins of the Indian
property tax: under British rule, vacant lots were not taxed because they
were presumed to yield no actual or imputed rental income. This exemption is likely to have regressive effects on income distribution. A
special situation appears to have existed in Rio de Janeiro, where lower
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rates have been charged for vacant than for improved lots but where a
higher assessment ratio has been applied to vacant lots. Although these
practices partially offset the regressive effects of the undertaxation of
vacant land, their net effect is to leave vacant land still relatively undertaxed, at about a quarter of the effective legal rate for improved
properties (Richman 1977).14
In many countries, rural properties are assessed and taxed on a different basis than urban properties. And even where the same tax is applied to both types of property, different rates are frequently charged.
For instance, in the cities of Colombia, Portugal, and Turkey rates within
the urban perimeter have been higher than outside. The incidence of
this practice is uncertain, but on balance it may heighten the regressiveness of the system. In the long run, much of the tax differentiation
may be shifted forward to consumers or to labor, but since the consumers
of rural production activities are likely to reside mainly in urban areas
and some of the goods and services produced in urban areas are consumed in rural areas, the incidence may be regressive. In the short run,
where the tax differential is borne by property owners, the incidence
depends on the relative pattern of property ownership of urban and rural
land. Since rural land in some countries is owned by wealthy city dwellers,
the lower rural rates may again have a regressive impact.
Differential tax rates and assessment ratios are frequently applied to
specified locations within cities. For instance, certain suburban areas of
Bombay and Nairobi are taxed below the standard rates. In the metropolitan areas of Jakarta, Sao Paulo, Singapore, and Taipei lower assessment ratios have been applied at the periphery. The explanation
frequently given by city officials for these lower effective rates of taxation
is that peripheral properties receive fewer urban services and therefore
should not be required to pay the same amount of taxes. Even where
this criterion is given officially as the explicit rationale, however, it is
not always correct, since the favored areas may actually receive the same
services as the majority of urban areas taxed at standard rates (for example, in Bombay and Nairobi). Assessment ratios may also differ by
area within a city not because of statutory provisions but because of
systematic differentials in assessment procedures. In Abidjan and Cartagena, properties in higher-income areas on balance appear to have been
assessed at ratios below the standard, whereas in Bogota and Cali squatters' areas and illegal subdivisions have been favored by lower assessment
ratios. Finally, differential tax rates and assessment ratios tend to apply
in different sections of metropolitan areas where jurisdictional fragmentation prevails, as in Calcutta and Manila. The distributive effect of all
these differential rates and assessment ratios depends on whether they
favor high- or low-income areas of the city. In Abidjan and Cartagena
it appears that the preferential treatment is given mainly to high-income
areas and therefore has a regressive impact, whereas in Bogota and Cali
the reverse is the case.
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Tax rates and assessment ratios may also differ according to whether
a property is used for residential or commercial purposes. Tax rates have
been typically higher for commercial and industrial properties in Salvador
(Brazil), Delhi, and the cities of Korea, Taiwan (China), and Thailand.
Legal assessment ratios have been higher for the same type of properties
in Abidjan and Manila, while the actual assessment ratio appears to have
been lower than average for commercial and industrial properties in
Tunis. In the short run, higher effective tax rates on industrial and commercial properties may well have progressive effects, since we can assume
that owners of commercial property will on balance be in higher-income
groups than owners of residential property. In the long run, this pattern
of incidence may be reversed. Since the income-elasticity of consumption
of nonresidential goods and services may on balance be lower than the
income-elasticity for (residential) housing services, the higher tax on
commercial properties which is passed on to consumers may well be
more regressive (less progressive) than a nondiscriminatory tax. But the
precise distributional impact of this differentiation can be established
only by careful analysis of surveys of consumer expenditure.
Other, less common administrative features of tax rate and assessment
include temporary exemptions for newly constructed buildings in Abidjan, primarily to stimulate construction. The effect on incidence is likely
to have been regressive, however, since the poorer segments of the population tend to live in older housing. The tax on their houses would
probably only in part be offset by lower rentals resulting from a larger
housing stock. Singapore has placed a higher tax rate on foreigners,
whereas penalty rates have been applied to nonresidents in the cities of
Taiwan (China). On balance these two provisions may well be progressive, although they were probably not instituted for that reason.
Differential Treatment of Land and Improvements
In many cities differential tax rates or assessment ratios are applied to
land as compared with improvements. Under site value taxation, improvements are not taxed, for example, in Kingston and Nairobi. More
common is the application of a differentially higher tax rate on land,
though in some cases improvements are taxed at a higher rate. Two main
objectives explain differential taxation of land and improvements. Lower
taxes on improvements are justified as providing an investment incentive.
Higher rates on improvements are usually supported on the grounds that
improvements reflect ability to pay, and thus higher improvement rates
are beneficial on equity grounds.
In the short run the distributive impact of differential rates on land
and improvements depends on the distribution of ownership of land and
structures across income classes, and on the land-improvement ratio. If
poorer people tend to own property for which the ratio of land value to
structure value is higher than that for property owned by higher-income
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Table 5-4. AssessedUrban Land Values in Colombiaas a Percentageof
Total Urban PropertyValue by PropertyValue Class in Ten Departments
(1974) and in Four DepartmentalCapitals
Property value
0
dloss

Land as
percentage of
total assessed
value

Number of
properties as
percentage of
totalb

Land as
percentageof
total assessed
value

Bolivar

Number of
properties as
percentageof
total'
Caldas

Less than 5
5-20
20-50
50-100
100-200
200-500
500-1,000
More than 1,000
Total

63.5
54.7
34.0
33.7
38.8
43.4
47.6
44.2
42.5

Less than 5
5-20
20-50
50-100
100-200
200-500
500-1,000
More than 1,000
Total

71.2
37.5
30.9
32.2
31.6
37.2
42.1
32.3
34.7

Less than 5
5-20
20-50
50-100
100-200
200-500
500-1,000
More than 1,000
Total

Total (Ten departments)
65.4
47.3
37.6
38.3
38.0
41.6
44.0
39.0
40.5
-

43.3
27.0
16.0
7.6
2.9
2.3
0.7
0.3
100.0

60.4
41.3
35.2
37.4
37.1
36.6
38.3
32.9
36.5

Norte de Santander
35.7
33.7
17.6
.0
4.0
1.7
0.3
0.2
100.0

14.9
36.0
27.4
10.7
6.4
3.5
0.7
0.4
100.0
Qumsdie

60.3
42.1
34.6
32.2
31.1
35.2
36.5
25.0
33.1

13.0
38.3
26.3
12.0
6.2
2.9
1.0
0.3
100.0

Armenia (Quindioe 1971
78.3
4.7
46.6
36.9
45.2
28.9
46.1
14.8
45.2
8.7
48.8
4.0
44.6
0.7
31.3
0.7
43.3
100.0

Not available.
a. In thousands of Colombian pesos.
b. May not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

people, then a lower tax rate on improvements would be regressive relative to a uniform (equal-yield)tax on land.
In the long run it is useful to distinguish between a nationwide application of preferential taxation of improvements and an exclusively
local policy charging lower tax rates on structures. In the nationwide
case, where it may be assumed that land is relatively fixed in supply,
most of the tax on land will fall on landowners. If capital is assumed to
be perfectly elastic in supply in the long run, most of the nationwide tax
on structures will be passed on to consumers, to labor, and to land.
Because landownership is likely to be concentrated among high-income
recipients, a preferential treatment of improvements is likely to be more
progressive (less regressive) than a uniform tax.1 5 For the case of local
changes in tax rates, land and capital are assumed to be elastically supplied. This means that much of the tax on land and capital is passed on
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Land as
percentage of
total assessed
ralue

Number of
properties as
percentage of
totalb

Land as
percentage of
total assessed
value

45.0
26.9
16.4
6.5
3.2
1.5
0.4
0.2
100.0

62.3
50.5
39.5
44.1
50.7
51.5
40.8
19.1
55.0

13.6
38.4
28.2
10.4
5.7
2.9
0.5
0.3
100.0

65.4
58.2
42.8
41.0
40.2
38.6
33.5
35.2
43.3

Cordoba
72.1
54.7
42.1
42.9
44.7
45.0
48.2
38.6
45.5

Land as
percentageof
total assessed
value

33.6
34.6
17.3
6.3
2.3
0.8
0.0
0.0
100.0

59.2
42.1
32.3
39.5
39.6
49.8
47.4
43.1
41.5

50.0
29.7
11.7
4.8
1.9
1.3
0.2
0.0
100.0

74.8
52.0
47.4
45.3
41.0
45.7
50.1
45.6
46.0

Cesar

Risaralda
59.6
37.0
28.8
28.8
29.0
34.9
38.2
27.9
31.3

N,,mber of
properties as
percentageof
totalb

Number of
properties as
percentage of

totalb

AMagdalena

Sucre

44.9
27.0
16.6
6.3
3.5
1.3
0.3
0.1
100.0
Santander

Cartagena (Bolirar) 1972
83.6
-

17.4
31.4
28.0
13.6
6.6
2.2
0.4
0.3
100.0

Cali (Va/let 1973
93.7

15.1

54.9

28.3

71.0

-

45.2

36.2

46.9
48.1
44.7
40.3
47.7
41.6
44.4

20.7
17.2
10.1
6.5
1.1
0.8
100.0

36.7
35.3
42.1
45.2
49.0
47.2
45.1

-

37.2
38.6
42.9
52.2
52.3
30.5
42.1

31.9
13.0
7.6
4.3
1.1
0.5
100.0

-

Pereira (Risaralda) 1971
75.0
5.9

Source: Calculated from data obtained from Instituto Geografico "Agustin Codazzi."

to consumers of commodities whose prices are not fixed through national
or international trade. Taking the case of residential housing services,
the incidence of a preferential treatment of structures relative to land
depends on the relative income-elasticities of the expenditure on services
from land and structure, respectively. If the income-elasticity of the demand for land services is higher than that for structures, then the lower
(higher) rates on improvements are progressive (regressive) relative to
a uniform tax rate on all property.
The answer to the question of the tax burden therefore seems to depend on the relative distribution across income classes of ownership of
land and buildings (for short-run incidence), and on the income-elasticity
of expenditure on services for land and buildings (in the long run). Very
little information is available on this question for developing countries.
The only source of information we found is a set of data on assessed
property values in Colombia. Table 5-4 shows land value as a percentage
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of total urban property value for eight classes of property value in ten
departments (states) and four departmental capitals. If one assumes that
there is no systematic change in assessment bias across classes, then the
lowest classes show the highest ratio of land value to total property value
in all departments and cities. In some cases the lowest ratio is found in
the middle value ranges. In other cases the decline in the ratio is uniform
as one moves from lower to higher classes. At least for Colombia this
provides an important clue for the distributive effect of exempting improvements. Because one can reasonably assume that low-incomegroups
on balance tend to own or rent lower-value properties, the exemption
of improvements would have a regressive impact in the short run,
whether or not this is done purely locallyor nationwide. In the long run
it would be regressive if done purely locally by any of the Colombian
cities. In any case, as pointed out above, the long-run incidence of a
nationwide preferential treatment of improvements would have progressive effects.
In summary, it cannot be assumedautomaticallythat lower (or higher)
taxation of improvements will have a progressiveeffect. If improvements
are treated preferentially, as is the case in most cities where differential
rates apply, then it should be done nationwide, since this will ensure a
progressive effect, at least in the long run.
PreferentialTreatmentfor Owner-Occupants
One of the most common biases in administering and structuring the
property tax is preferential treatment of owner-occupied properties.
Lower than average tax rates were applied to owner-occupiedproperties
in Abidjan, Istanbul, Karachi, Madras, and three Brazilian cities. In Portugal higher cutoff levels are applied for tax exemptions of low-value
property in the case of owner-occupants.In Abidjan, Ahmadabad,Bangkok, Calcutta, and Tunis, preferentially low assessmentratios have been
applied to owner-occupied properties. In Abidjan, furthermore, owneroccupants were given larger temporary exemptions from property taxation than was the case for all other types of properties.
In the short run, where all property taxes may be assumed to be borne
by owners, this preferential treatment of owner-occupants is not necessarily regressive. In fact, if the distribution of property ownership is
such that owner-occupied residential property weighs more heavily in
the total taxed property portfolio of lower-incomegroups than on higherincome groups (as is indeed quite likely), then the preferential treatment
of owner-occupied properties is likely to have a progressive impact. In
the long run, however, where most of the property tax is passed on to
renters and consumers, the exemption of owner-occupied properties is
likely to be regressive since rental tenancy is likely to be more common
among low-income groups than among high-income groups. Where
rental is predominant, the regressive impact will be more important. In
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countries

where

rental is relatively

important

(for example,

India, Sri

Lanka) the exemption of owner-occupants would be more regressive in
the long run than in countries (Colombia and Mexico) where property
rental is a less preponderant type of land tenure.
Collecting the Property Tax
Collecting the property tax may introduce further biases into its incidence. In developing countries high-income taxpayers are more successful in evading taxation than are low-income taxpayers. "6This directly
reduces the progressivity of the existing property tax system or worsens
its regressivity. It is, however, difficult to quantify the extent to which
different income groups benefit from inefficiencies of collection. In Cali,
Linn (1979b) measured the relation between arrears and the income level
of taxpayers. The evidence indicated the reverse of the usual presumption, in that lower-income taxpayers tended to contribute more heavily
to arrears. Evidently the pattern of tax collections by income group may
differ from city to city and country to country (and may well differ for
different taxes within the same locality). The incidence effects will vary
accordingly.
Summary and Evaluation of Administrative Practices
The prevalence of administrative and statutory procedures which tend
to distort the incidence of the property tax away from the distributive
effect of a proportional tax points to the importance of considering the
institutional framework within which property taxes are applied. One of
the most extreme cases was found in the city of Abidjan, where a complex
system of differential tax rates, differential assessment ratios, and temporary as well as permanent exemptions has made it virtually irrelevant
to consider the incidence of the average property tax. In that city, owneroccupants in some past years paid no property tax during the first two
years after construction of a building, 1 percent of gross rental value
between year three and year twenty, and 6.2 percent thereafter. Rental
housing and office buildings paid 6, 9, and 20.5 percent respectively for
the same periods. Factories always paid 20.5 percent. Various other statutory provisions and de facto administrative procedures further complicated the picture. Overall, the incidence of this complex set of exemptions is probably more strongly regressive than the proportional tax
applied to all properties (1974 World Bank data).
From the broad overview of urban property tax administration in all
the cities and countries shown in table 5-3 one can assess to some extent
the distributive effects of these practices."7 In seventeen out of thirtytwo cases the overall effect of these institutional aspects is progressive
when compared with that of a proportional property tax; in six cases it
appears to be regressive. In the remainder of the cases it was either
impossible to assign a clear direction to the impact of the administrative
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practice, or procedures with mutually offsetting distributive effects are
being applied (Ahmadabad, Calcutta, Istanbul, Karachi, and Madras).
These last examples reflect not only the effect of objectives other than
equity, but also the ad hoc way in which distributive objectives are pursued by those who administer the property tax in these cities.
In some countries administrative practices and their net distributive
effects differed among cities (for example, Brazil, Colombia, and India).
This reinforces the conclusionsof the preceding chapter that an analysis
of property tax systems at the country level may miss important intracountry differences in property tax practices.
A Case Study of the Effect of Structure
and Administration on Incidence
For Cali (Colombia)an effort has been made to quantify the effect of
administrativeand structural practices on the incidence of property taxation (Linn 1977b, 1979b). The measure used for this purpose is the
(cross-section)elasticityof actual property tax payments with respect to
income, E(T,,Y). This elasticity indicates whether tax payments vary
more or less than in proportion with income. If the elasticityE(Ta,Y) is
less than unity, the tax is regressive. If E(Ta,Y) is unity, the property
tax payments vary in proportion with income and the tax is neutral in
its incidence.To explain the reasons for any observed pattern of property
tax incidence, E(Ta,Y) is broken into a number of component elasticities.
The Model
Five factors determine the actual property tax paid on any particular
property: the market value of the property; the assessment ratio applicable to the property, that is, the ratio between the value assessed by
the official assessment agency and its market value; the "transmission
ratio," that is, the ratio of the assessed value used by the municipal
treasury for billing the property tax in relation to the assessed value as
appraised by the assessmentagency; the statutory tax rate as determined
by local or national laws;and the collection ratio, that is, the ratio between
actual tax collected and statutory tax liability. In algebraic terms these
five factors may be combined and written as follows:
(5-1)

T_

=

[actual tax payment]

=

( (AV)
'IT

(MV)MV

[collection ratio] x {tax ratel x [transmission ratiol
x [assessment ratiol x [market value]

where t, = actual tax payment, t, = statutory tax liability, t = statutory
tax rate = TSIAVT, AVT = assessed value as registered in the municipal
treasury, AVG = assessed value as registered in the assessment agency,
and MV = market value. Taking natural logarithms on both sides of
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equation 5-1 and differentiating with respect to the logarithm of income,
one can derive the following disaggregation of the income-elasticity of
property tax collections:

(5-2)

E(Ta, Y) = E(T aY)

+ E(t, Y) + E(j

± ((MV,
AVGY)

EM,

)VT

)

The first four elasticities on the right-hand side of equation 5-2 reflect
the administrative and legal framework of property taxation: tax collection, statutory tax rates, transmission of assessment records, and assessment practices. The last is the income-elasticity of the property tax base,
which is exogenous to local government policy. For owner-occupants, it
is a direct measure of the income-elasticity of housing expenditure. For
renters, it is possible to disaggregate the base elasticity E(MV,Y) further,
to
(5-3)

E(MV, Y)

=

+ E(RR)1

E(R, Y)

where R is the rental payment. The elasticity of the market value of
properties with respect to income for renters is therefore determined
by the elasticity of rental payments with respect to income, E(R,Y), and
the elasticity of the value-rental ratio with respect to rent, E(MVIR,R).
Conventional property tax analysis has concentrated almost exclusively
on the housing expenditure conditions reflected in E(M,Y) and E(R,Y)
and has generally not separated renters from owner-occupants in the
analysis of residential properties." 8 The remainder of this section summarizes the results of a study carried out for the case of Cali, which
estimated the sign and size of the various component-elasticities in equations 5-2 and 5-3 and thus derived an estimate of the overall incidence
of a property tax change. 19
Results for Owner-OccupiedProperties
For owner-occupants in Cali the estimation results are shown in table
The elasticity of property tax liabilities with respect to income,
E(T,Y), is approximately 1.25 when evaluated at the mean and is significantly larger than unity at the 5 percent confidence level; therefore,
the incidence of property taxation in Cali is progressive for this subgroup
of taxpayers. In the framework of equation 5-2, this finding may be
explained by a combination of a housing expenditure roughly proportional to income, E(MV,Y) = 1.056, and a progressive statutory tax rate,
E(t,Y) = 0.207, while the elasticities of the assessment and transmission
ratios with respect to income were found not to be significantly different
from zero. The effect of tax collection could not be evaluated in the
5-5.20
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Table 5-5. Incidenceof the PropertyTax for Owner-Occupants:
Linear
RegressionEquation Resultsfor Cali HouseholdSample
MV= -5.1731

+ 16.8274 Y
(2.590)

R 2 = 0.4896

EMV,Y

=

1.056a

-

0.0004 Y
(0.0008)

R2 =

0.9909 -

0.0041 Y
(0.074)

R 2 = 0.0072

E(AVT/AVG).Y

=

0.050

t=

0.0083 +

0.004 Y
(0.0001)

R 2 = 0.1721

E,Y

=

0.207^

Ts=

0.1277 +

0.1043 y2
(0.0184)

R= 0.4231

AVGIMV=

AVT/AVG

0.4852

=

0.0000

E(AVG,MV),Y

ET,,Y

=

b=

-0.005

1.266

Note: There were 42 observations; elasticities evaluated at the means. Figures in parentheses
represent standard errors of the regression coefficients. Y is monthly income and T, is annual
statutory tax liability; both are expressed in thousands of Colombian pesos. In 1975 the official
exchange rate was 31.2 pesos to the dollar.
a. Elasticity is significantly different from zero at the 5 percent confidence level.
b. Elasticity is significantly greater than unity at the 5 percent confidence level.

framework of equation 5-2 because of insufficientinformation, but data
on arrears indicate that higher-incomeowner-occupantstend to pay taxes
more promptly, thus further strengthening the progressivity of the tax.
Resultsfor Rental Properties
The incidence estimate for rental properties2 1 is shown in table 5-6.
In contrast to that of owner-occupied properties, the income-elasticity
of tax liabilitiesfor rented properties in Cali, E(TS,Y), is significantlyless
than unity at the 5 percent confidence level. In order to determine the
causes for this divergence in results between renters and owner-occupants, the component elasticities derived in equations 5-2 and 5-3 were
estimated. The results indicate that the difference does not lie primarily
in any differential legal or administrative treatment accorded to rental
properties with respect to statutory tax rates or assessmentpractices but
rather in different housing market conditions. The elasticities reflecting
assessment practices for rental properties, E(AVG/MV,Y) and E(AVT/
AVG,Y), are not significantlydifferent from zero; and although tax rates
on rented properties do not rise significantlywith income, the elasticity
E(t,Y) is positive. As for owner-occupants,the ratio of property tax arrears to tax liability is negatively related to income, although not significantly. Tax collection is therefore not a major determinant of differences in tax burdens between owner-occupants and renters. In any
case, the difference introduced into the elasticity E(TS,Y)for rental as
compared with owner-occupied properties on account of administrative
and legal factors is very minor. The conclusion that renters and owner-
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Table 5-6. Incidenceof the Property Tax for Renters: Linear Regression
Equation Results for Cali Household Sample
6.2896 Y
(3.5816)

R 2 =0.0932

EMvy=

MV/R= 109.2182 - 19.9431 R
(13.1747)

R 2 =0.0710

E(MvIR)R=

MV=

67.4197 +

0.325a
-0.345

R=

0.8211 +

0.1132 Y
(0.0333)

R 2 =0.02780

AVGIMV=

0.5298 -

0.0070 Y
(0.0088)

R 2 =0.0208

E(AVGIMV)Y=

-0.074

AVTIAVG =

0.9884 -

0.0008 Y
(0.0083)

R 2 = 0.0003

E(AVTIAVG,*Y=

-0.004

t=

0.0099 +

0.0002 Y
(0.0002)

R2 = 0.0390

Et,Y=

0.3634 +

0.0371 Y
(0.0192)

R 2 = 0.1106

EfT.Y=

T,=

ER,Y=

0 .4 1 6a,b

0.091
034 5b

Note: There were 32 observations; elasticities evaluated at the means; figures in parentheses
represent standard errors of the regression coefficients. R is monthly rent expressed in thousands
of Colombian pesos.
a. Elasticity is significantly different from zero at the 5 percent confidence level.
b. Elasticity is significantly less than unity at the 5 percent confidence level.

occupants are treated alike is also obtained when comparing average
assessment, transmission, and collection ratios, and statutory tax rates
for rental and owner-occupied properties. The means of AVGIMV, AVTI
AVG, arrears/Ti, and t are not significantly larger for rental properties
than for owner-occupied properties.
In contrast, the elasticity of the market value of property with respect
to income is significantly below unity for renters. Further disaggregating
this elasticity into its two component elasticities E(MV/R,R) and E(R,Y),
as in equation 5-3, one finds from the Cali household sample that E(MVI
R,R) is negative. From the estimation equations, one finds furthermore
that E(R,Y), the elasticity of rental payments with respect to income, is
significantly below unity, indicating that rental payments increase less
than in proportion to income. The low elasticity of tax liabilities on rental
properties with respect to income of renters is therefore explained
largely by the declining value-rental ratio as rents increase and by the
low income-elasticity of rental payments.
The combined distributive effect of the property tax on owner-occupied and rental property in Cali is estimated to be neutral, mainly since
the progressively structured tax rate offsets the regressive impact of overall patterns of housing consumption. An overall progressive collection
performance further reinforces the conclusion that the property tax in
Cali is approximately neutral in the long run. Assessment practices were
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not found to introduce a systematic bias into the distributive effect of
the property tax.
Summary
Assessing the distributive effect of property taxes is a complex task.
A careful determination of tax shifting assumptions must be made. Then
a statistical investigation of the distribution of tax burdens-allowing for
such important aspects of property tax administration as property assessment and tax collection-must be done. Such an analysis is often not
feasible when tax reform is being contemplated. It is therefore useful to
summarize the major conclusions of this chapter in the form of several
reasonably reliable "stylized facts" regarding the distributive effect of
reforming the property tax.
On balance, an increase in the average level of property taxation tends
to be progressive in the sense that it burdens higher-income groups more
heavily in relation to their incomes. The progressive effect is more pronounced in the short term than in the long term, and more for nationwide
property tax increases than for increases restricted to a particular jurisdiction.
The structure and administration of property taxation have a significant
impact on the pattern of incidence, and a number of developing countries
have introduced structural changes to achieve equity goals. Graduated
rate structures and the exemption of low-value properties tend to increase the progressivity of the property tax. Exemption or lower tax rates
on improvements, preferential treatment of non-owner-occupants, and
tax rate differentials by location may well result in a more regressive (or
less progressive) property tax.
These broad guidelines may be useful for reforming the property tax.
But it is also appropriate to invest some effort in quantitatively analyzing
the distributive effects of reforms that are expected to make far-reaching
changes in tax structure and administration and in the level of revenue.
The examples in this chapter indicate that this kind of analysis can be
carried out effectively and can contribute to an understanding of the
distributive effect of the property tax.

6 AllocativeEffectsof Urban Property
Taxation

EFF IC I ENCY LOSSES ASSOC IATED with raising property tax revenues
should be minimized. Few would argue with the importance of adhering
to this maxim of good taxation. Urban areas in developing countries are
already plagued by a shortage of buildable, serviced land, by high land
prices, and by an inadequate housing stock. It would be unwise to allow
the property tax to make things worse. In fact, many developing-country
governments have adjusted their property tax structures to promote better use of the land resource. Some of these discretionary adjustments
have worked, while others have not. This chapter is both a description
of this practice and a statement of how the issue of the allocative effects
of the property tax might be better addressed.
In the next section we discuss the underlying theory of the economic
effects of property taxation and then evaluate the potential of the property tax to affect land use and land prices. Finally, we provide an overview
of the various ways in which the property tax has been bent to achieve
desired allocative effects.

Property

Taxation

and Resource

Allocation

The imposition of a property tax affects the allocation of resources
only if the supply of land and of improvements responds to the imposition of a property tax. To the extent that it does, society may be worse
off, for example, if the property tax results in a reallocation of investment
from housing to automobiles. Alternatively, society might be better off,
for example, if property taxation induces improvements of slums. The
question is whether and how the use and price of land are affected by
the property tax.
In the short run, if factor supplies are inelastic, no significant resource
allocation effects will occur in the wake of changes in the property tax;
that is, the property tax will not result in significant losses in efficiency,
nor can it be counted on to correct a misallocation of resources. In other
words, unless a particular property tax practice is permitted to remain
in force for a sufficiently long period, its main effects will be to redistribute income and generate public revenue.
In the long run, if capital is assumed to be mobile within and between
countries and if land is flexible between alternative uses, the property
tax changes the allocation of resources and thus the efficiency of factor
use. As in the previous chapter, it is necessary here to distinguish the
165
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economic efficiency effects of a nationwide change from those of a purely
local change in the property tax. If the change in the tax is uniform and
nationwide, it will not significantly affect the allocation of resources. If
the tax on land is purely local or affects only certain land (for example,
urban but not rural, or residential but not commercial), then land use
may be adjusted by changing it from taxed to untaxed status. Thus a
local tax on land in the long run will affect the allocation of resources.
Moreover, because the supply of capital will adjust in the long run, a
tax on improvements will also affect resource allocation and can result
in important losses in efficiency-irrespective
of whether a tax on improvements (capital) applies nationwide or only locally.
Property

Taxation and Land Use Policy

A review of property tax practices in developing countries indicates
that they frequently deviate from a basic proportional tax on the value
of property in all uses in order to pursue a wide variety of intermediate
policy goals. Sometimes these policies are thought to be related to the
ultimate goal of minimizing the losses in efficiency resulting from the
use of the property tax as a revenue-raising instrument, sometimes to
the goal of correcting preexisting market distortions, and sometimes to
promoting social and economic goals. In practice, policymakers and the
public see the property tax as being able to help resolve a wide variety
of urban ills by increasing investment in construction (or in business),
increasing home ownership, speeding up the development of land, discouraging urban sprawl or land speculation, and encouraging lower (or
less rapidly rising) land prices (Shoup 1978). These various policy concerns are all somehow related to the goals of promoting a better use of
urban land and holding down land prices. The question at hand is whether
they can or should achieve either.
Land Use Effects
The assumption that a dense and more rapid pace of urban land development leads to more efficient land use is the basis for discouraging
land speculation, inducing early development, encouraging the "infill"
development of the urbanized area to a higher density, and encouraging
subdivision of land at the periphery. But this assumption may or may
not be valid.1 Unless the government has more accurate information on
the private costs and benefits than do private developers, or monopolistic
market conditions or externalities prevail, there is little reason to assume
that the decisions of government planners would lead to greater efficiency than those of the private sector.
Land Price Effects
A second issue is whether the property tax can and should be used to
dampen land prices. There is little to recommend the view that land
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prices, or the rate of increase in land prices, are "too high" in cities of
developing countries. As Walters (1983) has shown, rapid increases in
urban land prices may be compatible with normal rates of return on
investment in land. Landownership may involve relatively low current
yields (especially if the land is not yet fully developed) as well as high
risks. As a result, if land is to be held as an asset, that is, if its rate of
return is to be comparable to that on other assets, it has to appreciate
in value at a relatively high rate. Land speculation with a destabilizing
effect may occur if expectations of rising land prices feed on themselves
and drive land prices up more rapidly than justified on the basis of
normal rates of return and risk-taking propensity (Mohan 1977). There
is no apparent reason, however, why the usual law of speculation should
not apply to the urban land market, even in developing countries: if
speculation is destabilizing (in the sense of reinforcing rather than
smoothing out basic fluctuations in market prices), it eventually leads to
losses for the speculators.
Much of the concern about the escalation in land prices is probably
related to equity and fairness rather than to efficiency. First, it is thought
to be unfair that individuals should benefit from unearned increments
in land value, that is, the part of the increase which is caused by public
investments in infrastructure and for which the landowner does not pay.
Second, the rapid rise in land values may price low-income groups out
of the land market in the sense that they are unable to raise the necessary
capital as a down payment for a land purchase.2 These are legitimate
concerns of land policy, but they should not be construed as showing an
inefficiency in the operation of land markets.
There is also some question regarding the factual basis for the assumption that land prices are increasing more rapidly than general price
levels or than the relative riskiness of land investments. Biases in land
price reporting and estimation would lead one to believe that the average
increase in land prices is overstated (Walters 1983). Furthermore, there
are few good empirical studies to support the general impression of
rapidly increasing average land prices in developing countries. In virtually
every city examples of rapid price increases of individual properties or
types of properties may be found, particularly at the fringe of urban
development or where existing services are upgraded by private or public
action. Often, these rapid price jumps occur before actual development
or upgrading because expected future benefits are capitalized into current property value. But every city is likely to have areas where land
values are stagnant or even declining,3 and therefore an average change
in land value-rather
than some exceptional change-should be estimated in analyzing the rate of increase in land values.4
Nevertheless, there is some empirical work to support the argument
that land prices have not grown faster than inflation and real income in
developing countries. Holland and Follain (1990) report an average an-
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nual increase in land values in Jamaica of 10 percent between 1974 and
1984, in comparison with an inflation rate of 18 percent. Jamaica had
no real income growth during this period. Korea, by contrast, had real
income growth of 10 percent per year during the 1960-77 period, and
urban land values appear to have increased faster than nonagricultural
output during most of this period (Ingram 1982: 107-08). Ingram (1982)
estimated that land values grew at about the same rate as ouput in Bogota
during the 1970-78 period, but McCallum (1974), Linn (1980b), and
Mohan and Villamizar (1980) found lower rates of increase in land values.
Turning then to the question of whether or not the level of land values
is too high, the relevant consideration is "what is too high?" As Walters
(1983) points out, there is ample reason to believe that in cities of developing countries actual property value will frequently understate the
economic opportunity costs of land in its likely alternative use, let alone
in the best possible alternative use. This is the case since market prices
of land reflect the private valuation of inputs and outputs involved in
generating market rents, since they embody taxes on land, and since they
do not fully allow for the social cost of central city congestion. Only
monopoly power by landowners or restrictions on land use imposed by
the public authorities (such as zoning) are likely to maintain the market
value of urban land above its opportunity cost by limiting the supply of
various categories of land, for example, by allowing commercial activities
only in certain areas or by not permitting expansion of residential use
at the urban fringe. Because landownership is frequently dispersed, monopoly power by landowners is not likely to be a major problem in many
cities of developing countries;' it is not readily apparent that property
taxation is the appropriate antidote to high land prices if they are caused
by the government rationing the land supply through zoning or not providing urban services. It may be more appropriate to reconsider the use
of land-rationing devices.
Thus, as with the growth in land prices, there is reason to doubt an
efficiency argument for use of the property tax to reduce land prices.
Again, an equity argument may be at the heart of the matter: urban land
prices are frequently so high that low-income groups cannot afford to
purchase land, given their disposable incomes and the prevailing capital
market conditions, which prevent access to mortgage credits at affordable
interest rates. To the extent that the revenue from property taxes is
capitalized into lower current land values (since the tax reduces the expected future private yield on the land), it partially expropriates landownership rights from the present owner and also constitutes a loan to
future owners, who can now acquire the land at a lower price but will
have to pay property taxes in the future. If low-income groups cannot
buy land because they lack liquidity and access to capital markets, property taxation may be one of the policy instruments to improve their access
to landownership.
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There is, however, a caveat: when property ownership is clouded by
illegal subdivision or squatting on private or public lands, proof that the
property tax and related charges (for example, special assessments) have
been paid may be taken by private purchasers and public authorities as
a sign of relatively well-established claims to the land (Linn 1980a). By
increasing the security of tenure, this feature of the property tax tends
to offset the decline in property values which would usually be expected
to result from the imposition of a property tax.
Allocative

Effects and Property

Tax Practices

Consideration of the allocative effects of property taxation is complicated by the large number of proxy goals with unclear relations to the
underlying efficiency objective and by the large number of property tax
instruments used to achieve these goals. This problem is documented in
table 6-1, which summarizes the effects of a variety of property tax policies on multiple objectives. The table compares the effect of each instrument with that of a tax on capital value levied at a flat rate and
producing an equal revenue yield. It is assumed that capital supplies
adjust to changes in rates of return resulting from changed property tax
burdens but that the supply of land is fixed; in other words, the longrun effect of a nationwide change in the property tax is reflected in table
6-1. Besides showing the intended direction of the effect of a property
tax instrument on a particular goal, the table indicates in parentheses
what possible unintended effects may be associated with the use of a
particular instrument. The instrument's intended and likely effects on
the distributive (equity) and revenue objectives are also shown, as are
the places where such instruments have been used.
Three preliminary conclusions may be drawn from these data. First,
a large array of property tax instruments has been employed in the cities
of developing countries to attain a large number of policy goals. This
sometimes has led to conflicts between the goals of equity and efficiency
and causes offsetting resource allocation effects. Second, there is a considerable degree of uncertainty regarding the effect of these policy instruments. Third, there is often a difference between desired and actual
effects of policies because secondary effects are not explicitly considered
or because there is a lack of knowledge regarding the actual effects of
a particular policy instrument.
If one takes the effects shown in table 6-1 at face value and does not
question the relation between basic objectives and proxy goals, one finds
that site-value taxation, land value increment taxation, higher taxes on
vacant land, and the exemption of low-value properties have relatively
few conflicts between goals and tend to work in the direction of the
stated goals. Property transfer taxes, higher taxes on improvements,
lower taxes on vacant land, preferential treatment of owner-occupants,
and lower taxes on suburban locations also have relatively few conflicts

Table 6-1. Instrumentsand Objectivesof PropertyTax Policy
Objective
Reduce
efficiency
loss
resulting
from
property
tax

Increase
investment in
construction

Increase
business
intestment

Higher effective tax on
land than on
improvements,
including site-value
tax (ST)

+

-

-

+

Lower effective tax on
land than on
improvements
Temporary exemption
of improvements

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

+

+

+

Instrument

Increase
homeowneriship

Adv ance
timing of
land
development
+

(?)

Discourage
urban
sprawl,
encourage
fill-in

Discourage
land
speculation

+

+

(-

+

Higher tax on vacant
urban land

+

+

+

Lower tax on vacant
urban land

(- )

-)

(-)

Preferential treatment
of owner-occupants

(-)

Lower tax (or
temporary
exemption) on
industrial and
commercial property

(-,

+

Higher tax on industrial
and commercial
property

(

-

Progressive tax rates

(-1

Exemption of low-value
properties

+ (?)

1-)

+(

1-(

(+)

(')
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(?)

Objective

Reduce
rateof Encourage Encourage Promote
sower increase subdivision
Iand of land
at
prices prices periphery

land

+

Simplify

administration

+
+?t

+ (?)
for (ST)

I?)

(2J

+

higher

assembly ditribsution revenues
in center of income (elasticity)

+ 1?1 +

(?)

Raise

more equal

-I

+ (?)

+

Citiesoreconomies
Francistown,Botvswana;
Taiwan(China)(ST);
Tehran, Iran; Kingston,
Jamaica(STI Nairobi,
Kenya (ST),Thailand;
Istanbul,Turkey
Rio dejaneoro, Brazil,
Singapore;Zambia

-)

(5)

Abidjan,C6te d,Ivoire;
Bombay, India:Singapore,
Tanis. Tunisia

(+)

I)

Buenos

Aires, Argentina,

La

Paz, Bohva,Francistown,
Botswana;Salvadorand
Sio Paulo,Brazil;Chile;
Taswan(China);Bogota,
Colombia;Abidjan,C6te
d'lvoire: Ecuador:Peru:
Senegal;Syria:Tunis.
Tunisia;Turkey
1-1

(?1

(-l

-)

Bahamas; Rio dejaneiro,

Brazil;Egypt; Haiti: Hong
Kong; India(except Delbo
and Madras),Mauritius,
Morocco;Sierra Leone; Sri
Lanka

-)
-)

-) I

Taiwan(China);Abidian.
C6te d'lvoire. Hong
Kong: Ahmadabad,
Calcutta,and Madras,
India; Karachi,Pakistan;
Portugal;Thailand;Tunis,
Tunisia,Istanbul,Turkey
Hong Kong;Tunis, Tunisia

:

1-)

(?)

+)

Salvador,Brazil;Taiwan
(China);Delhi, India:
Jakarta, Indonesia; Manila,

(?)

(+)

e+)

(-)

+

Philippines:Thailand
Taiwan(China);Ahmadabad,
Bombay,Calcutta.Delhi.
and Madras,India:
Kingston,jamaica; Rep. of
Korea: Karachi,Pakistan:

+

Manila, Philippines,

( -) +

(?)

+

Portugal;Istanbul,Turkey
Bogotaand Cali. Colombia;
Bombay.Calcutta,and
Madras,India;Tehran,
Iran; Seoul, Rep. of
Korea;Portugal,
Singapore:Lusaka,Zambia

(Tablecontinueson thefollowingpage.)
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Table 6-1 (continued)
Objective

Instrument

Reduce
efficiency
lOss
resulting
from
property
tax

Increase
investment in
construcstion

Increase
business
-nst-tmen

Advance
timing of
Increase
land
boredevelop-- hnersip ment

Lo.er (nts on
suburban locations

X-

Land-value increment
ta tation
Property transfer tan

(7)

(

)

I?)

Rental-value tan

Discourage
urban
sprawl.
encourage
fill-in

Discourage
land
speculation

+

I?)

-

(-I )-)

Noor:This sable refers to she long-rtem impact of policy instruments usedon a nationwide basis. Impac- of insrument on she
objective:+ = positve, - = negative, ? = uncer-ain.Signs nut in parentheses indicaredenred -mpuctof policyinsteuaent. Signs
in parentheses indicate actual impuct ofpoicy instrument. ST = site valueta-.

but on balance move the urban economy away from the stated goals.
Some policy instruments, such as progressive rate structures and differential taxation of industrial-commercial and residential properties, have
such extensive conflicts in goals that it is impossible to identify their net
effects. For policy prescription, therefore, the first category of property
tax instruments is useful in promoting an efficient land use; the second
set is not; and the third set may be, depending on the relative weights
allocated to particular goals. 6
Having made this general assessment, we turn to a brief study of the
prevailing practices in using each of these instruments. If we have learned
anything about property taxation, it is that one may not easily generalize
about "the prevailing practice."
Differential Taxation of Land and Improvements
Cities in which land and improvements are taxed differentially tend
to use lower rates, lower assessment ratios, or exemptions for improvements. There are only a few cases (that we can identify) of improvements
being taxed more heavily than land (see chapter 4). The main argument
for lower taxation of improvements is to minimize the losses in efficiency
associated with property taxation.7 In the short run, however, there is
no such efficiency advantage, since the tax on improvements does not
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Objectine

Loner
land
prices
1-)

+ (?)
<?)

Reduce
rate of
Encourage
increase subdirision
of and
at
priceo
peripbery

Encourage
land
assembly
in center

Promote
moreequal
dutribution
of income

Raise
higher
re-enes
(eilast,wci
I-)

lA-i

(ii

+ I')'

+ Ž1

(-)

+)

(i)

_-:

(-)

Simplify
adminittration

(

+
-r

)

4

(?'

Cit-ic or economies
Sho Paulo, Brazil. Twan
(China), Bombay, India,
Jakarta, Indonesia;
Nairobi, Kenya; Singapore
La Paz, Bolv-a; Ta-wan
(China); Rep. of Korea
Afghanistan: Taiwan China),
Colombsa; Greece,
Guatemala, Rep. of Korea;
Lebanon, Mexico; Nepal;
Singapore
Algeria, Egypt, Haiti; Hong
Kong, India, Malaysia;
Mauritius: Morocco:
Lagos, Nigeria; Pakistan,
Sierra Leone, Singapore:
Sadan; Syria; Tunmsa;
Venezaela

a. The allocasiveeffect of each tin measare is shown in comparison with the effect of a proportional capIal valoton of equil
yield on all types of real estate, icluding land and improvemen.s The goal Is hori-inal eqaity rather than vertical equity
Soiatr: Table 5-3: Smith ( 19-91, Lent 1974 .

affect resource allocation. It is simply suffered by owners of land and
capital. The same is true in the long run if a uniform tax is levied nationwide.
Besides minimizing losses in efficiency from rising tax revenues,
higher rates on land and lower rates on improvements are also favored
on the grounds that they will force landowners to develop land to its
fullest potential and thus will stimulate investment in construction, advance the timing of land development, encourage the "infill" development of underutilized urban land, and discourage speculative landholding
practices. The degree to which these will occur has long been debated
in the literature. If capital markets operate perfectly, higher land taxes
will not stimulate the development of land over and above what would
be expected from reduced taxation of improvements. The main effect
of a higher land tax will be to lower the acquisition value of land while
raising the costs of holding the land, which-in the presence of perfect
capital markets-should
not affect the decision of anyone considering
investing in improvements. To the extent that capital markets are not
working perfectly and that site values drop as a result of the higher tax
on land, population groups that otherwise are locked out of the land
market by their inability to raise the required capital will be able to
purchase land and subsequently improve it as a result of higher land
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taxes. This is, incidentally, also the reason why a higher land tax may be
thought to lead to a higher degree of homeownership, which is yet another goal of land policy sometimes encountered in the cities of developing countries.
There are reasons, however, to doubt that higher land taxes accompanied by a decrease in the tax on improvements necessarily lead to
lower land values. The higher investment on land, which in the long run
results from lower taxes on improvements would raise the productivity
of land. As a result, the rate of return to land may rise, and land value
will rise to the degree that these changes are capitalized into it (Turvey
1957). But if increased land taxes are not accompanied by reduced taxes
on improvements, or to the extent that one is mainly concerned with
the price of undeveloped land, higher land taxes will produce the generally expected result of lowered land prices, provided land taxes are
capitalized into land values to a significant extent.
To the extent that higher land taxes result in lower land prices, they
should not also be expected to lower the rate of increase in land prices.
As Shoup has put it succinctly, "the rate of return to landowners is the
sum of the rate of return of the land in current use plus the rate of price
appreciation of land. For vacant fringe land awaiting development the
rate of return in current use may be zero or negative; if so, the rate of
appreciation must cover both the supply price of capital (the interest
rate) and the land tax. Therefore, to provide the same after-tax rate of
return as that on other assets, land prices must increase faster in the
presence of an annual land value tax" (1983: 139).
Site Value Taxation
Despite the fact that the debate about site value taxation has been
going on for many years, there is little quantitative evidence regarding
the effect of the site value tax on urban development and investment in
improvements. The debate has mainly been about theoretical considerations and has relied on casual observation of developmental effects.
In this section, we make use of some primary data from developing
countries to analyze site-value effects. Although it is not possible here
to add much new, hard evidence to the debate, some effort is made to
evaluate the likely extent of investment incentives generated by alternative forms of property taxation.
In order to analyze the effects of site value taxation on physical development, consider the hypothetical case of a switch from a pure land
value base to an annual value base with an equal yield.8 The inclusion
of improvements in the tax base is thought to discourage development
by penalizing redevelopment and renovation. Whether this disincentive
is an effective constraint, however, depends very much on the level of
the property tax rate imposed, that is, on the degree to which the tax
reduces the potential return to the investor.
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Calculations based on valuation estimates made by the senior valuer
of the Nairobi City Council in the mid-1970s provide some evidence of
this disincentive effect. Table 6-2 indicates the potential development
effects of switchingfrom a site value to an annual value basis. For example, property 17, a modern, high-rise office building in central Nairobi, paid KSh230,000 ($1 = KSh7.4 in 1975) under the site value
system, but its liability under a rental value system would have risen to
more than KSh412,000, an increase of nearly 80 percent. This increase
amounts to nearly 5.2 percent of the estimated yearly rental value of the
building. In other words, annual profits were 5.2 percent higher under
a site value tax. One might argue that this is enough of an incentive to
affect an investment decision.
Conversely,property 20 is an old, low-riseproperty in central Nairobi
whose site value is more than ten times its annual rental value. This
property would pay KSh258,750 under a site value rate but only
KSh47,160 under a rental system. The 82 percent lower level of taxes
is equivalent to about half the annual rental value of the property. Suppose this property were improved by erecting a structure that would
yield a rent of KSh3.5 million annually. Taxes under a rental system
would exceed those under a site system by KSh365,000, an amount
equivalent to about 10 percent of the annual return in the higher use.
If the owner bears this higher tax cost, that is, if he cannot pass it on in
the form of higher rents, the incentive for redevelopment under a site
value tax would appear to be great.
Although these two properties admittedly represent extremes in land
use, table 6-2 shows significantchanges in tax liability for all commercial
properties reported in this sample. By contrast, of the three industrial
properties none shows a large increase in tax liability, owing to some
combination of the labor-intensive nature of their operations and to
rental value assessments which do not adequately take into account the
yearly earnings attributable to the use of the property.
Residential properties also show varied effects, which primarily depend on whether the property has multiple units or is for a single family.
That is, if intensive use is made of the land, as in an apartment house,
the property will fare better under a site value than a rental value tax.
In table 6-2 only two properties had a lower liability under the rental
value system.
The one vacant plot in this sample-property 15-would experience
a drastic reduction in total tax liability under a rental value system. This
failure to penalize holding land off the market is often given as a major
argument against taxing the total property value-and its converse, as a
major argument in favor of a site value system. But the question arises
of why, under the present tax system, this plot has remained vacant or,
for that matter, why the older commercial property, number 20 in table
6-2, has not been renovated or redeveloped.

Table 6-2. Tax Liabilities in Kenya under Equal-Yield Site Value and Rental Value Systems
(Kenyan shillings)
System
Property
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

___________________Site

Use
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
(vacant)
Residential
Central
Commercial
Offices
Shops
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Totald

Site value
(thousands)

Rental value
(thousands)

value tax'
(1)

Rental

value taXb
(2)

(2)

(2) - (1)

-

(1)

as a percentage of
rental value'

50
60
60
55
55
56
65
65
60
10
6
10
100
75
200

65
57
48
28
48
58
40
33
80
40
12
15
10
90
25

2,875
3,450
3,450
3,162
3,162
3,220
3,738
3,738
3,450
575
345
575
3,750
4,312
11,500

7,664
6,720
5,679
3,301
5,659
6,838
4,716
3,891
9,432
4,716
1,415
1,768
1,179
10,611
2,948

4,789
3,270
2,229
139
2,497
3,618
978
153
5,982
4,141
1,070
1,193
-2,571
6,299
-8,552

7.4
5.7
4.6
0.5
5.2
6.2
2.4
0.5
7.5
10.4
8.9
8.0
-25.7
7.0
-34.2

16
4,000
800
2,500
4,500
1,800
104
100
500
15,247

36
3,500
180
900
400
1,500
56
62
150
7,433

920
230,000
46,000
143,750
258,750
103,500
5,980
5,750
28,750
874,702

4,244
412,650
21,222
106,110
47,160
176,850
6,602
7,310
17,685
876,370

3,324
182,650
-24,778
-37,640
-211,590
73,350
622
1,560
-11,065

9.2
5.2
- 13.8
-4.2
-52.9
4.9
1.1
2.5
-7.4

a. Tax rate equals 5.7 percent.
b. Tax rate equals 11.79 percent.
c. An approximation of the reduction or increase of the annual returns to the property.
d. Differences in the totals are attributable to rounding the tax rate on rental down to 0.1179.
Source:World Bank data.
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This small and nonrandom sample does suggest that a potentially large
incentive effect will accompany the move from a rental to a site value
tax or vice versa. It also suggests a substantial shift of the tax burden
from nonresidential to residential taxpayers-a potentially significant
disadvantage of site value taxation.
Bougeon-Maassen and Linn (1977) compared a site (unimproved)
value tax and a capital value tax, using an even smaller set of data for
Kingston, Jamaica. The results are described in table 6-3. Site and capital
values for six typical residential urban properties and two hotels were
estimated by the chief valuer of Jamaica. The sample is dominated by
the two hotels, which have much higher site and capital values than do
the residential properties. The results are expected: those properties in
which land is used more intensively fare significantly better under the
site value system. Because of the much lower level of property taxation
in Kingston, however, the investment incentives are not as great as in
Nairobi.
In both examples, it was possible to establish only the size of the
potential incentive which may be attributed to a site value system. Of
equal interest is the question of whether such incentives would actually
change the resource allocation. One way to deal with this question is
with a model which traces the direct and indirect effects of changes in
a property tax system. Such a model has been developed by Grieson
(1974) for the urban residential housing market in the United States. It
is clearly a dubious undertaking to transfer this model without serious
adaptation to cities in developing countries, where factor immobility and
market segmentation may be much more prevalent than in the typical
city in the United States. No attempt has been made here to replicate,
let alone adapt, the Grieson model to developing countries. Instead, we
have estimated on the basis of Grieson's model the general equilibrium
effects of the abolition of a tax on improvements given some representative parameter values for the Colombian urban sector. Using these
simulations, we might suggest some orders of magnitude. On the basis
of calculations explained in the appendix to this chapter, the supply of
structures would increase by 5 to 7 percent in the long run as a result
of the abolition of an annual tax of 1 percent on the capital value of
structures with a concomitant increase in the value of land by 10 to 13
percent.
Perhaps the best study carried out on this subject is by Follain and
Miyake (1986) forJamaica. They used a computable general equilibrium
model to estimate the effects of replacing part of the national income
tax with either a national land value or capital value tax. The results of
this analysis can be summarized in four interesting observations:
1. The land value tax cannot be a primary source of central government
revenue such as an income tax or general consumption tax. If the land

Table 6-3. Tax Liabilities in Jamaica under Equal-Yield Site Value and Capital Value Systems, 1977
(Jamaican dollars)

System
Property
numsber
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Use

Site value
(thousands)

Capital value
(thousands)

Site
value tax
(I)

Capital
value tax
(2)

Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Hotel
Hotel

5
10
12
19
28
20
1,600
485

20
35
45
60
80
75
13,860
1,100

250
500
600
850
1,400
1,000
80,000
9,700

123
216
278
370
494
463
85,565
6,791

(2)

-

(1)

- 127
-284
-322
-480
-906
-537
5,565
-2,909

(2) - (1)
as a percentage
of capital value'
-6.4
-8.1
- 7.2
-8.0
-11.3
-7.2
0.4
-2.6

(2.1)
(0.3)
(1.3)
(0.4)
(-2.9)
(1.3)
n.a.
n.a.

n.a. Not applicable.
Note.,The site value tax is assumed to be levied at a flat 5 percent rate. The equal-yield tax rate on capital value is rhen calculated to amount to 0.62 percent and
is used to determine the tax burden on capital value. Rental value is computed at an assumed rate of return of 10 percent on capital value.
a. Figures in parentheses show tax differences when only residential properties are considered in which case the capital value tax rate is 1.5 percent.
Sonrce.Site and capital value estimates provided by the Chief Valuer, Government of Jamaica.
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tax were used to replace 20 percent of the income tax in Jamaica, it
would amount to expropriation.
2. The efficiencygains associatedwith a switchto a land value tax from
an income tax are quite small in a closed economy with a labor-supplyelasticity of 0.15. The gain amounts to about 0.06 percent of GNP. In an
open economy with the same labor-supply-elasticity,the gain is more
than ten times larger. The efficiencygains associated with a switch to a
capital value tax are equally modest.
3. A land value tax will generate larger ratios of structure to land,
relative to a capital value tax. It is less widely recognized that a capital
value and land value tax can have different effects on the use of other
inputs. This analysis indicates that some of the increase in the intensity
of land development associatedwith a site value tax comes at the expense
of employment and investment in equipment. The capital value tax generates a process with smaller buildings that house more labor and machines. The land value tax encourages the construction of larger plants
which house fewer workers and fewer machines.
4. The implications for income distribution are that labor gains from
a shift to either the land value or capital value tax, and landowners lose
from a switch to either. For example, the share of income distributed to
landowners declines by 42.3 percent and capital and labor increase their
share by about 2.5 percent in the closed economy model when the land
value tax replaces 10 percent of the income tax.
Differential Taxation of Vacant Urban Land
The main purpose of higher vacant land taxation is to encourage earlier
development of vacant urban land. As Smith (1979) has shown, this
objective is likely to be met provided the taxes are levied and enforced
at rates which significantlyaffect the rate of return to vacant urban lots.
Evidence from Taiwan (China), where this tax was levied until 1985 and
where some of its effects have been studied, suggests that the tax has
acted as an inducement to land development in a considerable number
of cases (Lent 1977). Another likely effect of higher taxation of vacant
land is to lower land values before development and thus to tax away
some of the land value increments which precede actual development
of a lot as a result of capitalizationof expected future increases in yields
(Smith 1979). The rate of appreciation in land values is likely to be
increased as a result of the vacant land tax, however, for much the same
reason that site value taxation is likely to accelerate the rate of increase
in land prices. Investors who continue to hold vacant land have to earn
a higher proportion of the total rate of return from that investment
through capital gains once the yield of the vacant lot is reduced or possibly even turned negative by the vacant land tax.
Surcharges on vacant land are usually of minor revenue importance.
Therefore any favorable distributive effects are likely to be unimportant.
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The vacant land tax must therefore be judged almost exclusively by how
well it achieves its major objective-advancing
the timing of development of vacant plots-and to what degree achievement of this goal
actually leads to more efficient use of urban land. There is by no means
a necessary link between advanced timing of land development and increased efficiency. As Shoup (1983) points out, the tax may also mean
that development may occur prematurely or inappropriate structures may
be put up in response to the incentives provided by the vacant land tax.
And even if in some areas the private sector may be too slow in filling
in undeveloped lots in central locations or may not permit rapid enough
subdivision at the periphery (this is likely to be the much rarer problem),
it is not likely that all vacant urban land will be developed too late. In
fact, city officials frequently complain about excessively early development through squatting or illegal subdivision. In order to minimize the
distortions generated by a vacant land tax and to maximize its corrective
effect, it must therefore be used in coordination with a land development
plan designed by the urban authorities to yield the most rational pattern
of urban growth. This would require selectively higher taxation of vacant
land in certain areas where development is to be accelerated. Such selective vacant land taxation has been employed in Bogota.
Taxes on vacant land are administratively feasible. With the more extensive use of computers in property tax record keeping, especially in
the larger cities in developing countries, it is possible to keep track of
liable properties. There remains, however, the problem that it is difficult
to provide a watertight definition of what constitutes vacant or underdeveloped land. Such definitional problems, according to Yoingco (1988:
10-11) are a principal reason why the idle land tax sur-rate has never
been imposed in the Philippines.
In sum, the vacant land tax can be an effective instrument in advancing
urban land development provided it is tied explicitly to existing land use
plans, provided it is levied at rates high enough to affect landowners'
perceptions of the cost of holding vacant urban land, and provided an
unambiguous definition of the tax base is agreed upon. Certainly, there
is little reason to tax vacant urban land at rates lower than developed
land, although this is done in some countries (see table 6-1).2
Preferential Treatment of Owner-Occupants
Many countries provide tax breaks to owner-occupants of residential
properties. In the United States, these take the form of income tax deductions for property taxes and mortgage interest payments, and nontaxation of capital gains upon the sale of owner-occupied properties. In
many developing countries, owner-occupants tend to receive preferential
assessments or outright exemptions, whose immediate goal is to encourage homeownership. This goal does not, however, appear to be re-
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lated in any direct manner to the basic efficiency objective. Rather, it
may be founded on the belief that homeowners provide greater political
stability, or it may very simply be intended as a tax break for the middle
and upper classes. This last aspect is probably the major actual effect of
this preferential treatment, since it has never been established that it has
actually led to more homeownership.
Differential Taxation of Industrial and CommercialProperties
Industrial and commercial properties are often more heavily taxed than
residential properties. The justification is that owners of these properties
have a greater ability to pay than do owners of residential lots; in other
words, the main objective is that of equity. In the long run some shifting
of the burden will occur and as a result the differentiated tax will become
less progressive and may even be more regressive than a flat rate property
tax. At the same time, there will be added distortions introduced into
decisions about resource allocation and thus a potential loss in efficiency.
If lower taxes are charged to industrial and commercial properties, it
is usually with the purpose of encouraging and attracting business investment in a particular jurisdiction. To the extent that tax exemptions
are competitive between jurisdictions, they will have no effect on the
location decisions of firms; and even if only one jurisdiction were to
grant the preferential treatment, the rate differential would have to be
substantial and in prolonged existence to have any effect at all. When
property tax exemptions for business are pervasive throughout a country,
they will result in an added tilt in favor of capital-intensive development,
as do subsidized interest rates and other tax breaks for business investment. This is not likely to be a desirable effect in developing countries
where capital is a relatively scarce resource.
ProgressiveRate Structure
The main purpose of progressively structured property tax rates is to
put a higher share of the tax burden on the more valuable properties
and therefore presumably on the wealthier population groups. This goal
is probably served quite well by this practice. But progressive tax rates
also have some allocative effects, which are usually not explicitly considered by policymakers.
As an owner invests in improvements to his property, its value will
increase and it will be pushed into a higher tax bracket. This is likely to
act as a disincentive to more intensive use and development of the land
and as such implies a distortion in the allocation of resources. Conversely,
to the extent that increased land value is taxed at higher rates, progressive
property tax rates-compared
with a flat rate tax-will tend to reduce
the rate of growth of land values and will reduce the spread between
property values by raising those at the lower end of the spectrum. This
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effect is probably undesirable on equity grounds, since (given imperfect
capital markets) higher land prices for low-value land tend to interfere
with the access of low-income groups to the land market.
Exemption of Low-Value Properties
The exemption of low-value properties from property taxation represents one form of progressively structured tax rates. There are two
types of exemption. The first, which is the more common, exempts all
properties below a certain cutoff value; all properties at or above that
value are taxed at the full rate. This system has the great disadvantage
of involving a discrete jump in the average tax rate and therefore implying
a marginal tax rate of infinity at the cutoff point. As a result, a strong
incentive is introduced to falsify property value assessments, so that properties which lie above the exemption limit are actually assessed below
it. Furthermore, this structure provides a strong disincentive to invest
in improving the property.
Much less distortionary is the second type, under which a certain
amount is deductible from taxable property value for all properties. This
will result in the full exemption of properties which fall below that value.
For properties growing in value above that limit, the marginal tax rate
will switch from zero to the basic tax rate. Thus there will still be some
incentive for underassessment and some disincentive to investment, but
this incentive would be much less than when the marginal tax rate is
infinity at the cutoff point. For properties with values above the deductible amount, the marginal tax rate will remain constant while the
average tax rate rises asymptotically to equal the marginal tax rate. This
has the advantage of distorting investment decisions to only a small extent
for a limited number of properties, while at the same time placing higher
average tax burdens on properties with higher values, thus continuing
the redistribution efforts up to higher property values. Compared with
progressively structured tax rates, the deductible method is easier to
administer in the absence of computer facilities and does not involve
frequent jumps or continuous changes in the marginal tax rate.
Low-value exemptions or deductibles will, like progressively structured rates, raise the value of low-value properties relative to high-value
properties. This may again make it more difficult for low-income people
to acquire land. Conversely, those low-income people who own land will
have more disposable income available for improvements and a greater
incentive to make them, since they do not pay taxes on the land and
improvements as long as the value of their property remains under the
exemption or deductible limit. This would encourage more investment
in low-cost housing than would a flat rate tax on all property. Low-value
property exemptions would be very simple to administer since the collection costs-as well as the compliance costs-for the many small properties in cities of developing countries are likely to be quite high. This
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reduction in collection cost should offset to a large extent the loss in

revenue resulting from the exemption policy (see chapter 4).
LowerTaxes on SuburbanLocations
As mentioned in chapter 5, lower taxes on suburban locations are
generally rationalized on the grounds that these properties receive fewer
services than inner-city properties and their owners should therefore not
be required to pay property taxes at the inner-city rate. This is essentially
an argument regarding the horizontal equity of the urban service pricing
structure. If the objective of horizontal equity is taken in isolation, this
argument is basically correct, although unserviced properties will pay
lower property taxes already because the value of these properties tends
to be lower than the value of serviced properties. As the appendix to
this chapter demonstrates, however, there remains a significantnet benefit to properties that have access to public services provided by taxfinanced investments.
More problematic in the implementation of differentiated property
tax rates is the fact that some areas with lower rates actually have equal
or better services than some areas with higher rates. This situation often
occurs because of inadequate property tax administration;that is, it takes
considerable effort to reclassify particular areas from low- to high-tax
status, even after most or all of the public services have been provided.
If the property tax is viewed primarily as a benefit charge for services
provided, it must be linked explicitly and directly with the quantity and
quality of services provided rather than being levied on the basis of an
outdated urban-rural classification(as is the case in Colombia and Taiwan
[China]) or on an outdated central-peripherydichotomy (aswas the case
in Bombay and Hong Kong).
One needs to consider the effects of this policy on the timing of development, urban sprawl,speculation, and land prices. Taxingproperties
at lower rates in specified locationswould not tax away any of the speculative gains from holding land vacant before development; it may encourage development of areas outside the high-tax perimeter rather than
within the perimeter, to the extent that structures are included in the
property tax; and it would leave land prices in the low-tax areas at levels
higher than would have existed with equal tax rates applied to all properties.
Land Value IncrementTaxation
Land value increment taxation has been promoted on the grounds of
equity as well as resource allocation. Perhaps the best-known use of this
tax is in Taiwan (China), where it is levied at a progressive rate on the
net increment to the value of land at transfer (Riew 1987). Statutory
rates range from 40 to 60 percent, and the basis for computing value
increments is tied to the wholesale price index. The land valueincrement
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tax accounted for about 9 percent of total revenues in Taiwan (China)
in 1985 (King 1988: 9-10).
Advocates of this tax claim that it improves horizontal and vertical
equity since it taxes awayunearned increments in land value whichresult
from public investment. This will tend to equalize benefits from landownership, since it helps to eliminate windfallgains from public activity,
and it will improve vertical equity, since unearned land value increments
are thought to accrue to the landowners, who have higher incomes.
Besides these uncontroversial equity arguments, there are also the
intended efficiency effects, measured as usual by the use of proxy goals
such as advanced timing of development, reduced land speculation, and
lower land prices (or lower land price appreciation). Apart from the
question of whether in general it is desirable on efficiencygrounds to
advance the timing of development or reduce land prices, it is not clear
that land value increment taxation will have the desired effect on these
proxy goals. As Smith (1979) has argued, the effect of a land value increment tax on the land price depends on whether or not the tax is levied
on realized or accrued increments. The latter is the usual practice in
developing countries, and it may result in "lock-in" effects (that is, effects
which provide a disincentive to sell a property). The stronger these effects, the less likely it is that the price of land will drop as a result of
the imposition of an increment tax. Similarly,it is quite uncertain on
analyticalgrounds that a land value increment tax will uniformly affect
the timing of development or the rate of change in land prices (Smith
1979). It therefore comes as no surprise to find little strong evidence
regarding the effects of this tax on the timing of development or land
prices (Grimes 1974).
The main justification for the use of a land value increment tax would
therefore appear to depend on its equity effects.These must be balanced,
however, against the administrative difficulties of applying such a tax.
Land valuation procedures are very imperfect in most developing countries, and it is difficult and costly to refine them with the frequency
required to make a land value increment tax work effectively. Furthermore, a standard property tax, if levied at sufficiently high rates, can
achieve much the same goal as does a land value increment tax in capturing land value increments. With the framework developed in the appendix to this chapter, it may be shown that a 5 percent tax rate on the
site value of land at a 10 percent discount rate captures 50 percent of
the increased yield of a property. Any general land value increment tax
policy, however, would probably not attempt to recapture much more
than 50 percent of estimated increases in land value (given the administrative difficulties of fine-tuning value increment estimates and because
some of the land value increases maybe due to private, rather than public,
action; see Grimes 1974). A site value tax may have much the same
equity effects as a land value increment tax. Especiallyif a reasonably
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effective property tax system is in place, or if urban services are effectively financed by user or development charges, it would not be good
policy advice to argue for a switch from the existing property tax system
to a land value increment tax.
Property Transfer Tax
A tax is often levied on the transfer of real estate in industrial and
developing countries alike, generally as a proportion of the stated sales
price (Smith 1979: 145). In many respects this tax has the characteristics
of a true nuisance tax. Its main purpose is to raise revenues, but with
few exceptions (for example, in Korean cities) it does not raise significant
amounts of resources at either the national or local levels. At the same
time, it is likely to affect resource allocation adversely and provides an
incentive for understating the sales price of properties, thus weakening
the main data base of real estate appraisal for the purpose of other taxes,
especially the regular property tax.
The allocative effects of the property transfer tax, like those of any
other tax on improvements, would in the long run tend to provide a
disincentive to investments in improvement and structures. Whether this
is stronger than the case for an equal-yield property tax levied annually
depends on the effective tax rates, the owner's expected holding period
for the property, and his discount rate. As Smith (1979) has shown, the
property transfer tax does not necessarily lead to a lock-in effect in delaying property transfer, but it may delay development if payment of the
tax can be avoided or postponed until the owner dies or finds sufficient
funds to develop the property himself. These conditions are likely to be
typical for many developing countries, and therefore one would expect
a lock-in effect to occur. Unfortunately, no empirical evidence is available
to verify the conclusion.
Because the post-tax return on property ownership is reduced by a
property transfer tax, property values will in general be depressed by
the imposition of such a tax. Whether this reduction is more or less than
is the case with a flat rate property tax collected annually is difficult to
tell in the absence of detailed information on relative tax rates, expected
holding periods, and discount rates. Similarly, the relative effect of a
transfer tax on the appreciation rates of property values cannot be established without this type of information.
In summary, the property transfer tax can be collected relatively easily
if property transfer registration is required in any case; but when levied
at rates high enough to provide significant revenues, its effect on land
market operations make it a poor substitute for a land tax or even a
general property tax. Where both taxes are in operation side by side, as
is typically the case, its administrative resources would be saved and
distortions avoided if the property transfer tax were removed and ad-
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ditional revenues were raised through a somewhat higher general property tax rate.
Annual Value or Rental Value Tax
A finalvariant of the flat rate property tax levied annuallyon the capital
value of real estate is the frequently employed tax on the annual or rental
value of properties. In discussionsof the preferability of one system over
the other, two main arguments are usuallygiven. The first relates to the
supposed ease of administering a rental tax, which, as was shown in
chapter 4, may no longer be a very convincing argument for most developing countries, given changed housing tenure patterns, the difficulties of assessing the nonresidential base, and the difficulties of administration. The second argument relates to the fact that the tax on rental
value is based only on the present-use value of a property rather than
on the property's development value (that is, that part of the property's
current market value which is accounted for by its potential for future
development rather than current use). The most extreme form of this
practice is found in the nontaxation of vacanturban property under some
rental value systems precisely because their current-use value is zero,
although their market value, which reflects the capitalized (discounted)
stream of expected future benefits from development, may be quite substantial.
To the extent that the property tax is seen mainly as a charge for urban
services provided to serviced and improved properties, the exemption
of vacant lots, and more generally the taxation only at use value rather
than at development value, appears at the surface to be justifiable in
terms of horizontal equity. Even in equity terms, however, upon closer
inspection it is questionable because a vacant lot in an area which is
provided with infrastructure and other urban services unavoidably imposes costs on the service facilities: distribution networks need to be
extended to and beyond the property, and excess capacity must be created to allowfor future demand resulting from the expected development
of the empty lots. In this respect, therefore, taxation of vacant lots is
appropriate on equity grounds (sharing costsimposed by lots even before
they are developed), and it may be conducive to efficiency in the sense
of advancing the timing of development or further improvement. This
aspect of capital value taxation-the discouragement of speculation and
the creation of incentives for development of vacanturban lots or underdeveloped properties-has been cited as one of the main reasons for
preferring capital value over rental value taxation (Lent 1974).
Closely related is the effect on land prices of the alternative property
tax systems. Since the capital value tax imposesa higher burden on vacant
or underdeveloped land than does the rental value tax, vacantland prices
should in general be lower under the capital value tax system. Conversely, in line with the earlier arguments regarding the relations be-
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tween the level of land prices and their rate of appreciation, the latter
will be more rapid the lower the level of land prices in order to compensate for the lower rate of return while the property is still underdeveloped.
Appendix
The Effect of Property Taxes on the Supply of Structures
The following estimation of the effect of a tax on structures is based
on the model of the urban housing market developed by Grieson (1974).
As a first step, take Grieson's finding that the elasticity of supply of
structures (E,) may be approximated by the following equation:
1 Total property value
2
land value.
From Colombian data presented in table 5-4, it can be shown by using
this equation that the average value of Es is 1.23, as compared with 2.36
for the United States (Grieson 1974). This finding confirms the expectation that capital is less mobile within developing countries than it is in
the United States.
Next, it is possible to estimate the elasticity of the supply of structures
with respect to the tax rate (Eqt) as
1 1

E,

Ed

where E, is the supply elasticity of structures as defined above and Ed is
the demand-elasticity of structures. This may be set at unity for developing countries as for the United States and therefore, given the estimated value of Es = 1.23 for Colombia, E,t = -0.55. And since the
elasticity of land value with respect to the tax rate (E,,) may be shown
to be equal to 2 Eyt, it follows that E,, is - 1.10. It is also possible to
estimate the elasticity of the total property price with respect to the tax
rate (Ep,) from the equation
Ep, =

1 + Es

= -0.45.

If one then wants to establish the effect of the adoption of, say, a 1
percent annual tax on the value of structures, it is merely necessary to
calculate 10 percent of the figures shown above for Eq,, E.,, and Ep,. The
quantitative results indicate that a conversion from a general property
to a site value tax would increase the supply of structures by 5.5 percent,
land values by 11 percent, and total property value by 4.5 percent. Table
6-4 shows similar changes for alternative assumptions regarding the value
E,. The results conform closely to the theoretical conclusions derived
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Table 6-4. EstimatedImpact of the Elimination of the Tax
on Improvementsin Colombia
E,

Supply of structures

Land price

Structureprice

0.0

0.0

0.0

10.0

0.5
1.0

3.3
5.0

6.7
10.0

6.6
5.0

6.7

13.3

3.3

100.0

20.0

0.0

2.0

10.0

Source.See text for explanation.

earlier. As the supply elasticity of structures increases (that is, as the
time horizon lengthens), the percentage change in structures increases
from a low of zero (for E, = 0) to a maximum of 100 (for E, = 10),
land value changes from 0 percent to 20 percent, and property value
changes from 10 percent when E, = 0, to 0 percent when E, = 10.
Taking the range of E, between 1 and 2, as reflecting the most likely
capital market conditions in developing countries, the supply of structures may be assumed to increase between 5.0 percent and 6.7 percent
in the long run as a result of the abolition of the tax on structures, with
a concomitant increase in land prices between 10.0 percent and 13.3
percent. If, in addition, taxes on land are raised in order to offset the
loss from structure taxes, as is likely, additional allocative effects may
occur, especially a tendency toward lower land prices offsetting the increase in the price of land observed above.
PropertyValue Changeand PropertyTaxation
An increase in land value due to improved urban services will be reflected in higher property taxes. This note demonstrates the relation
between property value increments and property tax changes on the basis
of a simple capitalization model.
Consider two properties, one at the center (property 1) and the other
at the periphery (property 2). Property 1 is assumed to command a higher
annual yield RI, due to the availabilityof publicly provided services, than
property 2, which does not benefit from these services and thus has the
lower annual yield R2. The unit value of a property (V) may be expressed
as:
V=

R

r +t

where r is the discount rate used to discount the yield stream R, which
is expected to remain constant to infinity, and where t is the ad valorem
property tax rate, also expected to remain constant to infinity. The tax
rate t is defined by the relation T = tv, where T is the property tax
payment per unit of property. Given this relation, it is then possible to
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write DV, the difference in property value between property 1 and property 2, as a function of DR, the difference in yield streams:
DV = VI

-

V2 =

R - R2
r + t

DR
r + t

DT, the difference in tax payments between properties 1 and 2, may be
written as

DT = T, - T2

=

t(VI

-

V 2)

=

tDV.

Combining the last two equations, it follows that:
DT =

DR, where
< I for r > 0.
r + t
r + t
In other words, this last equation shows that there is a difference in tax
burdens between properties 1 and 2, which is a constant proportion of
the difference in annual yields. However, since the proportionality factor
is less than unity whenever the discount rate is positive, the difference
in tax burden will in general be smaller than the difference in yields.
Taking typical values for t and r, at 1 percent and 10 percent respectively, it may be seen that DT is only 1/11 of DR. Thus there remains
a significant net benefit to property 1 from the tax-financed investments
in urban infrastructure, whereas property 2, which does not receive this
benefit, fails to be compensated by a correspondingly lower tax burden.
In this analysis it was assumed that property 2 is not expected to be
serviced in the foreseeable future. To the extent that such an expectation
exists, however, and that expected higher yields are capitalized into present market values of the property, the tax burden on the still unserviced
property will be even higher or, what amounts to the same, the difference
in tax burdens DT will be even less than in the case explained above.

7 AutomotiveTaxation

MOTOR
VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP
and use represent an excellent but
much neglected tax base for urban governments in developing countries.
A city's number of automobiles often grows faster than its population
(see table 7-1), automobile ownership and use are easily taxable, and the
burden of automobile taxes is likely to fall on persons with higher incomes. The case for greater use of such taxes is strong: in addition to
possibilities for yielding revenue, the growing number of automobiles
requires more expenditures to maintain roads and imposes the costs of
congestion and pollution on the urban environment. This chapter identifies and evaluates the various fiscal instruments which urban governments might develop to utilize this important revenue base and to control
the high costs of urban vehicular congestion.

The Case for Automotive

Taxation

There are three possible arguments for taxation of the ownership and
use of automobiles:
• To take advantage of a rapidly growing tax base
* To recapture the costs of public expenditures required because of
automobile use
* To control the social cost of automobile use.
In this section, we explore each of these arguments.
Table 7-1 shows the degree to which the growth in the number of
registered automobiles has exceeded that of the population in a sample
of cities in developing countries. (The overwhelming proportion of the
total urban motor vehicle fleet is made up of automobiles.) Furthermore,
comparing automobiles and populations in urban areas with national totals shows that car ownership is heavily concentrated in the largest cities
of developing countries.' For example, in 1970, Bangkok had 8 percent
of Thailand's population and 83 percent of its cars. Comparable figures
are 7 and 57 percent in Seoul, 15 and 65 percent in Tunis, but 17 and
16 percent in Paris. These trends of growth and concentration in developing countries are likely to persist, and thus-along with the continued growth of urban populations and of income-make the case for
automobiles as an important part of the urban tax base.
Associated with the growth of the urban motor vehicle fleet is the
greater expenditures required to maintain road and street infrastructure
190
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Table 7-1. Rates of Growth of Population and Number of Automobiles,
SelectedCities
1960-70

City
San Jos6, Costa Rica
Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Bombay, India
Calcutta, India
Madras, India
Jakarta, Indonesia
Seoul, Rep. of Korea
Beirut, Lebanon
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Mexico City, Mexico
Lagos, Nigeria
Singapore, Singapore
Bangkok, Thailand
Tunis, Tunisia
Istanbul, Turkey
Caracas, Venezuela

Rate of
growth of
population

1970-80

Rate of grow.th
of number of
automobiles

Rate of
growth of
population

5.4
2.9
3.7
2.2
4.5
5.3
8.5
2.9
6.5
5.8
7.9
2.6
6.2
2.5

10.9
7.1
8.2
7.2
5.8
8.8
22.0
9.1
11.3
10.5
15.5
6.7
12.0
6.0

3.5
2.5
3.7
3.0
3.5a
4.0
5.0

6.0

12.2

-

5.4

8.3

-

Rate of growth
of number of
automobiles
-

7.4
6.1
5.6
2.4a
9.8
11.7

-

2.5
5.0
7.6
1.5
9.1
3.1

40.0
11.5
5.2
6.8
7.9
2.6'
-

- Not available.
a. Growth in population is for 1970-86; for automobiles. 1970-84.
b. 1983-85.
c. 1980-83.
Source:World Bank (1986).

and to manage traffic. That more cars will create more pressure for more
expenditures is only half the story. The unit costs of these services are
also likely to rise with the growth of congestion and land prices in central
urban areas, and the growth of the relative price of materials (for example, asphalt and concrete; World Bank 1975c).
Besides these two reasons for taxing motor vehicles-the base is there
and greater numbers of cars generate a need for more road expendiare the strong efficiency arguments for controlling the use
tures-there
of motor vehicles in urban areas. Traffic congestion and air and noise
pollution in many cities of developing countries are either as bad as or
worse than in industrial nations.2 And although higher levels of congestion and pollution may be more acceptable in developing than industrial
countries, actual congestion and pollution in most of the large developing-country cities have almost certainly far exceeded tolerable levels.
Perhaps most important, things are likely to get worse in the years ahead.
The potential gains from reducing the growth of automobile use are
substantial-time
savings, health benefits from cleaner air, reduced exstructuring automobile taxes to
penditures on roads and streets-but
achieve them is not easy. Consider three observations about taxation and
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road congestion. First, the costs imposed by an additional vehicle using
an urban roadway are external to the operator in that other road users
bear most of the additional costs in terms of time.3 The private cost of
operating a vehicle on congested urban streets therefore diverges from
the social cost, and the result is an inefficient use of urban streets. One
of the aims of urban motor vehicle taxation should be to reduce this
discrepancy between private and social cost by charging road users the
marginal social cost of operating their vehicles.This would reduce urban
street congestion and increase the efficiencyof urban road use. Second,
buses and commercial vehicles are likely to be affected more seriously
by congestion than are automobiles because of the high proportion of
labor costs in their total operating costs, their lesser degree of flexibility
in timing and road choice, and the losses of efficiency associated with
uncertainty in bus schedulesand delivery times (World Bank 1975c: 2729). Third, congestion varies accordingto the time of day and the location
in the city. Any road user charges designed to account for the external
costs of congestion should therefore be restricted to the times and places
at which congestion occurs; otherwise the use of uncongested roads
would be overpriced and reduced to inefficiently low levels.
Which level of government should tax motor vehicles? A strong case
can be made that urban governments, rather than higher-level authorities, should be permitted and required to deal with the social costs of
the rapid growth in the number of urban motor vehicles.Urban residents
bear most of the negative externalities, such as congestion and pollution,
and are therefore likely to be most interested in countering these costs
through appropriate fees and taxes. Furthermore, local authorities are
often responsible for constructing and maintaining much of the urban
road infrastructure and are frequently responsible for regulating city
traffic and for providing public transportation (see chapter 2). Localgovernments in metropolitan areas should therefore be given authority to
control congestion with fiscal instruments and to provide for urban infrastructure commensurate with an optimal expansion of motor vehicle
traffic.4 This does not imply that higher-level governments should not
levy any taxes on motor vehicle ownership and use. In fact higher authorities should levy automotive taxes (over and above standard sales or
value added taxes) to meet three goals: to recover (approximately)the
variable maintenance costs of uncongested rural and interurban highways, to recover some of the capital costs of the interurban and rural
road network, and (perhaps) to tax consumers of luxury cars more highly
in the interest of income redistribution. Fuel taxes-and probably quite
low ones-would serve the first goal, sales and license taxes on motor
vehicles would serve the second and third. Import tariffs on automobiles
would serve to protect domestic production of automobiles and limit
imports for balance of payments reasons. In most cases, however, such
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protection is likely to be a second-best instrument of national economic
policy.5

Local Automotive Tax Practices in Developing Countries
Despite the strong case for local government taxation of urban motor
vehicleownership and use, particularlyin large metropolitan areas, urban
governments in developing countries are not universally authorized to
levy such charges. For instance, in Manila local authorities have been
expressly enjoined from levying any taxes or fees on motor vehicle registration (Bahl, Brigg, and Smith 1976). And local governments that can
impose taxes on motor vehicles or fuel consumption generally have not
made a large effort to tap this revenue source at its full potential. Only
in two of the approximately thirty developing-country cities discussed
in chapter 3 have automotive taxes contributed more than 10 percent
of total local revenue (Jakartaand Guatemala City), and only in five cities
has the share of these taxes in total local tax revenue exceeded 10percent
(Guatemala City,Jakarta, Seoul, Tehran, and Valencia).The example of
Jakarta especiallyunderlines the fact that automotive taxation, if turned
over to local authorities and if given sufficient attention, can make a
major contribution to local revenues even in a city not otherwise noted
for its fiscal or administrative achievement.6 In all cities for which detailed revenue and expenditure data could be assembled, the expenditure
on urban roadwaysexceeded revenues from automotive taxes. In Jakarta
the reverse held true, with motor vehicle tax revenues exceeding roadrelated expenditures by 220 percent (table 7-2).
A careful look at the practices in selected countries and cities reveals
that local automotive taxation consists of a very heterogeneous set of
levies (Linn 1979a). Most cities impose some form of annual license taxes
Table 7-2. Revenuesfrom LocalAutomotiveTaxation as a Percentage
of Total LocalExpenditureon UrbanRoadways,SelectedCities
City, year
Cartagena, Colombia, 1972
Ahmadabad,India, 1972
Ahmadabad,India, 1981
Bombay, India, 1971
Bombay, India, 1982
Jakarta, Indonesia. 1973
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1982
Kingston, Jamaica, 1971
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1970
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Manila,Philippines, 1970
Tunis, Tunisia, 1973

Revensue
7.2
19.2
19.4
19.0
4.1
220.2
286.9
0.0
36.2
18.3
0.0
0.2
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on all motor vehicles whose owners reside in the particular taxing jurisdiction, some levy a one-time tax on the registration of motor vehicles,
and two cities levy a local fuel tax. Only in Singapore has an effort been
made to apply restrictive licenses according to time and area of road
usage within the city. Singapore also appears to be the only ^ity in the
sample in which parking fees have been introduced and collected at more
than a nominal level. Tolls on urban roads do not appear to be levied
in any of the cities surveyed for this study.7
Local license taxes fall into three major categories. In Guatemala City,
Ahmadabad, and the Honduran municipalities, flat annual taxes have
been levied, differentiated only by type of vehicle. In Colombian and
Korean cities and in Jakarta and Bombay, the tax has varied not only by
type of vehicle but also according to weight, cylinder size, or age. In
addition, there are "special features" in a number of cities: in Korea, the
local license tax was lower for business than for nonbusiness use, and
for large cars the tax varied with axle distance; in Bombay, higher taxes
applied to vehicles not equipped with pneumatic tires; in Bogota, the
license tax declined with the age of the vehicle; and in Colombian and
Korean municipalities buses were charged according to the number of
seats.
In contrast to annual license taxes, registration fees and transfer taxes
were levied whenever the title to the motor vehicle changed hands (Bogota, Cartagena, Jakarta) or only once at the time of the initial registration
(Tehran). In Colombia the registration fee appears to have been nominal
(less than $1 in the mid-1970s) and was presumably intended to reflect
only the administrative cost of registration. In Jakarta and Tehran, however, the registration "fees" were clearly more in line with the nature of
taxes. They amounted to a sizable proportion of vehicle value in Jakarta
(10 percent for initial title transfer and 5 percent for any subsequent
transfer) and in Tehran a flat charge of approximately $44 was required
for the initial registration of cars, taxis, and buses (half that amount for
trucks).
Where local fuel taxes applied, they were usually levied on a specific
basis (in Bogota, Guatemala City, and Singapore) and generally applied
only to gasoline.8 The case of Singapore is exceptional since the fuel tax
is a combination of a local and national tax, and Singapore had one of
the highest national gasoline tax rates in a sample of forty-eight developing countries surveyed by Smith (1974). In the Philippines, cities and
municipalities could (before 1974) impose a tax on gasoline of up to 25
percent of the national gasoline tax. In the Manila metropolitan area,
different percentage rates applied in the various local jurisdictions, varying from 0 to 25 percent of the national tax.
Singapore is even more exceptional since it is the first city in the world
(that we know of) to make a significant effort to restrain central city
congestion through the application of area- and time-specific licenses and
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parking charges. The scheme was initiated in June 1975 and was monitored extensively by local officialsand by World Bank staff (Watson and
Holland 1978). In essence, a restricted zone in the city was defined to
include the most congested portion of the central business district, covering 62 hectares with twenty-two entry points. Between 7:30 a.m. and
10:15 a.m. entry into this restricted zone by private automobile was
permitted only if the vehicle exhibited a license which cost $26 a month
or $1.30 a day (in 1976). Buses, commercialvehicles, motorcycles, and
car pools (that is, cars carrying four persons or more) were exempt. This
scheme was supplemented by a drastic increase in public and commercial
parking fees. In addition, fringe parking lots and park-and-ride schemes
were offered.
In sum, local governments in developing countries have had a range
of experienceswith automotive taxes, but with few exceptionsthese taxes
are underutilized. Considering the potential scope of these taxes for
raising local revenues, improving the allocation of resources, and more
equitably distributing income, a careful review of them is important. The
remainder of this chapter is devoted to this task.
Objectives of Automotive Taxation
Automotive taxes may serve multiple objectives, and various tax instruments can be used to emphasize one objective over another. Economic efficiency, distributive equity, buoyant revenue performance, administrative ease, and political acceptability are common goals of
automotive taxes.
The efficiency goal takes on special significance because of the frequently encountered divergence between the private and social costs of
operating a motor vehicle. In an assessment of automotive taxation,
therefore, an important issue to address is how well various taxes are
able to approximate the difference between the marginal social and private costs of automobile use. The marginal social cost includes the variable maintenance and pollution costs and the marginal congestion costs,
that is, the additonal cost of vehicle operation, lost time, and noise and
foul air that the vehicle operator imposes on others by putting an additional vehicle on the road. If automotive taxes exactly equal these
marginal costs, they will produce an efficient use of roads. If, however,
these taxes exceed or fall short of the marginal social cost, road use will
be inefficiently restricted or expanded, provided only that the demand
for road space is responsive to the cost borne by the user. The marginal
social costs of road use cannot be measured exactly, but they can be
approximated closely enough to generate a set of guidelines for tax rates.
Variable maintenance costs of road use, whether in rural or urban
areas, depend mainly on the type of road surface and are significantly
higher on unpaved than on paved roads.9 Therefore, the use of unpaved
roads should be taxed at a higher rate than the use of paved roads. The
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proportion of unpaved roads can be significant in cities of developing
countries. Officials in Cali estimated in 1974 that approximately 50 percent of its streets were unpaved. In Guatemala City the proportion of
unpaved streets in the late 1960s was 51 percent, and in San Jose 21
percent.1 0 Congestion costs vary with time of day and location in the
city, and efficient charges for urban road users would have to vary accordingly. ' Air pollution costs are directly related to the amount of fuel
consumed, but also to the state of repair of the car and to climatic conditions, in particular, wind and precipitation.
Even if these costs could be measured precisely it is unlikely that any
single tax instrument could be structured so as to reflect the full marginal
social costs. Moreover, when one considers other criteria, such as revenue performance, equity, and administrative ease, the possibilities of
finding a single best tax are even more remote. The implication is that
more than one tax instrument will have to be used to attain the multiple
policy goals and that each instrument should be aimed at the goal it is
most likely to attain. It is therefore important to consider each form of
automotive tax carefully and to review its impact on the policy objectives.
On the basis of this analysis, a strategy for urban automotive taxation
might be developed.
Two important caveats are in order. First, no practicable tax design is
likely to achieve all objectives; in particular, some efficiency gains will
have to be traded off against some efficiency losses. Moreover, better
revenue performance, greater administrative ease, and equity will involve
some efficiency losses, whatever tax instruments are chosen. Much will
therefore depend on the circumstances of a city, as well as on the weights
attached to the various objectives. Second, existing tax policies, and more
generally the existing institutional framework in any given city, will influence the desirability and feasibility of automotive tax policy. Of particular importance are higher-level government actions, since they may
significantly interfere with the ability of local government to design a
rational automotive tax policy. This interference can occur either because
higher-level government regulations prohibit local motor vehicle taxes
or because higher-level government has "used up" the automotive tax
base.
Fuel Taxes
In order to focus on the issue of local government fuel taxes, let us
assume that higher-level governments impose a fuel tax at a rate which
covers the variable maintenance costs of interurban paved highways."2
The question is then whether and to what extent governments of large
cities in developing countries should levy an additional fuel tax over and
above this national tax, and whether and how national fuel taxes might
be adjusted to capture the externalities associated with road use.
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From the point of view of economic efficiency, the national fuel tax
would provide the appropriate charge for road use on uncongested paved
urban roads and for pollution. Fuel taxes are less appropriate for approximating congestion charges, since it is not feasible to vary fuel taxes
by the time of day or the extent of congestion at a location. One alternative is to set the fuel tax high enough to approximate congestion costs
at peak hours and risk restricting vehicle use on uncongested streets. 3
The efficiency losses resulting from this action may not be very great
for three reasons. First, the elasticity of road use with respect to changes
in the fuel price is likely to be low.1 4 Second, to the extent that congestion
occurs mainly on paved urban roads but uncongested traffic is more
typical for unpaved roads, the higher fuel taxes on uncongested urban
road use would reflect the substantially higher variable maintenance costs
imposed by the users of unpaved roads. Third, more fuel is used on
congested than on uncongested roads, although the differential is not
high (World Bank 1975c). Therefore a fuel tax would fall less heavily
on operators in uncongested traffic than in congested traffic.
According to most estimates, fuel taxes set at rates designed to cover
the variable maintenance costs of unpaved urban streets would fall considerably short of the tax necessary to recover peak congestion costs (by
a factor of three, according to Smith 1975). These figures indicate that
although fuel taxes are not likely to represent a good instrument for
controlling urban congestion, a much higher tax rate would result in
efficiency losses only to the extent of encouraging vehicle use on uncongested paved streets. Such a tax would go some way toward controlling congestion.
But the degree to which fuel taxes can be set higher in metropolitan
areas than in the surrounding nonurban districts is limited by the fact
that "fuel carrying" from low-tax to high-tax areas may become worthwhile. Some regional fuel price differentials exist without apparently
resulting in major fuel-carrying activities. In fact, fuel prices tend to be
lower in the cities and higher in the outlying rural areas. The reasons
for this reverse differential include the cost of transporting the fuel to
the outlying areas and the natural monopoly position of the fuel retailer
in isolated rural areas. Higher fuel taxes could therefore be imposed in
most urban areas at least at a level which would reverse the existing price
differential, without resulting in undue fuel carrying activities.
This tax falls short, of course, of approximating the cost of unpaved
urban roads, let alone a peak congestion levy. From the point of view
of efficiency, therefore, this tax is not likely to be particularly harmful
or beneficial. It would neither restrict congestion substantially nor impose a significant burden of variable maintenance costs of urban unpaved
streets on the vehicle operator; nor would it significantly distort traffic
on uncongested urban streets.
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To the extent that one is particularly concerned about the distorting
effects of higher urban fuel taxes on commercial vehicles and buses, one
could consider excluding diesel fuel from the fuel tax, as is done in
Bogota, Guatemala City, and Singapore. Because generally there are
more diesel-powered trucks and buses than automobiles, this would favor
commercial vehicles and buses. Furthermore, where bus operators receive subsidies from the government (as in Bogota), these subsidies can
be adjusted to offset any higher fuel costs resulting from the tax increase.
The undesirable efficiency effects of local fuel taxes are thus likely to
be negligible. The effect on revenue, however, could be substantial. For
instance, in Guatemala City an increase of the fuel tax from the actual
rate of $0.02 to $0.10 per gallon in 1971 would have made the fuel tax
the largest local tax, exceeding in importance the local property tax, and
would have increased local tax revenues by about 50 percent. In Bogota
in the early 1970s, an increase of the local gasoline tax from $0.016 to
$0.10 per gallon would also have made the gasoline tax the most important local tax, with revenues almost double that of the property tax,
and would have raised local tax revenues by more than 100 percent. The
revenue-elasticity of this tax depends crucially on whether it is levied at
a specific rate or on an ad valorem basis. In the case of a specific rate,
tax revenues are likely to be quite income-inelastic, especially if inflation
erodes the real value of the specific tax and if gasoline consumption does
not grow. In the ad valorem case, however, tax revenues will rise if the
price of fuel rises. Ad valorem taxes also have the advantage of not
distorting the price-cost relation for fuels (Walters 1968: 211).
Besides their excellent revenue potential, fuel taxes have the great
advantage of being relatively easy to administer, especially if the production and wholesale distribution of fuel is in the hands of a government-owned enterprise, as in a number of developing countries. Ad valorem taxes are more difficult to administer than specific levies because
of the possibility of evasion, especially at the retail level (Walters 1968).
This explains the general preference for national and local specific fuel
taxes in developing countries.
In terms of equity, urban fuel taxes are likely to be progressive, especially if a substantial portion of commercial vehicles benefit from an
exemption of diesel fuel. Automobile ownership and use are highly concentrated among higher- and middle-income groups in all developing
countries (World Bank 197 5c), and thus a tax on fuel is likely to be
highly progressive. i
A local fuel tax, in sum, is usually an excellent financing source for
local government in terms of revenue performance, social equity, and
administrative ease. Any efficiency losses are likely to be minimal, and
to the extent that they would arise could be more than offset by efficiency
gains resulting from the tax's effectiveness in helping to curb congestion
and lessen the inefficient use of unpaved urban streets. The principal
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limitation is the possibility that higher urban fuel taxation will lead to
fuel carrying; however, this is not likely to be a problem at the tax rates
suggested here. Perhaps the central question is whether higher-level
governments are likely to allow local authorities to share in such an
important revenue source. The fact that very few local governments levy
this tax may lead to some skepticism on this score. In 1969, Jakarta
imposed a fuel tax of approximately $0.01 per gallon. Other local governments in Indonesia followed suit, but within a year the national government had taken over the tax (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976).
In 1989, however, the government was again considering proposals by
the provinces to impose a fuel tax.
Sales and Transfer

Taxes on Motor Vehicles

Sales and transfer taxes on motor vehicles increase the cost of cars for
purchasers. This increase has two effects. First, it restricts ownership to
the extent that the demand for automobiles is price-elastic. In this way,
road use might be indirectly limited. Second, it raises the annual cost of
a car for the purchaser and, to the extent depreciation is linked to use,
the cost of its use.
Consider first the implications for efficiency of higher depreciation.
Because depreciation is not likely to be significantly higher if the vehicle
is used on congested rather than on uncongested roads, a sales tax could
cause substantial losses in efficiency if it were set at a level to raise user
costs to equal social costs on congested streets. This is because one would
expect as much reduction in motor vehicle use on uncongested as on
congested streets. For moderate increases in depreciation costs caused
by a higher sales tax, however, the response of vehicle use is likely to
be low and will probably cause neither large gains in efficiency by reducing congestion nor losses in efficiency on uncongested streets.
Of greater importance may be the effect of the sales tax on the decision
of whether or not to own a vehicle at all, since the price of new (and
used) vehicles would be raised by approximately the amount of the tax.
To the extent that private automobiles are used mainly for commuting,
a reduction in automobile ownership could have a significant effect on
urban congestion, even if it did not much affect the use of automobiles
by those who continue to own them. The decline in automobile ownership-or, more likely, the slowdown in its growth-also means a loss
of welfare to those who would have owned and used the vehicles on
uncongested streets, and in that respect again results in some inefficiency.
As with fuel taxes, the efficiency effects of a vehicle sales tax operate in
opposite directions, and the net effect cannot easily be quantified.
Two other considerations are important. First, sales taxes are more
easily structured than fuel taxes to discriminate between commercial
vehicles and buses, on the one hand, which are operated mainly on intercity highways and whose use one may not want to discourage, and
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automobiles, on the other hand, which are operated mainly on urban
roads and are generally seen as the main cause of urban traffic congestion.16 Second, it is likely to be quite difficult to administer higher local
sales taxes on automobiles in urban areas because the potential for evasion is considerable. Automobiles may be purchased in lower-tax jurisdictions or out-of-town addresses may be given if the tax is linked to the
residence of the purchaser rather than to the place of residence. The
incentive for evasion is likely to pose a much greater problem in the case
of sales taxes than for the annual license tax discussed below if the two
are set at rates to produce equal annual revenues. This may explain why
local governments generally have been given access to license taxes on
automobiles, but only in rare cases to sales taxes.
One such case is Jakarta, where both transfer and license taxes are
levied by the provincial government, includingJakarta.17 In fiscal 1987,
the transfer tax accounted for 44 percent of locally raised revenues in
Jakarta and the license tax for 33 percent.
Both of these taxes are plagued by high rates of evasion. Bastin and
Hadiprobowo (1987) report that neither tax grew at as high a rate as
regional GNP. He estimates that if the 10 percent of motor vehicleswhich
are unregistered in Jakarta could be brought onto the tax rolls, revenues
would have increased over actual 1987 amounts by about 13 percent.
Thus while the revenue potential of a local automobile sales or transfer
tax could be substantial, and its tax incidence would likely be quite progressive, a problem arises with regard to the horizontal equity of the
automobile sales tax. As the tax is imposed or increased, current vehicle
owners experience a windfall gain since the values of their vehicles increase as a result of the tax on new automobiles. This problem does not
arise with annual license taxes, which are considered next.
Unrestricted Annual License Taxes
Unrestricted annual license taxes are leviedannuallyon the ownership,
rather than on the transfer or use of the motor vehicle. This tax, therefore, does not affect the use of a vehicle once it has been purchased;
however, as in the case of the transfer tax, the decision to own a motor
vehicleis affected by the license tax, since the expected annual net return
from the vehicle will decrease as a result of the license tax. The question
is whether license taxes are likely to be imposed at a rate sufficient to
affect the ownership decision. In theory, the greater annual depreciation
may indirectly affect the use of roads, and in particular a license tax on
cars may reduce urban traffic congestion to the extent that automobiles
are used in urban areas predominantly for the purpose of commuting to
and from work. Again, of course, a license tax which is high enough to
reduce traffic congestion to acceptable levels would also lead to a loss
in efficiency because of the decline in the use of uncongested roads. The
net effect on efficiencyof the unrestricted annual license tax is therefore
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uncertain,

and it is not necessarily

superior or inferior

to fuel or vehicle

sales taxes on efficiency grounds.
Much depends on how the license tax is structured. In practice, commercial vehicles and buses are generally taxed at lower rates, relative to
vehicle value, than are automobiles. This practice perhaps recognizes
that the price-elasticityof demand for these vehicles may be higher than
that for private cars, that the marginal social cost of their use in urban
traffic is less than that of automobiles, or that they make a larger contribution to development objectives. Differentiation of the unrestricted
annual license tax according to weight or tire type may reflect (apart from
ability-to-pay considerations) the realization that vehicles with higher
weight or nonpneumatic tires tend to impose higher variable maintenance costs than vehicles with lesser weight or pneumatic tires. Engine
capacity,which also is a criterion for differentiating license taxes, is seen
as a proxy for fuel use, but of course there is only an imperfect correlation
between engine capacityand fuel use and between fuel use and the social
costs imposed by the motor vehicle.Thus in practice none of these typical
discriminating features of the annual license tax-with the possible exception of lower taxes on commercial vehicles and buses-is likely to
produce significantgains in efficiency.For instance, light and less powerful vehicles may be encouraged by taxing according to weight and
engine capacity.

Instead of attempting to affect the allocation of resources by differentiating among vehicles, it might be more desirable to primarily use
the annual license tax to raise revenue. It would then be more appropriate
to vary the tax with the value of the automobile since this reflects ability
to pay as well as the extent to which different users derive consumer
surplus from the use of the road system. This form of license tax is in
fact directly comparable to the personal property taxes levied on automobiles in many jurisdictions in the United States.
As with the local fuel tax and the motor vehicle sales tax, the problem
of evasion arises. Owners may escape the annual license tax by registering
their vehicles in low-tax jurisdictions. This limits the degree to which
license taxes can differ, especiallybetween adjoining jurisdictions.There
are two reasons to believe, however, that some differentiation without
major evasion is feasible.First, in the United States, insurance ratesdiffer
considerablybetween locationswithout any apparent large-scaleattempts
at evasion by the insured (Walters 1968). Second, with a combination
of vigorous enforcement and sizable penalties, compliance may be expected to be good. The example of Jakarta tends to confirm this conclusion. Penalties of 100 percent of tax liability were applied and enforced-if necessary through confiscation of the vehicle where other
means of enforcement had failed (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976).
In recent years, enforcement efforts for automobile registration have
declined, and thus so has the collection efficiency for the registration
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tax. In Bogota it is claimed that many residents register their vehicles
in surrounding jurisdictions. The main reason for this does not appear
to lie with higher license taxes in the city than in the rural areas, however,
but with the long waiting times and the amount of red tape associated
with obtaining the annual license in Bogota. This emphasizes the importance of compliance costs and therefore the need for more effective
vehicle registration and licensing procedures. For instance, permitting
registration and tax payment by mail rather than in person may make a
considerable difference in the degree of compliance.
A good motor vehicle registration and licensing system is not only in
the interest of better tax collection but also essential to curbing motor
vehicle theft, which in some cities (for example, Bogota) has reached
epidemic proportions, and necessary for identifying and prosecuting
traffic offenders. Once a good registration system is in place it is relatively
easy to tax motor vehicle ownership. 8 Assessment of the tax can proceed
by schedules designed either according to the physical characteristics of
the vehicle (such as weight and engine capacity), or according to the
assessed value of the car.
Annual motor vehicle license taxes can be important sources of local
revenue in cities of developing countries. In Jakarta, motor vehicle license taxes accounted for approximately 33 percent of all local taxes
during fiscal 1986, and in Seoul for 7.7 percent during 1982. The level
as well as the buoyancy of revenues depend very much on how the tax
is administered. In Jakarta and Seoul, where administration was good
and rates were regularly adjusted to allow for changes in the general
price level, high and buoyant revenues were generated. In Seoul the
buoyancy amounted to about 1.2 (Bahl and Wasylenko 1976). InJakarta,
the buoyancy was estimated at 1.5 in the 1970s (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976), but it was well below unity for the 1979-84 period
(World Bank estimates). In Bogota, per capita revenues collected from
the motor vehicle license taxes declined in real terms through the 1970s,
thus implying a very low buoyancy, whereas in Cartagena vehicle tax
revenues expanded rapidly and exhibited a buoyancy of about unity (Linn
1975). In Bombay and Ahmadabad revenues collected from the local
motor vehicle taxation remained approximately constant in real per capita
terms and thus showed a buoyancy of very probably less than unity
(Bougeon-Maassen 1976; Bahl 1975). The main lesson from these widely
divergent revenue experiences is that the motor vehicle license tax can
be a major revenue source for urban governments only if it is wellstructured and aggressively administered. The rapid growth in the base
will ensure a certain amount of revenue growth, but evasion and inflation
are likely to cut heavily into this growth if administration is poor and
specific tax rates are not regularly increased to keep pace with changing
prices.

With regard to the question of incidence, there can be little doubt that
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the motor vehicle license tax is progressive, especially because commercial vehicles and buses are usually taxed at concessional rates. This
conclusion is confirmed by studies of tax incidence covering vehicle taxes
in various developing countries.1 9
The summary verdict on motor vehicle licenses is therefore that they
are an excellent tool for raising local revenue in terms of potential performance and equity. But the administration of these taxes needs to be
designed and implemented carefully to reap their potential benefits. No
large losses or gains in efficiency should be expected from the imposition
of annual license taxes, and indeed there is probably little reason for the
tax structure to be as complex as it often is in the cities of developing
countries, for gains in efficiency are likely to be negligible while administrative costs are likely to rise. It might be preferable to develop a
reasonably accurate and flexible method of assessing the approximate
value of the motor vehicle, since this is likely to enhance the equitability
and buoyancy of the tax.
Congestion

Charges

The principal goal of all local automotive taxes is to raise public revenue equitably and simply. Efficiency is usually a secondary concern, and
justifiably so, for these taxes have an uncertain and, at moderate tax
rates, probably unimportant effect on automobile use and purchase. Still,
traffic congestion in the central city remains one of the major problems
of urban life, and automotive taxes and user charges could be designed
to address this problem. Some local governments have responded to this
possibility.
Three major types of congestion charges will be briefly evaluated here:
area- and time-specific vehicle licenses, parking charges, and tolls.2 0 All
of these are suited for local government administration, provided that
local governments pay enough attention to design and that they are given
the legal authority to levy the appropriate charges.
Restricted Licenses
The success of any pricing scheme depends on its ability to distinguish
between congested and uncongested areas and times and to a lesser degree on the extent to which various types of vehicles contribute to
congestion.2 " Specific vehicle licensing schemes achieve this goal by requiring that road users exhibit special licenses while operating in prescribed zones of the city at specified times of day. For the efficient allocation of urban resources, this type of scheme is preferable to any of
the other forms of automotive taxes discussed above.
The licenses are purchased daily or monthly at prices that approximate
the marginal social cost of vehicle use in the congested areas. In order
to be administratively feasible, the number of zones that are differently
priced must be kept small and clearly defined. This of course limits the
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fine-tuning that may be expected from a restricted licensing scheme and
therefore the degree to which differing conditions of congestion may be
approximated.
The system is likely to be more easily applied if congestion is largely
confined to one central area of the city and if the peak times of congestion
are well defined and restricted to no more than two a day. If there are
several subcenters and multiple daily peak times, the restricted licensing
scheme is likely to be more difficult to apply. Bogota is a good case in
point. It has at least two main nodes of congestion-the
central business
district and the commercial district in the north of the city-and four
peak traffic times because the city's citizens return home during the long
lunch hour. An area licensing system would therefore be very difficult
to install.
Another problem is that because congestion costs are difficult to measure precisely and the response of motorists to congestion pricing is not
easily predicted, the initial charges may be too high or too low to provide
the optimal rationing of road space. Authorities must therefore be prepared to vary the charges if after some lapse of time they appear to restrict
traffic too much or too little.
To date, Singapore is the only city that we know of with a system of
restricted motor vehicle licensing. It is an invaluable example of the
feasibility and effect of this type of scheme and has been carefully monitored since its inception. Singapore is special in four ways. First, it is a
city-state with a strong, dynamic executive branch not hampered by
higher-level government controls or intrametropolitan jurisdictional
fragmentation. Second, the metropolitan management and administration can attract highly qualified staff, whereas in many other cities, local
authorities are typically not able to compete effectively with higher-level
governments for scarce talent. Third, the metropolitan authorities for a
long time had been concerned with the rapidly rising number of privately
owned automobiles, growing congestion, and potential environmental
deterioration and had demonstrated their willingness to take strong measures to deal with these problems. Fourth, the pattern of congestion in
Singapore was amenable to the application of a restrictive licensing
scheme because prime congestion was limited to a readily identifiable
central area and to one morning and one evening rush hour.
For a detailed description and evaluation of the Singapore scheme and
its effects, see the excellent study by Watson and Holland (1978). Here
only the five major conclusions are summarized. First and most important, the scheme has proved to be technically, administratively, and politically feasible. And although Singapore's special circumstances certainly favored a successful outcome, its experience can serve as an
example for other cities.22
Second, the major objectives of the scheme were achieved, at least in
the short term, and there is little reason to expect a reversal as the scheme
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continues. Central city congestion has been reduced substantially by inducing motorists to use alternative forms of transportation, in particular
public transport and car pools. As a result, all transport users reported
improvements: traffic moved faster, and there was less pollution and
fewer traffic accidents. Commercial operations apparently were not negatively affected, although an existing trend toward increased decentralization of commercial location decisions may have been somewhat reinforced.
Third, major problems affecting the efficiency of traffic operation were
limited. Initially, the scheme induced congestion on the ring road encircling the restricted area and created minipeaks in congestion immediately before and after the restricted hours. The former problem was
alleviated by minor improvements in traffic management and engineering, the latter by extending the restricted hours.
Fourth, administration, enforcement, and public acceptance of the
scheme proceeded smoothly. This was at least partly due to the largescale publicity campaign which started a year before the scheme began,
the gradual introduction of the scheme, and the rigorous enforcement
of the license regulations and the application of stiff penalties.2 3 The
capital costs of the scheme were small in comparison with the high cost
of central city street construction and related mainly to a park-and-ride
scheme introduced simultaneously.2 4
Fifth, the revenue and equity implications of the scheme, although not
of great scope, are on balance favorable. Annual revenues net of operating costs, when compared with revenues collected from other taxes on
motor vehicles or from property taxation, are not substantial (approximately 2 percent of motor vehicle taxes and 1 percent of property taxes),
but at least the system does not constitute a net drain on the public purse
and compared with other tax measures it has a low ratio of administrative
costs to revenues (less than 1 percent). The overall incidence of the
scheme has not been fully assessed because there are no relevant figures
on income distribution and the effect of shifts in transport modes is
difficult to evaluate. Given the concentration of motor vehicle ownership
and use among high-income groups, however, there is reason to believe
that the financial cost of the scheme is borne mainly by these groups.2 5
One may therefore conclude that the area license scheme in Singapore
has proved to be a successful instrument for pricing central city road use
and for limiting congestion, without major negative administrative, revenue, or equity implications. Although this is no guarantee for the
success of similar schemes elsewhere, the Singapore example indicates
that area license schemes must be taken seriously as a potential instrument for improving the efficiency of urban road use. Any attempts to
follow the Singapore example should note the various practical aspects
which helped make the system work: adequate study and preparation,
including an extensive publicity campaign; simplicity of regulation and
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flexibility in implementation; preexistence of an effective vehicle registration system and a clear commitment to the enforcement of the
scheme; and unfettered authority by the metropolitan government to
impose whatever scheme was regarded as the most appropriate.
Parking Fees
Parking fees and taxes have been suggested as one alternative to charging motor vehicle operators directly for the use of congested urban
streets (for example, McLure 197 la: 795; Churchill 1972: 145; Walters
1968: 203). The argument, first, is that parking spaces are demanded by
the same commuters who use automobiles during rush hour; and second,
that because on-street parking interferes with the use of the roads by
moving traffic, parked vehicles should be charged the cost of these interferences. The parking tax would have two components: a tax on commercial and private parking facilitiesin congested central city areas, and
fees for on-street parking collected either by attendants (as in Jakarta;
Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976) or by parking meters (asin Central
American cities; Churchill 1972).
Taxes on off-street parking facilitieswere not encountered in any of
the cities surveyed here with the exception of Singapore.2 6 (In fact, at
least one city, Cali, has employed a perverse policy that encourages the
construction of central city parking facilitiesthrough a blanket exemption
of them from municipal taxes for a period of ten years.27 ) Public authorities apparently fail to realize the need for taxes on parking facilities,
and there is also a problem with administration, particularly if the tax is
to be levied on an ad valorem base of parking rates, as suggested by
McLure (1971a). It may be administratively simpler to levy a property
tax surcharge on central city parking facilities. This would discourage
use of central city space for private or commercialparking facilitiesand
discourage the use of existing commercialparking lots because parking
lot operators would presumably pass on the higher taxes to their customers.
Fees for on-street parking are potentially more troublesome because
they require expensive metering and labor-intensive attendant and enforcement. Rough cost-benefit calculationscan determine whether parking meters should be used in any particular case.28 Collection and enforcement of parking fees, if properly administered, do not necessarily
lead to insurmountable problems. In Guatemala City, for instance, about
4,500 parking meters, as well as parking regulations, were apparently
successfullyadministered and strictly enforced (Churchill 1972). Similarly in Cali, a well-trained and highlymotivated team of municipaltransit
police kept a tight rein over moving and stationary traffic in the city
center, to the great lament of many motorists. The administration of onstreet parking, however, is likelyto be quite costly.2 9 It may be preferable
to forbid on-street parking altogether on congested streets during peak
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periods, for even one single parked car may seriously impede traffic flow
(Churchill 1972). Furthermore, parking meters and prohibitions are
more easily administered if the congestion is confined to relatively small
contiguous central city areas and a few main thoroughfares. If congestion
is wide and dispersed, as in some of the large metropolitan areas, onstreet. parking fees and regulations are less likely to provide an effective
control over the use of central city streets. As Churchill (1972) has observed, at going wage rates in developing countries it may be worthwhile
to hire chauffeurs rather than pay the parking fees, thus possibly increasing traffic congestion.
The upshot of this discussion is that parking taxes and fees by themselves are not likely to solve central city congestion, although they at
least work in the right direction. To ensure a reasonable degree of equity
and effectiveness it would be necessary to cover all forms of parking in
the prescribed area, including on-street parking as well as commercial
and private off-street parking.
Tolls
Only a couple of points need to be made about tolls for the control
of urban traffic, for they clearly are not the appropriate tool for implementing a system of congestion pricing. First, for a toll system to be
operable, entry and exit points on the roadway must be limited in number, which is typically not the case for congested urban streets, with the
exception of a few limited-access expressways. Second, toll collection
is costly to administer and may itself contribute to congestion by creating
a bottleneck at the tollgate. Tolls therefore should not be considered
efficient instruments for congestion pricing in most circumstances. They
may be adequate for financing special urban expressways through charges
levied on users. But careful consideration first needs to be given to their
efficiency and administrative cost.
Summary and Evaluation

of Local Automotive

Taxation

The main arguments in this chapter regarding the objectives of economic efficiency, equity, revenue-raising potential, and ease of administration may be summarized as follows. For economic efficiency, restricted area license charges and parking fees and taxes are the most
desirable, because they can be designed to approximate the excess of
social over private cost of using congested streets without restricting the
use of uncongested streets. All other automotive taxes also affect the
allocation of resources to some extent, but the direction of the net effect
is uncertain, and efficiency gains and losses may occur side by side. The
unrestricted license tax probably affects resource allocation least of all.
For equity, all forms of automotive taxation are likely to improve the
distribution of income, and most are fair in the sense of horizontal equity.
One exception is the motor vehicle sales tax, which results in windfall
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gains for the present owners of vehicles because the value of these automobiles tends to increase after the tax is imposed.
For revenue performance, local fuel taxes and unrestricted license
taxes can be expected to do well in yield, buoyancy, and stability. These
taxes should be levied ad valorem if buoyancy is to be preserved in the
absence of frequent rate changes. Automotive sales and transfer taxes
are likely to be less effective in their revenue performance because of
the narrower tax base and the greater likelihood of year-to-year variations
in the base. Congestion levies also tend to have a relatively narrow revenue base and are often costly to administer.
For ease of administration, fuel taxes are probably most easily handled,
whereas congestion levies are likely to be most troublesome. But the
examples referred to in the preceding sections have shown that restricted
licenses and parking taxes and fees are administratively feasible if carefully designed and implemented.
The extent to which the various taxes require coordination with higherlevel government is likely to be an important element in the local government's ability to impose them. On this account, fuel and sales taxes
are the weakest candidates, since the overlap with national or state taxing
authority is likely to be substantial. In contrast, license taxes and congestion charges in most cities can probably be imposed without serious
interference from higher-level governments.
Political acceptability is a crucial constraint on local tax policy. Differential fuel taxes may be relatively easy to impose because they tend
to be hidden in the sales price of the fuel. Tolls are likely to be acceptable
since they affect relatively few taxpayers and are clearly linked in the
public's mind to the benefit derived from the use of the roadway. At the
other end of the spectrum are restricted license taxes and high parking
fees. The problems here are that the principle of congestion pricing is
not well understood by policymakers and the public and that significant
changes in choice of travel modes would be induced by these measures.
This combination of lack of experience and unwillingness to consider
fundamental changes is a very powerful deterrent to policy action.
The optimal course of action in automotive taxation in the large cities
of developing countries is likely to include some combination of the
instruments reviewed here. Unrestricted license taxes and differential
fuel taxes can make major contributions to local revenue without causing
major efficiency losses. Restricted license taxes and parking fees and
taxes could then be imposed mainly to constrain urban congestion. Singapore is a showcase for this kind of comprehensive approach to the
problem of automotive taxation. Although the city is favored with a
number of special circumstances, which have greatly facilitated the design
and implementation of a rational urban automotive tax structure, it is
well worth careful study by experts and practitioners in urban finance
and management.

8 OtherUrbanTaxes

APART FROM PROPERTY and automobile taxes, local governments can
and do make use of a large number of other taxes and licenses. Although
these alternative sources of revenue are not always easily administered
or free from unwanted efficiency or equity effects, and although they
tend not to be as revenue-productive as local governments would like,
they have the very great advantage of being available. If local governments were starting with a clean slate with no existing taxes and no
restrictions on the bases they could use, these residual revenue sources
would probably not be chosen. However, this is not the case, and despite
their second-best nature, many of these smaller taxes give local governments some opportunity to tap the growing taxable capacity of urban
areas.
Local governments in developing countries typically have one major
nonproperty tax. Usually it is an income or poll tax, some form of indirect
tax on local trade or business activity, or an automobile-related tax (see
table 2-1 1). In a few cases, these governments have made general use
of a sales tax. They also usually have a large number of "miscellaneous"
local taxes and fees that add relatively little to total revenues.
In most cities, the structure of the nonproperty tax system tends to
be antiquated. One reason for this is a virtual absence-usually for many
years-of comprehensive local tax reform. Tax structures that may have
been appropriate for smaller towns fifty or even a hundred years ago
persist and are adjusted ad hoc and piecemeal to attempt to deal with
the rapidly rising revenue needs which characterize the larger cities of
today. There seems to be little concern with how changes in individual
taxes affect the overall goals of the local tax system; practitioners rarely
get beyond the question of how to raise another thousand rupees, shillings, or pesos. A second reason is simply that local governments lack
good alternative choices when they carry out a reform. Higher-level
governments have preempted the use of most, if not all, of the more
productive taxes (import tariffs and broadly based income and sales
taxes). Local governments, and especially those in the larger cities, therefore have been forced to look to what was left. Moreover, even in the
use of these residual sources, they are often inhibited by central government legislation regarding tax base, rate structure, and enforcement
procedures.
The situation need not be so dismal. Local governments in developing
209
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countries can reasonably impose a productive set of nonproperty taxes:
a large number of excises (for example, sumptuary taxes, various taxes
on business activities, and gambling and entertainment taxes); a set of
taxes which very aptly have been characterized as "nuisance taxes" (occupation charges, stamp duties, and the like); and, where the law permits,
even more narrowly based income and sales taxes. The trick is to find
a reasonable way to structure these taxes and to combine them in a
coherent tax system that meets the objectives of the local government.
This chapter describes the use of these taxes in the cities of developing
countries and discussesthe possibilities for a more rational use of them.
Policy Objectives
The policy objectives to be considered in formulating the system of
nonproperty taxes may be subdivided into the usual four broad goals of
revenue policy: economic efficiency,fairness, revenue performance, and
low administrative cost. Our analysis of nonproperty taxes will center
on the relative importance of these goals in different settings and on the
tradeoffs a local government might be willing to make in certain circumstances. A consideration of these basic objectives leads us to a set of tax
rules or at least to criteria for evaluating the effects of particular taxes.
According to traditional public finance theory, the efficiencygoal implies that a tax instrument which creates unwanted distortions in resource
allocation would have a negative effect on economic efficiency,whereas
a tax which corrects any preexisting malallocationof resources due to
market failure would have a positive effect on it. Of course, all taxes
have some effect on economicactivity,and it would be useless to suggest
that policy reforms should center on finding "neutral" taxes. A more
sensible approach here is to consider the strength of these effects for
various taxes. In some cases, policy may simply ignore efficiency effects
on grounds that local taxes are levied at too low a rate to make much of
a difference. In other cases, adjustments in tax policy might be called
for. For example, a sales tax or an increase in market stall rental fees
may drive shoppers or vendors from the local area. In still other cases,
the tax may be intended to changepatterns of consumptionor production
(for example, sumptuary taxes), and the issue is whether or not the tax
can achieve the desired objective.
In analyzing equity concerns, one can usefully distinguish between
horizontal and vertical equity. The former has to do with the equal treatment of equals (however defined) and in that sense may be equated with
the common concept of fairness, and the latter represents the goal of
improving an existing maldistribution of income in the city.1 One question we grapple with below is whether the nonproperty tax system can
have enough of an effect on the distribution of local incomes to make
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equity a guiding (or even a relevant) concern in formulating local government tax policy. Particularly when the low effective tax rates, the
failure to cover the informal sector, and the effects on the incidence of
expenditure are considered, the effects of changes in local nonproperty
taxes on the distribution of income may be a secondary consideration.
Generally, the most important criterion for the success of local government tax reform is revenue-productivity. Three issues are important
here. The first is defining a nonproperty tax system that is capable of
raising adequate revenue for the local government. The small size of
some tax bases-for
example, signboards, nonmotorized vehicles,
slaughter activities-and their concomitant limited revenue yield, explains the proliferation of local taxes in many cities. The second issue is
the income-elasticity of the tax: the degree to which the revenues of a
tax grow more or less in proportion with the level of general economic
activity in the area. Because expenditure needs would seem to grow more
or less in proportion to personal income and prices, one might argue
that local government revenues should be equally buoyant. The third
issue is stability: the extent to which revenues are sensitive to yearly
fluctuations in economic activity. Hence, a high income-elasticity is good,
but it can be too good in making the yield of the local tax system unstable
and erratic. Similarly, revenue structures that are heavily reliant on a
single firm, industry, or crop are vulnerable.
Finally, there is the important criterion of low administrative cost. If
the tax cannot be effectively collected at reasonable cost, it will be of
little use to the local government. Perhaps the major problem with nonproperty taxes is that local governments are unable to collect the taxes
they are permitted to levy. Often these taxes are badly designed and
thus all but impossible to administer because of, for example, shortages
of staff or the very high compliance cost placed on taxpayers. The goal
of low administrative cost suggests a number of sub-objectives in designing the nonproperty tax system: compliance costs as well as government administrative costs should be considered, the liability for and
methods of payment should be clearly known, penalties should be sizable
enough to induce payment and should be enforceable, and interference
with higher-level government taxation should be minimized.
In sum, the reform and redesign of local nonproperty tax systems in
developing countries are and will continue to be motivated by revenueraising concerns and constrained by administrative feasibility and restrictions imposed by higher-level governments. Efficiency and equity
effects are in most cases not important concerns. Yet urban local governments have done much less with these taxes than they could have,
and they often have not taken the opportunity to design away some of
the undesirable efficiency and equity effects and administrative costs.
One is struck by how little attention has been given to integrating non-
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property taxes into a system of localgovernment finance.Concerns about
efficiency and equity effects are in most cases not important.
Local Income Taxes
Income taxes are an important source of local tax revenue in a number
of industrial countries, for example, Japan, the Scandinaviancountries,
and the United States.2 Local income taxes in developing countries,
though more widespread than might be expected, tend to be narrower
in coverage, more basic in structure, and often quite primitive in administration (see table 8-1).
The limited coverage of local income taxes in developing countries is
due to a number of factors: the narrow coverage of the central government income taxes, legal constraints imposed by the center out of a fear
of tax base competition,3 and administrative weaknesses. The result is
that local "income taxes" end up as some combination of a poll (head)
tax, a wage tax, and a limited income tax shared with higher authorities.
In Guatemala City, an ad valorem tax levied on all public employees
distinguished among three income groups.4 In Zambia, a similar system
has been applied, except that there are seven income classes taxed at
different specificrates. In Zaire, local authorities were permitted to levy
what amounts to a local wage tax at approximately proportional rates,
and a specifictax on traders and professionals,but only for those income
earners who are exempt from the national income tax. Nigerian cities
have levied poll taxes on those not subject to state income taxes, and
Dakar (Senegal) collects substantial revenue from a "withholding" poll
tax on all workers. Korean cities have combined a tax on heads of households (and on corporations) with a 7.5 percent surtax on all tax liabilities
of the national personal income tax, the corporate income tax, and the
farmland tax.
Effects on Efficiency

Localincome taxes may affect the allocation of resources in urban areas
in a number of ways, not all of them beneficial. Theory tells us that if
the tax is levied only on wages in the formal sector, employment in that
sector will be discouraged, pretax wages will tend to rise, and a more
highly capital-intensivedevelopment (of the modern urban sector) will
be favored. Whether or not this basically undesirable effect on local
employment is realized depends on a number of factors: the level of the
tax rate, the possibilityfor capital-laborsubstitution in the modern sector,
and factor mobility between the modern and traditional sectors. A combination of the low tax rates we know to exist and the low elasticitiesof
factor substitution which are believed to exist in the formal sector in
developing countries leads us to conclude that the efficiency effects of
an increase in the local income tax are likely to be quite marginal.
A second kind of efficiencycost is the result of individuals and firms
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making location decisions that differ from those they would have in the
absence of the tax. This is not likely to be of as much concern in developing as in industrial countries (Wasylenko and McGuire 1985) because there is less variation in the tax rate among local governments and
because the occupational and regional mobility of the labor force is limited. Localtaxes are not likely to be a principal determinant of the choice
of location of business in developing countries (Hamer and Linn 1987).
Higher urban tax rates and the location choices they generate may
also be viewed in a positive light as a way to raise the relative price of
urban living and hold back migration to large cities. But whether the
higher taxes levied in large cities would be enough to offset the attractiveness of large cities, especiallythe capital city, is doubtful. Moreover,
because these higher tax rates are levied by the local government, they
may be used to purchase a greater quantity of those amenities that attract
firms and induce the migration of households.
This leaves us with little to say about the efficiency effects of local
income taxes. A good argument can be made that urban areas are preferable to central-local government transfers biased in the direction of
urban areas. At present tax rates, and with limited factor substitution,
the magnitude of any distortions of resource allocation is likely to be
inconsequential.
Effectson Equity
Local income taxes in developing countries are by their very nature
unfair. As head taxes or as taxes limited to wages in the modern sector,
they do not treat all income earners the same. Those in the informal
sector and those with nonwage incomes face a lower effective tax rate.
Even where local income taxes are more broadly based in law, they are
usually unfair in the sense that not even all wages and salariesare being
taxed; that is, withholding schemes are easily evaded by employers in
smaller enterprises, in the service sector, and by the self-employed.Such
horizontal inequities are an obvious flaw in local income taxation, and
they are not easily dealt with because of administrative constraints.
Another question is vertical equity; that is, what is the effect of a local
income tax on the distribution of income? One answer is that it will have
very little effect because effective tax rates typically are very low.
Consider the case of Seoul's surtax on income tax liability or Dakar's
withholding-poll tax. In both cases, most of the burden is likely to be
borne by the modern sector because the mobility of factors between the
modern and the traditional sectors is limited, and because the supply of
capital and land is relatively inelastic, even in the long term (Bird 1977a).
Since employees and the owners of capital in the modern sector are on
the average likely to have higher incomes than owners of productive
factors in the untaxed traditional sector, a local tax on modern sector
wages should improve the relative income position of the poorest seg-

Table 8-1. Local Income Tax Structures, SelectedDeveloping Countries

City, country, date

Exemptions

Rate

Base
Monthly
income

Annual
tax
QI (0.3)
Q2 (0.1)
Q4 (0.1)

Level of
government
with collection
responsibility

4-\

None

Local

Rsl5-500, depending on trade or
profession

All taxpayers earning less
than Rs8,000

Local

Head tax.' 4,000 won per household
($1 - won 484)
40,000 won per corporation
Income tax.' 7.5 percent of personal
income tax, corporate income tax, and
agricultural land tax

Head tax: heads of
household with annual
income below 360,000
won are exempt
Income tax: none

Local

Guatemala City,
Guatemala, 1979

All male inhabitants of the
city (and all women in
public sector employment)

Under Q50:
Q50-200:
More than Q200:
($1 = Q1)

Calcutta, India, 1977

All professions, trades, and
salaried persons

Pusan and Seoul',
Rep. of Korea,
1977

Head tax: all heads of
household, and corporations
with domiciles or offices in
each city
Income tax.' tax liability for
personal income tax, the
corporate income tax, and
the farmland tax

u

Ibadan, Nigeria, 1982

Males of 16 years of age or
older with annual earnings
less than N600 (= $1,100)

N7.50 per person ($11)

Anyone paying state
income tax

Local

Dakar, Senegal, 1982

All persons over 14 years of
age

Rates vary from S2 to S17 depending on
income level

Students, military

Central

All local authorities,
Zaire, 1973

Residents over 18 years of
age, whose income is below
Z240 annually. ($1 = ZO.5)

For wage earners: Approximately 4
percent of wage income
For traders or professionals:Z9.6 a year
For others: Z4 a year in Kinshasa, Z3 a
year in other cities, Z2 a year
elsewhere

None

Local

All income below K20 is
exempt; income of
women below K300 is
exempt; housing
allowances are exempt

Local

All local authorities,
Zambia, 1976

All personal earnings of
individuals 18 years or
older

Annual
earnings

Annval
tax

K120-200:
K200-300:
K300-400:
K400-600:
K600-800:
K800-1000:
Kl,000 and
above:

K1.25 (0.8)
K2.25 (1.0)
K4.00 (1.1)
K8.00 (1.6)
K12.00 (1.7)
K16.00 (1.8)
K20.00 (1.0)

Note: Q = quetzales, Rs
rupees, N
Nairas, and S = Senegalese francs, Z
zaires, K - kwachas.
a. In other Korean cities and counties identical taxes are levied, except that for the head tax lower rates apply in cities and counties according to size.
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ment of the population. A positive distribution effect may be augmented
by a judicious policy of exemption of the lowest levels of earnings, as
is done in India. Other considerations would lead us to expect a lessening
of progressivity. In particular, higher-income residents fall out of the
taxpaying population if administrative difficulties allow the self-employed and those who receive substantial nonwage income to avoid the
tax. A flat rate structure, or the use of specific rates, also tends to dampen
the progressivity of the national income tax.
In some cases, however, income tax structures have been designed
specifically to capture lower-income workers. Personal taxes in Ibadan,
for example, have covered only those with incomes below a certain level.
This is done to get around a central government limitation on the use
of local income taxes and, while the principal goal of the tax is to raise
revenue, there may also be a desire to extend the coverage to low-income
groups in order to expand participation in the governmental process. In
view of the negative income distribution effects of such a policy, as well
as its potentially high administrative and compliance costs, the wisdom
of such extensions of the tax is questionable.
Revenue Performance
The potential yield of a local income tax depends very much on the
coverage of the tax and rate structure, and the actual yield depends on
the effectiveness of assessment and collection. Of the six systems examined here, the systems used in Dakar and by the Korean and Zambian
cities would seem to hold the greatest revenue potentials because of
their relatively broad coverage. The inhabitant tax accounted for about
16 percent of local government tax revenue in Seoul in 1982 (Chun,
Kim, and Lee 1985), up from 10 percent in 1976, and for 12 percent
in Pusan in 1985. The withholdingversion of the poll tax in Dakaryielded
about 19 percent of local government revenues in 1982 (Dillinger
1988a). In the Zambian Councils of Ndola, Kitwe, and Chingola, the
personal tax accounted for between 6 and 10 percent of total local government revenue in 1976; and in the Nigerian cities of Ibadan and Onitsha, the poll tax raised about 4 percent of local revenues in the early
1980s.
Unfortunately, there is relatively little information on which to base
an estimate of the income-elasticity of these taxes; one would, however,
expect a greater responsiveness from income-based than from headbased taxes. If income-elasticity is high, the yield of the tax will keep in
better step with the demand for local government expenditures, but also
it will be less stable because revenues will tend to vary directly with the
ups and downs of the business cycle. According to World Bank data, in
both Zaire and Zambia the revenues from the local income tax were
subject to severe fluctuations in response to national economic conditions, which caused local authorities to have considerable difficulties with
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fiscal management. Conversely, the more local income taxes approximate
poll taxes, the less is the scope for revenue raising and the less buoyant
is the revenue yield, but the more stable will be the revenue growth.
Administrative

Costs

Local income taxes in developing countries have a narrow coverage
because of the problems of controlling evasion and avoidance. Monitoring payroll deductions for an income tax is a difficult enough job for
a local government, but collection of income from nonwage sources and
from the self-employed is nearly impossible. In fact, the income tax is
so difficult for local governments to administer that a simple alternative
such as a head tax seems attractive. The tradeoff is clear: the broader
the coverage of the tax and the more progressive its rate schedule, the
better its revenue potential and the less bothersome its equity implications, but the higher its administrative costs and the lower its collection
efficiency.
The main problem is that local governments simply do not have the
skilled staffs to assess and collect income taxes. An approach to overcoming this problem is to coordinate the assessment and collection of
local and central government income taxes. The easiest procedure would
be to define the local tax as a surtax on the central tax, as in Korea, and
leave tax administration to the higher-level government. The drawback
of this solution is that it tends to reduce local autonomy with regard to
policies for rate structures and exemptions. Still, a surtax might be viewed
as a local tax (rather than as an intergovernmental transfer) if the local
government has some discretion in setting the tax rate.
A second version is to accept whatever base the central government
taxes and collect the local government tax by withholding at the source.
This could make the administrative and compliance costs of local income
taxes acceptable, and very probably no higher than for any other typical
local revenue source. The experience with such a wage tax in Dakar is
quite encouraging. The local rates are quite different in structure than
the central rates (see table 8-1), but the same base is taxed. Approximately 96 percent of all local income taxes in Dakar are collected by
withholding at the source. The problem with this approach is that for
the informal sector and the self-employed, for which withholding is not
possible, evasion of the tax becomes relatively simple and overall resistance to the tax will inevitably grow. For example, Dakar is able to collect
virtually nothing from these groups, even though they are technically
subject to tax.
Administrative costs may become quite high when the local income
tax is extended to nonwage sources. In this particular respect, the track
record of income taxes in Guatemala, Zaire, and Zambia is dismal. Even
where a poll or head tax is substituted for the pure income tax on traders
and professions, taxpayer evasion is generally widespread.
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The other approach is pure local administration. Where this is done
the poll tax is not usually a viable proposition. The typical approach is
to construct a roll of eligible taxpayers; require a payment as a condition
for receiving tax clearance for a business license, property transfer, and
so forth; and make use of patrolling inspectors to enforce the tax. This
rarely works. Low-income taxpayers may have little need for clearance,
the patrol method invites corruption, and many local governments cannot
keep a proper roll in place. The implications of this approach for collection efficiency are predictable. In Kinshasa, for instance, it was estimated (1973 World Bank data) that the actual revenue collected was
equal to about one-tenth of the estimated total statutory tax liability. The
comparable number is about 15 percent in Ibadan and Onitsha (1984
World Bank data). Moreover, administrative costs associated with broadening the base can be very high. World Bank estimates for 1982 indicate
that the payroll cost of inspectors to collect the poll tax in Onitsha was
equivalent to about half of the revenues collected.
Tax Base Competition
The threat of competition with central and state government taxation
limits the potential for income taxes as a source of local revenue in
developing countries. Central governments have been reluctant to grant
local governments access to the income tax base or even to offer the
possibility of administrative coordination. The assumption seems to bein some cases perhaps with justification-that
if any more can be
squeezed out of the income tax base, it belongs to the center.
Reservations about tax base competition led the central government
in Kenya to abolish quite a lucrative local income tax, the graduated
personal tax. Moreover, in cities where powers have been granted to
local authorities to raise income taxes (for example, in Korea), they have
been so tightly circumscribed that the local authorities have little freedom
to vary the rate, base, or exemptions.
Conclusions

The scorecard for how well the local income tax meets the objectives
of local tax policy is thus mixed. If its administration is somehow piggybacked onto the central income tax, it becomes a more viable revenueraising proposition. The cost in this case is that local discretion is limited;
the tax begins to take on many of the features of an intergovernmental
transfer. If administration is left to the local governments, however, the
goal of revenue-productivity is likely to be compromised. In terms of
economic efficiency and equity, there is little to say about local income
taxes because the effective tax rates are so low that any effects are likely
to be small.
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General Sales Taxes
Very few city governments in developing countries are permitted to
levy broad-basedsales taxes.5 Typically,this potentially important source
of local revenues is reserved for higher-level governments. In the quite
substantialreview of the practice undertaken for this study, only Rio de
Janeiro and Managuawere found to derive a sizable share of their substantial revenues from a local sales tax. Its success in these cities, however, attests to its considerable revenue potential (see table 2-11) and
so it is not surprising that general sales taxes have sometimes been proposed in prescriptions for the fiscal reform of local government. A municipal retail sales tax was proposed for Colombia by the Musgrave Tax
Reform Commission (Musgrave and Gillis 1971: 119-21).
Local governments in developing countries will "grow into" the use
of general sales taxes, in the next decade in many cases. As the business
sector modernizes and the enforcement of proper bookkeeping for most
firms becomes possible, many cities will graduate from the makeshift
sales taxes and business licensesthat they now use. It would seem useful,
therefore, to examine the principles that mightguide the designof urban
government general sales taxes in developing countries even though the
current pratice is quite limited.
An examination of the possibilities might begin by noting that there
are five basic types of sales taxes: the turnover tax is levied on every
sale; the manufacturer's sales tax is levied at the stage of production; the
wholesale sales tax is imposed on transactions between wholesaler and
retailer; the retail sales tax is imposed on the sale to the final consumer;
and the value added tax is levied on each transaction but is based only
on the additional value generated by the establishment selling the good
or service.6 From the point of view of administration, the turnover and
the retail sales taxes are likely candidates for a local tax.
Single-stage manufacturer's and wholesale taxes are not good candidates for local taxes because substantial exporting of the tax burden is
possible, and because the yield will be measurably higher in large cities
with greater shares of a nation's commerce and industry. This raises
problems of fairness (because consumers in other locations might be
paying the tax indirectly but reaping little of the local public service
benefits as a result).
A value added tax (VAT) would in theory be no less appropriate as a
source of local tax revenue than the turnover or retail sales tax, but it
is unlikely to be administratively feasible at the local level.7 If a VAT
is chosen, the best bet is for local governments to receive a nationally determined proportion of collections, as is done in Brazil and
Mexico.
Although the retail sales tax and the turnover tax are not without
problems, they remain the best candidates for general local sales taxes.
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An analysis of the possibilities for local sales taxes in developing countries
therefore must be concerned mostly with the merits of these two forms.
On grounds of economic efficiency, the retail sales tax is clearly superior
to the turnover tax. It results in a uniform ratio of taxation relative to
consumer spending if applied uniformly to all retail transactions and does
not distort the production or distribution of goods and services. The
turnover tax, in contrast, results in differing ratios of tax to consumer
spending depending on the markups for various commodities and the
degree of vertical integration in production and distribution. The difference in distortion effects, however, may not be serious because of
the typically low rates of local turnover taxes and large number of exemptions likely to be given under a retail sales tax.
A more serious concern about the local sales tax is that it may bias
retailers and shoppers against choosing to do business in higher-taxing
local jurisdictions that have it. This is more likely to be an issue in industrial than in developing countries for two reasons. First, the problem
arises only where there is geographic fragmentation of governments in
the metropolitan area-a situation less common in developing than industrial countries (see chapter 12). Second, because private ownership
of automobiles is still much less prevalent in the cities of developing
countries, the mobility of shoppers is considerably lower. Large distortions thus are not likely to arise from a general local sales tax.
In terms of vertical equity, local government general sales taxes are
likely to be regressive. This is because the marginal propensity to consume tends to fall with income, and because services are likely to be
exempt. This regressivity can, however, be alleviated by exempting basic
necessities and foodstuffs, by exempting very small retail establishments,
and by gearing up the tax administration to capture goods and services
consumed by high-income groups-for example, automobiles, electrical
appliances, and restaurant and club services. Of course, there is no guarantee that local governments will utilize these means of increasing the
progressivity of the sales tax. A fair question is whether it is worth the
administrative cost involved to improve the vertical equity of income
distribution. Local sales tax rates will in all probability be so low that the
potential effects on the distribution of income will be insignificant.
The potential revenue performance of the local sales tax is its principal
attraction and justifies its typically higher collection cost. In Managua,
the local sales tax contributed 70 percent of local tax revenue and financed almost 60 percent of total local expenditure in the mid-1970s.
The revenue-elasticity of the tax is also likely to be good because the
tax is levied ad valorem and revenues thus increase with general economic activity and inflation. In terms of revenue stability local sales taxes
may be found wanting, because collections expand and contract in proportion to general business conditions-although
the consumption base
of a sales tax is not likely to be as unstable as that of an income tax.8
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A sales tax is revenue-productive for the local government only if it
can be adequately assessed and collected, and a retail sales tax is not a
good bet in this regard for low-income countries. The administrative
difficulties of a retail sales tax stem from the small formal sector and
from the preponderance of small retail establishments, even in the modern sector-for example, ambulatory salesmen and small shops set up
in residences. An attempt to levy a retail sales tax on these enterprises
would pose tremendous administrative costs. Small retail establishments
would almost certainly have to be exempt. Such a limited local retail
sales tax could be more easily administered because a considerably
smaller number of firms would be covered. For Bogota, Gillis estimated
that a retail sales tax with such an exclusion would lead to a reduction
in the number of taxpayers from about 40,000 to about 6,000-9,000
(Gillis 1971: 654). Because the number of taxpayers is relatively small
under such a system and because most larger merchants are keeping
accounts anyway, the added compliance costs are likely to be negligible.
The base would be so narrow, however, that statutory rates would have
to be quite high-perhaps dampening consumption in the modern sector
and stimulating it in the informal sector, which could encourage tax evasion and certainly provoke political opposition by making the tax more
visible. The alternative is that the tax rate could be kept low and revenueproductivity would be limited.
This quandary has led the few cities in developing countries that impose general sales taxes to opt for the more broadly based turnover tax.
Even here, there remains considerable scope for evasion due to the difficulty of auditing small firms, and even some of the larger ones. Record
keeping is not good, even by medium-size firms, and there is little hope
that local government staffing will permit a thorough accounting of gross
sales (turnover) for all firms. Particularly for smaller firms, local turnover
taxes may be based largely on voluntary declarations, or a flat fee may
be assessed. The assumption in choosing a turnover tax over the retail
sales tax is that what is lost in ability to assess is made up for in the larger
number of firms covered and the lower statutory tax rate for each firm.
In all developing countries, sales taxes are levied by higher levels of
government. This raises the question of how a local tax could be piggybacked onto the central tax-that
is, assessed and collected by the
higher level of government but with a share of revenue remitted to the
local authority where the tax was collected. Two arrangements are possible. First, the local tax could be a sur-rate on the central tax, and the
central government could act as collection agent. The local government
would set the local rate, determine special exemptions, and so forth, and
pay the central government a collection charge.' Local autonomy would
be sacrificed only in that the central government would choose the tax
base and determine how to collect the tax efficiently. The problem with
this arrangement is competition for the tax base. The central government
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(or state governments in some federations) is not willing to share this
very lucrative source of revenue with local authorities.
The second arrangement would consist of pure tax sharing. The central
government would return a percentage of what it collected in a locality
to the local authority, thereby providing revenue with no administrative
cost but also with no local autonomy. For example, municipalities in
Brazil receive a guaranteed share of state value added tax collections,
but distribution is by formula and local governments have no say in rate
or base determination. This is an intergovernmental transfer rather than
a local tax. The problem with such tax sharing is that local governments
might not trust the higher-level tax collectors to turn over revenues
during budget squeezes.1 0 If the sharing arrangement is constitutional
and if local tax receipts do not enter into the national (or state) budget
but are paid directly to the local government accounts, the problem is
not likely to be serious. But this is rarely the arrangement under a purely
shared tax (see chapter 13).
A final criterion for evaluating the local sales tax is its political acceptability. Because indirect taxes can be hidden in the purchase price
of goods and services, they are less likely than direct taxes to raise taxpayer resistance and grassroots political opposition. This is especially
true for local government taxes on gross receipts, which are likely to
have a very low rate and which will be buried in sales at several levels
of production and distribution.
ln summary, the main advantage of the local sales tax is its substantial
potential for raising revenue. The main problems are administration and
regressivity. The first step toward resolution of these problems is exemption of food and small retailers.
As development proceeds and the modern sector grows, general sales
taxes will come to be seen as much more feasible. Even the largest cities
in some developing countries are, however, many years away from the
conditions necessary to levy a retail sales tax effectively. The best option
is probably some combination of a shared sales tax with the state or
center and a makeshift sales tax, levied locally, that captures the portion
of the base that is presently not reached by the central system. It is to
these makeshift sales taxes that we now turn.
Local Taxes on Industry,

Commerce,

and Professions

Taxes on industry, commerce, and professions are a common source
of local revenue, particularly in Latin America. The data in table 2-11
show that these taxes have accounted for as much as 67 percent of local
taxes in Valencia and for 74 percent in La Paz. In the Philippines about
40 percent of municipal revenues come from the business license tax.
Dakar and Abidjan each receive about a third of total revenues from the
business tax or patente.
The nature of this local tax varies widely among countries and even
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among cities within a country. In Colombia, five types of local taxes have
been called "industry and commerce taxes." A turnover tax was used in
Armenia, Bogota, Medellin, and Monteria. A tax on the value of gross
business assets was levied in Barranquilla, Cali, and Cartagena, among
other cities. Some cities levied a tax on the value of fixed assets of the
firm located in the taxing jurisdiction (Neiva and Popayan), others on
the rental value of the business establishment (Cucuta). Finally, most
smaller municipalities imposed specific levies by type of enterprise.
Thus, although all municipalities imposed a tax with the same name, it
was actually a sales tax in some cities, a tax on business capital in others,
an annual value tax on business real estate in yet others, and in most
small municipalities nothing but a business license.
In other countries the business and commerce tax has been more uniform than in Colombia, but its form may vary widely by type of business.
In San Salvador, most commercial establishments were taxed according
to the value of their assets, but some were taxed at specific rates according
to the type of enterprise (Avenarius and others 1975). The business tax
in Abidjan and Dakar has two components: a fixed amount based on
type of activity and an ad valorem rate based on the annual value of the
business's real estate (1984 World Bank data). To reach the service sector, provincial and city governments also tax various occupations at a flat
rate, but this is a much less important source of revenue. In Kingston,
trade licenses are based on the valuation of the premises in which the
commercial activity takes place. The municipalities of Brazil levy a service tax on a federally defined base of the gross value of "municipal"
services. In practice, the tax is levied on self-declared values of gross
receipts for most firms and according to a notional reference value for
self-employed occupations (Silveira 1989).
In theory any tax on industry and commerce will impose efficiency
costs by taxing business capital more than other capital-or, probably
more important, by applying various rates to different types of enterprises. But in Brazil it is argued that since the local service covers a part
of the base that is missed by the state value added tax, the efficiency
effects are positive (Silveira 1989). In most countries, however, the tax
rates are very low and so, one would guess, are the price distortions.
For the same reason, adverse effects on equity may not be important.
Nevertheless, one might speculate about the potential effects on equity of a tax on industry and commerce. If the tax is shifted forward to
consumers (as for a gross receipts tax), it will tend to be regressive. If
it is not shifted forward (as is likely in the case of a tax on business
capital), vertical equity may depend on the rate structure. For example,
a proportional tax on business capital or on the rental value of business
property may well be progressive because it mainly affects the highincome modern sector. In contrast, a flat charge for business licenses is
likely to be regressive because large and small establishments pay equal
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taxes,+even though the latter belong to the low-income traditional sector.
But once one allows for graduated rate structures, which are common,
the issue becomes more complicated. For instance, in the Philippines
the tax rate declined with the level of gross receipts, in Cartagena and
San Salvador rates declined with the value of business assets, and in
Yumbo (Colombia) the rate increased with the value of assets. Yet assessment of the tax on smaller firms can be much more lax, and effective
rates may be lower; in the Philippines small firms have paid a flat charge
which is likely below the normal rate.
The potential revenue yield of business taxes can be quite substantial.
With urbanization, the number and size of businesses grow, and so does
the taxable base. Although the base may be inadequately assessed, the
tax yield can grow quite rapidly. An analysis of the Philippines business
license tax shows that even with quite poor assessment and collection
practices, the income-elasticity of the tax yield can be greater than unity
(Bahl and Schroeder 1983a). Dakar reports the same growth experience
in the late 1970s, but there has been a revenue-inelastic response in
Abidjan (1984 World Bank data). The local services tax in Brazil benefits
from inflation adjustments and has an estimated income-elasticity greater
than unity (Silveira 1989: 10-11).
Taxes on industry and commerce are difficult to administer. The shortage of skilled staff makes it difficult for local governments to assess business capital, gross receipts, or rental value, especially for very small firms
which do not keep proper accounts. Moreover, it is very difficult to get
a complete enumeration of taxable firms within an urban area. As a result,
there is a high degree of evasion. For example, a 1971 study by the
municipal authorities in Cartagena revealed that 60 percent of businesses
were operating without valid business licenses and thus were evading
the industry and commerce tax. At the same time, it was estimated that
exempting as many as 70 percent of all businesses because of small size
would lower gross tax liabilities by only 1.2 percent (Linn 1975).
Urban governments have tried to resolve the problem of assessment
and collection in various ways. A flat charge eliminates the need to assess
small firms and self-employed professionals and leaves only a collection
problem. How to assess larger firms remains a difficult issue, however,
which has been addressed in different ways. In many cases, the tax is
self-assessed; in effect, it is a voluntary levy. These declarations are often
accepted, and only the larger firms are asked to support their declaration.
Special problems arise when the base of the business tax is rental value.
In such cases, appropriate coordination with cadastral authorities might
reduce assessment costs. This was the situation in Dakar. But assessment
data gathered for the property tax are likely to be useful for the business
tax only if the property tax is an annual value tax. Under the capital value
or site value tax system, usually no effort is made to collect information
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on rental incomes from properties. In Kingston, where trade license taxes
were imposed in relation to the value of the premises in which the commercial activity was carried out, property tax assessments were not used.
Instead, local officials made separate assessments for the purpose of issuing trade license taxes (Bougeon-Maassen and Linn 1977).
The business tax is also plagued by serious collection problems. For
example, delinquency rates were 30 percent in C6te d'Ivoire (1984
World Bank data), which probably represents a strong performance. Two
ways to improve the efficiency of collection have been tried. First, in
Abidjan, the tax was collected from larger firms by the central government and from smaller firms by patrolling tax collectors (who are also
responsible for assessment). About 12 percent of 1981 collections were
made by these field inspectors. Second, tax collection and other government actions can be coordinated-for
example, by requiring proof
of payment of business taxes before issuing a permit of operation. In
some Philippine cities, proof of property and business tax payments has
been required for the issuance of the mayor's business permit. In Brazil,
about 70 percent of the local service tax due is actually paid, although
this percentage may vary widely across cities."
In summary, the main problems with these types of business taxes is
that, to make them a permissible revenue source for local governments,
they must be contrived to differ from central government sales taxes.
For example, the business license tax in the Philippines was really a gross
receipts tax on all businesses, but its administration and design were kept
quite separate from central government sales taxes. As a result, the local
business tax is rarely designed to reflect the four common objectives of
a "good" tax. It is usually meant to tax firms according to the level of
their activities but rarely does so, either because local governments cannot easily tax turnover or value added or because they are legally barred
from taxing sales and resort to a proxy sales tax or a property tax on
businesses. Even with these flaws, industry and commerce taxes tend to
be acceptable politically, in the sense that local politicians are generally
willing and able to convince their constituents that local business should
contribute a fair share to the fiscal health of local government. And there
is not usually much resistance to it from the business community because
substantial amounts can be passed on or evaded.
The typical business tax has either inconsequential or unfavorable effects on efficiency. Its effects on equity depend on local practice, and
its administrative costs are high. One therefore justifies a business tax
on the grounds that it can raise substantial revenues, that its rate and
base adjustments will largely be unfettered by higher-level government
restrictions, that it will be relatively costless politically, and that it often
has no suitable alternative. Given the weight local politicians usually
attach to its revenue-raising advantages and the mild political resistance
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to it, analysts might best be concerned with what if anything can be done
to alleviate its relative inefficiency, uncertain equity, and administrative
shortcomings.
The path must vary according to a country's and jurisdiction's stage
of development. The more modern the local economy, the more persuasive is the case for switching to a formal sales tax. The legal framework
may permit a relatively easy changeover, as witnessed for instance by
the adoption of a turnover tax in Bogota (which still, however, is called
a business and commerce tax). Or such a reform may necessitate changes
in the legal framework and hence the support of higher levels of government. But given the aversion of these higher levels to sharing their
control of income and sales taxes with local government, the outlook for
a modern local sales tax is not very good. In such cases, the best strategy
is to improve administration of the present levy.
In smaller jurisdictions and in those with less modern economies, the
path must be a simple one. For administrative reasons, more modern
sales taxes, for example a turnover tax, are out of the question. The
emphasis must be on improving administration and on structuring a tax
that can be easily administered. Two rules are more or less universal.
First, a flat rate should be adopted, because a graduated rate structure
would unduly complicate administration. Second, administration can be
simplified by exempting smaller establishments or taxing them a flat
charge. This reduces collection problems, increases efficiency (at least
if license taxes are used), and very probably improves the vertical equity
of the tax with relatively little loss of revenue.
"Terminal"

Taxes

Terminal taxes are levied on goods, vehicles, or passengers entering
or leaving a local jurisdiction. The most important form is the octroi,
which is an important source of revenue for local governments in India
and Pakistan. There is also some use of local terminal taxes on intercity
passenger traffic, both air and surface.
The Octroi
The octroi is a tax levied on goods entering a city for the purpose of
local processing or final consumption." 2 It is found in many local jurisdictions in India, Pakistan, and (until 1981) Bangladesh.1 3 Despite the
revenue success enjoyed by the octroi in India and Pakistan, there are
strong movements afloat to abolish this tax. It has been condemned
regularly by analysts of local government finance, including numerous
Government of India Study Commissions. Gujarat, Karnataka, and
Madya Pradesh states in India have all abolished octroi. In Calcutta,
however, where the octroi was more recently adopted, it was introduced
by the state for the entire metropolitan area, with its revenues to be
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shared among the various local bodies and the Calcutta Metropolitan
Development Authority.
The base of the octroi is the value, weight, or number of items entering
a local jurisdiction by road, rail, sea, or air. In Bombay, for instance, the
tax has been imposed according to value for some commodities, according to weight for others, and on a specific basis for oil entering the
city via a pipeline. In Karachi, the tax has been imposed by weight for
commodities entering on roads but by value for commodities entering
via the city's port. Rates varied according to complicated schedules, and
some types of commodities and goods in transit were exempt. The taxes
were collected at octroi stations: checkpoints on roads at the jurisdictional borders and at railway stations, airports, and docks. In Ahmadabad,
for instance, there were 34 stations in 1973-18 rail, 15 road, and 1 air.
There was usually no assessment problem when the levy was specific;
however, an invoice was required and had to be examined at the octroi
station. Ahmadabad assessors were equipped with a manual of market
values which they used to double-check the invoiced amount. The taxes
were collected directly from the driver by the attending clerks (Bahl
1975).
A major problem with the octroi is that it may greatly increase transport time and cost, and therefore the price of "imported" goods. Many
have estimated these costs as being quite substantial. A good example
of the magnitude of lost time is the estimate from the Mysore Taxation
Enquiry that "between Bangalore and Mangalore, about 800 km, a vehicle has to stop for 36 hours and 40 minutes at checkposts" (Rao and
Rao 1977: 32).
Other complications of the octroi, such as bribery of octroi staff by
operators and spoilage of merchandise, are frequently mentioned. Nanjundappa (1973) estimated that in India the total nontax cost of reduced
utilization at border crossings was approximately 25 percent of variable
vehicle operating costs. Not all of these costs could be directly ascribed
to the local octroi, but the magnitude of the figure indicates that considerable losses in efficiency may be imposed.
The octroi therefore gives locally produced commodities a pricing
advantage over commodities imported from outside the metropolitan
area. If a metropolitan area has grown beyond the boundaries of taxing
jurisdictions, the octroi may curtail even intrametropolitan trade. And
as the final irony, the tax can provide a cogent disincentive for metropolitan integration under an areawide authority, because consolidation
of fragmented local authorities would automatically reduce the octroi tax
base by detaxing intrametropolitan commodity flows. From the standpoint of efficiency, the octroi is therefore an unmitigated disaster.
In terms of equity the picture is more complicated and depends on
local practice. In the cities of Pakistan, attempts have been made to
structure the tax in such a way that it does not fall heavily on food and
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other essentials consumed mainly by low-income groups, and to tax especially luxury items. In Ahmadabad and Bombay, where in the past less
emphasis has been put on a progressive octroi rate structure, the octroi
was regressive and probably more so than state sales taxes (Bahl 1975).
In view of its many problems-costs
of administration are considerable, the degree of collection efficiency is unknown but likely to be poor,
and the method of collection invites corruption-why
does the octroi
continue to be used by local governments on the Indian subcontinent?
There are three reasons. First and most important, the octroi can produce
substantial revenue for local authorities. In fact, in many Indian and
Pakistani cities, it dominates the revenue structure. For example, in Karachi the octroi accounted for 80 percent of total taxes in 1986. The
corresponding statistic in Ahmadabad was 70 percent in 1984. This buoyancy is caused in part by the underlying automatic growth in the base as
intercity trade expands in value and volume, and in part by the efforts
of local authorities to increase revenues by raising and restructuring
octroi rates.
A second reason for the growing reliance on the octroi is the absence
of a good alternative. Other potential sources, such as automobile taxes,
income or sales taxes, and user charges, are generally of only minor
importance in the revenue structures of cities in India and Pakistan.
Moreover, the central and state governments of India and Pakistan have
not provided sufficient grants or subsidies to enable local governments
to move away from the octroi. The fact is that the octroi is the only
major tax base (besides property values) not claimed by higher-level
authorities. Indeed, in Bangladesh and in those Indian states where the
octroi was abandoned, it was not replaced by an equally productive and
buoyant revenue source. A third reason for the continued popularity of
the octroi is that, in the Indian and Pakastani fiscal tradition, the octroi
has been politically more acceptable than user charges, and this has
tended to reinforce its use.
For these three reasons, belaboring the disadvantages of the octroi is
not a very useful approach to resolving the fiscal problems of Indian and
Pakistani cities. As long as no other productive and buoyant source of
revenue is offered and accepted, the octroi will remain a prime source
of funding for urban governments.
Other Terminal Taxes
Besides the octroi, some Indian local authorities have levied taxes on
intercity vehicle and passenger transport by charging according to the
vehicle or the number of passengers entering the city. Cities in other
countries have comparable charges, but these appear to be linked mainly
to the provision of public bus terminal facilities (in Jakarta and Kingston)
and to airport taxes (in Jakarta). In evaluating these taxes one must distinguish between taxes related to road transport and to air travel.
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If a terminal tax covers the marginal cost imposed by each bus or
passenger using the public bus station, it is efficient. If it exceeds the
marginal cost, it will introduce a bias in favor of the private automobile
and reduce overall passenger traffic. The extent of such losses in efficiency depends on the price-elasticity of demand for intercity transport.
Even if this elasticity is relatively low and the efficiency losses are minimal, there is little reason to use this tax base. The tax base is narrow
and subject to fluctuations, administration is difficult, and in the best of
cases revenues will be negligible. Higher automotive taxation would be
a much better alternative on both efficiency and revenue-raising grounds.
Moreover, automotive taxation is likely to be less regressive because
high-income people tend to use automobiles but low-income people are
restricted to buses, if they engage in intercity travel at all.
A local terminal tax at airports presents a somewhat different situation.
It is likely to generate little distortion in resource allocation and is quite
progressive: the price-elasticity of demand for air travel is likely to be
low, and the income-elasticity is high. Furthermore, because most cities
have only one major civilian airport, usually managed by a higher-level
public authority, the collection of a local airport terminal tax is in principle quite simple. It can be collected directly from the airlines on a per
passenger or per airplane basis, from the airport operator, or from passengers. In any case, the proceeds from local airport taxes are not likely
to weigh heavily in the local budget.
Local Sumptuary

Taxes

Taxes on beer, liquor, and tobacco-usually referred to as "sumptuary
taxes"-are widely used in developing countries. In some countries, local
authorities are entitled to levy such taxes or to share in the revenues.
For example, in Zairian cities the local tax on beer consumption has been
the most important source of local tax revenues (see table 2-1 1); in Guatemala City local taxes on liquor, beer, and cigarettes contributed about
8 percent of local tax revenues in the early 1970s; in San Salvador a local
tax on liquor contributed 15 percent and in La Paz a local beer tax contributed 7.1 percent, both in the mid-1970s. In Bogota the national tax
on beer consumption, of which 40 percent was shared on a derivation
principle with departments (states) and the city government, in 1979
raised 14.4 percent of all local revenues (excluding local autonomous
agencies). The government of BogotA also derived revenues from a local
tax on foreign cigarettes and a shared tax on all tobacco products.
On the surface, local sumptuary taxes seem to have three advantages.
First, there is a perceived moral advantage stemming from the traditional
justification for these taxes: the paternalistic concept that commodities
thought to be harmful to society should be taxed. In developing countries
the argument is at times heard that consumption of liquor, beer, and
cigarettes is not in the interest of national development and should there-
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fore be discouraged.The second argument is that these taxes cangenerate
substantialrevenues. Third, sumptuary taxes are relatively easy to collect,
although smuggling and evasion impose rate limits.
Three considerations, however, should dampen the enthusiasm with
which sumptuary taxes are sometimes viewed by local or national authorities (Due 1988; McLure and Thirsk 1978). First, consumption of
sumptuary items tends to be quite inelastic with respect to price changes.
This implies that the moral objectives of sumptuary taxes are not likely
to be well served. Indeed, at lower income levels a rise in the price of
beer, liquor, or tobacco products may lead to a reduction in the consumption of other essential or nutritious goods. If this is so, even the
moral argument that those who indulge in the vices of liquor or tobacco
ought to pay for them may be quite misguided because often it may be
the children of drinking and smokinghousehold members who are paying
the tax in terms of reduced consumption. Thus, inadvertently, sumptuary
taxes may reduce health standards and interfere with efficiency.
Second, because the consumption of beer, liquor, and tobacco is quite
inelastic with respect to income, sumptuary taxes are highly regressive.
In Bogota it has been estimated that low-income families paid about 2.5
percent of household income in local sumptuary taxes, which accounted
for about 70 percent of their local tax burden in the early 1970s. Highincome families,in contrast, paid only 0.2 percent of household income
in sumptuary taxes, less than 20 percent of their local tax burden (Linn
1980a).`4 This regressivityis lessened in many countries by taxing locally
produced liquors at lower rates than imported brands.
Third, in the long term the income-elasticityof sumptuary taxes is
likely to be quite low-unless real tax rates are continuously increasedbecause of the low income-elasticityof liquor and cigarette consumption.
The beer tax in Bogota, which was one of the success stories of revenue
performance, actually maintained its share in overall city government
revenues from 1963 to 1972. But this was a time when the most important source of local revenue, the property tax, remained quite stagnant
in real terms, thus depressing the overall growth of revenues. The
income-elasticity of all local taxes in Bogota during this period was a
dismally low 0.142 (World Bank data).
In sum, sumptuary taxes can raise a substantial and steady amount of
local revenues with relatively little administrative complexity,minor political costs, and no major efficiency loss, except for the possible but
largely unproven reduction of nutritionally important items in a family's
food basket. The main drawback of these taxes is therefore their distributional effect, which is potentially quite regressive. This drawback
causes us to ask about the distributive implications of expenditures financed by these sumptuary taxes.
To answer this question, one must carefully consider the expenditure
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policies of the local taxing authority. If expenditures are primarily directed toward the population-such
as primary education, basic health
care and disease prevention, infrastructure provision for low-income
additional revenue
neighborhoods, and community development-then
generation, even through a regressive tax on beer, liquor, and tobacco,
may improve the overall distribution of income. Cursory observation of
the activities of the local government in Bogota (excluding autonomous
agencies) suggests that indeed this may have been the case. Nevertheless,
the property tax in Bogota, which is clearly more progressive than the
beer tax, decreased in importance in the 1970s, although the beer tax
at least maintained its share. Thus quite possibly the total distributional
effect of local government activities in Bogota has deteriorated (see Linn
and others 1984).
Entertainment

Taxes

Local governments in many developing countries commonly levy taxes
on various forms of entertainment: restaurants and hotels, theaters, movies, other public events, and betting and gambling. Lotteries operated
by local governments might also be thought of as an entertainment tax.
Most commonly, taxes are levied on theaters and movies, sometimes at
specific rates per show, sometimes as recurrent license fees, and in yet
other cases as a proportion of gross receipts or of the value of the tickets
sold. Rates can be quite high, as for instance in Jakarta during the early
1970s, where they ranged up to 45 percent on the gross receipts of the
better movie houses.
In most countries, local governments assess and collect the entertainment tax and in many cases may freely alter the rate and base. In some
Indian states, however, it is a shared tax with state assessment, collection,
and rate-base determination. Ninety percent of collections in Karnataka,
for example, were assigned to local bodies on the basis of origin (Malhotra 1986).
Local taxes on betting and gambling may be a particularly important
source of revenue, especially where a racecourse or casinos provide readily identifiable tax opportunities (as in Cartagena, Jakarta, and Seoul).
Arrangements between local authorities and casino operators typically
involve a considerable amount of bargaining and at times even take a
contractual form (Cartagena). To what extent this practice also invites
under-the-table payments is difficult to establish, but in some cases it
leads to poor budgetary management and control. For instance, unexplained discrepancies between contractual obligations and actual payments occurred in Cartagena in the early 1970s. At the same time in
Jakarta, a substantial part of the revenues from gambling taxes and licenses did not enter the official accounts of the local authorities but was
channeled into a separate fund under the exclusive control of the gov-
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ernor (mayor) of Jakarta and was used without formal accountabilityfor
various local projects.
In many respects the common arguments for entertainment taxes are
similar to those for sumptuary taxes. Entertainment is not regarded as
essential consumption, and it is believed that those being entertained
deserve to pay heavily for it and to support the public purse. As with
sumptuary taxes, there is little evidence that the price-elasticity of demand for entertainment is high or that these taxes significantlyrestrict
the consumption of luxury goods. If people intend to play, an entertainment tax probably will not deter them. Indeed, the greater danger
may well be that for gambling operations and other more dubious forms
of entertainment, local officials may get too closely involved with operators while bargaining for and collecting taxes and thus incur the risk
of losing their credibility as impartial administrators.
In contrast to sumptuary taxes, however, entertainment taxes may be
structured so as to be quite progressive. Taxes on restaurants and hotels,
as well as those on theaters and movies, frequently vary with the type
of establishment, such that more luxurious establishments are taxed at
higher rates than those providing cheaper fare. The distributive effect
of gambling taxes depends on the type of gamblingcovered. In Colombia,
for instance, various types of betting cater heavily to low-incomegroups.
Conversely, casino gambling tends to be restricted to high-income
groups, including tourists. Therefore, unless these taxes fall especially
heavily on forms of entertainment enjoyed by the low-income classes,
such as cheap movie houses and some common types of betting, the
distributive effect of these taxes is likely to be quite progressive. Indeed,
entertainment is one type of luxury consumption that can be taxed quite
effectively at the local level (as in Bogota, Cartagena, and Seoul).
The revenue performance and administrative sides of entertainment
taxes are somewhat less favorable. Assessment and collection can be
difficult, as in Jakarta and Seoul, but it is also possible for the central
government to act as the collection agent, as in Bangkok.1 5 Revenues
are generally not substantial, although their buoyancy can be considerable. For instance, entertainment tax revenues in Jakarta and Seoul had
a buoyancy greater than unity in the 1970s, and in many of the other
cities revenues from these taxes were among the most rapidly growing
of all local taxes.
Except for public lotteries, which are a rather special way to raise local
revenues, entertainment taxes represent a relatively desirable form of
local taxation, although their administration may cause some concern.
But these taxes cannot be relied upon to provide a major source of
financing for urban governments. Jakarta was exceptionalin two respects:
first, the base for entertainment taxes was particularly large; and second,
other local revenue sources, with the exception of motor vehicle taxes,
were not very well developed. Thus the contribution of entertainment
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taxes, which appeared large when considered in relation to all other
revenues, was less impressive on a per capita basis or relative to income
in the city.
Public lotteries deserve special consideration because they are not
coercive and do not distort resource allocation. Common objections are
that they encourage gambling, that by making betting a matter of public
policy they undermine the moral fiber of society, and, most important,
that they divert consumer spending away from necessities-especially
among low-income groups. But lotteries can make quite a substantial
contribution to revenue. For instance, Bogota's lottery raised 11 percent
of all local tax revenue in 1982.
At first glance, the incidence of lottery ticket payments might seem
quite regressive, but much depends on how one views it. Lottery revenues do not compete with other forms of taxes, simply because they
are not perceived as taxes by the public or by policymakers. Rather, their
revenues are often viewed as a financial resource which could not have
been raised in other ways. Another way to look at the problem is that
the lottery tickets would have been purchased in a private game had
there not been a local government lottery; hence, there is only a transfer
effect and no harm to the income distribution. In addition, there is the
question of how the money is spent. Lottery proceeds are often earmarked for socially worthy causes. In Bogotd the statutes governing lottery operations required that 75 percent of the net proceeds be spent
on basic public health and general welfare measures, with the remainder
going to help the large number of homeless children stranded on the
streets of the city. Ar least in this case, the overall distribution effect of
the local lottery might be quite favorable. Providing that lotteries are
acceptable on ethical and political grounds, they may present a useful
supplement for local finances in the large cities of developing countries.
They bring in some revenue and have few bad side effects.
Minor Local Taxes, Licenses, and Fees
One of the most striking features of the tax systems in most cities of
developing countries is the proliferation of minor revenue sources. 6
These are mostly selective excise taxes and a variety of license taxes,
fees, stamp taxes, and poll taxes. Although any one of them does not
contribute much to revenues, they may jointly weigh quite heavily on
the overall financial structure, making wholesale abandonment quite difficult (see table 2-1 1).
There are three good reasons for the continued existence of these
taxes. The most obvious is the lack of other options for raising revenue.
The second is simply inertia: these miscellaneous sources have "always
been there." Comprehensive local government tax reforms are very rare,
though not unheard of; hence, there is no particular occasion to abolish
these taxes. Their abolition can occur, however. In the past, Buenos Aires
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relied on a large number of minor nuisance taxes, but these were abolished and replaced by a tax on commercial and industrial activities
(Mouchet 1972). The third reason for using these taxes is the desire to
include as much as possible of the local population in the taxpaying
community. This can be a costly process, but there may be important
social benefits to be gained from expanding the public's involvement in
government.
For some combination of these reasons, it is thus not unusual to find
as many as two dozen different local taxes. Of 20 local taxes in Managua,
only 3 yielded as much as 3 percent of total local revenues in 1974. In
Cartagena, 28 of 32 local taxes contributed less than 5 percent (in aggregate) to locally raised revenues in 1972 (not including revenues of
local autonomous agencies). In Jakarta, of the 11 largest local taxes, only
3 yielded more than 5 percent of total local revenues in 1974. All local
governments in Indonesia are eligible to impose more than 100 taxes,
but together these yield less than 20 percent of local governments' own
source revenue.
In general, these minor taxes are difficult and costly to collect, and
compliance costs are high. In Cartagena the cost of assessing and collecting all local taxes, with the exception of the property tax, amounted
to approximately 15 percent of receipts from taxes and licenses. In many
cases the taxes are poorly understood and enforced by local officials, and
they may amount to little more than voluntary contributions by those
who choose not to evade them.17 Each individual tax source yields little
revenue and shows little buoyancy or predictability, although some cities,
notably Jakarta, have been able to increase revenues through more aggressive collection efforts and by increasing the number of minor taxes.
The effect on efficiency and equity varies widely with the particular tax
concerned, but on balance they tend to interfere with consumer choice
and business activity and are likely to be quite inequitable horizontally
as well as vertically. The size of these effects, however, is likely to be
minimal.

There is an almost endless variety of these minor taxes. The following
five types are the most common. First, local governments frequently have
taxed advertisements (Bangkok, Bogota, Cali, Cartagena, Jakarta, Tehran). These taxes are imposed on specific types of advertisements (for
example, signboards) and are characterized by complicated rate schedules, considerable collection and compliance costs, and small revenues.
Second, taxes on construction activity also abound. Typically, they are
levied on building permits (in the cities of Colombia and Zaire and in
Valencia), but in some cases on building materials (Managua, Tehran).
These taxes interfere with construction activity and thus can lead to
inefficiency in the building sector. Building permits could conceivably
be used to tax luxury construction in the interest of equity and resource
allocation, but this is generally not done. In Cartagena, where it was
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possible to analyze carefully the local construction tax, it was found that
the tax rate was inversely related to the value of the structure. In any
case, administration and enforcement of this type of tax are likely to be
difficult and costly, unless this type of tax can be combined with a welladministered property tax. Unfortunately, coordinated administration of
these two taxes is the exception rather than the rule.
Third, nonmotorized vehicles are frequently taxed by local authorities,
as in Colombia, India, and Indonesia. These taxes generally are designed
to recover the cost of road and street construction and maintenance, and
they usually take the form of annual license fees. As the discussion of
automotive taxation in chapter 7 indicated, license fees cannot approximate the marginal cost of road use. If the costs imposed by nonmotorized
vehicles are believed to be excessive (for example, in a heavily congested
city center), it may be preferable to restrict their use through more direct
means. As a revenue raiser, taxes on nonmotorized vehicles are ineffective, given the difficulties of assessment and collection and the low
value of the tax base. Furthermore, on equity grounds, these taxes are
quite objectionable because they tend to burden mainly low-income operators and users.
Fourth and much less common are local excise taxes on public utilities.
In Cali, the local public utility-which provides water, sewerage, electricity, and telephone services-was required to pay 4 percent of gross
revenues to the general account of the local government. In Cartagena
in the 1970s the local government levied a tax on telephones. In Tehran,
a local tax was levied on the sale of electricity, but for most uses this tax
was only nominal; instead of collecting a tax on electricity sales, the
municipality received free electric services from the electric company.
Elsewhere, implicit taxes (or subsidies) are frequently levied on (granted
to) the users of local public utility services through utility pricing practices. These are discussed further in chapters 9, 10, and 11.
The main feature of interest here is that in some cities public utility
operations have been explicitly recognized and utilized as a local tax base.
Of the three major types of public utility services (water, power, and
telephones), telephones are probably the most promising source of local
revenues. Residential telephones, in particular, are a luxury consumption
item restricted mainly to high-income groups that can be the base for a
progressive local tax. The tax is easily administered and can raise quite
substantial revenues. In Cartagena a tax of $5 per telephone connection
per month (compared with the fees of $0.15 actually in place) would
have increased tax revenues of the local authority by 120 percent as of
1972. In Bogota a similar tax would have increased tax revenues by
approximately 80 percent during the same year. This type of tax is
uniquely suited for the larger cities of developing countries, in which
telephone ownership is heavily concentrated. Because excess demand
for telephone connections is frequently encountered in cities of devel-
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oping countries and because the price-elasticity of demand for telephone
connections is likely to be quite low, the efficiency losses from a residential telephone tax are probably minimal. 8 More problematic are taxes
on water supply and electricity. The equity argument is likely to be less
strong in this case, and the efficiency losses may be more serious.
Fifth, local governments typically employ a whole host of stamp duties,
licenses, and fees. In the least, they are merely bothersome for tax administration, as for instance the stamp duty on salaries and wages of local
government employees in Cartagena. Usually, however, they interfere
with the efficiency of local government (for example, by setting up an
incentive for evading local regulatory actions such as health and sanitary
inspections) or they impede the administration of other taxes (for example, by subjecting bank checks or receipts to stamp taxes and thereby
encouraging the use of cash in transactions and reducing actual evidence
for sales and income tax administration and enforcement; Due 1988).
Selective license taxes and fees are generally intended to recover the
cost of issuing licenses or providing minor government services (for example, building inspections), or to limit public nuisance caused by private
actions (for example, pet ownership or the obstruction of sidewalks by
scaffoldings). To the extent that these charges are actually linked to administrative or nuisance costs, this can be a reasonable basis for taxation,
provided that costs of administration and compliance do not outweigh
gains in revenue and efficiency. But most of the licenses and fees actually
applied in developing countries are likely to be way off the mark in this
respect, and a careful review with an eye toward reducing the number
of charges usually levied would be appropriate.
Summary

and Evaluation

Local taxes fall into five broad categories. The first group includes
property taxes, vehicle license taxes, and entertainment taxes. These
taxes are generally uncontroversial on efficiency grounds, with the exception of the issues of the taxation of buildings, and tend to improve
the distribution of income. Most important, each of these sources can
raise substantial local revenues at relatively low administrative cost. "
Although they may require some coordination with higher-level authorities, local authorities are given a relatively large degree of freedom
to manage these taxes. Finally, these taxes tend to be quite well established and accepted by politicians and taxpayers alike as fair and reasonable bases for local revenue generation, provided that their administration is moderately effective in avoiding unnecessary horizontal
inequities and compliance costs. These are, therefore, the taxes which
should generally be expected to finance a major share of urban expenditures.
The second group of taxes includes industry and commerce taxes,
terminal taxes, and sumptuary taxes. The main reason for their existence
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is that they can raise substantial amounts of revenue in politically and
legally acceptable ways and with little need for coordination with higherlevel authorities. But they potentially distort the allocation of resources
in production and consumption, they can be regressive and usually involve horizontal inequities, and almost invariably they have considerable
administrative and compliance costs (sumptuary taxes excepted). These
well-known drawbacks are given little weight by local legislators and
administrators, for whom the expanded use of these taxes offers a path
of least resistance in meeting revenue objectives. More important, all
possible modifications must be made in the structures of these taxes to
reduce distortions, inequities, and administrative costs; and less costly
alternative local taxes or revenue sources must be explored.
The third group of taxes includes income taxes and general sales taxes.
The major problem with these taxes is that their success requires a large
degree of coordination between local and higher-level authorities and
that the higher level frequently does not accept them as suitable instruments of local taxation. The efficiency losses and horizontal inequity
associated with local income taxes and general sales taxes are likely to
be small, and although revenue yields may be large and buoyant, they
are likely to fluctuate considerably with business activity.
The fourth group of taxes consists of what may best be called nuisance
taxes (selective excises, licenses, stamp duties, poll taxes, and so forth),
most of which are highly inefficient and inequitable, perform poorly in
raising revenue, and have high administrative costs. They continue to
exist because their use is generally unencumbered by higher-level governments and because they are a conventional and thus politically accepted source of local revenues in many countries. To the extent which
is feasible, they ought to be abolished, simplified, or integrated into other
less harmful local taxes.
This leaves the fifth group, those charges which are primarily intended
to increase efficiency. The main examples discussed so far are the various
forms of congestion charges on motor vehicles in urban areas. They are
also generally desirable on grounds of equity, revenue performance, and
the relatively low need for coordination with higher-level authorities.
Their main problems are difficulties with administration and political
acceptability, although the admittedly limited experience in Singapore
indicates that congestion charges are feasible and effective. User charges
for urban services are the most important source of urban revenues
whose collection can help improve, not worsen, the efficiency of resource
allocation. We turn to these charges in chapters 9, 10, and 11.

PART

III

User Charges for Urban
Services
URBAN
GOVERNMENTS
in developing countries rely on a large variety
of charges which are directly related to the provision or use of urban
public services. These charges include public utility tariffs, special assessments to recoup the costs of infrastructure investments, fees for
education and health services, and, more generally, all the types of
charges which are levied on urban residents on the basis of some benefit
received or cost imposed on account of service provision and use.
The extent to which these charges contribute to urban fiscalresources
varies widely between countries and cities (see chapter 2 above), but in
many places service-relatedcharges have contributed significantlyto the
level and growth of revenues of urban government. Considering that
user charges can raise substantial revenues in a fair and publicly acceptable manner, increase the efficiencyof allocation of existing service capacity, and help guide investment decisions, it is surprising how often
their role in financing urban servicesin developingcountries is neglected.
The purpose of the followingchapters is, therefore, to direct attention
to the principles and practices of user charge financing in the cities of
developing countries. The services discussed here include the main public utilities (water supply, sewerage, electricity, and telephones), solid
waste disposal, public transport, road construction, and housing. Education, health, public markets, cemeteries, and abattoirs will be dealt
with only in passing, whereas police, fire protection, and recreation will
largely be ignored on the grounds that either the scope for user charge
financing of these services is severely limited in developing countries
(for example, police and fire protection), or that the services do not have
the prominence which they tend to have in the cities of the more industrialized countries (for example, recreation).
Chapter 9 discusses the basic principles of user charge finance as they
apply, to a greater or lesser extent, to all major urban services. Chapter
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10 deals in detail with water supply and sewerage services. The reasons
for this emphasis are twofold. First, these services are almost universally
a responsibility of the local authorities in developing countries, and they
lend themselves particularly well to user charge financing. Second, the
empirical evidence on these services is quite rich, thus providing a good
basis for a case study of the issues involved in user charge financing of
urban services. Chapter 11 discusses briefly the major issues and the
evidence available on the pricing of each of the other urban services.

9 Issuesin Pricing Urban Services

THIS CHAPTER
PROVIDES
an overview of the most important issues
arising from an analysis of the pricing of urban services. The complexity
of the matter warrants a careful exposition of how the same basic analytical arguments apply to various services. Without this exposition, the
impression could be given that different principles apply to different
services. In fact the opposite is the case: the same basic principles apply
to all services, provided one allows for the specifics of supply and demand
and for the varied institutional situations.
This chapter is organized in four sections dealing with four concerns
in pricing urban services: efficiency, fiscal constraints and their implications for financial viability, equity and growth, and political and administrative feasibility. Although economists are prone to emphasize efficiency, all four concerns need to be considered if one is to arrive at a
reasonable compromise among them. This chapter treats each concern
to show how tradeoffs among them are made for various services.

The Efficiency Argument

for User Charges

Efficiency is clearly not the only objective for which user charges are
levied or designed; indeed financial, administrative, and equity objectives
tend to dominate policy decisions regarding the level and structure of
user charges.' Although these objectives can and should not be forgotten,
it behooves the economist to begin the discussion from the vantage point
of efficiency because "he is likely to be a lone voice for efficiency (in a
chorus of shouts for inefficiency) in order to achieve this or that desired
social or political goal."2 The efficiency argument for user charges begins
with the simple but much debated rule of marginal cost pricing for public
enterprises, which requires considerable amendments before it can be
applied to any specific service.
The Marginal Cost Pricing Rule
The basic rule of efficient pricing states that the price of a public service
should be set equal to the marginal cost of producing the service. The
justification of this rule is that welfare is maximized when the benefit
of an additional unit of the service to the consumer-which is reflected
by his willingness to pay the price-is equal to the cost of producing
this additional unit, that is, its marginal cost. As long as price is above
marginal cost, a reduction in price and the resulting additional con241
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sumption of the service will lead to an increase in net benefits because

total costs will increase by less than total benefits. If price falls short of
marginal cost, however, then consumers will value the last unit consumed
at less than the cost of producing it, and therefore net benefits will be

increased by raising the price and reducing consumption.3 The rule thus
allocates resources efficiently in that it identifies the level of output that
produces the greatest net benefit from service provision.
The marginalcost concept of relevance here is short-run marginalcost,
that is, the cost incurred by producing an additional unit while keeping
productive capacityconstant. To the extent that capacitycan be expanded
in small installments, long-run costs will equal short-run marginal costs
in an efficiently managed plant. This is because the plant will always
operate at the level at which the cost of producing an additional unit
with existing capacityis equal to the cost of expandingcapacityto provide
the additional service. Matters are more complicated if capacity can be
expanded only in "lumpy steps," as is the case for many urban servicesfor example, the construction of a dam, sewagetreatment plant, highway,
school, or hospital. Unless service shortages are endemic, the service
system will possess excess capacity after a new (large) unit of capacity
has been added. As long as this is the case, in principle all that should
be charged for an additional unit of the service consumed is the variable
cost of increasing service output at that time. To determine this cost,
one should be guided by the causal relationship between output and
costs. For instance, an additional unit of potable water may require additional pumping and treatment expenses but not much else. An additional passenger on a half-empty bus or an additional student in a halfempty schoolroom may impose virtually no additional cost. Therefore,
on a strict interpretation of the principle of marginal cost pricing, whenever there is excess capacity, the charge should be very low, possibly
even zero, because the marginal use of excesscapacity imposes virtually
no opportunity cost.
There will also be times when existingservice capacityis fullyutilized,
however, and this is frequently the case for urban services in developing
countries. A corollary of the marginal cost pricing rule then applies:
whenever capacity is fully utilized, the price should be set so that it will
cause demand for the service to adjust to equal the capacity to supply
it. This prescription is based on the principle that using price to ration
a scarce commodity is more efficient than other means of rationing (for
example, waiting lines or administrativefiat). Price rationing is superior
to other forms of rationing because it allocates the scarce commodity or
service among users according to the highest marginal valuation;it saves
administrative costs; and it may prevent losses associated with overcrowded public facilities, such as low pressure in water pipes caused by
excess demand, and the like.
The implication of this corollary to the marginal cost pricing rule is
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that, whenever extension of capacity is feasible only in lumpy stages,
price will fluctuate over time. Price would equal short-run marginal cost
as long as there is excess capacity, and thus it would be set low or possibly
at zero. But as full capacity is reached, price would increase to equalize
demand and capacity supply. Investment in new capacity would be appropriate if consumers were willing to pay the long-run marginal cost of
system expansion, that is, if price equaled the opportunity cost of expanding the system to provide the additional unit demanded. Ideally,
then, the marginal pricing rule can also guide the investment decision
because consumers are made to reveal their preferences for the additional
output and thus provide a measure of the marginal benefit of system
expansion which can be compared with its cost.4
This scenario of the "pure" marginal cost rule of pricing a publicly
provided service may strike the reader as rather unreal for a number of
reasons, not the least of which is that wide fluctuations in price may be
quite impractical, and indeed costly. In fact, application of the pure rule
requires a number of restrictive assumptions:
* The demand for the service should respond to price changes; that
is, it should not be perfectly price-inelastic.
* There should be perfect information on the part of the users regarding future cost and price changes.
* No externalities should result from the provision or consumption
of the service.
* There should be no distortions anywhere else in the economy.
* The prices of inputs to the production of the service, and the prices
of substitutes or complements to the service, should not be distorted by taxes, subsidies, or externalities.
* Whenever the rule results in a financial surplus or deficit for the
service, nondistorting subsidy or tax schemes should be available
so that it will be possible to absorb the surplus or deficit without
affecting the allocation of resources in the economy.
* There should be no administrative or transaction costs associated
with implementing the rule.
* Production of the service should be efficient in that the costs of
producing a given unit of it are minimized.
These assumptions represent a formidable array of limitations on applying the rule. Their effect will be further assessed below. Even under
most modified pricing rules, however, five implications of the marginal
cost principle remain relevant. First, the marginal cost principle is not
concerned with sunken or historical costs but with opportunity costs
incurred by greater use of a service. These may or may not equal historical
costs, and in many cases they will not, because economies or diseconomies of scale, technological advances, natural resource constraints, shifting factor prices, changed service standards, and the like will change the
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marginal costs of service provision over time. Factors that lead to changes
in marginal cost include economies of scale in public utility services,
advances in telecommunications technology, limitations on energy and
water resources, improvements in educational or health standards, and
increases in labor costs.
Second, consumers should be charged equal prices for the services
consumed unless they impose differential marginal costs on the system.
Rising (or falling) block rates commonly encountered in public utility
services usually cannot be justified on efficiency grounds because it is
the cost of the last or additional unit consumed by any user (large or
small) that must be matched by the price.5 Quantity discounts or surcharges can sometimes be justified on efficiency grounds, however, because of (dis)economies of scale or externalities associated with the extent
of an individual's use of the service.6
Third, marginal cost prices need to be adjusted frequently during inflationary periods. If the underlying real cost structure does not change
over time and if a user charge has been correctly set at a particular time,
rapid inflation means that after two or three years the nominal user charge
may diverge considerably from the efficient charge. User charges thus
share the fate of excise taxes in that their real value erodes during periods
of general price inflation unless an effort is made to maintain it through
frequent (and often politically difficult) upward adjustments. We could
find only a few cases in which frequent attempts were made to keep user
charges in line with the rise in the general price level.
Fourth, only if the demand for the public service shows some priceelasticity will efficiency be affected by whether or not the service is priced
at marginal cost. If the demand for a service is perfectly or almost perfectly inelastic, the quantity consumed will not change in response to a
change in price. Therefore, the use of economic resources will not be
affected by the price, and no loss or gain in efficiency will result from
setting prices above or below marginal cost. Demand does not have to
be very elastic, however, before the effects of price setting on resource
allocation become important. For instance, Ray (1975: 12-15) develops
a simple example of a bus transit system in which he assumes that the
elasticity of demand is as low as -0.3 (that is, demand for the service
falls by 30 percent as price is raised by 100 percent). He then shows
that even for such a low demand-elasticity a welfare loss of 6-58 percent
can occur for every unit of additional revenue generated by an increase
in transit fares. The exact amount depends on the response of operating
costs to the reduced demand for public transit. Thus the efficiency losses
or gains from incorrect or correct pricing may not be negligible, even
at low demand-elasticities.
Fifth, developing and industrial countries differ in the reasons for their
concern about user charges. In industrial countries there are two main
reasons for more efficient user charges. One is to limit the excess provision of public services, which is encouraged by pricing policies geared
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to satisfy such noneconomic

objectives

as the desire of public service

managers to increase their sphere of influence via even an inefficient
expansion of the service (Bird 1976b). The other is to control environmental hazards, in particular water and air pollution. Pricing policy is
seen as one way of promoting an efficient use of natural resources
(Kneese and Schultze 1975).
In developing countries the problem is perhaps less one of an overextension of the public sector, although here, too, charging for public
services is a way to ensure that public and private providers compete on
an equal footing. Rather, a policy for user charges should discipline planners and users to limit service standards so users are able and willing to
pay for their costs, permit the replicability of services, and raise resources
for the expansion of services required by rapidly growing large cities.
The role of user charges in controlling the environmental damage caused
by economic development is so far still largely undetermined, mainly
because many developing countries have not made a priority of environmental conservation. As environmental issues take on more importance in developing countries, however, the possibility of limiting environmental damage through appropriate pricing policies is becoming a
major concern. These perceptions of the differing potential roles of user
charges in developing and industrial countries reflect large differences
in resource endowments and preferences. In rich and poor countries
alike, however, user charges set equal to marginal cost can increase the
efficiency of urban growth and development.
The remainder of this section, which takes economic efficiency in resource allocation as the dominant objective of pricing policy, explores
further implications of the marginal cost pricing rule and critically reviews the assumptions on which it is based. Two kinds of refinements
need to be made before the rule can be applied. The first is a more
careful specification of the dimensions of cost and output of a service
and a recognition that the cost may vary across space, time, and consumer
classes. This consideration leads to a more complex formulation of the
rule without, however, affecting its basic validity. The second refinement
is to amend the basic rule because one or more of the assumptions on
which it is based do not hold. This particularly relates to the problems
of lumpiness of investment, lack of perfect information among consumers, administrative and transaction costs, externalities and distortions
elsewhere in the economy, and the fact that nondistorting taxes or subsidies generally are not available to finance deficits or absorb surpluses
that may result from an application of the rule. These refinements are
discussed below.
Refinements of the Rule
DIMENSIONS OF PUBLIC SERVICE OUTPUT AND COSTS. In applying the marginal cost pricing rule the first question which arises is, What aspect of
service provision is being considered? Is it the consumption of a service
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output such as potable water, electricity, waste disposal, education, or
health? Is it accessor connectionto a service such as water, electricity, or
telephones? Or is it the opportunity to use or to connectto a service? For
each of these three dimensions, different private decisions and marginal
costs are involved.
The decision to demand or not to demand an additional unit of a
publicly provided good or service involves consideration of the shortrun marginal costs of public production and distribution, that is, the
additional inputs required to produce the added service unit. These may
include the wear and tear from use and stock depletion. For example,
the consumption of an additional unit of drinking water may involve
marginal costs of treatment and pumping, of wear and tear on machinery,
pipes, and so forth, and of depletion of storage tanks.
The decision to connect or not to connect to a service (that is, gain
access to a service) involves two types of costs. First, there is the cost
of the infrastructure work to connect a customer to the arteries of the
distribution (or collection) network, including any recurrent costs of
maintaining service. The costs of any extension of the network required
to hook up a customer (piping, electric lines, earthworks, and so forth)
and of maintaining it, the costs of metering equipment and of maintaining
it, and the costs of reading meters and billing customers could thus be
attributable to the connection decision. Second, with the connection of
an additional customer the public authority in charge of the service often
incurs a requirement of "readiness to serve" whatever amount of the
service the customer demands. This requirement may mean that capital
investment must be made to provide productive capacity related to the
number and type of connections rather than to actual use.
For some services actual connections do not determine the need for
capital investment. Rather, enough investment must be made to give
people who decide to settle at a particular location the opportunity to
connect. For instance, if people move from the countryside to the city
or from one part of the city to another the public sector must provide
service capacity (education and health facilities, production and distribution facilities for public utilities, and so forth), whether or not any one
migrant decides to utilize a service. For example, public utility mains
and the urbanized area of a city must expand together. A property owner
may decide not to connect to a service or may decide to send his children
to private school; the public authorities must nevertheless (within margins set by experience) provide service capacity.8
These different private decisions and costs are important because the
main function of an efficient service pricing structure is to ensure that
each individual has to weigh the marginal costs of each decision against
its benefits. Therefore a use-related price should reflect the marginal
cost of production and distribution, a connection charge should reflect
the marginal connection costs (capital and recurrent) and the capacity
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costs related to the need to be ready to serve those who are connected,
and a location charge should reflect the costs of being ready to serve the
population which are not taken care of in the connection price.
The use-related decision, and its associated cost and price, exist for
virtually all urban services. The connection-related decision, cost, and
price exist mainly for site-specific services which require a hookup to
distribution or collection networks (especially public utilities). The
location-related decision, cost, and price are particularly important for
services that are not site-specific, such as public education and health.
But they are also applicable to the distribution (and collection) mains,
major storage facilities, and productive capacity required for public utilities, to the extent that these are linked not only to connection but also
to the locations of potential consumers or connections in particular service areas.
For the optimal provision of the services related to each type of decision, their prices need to be set equal to their marginal costs. Multiple
service charges may therefore be required for efficiency, even before
financial viability or equity is considered. The application of these considerations to several urban services and their implications for pricing
structures will be discussed in chapters 10 and 11.
VARIATIONS IN COSTS ACROSS SPACE, TIME, AND CONSUMER CLASSES. The
marginal cost pricing rule requires that each individual pay the marginal
cost he generates. Hence, differences in service costs-across space,
time, and customer classes-should
be reflected in a refined pricing
structure. This concern must be tempered by consideration of the higher
costs of administering and processing the transactions required by these
refinements. This section briefly describes possible spatial, temporal, and
consumer-group service cost differences without weighing these transaction costs explicitly.
There are three kinds of spatial cost differences: sectoral (rural and
urban areas compared), interregional (one region or city compared with
another), and intraregional (neighborhoods within a region or city compared). First, sectoral differences may occur because the marginal cost
of providing public services to rural consumers may be higher than for
urban consumers, mainly because rural areas have lower population densities and thus higher costs of distribution or collection. The smallerscale operations that tend to be found in rural areas, especially public
utilities, may also have higher unit costs for providing certain services.
Second, interregional differences may occur because of variations in
natural resource availability, input costs, technologies, or size of operations. Much of the argument about optimal city size has revolved around
the question of whether it is more costly to provide public services in
larger than in smaller cities.
Third, intraregional or intracity differences result mainly from varia-
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tions in density of population and topography. In general, densely populated areas are cheaper to service because less needs to be spent on the
distribution or connection network per consumer or per connection,
particularly for public utilities and for road and street construction. The
negative relation between density and per unit service costs is, however,
not a necessary phenomenon. Higher density may require higher-cost
technologies (underground electric cables instead of overhead lines, waterborne sanitary sewerage systems instead of septic tanks, and so forth)
and may be associated with higher input costs, especially for land. Topographical cost differences result mainly from the fact that many of the
larger cities in developing countries have rapidly expanded into such
areas as steep mountainsides, swamps, and floodplains, which are difficult
and therefore costly to service. In such areas, the construction of roads,
the laying of service pipes, and even the construction of schools and
health facilities may require larger capital outlays (and possibly higher
operating costs, for example, special pumping of water) than in areas of
flat and dry ground. 9
An efficient system of service prices should reflect these location cost
differentials. If marginal service costs are not reflected in service prices
and are instead averaged across locations, then use and extension of the
service will be overly encouraged in costly areas and discouraged in
cheaper areas. Nevertheless, if the service is provided by a suprasectoral
or regional authority, costs are frequently averaged across sectors (that
is, rural-urban differentials) and regions. And intraregional cost differentials are often neglected by local and higher-level government agencies
alike. The reasons for this averaging and neglect differ from case to case.
Sectoral averaging is often a deliberate policy pursued for equity reasons,
that is, an attempt to redistribute income from the more prosperous
urban sector to the poorer rural sector, where without some subsidization
the provision of services might not otherwise be feasible because of rural
consumers' lack of ability or willingness to pay."0 Interregional averaging
often has a similar cause, but it may also be part of an explicit policy of
encouraging the development of lagging regions for reasons other than
inrerregional equity (for example, in order to offset biases in favor of
the development of central or leading regions, which exist for various
reasons in many developing countries).
Very often, however, there is simply not much knowledge about, or
attention paid to, cost differentials, not least because of a pervasive philosophy that public services should be provided as a right to consumers,
all of whom may be expected to pay the same price because "a gallon
of water [or whateverl is a gallon of water," whenever or however consumed. If such a philosophy prevails, there is no incentive to compute
differential intersectoral, interregional, or intraregional costs, let alone
apply different charges based on different costs. The following chapter
will report the results of research on locationally differentiated marginal
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costs for water supply and sewage services in Cali and Nairobi which
indicate that at least for these services intracity cost differentials can be
quite significant.
Demand and supply change not only across space but also over time.
On the demand side, many public services are characterized by seasonal,
weekly, or even daily peaks in consumption. Seasonal demand peaks
especially affect water supply. During the dry season(s) more water may
be demanded due to the absence of private substitutes and the increased
need to water gardens and lawns. Weekly and daily peaks occur for
virtually all public services, but especially for electricity, telephones, and
urban transportation. The main point about intertemporal demand variations is that, although excess capacity exists, during off-peak periods peak
demand typically runs into capacity constraints beyond which supply
cannot be expanded or can be expanded only at the cost of increased
crowding and congestion (for example, longer telephone waiting times,
low water pressure, electrical brownouts or power outages, and crowded
buses and congested highways"1 ). Service prices should therefore vary
with demand.
During off-peak periods, price can be set equal to short-run marginal
cost (provided excess capacity exists). During peak demand periods, the
principle of efficient pricing requires that the price be set equal to the
higher marginal cost which applies at the peak, including costs of crowding or congestion. Moreover, when an absolute capacity constraint is
reached during peak periods, then the service should be rationed by
price (rather than by other methods, such as waiting).
Another reason to charge different prices at different times is to reflect
changes in costs. This phenomenon is often linked to seasonally changing
climatic conditions. Water, for example, may become more expensive
during dry seasons when it requires additional pumping or treatment.
Another example is electricity: the supply of hydropower may vary across
seasons, and more expensive sources of power may have to be used
during periods of low hydropower supply.
A failure to charge differential prices over time may cause not only
efficiency losses from over- or underconsumption but also mistaken investment decisions. Excess demand is commonly taken to mean it is time
to invest in new capacity, but if this demand is due to a failure to apply
peak-load pricing the investment is likely to be premature. The extension
of capacity is appropriate only if the discounted expected benefit of the
new capacity exceeds the cost of providing it. Though this investment
rule is not directly related to the question of peak-load pricing, the application of an effective pricing system can help establish consumers'
willingness to pay and thus assist in forecasting private benefits.
There is one other important aspect of intertemporal pricing. In the
preceding examples, the dimension of service provision which was assumed to be affected by intertemporal variations in demand and cost was
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the use of a service, not access or connection to it. This reflects the fact
that intertemporal variations occur mainly in the context of use rather
than access. In other words, it is not the demand for service connections
which shifts according to season, week, day, or time of day but rather
the use of the service by those who already have access to it or are already
potential customers." 2 The private decision which must be affected by
the intertemporal price variations is the decision of how much to consume at any particular time, not whether to seek access to (stay on) the
system. The implication of this point is that peak charges should be
applied to service use during the peak so as to reflect peak-time userelated costs, or so as to ration peak-time demand in line with available
supply. It would be inefficient to try to deal with the intertemporal pricing problem by, say, changing the price of access to the service.
Figure 9-1 may be used to demonstrate this argument and some of its
implications. Panel A describes the price and quantity of service use, and
panel B describes the demand for, and cost of, service connections. Panel
A shows intertemporally shifting demand curves DI and D2 (which describe off-peak and peak periods, respectively) and a marginal cost curve
which rises beyond Q*. Following the analysis in the preceding paragraphs, optimal prices would be PI in the low-demand period and P2 in
the high-demand period. Now assume that the price for connections
shown in panel B is raised above the optimal level P, to P'-thus reducing
the demand for connections from C to C' and leading to an efficiency
loss in terms of consumer surplus forgone, as shown by the shaded triangle in panel B. The reduction in the number of connections leads to
a downward shift in the use-related demand curves in panel A, as shown
by D, and D2. The seasonal "problem" is now reduced, in the sense that
if P, is charged during the high-demand period, the actual quantity consumed lies below the quantity consumed if price PI had been charged
with the original demand conditions (that is, Q2 versus Q'2). There is
still, however, an efficiency loss in this case during the peak times because
marginal cost still lies above price (the efficiency case is shown by the
shaded triangle in panel A). Only if the demand curve D2 is shifted even
further to the left so that it intersects with MC in the horizontal stretch
(that is, to the left of Q*) would this efficiency loss be eliminated. However, elimination of this efficiency loss in panel A is connected with the
efficiency loss in panel B, which could be even greater than the one
shown for the initial distorted price of connections, PI. Whether the
pricing system which attempts to deal with the peak-load problem by
changing connection prices leads to a net gain in efficiency as compared
with a system that does not recognize the peak-load problem at all cannot
be said a priori. In any case, both pricing systems are suboptimal when
compared with a true peak-load pricing system which deals with the
problem in the proper output, cost, and price dimension.
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Figure 9-1. The Case ofMisguided

Peak-Load Pricing
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The problem of addressingthe peak-load pricingproblem in the wrong
dimension arises quite frequently. The problem is seen as "an attempt
to allocate the utility's fixed or capacity costs to user groups on the basis
of their contribution to, or responsibility for, the peak loads that necessitate a given level of system capacity" (Mann 1968: 41). Often this
is carried out by differential fixed charges, that is, charges not varying
with use but with some other characteristic of the service, for example,
maximum load capacity for electricity, connection or meter rental fees
for water supply, and automobile license fees for urban street congestion.
In any case, it is not appropriate to view the peak-load problem as one
of capacity-costallocations between users; rather, it should be viewed
as a problem of how to achieve the most efficient use of existingcapacity
if demand fluctuates intertemporally.i3
When service providers are able to discriminate among relatively homogeneous groups of consumers, they frequently charge varying prices.
Public utilities, for instance, frequently have different rates for residential
consumers and for industrial or commercial consumers. In aiming for
efficiency,there are two possible situations in which different consumer
groups should be charged different prices for what may appear to be the
same service. First, the kind of service provided, and thus marginal service costs, may differ between groups. Second, even if the service provided is the same, groups' consumption patterns and thus elasticities of
demand may differ sufficientlyto warrant different prices.
In the first situation of differences in service provision, it is clearly in
the interest of economic efficiency to charge different prices. For instance, industrial consumers may be using untreated water that is less
costly to produce than treated water used by residential consumers. This
lower (marginal) cost should be reflected in a lower price. Conversely,
residential sewage may require less treatment than industrial effluents,
and residential waste disposal consumers should therefore, for reasons
of efficiency,be charged a lower price. In the case of garbage collection,
removing and disposing of residential refuse may cost considerably less
than removing industrial and commercial waste. Again, different prices
would be appropriate on the grounds of efficiency.
In a special case, what amount of different services are provided to
different consumers, relates to the administrative and transaction costs
of pricing. It is frequently cheaper to measure per unit consumption by
large consumers than by small consumers, and costly metering devices
therefore become efficient only when fairlylarge volumes of service use
are reached. Thus for sewage disposal, the strength of sewage may be
measured; and for electricity, meters with timers that capture varying
peak and off-peak usage may only become cost-effective for large, that
is industrial, users. (The question of optimal metering decisionsis further
discussed below.) Therefore different prices are appropriately charged
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for different consumer groups depending on whether or not individual
or timed meters are in place.
The second situation in which different user groups should be charged
differing prices relates to the users' varying elasticities of demand. Industrial users, for instance, may have a lower demand-elasticity for water
than residential users. In this case the public utility can act as a discriminating monopolist and extract a higher price from the industrial users
by applying the principle of charging "what the traffic will bear."" Similarly, rich residential customers in particular may have a very inelastic,
possibly perfectly inelastic, demand for access to public utility service,
in which case a high fixed charge on these users would not result in
significant efficiency losses. In contrast, poor residential consumers may
be kept off the system if they have to pay high fixed charges (that is,
they have more elastic demand for access), and efficiency losses would
result.
In summary, varying charges for different consumer groups are appropriate on efficiency grounds only if different costs (of metering, administration, and so forth) apply or if some consumer groups have a
perfectly inelastic demand and others do not. In many cities of developing
countries, however, different prices do not follow cost or demand differentials. At times this may be explained by the equity goals of the
public service agency or by other political objectives. In many cases,
however, there has simply been a failure to consider carefully the principles of efficient pricing.
Amendments to the Rule
In the preceding discussion of refinements of the basic rule of marginal
cost pricing-marginal cost equals price-the rule itself was not at issue;
rather, some of the intricacies of its application were highlighted. In the
following paragraphs a number of amendments to the basic rule will be
introduced. They are related to the fact that the assumptions on which
the basic rule rests are often not satisfied. In those cases the rule must
be amended if efficiency in resource allocation is to be achieved by public
service pricing.
EXTERNALITIES.
The basic marginal cost pricing rule assumes that there
are no external benefits or costs associated with the private decision to
consume or seek access (connection) to an urban public service. "Externalities" are benefits and costs which are not received by the service
user but by other members of society, and which are therefore not taken
into consideration by the user in deciding to consume or seek access to
the service. As a result over- or underconsumption of (or insufficient or
excessive connections to) the service occurs if service prices are set equal
to private marginal cost. The basic implications of externalities for public
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service pricing are well understood. In the present context, however, a
deeper analysis of externalities is desirable in order to consider clearly
the various dimensions of urban service costs and benefits, in particular
service use and access.
Assume that a user's consumption of a service conveys benefits not
only directly to him but also to others.1 5 This is shown in panel A of
figure 9-2 by the curve D5. It lies above the individual's demand curve
DP, which in turn reflects the consumer's willingness to pay, and thus
the private benefits derived by him from the consumption of the service.
Examples of such a discrepancy between private and social benefits of
service consumption are, for instance, water and sewerage services or
primary education, for which the consumption of a unit of service confers
a benefit on society at large. The common prescription for service pricing
in these cases is to charge a price below marginal cost (such as PQ) so
that consumption is stimulated to a socially optimal level (QS), at which
the marginal social valuation of using the service equals the marginal cost
of producing it.
The conventional analysis of externalities ends here, but it needs to
be carried one step further in the present context. As a result of the
reduction in the price of the service from PQ to PQ, private consumer
surplus associated with service consumption increases, and thus additional consumers may be induced to connect to the service. This is shown
in panel B of figure 9-2 by a shift of the demand curve for connections
from DCto DC, leading to an increase in the number of connections. A
subsidized connection charge set at P" would attract the optimal number
of consumers (CP).But each consumer would not use the optimal amount
of the service Q5 at the unsubsidized use-related price PQ, and there
would thus be an efficiency loss as shown by the upper shaded triangle
in panel A.
If, however, the connection to, rather than the use of, a service conveys
external benefits, as in the case of telephone services, then it would be
efficient to provide a subsidy to connections rather than to use of the
service."6 Assume, for example, that in panel B of figure 9-2, DCreflects
the social demand for connections. Then the efficient connection charge
would be PC,leading to CP connections. If, conversely, the subsidy were
placed on service use, and the charge was PQ in panel A rather than PQ,
then each user would make excessive use of the service and there would
be an efficiency loss as shown by the lower shaded triangle in panel A.
Therefore it is crucial to analyze in which dimension of service provision
externalities occur. If the externality is use-related, the subsidy should
be related to use; if it is connection- or access-related, then the subsidy
should be too.
There are three special considerations. First, assume that external benefits exist but only for relatively low quantities of use, which at marginal
cost prices are exceeded by all users, as may well be the case for water
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Figure 9-2. Public Service Pricing in the Presence
of External Benefits
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supply. This is shown in panel A of figure 9-3, where marginal social
benefits exceed marginalprivate benefits only up to relatively smallquantities of consumption (Q*).Given the prevailingmarginal cost MCQ, and
assuming that price PQ is set equal to marginal cost, consumption is at
Q in excessof Q*.Thus no subsidy (that is, price belowMCQ)is required
in the use dimension of the service. But because potential consumers
do not incorporate the social benefits from consumption of the service
into their benefit-cost calculations when deciding on whether or not to
connect to it, the private marginal valuationof benefits from connection
lies below the social valuation. This is shown in panel B of figure 9-3
by the curves Dc and DI, respectively. In order to achieve an optimal
number of connections to the service, the price for connections should
be set at PI, that is, below the marginal connection cost, MC,.
Second, another means of achievingthe optimal consumption or connection level in the presence of external benefits would be to require
compulsory use of the service or compulsory connection to it at the
optimal level, depending on whether the externalities are use- or connection-related. The feasibility of this method depends on the type of
service under consideration. For instance, in the case of water supply, if
the conditions shown in figure 9-3 hold and if the total number of potential connections lies at or to the left of C, in panel B, then all potential
users (households) would be compelled to connect. The connection
charge then is of no relevance in achievingefficiencybecause the private
(compelled) connection decision is no longer influenced by the connection price.1 7 The efficient price for service would, however, be equal to
marginal cost MCQ in panel A. For other services, such as garbage collection and disposal, compulsory connection may not be sufficient if, as
shown in figure 9-2, external benefits accrue over the entire range of
service use. In that case,it would be necessaryto compel alsothe optimal
level of service use, Q, in panel A of figure 9-2, or to combine a compulsory connection with the subsidization of service use.'8
Third, sometimes, despite external benefits, no reduction in service
charges below the marginal cost price is appropriate. This occurs if there
is excess demand for either use or connections on service capacity. For
example, the capacity for production of water may fall short of demand
at a unit price equal to marginal cost. Or the substantialexcess demand
for telephone service connections which exists in many developingcountries may not be satisfied at marginalcost prices. Figure 9-4 demonstrates
this case for both service use and connections. Given the capacity constraints, Q for service use and C for service connections, demandrationing prices PQ and PC above marginal costs MCQ and MC, have to
be levied despite the existence of external benefits. Otherwise, excess
demand will occur and allocation of existing capacity will be inefficient.
In other words, the corollary of the basic pricing rule-that demand
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Figure 9-3. Public Service Pricing in the Presence

of External Benefits: A Special Case
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Figure 9-4. Public Service Pricing in the Presence
of External Benefits and Capacity Constraints
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should equal supply-remains in force despite the existence of external
benefits.
In summary, it is not sufficient merely to cite the likelihood of external
benefits in arguing for subsidized provision of services. One also needs
to know which dimension of service provision is conveying the externalities; the extent of externalities, in at least rough quantitative terms;
and whether there are capacity constraints which require price rationing.
Because of these practical difficulties and because of the natural tendency
of actual and potential users or their political representatives to clamor
for service charges below marginal costs, one should be very cautious in
accepting arguments for a digression from marginal cost pricing of urban
services on account of external benefits.1 9
DISTORTIONS
IN INPUT AND OUTPUT PRICES. IDistortions in input and output prices have long confounded marginal cost pricing. They lead to the
problem of the "second best." In its most extreme form this was interpreted to mean-if the marginal conditions for efficient allocation of
resources are not satisfied in some part of the economy (for example, if
taxation prevents the marginal rate of transformation from equalling the
marginal rate of substitution in consumption for any good or factor)that setting the price of a good or service equal to marginal social cost
will not necessarily lead to an increase in welfare. In fact, welfare might
be increased if the marginal cost condition were systematically ignored.
These arguments have led some analysts to the agnostic view that because
many distortions exist in all economies, and particularly developing ones,
no clear guidance can be given to policymakers on how to price public
services. A less radical, now widely accepted view of the second-best
problem is that distortions in the factor and product markets need to be
accounted for but often do not matter much, and that there are ways to
adjust the basic marginal cost pricing rule to allow for the distortions
that affect the pricing decision for a service.2 0
Beginning with distortions in input markets, the methods of shadow
pricing which have been developed extensively for cost-benefit analysis
apply to setting user charges. The concept of marginal cost therefore
should be reinterpreted as meaning not a service's marginal market cost
but its marginal opportunity cost to society, that is, the cost of output
forgone in providing an additional unit of it.2" Shadow pricing requires
adjusting the relative prices of all tradable commodity inputs by eliminating any tariff and tax distortions to which they may be subject and
evaluating nontradable inputs-in particular primary factors of production such as land, labor, and capital-in terms of the opportunity cost
of output forgone by their use in the context of the provision of the
service. A well-known example is the shadow wage set below the market
wage in the presence of underemployment.
Somewhat more complex, and in general less explored, is the question
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of how to allow for distortions in the prices of products which substitute
for, or compete with, a service. The common advice is to neglect these
distortions unless they affect close and important substitutes or complements of the service.2 2 If service A has a close and important substitute which is underpriced (or overpriced), then service A should be
priced below (above) marginal cost. If, conversely, a close and important
complement to the service is underpriced (overpriced), the service ought
to be priced above (below) marginal cost. There are only a few services
to which these rules apply strongly and for which allowance should therefore be made in pricing for distortions in the output market. One is
urban public transportation, in particular commuter bus and rail services,
which compete with the private automobile.
As long as the operators of automobiles do not have to pay the full
social cost for their use of urban roads, and thus as long as automobile
use is priced below social marginal cost, it may well be inefficient to
price public mass transportation at marginal cost, for this would bias the
choice of traffic modes toward the socially more costly mode of the
automobile. The scope for such subsidization may be limited by financial
constraints. But as long as the first-best policy of marginal social cost
pricing for all road users is not feasible, second-best pricing may well
put optional public transportation fares below marginal cost.
Another example of second-best pricing is access to sanitary sewer
systems. If these systems were priced at full marginal cost, potential users
might be induced to switch to (or stay with) individual latrines, which
would be cheaper for them but possibly more costly for society given
the external costs of pollution caused by septic tanks in high-density
urban locations. Because the external costs of septic tanks cannot usually
be priced adequately, it would be appropriate to subsidize connections
to the sanitary sewage system by setting connection fees below marginal
cost.

2 3

One important question arises in the discussion of second-best pricing
issues: To what extent should urban authorities be expected to correct,
through their own pricing policies, inefficiencies introduced by higher
levels of government? Distortions in input prices caused by trade tariffs
are an example of a situation in which local governments have no power
to take direct corrective action and in which they may run into financial
difficulties when pricing their services at rates below marginal cost in
order to reflect social opportunity cost rather than financial cost. On
efficiency grounds, urban governments should be encouraged or required to employ such a second-best pricing policy, but they will generally be able to do so only if higher levels of government support such
pricing policies, particularly by providing local authorities with the necessary financial aid if the second-best pricing principle leads the local
authorities into financial difficulties.
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IMPERFECT CONSUMER
INFORMATION.
The basic marginal cost pricing
rule presupposes that consumers have at their disposal all the information
required to understand the effect of all current price structures and to
forecast changes in prices that will occur because of their consumption
decisions. For instance, if the cost structure for a service requires a complex system of charges which change by type of service, location, time
of use, or user class, consumers should always be aware of what price
applies in a particular situation for each of their decisions. Moreover,
consumers sometimes have to make capital investment decisions which
will affect the level of their service use for a considerable time (for
example, decisions about consumer durables, which use water or electricity; about production processes and capital goods for manufacturing,
which utilize water or electricity; and about local infrastructure, which
determines the pattern of use for the transportation system). If consumers are guided in their decision mainly by current and recent prices
and are not able to accurately forecast changes in relative prices, then
they may be induced to make costly mistakes by installing overly serviceintensive equipment-if future service prices are above current pricesor insufficiently service-intensive equipment-if future service prices are
below current prices. In other words, optimal pricing policy must consider that current prices affect consumer expectations and that these
expectations in turn affect current private investment decisions, which
affect future consumption. If consumer expectations are mistaken, then
current private decisions are suboptimal, that is, inefficient.
The existence of imperfect consumer information implies two things.
First, all pricing systems work more efficiently if they are accompanied
by an effort to improve consumer information on the pattern of current
prices and on likely future prices. Public service authorities are usually
in a better position to forecast future costs than are consumers, for it is
part of their task in planning and programming for expansion to estimate
the cost of providing the service for some years ahead. Thus, if marginal
costs are expected to rise or fall over the planning horizon (for example,
due to a constraint on capacity or excess capacity after a large capital
investment), then consumers should be informed of these projected price
trends.
Efforts to inform the consuming public are not costless, however, and
the utilization of such information is not always costless to the consumer.
Certainly, many consumers are not able or ready to digest this information; hence, there may continue to be a misallocation of resources as
long as complex pricing formulas are used. In other words, because of
information costs, a systematic application of the basic marginal cost
pricing rule could well result in an efficiency loss. Efficiency gains, therefore, may be derived from a simplification of the pricing structure to
capture only the main elements of cost differences among consumers of
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different types of services, at different locations, and at different times.
Furthermore, if private consumers do not adequately take future cost
and price developments into account in their current decisionmaking
because they lack information or are unable to utilize it fully, some information on future prices may need to be built into the current pricing
structure; that is, current prices could be raised (or lowered) above
(below) current marginal costs if projected marginal costs are substantially above (below) current marginal costs.
Another complication relates to a supposed inability of consumers to
fully appreciate the benefits or costs of a service,for example, the effect
on health of such public services as water supply and sewerage,immunization, health care, and family planning. How might one deal with the
undervaluationof benefits, and with the consequent unwillingnessto pay
full marginal cost? One avenue is to provide better information.Another
is to assume that information costs are too high and that a subsidy should
be provided to the beneficiaries. Although one should be wary about
using lack of consumer information as a strong argument for service
subsidies, a potentially useful practice is to apply promotional service
tariffs, which temporarily subsidizenew consumers.The assumptionhere
is that their initialdemand fallsshort of reflectingthe full benefit received
but that, once they have learned to appreciate the full benefits of the
service, they can be charged the full marginalcost price with actual use.
ADMINISTRATIVE
AND TRANSACTION
COSTS. Related to the problem of
imperfect consumer information is the problem of administrative and
transaction costs, which was assumed away in the derivation and refinement of the basic marginal cost pricing rule. As mentioned above, the
provision of information by the public authority, and the collection and
use of information by consumers, may have significantcosts. These costs
must be weighed against the benefits derived from a very finely tuned
marginal cost pricing structure.
Probably even more important are the public administrativeand transaction costs associated with measuring (metering) precisely the level of
service consumption according to location, time, and type of consumer,
as well as the costs of billing and collecting charges under a highly complex pricing scheme. Furthermore, calculatinga full profile of marginal
costs for all aspects of service provision may be a costly exercise and not
warranted by the benefits that could be derived from a more refined
pricing scheme.
The basic principle which should be used to make each additional
refinement of the pricing structure is simple cost-benefit analysis; that
is, all expected additional current and future costs of a more refined
pricing structure should be compared quantitatively with the benefits of
the improvement in the allocationof resources whichthe structure would
bring. If the net present value implied by this cost-benefit calculationis
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positive (negative) then the refinement should be implemented (rejected).2 4 But only qualitative judgments are feasible in most instances.
One of the best-explored cases of the cost-benefit analysis of improved
pricing schemes is that of metering the water supply.2 5 The details of
this experience are reviewed in the next chapter.
In most cases it is difficult to weigh the costs and benefits of improved
pricing structures. The main difficulty is that little is known about the
demand-elasticities which determine the benefits derived from a refined
structure. This should not, however, deter the public service authorities
from attempting to apply the principle of efficient pricing, at least in
broad terms, especially if metering has already laid the administrative
foundation for an efficient pricing scheme. Particularly if costs are quite
variable and differential pricing is not overly costly to administer and
implement (for example, strong seasonal or locational variations in demand for water and high congestion costs of urban traffic in the centers
of large cities), a refined application of the marginal cost pricing principle
may be called for.
Refined pricing and metering schemes are generally more appropriate
for large consumers than small ones. For large ones, administrative and
transaction costs are likely to be low relative to the benefits of an improved pricing structure; the reverse is true for small ones. Thus it is
often defensible to have a simple set of charges for the large number of
small residential consumers (that is, not differentiating by location, time,
or type of service) while applying a more refined set of prices to large
industrial consumers (for example, peak-load pricing for electricity, or
pricing treatment of sewage according to effluent strength).
CAPITAL INDIVISIBILITY.
The simplest model of the marginal cost pricing
principle is based on the assumption that total cost is a continuous, singlevalued, monotonic function of output of the public service. Output is
usually defined in terms of some measure of the quantity or number of
units of service consumed (for example, gallons of water or kilowatts of
electricity; Saunders, Warford, and Mann 1976: 20). In practice, however, public service cost functions are characterized by a multidimensionality of output and are affected by capital indivisibility, that is, lumpiness of investment.
Production capacity and the distribution network of most public services can generally not be extended in smaller increments to meet
changes in demand for the services. Instead, larger units of production
and distribution capacity need to be built, frequently meeting existing
backlogs in demand while building ahead of the growth in demand expected in the foreseeable future. The reasons for this capital indivisibility
are frequently technological; that is, the existence of technological economies of scale for many aspects of public service provision make the
continuous addition of capacity in small increments uneconomical. 2 6 An-
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other factor explaining capital indivisibility, especially in developing
countries, is that financing for capital construction frequently needs to
be secured in the form of large loans or grants from higher levels of
government or from international lending agencies. If this is the case,
investment projects may have to be carried out on an even larger scale
than may be warranted on purely technological grounds.
The result of such capital indivisibilities is that the short-run marginal
COSt (SRMC) pricing rule could result in considerable fluctuations in user
charges. Strict application of SRMC pricing would require, during periods of excess capacity, that prices be set equal to variable operating
costs. During periods when the capacity constraint is reached but new
investment in capacity is not yet appropriate, prices would rise above
the variable operating cost so as to equate demand and supply. Three
possible caveats to the optimality of SRMC pricing must be raised in a
situation of capital indivisibility: consumers must have perfect foresight
of the future changes in user charges, the adjustments must be feasible
with zero administrative or transaction costs, and frequent and large
changes in user charges must be acceptable to political or other institutions.
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As noted above, lack of consumer information regarding future
changes in user charges may cause consumers to make incorrect decisions. This problem may be complicated by capital indivisibility, especially if nonreversibilities are involved. For instance, during periods of
excess capacity, when user charges are low, consumers may be led to
invest in complementary (service-using) appliances or machinery on the
mistaken assumption that charges will remain low indefinitely, or at least
over the planning horizon. Then, when service prices actually rise because of capacity constraints, these investment decisions turn out to be
mistaken and cause losses to the consumers and the economy.2 " Another
type of possible mistake in consumer decisions concerns location choices.
Cities that have excess capacity to provide services, and whose service
prices are therefore lower than those of cities that have capacity constraints, may be particularly attractive to private investors. Again, however, this advantage may only be short-lived, and therefore shortsighted;
poorly informed location decisions may be mistaken (but largely irreversible) in the longer term. In any case, future consumption is affected
by today's price, and thus future costs must be taken into consideration
in setting today's price.
Administrative costs are an important constraint on frequent fluctuations in user charges. Depending on the type of service and the extent
of the capital indivisibility, considerable administrative effort may be
required on the part of the public service agency to compute the varying
SRMC prices and to bill consumers accordingly. What is more, because
of political considerations, increases (or decreases) in future prices may
in part be limited by today's price.
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On the basis of considerations such as these, virtually all advocates of
marginal cost pricing have recognized that some method must be employed to average out cost and thus price variations over time. This
provides consumers with some information regarding future prices and
thus assists them in making correct investment and location decisions.
It also reduces administrative costs and permits efficient user charges in
the long term. The criterion for the selection of the optimal smoothing
device should be that the costs (losses from mistaken investment decisions and additional administrative costs) saved by the averaging should
just equal the losses (consumer surplus forgone or non-price-rationing
costs) which arise if the SRMC principle is not applied.2 9
The computation of an optimal average price path would of course
require a considerable amount of information on the present and future
cost structures of a service, present and future demand, the incidence
and costs of investment and location decisions, the price of nonprice
rationing, and the costs of administering alternative pricing systems."
It is therefore not surprising that a number of shortcuts or rules of thumb
have been applied in attempting to approximate the true optimal path.
These pricing schemes have generally been dubbed "long-run marginal
cost pricing" and vary with the type of service. Some of them are discussed in the following two chapters.
EFFICIENCY IN PRODUCTION.
The marginal cost principle is based on the
assumption that production efficiency prevails in that the service is produced at the lowest feasible cost per unit. This requires that as much
emphasis be placed on ensuring efficiency in production (that is, the
plant is operated effectively and new investments represent the minimum-cost solutions given particular demand forecasts), as is placed on
setting the correct price for consumers. There is, however, likely to be
a link between marginal cost pricing and production efficiency: when
consumers have to pay the marginal cost of a service they are more likely
to exert pressures on managers and politicians to provide the service
efficiently, that is, at minimum cost.
Of course, the efficiency objective is not the only goal to achieve in
setting public prices. Financial, fiscal, and equity concerns may be just
as important. The ways in which these objectives alter pricing decisions
are discussed in the following sections.

Fiscal Considerations

and Full Cost Pricing

The application of the basic marginal cost pricing rule may cause deficits for at least two reasons. First, because average costs decline with
service growth, marginal costs of service expansion lie below average
historical costs, particularly for those services for which economies of
scale are important or whose technological progress is rapid (for example,
telecommunications). A second common reason is capital indivisibility,
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which means the SRMC falls below average financial or accounting costs
during periods of excess capacity. During periods of a shortage of capacity
the reverse would be the case, and the price would be set above average
accounting costs to ration existing capacity. Once capacity has been extended, however, the SRMC price again drops below accounting costs. In
fact, SRMC prices tend to have a financing pattern just the reverse of the
typical pattern for prices set equal to average accounting cost. After
expansion of capacity, financial costs tend to be highest because loans
and interest charges have to be repaid, whereas the SRMC price is lowest
at that point. After some years, when loans have been repaid, financial
cost tends to drop off. With the growth of demand and greater shortages
in capacity, however, the SRMC will have risen and SRMC prices should
be set higher to ration available capacity. Under conditions of capital
indivisibility, financial and efficiency requirements thus tend to be out
of phase. If capital markets were perfect (and if, over the long term,
SRMC pricing would meet financial requirements), then these temporary
deficits would not be problematic. But capital markets are not perfect;
that is, the borrowing capacity of public service enterprises is limited.
Furthermore, the application of SRMC pricing may in the long term even
lead to deficits and may require either alternative ways to finance the
resulting deficit or an amendment to the basic pricing rule.3 '
Various alternative ways to finance deficits have been discussed in the
literature. 3 2 Three common ones are general fund financing, that is,
financing the deficit out of tax or revenue sources totally unrelated to
the service; multipart tariffs, that is, recovering all service costs from
service users, not exclusively through use-related charges but through
charges related to connection, access, or the like; and single-part tariffs
set so as to satisfy the financial requirements, and thus diverging, at least
from time to time, from marginal cost. These three alternatives will be
discussed in turn.
General Fund Financing
General fund financing of a deficit would be desirable, even on efficiency grounds, under the following conditions: (a) if a deficit still prevails after marginal cost prices have been applied to all dimensions of
service provision (that is, use, access, and location); (b) if general funds
can be raised without distortion to resource allocation for the taxed activities or assets; and (c) if the management and investment decisions in
public service provision are not affected negatively by the existence of
a financial deficit. These are the efficiency considerations that must be
accounted for before resorting to general fund financing of financial deficits resulting from marginal cost pricing. In addition, of course, it is
often argued on grounds of fairness that it would be inequitable to subsidize beneficiaries of a service with a high proportion of fixed costs
relative to total costs at the expense of general taxpayers.
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Virtually no device for raising public revenue is entirely free of distortionary effects. Automotive taxes, sales taxes, income taxes, and property taxes all distort consumer choices in some way. The local tax which
is most commonly proposed as being free of allocative effects is the pure
and general land value tax.33 But even if one fully accepts the land tax
as nondistortionary, it is generally recognized that the revenue capacity
of land taxes is limited for practical and political reasons, and it is illusory
to expect in practice that all general fund revenue requirements can be
met from taxes on land.3 4 In practice, the revenue sources that finance local government activities include a mix of taxes, as described in chapter 2.
General fund financing will thus result in some distortions, and the
critical question is whether greater or lesser distortions are induced by
financing the deficit from user charges which exceed marginal cost or
from general fund financing.3 5 As a general rule one can state that public
service charges should exceed marginal cost up to the point where the
cost of the distortions in resource allocation induced by this pricing policy
just equal (at the margin) the cost of the distortions resulting from raising
one additional unit of general fund revenue. It is worth noting that this
rule applies whether or not a public service operates at a deficit. As long
as a public service price is one of the revenue instruments of government,
and as long as funds are fungible between service accounts and general
accounts, the allocation of resources is efficient only if the marginal cost
of raising public revenues (in terms of administration costs, distortions,
and so forth) is equal for all revenue instruments. Note also, however,
that the application of this fiscal principle does not necessarily mean that
full costs of service provision are covered, although price may be set
above marginal cost. A deficit may still persist, which would then-in
the absence of other considerations-be
most efficiently met from general fund revenues.
An important consideration that is frequently used to argue for full
cost pricing, rather than permitting the possibility of covering deficits
from general account, has to do with the effects of financial deficits on
management and investment decisions.3 6 In practice, these decisions do
not take place in a context in which an exclusive concern for efficiency
in resource allocation can be expected from decisionmakers. Therefore,
it is argued that public service managers may need the discipline which
is imposed on them by the application of a full cost pricing rule. The
acceptance of deficits in public enterprises is believed to eliminate an
important yardstick for the evaluation of the effectiveness of management. It is also thought to lull managers into neglecting many aspects of
effective management, and thus is taken to result in a general decline in
efficiency of the operations of the service.3 " It has also been argued that
investment decisions are likely to be distorted if service users and managers are not made aware of the opportunity cost of the scale of operations. This happens because service beneficiaries would tend to out-
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vote-or,
depending on the relative electoral strength or influence of
the users' lobbies, be outvoted by-nonbeneficiaries
in the allocation of
investment funds to a particular service. This would result in an
overprovision-or underprovision, as the case may be-of the particular
service.38 This argument presupposes that public service investment decisions are to a large extent based on the relative political strength of
prospective beneficiary groups, rather than on pure economic cost-benefit criteria. In the presence of general account deficit financing of public
services, the beneficiary groups have a stronger incentive to attempt to
bend the provision of the service in their own favor than is the case with
full cost financing, under which beneficiaries have to bear, as a group,
the full burden of service provision and nonbeneficiaries do not bear any
burden. 3 9
Of particular importance for the provision of urban services in developing countries is the relationship between the pricing of services and
the standard quality and technology of service provision. Total fiscal
resources are very limited in developing countries, and high-standard
(and thus high-cost) methods of public service provision will therefore
not go far in actually providing services to urban populations. At high
standards and costs only relatively few families can be serviced and, especially if these families are poor, it is not possible to extract from them
a substantial contribution to the cost of service provision. This in turn
limits the ability of the public authorities to provide services to others.
The requirement of full cost pricing has the advantage that the project
analyst is forced to consider the beneficiaries' ability to pay and to choose
design standards with costs (and prices) that they can afford. The resulting
lower service standards will make it possible to provide a greater number
of households with services at any given time and with a given amount
of investment resources. Moreover, it makes it possible to provide a
greater number of households with the service in the future, as additional
fiscal resources are made available from the repayment of service costs
by the beneficiaries.
All of these arguments against general fund financing of deficits resulting from marginal cost pricing are in essence concerned with the
efficiency of resource allocation. Indeed, the gist of these arguments is
that the implementation of marginal cost pricing can lead to inefficiency
in the allocation of resources and that alternative pricing rules, and in
particular the full cost pricing rule, can result in less serious distortions.
A different type of argument against general account financing of deficits
relates to the question of fairness or equity.
Consider the principle of horizontal equity, which postulates that "he
who benefits ought to pay," and which is usually a powerful and popular
argument for full cost pricing. In fact, as a normative criterion the benefit
argument is neither linked to the question of economic efficiency nor
to the common objective of improving the (vertical) distribution of in-
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come. 41 As a normative criterion this principle of benefit-related charges
may well stand in conflict with efficiency and income distribution considerations, but to the extent that underpricing of public services is the
norm, rather than the exception, in many developing countries, a greater
emphasis on the principle of horizontal equity may well serve to improve
the efficiency and distribution of urban services in developing countries.
In considering the relationship between user charges and general account finances of the government, it was assumed that marginal cost
pricing results in a deficit. It is, of course, also possible that marginal
cost pricing-either
in its pure form of SRMC pricing, or in some form
of long-run marginal cost (LRMC) pricing-may result in a financial surplus.4 2 Full cost, rather than marginal cost, pricing in this case would
lead to excess demand in the short term, given capacity constraints, and
to overextension of the service in the long term, as service managers
move to meet this demand through increased investments. On efficiency
grounds it would be preferable in such a situation to apply marginal cost
prices and to channel the resulting surplus to the general account of
urban governments. Institutionally, it may still be desirable to retain
separate management and accounting units for general purpose government and for special public service authorities. Nevertheless, it is possible to extract the surplus from these autonomous public service agencies through appropriately scaled taxes levied by a general purpose urban
government on the special service authorities. Such taxes are found quite
frequently in the cities of developing countries, whether as de facto
transfer requirements or as de jure taxes, and these could therefore
become part of the pricing policy of public services in developing-country
cities.4 3
Multipart Tariffs
One of the most frequently proposed alternatives to general fund financing of the deficits that result from marginal cost prices is multipart
tariffs.4 4 The primary idea of multipart tariffs is that the marginal costs
incurred as a result of service use can be charged by the appropriate
application of SRMC prices related to service use, and any deficit may be
covered by levying fees or charges which fall exclusively on the users
but which are unrelated to the extent of their actual use of the services,
for instance, flat monthly fees and lump-sum access charges.
The discussion of the multidimensionality of urban service provision
at the beginning of this chapter has contended that for many public
services multipart marginal cost tariffs are appropriate on efficiency
grounds quite apart from the question of financial constraints. In fact,
the question of financial viability should be raised only after all dimensions of marginal cost pricing have been explored. If the application of
the multipart marginal tariff results in financial deficits, then it may be
desirable to consider how any particular component, or possibly all com-
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ponents, of this multipart tariff should be amended to improve the overall
efficiency or fairness of the pricing system.
The price elasticities of demand for the various service dimensions
(use, access, location) are of course one of the basic criteria for selecting
the tariff component(s) which is (are) to be priced above marginal cost
in order to meet financial requirements. 4 5 For instance, if access or connection to a service is statutorily required, as is the case for urban water
supply and sewerage systems in some developing-country cities, and this
requirement is effectively enforced, then charging access or connection
fees (either as a recurrent or as a lump-sum basis) above marginal cost
would not affect the allocation of resources. Where compulsory connection is not the rule, however, or where enforcement of such a rule
is not effective, the price-elasticity of demand for service connections
may be considerable. This is especially likely to be the case for lowincome consumers, for whom the satisfaction of essential needs such as
food, clothing, and shelter must be of primary concern, and for whom
clean water, safe waste disposal, education, health, and the like are luxury
commodities with a high price-elasticity. In contrast, for high-income
earners, access to clean water supply, sanitary sewage and garbage disposal, health, and education are much more in the nature of essentials;
that is, the demand for access to these services tends to have a low price
elasticity. The lesson to draw from this observation of differential price
elasticities of demand for service access by different income groups is
as follows: for high-income groups, connection or access prices may be
set considerably above marginal cost without large losses caused by misallocation of resources; while for low-income groups, such a pricing policy would involve considerable efficiency losses since many potential
consumers would be kept outside the service system altogether. 4 6
In designing multipart tariffs to meet a given financial constraint, one
needs to bear in mind the possible existence of capacity constraints in
one or the other dimensions of the provision of a particular service.
Especially in developing countries many services are characterized by
the existence of capacity constraints in one dimension of the system (for
example, constrained access due to a limited distribution network) while
there exists excess capacity in another dimension (for example, due to
the existence of excess capacity in the production of the service). In this
case, the application of the SRMC pricing principle would require price
rationing in the first dimension, while a low SRMC price would be appropriate in the other dimension. The financial surplus generated by the
access component of the service may then be utilized to finance (at least
partially, and possibly totally) the deficit of the use component of the
service.
Uniform Tariffi
A final possibility for meeting deficits resulting from the application
of marginal cost pricing is to abandon this pricing principle altogether
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and adopt a uniform use-related charge equal to average historical or
accounting cost, which is designed to meet the financial requirements of
a public service authority. 4 7 Although this pricing method is not generally
advocated by experts of public service pricing as optimal, it is frequently
found in operation. A common practice is to ignore the multidimensionality of service provision in the actual design of user charges and to
focus exclusively on only one dimension of service provision-service
use or connection (access). When this is done, a pricing system designed
to meet financial or historical accounting costs of a public service must,
by definition, charge average historical cost per unit of consumption.
This type of approach is generally easiest to implement, since it represents a simple extension of financial analysis which is generally accepted
as an important method for evaluation of public enterprise performance.
It does, however, forgo the opportunity to improve the allocation of
resources through a restructuring of the pricing system.
Income Distribution

Considerations

Policymakers virtually everywhere are concerned not only with the
efficiency of resource allocation but also with the objective of improving
the distribution of personal income. But is this objective a proper concern in the context of urban service pricing? Could it not be better
pursued by other public policies, particularly general tax policy at the
national level?4 8 Local governments cannot make personal transfer payments to equalize incomes; the tax base would be driven out, and lowerincome families would be attracted. And although local property taxes
may be progressive, local tax rates are too low to redistribute much
personal income. Yet this does not mean that local budgets cannot significantly affect the distribution of income or that public service pricing
cannot aid in redistribution. The structure and level of user charges may
in fact determine the extent to which low-income people make use of
services such as water, sewers, electricity, and buses.
Pricing policy, then, can play an important part in achieving national
income redistribution. In developing countries conventional national tax
instruments have a very limited capacity to improve income distribution,
and more extensive consideration must be given to the potential use of
public service expenditure and pricing policies at all levels of government.4 9 Moreover, in many countries urban service provision and pricing
are under the direct or indirect tutelage of the national government and
can therefore be utilized to better distribute income nationally.
Judging from the redistributive intent of public service tariffs, many
decisionmakers in developing countries accept income redistribution as
a goal of public service pricing policy. But how and to what extent should
the rule of marginal cost pricing be modified to allow for income redistribution? A number of theoretical models which try to answer this question are reviewed in this section. Although none provides a universally
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Feldstein
(1972b)
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Feldstein
(1972a)
Munk (1977)

I

Balanced
budget
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budget
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Among
same

users of
service
users of
service

UIniform rate

Ng and Weisser
(1974)'

1
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budget
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1
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n.a.

Uniform access
charge
Variable access
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Users of a service with a
relatively high incomeelasticity but low
price-elasticity should
subsidize users of a
service with a low
income-elasticity but
high price-elasticity
P > MC
P < MC, provided
income-elasticity of
income or property tax
is greater than the
income-elasticity of
service demand
P > MC
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applicable framework, together they offer insights into the complexity
of the question and point toward practical suggestions for policymakers.
Table 9-1 summarizes these models. They differ from each other
mainly in the number of services they consider; the budget constraint
assumed; the type of cross-subsidization permitted; whether they include
only user charges or also access charges; and, if access charges are imposed, whether or not the demand for access is responsive to the charges.
All the models (except Munasinghe and Warford 1978) assume a social
welfare function in which an additional unit of income in the hands of
the poor is valued more than an additional unit in the hands of the rich.
The first model (Munasinghe and Warford 1978) considers one service
with a variable budget constraint and any deficit financed from general
fiscal resources. The opportunity cost of these resources is explicitly
incorporated by applying a shadow price (premium) on public funds. The
tariff structure permits only a user charge, which may, however, be differentiated according to the income of the user, thus permitting crosssubsidization among users. No access charges are included. Under these
conditions, and assuming a redistributive weighting system favoring
lower-income groups, the optimal user charge may be calculated. This
calculation shows that, in general, the optimal service price will differ
from the efficient (marginal cost) price, even if such considerations as
externalities and distortions in input or output prices are not allowed
for. Moreover, the optimal user charge should differ among consumer
groups according to their incomes. The direction and extent of divergence of the price charged to each consumer (group) from marginal costs
depends on the shadow price of public revenue, the income of the consumer and its weight of income distribution, and the price-elasticity of
demand. Given a noninferior demand for the public service, the socially
optimal price will lie above (below) the marginal cost price, as long as
consumers are above (below) a level of income (the "critical income
level") at which public revenue is judged equal in value to private income.
The greater the premium given to public revenue, the higher should be
the optimal price; and the greater the dispersion in weights of income
distribution, the greater will be the dispersion of optimal prices across
different consumer groups.
Another tack is taken by Feldstein (1972b), who postulates a framework in which two services are produced and there is a uniform user
charge for all consumers of each service. He assumes no access-related
tariff structure and permits interservice cross-financing but postulates an
overall budget constraint for the two services combined by specifying a
target surplus (deficit), which in turn implies a particular shadow price
for public income. He further specifies a marginal social utility function
very similar to that of Munasinghe and Warford, on the basis of which
(at least implicitly) one can derive income distribution weights.5 0 Using
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these assumptions he is able to derive the optimal price of each good,
and thus the optimal extent of cross-financing between prices.
According to the Feldstein model, the optimal tax (subsidy) on each
service depends on its relative own-price-elasticity, its income-elasticity,
the size of the target surplus deficit, the distribution of income, and the
parameters of the social utility function. For given distributional conditions and financial targets, the model gives the following interesting
results:
* The higher the income-elasticity and the lower the price-elasticity
of a service, the greater the tax on it ought to be.
* The users of a service with a relatively high income-elasticity but
a low price-elasticity should cross-subsidize the users of a service
with a relatively low income-elasticity but a high price-elasticity (or
if a large target surplus is postulated, at least the former group
should be made to contribute a greater share to the financial surplus
than the latter).
* If a higher target surplus (that is, a higher premium on public income) is assumed, then the price of the service which is relatively
more heavily consumed by lower-income groups (that is, which has
the relatively lower income-elasticity) tends to rise relative to the
price of the other service.
* The greater the income inequality and the greater the weight given
to income redistribution, the greater the tax (subsidy) on the service
with the relatively high (low) income-elasticity.
The institutional and normative context postulated by Feldstein is applicable if a single public agency supplies two (or more) services and
operates under a fixed budget constraint. This is quite typical in many
cities of developing countries. For instance, in Cali one local public enterprise provided water, sewerage, electricity, and telephone services and
was required to transfer annually a fixed percentage of its revenues to
the general account of the municipal government. Interservice transfers
also take place, particularly from electricity and telephones to water supply. In Bombay one local public enterprise extensively subsidized bus
transportation with revenues from electricity and urban services. Other
examples could be cited. The model proposed by Feldstein provides a
framework for evaluating financing arrangements, given the basic context
it postulates, which in practice often cannot be changed.
These two models of optimal service pricing presume that only userelated prices may be charged. Other models have explored optimal twopart service pricing, and some have considered explicitly income distribution. One such model, devised by Feldstein (1972a), assumes that one
service is produced by a public enterprise operating under the requirement of a balanced budget. Any discrepancy between total cost and total
revenue which arises with the application of a user charge must in this
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model be met by a uniform fixed charge for all consumers. As in the
previous two models a marginal social utility function is assumed, with
a declining marginal utility of income as income rises. On the basis of

these assumptions, the optimal user price of the service lies above marginal cost. 1 In Feldstein's words: "The logic of this is clear: charging
more than marginal cost makes higher-income familiespay a larger share
of the fixed cost. The inefficiency loss due to not charging marginal cost
is outweighed by the gains in distributional equity" (Feldstein 1972a:
178). Furthermore, the higher the income-elasticityof demand for the
service, the higher should be the optimal price and the lower the fixed
charge. The greater, in absolute terms, the price-elasticityof demand for
the service, the lower should be the optimal use price and the higher
the fixed charge. Finally,the more severe the imbalancein income distribution, or the greater the weightplaced on income equality, the higher
should be the use-related price and the lower the fixed charge.
The results of this model require two crucial assumptions: (a) the
non-use-related charge is uniform for all consumers, and thus not related
to income, and (b) the demand for service access is not affected by the
accesscharge. The first of these assumptions is relaxed by Munk (1977),
who concludes that if the access-relatedpart of the two-part tariff is an
income or property tax whose distributional characteristicsare more favorable than the distributional effects of the tax on service use (that is,
a charge over and above the marginal cost),5 2 then the Feldstein result

is reversed; that is, the optimal commodity price lies below marginal
cost. This is a classicexample of the importance of "counterfactual" assumptions in (balanced budget) differential incidence analysis:Feldstein
assumes that the counterfactual is financing through a poll tax on all
service users; Munk explores the importance of alternative counterfactuals, that is, the income tax or the property tax.5 3 The other limitation
of the Feldstein model of a two-part tariff system, namelythe assumption
of a fixed demand for service connections, has been investigated by Ng
and Weisser (1974), who do not, however, consider income distribution.
They assume a price-elasticity for access of less than zero and find that
optimal commodity price should exceed marginal cost.54 Furthermore,

the higher the price-elasticityof commodity (that is, use-related) demand
(in absolute terms), the greater the excessof optimal price over marginal
cost and the lower the fixed charge.
The conclusionsof Feldstein (1972a), Munk (1977), and Ng and Weisser (1974) together suggest that the optimal two-part tariff will depend
on the relative own-price-elasticitiesof demand for access and use, and
on the income-elasticitiesof the consumption of the service relative to
the income-elasticityof the access-related component of the tariff. The
precise relations for this general case remain to be worked out, but the
following conclusions are plausible in light of the partial models reviewed.
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If the demand for access has a high price-elasticity and if access is little
related to income, a higher proportion of an enterprise's budgetary requirements should be met by use-related prices. Thus, if prevailing access
fees are lump-sum charges on all consumers (as is frequently the case
for meter rental fees with water supply tariffs), and if many consumers
are kept off the system by high access fees (as may be the case particularly
for low-income consumers of public services in developing countries),
then it would be appropriate to keep access or connection charges quite
low and attempt to meet financial requirements through user charges set
above marginal cost.5 5 If access fees can, however, be designed to fall
more heavily on wealthier consumers and if demand for access is quite
inelastic for the relevant range of access prices, whereas demand for
commodities is highly price-elastic but not highly income-elastic, then it
would be appropriate to extract a relatively large proportion of financial
requirements from access charges. This result for the two-part tariff is
quite similar to that derived by Feldstein (1972b) for the case in which
two services are provided by one enterprise under a single budget constraint. Conceptually, one can define access as one commodity and actual
service use as the other, both of which are provided and priced by the
public enterprise. 5 6
A general solution to the problem of multipart tariffs in the presence
of fiscal and income distribution considerations would build on the Munasinghe-Warford model, in which a shadow price for general government revenue is taken as given and variations in price by consumer group
are envisaged. This model could be extended by formulating demand
and cost functions for the dimensions of service provision, that is, service
use, access, and location. If it is assumed that the private demand decisions about the dimensions are unrelated, the Munasinghe-Warford
model may be reformulated directly for each dimension.5 7 The problem
becomes more difficult to solve if the demands for the dimensions are
interrelated, for example, if the expected level and structure of user
charges affect the decision of whether or not to connect a service.
Five analytical and practical problems must be considered before the
models can be used. First, becauses all models in some way make a
tradeoff among the objectives of efficiency, growth (public revenue), and
income distribution, and because efficiency gains or losses depend crucially on the price-elasticity of service demand, it is necessary to know
the price-elasticities of consumer demand for different consumer categories and for different dimensions of public service. Price-elasticities
of demand for public services are, however, notoriously difficult to estimate. 5'
Second, the final incidence of public service benefits and charges must
be identified. This problem is most readily apparent when services are
intermediate products rather than items of final consumption. In the
intermediate products case, the tax (or subsidy) on any particular com-
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mercial user of a service would burden or benefit owners of land or
capital, labor, or the consumers of the products produced.5 9 The exact
incidence of such a tax (subsidy) therefore depends on the factor supplyelasticities to the service-using activities, and on the price- and incomeelasticities of the final product. Thus, for services such as public utilities,
for which intermediate usage represents a sizable proportion of total use,
one has to be careful in specifying who bears the final burden of any
service-related tax or subsidy. Even when the service is used by final
consumers, as with residential use of public utilities, care needs to be
taken in presuming that they ultimately bear the service tax (subsidy).
Some of the gain or loss in consumer surplus may be capitalized into
land value at the time of initial imposition of the subsidy (tax) and thus
may create a benefit (burden) mainly for the owners of land at that time
rather than for any subsequent owner or renter. The extent to which
such capitalization occurs is not well established for developing countries,
but some capitalization takes place, especially when these service-related
taxes or subsidies have existed for some time. Another problem occurs
with transportation pricing. Some of the benefits from subsidized public
transportation may accrue to employers rather than employees if wages
can be lowered as transportation costs go down.
Third, once the final incidence of service-related taxes or subsidies
has been determined, it is necessary to calculate the social weights and
shadow prices. Squire and van der Tak (197 5) have provided some guidelines for the derivation of these weights, and some applications of their
methodology exist in a number of developing countries.6 0 Feldstein
(1972a) applied his optimal pricing rule to the U.S. electricity sector.
Nevertheless, the use of these weighting systems remains experimental.
A fourth problem is how to differentiate commodity prices by user
group, if it is assumed that each group, categorized by income, is charged
a different (and optimal) price. It may be possible to do this to a limited
extent, for example, by differentiating access charges according to the
value of the property which is connected, charging higher prices for users
living on higher-valued properties. Another possibility, particularly for
certain public utilities, is to let prices vary with the amount consumed.
This can take either the form of multiple block rates (prices rising with
larger and larger blocks of consumption) or simple two-block rates (the
first block is charged at relatively low levels, and the remaining use in
excess of the basic allowance is charged at a higher, but flat, fee per unit
of consumption). 6" Yet another possibility is to vary service charges by
area, on the assumption that households of comparable income groups
tend to live in relatively easily identifiable homogeneous neighborhoods.
All of these differentiating measures are of course only of limited accuracy because the correlation between income levels and assessed property values, or consumption or locational characteristics, is never perfect.
The extent to which attempts have been made to introduce progressive,
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or income-redistributive, features into service charges and their likely
effectiveness will be discussed in the following chapters.
A fifth criticism of the models concerns the manner in which they
introduce redistribution of income. All of the models base their analyses
on an assumed social welfare function in which an additional unit of
disposable income in the hands of the rich is valued less than an additional
unit in the hands of the poor. This notion and its implied distributional
weights, although quite familiar to economists, have been criticized for
not adequately reflecting the altruism of individuals, which in turn is
reflected in the political decisionmaking process (Harberger 1978). Harberger has asserted that altruism and its manifestations in economic policy should instead be taken as an externality of consumption that applies
only to individuals consuming to satisfy their "basic needs" (1978: 9).
He compared the implications of distributional weights with those of
basic needs and showed that they are indeed fundamentally distinct
(1978: 12).
These arguments need not be elaborated on here. Instead, figure 9-5
shows the essence of the basic needs approach and its implications for
Figure 9-5. Basic Needs and Public Service Pricing
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urban service pricing. The three curves, DP, DM, and DR, show the
demand for a particular public service by poor, middle-income, and rich
consumers, respectively. Assume, moreover, that external benefits accrue to society from individual consumption as shown by the curve Ds.
The social demand curves, DSP,DM, DS, corresponding to the private
demand of each consumer group, are then derived by vertical addition
of DS to the private demand curves. DS is drawn so as to reflect the view
that altruism implies that an additional unit of consumption of a particular
service is valued more highly by society the less a particular individual
is actually consuming. Beyond the level of consumption Q no benefits
at all are derived by society over and above the consuming individual's
private benefits.
Optimal pricing policy is then easily shown. For a given marginal cost
curve, MC, the price for each consumer group ought to be set where
the social demand curve intersects with the marginal cost curve. This
implies a subsidized price PP for poor consumers, who without this subsidy would not consume the service at all. For middle-income consumers
a small subsidy is also appropriate (as these curves are drawn). For rich
consumers, whose unsubsidized consumption falls beyond Q, the marginal cost price (PR) is the optimal price.62 The importance of this for
equity is that only specific items of consumption are viewed as being of
social concern, whereas a general increase in individual welfare as measured by consumer surplus is not, per se, believed to be of concern for
policy. Moreover, external benefits of consumption are viewed as achowever, from marginal
cruing to society only up to some point-not,
consumption beyond a certain level.
Externalities of consumption based on altruism are difficult to meathe general argument makes consure-as are all externalities-although
siderable sense on the basis of common value judgments. As Harberger
puts it, "The rest of society wants the recipients of welfare payments to
spend more on feeding and clothing their children, not on what are
judged to be sumptuary or trivial items" (1978: 9). Many public programs
are designed to enable consumers to satisfy their basic needs rather than
"frivolous wants" (for example, the frequent earmarking of "sin" taxes
for spending on education and health).
This way of determining an optimal price requires value judgments,
which of course are not simply right or wrong. One may, however, argue
about how common values are, how they are to be measured, and how
they are to be incorporated into the economist's analytical framework.
All three aspects need more attention in analyses of both distributional
weights and basic needs value systems. In fact, it is quite likely that in
most societies both systems are espoused at the same time. Clearly, there
is a need for more analysis of the equity objective in public service
pricing. At present, only rather general guidance can be obtained from
the models discussed above. The models, however, do provide insights
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about considerations for the pricing decision, can guide experimental
designs of tariff structures, or can be used for sensitivityanalysis to test
the effect of alternative value judgments on the optimal design of service
tariffs.
The Politics and Institutions of Public Service Pricing
Like all instruments of public policy, service prices are set in a context
of a multiplicity of objectives pursued by a multiplicity of actors. User
charges therefore are the product of interactions among these actors and
are influenced by the political power of each interested group as well as
by the institutional setting for the pricing decision. A realisticassessment
of the political and institutional context is essential to any analysis of
how to reform public service pricing. This concluding section of the
chapter will consider the typicalactors and their various, frequently conflictingobjectives, the institutional setting, and the influence the history
of pricing practices may have on the degree of flexibility for present
pricing decisions.

The Politicsof PublicServicePricing
Six interest groups are usually involved in and affected by decisions
regarding user charges. To understand how patterns of user charges have
come into being, how each group is likely to react to proposals for change,
and what kinds of obstacles need to be overcome in introducing tariff
reform, it is helpful to look at the groups. The first group, the recipients
or beneficiaries of a public service, naturally have an interest in paying
as little as possible for all dimensions of service provision, provided they
do not perceive a link between the quantity or quality of the service
supplied and the service price. Especiallyif services are customarilyprovided free of charge and are financed by general funds, the perception
of a link between user charge and benefit may easily get lost.63 Con-

versely, if users see a necessary connection between price and quantity
and quality of service,they are likely to accept the system of user charges
and moreover will exert pressure on managers and politiciansto increase
production efficiency.
The second group, the nonbeneficiaries of a public service, are-to
the extent that they are general taxpayers-naturally interested in service
prices which cover costs or, even better, permit a contribution to general
funds or a cross-subsidizationof services which they themselves tend to
consume more intensively. These general taxpayers are frequently not
well organized politically, especially if they have low incomes. Furthermore, the pricing arrangement for a service in isolation may not have
large enough tax effects on the general fund to produce a well-orchestrated reaction by nonbeneficiaries. In some industrial countries, especially in North America, well-publicized popular movements have developed to restrain the local taxes which finance subsidized urban
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services.6 4 To date, they appear not to have spilled over into developing
countries.
The third group, the managers of public services, are likely to espouse
multiple and possibly conflicting objectives-to the extent that they are
free from direct political pressure from either the beneficiaries or other
political actors (in particular local politicians or higher levels of government). It is in their general interest to expand service as rapidly as
possible in order to increase their influence, follow their professionaltechnical ethics, and meet with public approval. If service demand is
price-elastic, a manager would therefore want to set user charges as low
as possible. He is constrained, however, by the financial viability of his
service unless he receives grants or subsidies. Within the limits of his
financial constraints, he will therefore try to set prices as low as possible
while attempting to extend services, particularly to higher-income
groups, which have the greatest willingness and ability to pay. These
motives and constraints commonly lead the manager to resist avidly any
attempt to generate a surplus for his service that will be used to support
the general fund or another service not under his control.6 5 Yet another
motive commonly attributed to the manager is that of wanting to "maintain a quiet life." Again, he will be led to a compromise between staying
within the financial constraints of the agency and maintaining prices so
as to minimize complaints or other angry reactions from consumer
groups.

66

The fourth group, local politicians, generally tends to favor free provision of as many public services as possible with general fund financing.
This arrangement maximizes their ability to provide patronage, at least
as long as they have a say in where, to whom, or how the service is
provided. Only if a politician has no real say in the provision of the
service and is out to capture the support of a well-organized group of
taxpayers is he at all likely to argue for raising user charges to match
costs. In any case, he will attempt to maximize financial support from
outside the local jurisdiction in order to minimize the burden of both
general local taxes and local user charges. Moreover, he will aim to minimize the burden on those groups from whom he receives most political
support or from whom he expects most trouble. For instance, it is not
surprising that in the early 1970s politicians in Bogota in general favored
low use-related (commodity) charges for water supply for the large number of low- and middle-income water users while they favored retaining
financial viability for the municipal water company by levying very high
commodity charges on the relatively very few high-income users and
charging high connection fees for the relatively few new consumers joining the system each year.
The fifth group, higher-level authorities, frequently take some interest
in the prices local governments charge for urban public services. Their
objectives may, however, vary quite widely, and their influence on set-
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ting local prices will thus differ from case to case.The goal of controlling
inflation will often lead them to keep local authorities from raising user
charges. Restraints on the level of user charges may also reflect the goal
of keeping local authorities under tight national (or state) control by
limiting their ability to use their own sources of local revenue.6 7 Conversely, if national governments want to strengthen the fiscal structure
of local authorities in order to minimize the drain on national resources,
they can be counted on to work toward prices approximating the cost
of service provision.6 8 National authorities may also pursue income redistribution by encouraging such redistributive tariff structures as graduated rates and life-line rates.6 9
The efficiency concerns of national governments are usually limited
to encouraging free or subsidized provision of services if positive externalities are thought to weigh heavily, especially in the case of public
education and health. Few governments have paid much attention to the
level or structure of marginalcost in service provision, although this may
begin to change as they are made more aware of the importance of efficiency.
The sixth group, the international institutions that provide grants or
loans and technical assistance to developing countries, has become an
important part of the process of determining urban service charges. In
early years they tended to look mainly at the financial viabilityof public
service enterprises, especiallyin the utility and transit sectors. Since the
1970s, they have also begun to consider efficiency and redistribution
Julius and Alicbuson 1989). For example, virtually every public service
project financed by the World Bank includes extensive exchanges between Bank staff and country officials(both national and local) regarding
the level and structure of prices. These discussions are very important
for preparing, approving, and supervisinga project. Thus it is not entirely
surprising that in recent years developing countries have begun to develop and apply user charge systemswhich tend to conform much more
with the concerns of the economist for a reasonable balanceof efficiency,
equity, and financialfeasibilitythan is common in many industrial countries.
The Institutional Setting
The ways in which interest groups can intervene in the process of
setting user charges are mostly determined by the institutional setting.
The role of higher levels of government in determining urban service
charges depends largely on intergovernmental fiscalrelations. If national
authorities provide services directly, they also usually carry direct responsibility for setting user charges (for example, national electricity or
telephone companies in many developing countries). Of course, national
authorities are by no means homogeneous. The national public service
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company is likely to have considerably different goals than the ministry
of finance.
Even if national authorities do not directly provide a service,they often
build facilitiesfor it, which are then handed over to the local authorities
for operation. The local authorities typically try to avoid any financial
responsibility for the facilities;their share of costs is determined by bargaining. There is usually a grant, which means that the charges for the
service do not reflect its full costs and that cross-subsidizationbetween
the national taxpayer and the consumer has been introduced.
Intergovernmental financialflows can also exert considerable influence
on the pricing decisions of urban authorities. If financial transfers are
structured to provide incentives for raising local resources, user charges
are more likely to be applied than if there are no such incentives. Repayable loans and matching grants provide stronger incentives for cost
recovery than do grants with no strings attached. In some countries, for
example Colombia, nationally provided or insured loans to local authorities were linked with a review of pricing practices by the national
planning authority to ensure adequate financing from local resources, in
particular user charges.
National authorities also frequently reserve the right to review local
decisions regarding the level and structure of service charges, regardless
of whether financial assistance is provided. The effect of this review
depends on the objectives of the national government. During inflationary periods, local authorities are often prevented from raising user
charges in line with inflationary pressures because it is believed that
increases in service charges contribute to inflation.7 0 Even if this effect
is recognized as negligible, national authorities often cannot resist the
temptation to suppress increases in public service charges in the interest
of short-term politicalgains. Such interference with localdecisionmaking
is usually predicated on either the existence of established legal and
institutional channels for national government review of local pricing
decisionsor financing arrangements under which national authorities are
not directly and negatively affected by their refusal to accept increases
in service charges.
Other special institutional conditions may affect price setting. More
than one agency may provide a service. For example, in Colombia the
National Telephone Company provides long distance lines and service,
and in most big cities local or regional agencies provide local service,
including telephones. Similarly,in Cali a local public agency distributes
electricitybut a regional authority generates power. In these institutional
circumstances,there inevitablyarise conflictsbetween agenciesover how
to allocate joint costs and over who should bear the political brunt of
unpopular increases in user charges. Each agency will try to shift much
of the burden to the other, which leads to the danger that none will make
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the hard decision to raise prices adequately and that the resulting financial
difficulties will inhibit the maintenance and expansion of services. In
such a context clear, binding pricing rules coupled with cost sharing
agreements can go a long way toward preventing harmful stalemates,
particularly if higher authorities enforce them. Nevertheless, if various
agencies share responsibility to provide a service, conflicts are likely to
occur. Although this does not necessarily argue for integrated provision
of services, it is one of the costs of administrative decentralization.
The opposite case is also common. If more than one service is provided
by a single agency, cross-subsidies between users of different services
may occur. These multiservice agencies may be problematic if systematic
pricing rules are not applied. And if common fund accounting is used,
as is frequent in developing-country cities, the financial and economic
management of all services may begin to suffer because "each tub doesn't
have to stand on its own bottom." Yet integrating various services under
one administrative umbrella does have the advantage of permitting more
sophisticated pricing systems, such as those discussed in the preceding
section, as long as managers are responsible and sympathetic to efficiency
objectives.
These examples show the importance of the institutional setting for
pricing mechanisms. There is no ideal institutional setting for an ideal
pricing structure, mainly because many actors pursuing many conflicting
objectives are involved in providing and benefiting from urban services,
and because compromises need to be made among actors as well as objectives.
The Importance of Past Pricing Practices

Past as well as present pricing practices influence the desirability and
feasibility of changes in pricing schemes. It is important to know whether
administrative and technical conditions permit the introduction of a
scheme. For example, if water meters are generally in use, a marginal
cost pricing rule is more readily implemented than if water charges have
been based on other criteria, such as property or rental value as in many
Indian cities. Or recovering sewage system investment costs from property owners through betterment levies is likely to be a good deal easier
if there is an administrative framework for assessing and collecting levies,
as in many Colombian cities. What is more, new pricing practices may
require legal changes that may involve cumbersome legislation. Past pricing practices, therefore, influence to a considerable extent how well and
how fast user charges can be reformed.
Besides these technical and administrative aspects, there are three further problems. One is the fact that many people have come to accept
past practices as a norm, particularly if services have been free or highly
subsidized. Subsidized services may have come to be accepted as a right
people are not willing to give up easily. Matters are often complicated
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because subsidies have been capitalized into property values or because
people expect continued subsidies and have locked themselves into location or investment patterns which may be difficult and/or costly to
reverse in the short term. Sudden and far-reaching changes in pricing
may thus lead to considerable windfall losses, which in turn cause resentment and even political upheaval.
The second problem is the perception of unfairness, which occurs
when a new pricing system requires payment for services which were
free or heavily subsidized. The third problem is that failure to operate
services efficiently and to charge effectively for them often makes the
agency providingthe servicefinanciallyweak, whichin turn leads to poor
service. In these circumstances it is extremely difficult to introduce an
effective charging system because users' willingness to pay is likely to
have been seriously eroded by bad service. A vicious circle is thus established:charging systemscannot be improved if services have not been
improved first, and services cannot be improved if chargingsystemshave
not been improved first.
To break this circle, it is necessaryto work simultaneouslyat all aspects
of urban service provision: to introduce measures that improve production efficiency,including those that improve the institutional framework
and incentive system for managers,and gradually to implement a pricing
system which provides a reasonable balance of efficiency, financialfeasibility, and equity. As the followingtwo chapters will demonstrate, the
tradeoffs among these objectives are less severe than they may at first
appear. In fact, urban service prices can often be structured to achieve
all of them.

10 Charging for Urban Water

Services

THE SUPPLY of potable water and the sanitary collection and disposal
of residential and industrial wastewater are among the most essential
urban services. Centralized systems to provide these services improve
health, save money, and give more personal comfort (World Bank
1980a). Important advances have been made in providing access to these
services (table 10-1), but much remains to be done. For example, in
many towns and cities of developing countries, many people still do not
have access to safe water; those who do often suffer service interruptions,
and at times receive contaminated water. Although access to the services
has risen, the quality of service in many urban areas has declined over
the years (Hamer and Linn 1987).
One of the main constraints on more rapid extension and improvement of urban water services is limited financial resources. The tremendous resources needed for the services far exceed the capacity for resource mobilization. As might be expected, this needs-resources gap is
greatest in the poorest countries, in which it is especially important to
adapt investment strategies and service standards to affordability. In the
poorest nations of Africa and South Asia, investments in neighborhood
water systems and low-cost wastewater disposal systems are likely to be
most feasible (Linn 1983). In the wealthier nations of Latin America, the
Middle East, and East Asia, however, it may well be feasible to cover
urban households fully with water services and even piped sewer systems.
Pricing and financing policies must also be designed with these different
circumstances in mind; and as noted above, appropriate pricing policies
can assist in the development of better investment strategies.
Besides affecting the programming, planning, and financing of urban
water supply and disposal systems, pricing can have important effects on
the efficient use of national and regional water resources, on urban land
use, and more broadly on the allocation of the economic resources of a
country or region. Water charges can also significantly affect the spending
patterns of the urban poor, as is shown in table 10-2, which reflects
estimates of shares of household incomes spent on water in selected
cities.' The variation across cities is considerable both in terms of the
shares of the income spent on water and sewer charges in any income
quintile and of the extent to which the shares increase or decline when
moving from low- to high-income quintiles. To the extent that water and
sewerage pricing systems can shift the burden of service financing from
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Table 10-1. Water Supply and Sanitation Coverage,by Region, 1983
(percentage of population served)
Water supply

Sanitation

Region

Urban

Rural

Urban

Rural

Africaa
Western Asiab
Asia and the Pacific'
Latin America and Caribbeand

57
95
67
85

29
50
44
49

55
93
48
80

18
21
9
20

Note:No comparative data are available for the region of the U.N. Economic Commission for
Europe and North America.
a. Members of U.N. Economic Commission for Africa.
b. Members of U.N. Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia.
c. Members of U.N. Economic and SocialCommission for Asia and the Pacific,excluding China.
d. Members of the U.N. Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean.
Source:U.N. Center for Human Settlements (1987).

low- to high-income groups, or vice versa, the distributive effect of these
charges can be quite significant.
A further consideration which makes the pricing and financing of water
services an important issue for this volume is that water supply and sewerage systems in large and medium-size cities are generally managed by
the local government even though they are often the administrative reTable 10-2. Estimated Monthly Water Charges as a Percentage
of Estimated Monthly Household Income, by Income Group, SelectedCities
Income group
(and consumption categoryin thousands of liters)

City, year

Louwest
20
percent
(7)

Second
20
percent
(15)

Third
20
percent
(27)

Fourth
20
percent
(36)

Highest
20
percent
(40)

Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1970
Bogota, Colombia, 1971
Cartagena, Colombia, 1971
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 1972
Kingston, Jamaica, 1971
Nairobi, Kenya, 1970
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1972
Mexico City, Mexico, 1970
Lima, Peru, 1971
Manila, Philippines, 1970
Bangkok, Thailand, 1972

4.71
0.67
0.97
8.70
1.76
6.80
0.36
0.41
4.96
9.27
0.49

2.28
0.70
0.84
7.89
3.04
5.51
0.32
0.33
2.34
1.67
1.12

3.35
1.04
1.23
7.70
6.05
6.00
0.55
0.38
1.25
1.65
2.19

2.85
0.83
1.25
6.17
3.75
3.93
0.61
0.29
1.41
1.50
2.20

0.90
1.51
0.62
2.46
0.81
1.88
0.49
0.17
0.56
0.72
0.86

Note: Water charges (which include drinking water and sewerage) are estimated from tariff
schedules and estimated water consumption figures for households in the individual cities.
Source:Computed by K. Hubbell from survey data. Cited in Saunders and Warford 1976: 188).
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Regionand economy
Latin America
Colombia
Costa Rica

FOR URBAN

City

Institutionalstructure

Bogota and others
San Jose and others

Localautonomous agency
National autonomous agency

Large cities
Kingston
Other towns
Mexico City
Panama City and
others

Local autonomous agency
National autonomous agency
National autonomous agency (separate)
Local autonomous agency
National autonomous agency

Nigeria
Sudan
Uganda
Zaire
Zambia

Abidjan
Addis Ababa
Nairobi and others
Mombasa
Small cities
Lagos and others
Khartoum
Kampala
Kinshasa and others
Lusaka

National government
Local autonomous agency
Local government
Regional autonomous agency
National government
State autonomous agency
National government
National government
National government
Local government

Asia
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Burma
Taiwan (China)
India
Indonesia
Korea, Rep.
Nepal
Pakistan
Philippines

Kabul and others
Dhaka, Chittagong
Rangoon
Taipei
New Delhi and others
Jakarta
Seoul
Kathmandu
Lahore, Karachi
Manila

Local government
Local autonomous agencies
Local autonomous agency
Local autonomous agency
Local autonomous agency
National autonomous agency
Local government
Local government
Local autonomous agencies
Local autonomous agency

Middle East
Algeria
Israel
Jordan
Tunisia

Algiers
Tel Aviv, Haifa
Amman
Tunis

National government
Local government
Local autonomous agency
National autonomous agency

Ecuador
Jamaica
Mexico
Panama
Africa
C6te d'lvoire
Ethiopia
Kenya

Source:Based on a review of World Bank reports carried out by Prabhas Sharma. Cited in Bird
(1980: table 4).

sponsibility of autonomous or semiautonomous local agencies (table 103; also see chapter 3). Spending on the services usually accounts for a
sizable portion of total urban government expenditure (table 10-4). The
pricing of water supply and sewerage disposal is thus often one of the
main fiscal decisions at the local level. This chapter reviews charges commonly found in cities of developing countries and discusses the design
of water tariffs in terms of the general principles of user charges laid out
in the preceding chapter.
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Table 10-4. PercentageShare of Water Services in Total Expenditure of
Urban Governments, SelectedCities
City, year
Francistown,Botswana, 1972
Bogota, Colombia, 1972
Cali, Colombia, 1974
Cartagena,Colombia, 1972
Ahmadabad,India, 1971
Bombay, India, 1971-72
Calcutta, India, 1974/75
Madras, India, 1975-76
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1972-73
Kingston,Jamaica, 1972
Daegu, Rep. of Korea, 1976
Daejeon, Rep. of Korea, 1976
Gwangju, Rep. of Korea, 1976
Jeonju, Rep. of Korea, 1975
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1970
Karachi,Pakistan, 1973-74
Lusaka,Zambia, 1972

Percent
14.7
26.1
12.3
22.3
11.2
11.5
55.2
23.0
6.4
3.8s
18.9
17.6
14.6
23.1
15.2
25.9
27.0

a. Does not include expenditureby the nationallyrun water and sewerageagencyfor the
Kingston metropolitan area.

Pricing Water Supply Services
Water charges may be grouped into four categories:
1. A lump-sum development charge, which may be determined by
the capital cost of infrastructure and by lot size, frontage, or value
of properties lying in the area provided with community water supply; this charge applies whether or not the lot is actually connected
to the water main
2. A lump-sum connection charge, which may be determined by the
size of the connection or by characteristics of the consumer related
or unrelated to his water use
3. A periodic fixed payment determined by consumer characteristics
related or unrelated to, but not varying directly with, water use
4. A periodic payment determined by metered water consumption;
the rate per unit of water consumed may vary with the amount
consumed, with the season, or with property value, type of consumers, and so forth.
In the following discussion, category 4 will be referred to as a "consumption charge" or "use-related fee." Lump-sum connection charges
and periodic fixed payments (categories 2 and 3) are often treated together under the term "connection fee," because both types of charges
are related to the consumer's decision to connect to the system. In principle, any recurrent charge can be capitalized into an equivalent lump-
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sum charge, or any lump-sum charge annuitized into a recurrent charge
at the prevailing rate of interest. In practice, however, because of the
many imperfections of capital markets in developing countries, lumpsum and periodic fees may have quite different effects.
After a brief review of common systems of water charges in developing
countries, this section will discuss how to design a system of water charges
that can meet goals of efficiency, financial viability, and equity. Allowance
will also be made for institutional factors which may influence the feasibility of pursuing these goals through an appropriate set of water
charges.
Existing Systems of Water Charges
Table 10-5 summarizes some salient characteristics of existing systems
of water charges in selected cities of developing countries. 2 Emphasis is
placed on the differential treatment frequently given to commercial and
industrial users, and on users drawing water from public taps.3 Although
table 10-5 is quite limited in its coverage of countries and somewhat
dated in its information, it includes countries and cities in all major regions of the developing world and therefore is reasonably representative.
It does not contain a column for development charges because according
to the available information no such charges were levied in any of the
cities listed.4 The typical structure of water charges, however, appears
to include one or more of the remaining three types of charges.
With the exception of Ahmadabad, all the cities listed levied a charge
related to the metered consumption of water for those house connections
with working meters. The proportion of metered connections varied,
however, from city to city. In more than two-thirds of the cities the userelated rates rose with the amount of water consumed, in two or more
steps or "blocks" (up to eight blocks in Guayaquil). Rate differentiation
by characteristics other than metered water use has also been quite common. In Bombay rates varied with a property's size of lawn or availability
of swimming pools, presumably as a way to catch luxury consumption
and possibly to pass on capacity costs to seasonal users (especially sprinkler demand). The fact that declining block rates are not commonly found
in the developing countries is remarkable only because of the frequency
with which this system of water charges has been used in industrial countries, particularly in the United States and Canada, despite long-standing
objections to this as an inefficient practice (Bird 1976b). Only in three
cases studied here did declining block rates occur. They were applied
to residential users in Cameroon and in Gabon; in Abidjan (Cote
d'Ivoire), declining block rates were in force for industrial and commercial users, whereas residential rates were structured in rising blocks.
Fixed monthly fees have been very common, although they have taken
on many different shapes. In many cities minimum monthly fees have
applied for metered consumers, but these were often supplemented by
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so-calledmeter rental fees or other fixed monthly charges.These charges
usually increased with the size of the meter or diameter of the pipe
connecting the consumer to the distribution main,or they were positively
related to the value of the connected property (Colombia). Unmetered
users were usually charged monthly fees varying with diameter of the
connecting pipe, or at times varying with the value of the connected
property (India).
Connection fees havebeen quite common, but againhavevaried across
countries and cities. A flat charge related (at least historically)to the cost
of installation has been most common. In some cases (for example, Colombia), additional charges were levied when a property was connected
and were determined as percentage rates of assessed property value. In
other cases (Bangkok and Jakarta), the diameter of the connecting pipe
determined the connection fee. Finally,in some cities returnable deposits
were required at the time of connection. Industrial and commercialusers
were in most cities charged at levels above those of residentialusers with
some notable exceptions, such as Abidjan and Tunis, where industrial
and commercial customers were given favorable treatment.
The information available on rates charged to users of standposts is
quite limited for the cities listed in table 10-5. In Colombia, India, and
Thailand the use of water from public taps in the cities appears to have
been free of charge, whereas in Jakarta, Nairobi, and Seoul higher rates
were charged to users of public taps than to most users with in-house
connections. The relatively high cost of water from public sources or
from street vendors is further demonstrated in tables 10-6 and 10-7.The
tables show, respectively, the charges levied at standpipes in selected
cities and a comparison of the price of water from in-house connections
with the price paid for water from carriers. Especiallyconsidering the
private costs of hauling water (the time and effort spent in carrying the
water from the source to the site of use), it is clear that users with inhouse connections generally face much lower unit prices than users of
public taps or carried water.
Efficient Charges
For water supply, as for any other urban service, it is useful to begin
a discussion of pricing strategies by focusing on the goal of efficiency.5
Other policy goals and constraints are then brought into the analysis.
DEMAND. If the demand for a service does not respond to price changes,
the efficiency of resource allocation is not affected by the selection of
service charges. In discussing the price-elasticity of water demand, that
is, the degree of responsiveness of water demand to changes in user
charges, it is important to remember that more than one dimension of
service demand is relevant. These dimensions are related respectively
to three separate decisions: (a) whether, where, and at what density and
(Text continuesonpage 296.)

Table 10-5. Water Tariff Structure in SelectedCities

Country, year,
state or city

Lump-sum connection
charge

Fixed monthly fee

Brazil, 1974
Belo Horizonte
Minas Gerais
Bujumbura, Burundi,
1966

n.a.
n.a.
By pipe diameter and
length of pipe

Flat rate
Minimum charge
Meter rental fee (for
five years)

Camneroon, 1975

Flat charge

Minimum charge; flat
fee where
unmetered

Rising with property
value and cost of
installation
Rising with property
value and cost of
installation

Rising with property
value and cost of
installation

t\
Colombia
Bogota, 1979

Cali, 1978

Cartagena, 1973

Consumption charge

Standpipe charge

Industrial and
commercialcharges
relative to residential
charge

n.a.
Two blocks (rising)
Two blocks (rising);
rising with dwelling
area and declining
with family size
Three blocks (first
rising, then falling)

-

Higher
Higher
Higher

Rate charged

Equal

Minimum charge
rising with property
value
Minimum charge
rising with property
value

Five blocks (rising);
rising with property
value
Five blocks (rising)

Free

120-130 percent of
residential tariffs

Free

Minimum charge
rising with property
value and meter
rental charge rising
with property value
and pipe diameter

Three blocks (rising)

Free

Consumption charge
equal to residential
monthly fee,
approximately equal
to mean residential
fee
Lower, if using
untreated water

%
>

Abidjan, C6te
d'lvoire, 1975
Guayaquil, Ecuador,
1974

n.a.

n.a.

Two blocks (rising)

n.a.

Eight blocks (rising)

Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, 1972

Cost of installation;
deposit rising with
pipe diameter

Libreville, Gabon,
1973
Accra/Tenna, Ghana,
1974
India
Ahmadabad, 1973
Bombay, 1978

n.a.

Minimum charge;
meter rental fee
rising with pipe
diameter
Meter rental rising
with pipe diameter;
flat fee where
unmetered
n.a.

n.a.

Minimum charge

n.a.
Charge rising with
meter size

General property tax
Minimum charge and
meter rental fee
rising with meter
size; tax on
property value for
unmetered users;
special low rate for
slums

Charge rising with
pipe diameter

Meter fee increasing
with diameter of
pipe
Minimum charge

Indonesia
Jakarta, 1973

Malang, 1974

Flat charge

-

Lower; three blocks
(falling)
Higher

-

Higher

n.a.
Flat rate; higher rate
for properties with
large lawns or
swimming pools

Free
Free

Higher

Two blocks (rising)

Rate equal to highest
residential rate

-

Five blocks (first
rising, then falling)
Flat rate

Flat rate

Higher

Hligher rising; block
rates
(Table continues on the following page.)

Table 10-5 (continued)

a\

Ltmp-sxm connection
charge

Country,year,
state orcity
Kingston,Jamaica,
1975
Kenya
Mombasa,1975

Nairobi, 1975

Fixedmonthlyfee

Consumptioncharge

Standpipecharge

Industrial and
commercial
charges
relativeto residential
charge

-

Rate varying with
meter size; lowvalue properties are
exempt

Six blocks (rising)

-

Highest residential
tariff

Flat charge

Meter rental rising
with diameter; flat
rate for nonmetered
users
Minimumcharge and
meter rent

Two blocks (rising)

-

Lower

Flat rate

Private operators
charge unit rate five
times officialrate
for house
connections

Equal

Connection fee and
returnable deposit

Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur,
1973
Penang, 1973
Mexico City, Mexico,
1973

n.a.

Minimum charge

Flat rate

-

Higher

-

Minimum charge
For nonmerered users
flat charge rising
with pipe diameter
For nonmetered users
flat charge rising
with pipe diameter
n.a.
Flat minimum charge

Two blocks (rising)
Six blocks (rising)

-

Higher
Equal

Two blocks (rising)

-

Equal

Flat rate
Five blocks (rising)

Higher than low-use
residential fees

Lower
Higher

Minimum charge
rising with pipe
diameter; meter
rental charge
n.a.

Flat rate

-

Higher minimum
charge

Six blocks (rising)

Free

Equal

n.a.

Kathmandu, Nepal,
l970s

Flat charge

Tunis, Tunisia, 1973
Seoul, Rep. of Korea,
1972
Lahore, Pakistan,
1973

-

Bangkok, Thailand,
1975

Charge varying with
pipe diameter

Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.
-

Flat charge
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Table 10-6. Water Charges at Public Taps in SelectedCities
of Developing Countries
(dollars per cubic meter)
Countryand city

Charge

Burkina Faso
Ouagadougou
Bobo Dioulasso
Cameroon
Douala
Yaounde
Gabon
Libreville
Port Gentil
Lambarene
Indonesia
Jakarta
Kenya
Nairobi

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.26
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.70
0.13

Note.Thisis the pricechargedbythe watersupplyorganizationfor watersuppliedto the public
hydrants.Actualconsumerpricesmay be higher becauseof resale.No date is given in source.
Source:
Vliegerand others (1975:46).

service levels to develop a tract of urban land (assuming that each lot in
the tract will have the option to connect to the water distribution network
but will not necessarily choose to connect); (b) whether to connect to
the distribution network or not, and with what size or length of connection pipe; and (c) how much water to consume once connected to
the system. The crucial question then becomes whether any of these
decisions is affected by the prices or sets of prices which a utility may
choose.
Table 10-7. Costs of Public and Private Water Supply in Selected
Developing Countries
(dollars per cubic meter)
Country or city
Burkina Faso
Ghana
Nairobi, Kenya
Senegal
Kampala,Uganda

In-houseconnection
(publicutility)
0.30
0.10
0.20
Free
0.33

Watercarrier
(privatevendor)
1.0-1.5
1.3-2.5
1.4-2.1
1.6-2.4
1.3-3.0

Note.Ratiosof private to publicwater costsin additionallocationsare: for Abidjan,5 to 1;
for selectedcitiesin Indonesia,between2 to 1 and 10to I (WorldBankdata);for Karachi,10
tO 1 (USAID 1976);and for Lima,between16 to I and 25 to I (Thomas1978).
Source:
Linn(1983), basedon Vliegerand others (1975:48).
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Evidence about the demand-elasticity of water use is scant for developing countries. Probably the most careful study was done for Nairobi
by Hubbell (1977). On the basis of a stratified random sample of 400
households, a linear regression equation was estimated for pooled crosssection, time-series data to determine the effect on the demand for water
of a change in water tariffs and differences in user rates at any particular
time, holding constant other determinants such as household income,
site value of property, family size, and ethnic background. The results
show a price-elasticity of -0.5. Another study estimated the effect of a
water price change in Penang (Malaysia) purely on the basis of intertemporal changes in the quantity demanded (Katzman 1977). The estimated
elasticities fell in the range of - 0.1 to - 0.2. Less reliable estimates were
made for Bogota, where changes in water tariffs were associated with
drops in consumption indicating a range of price-elasticity between
-0.35 and -0.50 (Linn 1976b), and in selected Colombian cities, where
elasticities fell in the range of -0.1 to -0.6 (World Bank estimates).
These results, and in particular Hubbell's elasticity estimate, fall within
the range of estimates for the United States. A survey of U.S. studies
concluded that "a rough estimate of about -0.5 seems a reasonable
compromise for the American data" (Gorman 1980: 1-3). To what extent
the price-elasticity varies with income level is not well researched in
developing countries, although for the United States the evidence appears to indicate that the demand for water is less price-elastic among
the poor.
The implication of these findings is that because the demand for water
is moderately responsive to price changes, efficiency considerations
should not be neglected in setting user rates. This conclusion is strengthened for the case of metered versus unmetered use. The available evidence unequivocally indicates that metering has quite considerable effects on consumption. Saunders (1976) estimates that in Bangkok the
elimination of meters on average would lead affected households to consume 40 percent more water. White, Bradley, and White (1972) report
on a study in Uruguay showing a strong inverse relationship between
the proportion of households metered and daily use of water. Similar
evidence is available for the United States (White, Bradley, and White
1972). The implications of these findings are that efficiency considerations are very important for metered user prices and can substantially
guide the metering decision itself.
and
Evidence for the other dimensions of water demand-connection
access-is much less readily available. For water connections, the priceelasticity in principle can be reduced to zero by requiring connection to
the distribution network. In practice, however, this regulation may not
always be enforceable, particularly in low-income neighborhoods. Evidence for Colombia suggests that a significant number of urban households will choose not to connect to the public water systems despite legal
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connection requirements (Selowsky 1979). One reason for this failure
to connect may well have been the steep connection fees (Linn 1980a).
The ease with which illegal connections to the water system can be made
is another major consideration in determining the elasticity of connection
demand. In Bogota and Jakarta, for example, illegal connections have
been quite common in poor neighborhoods, apparently in response to
sizable connection fees (Linn 1976c; Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto
1976). The choice not to connect to an existing water system is likely
to be of interest mainly to low-income families who demand small quantities of water and therefore can effectively satisfy this demand from
communal water taps or carriers, or from rivers and creeks. For higherincome groups, whose demand for water tends to involve much larger
quantities, private sources of supply are generally a less acceptable substitute. The connection demand is therefore likely to be much more
price-elastic for low- than for middle- or high-income consumers. 6 The
connection demand for industrial and commercial uses may be quite
price-elastic, particularly where groundwater is readily available. Evidence of use of private wells for industrial and commercial users in response to high user charges or connection fees was, for example, found
in Bangkok (Saunders 1976).
Does the level of charges affect the location or access demand for
water services? Evidence on migration appears to indicate that utility
pricing is not a significant determinant of the rural-urban or urban-urban
migration decision (Findley 1977). To what extent this is also true for
industrial location decisions, and therefore for the possible indirect effects which utility pricing may have on migration, is more debatable.
There does not appear to be any conclusive evidence on this subject for
developing countries. Nor is there good information available on the
effect of spatial differences in utility pricing on intraurban location decisions; this is not surprising, however, considering that such cost differentials are rarely considered in setting urban water prices.7
Finally, the effect of pricing on other land use decisions, especially
those concerned with density of development, also appears not to have
been carefully investigated. It has been argued, however, that if government agencies are required to charge the real cost of providing a
service to actual or potential beneficiaries, the agencies are forced to
consider the standards of service for which the prospective beneficiaries
are willing and able to pay (World Bank 1980b). This implies that service
demand, defined in terms of the development decision, is effectively
price-elastic. Again, for water supply it is quite likely that this elasticity
is higher for low-income groups than for middle- or high-income groups,
which are more likely to select their housing solutions without particular
attention to water supply accessibility or its cost, except that they will
want to ensure what they see to be a minimum standard of water service:
multiple-tap in-house connections with sufficient capacity to service
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showers, flush toilets, and water-using appliances such as washing machines. Within reasonable boundaries, changes in the water development
charge will not lead to changes in the demand for this standard package
among those who are better off.
In sum, one may conclude that the demand for water consumption is
moderately price-elastic, but possibly less so for low- than for highincome groups. In contrast, the demands for water connections and access opportunity are likely to be more elastic among lower-income households, and especially among the very poor, but show very little priceelasticity for higher-income groups. This last set of conclusions is highly
conjectural, and considerably more analysis is required to confirm the
findings. Overall, however, one must conclude that for at least some
types of users the efficiency of the level of water charges is likely to
matter in all of the three dimensions of water demand. From the point
of view of economic efficiency it is therefore important to consider the
resource costs of water provision and to attempt to link the structure of
water charges to those costs.
COSTS OF SUPPLY. The basic rule of efficient public service pricing is to
set price equal to marginal cost. In the case of water supply, possibly
more than for other urban services, it is important to consider carefully
the service dimensions to which the marginal cost price or prices are
applied.
All three dimensions used previously-use, connection, and accessare of relevance here. As regards use, the incremental cost of producing
and transmitting water includes the short-run operating and maintenance
costs incurred by the utility in producing and transmitting potable water
(such as material costs of treatment, energy costs of pumping, and maintenance requirements caused by wear and tear on the plant during operation) as well as labor costs directly related to the level of production
at which the facilities operate. It is relatively easy to estimate these costs
from the financial data of a water enterprise.
More difficult is the treatment of incremental capacity costs of water
production and transmission, for which investments are generally lumpy.
One method of estimating incremental capacity costs in the water supply
sector has in recent years been frequently applied in developing countries. This method draws on the concept of average incremental cost
(AIC), which "is calculated by discounting the incremental costs which
will be incurred in the future to provide the estimated additional amounts
of water which will be demanded over a specified period, and dividing
that by the discounted value of incremental output over the period"
(Saunders, Warford, and Mann 1976: 15).8
The purpose of pricing on the basis of AIC is to provide a smoothing
of price fluctuations, which the application of the pure short-run marginal
cost (SRMC) rule would entail, while permitting price signals to guide
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Figure 10-1. Schematic Comparison of AIC,SRMC,and AC Trends
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investment decisions.9 Figure 10-1 schematically compares the AIC cost
or price trend over time with that of SRMC or price, assuming constant
long-run costs of capacity expansion."1 Points A and A' reflect times at
which the capacity constraint is reached and SMRC begins to rise until
capacity expansion becomes appropriate at points B and B', respectively.
At that time SRMC drops again to its previous levels in a sharp reversal
of the previously rising level. AIC, in contrast, exhibits an initially higher
level than SRMC but a more gentle rate of increase, so that it eventually
falls short of capacity-rationing SRMC. At the time of capacity expansion
AIC also drops, but less markedly than SRMC. AIC pricing thus represents
a compromise between, on the one hand, the perfectly smooth price
trend of an average cost pricing rule reflected in the AC (average cost)
line in figure 10-1, and the highly volatile price trend shown by SRMC.
The shorter the intervals between capacity expansion the smoother will
be the AIC trend line, and when applied to a rising long-run cost trend,
the declines in AIC may actually vanish altogether (Saunders, Warford,
and Mann 1977).
AIC cost estimates have been extensively applied in recent years in
water supply projects financed by the World Bank and have been used
to inform pricing decisions of the public utility agencies involved. In
such practical applications of AIC estimates, care must be taken to include
only those costs which are incremental with respect to present or future
consumption. In fact, numerous cost items should not be included in an
AIC calculation.
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One set of such cost items concerns the decision to connect to the
water supply system and typically includes the material and labor costs
of installation (excavation, pipes, plumbing, and meter). In addition to
the costs of initial installation, clerical and other labor costs may be incurred when occupants of a property change. More important, there are
recurring administrative and clerical costs associated with a water connection, including meter reading and maintenance, record keeping, and
billing. All of these costs are related to an individual consumer's decision
to connect to the service but do not vary with the amount of water
consumed. On efficiency grounds, these costs should be charged to each
connection as a flat periodic fee unrelated to the quantity of water consumed. To the extent that these costs reflect the capital cost of installation, a lump-sum connection charge would also be appropriate. As
mentioned earlier, under certain conditions lump-sum charges and flat
periodic fees are equivalent, since the former can be annuitized or the
latter capitalized.
Returnable security deposits can be interpreted as providing merely
insurance against willful tampering with meters or other parts of the
water connection. They may also, however, imply a real charge if any
interest rate paid on the deposit held by the utility falls below the rate
of interest that the consumers could earn on this money in other uses.
The extent to which such an implicit charge is related to the actual cost
of connection will depend on each case but should be of concern, particularly if the deposits are large and inflation rates are high."' Again,
this cost is unrelated to the quantity of water consumed.
Finally, there are the development or access charges for the cost of
installing the necessary distribution and retriculation network. This cost
is not directly related to the amount of water consumed, although expected consumption per connection may influence the diameter of the
distribution pipes. Costs of water distribution are related more closely
to the density of development: the distribution cost per connection varies
inversely with the density of development, as is shown in table 10-8 for
a sample of neighborhoods in Cali. 2 The costs of the distribution system
may also vary between areas of a city because of different geological
conditions. Efficient private development decisions as regards timing,
location, and density of development as well as standard of demand for
service will be encouraged by charging developers and lot owners the
incremental cost of water distribution networks. What is more, public
development decisions will be improved by the need to take into consideration the willingness of private beneficiaries to pay for the costs
associated with the public supply of water. In principle it is inefficient
to charge development costs through connection fees, because once the
distribution network has been constructed, the marginal cost of connecting to the system is restricted to the installation and related cost
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Table 10-8. Relation betweenWater Distribution Costs and Density
in the Neighborhoods of Cali, Colombia
(thousands of Colombian pesos)

Neighborhood

Density
(connections
per hectare)

Costsper
hectare

Costsper
connection

Conquistadores
Leon XIII
Quiroga I
Doce de Octubre
Alfonso Lopez V
Cotraval
Sindical
SanJudas Tadeo
Atanasio Girardot
Alfonso Lopez VI
Union Vivienda Popular
El Rodeo
Los Cambulos
Jorge Eliecer Gaitan
Terron Colorado
Siloe Lleras
Camino Real I
Leonar III
La Merced VIII

88.6
48.8
48.0
47.8
41.9
41.7
40.3
40.3
37.2
33.9
33.6
33.0
26.4
22.6
22.0
19.6
12.8
5.6
2.0

348.7
129.0
237.0
118.0
88.4
67.4
104.3
38.6
138.2
84.5
64.7
88.2
80.4
51.4
37.6
99.8
86.8
85.5
85.7

3.9
2.7
4.9
2.5
2.2
1.6
2.5
1.0
3.7
2.5
2.0
2.7
3.1
2.4
1.8
5.1
6.4
15.3
42.9

Average

34.3

107.1

5.7

Median

37.2

88.2

2.7

Note:June 1975 prices. Regression equation relating cost per connection to density: In (CIS)
= 3.88 - 0.80 In (SIA)
R2 = 0.66, where CIS is the cost per connection and SIA is the
number of connections per hectare. The coefficient of In (SIA) is significant at the 0.1 percent
level of confidence.
Source.'Linn (1976b: table 7, p. 24).

discussed earlier. Indeed, charging development fees only at the time of
connection will restrict the connection decisions to inefficiently low levels. The development charge should be levied on all property owners at
the time the system is built whether or not a particular owner chooses
to connect to the system at that particular time.
GEOGRAPHICAL

AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS

IN COST.

Followingthe gen-

eral principle of efficient pricing, water users should be charged equally
if they impose equal marginal costs on the system but should be charged
differentially if marginal costs differ. Costs of water supply commonly
differ between cities within the same country due to differences in system
size, water resource availability, geological conditions, or possibly input
prices. Table 10-9 indicates the considerable variations between urban
areas in Colombia. Uniform national or regional tariffs, as were found
in some countries (for example, Malaysia and Tunisia"3 ), certainly would
be inefficient under these conditions.14
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Table 10-9. Comparison of Long-Run Cost and Average Tariff
for SelectedColombian Cities, 1974
(Colombian pesos per cubic meter)
Actual average
City

Long-run

tariffa

Percentageshortfall of actual

costb

tarifffrom

long-run

average

Armenia
Barranquilla
Bogota
Cali

1.54
2.53
1.84
2.16

2.19
3.32
3.60
3.06

29.7
23.8
49.9
29.4

Cartagena

1.95

4.44

56.1

Cucuta

1.40

2.82

50.4

Medellin

1.40

1.79

21.8

Neiva

1.38

1.45

4.8

Tulua

1.30

2.30

43.5

Average

34.4

a. Tocal
b.

cost

revenue

from

Sum of operating

by quantity

sale of water

(including

costs plus depreciation

sewer

surcharge)

plus 8 percent

divided

of revalued

by quantity

sold.

net fixed assets,

divided

sold,

Source: Linn (1980a:

table

9).

Intrametropolitan differences in costs are also common, although not
generally explored by water companies or researchers. Two case studies
in Cali and Nairobi commissioned for this volume have found cost differentials within these cities by estimating AICS for selected areas in the
water distribution systems. Table 10-10 summarizes the findings for
these two cities. In Nairobi, the cost differences resulted from supplementary pumping requirements to convey water from a low-elevation
source to high-elevation users. The AIC estimates reflect differences in
planned investments in pumping facilities. In Cali, low-elevation areas
experienced (in general) higher costs, because planned expansion of the
Table 10-10. Geographical Water Cost Differentials in Cali and Nairobi
Average
Area

Average

incremental

In Colombian
Cali.

Colombia.

High

elevation

1977

cost

incremental

as percentage

pesos per

cubic meter

Of high

0.818

100

Low

elevation

0.903

110

Siloe

Lleras

1.054

129

Terron

Colorado

1.080
In Kenyan

Nairobi.
Low

Kenya,

1975

thousand

elevation

Central
High

elevation

Sources: For Cali, Linn (1976a:

shillings

table

132
per

gallons

Of Ion, level

8.80

100

9.25

105

11.60

132

16). For Nairobi,

level

McLure

(1977:

table

14).

cost
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pumping system in these areas required investments in water mains attributable only to the low-level area. For Cali and Nairobi, AIC in the
highest-cost area was approximately one-third above AIC in the lowestcost area.
The capital costs of water distribution may also vary substantially
among areas of a city, mainly in relation to the density of development,
but also because of differences in soil conditions, accessibility, or distance
to the distribution main. Table 10-8 describes the extent to which such
differences can exist. Differential development charges by area are therefore important to signal to potential new customers the resource costs
incurred as a result of their location and land use decisions.
Variations in spatial service costs within cities are rarely reflected in
water charges. There are, however, examples of efforts to do so. In Cali,
a surcharge on water use was applied for some time in two high-lying
areas, Siloe Lleras and Terron Colorado, to reflect supplementary pumping costs. In 1975, however, this surcharge was only about 40 percent
of actual short-run marginal costs of supplementary pumping (Linn
1976b). In Kingston, Jamaica, surcharges of 50-75 percent over the base
charge were in the past applied to consumers living in areas requiring
supplementary pumping (Bougeon-Maassen and Linn 1977). These examples indicate that it is possible not only in principle but also in practice
to vary water fees by area.
Seasonal cost differentials may also be important in the case of water
supply. During dry periods supply may drop and demand may increase
to such an extent that constraints on capacity are reached. It may then
be more efficient to ration available supplies through price increases
rather than to permit pressures to drop or to provide water only intermittently.1 5 In Cali, for example, dry-period declines in the water source
serving high-lying areas led to seasonal pumping requirements and resulted in a doubling of short-run marginal cost (Linn 1976b). In one
region of Tunisia it was found that water consumption during the summer
quarter exceeded the yearly average by about 50 percent (World Bank
estimates). In a city in Paraguay per capita water consumption more than
doubled between seasons, but in many other cities seasonal demand
changes are not significant (White 1974). In Lahore, peak-season consumption was between 30 and 40 percent above off-peak season consumption (Turvey and Warford 1974). Because of added pumping requirements during the peak season, marginal peak consumption costs
exceeded marginal off-peak consumption costs by about 40 percent. For
the Tunisian region previously mentioned, World Bank estimates indicated that peak user cost was forty times off-peak cost. This estimate
was based on attributing all costs of incremental increases in capacity to
peak users because peak consumption necessitated the planned expansions in capacity to produce water.
The need to reflect seasonal cost differentials in designing water tariffs
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depends on the extent of cost differences and on the administrative feasibility of applying differential rates at different times of the year. Turvey
and Warford (1974), for example, advised against seasonal price differences in the case of Lahore because of the difficulties likely to be encountered in timing meter readings to accurately reflect the switchover
from one season to another. In any case, there can be seasonal variations
in charges only if meters are in use. For nonmetered connections, it is
inefficient to vary charges seasonally. There have been no seasonal differences in water prices in the cities surveyed for this study, although
in Kingston higher water prices were charged during droughts (BougeonMaassen and Linn 1977).
Water supEXTERNALITIES AND OTHER "SECOND-BEST" CONSIDERATIONS.
ply works are commonly justified by the health benefits for the community of reducing the incidence of water-borne diseases. Research has
shown that 20-40 liters per capita per day (lcd) of readily available water,
if accompanied by adequate waste disposal facilities and sound hygienic
practices, are sufficient to attain the main health benefits of water use
(Kalbermatten, Julius, and Gunnerson 1982; World Bank 1980a, 1980b,
1980d). Additional consumption is also beneficial, but mainly because
of the direct convenience to the user. The external benefits from water
use are thus likely to be restricted to the range of consumption below
40 lcd. Consumers therefore should be given an incentive to consume
at least this amount of safe water if they are not willing or able to do so
at their prevailing incomes and marginal cost price. This has been one
of the major reasons for the introduction of so-called life-line tariffs in
many developing countries."
Life-line tariffs consist of a heavily subsidized low tariff for an initial
consumption block equivalent to, say, 20-40 lcd, whereas consumption
beyond this amount is charged at full marginal cost. Because water consumers with house connections typically use more than 40 lcd even at
low incomes (table 10-1 1), the subsidy provided by the life-line tariff in
practice is inframarginal to consumption but acts as an incentive for connection to the system. This is indeed desirable, because consumption
from public taps, the main alternative source of safe water, often is at
the lower limit of the amount required for maintaining good health (table
10-11). 7 The corollary to this argument is that it is not desirable to limit
water consumption from standpipes by charging high fees. Ways should
be found, however, to limit water waste arising from unnecessary spillage, which may include charging a nominal fee.
Distortions in market prices of inputs to public water provision can
be allowed for by shadow pricing inputs in the computation of costs. In
particular, it is important to cost imported capital goods at border prices,
rather than at financial cost, if tariffs are levied on such inputs."8 More
generally, shadow pricing should be employed to price all tradable inputs
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Table 10-11. Daily Water Consumption from Community Water Supplies
(liters per capita per day)
Urban
House connections
World Health Organization
region

Algeria, Morocco,Turkey
Africa
Central and South America
Eastern Mediterranean
Southeast Asia
Western Pacific
Average

Minimum

65
65
160
95
75
85
90

Public standposts

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

210
290
380
245
165
365
280

25
20
25
30
25
30
25

40
45
50
60
50
95
58

Note. Averagedailyconsumptionrounded to nearest 5 liters.
Source: Saunders and Warford (1976: table 5-4).

directly at border prices and to price all nontradable components indirectly at border prices following, for example, the shadow pricing methodology developed by Squire and van derTak (1975).19 In practice, water
tariff studies appear to have been limited to netting out all duties and
taxes directly applying to purchased inputs, and in some cases, to using
a shadow exchange rate to adjust the foreign exchange component of
capital costs.
The sensitivity of water charges to shadow pricing apparently has not
been widely explored. Linn (1976b) found that the application of a 20
percent shadow exchange rate premium increased AIC in Cali by only 7
percent. Also of possible importance is the discount rate applied in deriving AIC, reflecting the real rate of interest. For the case of Cali, AIC
increased by approximately 10 percent when the discount rate was raised
from 8 to 12 percent (Linn 1976b). In Bangkok similar results were
obtained by Saunders (1976). Shadow pricing foreign exchange at a 25
percent premium raised AIC by about 6 percent, whereas raising the
discount rate from 8 to 12 percent increased AIC by 30 percent. Water
costs and efficient price estimates therefore do not appear to be very
sensitive to the shadow pricing of any particular set of inputs, although
cumulatively the failure to shadow price (or to use the correct discount
rate) may well lead to substantial errors when attempts are made to set
water prices at efficient levels.
One particular input which should be carefully priced at its economic
cost is electric power used to provide water. Water utilities often receive
electricity at special rates from the power company. Or, if electricity is
internally generated, water companies often fail to cost the use of electricity in water production and transmission at the rate they could sell
it to their customers. In Cali, to calculate marginal cost an upward adjustment of about 30 percent in the price of energy used for pumping
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was required in 1975 because of underpricing of internal use of electricity
by the Cali public utility agency. This adjustment resulted in an increase
in the estimated short-run marginal cost of about 13 percent (Linn
1976b).
On the output side, distortions in the price of substitutes for publicly
supplied water may cause problems and result in inefficient water use;
a case in point is household use of water from financially cheap but
contaminated sources, such as rivers or shallow groundwater wells. The
true cost of using the cheap substitute is not apparent or relevant to
users, either because they are not aware of the damaging implications
to their health or because the costs are borne by others because of lower
levels of community health. This is, of course, directly related to the
health externality discussed in earlier paragraphs, except that it is now
viewed in terms of a distortion in the price of a competing product. The
solution remains the same, particularly for low-income households: lifeline tariffs or subsidization of connections, and subsidized water consumption from public taps. For wealthy consumers who might feel inclined to use a private but contaminated source of water, compulsory
connection to the public water system is a more appropriate solution.2 0
Industrial and commercial consumers similarly should be compelled to
connect to the public water system or be charged a special tax on their
consumption of water if they are not connected to the public system and
if the private cost of drawing water does not reflect fully the social cost.
This is of particular importance where substantial use is made of scarce
groundwater. The withdrawal of groundwater by one user lowers the
groundwater level for other users, and then deeper wells and more pumping are required. In Bangkok, Saunders (1976) estimated that large private consumers could supply their own water at a financial cost of only
about a third of the total economic cost imposed. The same author cites
Mexico City, Taipei, and Tokyo among other cities for which this may
be a serious consideration.
ADMINISTRATIVE
CONSIDERATIONS.
Administrative considerations cannot be neglected in the design of water tariff structures. A basic issue is
whether or not metering is efficient. The considerable cost of metering
goes beyond the mere capital cost of the meter and its installation and
includes meter inspection, reading, repairs, accounting, and billing
(White, Bradley, and White 1972). All of these costs need to be weighed
against the benefits expected to be derived from metering: a reduction
in production costs, an improved capacity to monitor water production
and consumption and thus to detect sources of leakage, and reductions
in costs associated with nonprice rationing when capacity constraints
cause service interruptions, low pressure, and contaminated supplies.2 '
Careful analyses of the metering decision have been carried out for
Lahore and Bangkok. For Lahore, where metering was uncommon,
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Turvey and Warford (1974) found that to reduce production costs to the
point where the costs of metering would just have been offset, water
production would have to fall by 80 percent.2 2 Such a reduction was
judged to be unlikely, especially for small consumers, for whom metering
costs weigh much more heavily relative to the cost of water consumption.
It was therefore tentatively concluded that metering should not be introduced in Lahore, except for a few large industrial consumers. In contrast, Saunders (1976) used similar analyses for Bangkok, where metering
was much more common, and concluded that it was likely to be justified.
The main reason for the different results was that the cost of providing
water in Lahore was significantly below that in Bangkok. Generally
speaking, metering is usually justified if water is scarce and thus has a
high cost, or if extensive treatment is required before it is safe for household use. As Saunders (1976) points out, however, it may be unwise to
attempt metering for small and poor consumers even under conditions
such as those in Bangkok because of the difficulty of reading and maintaining meters in slum neighborhoods; flat periodic rates may be preferable. In setting charges for unmetered connections, it is possible to
reflect the different requirements for production capacity that are associated with different levels of expected consumption by linking the
periodic connection fee to the pipe size of the connection. This, however,
will affect only the connection decision, not the consumption decision,
except insofar as it limits consumption to maximum flow levels at any
time. Another way of approximating expected consumption levels without metering is to link the periodic charge to the number of taps in a
house. As Turvey and Warford (1974) point out, however, there are
numerous difficulties in implementing and enforcing such a pricing
policy.
This set of considerations raises an essential point: efficient water tariff
structures can achieve their purpose only if administered effectively. If
a large percentage of all meters do not function properly, as is often the
case in developing countries, tariffs based on metered consumption are
not likely to be very effective. The same result holds if charges, even if
properly metered, are not effectively collected.2 3 Finally, if infrequent
price adjustments allow inflation to erode the real value of user charges,
an initially efficient charge can quickly become a considerable subsidy
to water users. In Bogota and Cartagena in the early and mid-1970s, the
failure to adjust user charges for inflation led to a rapid decline in the
real value of charges that was not supported by changes in the underlying
real cost structure (Linn 1975, 1976c). In other cities, in contrast, regular
rate adjustments were evidently feasible and prevented a similar slide
in the real value of water charges (for example, Jakarta and Kingston;
see Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976 and Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
1977). One way to deal with this problem is to make regular small adjustments in water rates, say, in monthly installments. In the 1970s, this
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practice was increasinglv applied in Colombian cities. In Cali water consumption charges were increased by 1.5 percent every month and less
frequent but more sizable changes were made in the entire tariff structure
in line with the financial and economic requirements of the water operations.
Public water taps present special problems for administration, not only
in pricing, but also because of the difficulties encountered in preventing
vandalism, wastage, and surcharges by attendants. To provide water from
public taps at subsidized rates, if not free of charge, raises the problem
of wastage unless an attendant is continuously posted. Attendants, however, may be costly, and they may add monopolistic (and usually illegal)
surcharges. Flow-limiting devices are subject to tampering and vandalism
and often lead to greater wastage if malfunctions are not quickly corrected. A reading of the discussions in Vlieger and others (1975) and
Saunders and Warford (1976) concerning alternative flow-limiting devices leads one to conclude that no ideal method has yet been found.
Much appears to depend on local customs and on the ability to develop
community participation in and a sense of community responsibility for
maintaining a well-functioning, wastage-free system of public water taps.
AN EFFICIENT STRUCTURE FOR CHARGES. A three-part water tariff is likely
to be required for the efficient pricing of water. First, a consumption
charge should be related to the quantity consumed and set equal to
average incremental cOSt. AIC should be calculated for the systemwide
marginal costs of operation and maintenance and of projected capital
expenditures in water production and transmission. AIC represents, however, only an approximation of the truly efficient consumption price,
because it only roughly balances the efficiency benefits of a highly volatile
price set to equal short-run marginal cost and those of a smoother, more
predictable price trajectory. A consumption charge requires metering of
water use, which is likely to be appropriate in all those countries where
potable water is not in abundant (and thus cheap) supply. For small residential consumers, however, particularly if only one tap is installed in
a dwelling, the costs of metering may well outweigh the benefits. Second,
a connection charge should be levied to reflect the marginal capital cost
of connection, including meter reading, billing, and so forth. This connection charge may be a lump-sum charge upon initial connection, or it
may be a fixed periodic fee. The former is probably most appropriate
for the installation costs, the latter for the recurrent costs of maintaining
the connection. Third, a development charge should be applied to cover
the marginal cost of the distribution (retriculation) system. This charge
should be prorated for each plot-whether or not it is immediately connected to the system-depending
on the incremental capital costs of
installing the system.
In calculating efficient charges, four refinements may be required. First
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of all, inter- and intraurban spatialvariation in costs should be accounted
for in all three types of charges. Second, seasonal variations in costs and
demand should be reflected if they are significantand if meters can be
carefully read at the time of transition between seasons. Third, shadow
pricing may be necessary for inputs and in setting the discount rate for
calculating AIC. Fourth, externalities should be allowed for by setting
life-line tariffs for residential users and by compelling all large users,
especiallyindustrial and commercialenterprises, to convert to the public
system.
Once an efficient system of user charges has been designed, its real
level must be maintained by frequent, though mostly small, adjustments
to reflect the effect of inflation and changing real costs. Moreover, effective metering and collection are necessaryif the charges are to serve
their purpose of encouraging the efficient use of resources. Water used
at public standposts in most cases is best provided free, but care needs
to be taken to encourage community initiative to prevent wastage, damage to pipes or flow-limitingdevices, and illegal charges. Finally, setting
price equal to AIC makes sense only if the production and investment
decisions reflect least-cost conditions. Therefore, quite apart from price
setting, it is essential to ensure that production and investment costs are
indeed minimized for any level of projected demand.
FiscalConsiderations
One of the primary concerns of this volume is how to mobilize fiscal
resources for urban development. Financialconsiderations are therefore
of great importance in assessing alternative systems of water charges.
Self-financingurban water supply systems are very attractive for six
reasons. First, there is a sense of fairness in having people pay for what
they get, in having "each tub stand on its own bottom." This is particularly
true in developing countries, where there is a suspicion that urban areas
have an unfair advantage over rural areas and large cities over smallones
when it comes to service provision. Second, self-financingavoids the
need to raise revenues from other sources and the risk of the distortions
in resource allocation associated with most taxes. Third, self-financing
helps to avoid the need to encroach on the taxing territory of higher
levels of government and thus lays a foundation for local autonomy.
Fourth, self-financingavoids the need to rely on uncertain transfers from
higher levels of government and thus provides greater certainty and efficiency in planning investments and in operating and maintaining waterworks. Fifth, self-financingcan encourage appropriate standards in service provision because the beneficiaries' ability to pay cost-covering
charges needs to be taken into account in designinginvestment programs.
Sixth, because of the incentives for the efficient management of public
utilities thought to be associatedwith self-financingoperations, financial
self-sufficiency is a guiding principle of national policy for the water
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sector in some developing countries and a common objective of international lending institutions.
In principle, no conflict arises between the objectives of efficiencyand
financial self-sufficiencyif average historical costs (commonlydefined to
include operational and maintenance costs, debt service, depreciation,
and an adequate return to capital) are below marginal cost or demand
rationing price, or below AIC-if average incremental cost is taken as
the guiding principle for pricing decisions. In these cases a financial surplus can be generated by charging an efficient price. The surplus can be
used selectively to subsidize classes of consumers if the subsidies are
efficient and equitable. In particular, life-line tariffs for small, poor consumers, subsidized connections in poor neighborhoods, and subsidized
provisions of water from public taps would likely be efficient uses of
surplus funds. If a water enterprise still has surplusfunds after all efficient
investment programs have been carried out, it may be appropriate to
transfer funds from the enterprise to finance other urban services or
water systems in parts of the country where financial self-sufficiency
cannot be achieved.
Such transfers are not uncommon. In Cartagena funds generated from
water operations have supported deficits in the operation of public markets and slaughterhouses in some years (Linn 1975). In Cali a 4 percent
municipal tax on public utility operations, including the water supply,
has generated resources for the general account of the municipal government (1978 World Bank data). In Jarkarta, the local water company
made regular transfers to the general local government in the early 1970s
(Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976). In Nairobi, water operations have
produced a cash surplus in past years; these were "borrowed" for use in
the financially strapped general account of the Nairobi City Council
(1978 World Bank data).
Only in Nairobi, however, were average historical costs below marginal cost or AIC and consumption charges set to approximate AIC. But
life-line tariffs and subsidized consumption at public taps, which could
be justified as efficient because of externalities, were not in force in
Nairobi before 1978. In the other cities mentioned, the transfers out of
the water account were partly, if not totally, made up by transfers into
the water account from other sources. In Cartagena loan finance was
used in some years to finance recurrent expenditure (Linn 1975). In Cali
the water account washeavily financedfrom transfers out of other service
accounts, especiallyelectricity and telephones (1978 World Bank data).
In Jakarta all capital works in water production were financedby national
government funds and not recovered through user charges (Linn, Smith,
and Wignjowijoto 1976).
These financial patterns reflect the frequently haphazard nature of
intergovernment financial relations in developing countries. User
charges often are set not to be efficient and financiallyviable but to meet
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short-term financing needs, which are the result of complex and confused

intergovernmental financial flows. Nevertheless, these examples demonstrate that mechanisms can be set up to transfer surplus funds from

water charges to other uses. Such transfer mechanisms, however, are
likely to be feasible only if continuing financial surpluses are expected.
If surpluses are only the temporary result of AIC pricing during periods
of capacity shortage, and are followed by deficits during periods of excess
capacity, it is preferable to keep aggregate consumer bills relatively constant. This may be done by lowering the flat periodic fee to offset rises
in the consumption charge before capacity expands and by raising the
periodic fee after expansion when AIC is low (see figure 10-2). The flat
periodic fee can then be used essentially as the balancingitem to keep
the water enterprise financiallysound and total consumer bills relatively
Figure 10-2. A Time Profile of the Consumption Charge
and Periodic Connection Fee under a Rule Ensuring
Self-Financingof the Water Supply
Cost
and
price
TC = TR

PC

AIC

P

Time
Key:AIC = averageincrementalcost per cubic meter of water (Q); PQ=
consumptionchargepercubicmeterof water(Q); P, = periodicchargeper
costincludingdebtserviceandreturn
connection(C); TC= total(financial)
revenue.
on investedcapital;TR = total(financial)
Note:PricingruleforP. TC = TR = (AICx Q) + (P, x C);therefore,
P, = [ TC- (AIC x Q )] /C. Dimensions of variablesdiffer;therefore,the
figure is only representative of time trends. TC and TR are measured in

dollars(orothermonetaryunits); P, is measuredin dollarsperconnection;
AICandPQ aremeasuredin dollarspercubicmeterof waterconsumed.
it hasbeenassumedforsimplicitythatlong-runcosts areconstant.
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steady while permitting a variable consumptioncharge in accordancewith
AIC.
For this pricing rule to be efficient, the demand for connections
must be highly price-inelastic.This inelasticity may be the result of an
intrinsic insensitivity to price changes, which is likely for middle- and
high-income consumers or if connection is compulsory. Such compulsion, however, is not likely to be effective in low-income neighborhoods.
If a rising long-run cost structure prevails-as is likely for most urban
water systems becauseof the growing difficultyof findingplentiful, clean
sources of water close by-times of surplus will tend to prevail (Saunders, Warford, and Mann 1977). Examples are Bangkok, Lima, Mexico
City, and Nairobi. Falling long-run average costs for water are likely to
be rare, although in Lahore plentiful groundwater has resulted in marginal costs lying below average costs but rising with increased water
consumption (Turvey and Warford 1974). In this case permanently elevated fixed periodic fees would cover the deficits resulting from marginal
cost pricing. More typically, marginal costs (AIC) are likely to be below
average historical costs only temporarily after large expansions of the
system (which may even be based on overestimates of growth in demand)
cause excess capacity.This occurred during the 1970s in Bogota and Cali
(1978 World Bank data). A conflict arises between the objectives of
efficiencyand financial self-sufficiency,unless-as proposed above-flat
periodic fees are used to ensure financial self-sufficiencyby raising fees
above marginal costs of connection to the point where they cover the
deficit arising from a strict applicationof the marginal pricing rule.
Other methods of financing deficits include transfers from general
municipal funds, as occurred in Bombay until 1973 (Bougeon-Maassen
1976);national government financingof major capitalworks, asinJakarta
during the early 1970s; and cross-subsidiesfrom other urban services,
as in Cali during the early and mid-1970s. The problem with such transfers is that they tend to become accepted policy for the long term and
may be retained even when they are no longer appropriate. This is particularly true if investments are lumpy and marginalcosts thus fluctuate.
Efficient pricing policies during periods of capacity shortage, which
would require raisingprices and generating surpluses,would be inhibited
because of the ingrained practice of external transfers to the water operation and political pressure to keep water bills low.
A pricing strategy for urban water supply systems which aims to balance efficiency and financial self-sufficiencytherefore usually has four
components. First, water operations should be financiallyself-sufficient.
Second, a consumption charge should be set equal to AIC and vary over
time with recurrent cycles of shortage and excess in capacity to produce
water. Third, a flat periodic charge should be levied on water consumers
to reflect recurrent connection costs. This charge would be adjusted
upward to generate the financial resources required to ensure financial
self-sufficiencyduring the periods when AIC falls below averagehistorical
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costs, and it would be adjusted downward to absorb any financial surpluses during periods of capacity shortage when AIC exceeds average
historical cost. Fourth, capital costs of development and connection
should be reflected in some combination of life-line consumption
charges, subsidized periodic fees, and connection and development
charges for the neighborhoods of low-income consumers. Consumption
from public taps would also be subsidized. For these financial subsidies
to be compatible with financial self-sufficiency, the fixed periodic charges
may be adjusted upward for consumers who do not generate any externalities, that is, middle- and higher-income residential consumers and
industrial and commercial consumers. All these consumers will likely
seek connection anyhow and consume quantities above the minimum
required for good public health.
The main features of this pricing structure are multiple prices, the
allowance for external benefits, a consumption charge set equal to AIC,
and a periodic charge which varies over time to ensure financial selfsufficiency but does not vary with the consumption of any individual
consumer. The first two features are now commonly accepted in water
pricing in developing countries. Calculations of AIC are standard practice
in all World Bank appraisals of water projects as a measuring rod against
which to evaluate existing water tariffs. Consumption charges are not
necessarily set equal to AIC, however, usually because of considerations
of financial viability or equity. The failure to price water use efficiently
is usually accompanied by a failure to be more flexible in the use of
periodic connection fees to achieve financial (and equity) objectives.
To illustrate these pricing rules, inefficient water tariff structures may
be contrasted with efficient, financially viable structures. Table 10-12
compares estimates for AIC in Bogotd, Bombay, Cali, and Nairobi with
actual consumption charges. Bombay and Nairobi had capacity shortages,
whereas Bogota and Cali had excess capacity. Accordingly, AIC is relatively high in Bombay and Nairobi but low in the other two. Only in
Nairobi were actual consumption charges set equal to AIC (with the exception of a life-line rate for low consumption) and fixed periodic charges
set so as to ensure financial self-sufficiency and permit subsidized water
consumption at public taps. The periodic charges were, however, quite
low (in comparison with Cali) because the high level of AIC was expected
to generate adequate financial resources. In contrast, the actual consumption charges in Bogota and Cali were set at levels considerably
higher than AIC for most, if not all, consumers. 24 But periodic fees were
set quite low for most consumers, especially in Bogota, in comparison
with the periodic fees which would have been required to ensure financial
self-sufficiency for water operations while charging consumers a low consumption fee equal to AIC.
The case of Bombay is somewhat more complex because of the crosssubsidies from industrial and commercial consumers to residential con-
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Table 10-12. Water Cost and Tariff Comparisons in Four Cities

City, year
BogotA, Colombia,

1978

Average
incremental
cost (AICI
fdollars per
cubic
meter)

Residential

0.06

90-361

Cali. Colombia,

1977

0.04

Bombay,

1978'

0.21

Consumption charge as
percentageof AIC

155-184

industrial
and
commercial

Fixed periodic charge
(dollarsper year)'

Residential

108-469

2.1-4.5

176-209

(1.1-0.0)
1.8-88.4

Industrial
and
commercial
2.5-5.6
(1.3-0.0)
36.2

(6.6-0.2)
India,

Nairobi, Kenya, 1977

0.45

22

70-100

171

70-100

-

-

(0.80)'

(0.80)'

1.2-21.0

1.2-21.0

(-)

-

- Not available.
a. Figures in parentheses show fixed periodic charge expressed as a percentage of the assessed capital value of the
connected property.
b. Charges for Bombay are combined water supply and sewerage fees and toxes.
c. The tar on rental value has been translated foe purposes of comparison into an equivalent tax on capital valre,
assuming a capitalization factor of 10 percent.
Sourc.World Bank estimates.

sumers. Consumption charges for industrial consumers were significantly
above AIC whereas charges for commercial consumers were significantly
below AIC. At the same time, residential and nonresidential consumers
were charged a periodic water (and sewer) tax which was quite high in
relation to the fixed periodic fees in the other three cities and probably
above the recurrent costs of connection.
Neglecting for the moment any distributional and possible political or
institutional considerations, there is no apparent reason why the water
tariff structures in Bogota, Bombay, and Cali could not have been adjusted to reflect the basic principles proposed above. For Bombay, this
would have implied increased consumption charges for residential users,
except as modified by a life-line block, and lower consumption rates for
industrial and commercial consumers.2 5 The periodic charges could then
have been adjusted to make up for any possible shortfall in revenues,
possibly by a progressively structured tax on property values.2 6 For Bogota and Cali much lower consumption charges would have been efficient, whereas the fixed periodic charges should have been increased for
middle- and high-income residential consumers and for industrial and
commercial consumers in order to ensure financial self-sufficiency.
Equity Considerations
Equity considerations are frequently embodied in water tariff structures in developing countries. The methods used to build redistributive
effects into pricing schemes vary widely from country to country and
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even from city to city. The following methods are the most typical (see
also table 10-5):
* Rising block rates
* User fees or periodic connection charges linked to the value of
connected property
* Financing through a general property tax
* Charges that vary with the socieconomic characteristics of neighborhoods
* Higher charges for industrial and commercial consumers than residential consumers
* Cross-subsidies with other urban services
* Interregional or urban-rural cross-subsidies
* Transfer between national and local general-fund accounts
* Charges that vary according to line size or number of taps
* Subsidized consumption from public taps.
In determining the redistributive effect of a user charge, it is important
to be clear about the point of reference. Here that point is an efficient
pricing structure, which-in the absence of externalities-consists
of
marginal cost prices for the consumption, connection, and access dimensions of the service. Subsidies and taxes are defined as departures
from this marginal cost pricing structure. A subsidy occurs if the actual
price is set below the efficient price, and a tax is imposed if the actual
price is set above the efficient price.2 7 The redistributive effect has to
do only with the excess (or shortfall) relative to the marginal cost price.
Alternative financing instruments can then be ranked by how much of
a burden of taxes they put on high-income groups and as compared with
the subsidies they create for low-income groups. With these preliminaries in mind, the redistributive financing methods listed above can be
compared for efficiency and difficulty of implementation.
RISING BLOCK RATES. As was pointed out above, rising block rates, and
in particular life-line tariffs, may represent an efficient tariff structure if
external benefits are derived from increased water consumption at low
levels of consumption. Because a life-line tariff also provides cheaper
water to low-income customers than a flat-rate water tariff, redistribution
and efficiency do not work at cross-purposes.
If, however, block rates are designed to charge high-volume consumers
more than marginal cost and low-volume consumers less than what would
reflect the external benefits of their consumption, then the losses in
efficiency that are incurred at both ends of the scale must be balanced
against the redistributional benefits. The redistributive effect of rising
block rates is, however, subject to three limitations. The first is a behavioral limitation, and the other two are related to implementation.
The first limitation is the income-elasticity of the demand for water.
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In the extreme case, if water demand has a zero income-elasticity, that
is, water demand does not increase with income, then rising block rates
will have no systematic redistributive effect but will result in inefficient
patterns of consumption. Conversely, if the demand for water is highly
elastic, then there is considerable scope for redistribution through rising
block charges without having to differentiate prices substantially. In practice, it appears that water demand has quite a low income-elasticity. Katzman (1977) estimated income-elasticities in the range of 0.0-0.4 for
consumers in Penang, Malaysia. Hubbell (1977) found an incomeelasticity of 0.36 for Nairobi; an income-elasticity of 0.30 for Cali was
estimated for 1976.28 In a cross-sectional analysis of thirty-eight cities
in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, Meroz (1968) found an income-elasticity of about 0.40. These estimates are compatible with results obtained
for U.S. studies of water demand, although the latter appear to show on
balance a somewhat higher income-elasticity of about 0.50 (Gorman
1980). Therefore, the scope for redistribution through rising block rates
without serious losses in efficiency is limited. In Kingston, it was estimated that the proportion of household income spent on water was more
than twice as high for the poorest 30 percent of the population than for
the richest 10 percent. This situation prevailed despite highly progressive
block charges, which meant that the block consuming the most was
charged five times more per unit of water than the block consuming the
least (Bougeon-Maassen and Linn 1977).
The second limitation is that the per capita income of the connecting
household (or households) is not the only variable influencing consumption per connection. Other variables, in particular family size and
the number of families per connection, may partially or even fully offset
the income effect. Katzman observed for Penang that there is a much
higher correlation between family size and water consumption per family
than there is between income and water consumption and found that
"only 40 percent of the poorest families fall entirely into the lowest rate
class, while fully 10 percent of the wealthy families fall into that class"
(1977: 179). Similarly, in Cali, household income explained less than 20
percent of the variation in the quantity of water consumed per household.
Household size performed about equally well as an explanatory variable.
Rising block rates may therefore be more of a burden for larger rather
than richer households. To the extent that household size and incomes
are negatively correlated, the redistributive intent of rising block rates
may be thwarted.
The third limitation is the fact that in many cities more than one household is frequently drawing water from a single residential connection.
In Bombay the average number of persons per connection in 1976 was
thirty (1978 World Bank data) because of the large proportion of apartment buildings and single-room tenements. To the extent that multiplehousehold connections are prevalent among low-income households, the
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redistributive effect of rising block rates may have the opposite of its
intended effect.29
For these reasons, the scope for redistribution through rising block
rates is limited. Careful consideration should be given not only to the
loss in efficiency resulting from deviations in setting the consumption
price equal to marginal cost but also to the often very tenuous relation
between consumer income and consumption per connection.
USER FEES LINKED TO PROPERTY VALUES. As an alternative to, or in conjunction with, rising block rates, user fees have been linked directly to
property values. In Bogota in the 1970s, consumption charges varied
with assessed property value and with the amount consumed. More commonly, monthly periodic fees are designed to rise with property values,
as in Cali during the 1970s (table 10-13).
Linking consumption charges to property values is another way to vary
consumption charges with the income of the consumer. The hypothesis
is that higher-income families both consume more water and tend to live
on more valuable properties. 3 0 The practice of stratifying consumers by
property value has some apparent advantages over a rising block tariff.

Table 10-13. Minimum Monthly Feefor Residential Water Supply
in Cali, 1977
(Colombian pesos)
Assessedproperty
value

(thousands)
0-2
2-5
5-10
10-20
20-35
35-50
50-100
100-150
150-200
200-300
300-500
500-1,000
Over 1,000

Minimum monthly
chargea

Implicit annual
property tax
rate (percent)b

Average minimum
price of water per
cubic meter

5.50
7.00
10.00
12.50
18.00
29.00
40.00
63.50
84.00
117.50
192.00
244.00
269.00

6.6
2.4
1.6
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.2

0.34
0.43
0.76
1.00
1.44
2.32
3.20
5.08
6.72
9.40
15.36
17.92
21.52

a. For the minimum charge each connection obtains a minimum quanity of water at zero
marginal cost. This column shows the average cost of this initial block per cubic meter of the
amount of water allocated to each tariff category. For the categories of property value ColSO5,000, this amounts to 26 cubic meters per month; for the next category, 21 cubic meters per
month; for all others, 20 cubic meters per month.
b. Evaluated at the midpoint of each property value range; last category evaluated at ColS 1.5
million.
Source.Empresas Municipales de Cali.
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First, the relation between property value and income tends to be more
elastic than the relation between water consumption and income and
thus provides a better way to structure consumption charges. For example, it is accepted that the income-elasticity of housing demand, although perhaps no more than 0.5 in the short term, tends to be significantly greater than 0.5 in the long term (see chapter 5). In Cali the
income-elasticity of market value of property estimated for the sample
of households mentioned above was 0.6, and more than 30 percent of
the variation in income could be explained by variations in households.
The elasticity of market value with respect to income was higher for
owner-occupants than for renters. The association between these two
variables is closer for the former than for the latter, as indicated by a
considerably higher correlation coefficient between market value of
property and income for owner-occupants than for renters (0.49 compared with 0.09; Linn 1977b). Thus, although the use of market values
of properties, rather than consumption, is a better way to discriminate
between water consumers, this method for determining graduated
charges nevertheless has difficulties in practice.
The market values of properties must be approximated by their appraised values, which rarely match market values because of poor assessment techniques and failure to update assessment rolls. (These problems were discussed extensively in chapter 5.) The main relevant effect
of poor assessment practices is that there generally is less correlation
between income and assessed property value than between income and
market value. Assessment practices may also introduce biases by underassessing properties of high-income groups more than low-income
groups. In Cali the correlation coefficient of income and assessed values
used by the public utility company for structuring user charges was only
0.19, whereas that for market value was 0.31. As it turned out, the
elasticity of market value with respect to assessed property value was
only 0.40, considerably below the income-elasticity of market value.3"
The same practical difficulties also apply if property values are used
to structure progressively the periodic monthly charge for each water
connection. Clearly, the progressivity of any particular rate structure is
weak when the correlation between income and market value of the
property is low, assuming that the charge is fully passed on to the occupant or consumer rather than being borne by the property owner.32
Compared with rising block rates or consumption charges that rise with
property value, however, progressively structured periodic charges have
the advantage of being less likely to affect individual consumers' decisions
and are thus less likely to cause losses of efficiency. As previously discussed in the context of the review of demand-elasticities, this assumption presumes that the connection-elasticity among middle- and highincome groups is very low or can be made to be so by making connection
a compulsory requirement.
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Periodic water fees which vary with property value may, however,
affect the decision to invest in housing, just as a property tax on improvements may do so (see chapter 6), and this may result in a loss of
efficiency. It would therefore be preferable, in principle, to link periodic
charges only to land value, not to the value of land and improvements.
In practice, however, this is difficult to do if land values are not appraised
separately from total property value.
The redistributive effect of periodic charges depends on the progressivity of the rate structure. How one defines progressivity is important
here. Take as an example the rate structure of Cali in 1977 (see table
10-13). The periodic monthly charge (in the second column of the table)
is highly progressive in absolute terms. The charge for the highest rate
category is almost fifty times that for the lowest. The progressivity appears even stronger in the last column of table 10-13, which shows the
fixed charge expressed in terms of the average "price" paid for the basic
amount of water to which the fixed monthly charge entitles the consumer.3 3 The average price of water increases more than sixty-three-fold
from the lowest to the highest rate category.3 4 But if the fixed monthly
charge is expressed as a percentage of property value, the picture looks
very different (see the third column in the table). For the lowest category
the implicit "tax" rate is 6.6 percent of property value. For the highest
category it is only about 0.2 percent, the exact percentage depending on
the base point taken for calculation in this open-ended category. This
comparison is instructive because it emphasizes the need for a point of
reference in discussing the distributive effect of user charges. If the
monthly charge as structured in table 10-13 is compared with a flat
monthly fee (reflecting recurrent connection costs) that applies equally
to all consumers, then the actual rate structure in Cali is highly progressive. If, conversely, the monthly charge is compared with a proportional property tax, then the monthly fee structure appears highly regressive. Therefore, in distributive terms, the rate structure in Cali is
more progressive than fixed uniform periodic fees but less progressive
than a proportional property tax.
Continuing for a moment with the example of Cali, it is not surprising
to find that in 1976 the payments for the fixed monthly charge, despite
its apparent progressivity, declined when expressed as a percentage of
income. Similarly, despite rising block rates, the ratio of consumption
charge to income was found to decline. Or, to put it differently, a 10
percent increase in household income was associated with only a 5.7
percent increase in the household's payment for water services. To the
extent that consumption charges are fully borne by the household, they
are therefore less progressive than a proportional income tax and probably also considerably less progressive than a proportional property tax.
If we remember, however, that the income-elasticity of water demand
in Cali was on the order of 0.30 percent, the rising block rate structure
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in Cali resulted in a consumption rate considerably more progressive
than a uniform consumption charge producing an equal amount of revenue.35

Similar results were observed by Katzman (1977) for Penang. A flatrate consumption charge would have imposed a (somewhat)higher burden on the poor consumers than the actual rising block rates. An earmarked property tax, however, would have put a smaller burden on the
poor. When expressed as a percentage of income, the effect does not
appear to be large in either case: the switch from a rising block rate to
a flat consumption rate reduces incomes of the poorest income group
in Penang by less than 0.1 percent; the switch to (partial) property tax
financing increases the incomes of the poorest by about 1.4 percent.
Even when similarly redistributive pricing policies are applied to all
major urban services (water, sewerage, electricity, telephones, and garbage disposal), as in Colombia, the cumulative effect on the distribution
of income is not necessarilyvery substantial (table 10-14).
Indeed, table 10-14 reflects one of the potential hazards involved in
focusing too much attention on cross-subsidizationamong existing consumers of a service. The effect of life-line or rising block rates and progressively structured monthly fees, which tend to encourage connection,
may be counteracted by high lump-sum connection fees, which tend to
discourage connection. This appears to have been the case in the early
and mid-1970s in Colombia, as is reflected in the fact that in table 10-

Table 10-14. PublicServiceSubsidies(Taxes)as a Percentage
of Income
by PopulationGroup and Changein Gini-Coefficients,FourCities
of Colombia,1974
Populationdecile
0-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
90-100

Bogotd
0.18
0.40
0.34
1.95
1.47
1.18
0.70
0.24
(0.42)
(1.24)

Cali

Barranquilla
0.12
0.92
0.61
0.26
0.22
(0.02)
(0.44)
(0.56)
(0.66)

0.20
1.90
1.50
1.40
1.10
0.80
(0.03)
(0.07)
(0.30)
(1.50)

Medellin
1.3
1.6
3.1
3.7
2.4
1.9
1.5
1.2
(0.5)
(0.7)

Gini-coefficientof incomedistribution
Without charges
With charges
-

0.5103
0.5070

0.4145
0.4129

0.4308
0.4261

0.4593
0.4533

Not available.

Note. Figures without parentheses
sidies).
Source. Linn (1983).

are subsidies. those in parentheses

are taxes (negative sub-
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14 the two lowest income deciles were estimated to have benefited very
little from the internal cross-subsidies since they were mostly not connected to the utilities.3 6 Cali is an exception, because there the local
water company had long engaged in an aggressive program of system
expansion, with subsidized connections in low-income neighborhoods
ensuring a near-universal effective demand for connections.3 7 As a result,
utility service coverage was high in Cali and the cross-subsidies on service
use reached down very low in the income distribution. This serves as
another reminder that the entire tariff structure of an urban service must
be considered when framing a tariff policy. Again, the case of Colombia
is instructive. Explicit statements of tariff policy were drawn up by the
Colombian National Tariff Board for the major public utility services,
but although these statements devoted much attention to the structuring
of consumption charges and periodic fixed fees, no attention was given
to the structuring of lump-sum connection or development charges (Linn
1980a).
In developing countries, especially for low-income groups it may matter considerably whether connection charges are levied on a lump-sum
or recurrent basis. A lump-sum connection fee which needs to be paid
out of savings or borrowing may present an insurmountable barrier to
the poor, who have extremely limited access to capital markets. But they
may well be able to afford the annuitized equivalent of the lump-sum
charge by drawing on their recurrent earnings. Thus for poor consumers,
a recurrent charge is virtually always preferable to an equivalent lumpsum charge.
It is of interest to note in concluding this section that since 1983 water
and other utility charges in Colombia have been delinked from property
values on the grounds that linkage inhibited the development of an accurate valuation of properties for property tax purposes because an increase in assessments was also directly mandated into higher user charges.
In principle, of course, this would not be necessary if the autonomous
urban service enterprises were willing to adjust their tariff rates downward as property assessments were increased. It should also be noted
that despite the delinking of user charges from property values and express policy statements by the government aimed at improving property
assessments, progress in updating property valuation had not been substantial by early 1989. One may thus hypothesize that the user charge
system prevailing before 1983, which linked water (and other utility)
charges to property values, was not the critical obstacle to better property
valuation.
A GENERAL
PROPERTY
TAX.
General property taxes are used to finance
municipal water supply systems in some countries, especially India,
sometimes in conjunction with consumption charges for metered connections (Bombay) and sometimes as the sole source of financing (Ah-
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madabad).Where the latter practice applies, two inefficient effects must
be balanced against potentially favorable redistributive effects: first, the
loss in efficiency due to the underpricing of water and (possibly) connections, and second, the disincentive to private investments in improvements of property due to the property tax.3 8 The property tax is
one of the more progressive local sources of revenue for financingwater
supply. If the tax is restricted to properties with accessto the distribution
network-whether or not they are actually connected-it can quite
closely resemble a development charge reflecting the varying costs of
development at different levels of density. To the extent that the tax is
more steeply structured than the degree to which costs of development
rise with rising incomes and decliningdensities, its net effect is likely to
be quite progressive and is not likely to create strong locational or land
use incentives or disincentives. The redistributive effect of a general
property tax, compared with a more restrictive tax on developed areas,
may be less advantageousif the undeveloped or unconnected properties
are owned or inhabited mainly by low-incomegroups. More of the burden of a general tax than of a property tax restricted to connected customers is likely to fall on low-income groups.
Administrative difficulties apply to the property tax, as to all taxes and
charges based on property values (see chapter 4). Besides the general
difficultiesof accuratelyassessingproperty values, there is also the problem of exemptions or other favorable assessmentsgiven to certain categories of property. Although these special provisions may be serving
other fiscal goals, they may not serve the objectives of financing the
water supply. For example, in Ahmadabad owner-occupied housing has
been appraised at lower effective rates than rental housing. This carries
over also to the property tax, which is levied to finance water charges
although there appears to be no clear indication that policymakers have
consciouslyopted for this solution as a desirableway to finance the water
supply, especially because rental housing is more likely to be occupied
by low-income groups than owner-occupied housing (Bahl 1975).
CHARGING

BY SOCIOECONOMIC

AREA.

To what extent an area-specific

pricing structure which is introduced for redistributive reasons conflicts
with the criterion of efficiencydepends on the variation of costs, if any,
across space and between neighborhoods. In Nairobi the areas which
could be served at lower cost were also the areas where the low-income
groups were concentrated (McLure 1977). In Cali the reverse appears
to have been the case (Linn 1976b). Calimay well be more representative
than Nairobi, for poor neighborhoods usually are heavily concentrated
in areas where land values are low due to difficult physical access (for
example, on steep mountainsides)or other undesirablefeatures (swamps,
marshland, and so forth), all of which tend to be associated with particularly high costs in providing infrastructure. Nonetheless, the example
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of one Colombian city (Cucuta) indicates that it is possible to structure
user charges according to homogeneous areas within a city, whether the
differentiatingprinciple is efficiency-to reflect accuratelythe geographical differences in marginal costs-or one of redistribution-to reflect
accurately the differences in the standard of living. Area-specificpricing
of the second type presupposes that neighborhoods are internally quite
socioeconomicallyhomogeneous. This may be more true in many Latin
American cities than in Asian cities.
One further dimension of area-specifictariff structures concerns the
metering decision. It was pointed out above that for small consumers,
metering is not efficient unless water costs are quite high. To the extent
that consumers of very small volume belong mainly to low-income
groups, and these groups live clustered in relativelyhomogeneous neighborhoods, it may be most efficient and equitable not to meter connections in most low-income areas of a city. It would be quite difficult to
meter selectively the few large consumers living in a poor residential
area, and probably quite costly to read and maintain the meters.
CHARGING

BY CONSUMER

CATEGORY.

Industrial and commercial water

users are commonly charged at higher rates than residential consumers
(see table 10-5), often on the grounds that this serves to improve the
distributive effect of user charges.The loss in efficiencycaused by charging industrial consumers higher than marginal cost prices may not be
serious if the price-elasticity of demand for industrial and commercial
water is particularly low, as indeed it may well be. To the extent that
the industries in question have to compete in international markets (for
export or input substitution), however, the high water (and other utility)
charges may well negatively affect their ability to compete. Moreover,
if these higher rates are used to cross-subsidizeresidential consumers,
as was done in Bombay (see table 10-12) at rates below marginal cost,
residential consumption will be inefficient. And overall, an inefficiently
large demand for water may lead the water company to invest prematurely in expanding capacity.
The distributive effect of a cross-subsidy from industrial and commercial to residential users is, despite the common assumption of progressivity, not at all clear. Ultimately, the higher charge must be borne
by the consumers of the firms' products, by labor, or by capital.The first
of these three patterns of incidence will tend to be important if the
products are nontradable beyond the local market or beyond the national
market. This pattern, which is likely to be important only for such local
services as hotels, restaurants, and swimmingpools, will likely put most
of the burden on local consumers. And given that these services are
likely to be consumed mainly by better-off local inhabitants or (probably
well-off) visitors-the effect of the subsidy is likely to be progressive.
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If, however, the commodities are nationally but not internationally
traded, and local producers have a national monopoly (as is often the
case, for example, in the beverage industry, which tends to use water
heavily and be highly concentrated in the large city or cities of a country),
then much of the tax on this industrial use of water is exported to consumers outside the city. This may well have a regressive effect, particularly if-as in the case of beer-consumption
is heavily concentrated
among low-income groups and if the subsidies to residential users are
not channeled specifically to aid the lowest-income groups. For internationally traded or nationally competitively produced products, the burden of the tax on industrial and commercial use of water will be shared
among capital and labor, the precise distribution depending on the relative international mobility of labor and capital. To the extent that capital
is more mobile than labor, particularly in the long term, the tax may fall
quite heavily on labor; therefore, its distributive effect, combined with
that of a subsidy for residential use of water, may be regressive.
For these reasons, the incidence of higher charges for industrial and
commercial users than for residential users may not be progressive.
When this fact is combined with the inefficiency of such a cross-subsidy,
water pricing along these lines does not appear to be appropriate.
CROSS-SUBSIDIES WITH OTHER SERVICES. Subsidies to or from other urban
services apparently are not common in developing countries.3 9 Such
cross-subsidies have been made in Cali, where water supply users appear
to have been subsidized by telephone and electricity users (1978 World
Bank data), and Cartagena, where water users have subsidized the beneficiaries of public markets and slaughterhouses (Linn 1975). In both
cases the financing patterns probably had progressive distributive effects.
It can be argued that power and telephone consumption in Cali are likely
to exhibit a higher income-elasticity than water consumption and that
therefore transfers from the former to the latter services are redistributive. In fact, the transfers were channeled mainly into extending the
water (and sewerage) network to the low-income areas of the city at
subsidized connection fees. This most certainly increased the redistributive effect of the transfer and was probably not associated with important losses in efficiency. In Cartagena, municipal markets and slaughterhouses served mainly the poorer segments of the urban population,
whereas the tariff structure was heavily redistributive among water users
(Linn 1975). The overall effect of the transfer was thus probably to provide a subsidy to low-income users of public markets and meat consumers, which was paid for by a tax on the water use of high-income
groups. It is doubtful, however, that this type of cross-subsidy was more
pro-poor than a policy of subsidized water connections for poor consumers.
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SUBSIDIES FROM GENERAL FUND ACCOUNTS.
Subsidies or transfers from
general fund accounts to or from urban water users are not typically
implemented for purposes of income redistribution. Nevertheless, such
transfers are likely to have distributive implications when compared with
the self-financing of water services.
In the case of cross-subsidies of water services with local general fund
accounts, the relevant issue is the incidence of the set of local taxes which
must be raised or lowered to accommodate transfers to or from the water
account. If property taxes are the dominant local tax source, transfers to
the water account can have progressive effects on the overall distribution
of income, whereas the reverse is true for transfers from the water account; regressive effects are especially pronounced if transfers from the
water account are financed by an adjustment in a flat rate water consumption fee.40 If, however, local taxes are on balance very regressive,
as might be the case with poll taxes, beer taxes, and so forth, then a
transfer to the water company from the local general account could be
regressive, whereas a transfer to local general account from water users
could be progressive. 4 1 Local taxes would, however, have to be more
regressive than a tax on water consumption over and above marginal
cost, which is no mean feat, given the low income-elasticity of demand
for water. Even if water connections are heavily biased in favor of higherincome groups, it is very likely that subsidies financed from a surcharge
on use of water could be more effectively channeled to low-income
groups by subsidizing investments in standposts and house connections
in low-income areas than to provide tax relief to local taxpayers. On
balance, therefore, it will be a rare occasion where transfers from a local
water operation-financed
from water prices above marginal cost-to
the local general account are equitable.4 2 The reverse, however, is not
the case. Transfers to the water account from the general local account
may well be progressive.
For transfers from the central government to urban water operations,
the same general conclusions hold: because studies of national incidence
show central government taxes to be more or less neutral in relation to
the distribution of income, and because low-income households generally
fall outside the net of most central taxes, a cross-subsidy from national
taxpayers to water users would be progressive. But this progressivity is
not likely to be any stronger than if there is a switch from a flat user fee
to property tax financing, because property taxes on balance also tend
to be neutral. For efficiency (in particular that of intermunicipal location
decisions) and for reasons cited earlier in the discussion of financial considerations, however, local financing, and especially self-financing, is
preferable to transfers from the central government.
REGIONAL AND URBAN-RURAL CROSS-SUBSIDIES.
Water users in large and
medium-size cities in developing countries often subsidize water services
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in small towns and rural settlements. Rural water services require considerable subsidies because of high system costs and the relatively low
ability to pay of rural beneficiaries. Under such circumstances uniform
regional or national tariffs, such as were found in Tunis, will yield crosssubsidies from urban to rural users (Prud'homme 1975).45 Of course,
the reverse may also occur: if urban water costs are particularly high,
uniform water rates will yield a cross-subsidyfor urban consumers.
If cross-subsidies from urban to rural water users are not financed by
surpluses resulting from efficient pricing in urban areas but by taxes on
water users over and above efficient water tariffs, they are likely to be
progressive-provided that rural beneficiaries are not predominantly
among the richest rural inhabitants and that the urban water tax is not
primarily borne by the urban poor. These conditions imply that the rural
subsidy should be devoted primarily to subsidize capital works that improve the accessto rural water suppliesrather than to provide subsidized
prices (below short-run marginalcosts) to those already enjoying access
to rural water supply. In urban areas, the water tax should preferably be
a progressive, fixed periodic charge.
SUBSIDIZED

CONSUMPTION

FROM PUBLIC TAPS.

Subsidized consumption

from public taps benefits the community's health. This is thus yet another
case in which efficiency and equity are mutually reinforcing. Because
public taps are used almost exclusivelyby the poor and very poor, this
subsidy would be strongly progressive with little possibility for
spillovers to high-income groups. The one possible caveat is that legal
or illegal distribution monopolies could be set up, and water salespeople
could extract high monopoly charges. This qualification aside, under
most circumstanceswater should be provided free at public standpipes.
Users of public taps should not have to pay unit charges equal to or in
excess of charges for water supplied at in-house connections (as they
sometimes do-see tables 10-6 and 10-7).
The capital and recurrent costs of public taps can be financedin various
ways. Property taxes applied to neighborhoods with taps is one way to
recover the costs, but would eliminate many of the redistributive effects.
General local taxes, especiallyproperty taxes, financial surplusesderived
from rising block water tariffs, or better yet, progressively structured
fixed periodic fees would provide resources for financing subsidies for
taps without reducing their benefits.
Of course, there is a tradeoff between subsidizing house connections
and subsidizingpublic taps. In cities of low-income countries, large proportions of the population are often not served even by standpostswithin
reasonable proximity to their houses, and only middle- or upper-income
groups can afford to pay for subsidized house connections. Because subsidized connections in these cities benefit relatively high-income groups
and reduce the resources availableto provide standposts, in-house con-
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nections should not be subsidized to improve health and alleviate poverty. In contrast, in middle-income developing countries (such as many
Latin American countries), in-house water connections are available to
a high percentage of the population and the rest is well served by standposts. Subsidized connections for low-income households thus are a primary concern for redistribution and even public health (and therefore
efficiency).
Institutional Considerations
In principle, water pricing systems can be designed to provide services
that are efficient, financially viable, and equitable no matter what their
institutional context. For example, urban services do not need to be
integrated under a single local authority to permit cross-subsidies between services; taxes on users of one service could be earmarked for
another service. Similarly, a service does not need to be under an autonomous agency to achieve financial self-sufficiency. Vertical integration of a service-one agency in charge of all aspects of service provision,
including production, transmission, and distribution-is not required to
introduce a pricing structure which approaches the norms of efficiency,
financial viability, and equity. Regional integration of water supply services under one institution is not required to permit cross-subsidies between, say, urban and rural users. Effective pricing structures can theoretically thus be designed regardless of the institutional setting, and
transfer mechanisms could ensure the desired cross-subsidies.
In practice, however, the institutional framework cannot be so easily
disregarded. It has an important influence on the strategy for financing
and pricing the urban water supply. Different kinds of institutions develop different objectives. The managers of a multifunctional public service agency are likely to consider the tradeoffs of integrating vertically
and horizontally to provide and finance the services concerned. In contrast, the managers of an institution with only a single service function
are likely to consider tradeoffs only within their narrower range of responsibility and authority. Therefore we encounter what appear to be
systematic relations between institutional setting and pricing structures,
although we do not have the data to quantitatively test this association.
Even without such qualitative verification, however, the design of institutions should fit the goals of pricing. The remainder of this section
elaborates on this issue.
HORIZONTAL
INTEGRATION.
Metropolitan integration of various urban
services under a single service agency permits and may encourage crosssubsidization among various services. Autonomous service agencies, in
particular water companies, tend to be financially self-sufficient. Crossfinancing between services is not ruled out under autonomy, but it is
made considerably more difficult to institute and maintain, given the
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focused opposition by the managers of the agency providing the net funds
for transfer.
The Colombian cities shown in table 10-15 are especially interesting
because of the variation of institutional arrangements within a single
country. In Bogota water and sewerage services were provided by a local
financially self-sufficient water company. (The same had been the case
for some years in Seoul.) Cross-subsidies or transfers between services
were difficult to implement in Bogota, as was demonstrated in an acrimonious debate between that city's local water and power companies
about how to share the financial burden of the construction of a major
dam which increased capacity for water and power production. In Cali,
where a single agency provided water, sewerage, electricity, and telephone services, revenues from power services subsidized water operations. In Cartagena water and sewerage services were provided in conjunction with solid waste collection, markets, and slaughterhouses, with
water services subsidizing the other services in some years; however, no
transfers occurred from the regional power company or from the municipal telephone company to the municipal water account.
Bombay is also of interest. Until 1973 its water and sewerage functions
were fully integrated with other municipal services under the chief executive officer of the Bombay municipal government, and transfers from
general funds to water and sewerage services were common. (A similar
situation existed in Ahmadabad.) With the introduction of a water and
sewerage department with separate financial accounts, the water and sewerage services became financially self-sufficient. In Cameroon, a similar
phenomenon existed on a regional basis. A central government ministry
operated eight water systems in the Northwest and Southwest regions
of the country, which subsidized users at substantial losses. An autonomous, financially self-sufficient national water company provided unsubsidized water services to users in most of the rest of the country.
These examples confirm that institutional autonomy goes hand in hand
with pricing practices that result in financial self-sufficiency. But institutional autonomy is no guarantee of sound financial management, efficient pricing, or the absence of interagency transfers. In Bogota, the
operating expenses of the autonomous water company exceeded its operating income for many years, and the resulting recurrent deficit was
financed from capital account receipts (Linn 1976a). In the late 1970s a
pricing structure was designed to achieve long-term financial stability,
but it did not price resources as efficiently as it might have within the
constraint of financial self-sufficiency. The contrast between Bombay and
Nairobi also demonstrates that the autonomy of an institution is not
necessarily an incentive for more efficient pricing. Nairobi granted less
autonomy to water services, but it achieved a more efficient pricing structure than did Bombay, despite its greater autonomy.
The financial self-sufficiency of urban water systems is certainly not

Table 10-15. Institutional Setting and Financial Policiesfor Water Supply in SelectedCities
City or state, year
Cameroon
Northwest and Southwest, 1975
Rest of country, 1975
Bogota, Colombia, 1973
Cali, Colombia, 1978
Cartagena, Colombia, 1973

u.

Ahmadabad, India, 1973
Bombay, India
Before and including 1973
After 1973
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1973

Institatienal setting

Financial and pricing p/licy

National government ministry
National autonomous agency
Autonomous water and sewerage company
Autonomous agency for water, sewerage, power, and
telephones
Autonomous agency for water, sewerage, solid waste
disposal, markets, slaughterhouses, and so forth
Fully integrated in general purpose local government

Subsidization of water users
Financially self-sufficient
Financially self-sufficient
Transfers from power and telephones to water; transfers from all utilities to general municipal account
Transfers from warer account to other services provided by the agency
Transfer from general account to water

Fully integrated in general purpose local government
Semiautonomous water department
National ministry in charge of investment in productive
capacity; local autonomous agency in charge of operations and distribution

Transfer from general account to water
Financially self-sufficient
Ministry finances capital works from general revenues;
local autonomous agency does not share cost or
charge users accordingly, but makes small transfers
to general local account
Transfers ("borrowing") from water to general account
Financially self-sufficient, except for small transfers
from general local government account
National government has restricted rare increases

Nairobi, Kenya, 1978
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1965-71

Fully integrated in general purpose local government
Semiautonomous water company

Korean medium-size cities, 1976

Local government agencies in charge of investment and
operations, national government controls setting
rates
National agency for metropolitan region in charge of
all water production, and for distribution in unincorporated areas of metropolitan Lagos; city council
in charge of distribution within city
National autonomous water company
National government agency provides water; local government shares responsibility for setting user charges

Lagos, Nigeria, 1960s

Tunis, Tunisia, 1974
Valencia, Venezuela, 1968

In Lagos city, water charges collected by Lagos City
Council at below cost, payments from city council to
national water agency for water purchase are negotiated and generally below cost
Uniform water tariffs for entire country
Charges not sufficiently frequently adjusted to permit
adequate service expansion
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the only goal of decisions on pricing and institutional structure. Other
goals, in particular equity and efficiency, may well be in serious conflict
with financial self-sufficiency or institutional autonomy. In Cartagena the
financial self-sufficiency of the municipal public service agency, whose
main functions were water supply and sewerage services, made it unwilling to invest in a program to supply water and extend sewerage to
poor areas (Linn 1975). A similar problem was observed by Vlieger and
others (1975) in discussing the reluctance of autonomous water agencies
to increase the number of taps which provide free or highly subsidized
water. By contrast, in Cali the ability of the water agency to draw on the
financial resources of the municipal power and telephone operations
enabled it much more aggressively to extend water and sewerage service
to poor neighborhoods.
Another consideration may be important. The creation of an autonomous water agency may leave behind an ineffectually managed, insufficiently funded municipal government. There are, moreover, problems
with functional fragmentation, especially a possible lack of coordination
in investment planning among otherwise interdependent agencies.
In conclusion, creating functionally and financially autonomous urban
water systems is likely to encourage pricing policies which meet the goal
of financial self-sufficiency. But these reforms must be placed in a
broader context of reforms in urban finance to result in efficient and
equitable pricing mechanisms.
VERTICAL INTEGRATION.
The vertical integration of responsibility for
water service has two aspects: first, the integration of responsibilities for
either investment and operation or production and distribution; and second, the integration of the responsibility to provide service and set prices.
In Jakarta national authorities were responsible for planning, implementing, and financing investments in water production and transmission, and the local water company operated the production facilities and
the distribution network. The effect on local pricing policies was that
capital costs were neglected by the local water agency because these costs
did not show up in its accounts (see table 10-15). A somewhat similar
sharing of responsibility occurred in the Lagos metropolitan region. The
Lagos City Council distributed water in the city itself and a national
government agency, the Lagos Water Supply Company, produced water
for the rest of the region and distributed it in the unincorporated districts
surrounding the city. The city council collected the water charges and
paid the supply company an annually negotiated sum below the cost of
water production (Williams and Walsh 1968).
The absence of vertical integration of production and distribution in
these two cases encouraged pricing which very likely did not serve overall
allocation goals. Of course, if the authority in charge of water production
had charged the local distributing agencies an efficient price for the ser-
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vice provided in the case of Lagos, the city council would have had an
incentive to pass this price along to its consumers. Similarly, if in Jakarta
the national agency had been able to pass along the capital costs of building facilities to the local agency, this would have provided an incentive
for the local agency to recover the full cost from beneficiaries. Therefore,
although the fragmentation of responsibilities for production and distribution-or
for investment and operation-does
not preclude efficient, financially sound pricing, the integration of these functions is a
much more effective way to encourage such pricing.
Another common kind of fragmentation is the separation of responsibility for providing water from that for setting prices. Typically, central,
state, and regional government authorities intervene in local pricing decisions. For example, in Colombia the National Tariff Board, an agency
of the National Planning Ministry, reviewed all proposals for changes in
utility charges. It had developed guidelines and attempted to enforce
these, albeit with some flexibility (Linn 1980a). Parallel to this institution,
a 1979 presidential decree froze all utility prices for some months, ostensibly to help stabilize inflationary tendencies in the country.
Similar reasons account for the limits placed by central government
on increases in user charges desired by local authorities in medium-size
cities in Korea in some recent years (Smith and Kim 1979). A somewhat
different situation was reported for Valencia (Venezuela), where a national agency was responsible for service provision but the municipal
authorities were able to exert some control over the setting of tariffs.
In all these cases-with the exception of the general policy guidelines
for setting utility tariffs in Colombia-separation
of operational responsibility and authority to control user charges have had quite detrimental
effects on the ability of the operating agencies to provide services effectively. To provide the most efficient and effective service, responsibilities for operations and for setting rates should be integrated as far as
possible. Central authorities may, however, want to retain the prerogative to review practices for setting rates to ensure compliance with broad
criteria of performance, particularly when they provide heavy financial
support or guarantees (for example, if utilities borrow funds from international agencies).
R_EGIONAL
INTEGRATION.
Regional or national integration of water service allows relatively easy transfers from one user group within the region
or nation to another, for example, from urban to rural users or from
large to small towns (as has been the case in Tunis; Prud'homme 1975).
This may be desirable if other means of financing the expansion of rural
service are not readily available. Tax instruments could be designed to
extract the same resources from city dwellers as an earmarked revenue
source for rural water programs, but such instruments are likely to be
difficult to use.
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Regional integration of water systems may be more readily feasible.
But the financial and equity rationale for such integration is not the only
relevant one. Regional water companies may be less responsive to the
specific needs and preferences of population groups in various locations;
and administration may be more effectively carried out at the city or
town level. Again, however, no unequivocal advice can be given on this
score; if regional redistribution through water investment and charges
is a goal of water policy, a regionally integrated organization would facilitate it.
Sewerage and Drainage
Obviously, the use of potable water and the disposal of wastewater
must be considered jointly. This has important implications for planning
investments in water and sewer services, for organizing institutions to
provide the services, and for pricing the services. For investment planning, water and sewerage services must be expanded simultaneously to
avoid unsanitary disposal of wastewater and to ensure proper functioning
of sewer systems.44 For the institutional setup, the linkage between water
and sewer systems implies that it is desirable to combine responsibility
for them under one agency. For pricing policy, the relationship between
water and sewer services implies that the marginal cost of disposing of
wastewater can be charged jointly with the marginal cost of providing
potable water. Moreover, in deciding whether to meter water use, the
resulting cost savings in reduced water disposal should be considered
together with the cost savings from reduced water provision.
There are, of course, limits to the linkage. First, leakages occur in
water use; that is, not all water used is passed into the sewer system.
This is especially true for lawn sprinkling and other horticultural uses,
and for such industrial uses as the production of beverages. Second, the
cost of wastewater disposal and treatment depends not only on the quantity of wastewater but also on the nature and degree of contamination.
In particular, industrial effluents are likely to be more toxic than residential effluents. These differences need to be considered in setting
sewerage tariffs.
Important linkages may exist between drain and sewer systems. Although requirements for investment in drainage vary with climatic, geographical, and geological conditions and with the additional runoff resulting from urban development, drain systems were often developed
jointly with sewer systems. Newer investments tend to provide for separate sewer and drain systems (for example, in Bogota, Cali, and Nairobi).
Neighborhood drainage networks generally are constructed jointly with
roads and streets.
When considering appropriate pricing strategies for sewerage and
drainage, it is therefore useful to consider the following separately: first,
residential sewerage pricing, which is closely related to water pricing;
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second, industrial sewerage pricing, which depends more on the degree
and type of contaminants than on the amount of water used; and third,
the pricing of drainage services, which has no relation to water use but
may be related to the development of infrastructure for sewer systems
and roads.
Pricing Residential Sewerage
Table 10-16 summarizes residential sewerage tariffs in selected cities.
The structure of tariffs is very similar to the structure of water tariffs in
the same cities, except that development charges or earmarked property
taxes and transfers from general government funds are more common
for sewerage than for water.4 5 The most common practice in pricing
sewerage appears to be levying surcharges on water-use fees and on
periodic charges unrelated to the use of water. Although not reflected
in table 10-16, there is commonly also a difference between charges for
connections to piped sewer systems and those for other sanitary methods
of waste disposal (septic tanks, conservancy tanks, night soil collection,
and so forth). In discussing charges for residential sewerage, it is useful
to treat the pricing of piped sewerage separately from that of other sewer
systems.
Piped sewer systems require investment,
operation, and maintenance of the following components: internal
plumbing in the house; connection to the neighborhood collection network; and trunk collectors. In addition, pumping and treatment facilities
may be required. In all cases, minimum water consumption of 50-100
liters per capita each day is required for the use of cistern-flush toilets
(World Bank 1980c: 19). As a result of these requirements, private and
public costs are incurred which need to be considered when sewerage
services are priced.
Some of these costs are related directly to the quantity of water usedin particular, transmission, pumping, and treatment costs. These costs
can therefore be reflected in the price charged for water use, after allowing for the estimated household leakage of water not returned to the
sewer system. Because investments in sewerage are, like those in water,
frequently quite lumpy, the average incremental cost method is an accurate way to calculate the marginal cost of residential wastewater disposal associated with incremental water use. In Nairobi, the AIC for sewerage was 43-57 percent of the AIC of water supply in 1975 (McLure
1977), whereas in Bogota the AIC of sewerage and water supply were
approximately equal in 1978 (World Bank data). The difference is explained largely by the fact that the AIC of water production and transmission in Nairobi was more than seven times that in Bogota during
these years (see table 10-12), whereas the AIC for sewage disposal in
Nairobi was only about twice that in Bogota (McLure 1977; World Bank
CONVENTIONAL
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1979). Although it thus appears that water production costs in general
equal or exceed sewage transmission and treatment costs, the reverse
relation generally applies to connection and development costs. In Nairobi the cost of connection and neighborhood collection costs for sewerage in 1975 were about 70 percent higher than the connection and
reticulation costs for water (World Bank data).
As with charges for water supply, residential sewerage tariffs are structured efficiently if they reflect the marginal cost of sewage disposal
through a connection fee and the marginal cost of the neighborhood
collection system through a development charge. A sewer charge which
varies with the quantity of water consumed can be applied only where
water meters are installed. Commonly, this charge is expressed as a fixed
percentage of the water fee (table 10-16). This practice is not likely to
be appropriate over extended periods of time, however, because in general water supply and sewerage investments are not made at the same
time and therefore do not have parallel AICS. It is more appropriate to
recompute the AICS separately at regular intervals, say once a year, in
line with changing investment plans and operating conditions and to set
the water-use-related price accordingly for each service.
If sewerage development costs vary mainly with the density of development, a system of charges related to front-footage or lot size is most
likely to reflect the marginal costs imposed by a developer's land-use
and subdivision decision. Installation charges can be directly related to
the cost of installing each connection.
In setting efficient sewerage tariffs, an important consideration is the
benefits for a household connecting and using the sewer system. Although connection is not a necessary or sufficient condition for improving community health conditions (World Bank 1980c), the introduction
of such a system, where no adequate system existed, is generally justified
on this basis. These external benefits are likely to be concentrated most
heavily in the immediate neighborhood but may also affect the entire
urban area or region. In terms of financing, therefore, subsidizing sewage
collection systems and connections is efficient, at least for low-income
families who would choose not to connect at a marginal cost price. These
subsidies are appropriately financed by cross-subsidies that draw on the
fiscal resources of a neighborhood or an urban area rather than of an
entire region or country. Property tax financing is particularly appropriate in this context. Because improvements in a neighborhood's environment are likely to be reflected to a considerable extent in higher
property values, a part of the subsidies for building and connecting the
sewerage network is actually paid for by the community through the
resulting automatic increase in property taxes.46 The citywide benefits
are also appropriately captured by the property tax. Transfers from the
national treasury for the construction of urban sewer systems in general
would not be required for efficiency. Given shortages of national fiscal

Table 10-16. Residential SewerageTariffs in SelectedCities
Country and city or state,
year
Colombia
BogotA, 1979

Cali, 1978

Cartagena, 1973

Abidjan, C6te d'lvoire,
1975
India
Ahmadabad, 1973
Bombay, 1973

Development charge
Valorization tax for development
costs; requirement that
developer builds neighborhood
collection systems
Front footage fee to collect costs
of neighborhood collection
systems; requirement that
developer builds neighborhood
collection system; valorization
tax for trunk collectors
Sewer tax of 0.4 percent on
assessed capital value of all
built-up properties, whether
sewered or not; 0.8 percent tax
on vacant lots

Connectionfee
(Lump-sum orperiodic)

Transfers

Periodic water charge of
30 percent

30 percent of water
fee

n.a.

Periodic water charge of
60 percent

60 percent of water
fee

Transfers from telephone
and power accounts

Periodic water charge of
50 percent

50 percent of water
fee

Capital works grants from
central government

Surcharge on water
fee

-

n.a.

n.a.

Sewerage tax of 4 percent
on ARV of unmetered
and unsewered
properties

Surcharge of 50
percent on water
fee for metered
and sewered
connections

Partially financed from
municipal revenues
n.a.

-

Conservancy charge (surcharge on
general property tax)
Property tax of 3 percent on
annual rental value (ARV) of all
urban connections

Water-use charge

Urtar Pradesh cities, 1975

-

n.a.

n.a.

Financed from municipal
revenues

Kingston, Jamaica, 1975

Property tax on land within 100
yards of sewer line

n.a.

n.a.

Deficit grants from
national government

Nairobi, Kenya, 1978

Development charge recovering
sewer collection capital costs in
development area according to
plot size (payable over up to
ten years at 8 percent interest)

Lump-sum connection fee;
minimum periodic sewer
charge

Surcharge on water
fee

n.a.

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
1976

-

Surcharge on water
fee

Property tax financing

Mexico: medium-size
cities, 1976

-

Water surcharge
proposed

Mostly subsidized from
municipal revenues

Lahore, Pakistan, 1976

-

Surcharge on water
fee for metered
connections

-

Tunis, Tunisia, 1975

-

n.a.

Property tax and other
general municipal
revenues

Yugaslavia
Dubrovnic, 1975

-

n.a.

Sarajevo, 1976

-

Surcharge on water
fee
Surcharge on water
fee

Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.

-

Property tax for
unmetered connections

n.a.
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resources and the fact that large cities are generally wealthier than rural
areas and small towns, it would also be difficult to justify such transfers
on the grounds of fiscal feasibility or equity.4 7
Considerations of equity may influence the tariff structure for sewerage services. In particular, there are likely to be cross-subsidies from
wealthy to poor households through a progressive structuring of the
connection and the development charges and through the application of
a life-line tariff in the water-use-related sewer charge. Considerations of
efficiency already will lead to a tariff structure which, because of densityrelated cost differentials and externalities, will impose higher charges on
the wealthy than the poor areas of a city. Further accentuation of these
differences is possible; in particular, connection and development
charges related to property value, rather than front-footage or lot size,
will tend to result in a more progressive set of sewer tariffs that will not
only reflect property size but also higher land values. Another way to
redistribute is to modify the area- or front-footage pricing system; for
example, in Colombia valorization charges have been used to finance
sewerage investments in Bogotd.4 8
The scope for financing sewerage investments through cross-subsidies
or from general urban taxes is limited by the high cost of piped sewer
systems. In 1980 the total annual cost per household for investing in
conventional sewerage was estimated at about $400 (table 10-17), which
is not only beyond the ability to pay of most families in developing
countries but is also well beyond the fiscal capacity of all but the richest
cities in developing countries. Financial viability, reinforced by considerations of efficient resource allocation, therefore dictates the search for
lower-cost safe disposal of wastewater in many, if not all, cities of the
developing world.
LOW-COST METHODS.
Low-cost methods-listed
in table 10-17-can
provide acceptable disposal of residential wastewater in most urban areas,
with the exception of the high-density downtown districts (Kalbermatten,
Julius, and Gunnerson 1982). Because of the lower public expenditure
requirements per household and the relative affordability of these alternative waste disposal techniques, urban governments may be able to
use them to serve many more households than with conventional sewer
systems.4 9
A public agency may finance its expenditures on low-cost sanitation
services in various ways. One is to include the capital cost in plotdevelopment charges for new publicly developed low-income settlements, for example, sites and services projects. Another is to charge the
capital costs as an annuity that is part of the periodic fees for water supply.
This practice would also cover the recurrent costs of maintenance and
operation. Finally, a general or property tax is also conceivable.
If low-cost services are subsidized from tax revenues, a tradeoff will
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Table 10-17. Total Annual Cost per Household and Affordability
of Alternative Sanitation Technologies,1980

Technology

Mean cost
(1978 dollars)

Percentageof income
of averagelow-income
householda

18.7
28.5
34.0
37.5
51.6
55.0
64.9

2
3
9
4
6
10
6

159.2
168.0
187.7

11
16
15

369.2
400.3

29
26

Low-cost

Pour-flushtoilet
Pit latrine
Communaltoilet
Vacuum-truckcartageb
Low-costseptic tankb
Compostingtoilet
Bucket cartage
Medium-cost

Sewered aquaprivyb
Aquaprivy
Japanese vacuum-truckcartage
High-cost

Septic tankb
Sewerageb

Note.Costsincludeappropriateshadowpricesfor unskilledlabor,foreignexchange,andcapital.
a. Assumingaverageannualper capitaincomeof $180 and six personsper household.
b. Suitablefor urban areas.
Source:Linn (1983), based on Kalbermatten,Julius, and Gunnerson(1982, tables 3-1 and
3-11).

have to be made between financial viability and replicability on the one
hand and efficiency and equity on the other. For efficiency, there would
very likely need to be some subsidy on the grounds of the external health
benefits if poor households are not willing to pay the full cost. Equity
also would favor a subsidy because the benefits would mainly reach lowincome groups. Property tax financing may be an appropriate intermediate route if newly serviced properties are revalued to reflect the increase in value resulting from the improvement. The direct beneficiaries
will bear some of the cost of the project through higher property tax
payments, whereas the remainder of the financing will be drawn from
the other urban residents roughly in proportion to their incomes. If,
however, full recovery of the cost from the immediate beneficiaries is
selected to ensure the replicability of the investments, then at a minimum
this policy should also apply to those sections of the city which are served
by piped systems. It would not be financially viable, efficient, or equitable
to require low-income households to pay for low-cost systems while highcost sewerage is financed from general tax revenues.
Pricing Industrial Sewerage
Small industrial or commercial sewerage connections are probably best
treated like residential connections, unless there is reason to suspect that
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large amounts of pollution or noxious matter are being discharged into
the general sewer system. In contrast, medium-size and large industrial
enterprises which emit substantial quantities of effluent should be subjected to careful scrutiny. Consideration should be given to the possibility of measuring effluents, either regularly through metering or intermittently through sampling, and of pricing effluent according to its
quantity and strength. A crucial aspect of this consideration is the costs
imposed by the industrial polluter. These include the cost to the public
of treating effluent either in the same city or further downstream, the
cost of lost opportunities for downstream fishing, recreation, and so
forth, and the cost of health and other environmental hazards. o These
costs will vary with the quantity of effluent and the amount of pollutants
such as BOD (biochemical oxygen demand), phosphorous, nitrogen, and
other suspended solids that it contains.
The cost of metering or sampling must then be compared with the
benefits of any reduction in pollution achievable through pricing effluent.
Industrial pollution seems to be quite elastic with respect to charging
systems (Bird 1976b; U.S. Department of the Interior 1969). If marginal
costs of pollution-in
particular downstream treatment or economic
losses-are clearly identifiable, measuring and pricing the treatment of
pollution for large industrial polluters are appropriate. Alternative ways
of attempting to limit the detrimental effect of industrial pollution (for
example, regulating pollution and subsidizing investments in controlling
pollution) have been shown to be less effective and efficient than a system
of effluent charges.
One advantage of charges on pollution is that they encourage industrial
polluters to install their own control devices, thus reducing the need for
public spending. If they do not provide their own control devices, the
effluent charges provide a financial resource for making the necessary
expenditure.
Financing Drainage Systems
The need for drainage is generally not linked to residential or industrial
water use but to the runoff of rainwater. This runoff in turn is a function
of physical factors, such as climate, geography, and geology, and of factors
related to urbanization, in particular the density of development. The
higher the density, the greater the runoff and therefore the greater the
need for and cost of drainage canals per hectare; but the lower the cost
per household. In setting charges for investments in and maintenance of
drainage, these cost relations must be borne in mind.
One method for allocating drainage costs approximately in line with
marginal costs is to subdivide the city into relatively homogeneous drainage areas according to density and the need for drainage-for example,
swampy, low-lying areas are likely to involve more costly drainage
works-and to compute drainage service costs per hectare for each area.
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The marginal cost of drainage per lot may then be approximated by a
charge distributing the total area cost according to the front-footage or
area of each lot. This type of charge would give developers the marginal
drainage cost of their development decision in terms of location and
density. This approach would be efficient and could easily be levied along
with development charges for other works carried out simultaneously.
General or property tax financing would share the financial burden more
widely and might be more equitable, provided the beneficiaries of the
drainage works are in low-income groups. In determining the extent to
which low-income groups actually benefit, it is important to consider the
ownership of the land which is being better served-and thus having its
value improved-as
a result of the drainage system. Although lowincome groups may occupy the affected areas, high-income landowners
may effectively reap the benefits from increases in rents and land values.
A development charge thus may be more progressive than a general tax
or property tax.
Summary
The proper pricing of water supply and sewerage in urban areas of
developing countries is of importance not only for the goal of financial
viability but also for those of efficiency, equity, and administrative viability. Five general rules are:
* First, consider the design of an efficient pricing structure. Then
modify this preliminary structure in a way that pursues the other
goals with the least possible losses in efficiency.
* Second, to design an efficient pricing structure, estimate the marginal or incremental costs of providing a service, adjusted to reflect
externalities and apply shadow prices if market prices are distorted.
* Third, in designing an efficient pricing structure, consider the entire
structure of service charges-development,
connection, and user
fees. When a departure from efficient pricing appears desirable for
reasons of financial viability or equity, that part of the tariff structure
should be selected where private demand response (elasticity) is
likely to be least.
* Fourth, regularly update the tariff structure to reflect changes in
the general level of prices caused by inflation as well as changes in
the underlying cost structure of the service. During a period of
inflation a simple monthly adjustment may be made to keep tariffs
approximately unchanged in real terms. This could be supplemented by more in-depth reviews of the structure of real tariffs at
less frequent intervals, say, once a year.
* Fifth, collect water and sewerage tariffs effectively from all users.
Compare costs of administration and collection against expected
benefits from service charges when selecting a particular method
of charging, for example, metering.
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The remainder of this section briefly summarizes this chapter by outlining a framework for tariff structures for urban water, sewerage, and
drainage services for developing countries. The framework leaves considerable flexibility to permit necessary adjustments in line with the conditions prevailing in any particular country or city.
Water Supply
The first decision to be made in designing a system to supply water
is whether to meter consumers. The reduction in the cost of providing
and disposing of water must be measured against the cost of metering.
For large consumers, in particular large industrial consumers, metering
is almost always efficient; for small consumers, in particular households
in poor areas of a city, it is usually not.
For metered residential users, a three-tiered charging system is likely
to be efficient. First, a use-related charge should be set equal to the
average incremental cost of incremental water production and transmission. This charge will, however, have a life-line tariff for the initial consumption block equivalent to a daily consumption of 20-40 liters per
capita. The charge may vary across areas within the city or across seasons
if there are sufficiently strong cost differences. It also should vary over
time to reflect changing levels of AIC as a system moves from excess
capacity to a shortage of capacity and back to excess capacity in line with
its investment cycle.
Second, residential water users should be charged a periodic fee that
does not vary with water use. For low-income consumers this charge
should be set at or below the sum of marginal recurrent costs associated
with a connection (meter maintenance and reading, billing, and so forth)
and the annuitized cost of installing the connection. The extent of the
subsidy to low-income households depends on the strength of the redistributive goal and on whether an internal cross-subsidy is possible. It
also depends on alternative claims on the financial resources-especially
for standposts. To generate the financial resources required to permit
cross-subsidies-such as for standposts-the periodic connection fee for
middle- and high-income consumers should be set at or above the marginal recurrent costs of connection. This will permit cross-subsidies and
maintain the overall financial self-sufficiency of the water operations as
the use-related charge varies over time with changes in AIC. Installation
costs could be charged to high-income groups on a lump-sum basis, possibly with brief financing periods at the market rate of interest.
Third, a one-time development fee should be designed to recoup the
capital cost of the retriculation network in proportion to the frontfootages of privately subdivided properties. (This fee can be avoided if
private developers are required to install this network themselves.) In
areas of predominantly low-income property owners it may be equitable
to reduce the fee below cost and impose higher connection charges on
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high-income owners. A way must then be found to distinguish owners
according to income. If property valuation systems are accurate, a proportional property tax on residential lots with water connections could
work. This tax would have to be varied over time to reflect changes in
the use-related fee. If property valuation is inaccurate, differential connection fees could be charged in different parts of the city. Rising block
rates-except for the life-line-would generally not work because the
relation between consumption per connection and the per capita incomes
of consumers is limited and because the use-related fees may be inefficient.
For unmetered residential consumers, a proportional tax on property
or land would be equitable. Fees might also be charged according to the
size of the pipe connecting the lot to the distribution network. This
charge would be set to ensure the financial self-sufficiency of the water
operation and would allow for the revenue from development charges.
Consumption at public taps should be free. The taps must, however,
be supervised to avoid water wastage. The funds to operate the taps
should first come from water users with individual connections. General
tax revenues should only be used if cross-subsidies among water users
are ruled out for political reasons. Therefore, there is in effect a hierarchy
of uses of funds that are extracted from high-income users for purposes
of cross-subsidy. These subsidies should first go toward installing taps
and supplying free water from them. Once the need for the taps has
been fully satisfied, the cross-subsidies can be extended to individual
households with connections. The reason for this sequence is that the
households without access to even taps are the poorest households, while
tap users are the poorest consumers. Subsidization of taps and of water
consumption at them is therefore equitable and has very little, if any,
leakages to middle- or high-income beneficiaries."i What is more, the
benefits for public health of the increases in consumption from subsidized taps are likely to exceed those from subsidized in-house connections.
Industrial and commercial consumers should be charged a use-related
price equal to AIC. Connection and development fees can be set for the
high-income residential consumers, provided the charges above costs are
not passed on-especially to low-income consumers or wage earners.
Beer and other popular beverage industries require particular caution
on this score.
This proposed tariff structure should lead to self-financing of water
supply operations with a minimal loss in efficiency and with attention to
redistribution. It would probably be implemented most easily by a vertically integrated water authority operating autonomously from other
service agencies. Local and national authorities should merely oversee
the broad adherence to the basic pricing-and investment-principles
outlined above. Autonomy and vertical integration are not necessary
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preconditions for implementing this structure; in their absence, however,
special efforts would have to be made to ensure that water operations
are self-financing and that all relevant costs have been considered in
setting charges.
Sewerage
Three types of users of sewerage services must be distinguished: residential users connected to a conventional piped sewer system, households which employ low-cost alternative sewage disposal methods, and
industrial users.
For residential users of piped systems who have water meters, a feasible tariff structure should be parallel to that for water and should have
the following elements:
* A water-use-related charge equal to the AIC of sewage transmission
and treatment, and of any additional downstream costs imposed on
other individuals
* A periodic fee unrelated to water use reflecting marginal connection
costs but adjusted for income distribution and financial considerations much as water fees would be
* In high-income areas, a development charge levied on a front-foot
basis to recover the costs of the collection network
* In low-income areas, a local property or general tax to finance the
system.
Unmetered residential water users would be charged a periodic fee (perhaps linked to property value), coupled with a development charge for
metered users.
Residential users of low-cost sewage systems (in contrast to high-cost,
piped systems) should be charged the actual cost as part of a development
fee for general upgradings, or-if local fiscal capacity permits-should
be subsidized by a general property tax to finance the expansion of these
systems. As with water, there is a hierarchy of subsidization: connection
to piped sewer systems should not be subsidized until all households not
connected to piped systems are served by safe, low-cost methods.
Large industrial enterprises which generate large quantities of polluted
wastewater or highly toxic effluents should be charged fees for the costs
of their pollution. These fees, which are preferable to other measures
of pollution control, require estimation of costs and repeated measurement of effluent quantity and strength.
Given the close linkage between the two services, it is most appropriate to combine the provision of and pricing of water and sewerage in
one agency. Provision and pricing by separate agencies seriously complicate the development and maintenance of efficient and equitable pricing policies.
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Drainage
Front-footage charges should be levied to recover the cost of neighborhood drainage works. They can be levied jointly with other development charges for water, sewerage, or road construction. Poor neighborhoods should be charged a general property tax to finance drainage
works if local financial resources permit. Property tax financing can also
be used to finance the construction of large canals to better drain an
entire city, and for the maintenance cost of drainage systems.

11 Charging for Other Urban

Services

THIS
CHAPTER
ANALYZES
the pricing of electricity, telephone services, solid waste collection, bus service, and housing. The last section
reviews two general development charges, land readjustment and valorization.
The discussion does not cover such other important urban services as
health, education, fire and police protection, markets, slaughterhouses,
and cemeteries. User charges, although they can help finance some of
these services, tend to make a smaller contribution because of externalities and distributional considerations. For these services, it is more
useful to rely on the overall system of financing, including local taxes,
charges, and intergovernmental grants. An additional complicating factor
is that many of these services, especially health, education, and police
protection, are controlled by national or provincial authorities. Pricing
for them requires considerations that go well beyond urban government
finance.'
As in the preceding chapters, the discussion here applies pricing and
financing principles to selected public services in the light of experiences
in developing countries. Complementary policy issues, such as the role
of the public sector and allocation and management decisions for investment and recurrent expenditure, are treated only in passing. See Linn
(1983) for a more comprehensive treatment of these issues.

Electricity and Telephone

Services

Urban governments in developing countries have little if any responsibility for electric power and telephone services, which are usually supplied by national or regional public agencies. It has been seen as desirable
to centralize these services because of the savings in costs to the systems
of building nationwide interconnections, planning investments, standardizing service components, managing scarce technical human resources, and dealing with foreign suppliers of advanced technical hardware and financiers. 2 Centralization also permits urban-rural crosssubsidies-an important consideration, because customer service costs
tend to be significantly higher in rural than in urban areas, whereas the
capacity to pay of the average rural resident is considerably lower than
that of the average urban resident (World Bank 1975b).
Arguments to decentralize power and telephone services are less frequent and less convincing than in the case of other services. In some
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countries, however, urban agencies are involved in providing power
and telephone services. For power, a national or regional agency typically
provides bulk supply and local agencies are responsible for distribution.
For telephones, local agencies typically are in charge of the local telephone network and service. If such local agencies exist, the pricing of
services is part of the overall problem of urban finance and can be an
important issue for revenue. More and more, the privatization of power
and telephone system components and agencies has been identified as
an option to improve the efficiency and reduce the fiscal burden of these
public utilities (World Bank 1988: chapter 8).
Pricing Electricity
The organization and pricing of power service in selected developing
countries and cities are surveyed in table 11-1. Although dated, the patterns shown are representative of the arrangements found in developing
countries, which cover a wide spectrum from (a) entirely local responsibility for generation, transmission, and distribution in Bogota, through
(b) regional generation and transmission but local distribution in Bombay
and Cali, through (c) regional generation, transmission, and distribution
in Cartagena, to (d) entirely national responsibility in Seoul and Tunis.
Service charges for residential consumers of electricity typically consist
of so-called energy charges, that is, a rate per kilowatt-hour which commonly rises in blocks with the quantity of power consumed. Only limited
data are available on residential connection fees, but the flat minimum
monthly charges in some cities act as a recurrent connection or access
charge. For industrial and commercial consumers, electricity tariffs usually consist of flat energy rates either in the middle or upper range of
residential energy charges, supplemented either by capacity-related or
peak and off-peak tariffs. Capacity charges are rates per kilowatt of installed capacity. Peak load pricing is achieved by charging higher energy
rates during hours of high system demand. Regional or nationwide uniform tariff policies are usually encountered if electricity is distributed
by a regional or national agency. Such a policy generally leads to an
implicit system of cross-subsidies from low-cost urban to high-cost rural
users. Other cross-subsidies also are quite frequent. Large-quantity residential consumers tend to subsidize small residential users because of
rising block rates, and industrial and commercial users tend to subsidize
residential users. In Cali there have been subsidies from urban power
to water (and sewerage) service users.
The sample of power tariff systems shown in table 11-1 does not necessarily represent the full range of tariff structures in developing countries, but it serves as a reference point in the following discussion of
electricity pricing. As with water and sewerage pricing in the preceding
chapter, we will first consider the main considerations for deciding on

Table 11-1. Tariff Structure of Electric Power in SelectedCountries and Cities

Oa

Country,
city,
and year

Service responsibility
Generation
and
transmission
Distribution

of residential charges
~~~~~~Structure
Capacity
charge

Energy
charge

Connection
charge

Industrial and
commercial
charges

Tariff
policies

Load
pricing

Cross-subsidies

Colombia
Bogota,
1978

Local

Locai

No

Rising
block
rates

Flat
minimum
monthly
charge

Flat energy rates,
higher than
residential

Yes, for
industrial
users

No

Industrial and
commercial,
residential,
large and
small
consumers

Cali, 1975

Regional

Local

No

Rising
block
rates

Flat
minimum
monthly
charge

Flat energy rates,
in middle level
of residential
rates; plus
capacity charge
for industry

No

-

Industrial and
commercial,
residential,
large and
small
consumers,
electricity
and water

Cartagena,
1973

Regional

Regional

No

Rising
block
rates

-

Flat energy rate,
higher than
residential for
commercial,
lower for
industrial (plus
capacity charge)

No

Equal
regional
prices

Industrial and
commercial,
residential,
large and
small
consumers

Regional

Local

No

Flat rate

Meter rental
fee

Flat energy rate
higher than
residential rate,
plus capacity
charge

No

_

Industrial and
commercial,
residential

Korea,Rep. of
Seoul, 1976
National

National

No

Rising
block
rates

-

Declining block
energy charge
plus capacity
charge

No

Equal rates
nationwide

-

Tunisia
Tunis, 1974

National

Yes

Declining
blocks

-

Lower rate for
medium than
for low voltage

Yes, for
medium
voltage

Equal rates
nationwide

Urban and rural

India
Bombay,
1973

-

National

Not available.
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efficient power tariffs. Then we will consider equity, financial viability,
and institutional options.

EFFICIENCY. Electricity demand tends to be quite price-elastic, judging
at least from estimates of demand functions in the United States. According to Halvorsen (1975) the long-run price-elasticity of demand for
electric power in the United States is approximately unity for residential
users and significantly greater than unity for industrial users. The case
for the efficiency of marginal cost pricing is thus quite strong, because
the welfare losses from deviations from the efficient price can be quite
substantial for price-elasticities in this range.
The cost structure of electric power is dominated by significant and
lumpy capital costs (capacity costs), which are usually incurred in generating power and transmitting it to the area of consumption (Munasinghe 1979). Marginal operating costs of energy generation depend very
much on the type of generating capacity. For hydropower these costs
are likely to be low or negligible, particularly if an ample water supply
is available. In contrast, for thermal power stations the marginal energy
cost will be substantial largely because of the cost of fuel. In a mixed
hydrothermal system, the thermal plant is typically used to satisfy marginal changes in customer demand; hence the marginal energy cost of
the thermal plant represents the marginal energy cost for the entire system. The lower marginal costs of the hydropower plant are inframarginal
to the system as a whole and thus irrelevant for efficient pricing. Also
important in the cost structure are a number of consumer costs. These
include the one-time cost of installing each consumer's power hookup
and meter and recurrent costs of meter reading, billing, and related administrative tasks. Finally, there are the capital costs of developing the
distribution network for each service area.
As is typical for public utility pricing, the pricing of capacity costs
creates the greatest analytical difficulties because of the lumpiness of the
investment pattern. Long-run marginal cost pricing has been found efficient for electric power. The long-run marginal cost here is defined as
the cost of "advancing the commissioning date of future plant or inserting
new units such as gas turbines or peaking hydro plants" (Munasinghe
1979: 28). For transmission and distribution capacity costs, an average
incremental cost concept similar to the one described for the water and
sewerage sector in the preceding chapter may be used (Munasinghe 1979:
30).
Increases in power generating, transmission, and distribution capacity
are usually caused by increases in peak period demand, and therefore
the costs of these capacity increases should be reflected only in the tariffs
charged to peak consumers. This can be done either on the basis of the
maximum kilowatt demand imposed by each user on the system during
the system's peak period or on the basis of the kilowatt-hours consumed
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during system peak hours. Both approaches signalto the user the variable
marginal costs of using the system during peak and off-peak periods and
are an incentive to utilize the system more efficiently. But a general
capacity charge not linked to maximum peak period demand is only a
second-best peak-load pricing instrument for electricity because it penalizes capacity installation irrespective of whether or not it is utilized
during peak periods. Peak-load pricing for industrial consumers in Bogota and for medium-voltageconsumers in Tunis conformed to the firstbest pricing principle, whereas the general capacity charges in the other
cities were second best (table 11-1). Of course, first-best peak-load pricing requires time-dependent metering deviceslikely to be justifiable only
for relatively large consumers, in particular, industrial consumers.3
Another factor which needs to be considered in the context of capacity
cost estimates is the difference in distribution costs for high-, medium-,
and low-voltage consumers. Voltage reductions require investments in
substation capacitywhose incremental capital costs need to be computed
and charged to the appropriate consumer group. The lower the voltage,
therefore, the higher the cost of power distribution. Because residential
users typically have the lowest voltage requirements, their capacity cost
is highest. The common practice of charging industrial users more than
residential users is therefore inefficient; rather, the reverse would be
required.4
Higher rates for low-voltage users should not be confused with declining block rates which have been common in the United States and
less common in developing countries. These rates are lower per kilowatthour at given voltage levels. A higher rate per kilowatt-hour for one
small initialconsumption block is in essence identicalto a fixed recurrent
connection charge, if all consumers can be expected to exceed the initial
high rate block. Further rate decreases in declining blocks are, however,
not generally efficient because at a given voltage level marginal costs
across consumers are not likely to differ according to quantity of energy
consumed. In fact a perverse pattern is set up for each consumer, as
individual peak consumption is encouraged rather than discouraged. If
individual peaks are coincident with system peaks, a reverse peak-load
pricing system is thus employed. Finally,declining block rates run counter to common social objectives in power pricing, which will be further
discussed below.
Two other aspects must often be considered in calculating efficient
power pricing. The first is seasonalityin capacity and energy costs. For
example, power tariffs should fluctuate if hydropower supply is reduced
during dry as compared with wet seasons, and power demand is exceptionally high because of air conditioner usage during the dry (or hot)
season. Second, as with water supply, shadow pricing of inputs is appropriate, and distortions in the prices of competing energy products
must be considered. If, for example, a subsidy is applied to kerosene as
a means of subsidizing energy use of low-income households, then it
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would likely be appropriate also to provide electric power at a tariff below
marginal cost to the same consumer groups in order to avoid inefficient
biases in the selection of different energy sources. These issues are discussed in greater detail in Munasinghe and Warford (1978) and Munasinghe (1979).
By way of example of what are likely to be representative cost structures, data for the cities of Bogota, Cali, and Medellin in Colombia are
of interest. Table 11-2 summarizes the results of four cost studies carried
out in 1979 by the power companies in each of these three cities and
one by the Colombian national power interconnection company. The
structure of costs in each city fell into two broad components: energy
costs and capacity costs. Energy costs were about 50 percent higher in
the dry than in the wet season, increased slightly with declining voltage,
and, during the wet season, were approximately 20 percent higher during
peak than off-peak hours. Capacity costs apply only to peak period demand. They were significantly above energy costs-while high-voltage
energy costs were only on the order of 3 cents per kilowatt-hour, capacity
costs were on the order of 1-2 dollars per kilowatt-hour. In contrast to
energy costs, capacity costs varied quite extensively with voltage level:
low-voltage capacity costs typically were 50 percent or more than highvoltage costs. Shadow pricing (not shown in table 11-2) increased energy
costs 2.4-2.7 times above the levels shown in table 11-2, mainly because
of the domestic underpricing of fossil fuel input at the time of measurement.
In summary, a set of efficient power tariffs for large (especially industrial) users has these components: an energy charge per kilowatt-hour
reflecting the short-run marginal cost of energy generation, possibly varying by season and between peak and off-peak hours; a capacity charge
per kilowatt-hour of consumption or per kilowatt of maximum demand
during system peak periods; and a fixed monthly fee reflecting recurrent
connection (consumer) costs and a lump-sum connection fee reflecting
the capital costs of installation. Finally, it may be appropriate to charge
a development fee for industrial lots, for example, in an industrial park
whose lots are not immediately connected to the system network but
may be at the time of development. Because time-dependent metering
is not likely to be cost-effective for most small (especially residential)
consumers, a simple energy charge per kilowatt-hour of consumption is
appropriate. This charge should be derived as a weighted average of peak
capacity energy costs and off-peak energy costs and allow for the priceelasticity of demand as well as the amount demanded during each period.
To determine an optimal charge, the daily load factor of different types
of small consumers and the elasticity of demand at peak and off-peak
periods need to be estimated. Charges should also be levied on the residential consumer for connection costs and-possibly-on
the developer
of housing for the capital costs of the distribution lines to residences.

Table 11-2. Summary of Long-Run Marginal Cost Estimatesfor Three Colombian Cities, 1979
(U.S. cents per kilowatt-hour)

Dry season(January-June)
Voltagelevel
(kilovolts)

>

115
34.5
13.2
Secondary
distributiona
Low voltage
Urban
Rural

Wet season(July-December)

Energycost

Peak energycost

All seasons

Off-peakenergycost

Peakcapacitycost

Bogota

Medellin

Cali

Bogotd

Medellin

Cali

Bogoti

Medellin

Cali

Bogotea

2.7
2.7
-

2.5.
2.5
2.6

2.5
2.6
2.7

1.8
1.8
-

1.7
1.7
1.7

1.7
1.7
1.8

1.5
1.6
-

1.4
1.5
1.5

1.4
1.5
1.5

148.7
183.0
-

-

2.7

-

-

1.8

-

-

1.6

-

-

2.8
3.1

2.7
-

2.8
-

1.9
2.1

1.8
-

1.9
-

1.6
1.8

1.6

1.6

-

-

222.3
3,034.7

Medellin

Cali

118.9
131.3
182.5

115.3
131.2
132.7

198.9
-

211.4
144.0
-

Not available.
Note:January 1979 prices, without shadow pricing; preliminary estimates.
a. Underground urban network.
Sournes:Compiled by Colin J. Warren on the basis of reports by F. Ochoa, Orlando Solano, Carlos Velez, and Cesar Molinares presented at the Second Latin
American and Caribbean Power Seminar, Brasilia, Brazil, July 27-August 2, 1980.
-
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NONECONOMIC
GOALS AND CONSTRAINTS.
With rapidly growing demand
for electricity service and a general pattern of long-run rising costs in
the sector, marginal cost pricing will generally lead to financial surpluses
in the urban power sector (Munasinghe 1979).5 In Bogota the average
tariff (which provided approximate financial balance) as of December
1979 was 3.12 cents per kilowatt-hour as compared with (average) marginal cost of 6.05 cents per kilowatt-hour, or 9.47 cents per kilowatthour when shadow pricing inputs (especially fossil fuels); in Medellin an
average tariff of 2.10 cents per kilowatt-hour was in line with financial
requirements, but was well below an (average) marginal cost of 4.88 cents
per kilowatt-hour. In Thailand it was found that the national power company would have made large profits had it applied marginal cost pricing,
for two reasons. "One reason is that the marginal cost of energy is an
oil cost, while much of the energy comes from hydroelectric plants. The
other reason is that the marginal cost of new oil capacity is higher than
the average accounting cost of existing capacity, which was acquired at
a lower price" (Anderson and Turvey 1974). Thus there is no inherent
conflict between efficiency and financial goals, except that past emphasis
on financial self-sufficiency has sometimes led to power prices significantly below marginal costs. Conversely, there are various ways to absorb
the surplus resulting from efficient power pricing: to levy taxes on the
power company or to require general budgetary contributions, as, for
example, in Bombay and Cali during the 1970s (see table 11_1).6
Another way to use the financial surplus from power operations is to
subsidize poor power consumers. This can be done in two ways. One is
to charge, as is common in developing countries, rising block rates and,
in particular, life-line rates. An initial low rate consumption block is
followed by a marginal cost rate at consumption levels exceeding the
life-line block.7 A second method is to subsidize the capital and recurrent
costs in low-income areas. If the life-line block is set so that even the
poorest consumers-once
connected-consume
more than the minimum amount, the subsidy becomes inframarginal and acts essentially as
a subsidy to connection on consumer costs. This is as it should be, because
it is equitable to encourage the poorest population groups, which are
not connected to the system, to get connected. Gains in equity from
subsidizing the consumption of poor residential consumers are not likelv
to be great, because power charges tend to be a relatively small share
of total household expenditure. But the poor may benefit substantially
from the consumers' surplus which may be derived from being connected
to the system in the first place.
This principle of equitable cross-subsidization also applies to urbanrural cross-subsidies, which are common in regionally or nationally integrated systems. Table 11-2 shows an estimate of rural as compared
with urban supply costs in Bogota that reflects the considerable cost
differentials. 8 Geographically uniform pricing thus can result in consid-
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erable cross-subsidization,typically running from wealthy urban to poor
rural consumers. Because average costs are likely to be below marginal
costs in urban systemsbut above them in rural systems, this is an efficient
method of redistribution.
Yet other ways have been found to deal with power service surpluses.
In Cali they have been used in past years to finance water and sewerage
extensions at subsidized rates in poor neighborhoods. In Bombay they
have financed deficits in the operations of the public municipal bus service. These examples underline the importance of the institutional framework in which service provision and pricing take place. Local autonomy
of the municipal power company, as in Bogota, tends to encourage financial self-sufficiencyat the expense of efficient pricing and limits the
scope for efficient cross-subsidization. Locally integrated provision of
urban services provides scope for interservice cross-subsidiesbut not for
urban-rural subsidies, which national and regional integration fosters. A
mixed system, as in Bangkok, Bombay, and Cali, in which national or
regional authorities generate electricity and supply it in bulk to municipal
utility companies in charge of distribution, may well provide an optimal
degree of flexibility.The national or regional power company should set
urban bulk prices at efficient levels, which commonly would mean that
it would reap considerable financialsurpluses which could be utilized to
subsidize rural supply agencies. Urban power authorities can also use
efficient pricing of power distribution to generate financial surpluses.
These surpluses can be used for internal cross-subsidizationto benefit
low-income power consumers, subsidize other urban services, or contribute to general local government. In fact, however, the scope for such
redistribution at the city level is likely to be limited because it is the
marginal cost of power generation, rather than of distribution, which
tends to exceed average cost and thus generates most of the financial
surplus. This, of course, would be skimmed off by the national or regional
power-generating agency.
The introduction of an efficient power tariff system may require considerablechanges in the existingstructure of power tariffs and substantial
increases in the average level of tariffs. These changes are likely to be
difficultto introduce in a single step and may require gradual adjustment.
Alternatively,power tariffs might be revised as part of a comprehensive
reform of the urban financing system. In this case, some of the fiscal
effects of higher power tariffs could be offset by reducing public revenues
from other sources. In any case, major tariff reforms in this, as in any
other urban service sector, need to be carefully analyzed, planned, and
supported by public relations efforts. What is more, in inflationary periods power tariffs need to be continuously kept in line with general
price increases through regular, small, and virtually automatic tariff adjustments which do not require major political decisions.9 To satisfythe
requirements of political control-and to check on the adjustment mech-
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anism-the tariff structure should be regularly reviewed in the light of
changed economic, social, and political conditions.
Pricing Telephone Service
Telephone service is important to urban development since it permits
rapid communication over short or long distances at low cost." 0 In only
a few countries, however, is this service provided by local agencies. One
is Colombia, where fifty agencies are responsible for local telephone
operations in as many municipalities. The issue of how to charge for
urban telephone service therefore arises more broadly as a question of
how to manage urban public service and-in a few countries-how
to
finance urban government.
Urban telephone service in developing countries is commonly characterized by excess demand for new telephone lines (also referred to as
direct exchange lines) and congested exchanges for existing lines during
peak hours. This is quite different from the industrial countries, in which
at prevailing telephone tariffs there is usually no backlog in demand for
lines and congestion in telephone traffic is restricted to a few special
holidays." This has major implications not only for telephone service
investment policy-the
area toward which public attention is usually
directed-but
also for telephone pricing. Under conditions of excess
demand the role of efficient prices is to ration demand to permit the use
of scarce capacity by those placing the highest value on the service and
to avoid the costs of nonprice rationing, which in the case of telephone
traffic congestion can be substantial. The appropriate pricing strategy,
therefore, is first to calculate the incremental costs of developing, connecting, and using the service, and second to raise fees for these tasks
to the point at which demand in each dimension approximately equals
supply. The willingness to pay the demand-rationing price will also provide a basis for judging the desirability of new investments in relation
to costs. For telephone service charges the most important components
are, first, the fixed monthly fee, which reflects consumer costs and (if
necessary) rationing demand for lines; and second, a call charge, which
varies by time of day. Modern telephone exchange technology can handle
the time-dependent billing of calls quite cheaply. Not only long-distance
calls but also local calls can be billed on a call basis by time of day.i2
Commonly, there are biases in telephone rates against long-distance
calls and in favor of local calls: long-distance calls are charged at rates
above costs when there is no excess demand, whereas charges for local
calls are often below costs in the face of strong congestion (Saunders
and Warford 1977). This pattern needs to be revised. In addition to being
more efficient, such a reversal would also likely meet long-term development goals in developing countries, where the growth of secondary
cities and backward regions is frequently impeded by the high cost of
communication, including that of long-distance telecommunication.
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Another common bias is against industrial and commercial subscribers
and in favor of residential subscribers." 3 The rationale is likely to be the
belief that the demand for access to the lines of industrial and commercial
users is less price-elastic than of residential users. But if industrial and
commercial users generally face the choice of how many lines to install
rather than whether or not to install a line at all, this may not actually
be the case. There is, moreover, a link between an insufficient number
of lines for heavy-use subscribers and the problem of congestion of exchanges. Industrial or commercial enterprises tend to create heavy traffic.
Thus, discouraging them from installing a sufficient number of lines, by
levying high monthly charges per line, is likely to worsen congestion
costs for all system users during peak hours. Preferential rates for residential as compared with industrial consumers are also not likely to be
socially and economically beneficial. This is because residential subscribers are likely to belong to high-income groups in most developing countries, whereas the high charges for industrial and commercial telephone
service are likely to be passed on to consumers of the goods and services
produced-a
substantial proportion of whom would probably be poor
consumers-or to labor. In addition, excessively high industrial and commercial user charges will tend to harm the international competitiveness
of domestic industries and commerce.
Apart from this issue, the question of the equity of telephone service
does not loom as large as for water supply or electric power. Explicit
structuring of fixed monthly charges and also rising block rates have been
in use in some countries and cities."4 The extent of redistribution achievable through such practices is minimal, however, because of the limited
access to and use of telephone service by low-income groups."5 What is
likely to be particularly beneficial to low-income households is the provision of public telephones in poor neighborhoods. Subsidization of
these facilities would increase efficiency (because of positive externalities
of more rapid communication during emergencies, fires, and so forth)
and would increase equity (because of the direct benefit to the lowincome groups).
During shortages of telephone capacity, efficient pricing policies of
the type suggested above are likely to lead to financial surpluses. These
can be utilized for system extensions where cost-benefit analysis shows
that such investment is warranted either in the specific area where the
surpluses are generated (usually large cities) or in areas where costs commonly exceed revenues (that is, in the less densely populated and remote
areas of the country). Alternatively, the revenues generated by telephone
operations can be channeled to the government as special telephone taxes
(for example, in Cartagena) or as cross-subsidies to other urban services
(for example, in Cali). Permitting local authorities to tax local telephone
users, if the tax is collected jointly with telephone charges by the local,
regional, or national telephone company, is quite an attractive local tax

Table 11-3. Financing of Solid Waste Collection in SelectedCities
Refuse charges
City, year
Bogota, Colombia, 1973

Property tax surcharge
(earmarked)

Cartagena, Colombia, 1973

Property tax surcharge
(nonearmarked)
Conservancy tax (nonearmarked
property tax surcharge)
Conservancy tax (nonearmarked
property tax surcharge)
None

Ahmadabad, India, 1972
Bombay, India, 1974
>

Residential

Jakarta, Indonesia, 1973

co
Kingston, Jamaica, 1974
Seoul, Rep. of Korea,
1973
Singapore, 1974

Tunis, Tunisia, 1974

Not available.

None
Flat monthly charge varying with
household space, monthly
income, and property value
Flat monthly charge, except in
public housing, where no
charge

Sanitation tax (nonearmarked
surcharge on rental tax)

IndustriallCommnercial
Tax on business value and volume
charge for collection above minimum
volume
Property tax surcharge (nonearmarked)
Conservancy tax
Conservancy tax

Financial status
Deficit

Deficit (tax
for refuse
Deficit (tax
for refuse
Deficit (tax
for refuse

less than expenditure
collection)
less than expenditure
collection)
less thais expenditure
collection)

Private collection and disposal, except
where special contract withs public
agency
None
Flat volume charge

Commercial-flat monthly charge plus
volume surcharge for collection above
minimum volume; industrial-private
collection, with free disposal at public
sites
Sanitation tax (nonearmarked surcharge
on rental tax)

Deficit

Deficit

Deficit (tax less than expenditure
for refuse collection)
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instrument in developing countries for improving revenue yield, efficiency, equity, and administrative feasibility.
In countries where the supply of telephone capacity has caught up with
demand at marginal cost prices,'6 the telephone tariff issues change
rather drastically. This is not likely to be a common situation in most
developing countries, however. Sufficeit to say, therefore, that the main
issue becomes the existence of externalities in telephone service.There
are two kinds of externalities: the benefit to the recipient of a telephone
call, and the benefit to existing telephone subscribers when a new subscriber joins the system because they can now call and receive calls from
an additional subscriber.
With externalities, efficient telephone pricing may require charges
below marginal cost. Moreover, if long-run cost curves are declining
either due to economies of scale or, more likely, to technological advances, marginal costs will tend to lie below the average historical cost
of telephone systems, causingdeficits if efficient pricing rules are adopted
(Munasinghe, Saunders, and Warford 1978). Telephone operations may
thus turn from net contributors of fiscal resources to a net drain on
government budgets. This scenario is likely to be sufficientlyfar off in
the future for most developingcountries, however, so as not to constitute
a major concern for the financing of urban development at this juncture.
Collecting and Disposing of Solid Waste
In industrial countries, collecting and disposingof solid waste in cities
is frequently the responsibility of private enterprises regulated by the
public sector.17 In the cities of developing countries, it is much more
common for local governments to assume responsibility for this service
because it would be difficult for them to regulate and enforce private
collection at a level of charges that covers average costs-particularly in
low-income residential neighborhoods. But public provision of this service commonly poses considerable financial and managerialproblems.
The financialproblems are reflected in table 11-3. In all nine cities listed,
charges for collection either did not exist or did not cover average costs.
In Colombia, collection and disposal services in twenty out of twentyseven cities surveyed in 1975 experienced financial deficits (Colombia
1976). The managerialdifficulties are also common and result from two
labor aspects of the service. First, the service is highly labor-intensive,
and therefore there is much scope for political influence in hiring. Second, the staff have relatively low prestige and financial incentives.
These problems are compounded by the fact that service requirements
tend to rise rapidly with the growth of urban population and income.
Table 11-4 gives a cross section of this associationfor cities of different
sizes and countries at different levels of per capita income.'8 Increases
over time have also been precipitous: in Jakarta, the amount of refuse
collected almost tripled between 1966 and 1972 (Linn,Smith, and Wign-
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Table 11-4. Per Capita Income and Per Capita Solid Waste Generation
in SelectedCountries and Cities
Country and city
Bolivia
Cochabamba
La Paz
Santa Cruz
Brazil
Porto Allegre
Rio de Janeiro
Salvador
Ecuador
Cuenca
Quito
Hong Kong
India
Deshapera
Nicaragua
Managua
Peru
Piura
Singapore
Sweden
United Kingdom
Yugoslavia

Per capita income, 1973
(dollars)

Solid waste generation
(kilograms per capita per day)

230
0.650
0.750
0.440
760
0.500
1.000
0.550
380

1,430
120

0.500
0.920
0.660
0.318

540
0.370
620
1,830
5,960
3,060
1,010

0.611
0.540
0.925
0.890
0.650

Source:Compiled by Alfredo Sfeir-Younis on the basis of data collected by the Pan American
Health Organization and Gilbert Associates.

jowijoto 1976). The financial requirements to provide adequate collection and disposal thus tend to rise quite rapidly in the cities of developing
countries, and sources of revenue must be found to cover the costs.
The evidence available for nine cities on the type of charges levied
specifically to finance collection and disposal is summarized in table 113. In a number of cities property tax surcharges have been imposed to
support the residential collection service; in no city is there a volumerelated charge on residential refuse. For collection from industrial and
commercial premises, volume-related charges were encountered in three
cities; the remaining cities have a variety of charges unrelated to volume.
No city listed attempted to relate collection charges explicitly to density
variables or distance from disposal site.
In discussing appropriate pricing methods for collection and disposal,
it is useful to consider first the basic cost elements of the service. Disposal
costs consist primarily of the labor and capital costs of collecting refuse
from residences and industrial or commercial premises. The collection
is done by handcarts or motorized vehicles. Sometimes temporary stor-
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age requirements are also involved. Collection costs tend to vary directly
with the volume and weight of refuse collected, frequency of pickup,
and distance from the disposal site and vary inversely with the density
of the settlement. Disposal costs vary with quantity and type of refuse,
technology chosen (simple or sanitary landfill, composting or incinerating
plants, and so forth), opportunity cost of land required for disposal, and
the land and capital inputs required for disposal. If lumpy investments
are involved, as for example in the construction of composting or incineration plants, the average incremental cost method can be used to derive
long-run marginal cost estimates, as with water supply and sewerage
services.

In any case, it is important to calculate all costs net of benefits which
may result from waste disposal. The generation of electric power and
recovery of scrap metal by incineration plants are common benefits. In
Singapore it was estimated in 1974 that the net total annual cost of an
incinerator plant with 19 megawatts of power generation was only a bit
over one-third of the gross total cost, that is, unadjusted for the value
of power and scrap metal derived from the operation of the incinerator
plant (Saunders and Shipman 1975). Other less common benefits include
feeding refuse to livestock and raising the development potential and
the value of previously unutilizable urban land by using it as landfill.
In setting user charges for this service, it is important to distinguish
between residential and industrial or commercial wastes. For residential
waste, a charge related to the quantity (volume or weight) and type of
refuse collected is generally not enforceable: how would one stop private
individuals from discarding refuse on streets, in canals, or on other illegal
dumping grounds? The private costs to the individual of such disposal
are minimal, but the social costs can be substantial. Therefore, in this
case it is clearly appropriate to "charge" a price, which is below marginal
cost, at zero for quantity.
For fiscal and equity reasons, however, some form of service charge
for residential collection is likely to be desirable. If collection costs vary
with distance from the disposal site and with residential density, flat
monthly charges may be differentiated by area in the city and by front
footage of a lot, respectively. Such charges would not provide any incentive for households to dump refuse illegally, nor would it encourage
presorting and recycling at the household level, but it would tend to
encourage efficient decisions on location and development. A surcharge
on the property tax is quite an imperfect instrument to finance garbage
collection and disposal: it does not necessarily reflect factors of distance
or density relevant for collection costs, although in principle it has the
advantage of being equitable and financially sound. The property tax
surcharge is equitable in that it tends to fall more heavily on those producing more garbage and is probably more progressive than a charge for
quantity. In any case, to provide a ready means of enforcement, resi-

Table 11-5. Public Mass Transit Operations and Pricing in SelectedCities
Type of
service

City, year

-

tz

Level of government
in charge of service

Structure of fares

Extent and source
of subsidies

Private involvement
in bus service

Bogota,
Colombia,
1980
Ahmadabad,
India, 1973

Buses

Autonomous local agency

Flat rate (higher for night
and weekend service)

Subsidy from national and
local government budget

Most bus service provided
by private operators

Buses

Semiautonomous
municipal company

Varies with distance;
concessional fares for
students, children, and
the disabled

Bombay, India,
1976

Buses

Semiautonomous
municipal company

No

Suburban
railways
Buses

National autonomous
agency
State-owned autonomous
agency

Varies with distance and
type of service (express
buses at higher fare);
discounts for children
Varies with distance

Revenues below operating
costs and debt service
requirements; transfer
from general municipal
account
Operational deficits
financed from surplus in
electric power
operations
Deficit

Tramnways

Varies with distance

Calcutta, India,
1980

Varies with distance

n.a.

Deficit financed from state
government (openended subsidy)
Deficit financed from state
budget
No subsidy

2,000 private buses and
minibuses, compared
with 1,000 public buses
n.a.

Jakarta,
Indonesia,
1973
Jakarta,
Indonesia,
1980
Seoul, Rep. of
Korea, 1973

Buses

State-owned autonomous
agency
Autonomous local agency

Buses

Autonomous local agency

Flat rate

Subsidy to cover operating
costs

-

Buses

Semiautonomous local
agency

Flat rate (higher for seated
than for standing
passengers)

-

Tunis, Tunisia,
1974

Buses

National autonomous
agency

Varies with distance;
discounts for children
and students

Subsidy to cover operating
costs financed by
transfers from local
government account
No subsidy

- Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.

Flat rate

75 percent of buses run by
private operators
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dential refuse charges or taxes are best collected jointly with water and
sewerage (or possiblyelectricity) charges.When property tax surcharges
or other fees to finance collection have been linked to the collection of
utility tariffs, the problem of uncollected bills has generally been significantly lower than when it is linked to the basic property tax in the
same city (for example, in Bogota; Linn 1976 c).
The marginal cost pricing rule can be more usefully applied to industrial and commercial refuse because their disposal methods are easier to
control. The tariff includes a basic volume charge reflecting the net average incremental cost of disposal and a volume charge reflecting the
cost of collection. The volume charge is differentiated according to distance from disposal site and density of establishments. If private collection and transport to disposal sites is the rule (as in Singapore), only a
disposal charge is levied. The disposal charge would reflect the net average incremental costof disposal,including the opportunity cost of land.
Free dumping of waste in cities where land has a high opportunity cost
involves considerable losses in efficiency.In Singapore the disposal cost
was about 40 percent of the total collection and disposal cost in 1974
(Saunders and Shipman 1975).
In principle, marginal cost charges for collectingand disposingof solid
waste lie above average financialcosts for two reasons. First, the financial
cost of public land used for disposal generally fall below the land's opportunity cost. Second, unit costs are likely to rise as the city grows
because readily accessible landfillsare likely to be exhausted first, leaving
more distant and therefore more costly disposal sites, and perhaps requiring relatively expensive investments in composting or incineration
plants (as, for example, in Singapore). Thus it is probable that marginal
cost pricing of refuse collection and disposalwillyield financialsurpluses.
Because such pricing is unpopular, however, and because it is practically
impossible to charge residential users tariffs based on quantity, deficits
have been frequent.
Mass Transit
Some salient features of the organization and financingof public mass
transit in selected cities of the developing world are shown in table 115. Subsidizationhas been the rule, and what is more, most public transit
enterprises have been beset by difficulties in management, operations,
and financing. Operating costs and the requirements for subsidies are
usually higher for public transit than for private competitors (table 116). Indeed, there has been considerable debate as to whether mass transit
systems should be publicly rather than privately owned. Policymakers
have frequently seen public ownership and management of bus operations as a means to rationalize an apparently chaotic urban transit system,
but in recent years transport analysts have begun to favor strongly the

Table 11-6. Bus Transit Tariffs, Costs, and Subsidies in Selected Cities
(dollars)

City

Service

Date

Tariff

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Santiago, Chile
Bogotr, Colombia

Private bus
Private bus
Private bus
Public bus
Private minibus
Public bus
Public bus
Private bus
Public bus
Private bus
Public bus
Private minibus

1979
November 1980
July 1980
April 1979
December 1980
July 1980
July 1980
June 1970
June 1970
November 1980
1977
1977

0.15-0.23
0.167
0.05
0.048
0.15
0.43
0.08
0.41
0.50
0.108
0.10
0.10

Paris, France
Jakarta, Indonesia
Tokyo,Japan
Lima, Peru
Istanbul, Turkey

Source:Urrutia (1981: table 3).

Total cost
per passenger
0.15-0.23
0.17
0.09
0.156
0.15
1.62
0.16
0.41
0.56
0.108
0.25
0.10

Subsidy
per
passenger
0.0
0.0
0.04
0.108
0.0
1.19
0.08
0.0
0.06
0.0
0.15
0.00
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privatization of public urban bus transit operations (Roth 1973; World

Bank 1975c, 1986; Walters 1979; Urrutia 1981).
There exists ample evidence that cities served by private buses tend
to have better transit service at substantially lower costs to transit users
and to government alike than ones served by public buses (table 11-6).
The primary problem of public companies appears to be managementlabor relations because strong union pressures lead to excessivelylaborintensive operations. Moreover, there tends to be a lack of an incentive
structure for management and drivers to provide efficient services.The
transfer of private operations into public management frequently has led
to a quick erosion of service quality, whereas the reverse has been true
for privatized operations (Walters 1979; Urrutia 1981). In particular,
minibus franchises have met with notable success in a number of cities.
In Kuala Lumpur a decision in the mid-1970s to permit minibuses led
to the operation of a hundred vehicles within nine months. Private mass
transit thus appears to be a viable alternative to public buses.
The issue of pricing mass transit tends to arise, however, as a public
policy question, whether the transit system is public or private. This is
because fares are almost invariably regulated by government agencies,
frequently at the national level. In principle, the economic justification
for such control is linked to the question of whether there is free entry
into the mass transit sector by operators. If there is, competition among
operators ought to keep prices in line with costs.If there is not, monopoly
or oligopoly pricing might result, leading to calls for public intervention
(Roth 1973). In fact, in many cities, unless free entry is prohibited by
government (which it frequently is), urban bus service is a free-entry
market with a high degree of competition among many small owneroperators. Nevertheless, price control is the rule and is often linked to
the political sensitivities of the national government, which tend to be
articulated as equity arguments that fares should be kept low so as not
to hurt the poor. Before turning to these, however, it is necessary to
review the arguments which can be made for the efficiencyof subsidized
prices.
The efficiency case for subsidies of mass transit is based on the view
that the absence of congestion charges is a strong incentive for the use
of the private automobile. It is well known, however, that mass transit
subsidies are a second-best alternative to congestion pricing (Churchill
1972; Gomez-Ibanez 1975; Roth 1973; Walters 1968; World Bank
1975c). If congestion is a serious problem it would be preferable to deal
with it directly, as was done in Singapore (see chapter 7). What is more
important, particularlyin developing countries, is that shortagesof public
resources generally do not permit large-scale subsidization. Subsidized
transport systems therefore are underfinanced and tend to become decapitalized, resulting in a lower level and quality of service. Subsidies
also encourage low-densitydevelopment and urban sprawl,which in turn
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tend to increase the cost of many services, including transport (Linn
1983). In sum, therefore, the efficiency argument for mass-transit subsidies is quite weak, especially if considered along with the difficulties
that arise from protracted subsidization.
Once service quality has dropped and residential settlement patterns
have become established, it is very difficult to raise fares. First, those
benefiting from the subsidies will object to the loss of a "free ride,"
especially if quality is so low as not to deserve higher payments in the
eyes of the users. Second, increases in fares are highly visible policy
measures which affect a large number of city dwellers who are locked
into their existing locations at least over the short term and may sustain
considerable losses because the higher charges may reduce the value of
land and housing in the most affected areas. The only way to deal with
these difficulties and the resulting political barriers to bus fare increases
is to combine changes in pricing policies with immediate improvements
in the level and quality of mass transit services. Fares may need to be
raised gradually to permit individuals to adjust to inevitable transition
costs.
The equity argument for subsidized bus fares, which supposes that
low-income groups are the primary beneficiaries of the subsidy, also has
limitations. First, there is the question of static incidence: a substantial
portion of subsidies may "leak" to wealthy landowners, transport operators, employers, and nonpoor consumers (Linn 1979). Second, the
poor, especially in low-income developing countries, frequently cannot
afford to pay for even subsidized mass transit and thus do not benefit
from the subsidy. Third, many middle- and high-income people also use
mass transit (Zahavi 1976)-especially subways-thus further reducing
the redistributive effect of subsidies. Last and not least, as noted above,
the decapitalizing effect of subsidies tends to lower the level and quality
of service for the poor. Thus those who are excluded from service lose
not only the subsidy but also the benefit of even unsubsidized transit.
These equity arguments against subsidies depend, however, on a number of factors, the most important being the level of income in the country or city. In middle-income countries all except the very poorest people
can afford some form of mass transit at reasonably small subsidies, and
general tax resources may be more readily available to maintain an extensive network of service. Subsidies may thus reach down quite far in
the income distribution without overly deleterious effects on the efficiency of the system. Bogota is a good example: its largely private bus
system receives subsidies from the national government and provides
efficient, low-cost service to even the poorest areas of the city (Urrutia
1981). In low-income developing countries, however, a large proportion
of the urban poor cannot afford even subsidized transport. Furthermore,
financial resources tend to be very scarce, and thus the system is bound
to suffer. The net effects tend to be that subsidies do not reach the poor
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and that the system loses passengers at both ends of the income scale
because of a declining quality of service. At the high end, people switch
to automobiles or intermediate forms of motorized traffic such as minibuses, increasing congestion and lowering the efficiency of the system.
At the low end, people drop out or were never served in the first place
because services were cut in established neighborhoods or were not provided in new areas.19
In addition to the questions of levels of fares and subsidies, there is
the question of the structure of fares. Basically, the fare structure should
reflect variations in relative marginal costs, which should allow for differences in distance traveled, peak and off-peak ridership, and type of
service. The factor of distance is relatively straightforward, and there
should not be large administrative problems in charging fares that vary
with distance, as is done in some cities and countries (table 11-5). At
the same time, publicly regulated bus fares in most countries are flat
fares that do not vary with distance. Differences between peak and offpeak relative costs are more complicated. During peak hours, costs per
vehicle mile tend to be higher due to congestion, but costs per passenger
mile may not be that much higher due to substantially larger passenger
loads in peak than in off-peak hours. What is more, peak (commuting)
hours tend to be the times when one would most want to lure automobile
users out of their cars and into mass transit use. For this reason, it is
much more important to subsidize peak than off-peak use of mass transit
(in the absence of congestion charges). An efficient fare structure would
thus vary fares with distance, charge higher fares for most costly service
(such as minibuses or express buses), and permit higher fares during
nights and weekends.
The issue of setting fares for mass transit must be placed in the larger
context of policies to organize and finance it. Even more broadly, it must
be seen in the framework of the managment of the transport sector,
which allows consideration of the relative costs and benefits-private
and social-of alternative transport modes. This comprehensive view is
essentially desirable, although few cities have been able to attain it. In
Singapore an effort has been made to combine congestion pricing (including area license fees and parking charges) with policies to regulate
pricing and public investment that are jointly designed to develop an
efficient transport system.
Housing
Public authorities in developing countries are even less well equipped
to be involved in the construction of shelter than in mass transit, particularly if the goal is to serve the urban poor. In fact, four factors stemming from broad experience suggest that the construction of public shelter does more harm than good.2 0
First, given the heterogeneity of people's preferences for a kind of
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shelter and the speed at which they can or want to improve its quality,
it is not surprising that public housing projects often do not fit the housing preferences of the poor (for example, high-rise apartment buildings
constructed for the poor in Caracas and Rio de Janeiro have not met
traditional preferences and needs). Second, public investment in shelter
substitutes for, and tends to impair, private savings and investment activities. Low-, middle-, and high-income groups alike appear to be willing
and able to finance private housing construction commensurate with their
ability to pay, provided that complementary inputs into housing (tenure,
space, and services, and to some extent capital) are readily available. The
public resources spent on housing construction could be better used to
provide these complementary inputs. Third, public housing units are
usually preempted by high- and middle-income households, who then
benefit from the subsidies provided. These subsidies further tie up scarce
public funds that could otherwise have been used to provide serviced
land. And to the extent that public housing construction programs bid
up material prices, they tend to harm the self-help, low-cost, low-income
construction sector. Fourth, public housing projects in the past were
often accompanied by the razing or "eradication" of slums, which actually
reduced the supply of housing and demolished the investments of poor
households, frequently without substituting feasible alternative housing.
The most notable exceptions to this generally negative experience with
public shelter construction are the low-income housing programs of
Hong Kong and Singapore. A number of factors contributed to their
success in providing a significant improvement in housing for the poor:
(a) quality standards were chosen at levels low enough to permit highrise construction at costs affordable by the poor without substantial subsidies; (b) contrary to the experience in many other countries, high-rise
units were culturally and socially acceptable to the households in these
two cities; (c) the programs were on such a large scale that they induced
general rent reductions and thus had an important "trickle-down" effect;
(d) relatively high per capita incomes in these two cities provided the
fiscal basis for such a large-scale program and made standards affordable;
(e) the lack of readily developable land in these two cities had led to
high densities and high land prices and made high-rise construction necessary for any large-scale housing program; (f) both cities possessed the
necessary managerial and technical resources as well as strong metropolitanwide governments which permitted the implementation of such
housing programs.
A similar combination of circumstances does not exist in other cities
in developing economies, with the possible exception of Korea and Taiwan (China). In fact, incomes are often so low as to exclude the possibility
of large high-rise public programs, which in any case generally are not
accepted among the poor. Finally, public managerial expertise is very
scarce in most developing countries, and developable land tends to be
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at the metropolitan fringe. Thus the experiences of Hong Kong and
Singapore, although tremendous achievements, are not blueprints for
other cities of developing countries.
This evaluation of public construction of housing in the cities of developing countries is not meant to imply that urban governments have
no rationale for intervention in the housing market. On the contrary,
there is much room for public involvement in several aspects of the
housing supply, including land development, investment in on- and offsite infrastructure, and even interventions in the market for housing
finance. 2"

Yet for better or worse, urban governments in some countries play a
much larger role in the construction of shelter by subsidizing housing
consumption or setting housing prices through rent control. In Nairobi
in the early 1970s about a third of the population lived in public housing.
Public agencies in the city, mostly the local government, constructed
approximately half of the new housing units produced by the formal
housing market (that is, the market minus squatter and other illegal housing construction; World Bank data). In Singapore 230,000 public housing
units were built between 1960 and 1975, and by 1980 approximately
70 percent of the population lived in public housing (Laquian 1980). In
Zambia almost the entire housing stock is owned by public institutions,
and about 90 percent of all Zambian public employees receive some
form of housing subsidy (Valverde and Bamberger 1980). Finally, in
many cities of developing countries, particularly on the Indian subcontinent, public rent control is used to affect the prices of private housing.
The direct or indirect financial implications of these policies for urban
governments are substantial, and the policies therefore need to be reviewed at least in summary fashion. The issues to be discussed include
the desirability and feasibility of housing subsidies; the pricing of two
important inputs into housing, namely land and financial capital; and rent
control.

22

In conventional economic terms, subsidies distort private decisions on
consumption unless demand is perfectly price-inelastic; they thus result
in inefficient allocation of resources unless economies of scale, externalities, or other market imperfections exist which require correction
through a subsidy.2 3 This argument applies to housing, for which
demand-elasticities are known to be significantly larger than zero and
market imperfections are generally unimportant. Subsidized housing
thus leads to overconsumption of housing relative to other goods and
services. Moreover, subsidies encourage overly ambitious expectations
for housing standards among both public and private decisionmakers
because the full resource cost is not borne by the beneficiaries. Thus
subsidies tend to result in mistaken investment decisions.
What is more, housing subsidies do not address the crucial limitations
generally facing the housing market: housing shortages do not exist be-
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cause of limits on effective housing demand but because of limits on
housing supply. Indeed, the fact that public resources are channeled into
housing subsidies generally limits the government's capacity to finance
the essential components of housing supply, urban infrastructure, and
services, for which it usually has sole responsibility. To take an extreme
case, in Zambia in 1978 total estimated housing subsidies by the central
and local governments and the parastatal sector amounted to 16 percent
of total government consumption (as defined in the Zambian national
accounts).2 4 Indeed, the almost universal experience with public housing
subsidies in developing countries has been that they very quickly run up
against the fiscal resource constraint of both local and national authorities
alike and that they therefore cannot provide housing of the desired standards for a large share of the population.
Housing subsidies are often considered to be equitable. But here also
arise a number of serious problems. Subsidies tend to favor middle- and
higher-income groups, either because public housing is preempted by
members of these income groups even if intended for low-income groups
or because subsidy schemes heavily favor high-income groups. Table 117 shows that conventional public housing in five developing countries
typically has not reached down below the fiftieth percentile in the income
distribution, a finding which is supported by evidence for other countries
as well (Linn 1983). In Zambia, the bottom 50 percent in the income
distribution were estimated to have received only about 10 percent of
the total housing subsidy, whereas the top 10 percent received about 50
percent (Valverde and Bamberger 1980). As a result, it has been estimated that if the housing subsidy is counted as part of household income,
the income distribution is more equitable than if these subsidies are not
included in income estimates.2 5 The negative distributional effect of public housing subsidies tends to be reinforced by the resulting shortage of
financial resources for other urban services-services which could help
lower housing costs for the poor by either increasing the overall stock
of serviced land or providing services for the poor.
Another question is how to price the land components in these development projects. It is tempting either not to consider cost at all or
to value land at its cost to government, which may be well below its
opportunity cost because of various special circumstances. For example,
the government may own the land already, or it may be able to expropriate it at a cost below what it would fetch in the private market. For
efficiency, however, it is important to estimate the opportunity cost of
land. This opportunity cost should then be the basis for calculating efficient charges for publicly developed land. If it is then thought desirable
to subsidize development costs, the distributive and longer-term financial
implications of such subsidies should be carefully considered. For example, although a first project may be able to draw on financially cheap
public land, follow-up projects may have to purchase land at commercial
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prices from private owners. In that case the replicability of the first
project-if it heavily relies on subsidized land costs-is in doubt; and
even if it is replicable, a problem of fairness and political acceptability
arises when beneficiaries of follow-up projects are charged the full commercial cost of the land.
A further issue is the charge for capital supplied by public agencies.
One common means of subsidizing public housing programs is to provide
financing at terms below the real long-term cost of capital. Judging from
the nominal interest rates charged in the conventional public housing
programs listed in table 11-7, a large number of countries have employed
such subsidies. The problem with this type of subsidy measure, however,
is that it tends to hide the full extent of subsidization unless explicit
present-value accounting is carried out; and it limits both the cost recovery of public projects and their replicability. Explicit subsidies, if they
are thought desirable at all, are more appropriate than implicit subsidies
through low-interest charges. If-during inflationary periods-standard
fixed-payment mortgage schedules tilt the real value of payments more
heavily toward the early years of the life of a mortgage, this may hurt
the ability of low-income groups to acquire housing. In this case an indexed lending scheme may be preferable, if the real rather than the
nominal value of mortgage payments is kept (approximately) constant
over the life of a mortgage.
A final issue is the question of rent control, which is an attempt to
reduce the real cost of housing.2 6 Rent controls have existed in Egypt,
El Salvador, and India. These controls are imposed ostensibly to restrain
rents that have risen rapidly as a result of urban growth and of the failure
of housing supply to keep up with housing demand. This is a particularly
unfortunate attempt to solve a problem by limiting its symptoms, thereby
making matters worse. Although rent controls are frequently circumvented by illegal payments between owner and renter, the return to
housing investment and maintenance still becomes less certain as a result
of them, and if owners do adhere to the law, the return is lowered in
absolute terms. Therefore, the willingness of owners to invest in new
buildings or maintain old structures tends to be reduced. Furthermore,
in many cases the mobility of households is reduced because once installed in a low-rent home a household stands to lose the benefit of the
low rent by moving, or it must forfeit the "key money" which is frequently charged by landlords as a way to recapture part of the economic
rent forgone as a result of rent control. In any case, many low-income
households do not have access to the capital to pay these lump sums
which are required to get access to rent-controlled housing. Another
problem arose in El Salvador, where low-income households were frequently evicted because rent control laws permitted higher rents only
when tenants change.
Finally, in countries that levy property taxes on rental values, the con-

Table 11-7. Comparison of World Bank Housing Projects with Conventional Public HoussingPrograms
Effectonpoverty:lowestpercentileof
populationreached
Percentage
of sheltercostsrecovered' Interestrate (percent)b
__________

Sites
Conventional Sites
Conventional World
Projectand date of
and
public
and
public
Bank
presentationto Board of services Upgrading housing' services Upgrading housing
project

WorldBank
Sub-SaharanAfrica
Botswana 1, 1974
Botswana 11,1978
N

BurkinaFaso,1978
C6ted'Ivoire,1976
Kenya1, 1975
Kenya11, 1978
Senegal,1972
Tanzania1, 1974
Tanzania11, 1977
Zambia,1974

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

27

21

-

-

26
-

5

60
-

81

100

loo
50

-

-

100
70

(5)

(6)
-

14-23

Yes

15-20

-

8.5

6.5

25

Yes

-

8.5
7
6-9

6.5
11-13
6

30
8
15

Yes
n.a.

6
7.5

8
6.25

15
25

-

5
8.5

5
8.5

-

-

100

n.a.

100

90

-

100

-

14

-

100

n.a.
75
80

-

n.a.
100
100
n.a.

100
n.a.
100

-

8

(10)

22
25-32

n.a.
1
n.a.

75
80

-

(9)

8.5
13

22

5
15

(8)

Crosssubsidization

8.5
9-13

5

20
17

7-8
8.25-9

~~~~~Charges
as

Conventional percentageof
public
household
housing
income

Yes
No
No

14
24
47
31

(7)

World Bank projects

Yes
Yes
Yes

Low-incomeAsia
India

Calcutta1, 1973
Calcutta11,1977
Madras,1977
IndonesiaI, 1974
Indoniesia11,1976

n.a.

20
9

12
n.a.

-

n.a.
8
1
About0

n.a.
30-40
(50)d

-

12

10-11

13

No
Yes
No

0

50

12

8-9

20

-

0-30

35

n.a.

-

n.a.

-

20

Middle-income Asia
Korea, Rep. of, 1975
Philippines, 1976
Thailand, 1978

>

Latin America and
Caribbean
Bolivia, 1977
Colombia, 1978
El Salvador 1, 1974
El Salvador 11, 1977
Guatemala, 1976
Jamaica, 1974
Mexico, 1978
Nicaragua, 1973
Peru, 1976
Euarope,Middle East,
and North Africa
Egypt, 1978
Morocco, 1978

19
33
25

n.a.
22
11

10
16
17
18
10
30
17
15
14

2
8
n.a.
9
n.a.
11
7
n.a.
7

75
-

78
63
100
83
100
98
100
100

23
20

22
5

90
-

100
67

-

>50
-

100
100
100

n.a.
1000
80

56-84
-

12
12
12

100
63
n.a.
100
n.a.
81
n.a.
100

50
65

10
13.8
6-8
6.4
4
8-12
15
5
12

100
79

25
-

-

7
7

8
6-8
15

25
26
13-30

No
Yesf
Yes

3-6
14-18
5-10.5
2-3
8-11
11
6-8
6-14
10-12

32-50
24
25
10-20
20
33
20
20
20

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

3
9

7-20
25

No
Yes

- Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.
a. Excluding all nonshelter costs (see note in table 6-1).
b. Nominal interest rate, not allowing for inflation or different payment periods.
c. Including subsidies.
d. Without subsidies on structures and not including land costs.
e. Not including land costs.
f. Higher charges for lots on corners and major roads; approximately one-third of total project cost borne by commercial and industrial properties.
Source:World Bank data and information compiled by C. Clifford.
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trolled rents may be used as a basis of tax assessment. This reduces
significantly the level and buoyancy of tax revenues and thus limits the
ability of local authorities to expand public services. The housing shortage and high housing costs, which were initially the reasons for the introduction of rent control, are as a result only aggravated further.
In sum, public agencies should generally steer clear of direct involvement in the construction of urban shelter, although they may have an
important role to play in providing essential service inputs to the housing
market. If an urban government is actually involved in the supply of
housing, however, it should avoid large-scale subsidies, which generally
do not effectively serve to increase the efficiency or equity of urban
development in general or of the housing sector in particular.2 7 Such
subsidies tend to impose heavy fiscal burdens and limit the scope and
replicability of housing programs. Land and financial capital should be
charged for at economic rates, and any subsidies should be made explicit
in a full cost accounting for a project rather than implicit by not calculating its full incremental cost. Finally, rent control is not an effective
tool to deal with the commonly perceived problems of housing shortages
and high housing costs in the cities of the developing world.
Development

Charges

We now turn to a set of charges which may broadly be classified as
development charges. They have different names in different countries
and, to some extent, serve different purposes and involve different practices. These are "special assessments," "contributions for betterment,"
"land readjustment," "valorization contributions," and so forth. Their
principal feature is that they are lump-sum charges designed to recoup
the public costs of developing urban infrastructure from the beneficiaries. They may cover only quite limited projects for a particular service
(for example, a neighborhood paving scheme or the construction of a
sewage canal28 ), or they may cover the full development of new urban
areas in a city or even of entire new towns. They are usually imposed
on the owners of property in the areas which are improved by public
action rather than falling directly on the occupant of a property or the
user of a service.
These charges are usually levied for three reasons. First is the goal of
increasing the financial resource base of urban governments by tapping
a source of finance where the benefit and the charge are very closely
linked in the mind of the beneficiary, and the beneficiary's willingness
to pay for it would therefore be higher than for general taxes.2 9 Second,
an efficiency argument can be made for the charges because they pass
the public costs of development on to the individual making the development decision in terms of location, density, and standards of service
demanded. Third, it is generally believed that it is equitable to charge
those who benefit from the investment in infrastructure, that is, the urban
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landowners. The redistributive effect of the charges depends, however,
on what other financing mechanisms would have been employed in their
absence and thus on the structure of tax and user charges in a country
or city.
These arguments in favor of development charges are of course parallel
to the more general arguments advanced in chapter 9. This section explores two types of these charges which have been used successfully for
some years: land readjustment systems, which are most common in East
Asia; and valorization systems, found predominantly in Latin America.
These two systems indicate the potential for broadening the use of development charges beyond their quite narrow, often partial application
in many countries and cities.
Land Readjustment
In a typical urban land readjustment system, a public agency assembles
numerous small parcels of raw land at the urban periphery without paying
monetary compensation to the owners. This land is serviced and subdivided for urban use and then returned to the original owners in proportion to the value of their land contribution. Some of the land is retained by the public authority for infrastructure (roads, green spaces, and
so forth). And some is retained to finance development by being sold
at market prices in commercial transactions or auctions. Although the
system is usually managed by public agencies, especially at the local level,
in some economies it has also been under private development associations, usually subject to public regulation and supervision.3 0
A readjustment system has been in use in Germany for a hundred
years, and it is used in one Australian city, Perth. 3 ' Similarly, one was
introduced in Japan in 1899, and the Japanese introduced it in Korea
during their occupation of the country. By 1976 6,395 projects covering
261,785 hectares had been carried out in Japan under such a system.
Korea has used it for virtually all large residential urban developments
in 49 cities and towns, which by 1976 involved 186 completed projects
covering 18,102 hectares; another 88 projects in progress at the time
covered 17,538 hectares of land. Land readjustment has been applied in
Taiwan (China) since the early 1950s, initially in rural areas. Between
1969 and 1978 about 2,000 hectares in 49 areas were developed in this
way.
The Korean system has been quite extensively analyzed. Its importance is documented by Doebele and Hwang (1979), who found that in
1976 almost seven times as much urban land was developed through
land readjustment as through the private market. Furthermore, in 1970,
15 percent of all expenditure by the government of Seoul was for readjustment schemes, and almost a quarter of all capital spending by the
Seoul metropolitan authorities was devoted to these schemes (Bahl and
Wasylenko 1976). Between 1963 and 1970 spending increases for re-
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adjustment accounted for 16 percent of the increase in total spending
by the local authorities. The importance of readjustment activities was
thus quite considerable, in both their contribution to overall development in Seoul and their contribution to local spending. Moreover, the
activities were largely self-financingand thus were not a drain on other
sources of local finance. Doebele and Hwang (1979) report that the cost
of borrowing in some cases was not fully borne by the readjustment
scheme but by local government. These implicit subsidies, however, are
not likely to have been very important relative to total spending. The
same authors have also observed that readjustment schemes are often
quite limited in the services they explicitly provide and finance. They
sometimes do not cover even such essential services as water supply and
generally do not cover the cost of investments in off-site infrastructure
required for development. Some of the implicit costs of development
therefore need to be recouped through other taxes or charges.
Land readjustment schemes in Korea appear to have contributed efficiently to the development of new land at the urban fringe. But Doebele
and Hwang (1979) conclude from their analysis of urban land markets
in Korea that municipal authorities may have restricted the expansion
of urban land below the rate that would have stabilized land values and
below rates that an unrestricted market would have generated. Moreover, they observe that incomplete servicing in some cases, and speculative ownership of land in others, has led to significant vacant landholdings after land readjustment. Despite these reservations about the
efficiencyof readjustment schemes, most of which are lacking thorough
quantitative foundation, Doebele and Hwang (1979) conclude that the
system has been quite an effective developmentmechanism that deserves
replication.

In terms of equity, the readjustment schemes in Korea were a mixed
blessing. On the one hand, they did ensure that the urban development
costs were borne by beneficiariesof the investments; on the other hand,
the substantial capital gains after readjustment accrued primarily to
middle-income landowners (Doebele and Hwang 1979). The relatively
poor farmers who originallyowned the land generally could not hold on
to it long enough to reap these capital gains, and indeed they may have
suffered losses from the cutoff of farming opportunities because of compulsory development schemes. Moreover, the schemes have generally
not increased the housingstock for poor urban households.To the extent
that the schemes did not supply land in step with the growth in demand
and to the extent that private development was restricted, especially
among the poor, they may even have worsened the housing shortage of
the poor.3 2
Readjustment schemes require fairly sophisticated methods of public
land management, including effective land registration and cadastralrecords and land redistribution formulas. In East Asia these have been de-
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veloped and implemented over time and may not be readily transferable
elsewhere. Nevertheless, the administrative feasibility of the schemes
has been amply demonstrated. Improvements may well be desirable,
particularly in the rate at which land is developed, in the amount of capital
gains extracted for public benefit, and in the access of low-income groups
to the benefits of the schemes. For example, Doebele and Hwang (1979)
suggest that the financial surpluses frequently reaped in Korean cities in
implementing schemes be used to cross-subsidize low-income residential
development instead of being used to reimburse the landowners or to
improve further the project areas from which the surpluses were generated.
Valorization
In contrast to land readjustment programs, which are used mainly in
developing new urban areas at the fringes of cities and towns, the valorization system has principally been used to finance improvements in
the physical infrastructure in already subdivided or built-up urban areas.
The basic principle underlying the valorization system as commonly
found in Latin America is to recoup the cost of infrastructure projects,
especially road construction and improvement, by levying one-time
lump-sum charges on the owners of surrounding land. 3 A valorization
system differs therefore from a land value increment tax because it does
not attempt to tax the increase in land value per se but aims to allocate
infrastructure costs across benefiting properties. An increment tax is
closer in nature to a capital gains tax (Bird 1976), whereas a valorization
levy or special assessment is a development charge, linked-in principle-directly to the cost of providing services.
The method of allocating costs to specific properties varies from country to country and city to city. Generally, however, it consists of three
steps. First, the infrastructure project is designed and costed out. To this
direct cost a margin is frequently added to allow for indirect costs of
administration, thus yielding a total budget for the project. Second, an
area surrounding the project is defined as the zone of influence; this is
the area within which most of the benefits of the project are thought to
be limited, and over which the costs of the project are to be distributed.
For example, this zone may include only the properties immediately
adjoining a neighborhood road that is being improved, or in the case of
an arterial road it may go significantly beyond this to include properties
in a much larger area. Third, the total cost of the project is allocated
among the properties included in the zone of influence. The system of
allocation varies widely from country to country, but these methods are
typical (Bird 1976b): allocation according to a property's length of frontage, location by subzone within the zone of influence, land area, value,
or direct benefit estimated for the project.
The frontage method is appropriate for distribution networks and ac-
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cess roads because it approximates quite closely the costs attributable to
each property, which are likely to vary directly with the length of the
project passing the property. The subzone method may be appropriate
if costs vary significantly among subzones (because of geological conditions or quality differentials) or if there is a clear gradation in benefits
received because properties differ in their access to the project (for example, if the project is a park or a street). No clear cost-benefit rationale
appears to exist for the land area and property value methods of allocation, except perhaps that large or highly valued properties are likely
to reap a greater proportion of benefits than small or less valuable properties. This link is likely to be quite weak, however. Finally, it is virtually
impossible to allocate costs in proportion to direct benefit because it has
proven to be very difficult to estimate accurately the increase in land
value attributable to a particular improvement in infrastructure. Several
of these methods are often combined, for example, costs may be allocated
by land area but vary with distances from the project.
Before reviewing the experience with valorization in Colombia, where
it has been most extensively applied, the system can briefly be evaluated
on the basis of the four criteria of financial yield, efficiency, equity, and
administrative ease. Valorization systems generally have not been notable for a great contribution to urban fiscal resources (Macon and Merino Mafion 1977). Colombia is the exception: in Bogota valorization
expenditures in 1968 contributed 16 percent to total consolidated expenditures of all urban government agencies, and valorization revenues
in 1969 amounted to two-thirds of the revenues raised by the property
tax (Doebele, Grimes, and Linn 1979). In principle, therefore, valorization payments can significantly help to raise financial resources, particularly during periods of rapid expansion of urban infrastructure. As
regards efficiency, valorization has the advantage of imposing the cost
of urban infrastructure on the largest beneficiaries, and it thus tends to
make both beneficiaries and public decisionmakers more cost-conscious.
Location decisions by individuals and investment decisions by government are thus likely to be more efficient than if infrastructure investments are financed from general funds. In terms of equity, much depends
on the application of the system and the available alternative means of
financing the expansion of urban infrastructure. Equity tends to be fostered if valorization replaces financing through regressive local taxes, or
if the introduction of valorization permits public investment to be directed to poorer neighborhoods than was previously the case, thus allowing the poor to benefit from public services instead of continuing to
rely on inadequate and costly subsidies. Administratively, valorization
systems can range from the extremely simple to the extremely complex.
Administrative simplicity reduces costs but also makes it more difficult
to convince taxpayers that they have been treated fairly. Administrative
complexity, conversely, makes the system costly to implement and may
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hamper its development if there are not enough adequately trained administrators. A middle course should therefore be steered between the
type of project and the human resources available.
In order to give the reader a better impression of some of the advantages of the valorization system, but also of some of its pitfalls, the remainder of this section will briefly review how the system has been
applied in Bogota.34 In essence, valorization in Bogota follows the steps
outlined above. The most important refinement is that costs are allocated
to specific properties within the zone of influence. Most commonly, a
system of coefficients is used which attempts to reflect the effect of the
project on each property by allowing for such factors as the property's
distance from the project, shape, topography, use, neighborhood socioeconomic composition, and so forth. An overall coefficient per square
meter of land is derived by combining for each property the coefficients
for each of these factors. Project costs are then allocated in accordance
with the area of the property, weighted by the overall coefficient. This
method of cost allocation thus combines a number of the "pure" methods
described above, including area, zone, frontage, and at times property
value and (estimated) increase in value. More important, as has been
documented in Doebele, Grimes, and Linn (1979), the cost allocation
system has varied tremendously from project to project. It has been
tailored to the size and nature of each project, especially the extent to
which costs and beneficiaries in the zone of influence are homogeneous.
This flexibility in applying the basic method has undoubtedly contributed
to the relative success of the system, as has the fact that during the 1960s
Colombia built up a considerable body of technical expertise, both among
public agencies carrying out valorization projects and among private consulting agencies specializing in studies of feasibility and cost allocation
for municipal valorization programs.
At its height, the valorization system contributed significantly to the
mobilization of fiscal resources in Bogota. It appears that valorization
revenues were complementary to other sources or revenue, rather than
substituting for them (Doebele, Grimes, and Linn 1979: 85). At the same
time, the valorization system made possible extensive infrastructure
works which have given the city's inhabitants relatively high access to
road transport in most areas, including poor neighborhoods, and high
access to sewerage. The system has thus contributed to an equitable and
efficient infrastructure.
A number of difficulties arose, however, which are somewhat representative of the difficulties encountered throughout Colombia in the use
of valorization. The existence of such difficulties is manifested in the
drastic decline of valorization during the 1970s compared with the second half of the 1960s (see table 11-8). The decline in the relative share
of valorization spending and revenues for 1969 through 1974 continued
even after 1974. Whereas in 1974 the agencies in charge of valorization
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Table 11-8. Valorization in Bogoti, 1959-74

Year

Total per capita
valorization
expendituresin 1959
prices(pesos)

Valorization
expendituresas a
percentage
of total
localauthority
spending

Valorization
contributionsas a
percentageofproperty
tax revenues

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

16.4
14.8
17.1
10.8
12.0
14.1
12.4
13.3

3.2
5.8
5.5
6.6

5.9
19.5
41.9
20.7
21.6
29.7

1967
1968

36.4
49.1

14.3
15.9

1969

35.3
21.7

1971
1972

17.8
15.2

10.3
6.8
5.1
4.2

66.9 (68.0)'

1970

1973

9.8

_

22.0 (27.5)

1974

16.9

59.2
60.2

62.0 (75.4)

44.6 (57.6)
31.0 (38.8)
18.2 (34.1)

Average

1961-66

13.3

1967-70

35.6

11.8

1971-74

14.9

4.7'

5 3b

23.2
62.1 (65.7)
29.0 (39.5)

- Not available.
a. Figures in parentheses show the percentage of valorization charges relative to property tax
revenues when the valorization revenues from the Sewerage Master Plan are included.

b. 1963-66.
c. 1971-72.
Source:Doebele, Grimes, and Linn (1979: table 2).

works still contributed 8.6 percent to total consolidated expenditure of
all local government agencies, this share dropped to 3 percent by 1979.
Similarly, although valorization charges in 1971 still were about 5 percent
of the consolidated revenue of all government agencies, their share had
dropped to 2.5 percent in 1979. There were four important reasons for
this decline.
First, the system did not manage to recoup the full cost of the projects
it was supposed to finance. This led to serious liquidity problems for the
agency in charge of it. Negative real interest rates on outstanding valorization debts, lagging collection efforts, legal prohibition of double
taxation of individual properties affected by more than one valorization
project, the failure of many public agencies to pay valorization charges,
and subsidies to property owners in poor neighborhoods all helped create
a shortfall of revenues. Frequent difficulties in acquiring land and other
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causesof delay in implementation often resulted in serious cost overruns
without, however, resulting in new calculations of valorization charges.
The costoverruns thus had to be absorbed entirely by the agencycarrying
out the project. Financial matters were made worse when, during the
mid-1970s, support from general tax revenues to the system was cut by
the general purpose local government.
A second reason for the decline of the valorization system during the
197Oswas the failure of local authorities to continue a systematicprogram
of investments in urban road infrastructure, which would have attracted
loan financingand could have continued to yield financialresources from
valorization charges.Third, the system has been vested in an autonomous
local agency; this was in part responsible for the lack of integrated planning of development in the city.
Fourth, during the 1970s the system appears to have lost the extensive
support which policymakers had given it during the preceding decade.
Thus its problems were not given the attention they deserved. Efforts
have been made to remedy some of the financial problems, but their
success remains to be seen. In principle, there is little reason why many
of the troubles cannot be overcome by appropriate measures: more realistic interest rates on term payments; effective penalties for late payments; integral service development at the neighborhood level and thus
avoidance of double taxation; better methods of acquiring land, of avoiding cost overruns, and of passing them on to the taxpayer where unavoidable; and-to the extent that less than full cost recovery is adopted
as a policy-steady support from general tax sources.
Summary

Land readjustment systems in East Asia and the valorization system
in Colombia have demonstrated the varying potential of development
charges. Although the systemsare not directly transferableto other countries, a serious consideration of development charges is likely to be appropriate. The limitations and difficulties encountered with land readjustment in Korea and valorization charges in Colombia should not be
downplayedor neglected. On the contrary, they provide useful clues to
the pitfalls which may be encountered when development charges are
used. For readjustment, besides the need for a rather sophisticated administrative system, the main problems arise in improving established
urban areas as against new areas and in aiming to benefit low-income
groups. For valorization programs, financial viability and program development are among the main problems. In designingimproved systems
of development for any city in developing countries, the experiences in
Korea and Colombia should prove valuable.

PART

IV

Intergovernmental Fiscal
Relations
THE TWO PRECEDING
parts of this book drive home the lesson that
urban local governments must become more of a partner in the revenue
mobilization process. But even with heroic advances in the importance
of local taxes and user charges, most developing countries will continue
to operate with a very centralized fiscal structure. It is essential, therefore, that central governments define a set of fiscal relationships with
their local governments, especiallythose of their rapidly growing cities,
that enable them to find the right balance between their needs for decentralization of governance and control over resource allocation.
The subject of chapter 12 is fiscal decentralization,an issue that is on
the economic planning and political agenda in most countries. We first
look at theory to identify the factors that push countries to exercise more
or less control over fiscal instruments, and then at the various ways in
which the relations between central and local governments are arranged
in developing countries. Chapter 12 also takes up the subject of the
structure of metropolitan government, and it reviews the relative merits
of merropolitanwide government versus a fragmented local government
structure.
Intergovernmental transfers in developing countries are taken up in
chapter 13. Shared taxes, formula grants, and subsidiesare reviewed and
evaluated. Both experiences with these systemsand theory are called on
to establish principles for designing systemsof intergovernmental transfers.
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12 The Structureof Urban
Governance

IN INDUSTRIAL
and developing countries alike, there is much disagreement about the proper way to organize the public sector to finance
and deliver services. The debate centers on questions about which level
of government should provide which services, how much managerial and
fiscal autonomy the local governments should have, whether the revenue
base given to local governments is commensurate with their expenditure
responsibilities, and how much fragmentation in the structure of local
government within urban areas should be allowed. This chapter seeks
to develop a framework for answering such questions in the context of
developing countries.
The questions we raise here by no means exhaust the list of important
concerns. Among the important issues not discussed in any detail are
mandated expenditure requirements by higher levels of government, the
legal limits on interactions among governments, the elective process, the
relation between the national and local civil services, and a host of very
important management and administrative topics.' Perhaps the most important omission is a direct discussion of the influence of politics on the
choice of structure for local government. As in earlier chapters, we are
concerned both with what theory tells us about how the intergovernmental system should be structured and with current practices.

Fiscal Decentralization
The current structure of local government in developing countriesand that which will emerge in the future-reflects
the commitment of
central governments to decentralization. 2 Indeed, the rhetoric on this
issue is strong: the decentralization of population and economic activity
is a common goal for developing-country governments and the international agencies which advise them. A development strategy of decentralization, however, does not necessarily mean that local governments
will finance and deliver more services. Some countries limit their concern
to population, that is, to seeking a better balance in size and economic
well-being between rural and urban areas or between large and small
towns. Others want to decentralize government operations, for example
to pass decisionmaking authority to the regional branches of central government ministries. Still others may view the lowest levels of subnational
government (municipalities and counties) as inconsequential to decen385
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tralization and go no further than to consider central-provincial relations.
Bird and DeMello give us two good statements of this view:
One of the most interesting features of the governmental structure
in Papua New Guinea is that by far the largest city in the country,
with a population greater than that of most provinces and a budget
and public service establishment which is also much larger than that
in most provinces, has apparently never been taken explicitly into
account in any of the interminable discussions over the last decade
about the relationship between national and provincial governments
[Bird 1983: 56].
As a rule, national development plans in Latin America do not explicitly include local governments

as part of their strategies

. . . no

Latin American development plan has come down, for example, to
the establishment of a national system of cities or to a blueprint for
the redistribution of functions among the several levels of government, as a means to enhance economic and social development [De
Mello 1977: 28-371.
Conversely, many countries have come to realize that strengthening local
governments by granting them some fiscal autonomy is an important
component of decentralization. The evidence for this concern is a rash
of government commissions on allocating fiscal responsibilities to local
governments, restructuring intergovernmental grant systems, and solving
the special fiscal problems of large cities. The role of local governments
in the development process is in general less often spelled out in national
plans than included in administrative and legislative actions that become
part of the planning process.
Three general arguments might be given in support of fiscal decentralization:
* if the expenditure mix and tax rates are determined closer to the
people, local public services will improve and local residents will
be more satisfied with government services.
* Stronger local governments will conltribute to nation-building because people can identify more closely with local than central government.
* Overall resource mobilization will be increased because local governments can tax the fast-growing parts of their economic base more
easily than can the central government.
The third argument is particularly important and ultimately may make
the strongest case for fiscal decentralization. As the economies of rural
areas and secondary cities develop, their taxable capacity and willingness
to purchase public services will also develop. It will be very difficult for
central governments to capture much of this fiscal surplus because nei-
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ther central government income nor consumption taxes typically reach
small firms, workers in smaller firms or outside the larger cities, or marketing activities; local government business and occupation licenses, sales
taxes, permits, and property taxes have a much better chance.
With this set of general arguments for fiscal decentralization as backdrop, and because decentralization policies are followed by many developing countries, we turn now to a more systematic inquiry into the
merits and demerits of the practice. Several questions call for answers:
* What does the theory of public finance suggest about the optimal
assignment of functions among levels of government?
* How can fiscal decentralization be measured?
* How far have developing countries gone in decentralizing their
fiscal activities?
* What population and economic characteristics make some developing countries stronger candidates for fiscal decentralization than
others?
* What policy changes are likely to lead to more fiscal decentralization?
The Theory of Fiscal Assignment
Economic theory cannot lead to firm conclusions about the best division of fiscal responsibilities between central, state, and local governments, that is, about optimal fiscal decentralization. It can only suggest
the considerations relevant in making the best fiscal assignments. "Best"
of course varies from country to country and depends on the institutional
setting, history, and most of all politics.
Musgrave's view that the purposes of government budgets are to stabilize growth, redistribute income, and allocate fiscal resources has long
been the starting point for discussing the division of taxing powers and
responsibility for expenditure. 3 The stimulation of stable economic
growth and the distribution of income, he argues, are appropriate budget
objectives of the central government. The mobility of capital and labor
rules out local government success with policies in either area. This leaves
allocation as the main role for local governments, that is, the decisions
about how much to spend for each service and how to finance these
expenditures. Subnational governments, it is said, are closest to voterconsumers and are in the best position to read local preferences for public
services and for various kinds of taxes and user charges. The proper
degree of decentralization, then, will depend on how the efficiency gains
achieved by getting government closer to the people compare with the
advantages which result from giving central governments more discretion
to pursue fiscal policy.
THE CASE FOR CENTRALIZATION.
The arguments for fiscal centralization
are stronger in developing than in industrial countries. Because low-
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income economies are less diversified and therefore more exposed to
international fluctuations in commodity prices, natural disasters, wars,
worldwide recession, and so forth, stabilization is especially important
for them. This argues for central government control of the main tax
and borrowing instruments. In developing nations, a policy for economic
growth is also an argument for fiscal centralization because investment
capital is scarce and must be controlled by the central government to
maximize returns. If local governments are given access to major tax
bases, they may compete with the central government and therefore limit
the amount available for the central tax. As a corollary, centralization
allows the national government to allocate fiscal resources to goods and
services with national benefits, whereas local autonomy would inevitably
lead to greater expenditures on those services that have more local benefits.
Several arguments for income distribution also support fiscal centralization. The most important is that regional (and rural-urban) disparities
in income and wealth may be accentuated by fiscal decentralization because wealthier urban governments will benefit most from greater taxing
powers. Centralization allows the national government more discretion
in shaping regional differences in levels of public service and taxation,
which is an especially important consideration for governments that intend to use tax and subsidy policy to shape the spatial distribution of
economic development.
The final argument is that central governments have superior abilities
to administer taxes and manage the delivery of public services. Local
governments in almost every country have very weak administrative practices, and less local autonomy means less chance for local governments
to mismanage finances. A corollary to this argument is that skilled fiscal
managers-analysts, accountants, valuers, and collectors-are too scarce
in developing countries to be shared between the central and local governments.
THE CASE FOR DECENTRALIZATION.
One might counter the above justifications of centralization with these good arguments for decentralization:

* Cities could levy higher taxes and could thereby charge residents
the full marginal cost of urbanization. A more efficient size distribution of cities could result.
* Local governments could adjust budgets to local preferences, and
a more efficient distribution of local public services could result.
* Local governments might be able to tax some sectors of the urban
economy more easily than could the central government. A higher
rate of national resource mobilization could thus occur.
Are these arguments really valid? Can local governments actually respond to citizens' preferences for more or fewer local services, or to a
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willingness to pay more tax to receive local services? In fact, the efficiency
case for fiscal decentralization is much stronger in industrial than developing countries. Consider first the notion that moving service provision closer to the people can lead to gains in the welfare of consumervoters. Because the theory of fiscal assignment was developed in industrial countries, it was heavily influenced by democratic processes of budgetmaking, for example, the median voter theories of public expenditure
determination. In this model, the level of tax effort and the expenditure
mix in local areas are responsive to changes in relative prices and income,
and the potential losses in efficiency caused by interference from a higher
level of government can be substantial (as can the potential efficiency
gains from the greater fiscal autonomy of local government). Although
the model is based on a number of questionable assumptions, empirical
research has shown that the behavior of U.S. state and local governments
more or less squares with it.4
The model does not so easily fit developing countries, however, and
the efficiency gains from decentralization therefore may not be so great
in developing countries. This is partly because voter preferences are not
as readily translated into budget outcomes as in industrial countries. Local
councils are often not elected, chief officials are often not locally appointed, and adjustments in the allocation of local resources are often
severely constrained by central government controls. These controls include approval of the budget, central appointment of chief local government officers, central government regulation of tax administration,
mandates as to salary levels of local government employees, and the
general absence of a mechanism by which local voters could reveal their
preferences for a larger or smaller government. In this setting-where
the devolution of revenue authority and expenditure responsibility is not
accompanied by a relaxation of central government control over local
fiscal decisionmaking-there
is less to be gained from decentralization
of taxes and expenditure than would be the case in industrial countries.
(The standard constrained maximization approach, adapted to developing
countries, is presented in the appendix to this chapter.)
Given this state of affairs, the situation in a developing country which
could give maximum gains from a more decentralized local government
structure would include: (a) enough skilled labor, access to materials,
and plant capital to expand public service delivery when desired, (b) an
efficient tax administration, (c) a taxing power able to capture significant
portions of community income increments, (d) an income-elastic demand
for public services, (e) popularly elected local officials, and (f) some local
discretion in shaping the budget and setting the tax rate. These conditions
are most likely to exist-or are likely to exist to the greatest degreein large cities in developing countries. This important point is not likely
to excite those who see decentralization as a strategy for improving the
relative well-being of small municipalities and rural local governments.
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Measurement
To what extent is the theory of fiscal assignment predictive? Is fiscal
decentralization more prevalent in industrial countries, and have some
types of developing countries chosen more decentralization? A first step
toward answering such questions is to devise an index of fiscal decentralization, an exercise fraught with conceptual as well as empirical problems.5 First, there is the issue of what dimension of fiscal decentralization
one wants to measure and then the problem of constructing the index.
As always, the difficulties are best resolved by a careful thinking through
of the questions being asked, and by accepting at the outset that some
degree of subjectivity will be involved. All measures of decentralization
will be flawed in some ways, and the "best" choice will depend ultimately
on which questions are the most important.
The fiscal importance of subnational government might be measured
in terms of the share of revenues generated or the share of expenditures
made. The revenue measure would help determine the extent to which
local governments are mobilizing public resources through their systems
of taxes and user charges and could indicate the relative claim of local
governments on total national income. This measure, however, would
understate the total involvement of local governments in public activities
because it would ignore the possibly greater final responsibility of local
governments for the delivery of expenditure and services. The alternative
is to measure the share of expenditures made by subnational levels of
government and ignore the question of the level of government at which
the funds are raised.6 Indeed, a larger share of expenditure at subnational
levels might indicate increasing fiscal decentralization, even though revenue-raising authority remains highly concentrated at the central level.
Such a result could occur if there were substantial intergovernmental
grants.
We have chosen the share of total government expenditure made by
subnational government as the index of fiscal decentralization. This index
has three limitations as a comparative measure. First, even though a
subnational government is responsible for a particular expenditure, it
may or may not be fiscally autonomous. Musgrave has pointed out that
local governments which act as spending agents of the central government do not reflect true decentralization of expenditure, just as centrally
collected but shared taxes do not constitute true revenue decentralization
(Musgrave 1959: 342). The measure of expenditure decentralization
used here does not allow one to determine whether a high subnational
government share of expenditure is a result of the constitutional assignment of functions, a statutory delegation of expenditure powers, or a
division of fiscal functions "just for the sake of administrative convenience."
A second problem that reduces the comparability of the index across
countries is that two countries may have the same share of subnational
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expenditure but a different number of participating local governments.
More governments, all other things being equal, imply more fiscal decentralization. Moreover, the index will not pick up the difference between a subnational government share of expenditure concentrated in
one or a few cities and an even distribution across all cities. A third
problem is that the inclusion of defense expenditures in the denominator
of the measure may artificially overstate the degree of centralization.
Countries at war, or close to it, are more centralized. Bahl and Nath
(1986) have estimated a significant negative relation between decentralization of expenditure and the share of defense in the central budget.
Determinants
Why does fiscal decentralization occur in developing countries, and
to what extent does it occur? The voices in many countries calling for
more fiscal autonomy for subnational government suggest the overwhelming importance of political considerations. These voices state the
needs for more participation in the governmental process, for larger
incentives to finance local public services, for recognition of regional
diversity, and for an untying of the red tape that seems to characterize
big government. One would not have to stretch too far to understand
why politicians and even higher-income urban residents would be sympathetic to these needs: the majority of the voting age population lives
outside the largest city in most countries, greater involvement in government might mean less opposition to government, better local government services might slow the rate of migration to big cities, and many
politicians have their roots if not their constituencies outside large urban
areas.
The political advocates of centralization are less vocal but possibly
more persuasive. Centralists see decentralization as creating a power base
for political rivals and as promoting factionalism. Bureaucrats also want
to limit decentralization because stronger local government would drain
away some of their budgetary control. As Bird has noted, though perhaps
too strongly, "to sum up this discussion of political objectives, no clear
conclusion emerges: there are political reasons why centralization may
be desirable and equally good reasons for decentralization. On the whole,
however, it seems likely that the main political objective in most countries-national unity-is centralizing in nature and that the theoretical
merits of decentralization receive little weight in practice" (Bird 1978:
46).
Economic and managerial considerations also seem stacked against decentralization. Indeed, the review of the merits of decentralization above
suggests significantly less decentralization in developing countries than
in industrial countries. Decentralization more likely comes with the
achievement of a higher stage of economic development. This is because
per capita income growth is usually accompanied by an increase both in
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urbanization and in the local government tax capacity implied by urbanization; by a greater degree of local administrative capacity, improvements in the implementation skills of local governments; and perhaps
by the desire to eliminate gross regional disparities in the quality of public
services.
This hypothesis appears to be borne out by an analysis of 1973 U.N.,
World Bank, and IMF data conducted by Bahl and Nath. Using a sample
of twenty-three industrial and thirty-four developing countries and the
share of expenditure of subnational governments as the measure of fiscal
decentralization, they found clear evidence of the greater dominance of
central governments in developing countries. On average, subnational
governments in industrial countries accounted for 32.2 percent of all
government expenditures, compared with 14.9 percent in developing
ones. Moreover, only four developing countries (all in Latin America)
had a ratio of fiscal decentralization above the average for industrial
countries. Further, they find that this pattern did not change during the
1960s and early 1970s. In fact, between 1960 and 1973, the subnational
government share of total government expenditures increased more in
the industrial than in the developing countries. A more recent analysis
using 1980 data finds little change in this measure since 1973 for either
developing or developed countries (Wasylenko 1987).
The question of what types of countries are most likely to decentralize
fiscal activity has been subject to empirical testing using econometric
models. This literature suggests three main determinants of the decentralization of expenditure. Cross-sectional studies have shown that the
stage of development, measured as per capita GNP or urbanization, is
associated with a significantly greater subnational share of expenditure. 7
A second influence on fiscal decentralization is country size: the larger
the country, the more decentralization. In some cases, the size effect has
led to the choice of a federal system of governance, whereas in others
it has led to the delegation of more fiscal responsibility to subnational
governments. 8 Fiscal management in very large countries becomes unwieldy and, all other things being equal, leads to a much stronger role
for subnational government. This is not to say that smaller countries do
not struggle with the question of the optimal degree of decentralization;
for example, the question has very recently come under government
study in Papua New Guinea (Bird 1983), Ecuador (Greytak and Mendez
1986), and Burkina Faso (Miner and Hall 1983).
Finally, there is the "crisis effect," that is, a propensity to give less
discretionary powers to local governments in countries where there is a
continuing threat of social upheaval. This possibility was raised in Peacock and Wiseman's displacement theory of the growth of government
expenditure (1961). It has been supported by at least one cross-section
study of developing countries which shows a negative association between fiscal decentralization and the central government share of ex-
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penditure devoted to defense (Bahl and Nath 1986). There are many
examples of this effect. In the aftermath of civil war, Zaire considered
complete abolition of local government (Prud'homme 1973), and Bolivia
and Honduras abolished their municipal councils in the late 1970s, as
did Jamaica (Kingston's) during the economic crisis of the early 1980s.
Fiscal centralization may also be stimulated by a revenue "bonanza effect." One example is the growth of the Nigerian public sector during
the period of increase in the price of oil. The revenues did not pass
through-the
state government share of total federal revenues fell from
40 percent in 1970 to 15 percent by 1973.
Conclusions and Implications
Theory and empirical analysis point to three reasons why subnational
governments in developing countries receive varying amounts of public
expenditure. First, there appears to be a direct relation between level
of expenditure and level of economic development. Development stimulates demand for services provided by local governments in addition
to increasing the local tax base. Second, countries with larger populations
are more decentralized, perhaps because central provision of many government services becomes all but impossible. Third, countries whose
budgets carry less of a defense burden and that have not faced social
upheavals are more able to decentralize.
These results suggest three hypotheses about how government policy
can strengthen the local fisc. First, fiscal decentralization may well accompany economic development, but the threshold level of economic
development-beyond
which countries decentralize government as per
capita income rises-appears to be quite high. The implication of this
observation is that government policies to promote fiscal decentralization
are more likely to be effective for middle- and high-income countries.
For the lowest-income countries, decentralization may be limited to rhetoric.

The second implication for policy is that the benefits of fiscal decentralization are most likely to be received by devolving fiscal authority to
large cities. The primary gains from decentralization are thought to be
gains in efficiency from allowing locals to choose their own levels of
taxes and expenditure and the greater revenue mobilization that will
result from letting local governments "get at" their growing tax bases.
Large cities are more likely to capitalize on these potential benefits.
Third, as central governments raise more money, the subnational government share of expenditures falls-taxes stick where they hit. The
implication of this "flypaper effect" is that the best route to decentralization of expenditure is to assign local governments particular revenue
bases or to guarantee them shares of particular central taxes. Otherwise,
larger central tax revenues will not be shared proportionately with subnational governments and more fiscal centralization will result.
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of Urban Government

The theoretical extremes in the national structure of urban government are complete centralization-a
single central government-and
complete decentralization-no
central government. There appear to be
no examples of complete decentralization, whereas Singapore and some
West Indian nations come close to approximating the former. Most countries lie between these extremes with varying degrees of decentralization
in revenue raising authority, expenditure responsibility, and local autonomy in deciding on the mix and level of services to be produced. 9
As noted above, we would expect developing countries to tend toward
centralization.
The actual amount of fiscal decentralization in a country is not a
straightforward, one-dimensional characteristic. Some local governments
may be given more responsibility for expenditure than others, taxing
powers may be broad or limited, borrowing may be permitted or prohibited, and so forth. To try to develop a reasonable taxonomy of local
autonomy or local self-governance, we might think of a country's "intergovernmental arrangement"; this would include the delineation of
levels of government, a definition of the formal relations these levels
may have with each other in a national setting, and the degree of autonomy given to each subnational level of government. In short, what
is the place of local governments in the national setting?
Typically, the structure of government in a developing country provides three degrees of autonomy for its local governments. Small, rural
local governments are thought to have less wherewithal to plan and manage their fiscal affairs, and they have the least fiscal autonomy. Therefore
the rural system of local government is often managed directly by the
central government (in Kenya) or through provincial governments (in
the Philippines). Municipalities-large urban governments-are
given
more autonomy and a broader range of revenue-raising powers and fiscal
discretion. These governments often have the status of both municipal
and provincial governments (in the Philippines and in China). The largest
cities are treated differently from other municipalities and are usually
given even more fiscal discretion. In short, the degree of autonomy given
local governments varies within a country and depends largely on the
size of the local government. 10
Although this general pattern holds true in most developing countries,
there is still a great deal of variation. Is one structure of local government
and set of intergovernmental arrangements somehow best? Theory will
not give us an answer. There are tradeoffs in choosing more or less
autonomy for local governments and political considerations will weigh
heavily in the choices eventually made. This leads us to turn to a more
positive analysis, that is, consideration of the choices regarding local
government structure which governments of developing countries have
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actually made. If there is some rationality in these choices, we might be
able to identify those factors which appear to lead to the granting of
more or less fiscal autonomy to local governments.
How do the varying degrees of local fiscalautonomy come about? One
possibility, suggested by empirical research, is that a federal structure
tends to be associated with a strong subnational government. Accordingly, knowledge of why some countries have a federal and others a
unitary system is a useful starting point. A second possibility is that
central versus subnationalcontrol of government fiscalaffairs,rather than
constitutional versus statutory provision of subnational fiscal powers,
most delimits local fiscalautonomy. These two possibilitiesare taken up
below.
AlternativeSystems
Two common models of intergovernmental arrangements have
emerged in developing countries. Under a unitary system, state (or provincial)and local governments are statutory bodies defined by the central
government; their fiscalpowers are a matter of central policy and are not
guaranteed by any constitutional provision."1 Under a federal system,
the powers, duties, and responsibilitiesof state governments are defined
in the constitution, and local governments usually are creations of the
state government. Their fiscalpowers may be changed often by the state,
or they may be given residualfiscalpowers. Therefore in a federal system,
central-state relations normally are defined by the constitution, whereas
state-localrelations are organized as in a unitary state. This is the situation
in India. Another version is for local governments to be full partners in
the federal system with their financial powers and responsibilities provided for in the constitution. This is the case in Brazil and Nigeria.
The struggles for more autonomy between national and state governments and that between state and local governments are very different,
especiallyin countries with strong intermediate governments or at least
strong regional differences. The central-state struggle is usually over
political autonomy and grows out of historic regionalpower bases; movements for independence; and ethnic, linguistic,and cultural differences
(for example, the ongoing debates in Colombia, India, Indonesia, Mexico, and Nigeria). The central government resists too much subnational
independence in the name of retaining the cohesion of the country or
resisting dominance by a particular region, state, elite, or culture. By
contrast, the central-local and state-local government struggle tends to
center on the allocation of fiscal resources and the desire of local governments for autonomy in providing services.This relatively new conflict
has arisen primarily because of the population growth of large cities. Of
course, there is overlap: central-state relations also involve purely fiscal
aspects, and central-local relations can also involve issues of independence, political power, and culture.
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FEDERAL SYSTEMS. Many developing countries have chosen a federal
system to structure the relation between central and subnational governments, for example, Brazil, India, Malaysia, Pakistan, and Nigeria.' 2
This system, typically but not always, transfers control of city finances
from the central to an intermediate level of government." 3 There are
strong arguments for and against an intermediate level government with
substantial budgetary control. In populous, large countries where preferences are likely to vary widely, for example Brazil and India, it enables
the central government to avoid direct dealings with a large number of
diverse urban governments. For example, the central government can
use grant formulas to recognize broad differences in needs and preferences without having to take into account the needs of individual cities,
or it can simply assign responsibility for local finances to the state government. Imagine the problems a country such as India would have in
attempting to allocate grant funds or approve tax rate increases on a city
by city basis.
Advantages and disadvantages aside, urban governments in a federal
system generally depend on the state government to provide some services directly, pass through central grants, approve borrowing plans and
increases in tax rates, appoint chief government officers, and assign expenditure responsibility and taxing power. 14 Under this system, the central government essentially gives the responsibility for local finance to
state governments. The degree of local autonomy that results depends
on how state governments interpret their powers.
There are disadvantages to this approach. The federal structure creates
an intermediate level of decisionmaking that complicates the implementation of any national urban plan; that is, it is necessary to rely on state
governments to pass central funds through to targeted urban and rural
governments. If state governments are relatively autonomous in their
fiscal and economic planning, the resulting allocation may not match
central goals. For example, in the 1960s and 197/Osthe U.S. government
watched states follow policies that increased the fiscal disparities between
low-income central city governments and high-income suburban governments." 5 This inequitable attitude is not restricted to state governments in industrial countries. Adamolekun, Osemwata, and Olowu
(1980: 98) report that in Nigeria, "the overall attitude of the state governments was to take whatever financial allocations the Federal government made to local governments and disburse same on their own terms,
with little or no regard for what the Federal government requested them
to do with such allocations."
To counter such disadvantages, some federal countries have taken the
position that a viable system of local government requires direct centrallocal relations. Direct federal-local relations have become more important in Brazil and Mexico (De Mello 1977: 28-37), and in Nigeria the
new constitution in 1979 recognized "the existence of local governments
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as a distinct third level of government within the national federal governmental system" (Adamolekun, Osemwata, and Olowu 1980: 97).
Are local governments given more or less fiscal latitude in a federal
structure? The answer is by no means clear. Data on expenditure responsibility and revenue mix are reported for a number of developingcountry cities in chapter 2 (tables 2-7, 2-10, and 2-11). Although the
fiscal responsibility and importance of these local governments is far
greater than has been generally supposed, there is a wide variation in
their importance, and a pattern is not easily found. In one test, the cities
were grouped according to their location in federalist and unitary countries and average values were calculated for the share of property taxes,
grants, and borrowing in total revenues. There was little difference in
any of these measures between the two groups. By the same procedure,
there was little pattern in the distribution of responsibilities for expenditure. Some local governments do very little (Kingston), whereas
others have a broad range of responsibilities (Seoul). Whether there is
a federal or nonfederal structure does not appear to be the key to understanding this variation.
UNITARY SYSTEMS. A second form of intergovernmental arrangement
links larger local governments directly to the center. Because local governments are statutory bodies, they are subject to direct control by the
central government and may be abolished at its pleasure.
An intermediate level of government may still lie between the central
and local governments under a unitary system. This is the case in Korea
and the Philippines, where provincial governments act as the agent of
the central government in regulating the finances of the smaller local
units. In the case of urban governments, these provinces do not exert
regulatory control or lend financial assistance."6
There are advantages to the unitary system. The central government
can target aid flows more easily to particular local governments, and local
governments can be made more accountable for their fiscal actions. Substantial national variation in the size and structure of local government
budgets is also allowed. A major disadvantage is that it is administratively
difficult for the central government to deal directly with a great number
of local governments which may vary widely in service needs, fiscal base,
and capacity to provide services. But as Henderson (1980) has shown,
the unitary developing countries tend to have fewer large cities.

Central Regulation and Fiscal Autonomy
Local governments appear to spend relatively more under federal than
unitary systems, but this may occur mostly because federal countries are
larger. But there may not be any more urban fiscal autonomy under
federal than unitary systems.
The important issue here is fiscal autonomy, the control over sufficient
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resources to plan and manage the provision of local public serviceswithout continuous interference from higher authorities."7 In trying to understand whether a federal system somehow giveslarge city governments
more fiscal autonomy than does a unitary system, we might raise the
following questions about the differences between the two systems:
* Do structures of revenue and responsibilityfor expenditure differ?
* Is there more latitude in revising tax rates under one system than
the other?
* Are borrowing powers equally circumscribed?
* Does the degree of budgetary monitoring differ?
* Does the process of selecting the council and chief officers vary?
Because comparable information on the above measures is not readily
available, it is not possible here to compare and contrast all cities in the
world. What we can do is piece together the fragmentary evidence on
fiscal performance presented in chapter 2, the information on government structure provided in the case studies which underlie this book,
and other availabledata on the practice. These materials do not yield a
random sample for econometric testing; they only lead to many examples
and anecdotes. But they do give some sense of the relation between local
fiscal autonomy and intergovernmental arrangement. Two overriding
conclusions may be drawn: the fiscal activities of local government are
very tightly controlled, and there is as much variation in fiscalautonomy
and practice within the unitary and federal groups of cities as between
them.
FISCAL DISCRETION.
Two city governments may raise or spend the same
amount but have very different degrees of autonomy in their fiscal actions. The central question here is not the size of the budget but the
discretion which the local government has in the disposition of the
budget."8 In fact, the authority of local government to adjust tax rates
and to enact new taxes is limited in virtually every developing country.
National or state law normally prescribes the tax bases available(or unavailable) to local governments and sets maximum rates within which
they must operate. These restrictions usually hold even for large cities.
When the rate ceilingsare binding, as is often the case,localgovernments
have little discretion and must depend on the center to approve every
revenue proposal. A similar arrangement holds for increases in user
charges for most primary services, for example, water rates, bus fares,
and rents. The issue then becomes whether the central or state government will approve the requested increases. Practice varies, but some
countries have consistently refused requests for local increases; for example, cities in Bangladesh were held at 1960 property tax rates despite
repeated requests for incremental increases (Schroeder 1985a: 33, 55).
All countries, however, are not subject to such stringent controls. In
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Brazil and Venezuela municipal laws are not subject to approval by higher
levels of government, though some tax changes do require approval by
a central agency (De Mello 1977: 6-16).
In developing countries most central or state governments have approval powers over local government budgets. The extent to which this
process reduces local fiscal autonomy depends on the tightness of the
review process. The experience in this regard varies widely. Nairobi has
faced a line-by-line review of expenditures by the Kenyan Ministry of
Local Government, but the Ministry of the Interior in Indonesia generally accepts the proposal of a metropolitan council."9 The budget autonomy of local government may also be hampered by central government mandates. For example, nearly 50 percent of the budgets of
Philippine municipal governments are earmarked for specific purposes,
giving them only a very limited latitude to adjust the budget to respond
to local demands (Bahl and Schroeder 1983c: chap. 2). Less permanent
but unexpected central government mandates may also have dramatic
and direct effects on the level of local government spending. For example, in the 1970s the Kenyan central government mandated an increase in local government employee emoluments, ordered the provision
of free drugs and dressings by local authorities, and abolished local school
fees. A common form of mandate which local governments in developing
countries face is a hiring freeze, a reaction by the central government
to what it sees as irresponsible management.
The borrowing powers of local governments are quite limited in most
developing countries. Though credit is made available to local governments under a variety of schemes (see chapter 13), most local governments are given little discretion over the amount or purpose of the loan,
the source of the funds, or the terms of repayment. The issuance of debt
is tightly controlled by central governments on the grounds that expansion of total domestic credit is an important stabilization issue and that
the allocation of scarce credit among regions and purposes must conform
closely to the national development plan. Still, some local governments
have been given more autonomy than others in the planning and issuance
of debt. For example, the Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority
may borrow in the open market (from banks and provident funds) subject
to a limit tied to its tax revenues; the Nairobi City Council may sell
bonds in the market, but Ministry of Finance approval is required; and
local governments in many countries are allowed to engage in short-term
borrowing from commercial banks.
Perhaps the most important issues of all
AND OFFICERS.
LOCAL COUNCIL
in establishing local autonomy have to do with how local council and
chief administrative officers of the city are selected, and with the definition of the powers of the council and the administration. For example,
it may matter little that local governments have a broad range of fiscal
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powers if all local decisions about financing and governance rest in the
hands of centrally appointed officials.Again, a broad range of practices
is followed. At one extreme are very centralized systems (such as those
in Bangkok, Seoul, and Tunis), in which the head of the city government
is appointed by the president. At the other extreme the local council
and mayor are elected (as in Brazilian cities and Colombo, Sri Lanka).
In between are many shades of centralization and decentralization. For
example:
* Under the presidency of Ferdinand Marcos, the mayors of the Manila region's cities and municipalitieswere elected, but the councils
and the governor of the Metropolitan Manila Authority were appointed by the president.
* Malaysianlocal government councils are appointed by the state government.
* One-hundred-fifty members of the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation are elected, and the other sixteen are appointed by the state
government.
If the political and managerial systems of a city are separate, there is
the issue of the status and appointment of the local public administrators,
that is, the municipal commissioner or town clerk, treasurer, assessor,
and so forth. Again, there are many variations. Though local councils
are popularly elected in the Indian federal system, the chief administrative officer is a state appointee; in Mexico City, which has state and city
status, he is a federal appointee. Chief officers may be seconded from
the federal or state service in Nigeria, and the local assessorand treasurer
are actually central government employees in the Philippines. In many
Latin American countries, the municipalchief executive also represents
the central government in the municipality.
There is the provision, in most developing countries, for the central
government to dissolve the local council. Again, however, what these
provisions mean for local autonomy depends on the degree to which the
government exercises its powers. For example, Kingston's local council
is elected but may be abolished by the central government if the latter
finds evidence of an abuse of power. In fact, the Kingston-Saint Andrews
Council has been abolished four times since 1923; the latest occurrence
was in 1984 because of "financial irresponsibility" and "gross mismanagement." Manila's local councils were abolished during martial law,
Bangkok's experience is similar to Manila's, Karachi's council was abolished in 1971 but restored in 1979, and local councils in Bolivia and
Honduras were abolished in the late 1970s.
The SpecialCity
The position of the city in a national system of urban governance may
be modified to take account of specialproblems, needs, or nationalgoals.
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In almost every country, the capital city is afforded special status, and
more often than not it is given more fiscal autonomy than other cities
in the nation. Several factors have led to this special treatment. First, the
machinery of government, and therefore a disproportionate amount of
tax-exempt property, is in the capital. Second, because both the services
provided and the local administration are highly visible, local government
finance is inevitably a national political issue. Third, and perhaps most
important, the capital city tends to be the primate city. As such, it usually
offers a wider range of public services than other local governments in
the country. Moreover, because it offers more employment opportunities and induces a greater rate of immigration, there are great pressures
of urbanization and congestion on public services.
Nearly all countries have responded to these special needs by creating,
by one name or another, a national capital district. For example, Bogota
and Jakarta are national capital districts with both city and provincial
powers, Nairobi was for many years the only chartered city in Kenya,
Seoul is a special city under the office of the president and has both city
and provincial status, and Kingston is an amalgamation of two parishes.
Though in most cases the status of special city is reserved for the capital
city, there are situations in which other large cities in the country are
afforded similar treatment. Pusan is a special city in Korea, but under
the Ministry of Interior; Rio de Janeiro is a special city; Chittagong and
Mombasa have become the second municipal corporations in Bangladesh and Kenya, respectively; and Beijing and Shanghai have provincial
status in China. In many countries, the criteria for special treatment are
less ad hoc, and cities are usually differentiated according to population
size.2 " Large cities are given more taxing powers and expenditure responsibilities, and in some countries the chief local officers are paid at
a higher rate. The most important of these extra powers is typically the
authority to tax at a higher rate.
The status of special city in effect creates a separate intergovernmental
system. This has both positive and negative features. Placing the city
directly under the nation's president, the common model, has the potential to enable more effective coordination of various ministry activities
within the urban area and allow for special treatment of cities which are
qualitatively different from other urban areas in the country because of
their function, size, and development. It does not allow, however, for
the development of a unified intergovernmental system which might
establish a role for local government as a sector.
Conclusion
Empirical analysis suggests that about 15 percent of total government
spending in developing countries may be attributed to subnational governments. But the aggregate statistic understates the fiscal importance
of urban local governments. The contribution of local government to
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the financing of public services in the larger metropolitan areas is much
higher-as much as a third to a half. This is perhaps of more substantial
fiscal importance for local governments than many would have expected.
But do these fiscal shares indicate a commensurate degree of fiscal autonomy? The answer to this question depends on the way in which countries organize themselves to finance and deliver services at the regional
and local levels.
One hypothesis is that subnational governments under federal systems
are given more fiscal powers. This seems true for state governments, but
we cannot find evidence that the greater fiscal autonomy given to states
is usually extended to local governments. The choice of a federal or
unitary system, by our reckoning, is not a principal determinant of the
degree of fiscal autonomy of local government.
In fact, the main difference among countries turns out to be the degree
to which the central or state government controls the everyday operation
of the local governments. As noted above, central governments can control the fiscal operations of local authorities in many ways: local budgets
and borrowing may have to be approved by the center, the principal local
administrative officer may be appointed or approved by the government,
all or a portion of the local council may be appointed by the central
government, and local units may be restricted in what revenue sources
they may tap. The real issue, however, is the degree to which the higher
level of government chooses to exercise these controls. Two local governments may have responsibility for providing primary education services. In one instance decisions about the number and compensation of
schoolteachers may be made locally. In the other these decisions may
be a responsibility of the education ministry, allowing relatively little
local autonomy. The same kind of situation arises if increases in local
tax rates must always be approved. In some countries rate increases are
granted freely once the local council requests them, in others increases
need no approval at all up to certain limits, and in still others the central
government strongly resists increases.
The contrast between Kingston and Nairobi is a useful example of
different approaches to limiting the fiscal autonomy of local government
in two cities not too dissimilar in size or colonial heritage. Before its
two-year abolition beginning in 1984, the Kingston-Saint Andrews Corporation (KSAC) had little responsibility for expenditure aside from that
for a few basic urban services. The central government in Jamaica provided and maintained all primary social services and infrastructure either
directly, with autonomous agencies, or through franchises to the private
sector. For all practical purposes, the KSAC had no taxing powers. The
city of Nairobi, conversely, has a full range of responsibilities for expenditure, the power to tax property and (until 1975) even income, and
some authority to borrow funds. But in Kenya the central government
aggressively exercises its rights to approve and amend the budgets of
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local governments, control the amounts and sources from which local
governments can borrow, and approve all increases in tax rates. Though
such controls exist in most countries, they are not always applied with
such fervor.
In the last analysis, what really matters is the will of the central government to allocate more fiscal autonomy to local governments. The signs
are not strong that the will is there. The subnational government share
of fiscal activity is not increasing, and one is hard-pressed to find examples of local governments being given substantially increased taxing
powers, especially access to the buoyant income and consumption tax
bases. Three examples illustrate how central governments have backed
away from granting more local autonomy. The central government in
Kenya unilaterally abolished an income-elastic local income tax in 1975
and replaced it with a grant of a fixed amount. The octroi, the main
source of city revenue, was abolished in Bangladesh in 1981 and replaced
by a grant of a fixed amount. Federal and state governments in Nigeria
abolished the local government's cattle and poll taxes.
The Structure

of Large Metropolitan

Areas

The division of fiscal responsibility between central and local governments is the vertical dimension of fiscal decentralization. The horizontal
dimension is the way large metropolitan cities organize themselves to
finance and deliver services within their areas. The issue takes on special
significance when one remembers that some of these cities are larger
than many countries and that some account for a significant fraction of
national population.
Metropolitan cities almost always have more fiscal autonomy than
other cities in a country, but the similarity ends there. Some deliver
services and levy taxes and charges primarily through an areawide general
purpose government, others use autonomous (decentralized) agencies,
and still others rely on a fragmented system of many small municipalities.
The choice of one of these systems of horizontal fiscal relations implies
a tradeoff between the various advantages and disadvantages of each.
Again, it is not a question of a best way to do things, but rather of the
weights attached to the efficiency and equity benefits.
At issue here are the fiscal implications of the three general models
of urban governance: centralized metropolitan government, under which
a single local government has responsibility for all or nearly the full range
of local functions and has a service boundary that includes the entire
urban area; functional fragmentation, under which the provision of services is areawide but is split between the general purpose local government and autonomous agencies; and jurisdictional fragmentation, under
which responsibility for the same local functions lies with many local
governments operating in the area. The structure of urban government
in most areas is a hybrid of these, though one form is usually dominant.
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To illustrate the practice of urban governance in developing countries,
we describe the systems used in several representative metropolitan areas
before turning to an evaluation of the implications for equity and efficiency.
Centralized Metropolitan Government
The most common form of local government in developing countries
is areawide general purpose local government, that is, centralized metropolitan government. Under this form most of the basic services provided in the metropolitan area are the responsibility of the city government, and no other general purpose local government (municipality)
operates within the urban area. But the urban service area is usually
overlapped by one or more special purpose districts, for example, a water
supply authority or a bus company. Seoul, Kingston, and Jakarta have
more or less representative forms of centralized metropolitan governance.
SEOUL.
The Seoul city government, the only general purpose local government operating within its urban area, is responsible for a wide range
of services.2" It is far from an autonomous local government: Seoul is a
special city under the direct control of the central government. The chief
administrative officer is the mayor, who is appointed by the president
and can exercise broad decisionmaking and executory powers with little
or no check at the local level. One exception to this centralized administration is school finance, which is administered by a semiautonomous
Board of Education composed of six members appointed by the president, with the chairman being the mayor of Seoul. The Board of Education is responsible for educational planning, including decisions on
expenditure, in conjunction with the Ministry of Education. Although
the education budget does not have to be approved formally by the city
government, it is recorded as a special account in the Seoul city budget.
There is little decentralization in fiscal decisionmaking, either in terms
of other local government bodies operating within the metropolitan area
or in terms of influences at the neighborhood level on expenditure decisions. The city is divided into nine administrative wards, or gu, whose
boundaries appear to be more the result of history or accident than of
design for planning purposes.2 2 These gu are large enough that one would
not expect them to hold a more homogeneous population than does the
city as a whole. In point of fact, these administrative units serve as channels through which information on neighborhood problems can be transmitted to the central administration, as units for tax assessment and collection, and as centers for issuing licenses, permits, registrations, and so
forth. Decisions regarding the level and functional distribution of expenditures within any given neighborhood remain at the city level.
In terms of horizontal fiscal relations, Seoul is perhaps as centralized
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as any city we have studied. This gives it the advantage of ease in coordinating activities and in implementing plans. There is less chance for
duplication of services than under other systems, and the size of the city
should allow for the capture of economies of scale in the provision of
some services. But because the local government is quite large, it is
difficult to manage, and there is no ready mechanism for responding to
intracity differences in demand for the package of public services to be
delivered.
KINGSTON.
The KSAC is a general purpose local government with areawide responsibility for the delivery of services.2 3 Three institutions make
up the structure of public administration: the Municipal Council, the
Municipal Administration, and the Water Commission.
The Municipal Council is responsible for all local public services with
the exception of water supply. The council (elected every third year)
consists of thirty-two popularly elected councillors and a mayor, who
must be a councillor and who is elected by the council. The mayor,
although having no special authority over the other council members,
has particular weight in policy matters having been elected by, and thus
able to speak for, the majority of councillors. The council prepares the
budget and can raise revenues, determine tax rates, and borrow, always
subject to approval by the central government. These powers may seem
broad, but it must be remembered that the KSAC has been given limited
access to revenue bases and little responsibility for expenditure. In 1984
it raised only 1.5 percent of total revenues from its own sources.
The KSAC administration is headed by the three statutory municipal
officers: the town clerk, the city treasurer, and the city engineer. All are
appointed by the council, and all can be removed from office by the
council with the approval of the central government. The clerk is the
chief administrative officer and has disciplinary powers over nonmunicipal officers. The treasurer works in close collaboration with the clerk,
although the treasurer is also separately responsible to the council. The
engineer reports directly to the clerk.
The Water Commission is a semiautonomous body whose functions
are to provide water and sewerage services in the corporate area. It is
administered by a board of nine members appointed by the Ministry of
Public Utilities for five years and recallable at any time by the minister.
In 1973 the mayor of the KSAC was put on the board for the first time
since 1965, when the statutory requirement for local government participation on the board was abolished. The commission reports directly
to the Ministry of Public Utilities, and its annual budget must be approved by the ministry.
By comparison with Seoul, Kingston allows for a good deal more citizen participation in making the budget. Conversely, the KSAC has very
little responsibility for expenditure by comparison with Seoul and must
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coordinate all its activities with the central government and autonomous
water company. Other than the locally elected council, there is no provision for allocating resources to neighborhoods or otherwise decentralizing fiscal decisionmaking powers.
JAKARTA.
The city (district) of Jakarta (DKI) delivers a broad range of
areawide services (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976). There is some
degree of functional decentralization, in that a number of semiautonomous metropolitan public service enterprises exist; however, their autonomy is limited to day-to-day management. Governmental authority
at the local level is shared between the metropolitan council and the
governor. The governor is appointed by the president, three-quarters of
the forty members of the metropolitan council are popularly elected,
and the remaining members are appointed by the minister of the interior.
The council's main functions are approval of the city budget, as proposed
by the governor; review of the activities of the executive branch; and
enactment of legislation concerning tax structure, rates and implementation, and orders regulating city affairs. In this last obligation, the council
shares responsibility with the governor, who may also issue regulations
through executive decrees. The executive of the DKI is headed by the
governor, who is assisted by four deputy governors and a general secretary. The general secretary (sometimes also referred to as town clerk)
coordinates the daily business of the executive agencies.
The DKI administration supervises the activities of several semiautonomous local public enterprises-which are in charge of particular service
functions-and
commercial corporations that are owned partly or entirely by the DKI. The budgeting and accounting procedures of these
agencies are not subject to review by the metropolitan council or the
minister of the interior, but they must be approved by the governor.
Moreover, the governor has the authority to appoint the manager and
staff of each.
An interesting feature of the structure of urban governance in Jakarta
is the attempt to decentralize fiscal affairs to the neighborhood level.
The city is divided into 5 municipalities, each of which is headed by a
mayor. These municipalities are further partitioned into 2 7 districts, each
administered by a district head. The districts in turn consist of 200 villages led by village heads, and the villages are further subdivided into
neighborhood and family associations. These submetropolitan agencies
are extensions of the governor's office. They are meant to serve as twoway channels of communication and control at the regional level to relay
information from the grass roots to the governor's office and back. These
sublocal administrative units have less autonomy than the lower-level
local government units in the rest of Indonesia (that is, the municipalities,
districts, and villages). In the DKI, sublocal officials are appointed by the
governor or the general secretary, and the sublocal authorities do not
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have their own revenue, expenditure, and budgeting authority. The sublocal authorities are included in the general DKI budget, but their expenditures cover only staff salaries and office-related equipment.
Jakarta, then, is highly centralized like Seoul in that considerable
power is vested in an appointed governor and in that a wide range of
public services is delivered. It differs, however, in two important respects: a partially elected metropolitan council provides some citizen
participation in making the budget, and there is a mechanism for reflecting neighborhood preferences in the mix of public services.
Functional Fragmentation
In functionally fragmented metropolises, the municipal government's
responsibilities for services are limited, and basic functions are delegated
to autonomous local bodies. The difference between centralized metropolitan governance and functional fragmentation is largely a matter of
degree, because almost all urban areas are overlaid by some special districts; for example, water supply and sewerage are commonly provided
by separate companies. In some metropolitan areas, however, this functional fragmentation has gone so far that local public enterprises have
been created to finance and deliver even some of the traditional services
of municipal government.
The advantages of functional fragmentation are easily seen. The delivery of services may be separated from political influence; a higherpaid, more professional staff might be secured if the regular government
pay scales can be bypassed; and dedicated revenues from user charges
form a basis for financing capital expansions that might not be available
to a general purpose government. But it also has important disadvantages.
The more autonomous the agencies that operate within a metropolitan
area, the greater is their potential for duplication of efforts, the harder
it is to coordinate urban development, and the less possibility there is
to finance one service with the surplus generated through the provision
of another. The experience with functional fragmentation in Cartagena
illustrates some of the potential advantages and problems of this form
of metropolitan governance.
The Republic of Colombia is a unitary democracy, organized on a
national, departmental (state), and municipal level. Each department is
headed by a governor appointed by the president, and each municipality
by a mayor who is in turn appointed by the governor. The mayor shares
political responsibility with the elected municipal council and is the link
between the municipal administration and the autonomous statutory bodies that provide most local public services to a municipality. These statutory bodies have their own sources of revenue (from earmarked taxes
and/or service charges) and are independent in their day-to-day operations as well as in their fundamental policy choices. In fact, this independence from legislative control is often cited as the main reason for
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the existence of such agencies. On the one hand, the agencies' freedom
from the political process enables them to achieve a high level of management and strategic planning. On the other hand, their freedom from
the budgetary control of the legislative bodies has made these agencies
attractive tools in the hands of the president, governors, or mayors, who
use them to pursue particular policies.
The municipal council's functions in Cartagena (Linn 1975) consist
primarily of approving the municipal budget, determining tax rates and
service charges, appointing the chief local government officers, and appointing the auditor for the principal autonomous agency, the Municipal
Public Service Company. The functions of the municipal government
are narrowly prescribed and almost entirely restricted to representative,
general administrative, and coordinating activities. This explains why the
mayor's position is not a full-time job. In summary, the municipal administration of Cartagena is primarily a tax collection agency.
The Municipal Public Service Company (EPM) provides the majority
of local public services. The functions of the EPM include water supply,
sewerage, the construction and maintenance of roads, fire protection,
the administration of markets and slaughterhouses, the maintenance of
parks, the collection and disposal of refuse, and the cleaning of streets.
The EPM is governed by a board of directors, which determines the statutes of the enterprise, selects its general manager, approves its budget
and important personnel decisions, decides (within legal limits) on the
service charges and taxes to be levied by the company, and in general
supervises the financial and economic development of the enterprise.
The board of directors consists of six members, including the mayor of
Cartagena, a representative of the president of the republic, two members selected by the municipal council, one representative of the local
chamber of commerce, and one representative of the central bank. The
board selects its own president. The general manager of the EPM is responsible for the day-to-day management of the company as well as for
its long-term planning. He presents the EPM budget to the board for
consideration and approval and selects the personnel of the enterprise,
subject to approval by the board. He participates in the deliberations of
the board but has no vote. There are three other major decentralized
municipal agencies in Cartagena organized similarly to the EPM: the telephone company, the Valorization Department, and the Tourism Promotion Bureau.
The system of governance in Cartagena possesses some clear advantages over the systems of metropolitan government described above. The
management and operation of the EPM and the other municipal enterprises can be more professional and detached from the political process,
and financing through user charges is more easily accomplished than
general tax increases. Conversely, coordination of activities has proven
to be a problem with the autonomous agencies, despite their overlapping
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boards of directors. Moreover, the dedication of revenues from an activity (for example, telephones) solely to that activity is a rigid arrangement that may lead to overinvestment in that activity. This kind of earmarking can be avoided under a centralized structure of metropolitan
governance.
Jurisdictional Fragmentation and Two-Tier Systems
A third approach to urban governance, jurisdictional fragmentation,
allows many general purpose local governments to exist within the same
urban area. This structure of local government is most often associated
with the United States, where single metropolitan areas may house dozens or even hundreds of local governments with taxing power. But fragmented structures of local government are not uncommon in developing
countries. For example, four cities and thirteen municipalities operate
within metropolitan Manila; thirty-one of Sao Paulo's municipalities have
populations in excess of 100,000; and Tunis is comprised of thirteen
communes (municipalities). Many other developing-country cities use
this form of governance: Dhaka, Lagos, Lima, Madras, Medellin, and Rio
de Janeiro are examples. It is important to understand the crucial difference between the origins of functional and jurisdictional (geographic)
fragmentation. Functional fragmentation is often a deliberate and rational
decision; for instance, the functions of Colombian cities were split up
among autonomous agencies mainly to enhance managerial and financial
soundness. In contrast, geographic or jurisdictional fragmentation often
is just a natural consequence of urbanization-the
expansion of metropolises beyond old core cities into surrounding minor centers and
formerly rural areas without changes in jurisdictional boundaries.
The advantage of a fragmented government structure is that it moves
government closer to the people by creating smaller local government
bodies. The disadvantages may be that it gives up the possibility of capturing economies of scale and may breed disparities in tax burdens and
public services among local governments within the urban area. To deal
with these disadvantages while retaining the inherent advantage of small
local governments, overlapping metropolitan governments have been
created. The strengths and weaknesses of this two-level governance
might best be understood if one example, Manila, is considered and
several metropolitan development authorities are described.
MANILA.
The Manila metropolitan area is governed by nineteen local
bodies: four chartered cities (including the city of Manila), thirteen municipalities, the Metropolitan Manila Commission (MMc), and an autonomous Metropolitan Water and Sewer Authority. In practice, the governance of this system is highly centralized. The MMC chief executive,
the governor, is appointed by the national government, as are all local
councils and the chief officers (for example, treasurer, assessor, and en-
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gineer) of each municipality and city. Since the lifting of martial law,
however, the mayors and deputy mayors have been popularly elected.2 4
The size and wealth of local governments in urban Manila vary widely,
from Manila City's estimated 1980 population of 1.6 million to Pateros
municipality's 42,000. The MMC was created in 1975 to coordinate, integrate, and unify the services within metropolitan Manila. It does this
by providing some services directly and by exercising direct supervision
and control over local governments. The MMC derives about a third of
its resources from taxes and about half from contributions by constituent
local governments.
There is a formal structure for decentralized decisionmaking in the
form of the barangay-a grouping of about 200 families who choose a
chairman and six council members. The barangays, which have no independent taxing power but receive recurrent grants, have a range of
minor responsibilities for public services. In the city of Manila alone,
there are more than 900 barangays.
METROPOLITAN
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITIES.
Metropolitan development
authorities (MDAs) have been a popular way to solve the problems resulting from the geographic fragmentation of local governments in metropolitan areas. This approach has been especially popular on the Indian
subcontinent. The following paragraphs give some idea of the form which
MDAS have taken in Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi, Madras, and Tunis.
* The Bombay Metropolitan Regional Development Authority is
mainly a financing agency which passes on loans to local authorities in
the Bombay metropolitan area. It also has some responsibility for the
capital budgeting and programming of metropolitanwide investment
plans.
* The Madras metropolitan area contains three municipalities, one
cantonment, and twenty-four town panchayats. The core city of the metropolitan area, the Madras City Corporation, contains approximately 75
percent of the population, but only 11 percent of the metropolitan land
area. The Madras Metropolitan Development Authority was established
in 1974 to prepare metropolitanwide development plans and to initiate
and monitor their implementation. It also has a mandate to provide services and to improve employment opportunities for low-income groups.
It employs a rolling five-year capital budget complemented by annual
capital budgets.
* The Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority (CMDA) was set
up as a planning, supervisory, and coordinating agency, with some executive functions, in a highly fragmented metropolitan region. Its executive responsibility is generally limited to the investment stage-responsibility for operation and maintenance remain with the local
authorities. This division of responsibilities leads to an inadequate provision for recurrent expenditure needs because of the limitations of the
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local authorities' technical capacity to operate and maintain new facilities.
The CMDA lacks a true fiscal base of its own and is dependent mainly on
loans and transfers from higher levels of government.
* The Karachi Development Authority is a state body responsible for
all land development and for planning and authorizing new development
projects. It does not have an independent source of revenue, except for
proceeds from bulk sales of water, which are constrained by the unwillingness of purchasers at lower levels of government to pay the set
rates in full. Similar MDAS were set up in 1974 for Islamabad, Lahore,
and Peshawar. In all cases the MDAs had responsibility for master planning
and project preparation and execution throughout the metropolitan area
and were under the direct control of provincial (state) governments.
* In 1972 the Tunis District was set up as a metropolitan authority.
Its main functions are to coordinate, plan, budget, and supervise all public
investments in the Tunis metropolitan area. Its staff is under the control
of the governor-mayor of Tunis. A planning board of local representatives chaired by the mayor can suggest program and planning initiatives;
but a supervisory council consisting of the prime minister and other
ministers retains effective decisionmaking authority.
It is difficult to judge the success of metropolitan development authorities because the returns from efforts to plan and coordinate are not
easily measured. Nevertheless, a number of general observations may
be made. First, metropolitan development authorities are likely to be
necessary and useful only if a substantial number of local governments
operate within an urban area. In other cases, annexation or amalgamation
of jurisdictions, interlocal compacts, or selective metropolitanwide provision of services by existing enterprises may be preferable.
Second, at least in India and Pakistan, the setting up of MDAS by state
governments has usually implied some loss of local autonomy. Third,
MDAs need to have executive functions and fiscal autonomy (resources)
if they are to coordinate the delivery of services within metropolitan
areas and provide certain services with areawide benefits. A planning
agency with only advisory powers cannot effectively play this integrative
role. Typically, MDAS have not been given such powers and as a consequence their effectiveness has suffered.
Fourth, MDAS often fail to combine development (investment) and
operating responsibility and thus create the typical turnkey problem: the
agency responsible for the capital outlay and planning does not allow
sufficiently for the preferences and the technical, managerial, and financial capacity of the operating agency. The result is that local facilities
deteriorate for lack of adequate maintenance.
Evaluating Experiences

with Alternative

Structures

How does one evaluate the structure of local government in a metropolitan area? What goals should be most aggressively sought in any
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reform of the structure? Which of the commonly used forms of horizontal
relations best satisfies the norms for a good structure? In fact, each primary form of metropolitan government has advantages and disadvantages. One could make the case for each form being optimal, depending
on the criteria used for evaluation and on whether one views the situation
from the vantage point of central or local government. The norms for a
good structure typically considered in such an evaluation are economic
efficiency, technical efficiency, equity, cost containment, and autonomy
of local government (Bahl and Campbell 1976). The paragraphs below
describe these norms and survey the efforts of various countries to capture the advantages and offset the disadvantages of alternative systems
of urban governance.
EconomicEfficiency
One criterion used in evaluating government structures is whether
resident preferences can be reflected in the local budget. The desire to
increase the welfare of the population, what we will call the concern for
economic efficiency, would seem to point toward more decentralized
structures and smaller units of local government. The core of the argument is clear: the closer government is to the people, all other things
being equal, the more likely a household is to have some effect on the
budget and to receive something closer to the package of public services
and taxes that it desires. Individual preferences are most likely to be
satisfied if the size of the decisionmaking unit is smaller, local preferences
are more homogeneous, and more fiscal autonomy is given to local governments. 2 5
A fragmented structure of local government-many municipalities operating in the same urban area-would at first glance seem the best way
to give resident consumers significant control over fiscal matters. But
does the existence of smaller urban governments alone guarantee that
government will be close to the people? The evidence suggests not. As
noted above, most developing countries are not voting democracies, and
therefore the decisionmaking process of local government may not reflect citizen preferences. For example, until recently the councils of Manila's eighteen cities and municipalities were appointed by the president.
Even if the councils were popularly elected, there remains the possibility
that the local government's fiscal activities would be so tightly regulated
by the center (or state) that the demands of local residents would be
partly neutralized. More damning is the fact that even local governments
operating under a jurisdictionally fragmented system still may be too
large to allow any significant measure of decentralized decisionmaking.
For example, the core metropolitan jurisdictions of Calcutta and Manila
have well over 1 million residents each. Finally, the smaller the local
government, the less efficient its administration is likely to be and the
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less able it will be to provide a package of services that reflects the
demands of citizens.
Gains in economic efficiency thus are the product of a system of governance in which governments are small enough to give local residents
a choice, the political process allows local voters to reveal their preferences, and the local government has the fiscal autonomy and technical
capability to reflect voter preferences in its budget and service delivery.
These conditions are met in few developing countries.
Another important issue for economic efficiency that arises in connection with the fragmented structure of government is that some public
services are characterized by externalities: the social benefits and costs
of these services are different from those realized by the local community. As a result, the local community-left to its own devices-may
underproduce or overproduce these goods, and there may be some losses
of economic efficiency when government is brought closer to the people.
Here lies the efficiency tradeoff. Under a large metropolitan government, fiscal decisionmaking is far from the people and there are losses
of economic efficiency by comparison with more jurisdictionally fragmented systems. Yet fragmented structures might better capture the
preferences of local voters but could lead to overall losses in consumer
welfare if they attempt to deliver and finance services whose benefits
and costs are areawide.
In fact, governmental structures in metropolitan areas have reacted to
the problem of economic efficiency in a predictable way. The accommodation in jurisdictionally fragmented areas-where one would guess
there is the most commitment to fiscal decentralization-has
been to
assign functions characterized by significant externalities and economies
of scale to the regional or central government and to assign the remainder
to local governments. The system of local governments in the Manila
metropolitan area is an example of a jurisdictionally fragmented structure
in which an upper tier was created along these lines. The MDAS on the
Indian subcontinent described above are another.
Metropolitan government removes fiscal decisions farthest from citizens. Hence the accommodation of creating small, subcity governmental
units which could facilitate more citizen participation is not an unexpected development in some cities. In some cases, the subunits have
been given control over some, albeit very limited, resources (earmarked
taxes or grants) and the authority to select projects. The alcaldesmenores
(jurisdictions of minor mayors) of Bogota, the municipalities of Jakarta,
the barangays of Manila, and the juntas communales (common councils)
of Panama are examples of the actual devolution of resources. For example, Philippine barangays are supposed to receive a 10 percent share
of local property taxes, a national grant, and a grant from the local government. Still, there is no evidence to suggest that the result of this
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devolution has been a substantial influence by neighborhoods on the
package of services. In some cases, the decentralized structure is created,
but there is no provision to pass resources to the subcity unit. Typically,
this results in no more than an administrative decentralization of the
metropolitan government; the gu subdivisions in Seoul, wards in Bombay, and districts in Bangkok serve such a purpose.
Citizen participation is not restricted to situations in which formal
neighborhood governance exists. Informal organizations such as neighborhood associations and community boards have sprung up in many of
the slums and squatter settlements in cities of developing countries, especially in Latin America. Their functions are to articulate citizens' demands, offer judicial and law enforcement services, and even provide
some social services (often through cooperative self-help efforts). In
some Latin American cities, this development is now being integrated
with the formal structure of local government. One well-documented
example is the valorization process in Colombia, in which the municipal
community boards are an integral part of the decisionmaking process
(Doebele, Grimes, and Linn 1979).
What we make of the current practice is that the trend is not in the
direction of decentralization to capture gains in efficiency. Witness the
creation of MDAS in cities which have decentralized structures of local
government. Similarly, one does not sense much movement by metropolitan governments to assign fiscal responsibility to neighborhoods or
to set up new subcity budgets. There are some decentralized municipal
structures, but these exist primarily for administrative and perhaps political purposes. In the case of the functionally fragmented structures,
the emphasis is so strongly on management and coordination, and on
capturing the advantages of specialization and centralization, that there
seems little attention left for the goal of economic efficiency. Satisfying
citizen preferences with public budgets may be a noble goal for
developing-country fiscal planners, but it would appear to be low on
their list of priorities.
Technical Efficiency
Higher on their list is technical efficiency, that is, finding a method
of delivering adequate public services at the lowest unit cost. A popular
notion is that the cost per resident of delivering a public service declines
as the number of residents increases; hence, gains in technical efficiency
are the result of economies of scale. Such an argument would lead to a
preference for areawide delivery of services, that is, for metropolitan
government or functional fragmentation. Jurisdictional fragmentation
would be the least preferred form of metropolitan governance.
Certainly the argument for economies of scale has much intuitive appeal. If one large government replaces many smaller governments, there
are bound to be savings from the elimination of duplication of services,
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and with more size may come a greater possibility for cost savings through
capital-labor substitution. These savings may be particularly important
for metropolitan cities because of the superior ability of large local units
to finance additions to the capital stock of local government. Because
the consolidation of local governments increases the taxable capacity of
the financing unit, it also increases the ability of local units to borrow
and recover operating and capital costs through user charges. The construction and operation of markets and slaughterhouses, and even telephone and power companies, are examples of this.
To what extent does the argument for economies of scale hold up for
developing countries? The literature seems clearly to show that there
are economies of scale for such "hardware" services as public utilities
and transportation (see chapter 3). These economies may be captured if
the government is large enough to make the substantial capital investment required-for
example, to build the proper-size sewage treatment
plant, to extend the water distribution system, or to buy the fleet of
buses. Jurisdictionally fragmented structures are at a disadvantage here
in that they are not large enough to make the capital investment necessary
to lower the unit cost of output. This is why in cities with fragmented
structures, such as Calcutta and Manila, responsibility for capital-intensive services has been shifted to special purpose, areawide financing districts or has been assumed by a higher level of government. Capital-labor
substitution is not the only way gains in technical efficiency might be
captured by large local governments. Small governments probably cannot
efficiently handle secondary education, hospital services, and even tax
administration because of the construction and equipment costs involved
and because specialty services might only be justified for large client
populations. In the latter category might fall large markets, slaughterhouses, municipal sport stadiums, fire-fighting equipment for higher
buildings, detective services, vocational schools, and hospitals with a
broad range of services.
There is much less evidence that economies of scale exist in the provision of other public services. This is because many such services-for
example, primary education, clinics, and street cleaning-are labor-intensive and have little room for capital-labor substitution.
In conclusion, if local government has significant responsibility for
capital-intensive services, the advantages for the centralized metropolitan
governance and functional fragmentation models will be greatest. Moreover, areawide provision may also capture the spillover costs and benefits
of such services.
Equity
A third standard for evaluating a government structure is the pattern
of geographical equity it produces. Specifically, the question is whether
the government structure per se leads to disparities in tax burdens and
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service benefits between similar households living in different parts of
the metropolitan area. This problem usually arises with jurisdictionally
fragmented structures. It leads to the following kind of situation. Highincome families will be pulled toward those jurisdictions with good public
services and (because of the concentration of wealth) relatively low tax
rates. Low-income families, zoned-out of these areas by high property
values, will tend to cluster in jurisdictions which have become less
wealthy and have higher tax rates and lower public service levels. The
more municipalities within the metropolitan area, the greater the potential for this problem.
Do such disparities actually occur, and do people really vote with their
feet in this manner? Certainly this has been the case in the United States,
where a fragmented government structure has led to sizable fiscal disparities between city and suburban jurisdictions (ACIR 1977, 1981).
There is not a great deal of evidence on this question in developing
countries. A World Bank analysis of metropolitan Manila revealed a wide
variation in efficiency of tax collection, tax effort, and per capita expenditures among the seventeen constituent local government units (Bahl,
Brigg, and Smith 1976). For example, Makati, the wealthiest of municipalities, contained about 2 percent of the total municipal population in
1975 but accounted for about 41 percent of municipal revenues. Among
the four chartered cities in the metropolitan area, Manila city's per capita
revenues are several times larger than the average of the other three, and
Manila city's tax burden appears well below the average of all local governments in the metropolitan area (Bahl, Brigg, and Smith 1976).
Prud'homme (1975) reports a similar result from a study of 1973 data
on metropolitan Tunis: per capita revenues in the commune of Tunis
were 1.6 times higher than the average in the other twelve communes.
Areawide governments are a better choice on the grounds of geographical equity because taxes are levied on a uniform basis. There may
still be disparities in service levels within the urban area-low-income
neighborhoods with less ability to pay for services may not have the same
access to these services as do high-income neighborhoods. Linn (1976c)
found evidence of such disparities in Bogota with a correlation analysis
between neighborhood income level and an indicator of level of services,
and Bahl, Brigg, and Smith (1976) found similar results with an empirical
analysis of disparities in levels of public services among neighborhoods
in Manila city.
Cost Containment

A number of general management issues might be lumped under the
heading of cost containment; that is, is one structure of local government
more amenable than the others to control the growth in government
spending? Local government expenditures might grow faster under a
more highly centralized, metropolitan system of governance for several
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reasons. First, a large city will be more willing to take on the construction
and expansion of capital facilities because of its broader revenue base
and its broader discretionary taxation and borrowing powers. Such capital
expenditures have a multiplier effect on total expenditures because they
require future maintenance costs, and because they may occasion complementary costs (for example, the construction of a new municipal roadway probably also requires changes in traffic control, street lighting,
street cleaning, bus routing, and so forth). Moreover, capital projects
carry an interest cost in addition to the project costs.
A second reason why more centralized, areawide governments exert
an upward long-term pressure on expenditures is that more revenues
can be mobilized by larger than by smaller local governments. Larger
urban governments are more likely to use income- and price-elastic consumption and income-type tax bases, and property tax administration is
likely to be better in larger cities. Third, there is more political flexibility
at the level of the metropolitan area than at the level of the submetropolitan jurisdictions to make discretionary changes in tax rates or user
charges. This is because local tax increases can be more closely identified
with particular elected officials than can areawide changes, which suggests
that politicians will be more willing to make unpopular tax decisions at
the metropolitan level than at the "neighborhood" level. As a result,
greater reliance on areawide tax bases could raise the long-term growth
rate of expenditure.
A functionally fragmented system also has features which might push
up the cost of providing services. First, the budget-maximizing technocrat
in charge of the autonomous agency may try to maximize the size of his
operation rather than expand and allocate resources according to community needs.2 6 Second, areawide, special purpose authorities may dedicate revenues from user charges (for example, water rates) to finance
capital expansions. Because some utility operations generate a surplus
under marginal cost pricing, more resources and hence expenditure
growth might be expected. Third, autonomous agencies may raise taxes
and charges outside the usual constraints faced by local governments in
making fiscal decisions, and a faster rate of expenditure growth might
occur.
This is not to say that a jurisdictionally fragmented system does not
also have features which may stimulate costs. First, because economies
of scale cannot be captured, costs may be higher. Second, administrative
duplication may make costs higher, all other things being equal, under
a more decentralized system. Third, planning and coordination are more
difficult under a decentralized system, and as a result costs may not be
contained as well. Fourth, a more decentralized system is less likely to
make use of modern, cost saving management skills and technology.
It is difficult to draw a firm conclusion about the relationship between
cost containment and government structure. Moreover, a particular sys-
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tem may contain costs better in one developing country than in another.
Again, it depends on the functions, taxing powers, and general fiscal
autonomy given to local governments. All other things being equal, however, the view here is that the growth in expenditures is likely to be
greatest under more centralized systems.
Autonomy of Local Government
There does seem to be some relation between the structure of local
government within a metropolitan area and the degree of fiscal independence given to local government. Functional fragmentation seems
more consistent with greater local autonomy. By setting up special purpose districts or agencies, local governments may gain back a measure
of the autonomy taken away by central regulation. It has long been a
practice to create separate water and transportation authorities to make
possible a more professional (and less political) management, to avoid
civil service regulations in employment practices, and to create more
autonomy in taxing, pricing, and investment decisions. The use of autonomous agencies in Colombian cities is one good example of this practice-the public empresasin Bogota (which provide street cleaning, telephones, power, and the water supply) have proven to be effective in
circumventing central controls on personnel policy that would have been
binding had these services been delivered through general purpose local
governments. Some provinces and cities in the Philippines have used
local public enterprises to deliver and finance public and commercial
services such as markets, slaughterhouses, and even a convention center.
This separation from general government has enabled various pricing
adjustments to be made (and avoided what might have been cumbersome
civil service regulations) and even permitted the contracting out of management services (Greytak and Diokno 1983).
Conclusions:Reforming the Structure of Local Government
A jurisdictionally fragmented structure of local government seems to
be least suited to the cities of developing countries. Theoretically, it
offers a structure wherein consumer-voters can segregate themselves into
groups with like preferences and can affect the mix of public services.
But this efficiency advantage is rarely captured in developing countries
because local governments have so little autonomy to make fiscal decisions, because the decentralized municipalities themselves are quite
large, or because the local governments do not have the technical wherewithal to produce the package of services desired. Moreover, the costs
associated with a geographically fragmented structure of local government-fiscal disparities, diseconomies of scale, planning and coordination problems-may
be substantial. The trend in developing countries
is clearly not in the direction of fragmented structures of metropolitan
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governance, perhaps because the cost of moving government closer to
the people is perceived as being too high.
In many cases where jurisdictional fragmentation exists, or where the
metropolitan area has spilled over into adjoining jurisdictions, reforms
have been proposed to deal with the problems of coordination, uniform
planning, and service provision. The most popular reform seems to be
the creation of a metropolitan development authority. Other approaches
to dealing with the problem are annexation (in Bogota), the formation
of municipal associations (in Medellin), and the creation of a metropolitan
tier of government (in Manila). Remedies for geographic fragmentation
are more easily found in developing countries than in industrial countries
because the central (or state) governments in developing countries tend
to have much more sweeping powers to set municipal boundaries, and
because in general there is much less of a tradition of autonomous local
governments to stand in the way of amalgamation. There are exceptions,
of course. In Calcutta, there is a very strong political base at the municipal
level and a very strong push to retain the autonomy of local units.
This would seem to leave metropolitan areawide government and functional fragmentation as the best choices for local government in the cities
of developing countries. Again, however, there are problems as well as
potentials.
The independence of autonomous agencies is both a blessing and a
curse. On the one hand, it can produce professionalism in management,
remove decisionmaking somewhat from the political arena, and dedicate
revenues to the expansion and maintenance of a particular service. On
the other hand, it becomes more difficult to coordinate the delivery and
financing of services. Professional managers who are unchecked by local
governments and who have access to substantial revenues from user
charges may overspend on the function involved relative to what is spent
on all other local functions. The problem of coordination which arises
from functional fragmentation has been dealt with in three ways. One
is to create boards with overlapping membership; for example, in Colombia the mayor may serve simultaneously on the boards of all local
autonomous agencies. The experience with this approach in Colombia
has not been uniformly successful. A second possibility is to limit the
number of autonomous agencies and encourage multifunctions, for example, the Bombay Electric Company and Transportation Authority and
the public services empresasin Cartagena. This provides some fungibility
of revenues and reduces the problem of coordination, but only selected
functions are covered. A third possibility is to control the operations of
the authorities, that is, make them semiautonomous as in Jakarta. This
retains the advantage of the professionalism of the separate authority
but reintroduces political considerations into the decisionmaking process.
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Metropolitan government has two important problems that call for
reform. The first is that the management and financing of certain services
are beyond the technical abilities of the city administration and need to
be separated from the local political process. The creation of autonomous
or semiautonomous agencies-some
degree of functional fragmentation-seems to have been the answer to this problem. As noted above,
the ties between these agencies and the city administration may be made
in many ways. The second problem is that a way needs to be found to
allow neighborhoods to reveal their preferences for public services and
for the city budget to reflect them. There is no shortage of schemes to
deal with this issue in developing countries, but we have been unable
to find a clearly successful experience.
Summary and Conclusions: The Structure
Government
and Decentralization

of Local

We began this chapter with the question of what is the best way to organize local government to deliver and finance services in developing
countries. It will satisfy few that we have concluded with the answer, "It
depends." It depends on whether the governments of developing countries are more interested in letting the preferences of people be reflected
in the budgets of local governments-which
suggests more decentralization-or in creating local governments that operate with maximum
efficiency, equalize interregional fiscal capacity disparities, or give the
central government maximum flexibility to mobilize and stabilize resources (all of which suggest more centralization). There is some indication as to how governments view these tradeoffs in that they have
allowed only a relatively low degree of fiscal decentralization. Subnational governments account for only about 15 percent of all government
expenditures, and this proportion has not been increasing.
This 15 percent share could be an overstatement of the fiscal responsibility of subnational governments. This is because there is an important
distinction to be drawn between fiscal decentralization on the one hand
and moving government closer to the people on the other. Even with
more taxing power and expenditure responsibility, and even with the
creation of smaller municipalities, local governments in developing countries may not be able to respond to the demands of citizens for different
levels and mixes of services and financing. There are a number of constraints: local councils are often appointed rather than elected and therefore may not be representative of the local population; local taxing powers and responsibilities for expenditure are severely circumscribed; there
may be administrative constraints on local governments that prohibit
either an increase in taxation or an expansion of public services; and the
chief officers who carry out the delivery of services are often appointed
by a higher level of government. Because all of these constraints hold
more or less for most local governments in developing countries, one
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might guess that the total share of government expenditures which is
fully controlled by state and local governments is well below 15 percent.
There is much variation in the fiscal autonomy of local governments
within countries. The general rule is: the larger the population, the more
fiscal responsibility. The most fiscal latitude is given to large metropolitan
areas, where local governments account for a third to a half of total
government spending. Moreover, they tend to have more discretion to
raise tax rates, broader tax bases, more expenditure responsibilities, and
sometimes even the power to borrow from nongovernment sources. Still,
these local authorities do not have anything like the same degree of
autonomy as do many of their counterparts in industrial countries.
Three systems of horizontal fiscal relations seem to have emerged in
the governance of metropolitan areas. The first, jurisdictional fragmentation-many municipalities operating within a single urban area-has
the most potential for recognizing differences in preferences and allowing citizen participation. It fails, however, to produce uniformity of service levels and tax burdens within the urban area, to allow for effective
planning or coordination of capital investments, or to deal with spillover
effects. For this reason, the trend has been toward creating an overlying
central tier of government (as in Manila) or a metropolitan development
authority (as on the Indian subcontinent).
Many urban areas in developing countries are organized as a metropolitan government overlapped by one or two autonomous agencies (for
example, a water company or a bus company). This form of governance
has all the advantages of centralization-planning,
capturing economies
of scale, and internalizing externalities-but
it neglects diversity of preferences because government is so large and so far removed from the
voter. Some metropolitan governments have attempted to deal with this
by creating small subarea administrative units, but mostly the problem
seems to have been written off as a "cost" of urbanization. Whether the
issue can be ignored as the great metropolitan areas surpass 10 and 20
million people is an interesting question.
The third system, the functional fragmentation model-in which services are delivered by a set of independent public service agencies-is
popular in Latin America. It has potentially serious disadvantages of coordination and it leads to a government farther removed from the individual voter than does metropolitan governance. But it has the great
advantage of specialized, professional management, and some degree of
freedom from the political process. There have been attempts to deal
with the problem of coordination by creating interlocking directorates
covering all local governments.
The experience with local government in the metropolitan areas of
developing countries, then, is one of accommodation. One model emphasizes local control and participation, another central coordination and
control, and a third technical efficiency. Although there is an underlying
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trend toward centralization, each system has been altered to move toward
the other two.
Appendix: Application of the Constrained Maximization
Model of Local Fiscal Behavior to Developing Countries
There is a well-developed literature in the United States which purports
to explain the determinants of local public expenditures. Among other
things, this approach has been used to get at the impact of federal grants
to state and local governments on their expenditure and taxing decisions.
The purpose of this appendix is to consider the applicability of this analysis to developing countries.
Local Public Expenditures
To what extent must the median voter model be bent to be applicable
in the developing-country setting? Some insights about patterns of expenditure by local governments in low-income countries might be gained
by drawing the distinction between developing and industrial nations in
a more formal way. Let us assume that there exists a set of community
preferences, 11, for government goods (G) and private goods (X), and a
budget constraint (XG) as shown in figure 12-1. In equilibrium at a, the
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local community would choose OG1 units of government goods and OX1
units of all other goods, and it would pay taxes of X 1 X. Now assume
that income growth shifts the community budget constraint to X'G'. Left
to its own devices, the community would move to point b: it would
expand public consumption to OG 2 and private consumption to OX2 , and
it would levy taxes of X2 X'. 2 7 Because the local government is allowed
to adjust its tax-expenditure pattern in line with its preferences-the
story goes-the community is able to increase its welfare from 11 to 12.
This story, however, is based on an industrial-country constrained maximization model and assumes a flexibility in fiscal response that local
governments in developing countries do not often have. In developing
countries, there are instead three rigidities: constraints on the amount
of services that local governments are capable of delivering, constraints
on revenue structure, and constraints caused by weak tax administration.
A fourth problem is the inability of citizens to reveal their preferences
for the provision of public goods and tax levels. Consider first the constraint on delivery. Suppose, as in this example, the community desires
to use some of its increase in income to provide better road maintenance
(to move from G1 to G2 ) but the skilled labor, raw materials, and equipment needed to get the job done are not available. The community finds
itself stuck at G1 and moves to c, consuming the whole of the increase
in personal income in private goods and allowing the tax rate to fall from
(X1 X/OX) to (X 3 X'/OX'). The community ends up at a less preferred
level of satisfaction, 13, because it could not get the increase in government goods it desired. This example suggests why some local governments make a poor revenue effort.
Second, the constraint may be on the revenue side. Suppose the tax
administration is so weak that even with the increase in income, and even
with the technical ability to expand public service provision to G2 , it
cannot raise more than X 1 X (= X3 X') in taxes. Residents of the community would prefer a higher tax rate, but the local tax administration
simply cannot respond. The community is again "stuck" at c, and the
gains in revenue mobilization and efficiency are not realized. Third, taxes
may not rise to X 2 X' because the tax bases given to the local governments
are not income-elastic and the local government is legally prohibited from
increasing rates on the taxes to which they do have access. With the
second or third constraint, the result is a level of government goods
smaller than G2 (to the left of b), with an underprovided public sector
and a citizenry that has an untapped willingness and ability to pay more
taxes.
Fourth, the government may fail to recognize citizen demands for an
adjustment in the package of public services. The analysis presented
above is based on a presumption that there is a community indifference
curve which reflects the relative preference for public goods. In industrial
countries this may be seen as the preference function of the median
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voter, as interpreted by the elected officials who make the budgetary
decision. The officials, to maximize their chance for reelection, take the
median voter's preferences as their own. In developing countries, however, there may be no voters at all. And even if there are, local officials
often are not elected and may act on what they see as the preferences
of the appointing body-usually the state or central government. Hence,
another reason why public goods might not expand from G, to G 2 in
the face of an increase in income is that local officials are not concerned
with citizen preferences. But one should not be too quick to dismiss
totally the idea of a preference model in developing countries. Voters
and nonvoters alike will show their displeasure with utility rate or bus
fare increases, or with what they see to be high property taxes. It would
be wrong to assume that even appointed officials are completely insensitive to citizen preferences for public goods and taxes. In conclusion,
then, potential efficiency gains do not offer the same impetus for fiscal
decentralization in developing countries as in industrial countries.2 8
Tax Effort and Grants in Industrial Countries
To demonstrate the impact of grant design on tax effort in an industrial
country, assume a community preference function for government (G)

Figure 12-2. TheEffects of Matching Grants on the TaxEffort
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and private goods (X), as shown in figure 12-2. At equilibrium (E1 ), the
community consumes OX1 private goods and OG1 government goods and
pays taxes of X 1 X. Now introduce a matching or cost reimbursement
grant that lowers the cost of government goods as described by the new
budget line XG'. If equilibrium moves to E2, the entire amount of the
grant (E1 E2 ) will be used for the consumption of government goods, and
taxes will remain at X 1 X. No change in tax effort has occurred. If more
than the grant amount is spent on government consumption, for example,
a solution at E2, then tax effort will increase. Solutions to the left of E2,
for example E'2, imply that some of the grant was effectively used to
reduce taxes below XlX.
Now consider the ways in which a grant may be designed to increase
or maintain tax effort. A partial cost reimbursement grant would cause
the budget line to pivot out toward XG' by lowering the relative price
of G. How far it pivots depends on the percentage of cost reimbursed
and the importance of the aided function in the local budget. Whether
one ends up on XG', hence whether or not tax effort is increased, depends on the income and price-elasticities of demand and on the existence of other binding constraints. Suppose a maintenance-of-effort provision is in the grant design; that is, taxes may not fall below X1 X. If

Figure 12-3. TheEffects of a Lump-Sum Grant on the Tax Effort
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the income- and price-elasticities are such that the community would
have chosen E2, a mandated solution at E2 will distort the local budget
from what it would have been in the absence of a requirement to maintain
effort and will lead to a loss in community welfare.
A second approach is to build a provision for tax effort directly into
the grant formula. The community, assuming that no one else increases
taxes, now sees itself on a new budget line such as XEIE 2 G'. How far
out the budget line pivots for taxation levels above X 1 X depends on the
weight given to tax effort in the formula, that is, how much more G can
be obtained for a given increase in taxes (sacrifice in X). Again, the
answer one gets depends on the price- and income-elasticities of demand.
Another possibility is to make use of a lump-sum grant (neither matching nor cost reimbursement) as is shown in figure 12-3. At the pre-grant
equilibrium (E1 ) the tax rate is X 1 X/OX. After the grant is given, the
tax rate may rise or fall, depending on the income-elasticity of demand.
At a unitary income-elasticity, equilibrium moves to E2 and the tax rate
is X 2 X'/OX', which is equal to the pre-grant rate. At solutions to the
right of E2 , such as E', the demand for public goods is income-elastic
and tax effort will increase.

Figure 12-4. The Effects of Grants in Developing Countries
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The Application to Developing Countries
The case in the typical developing country is quite different, as is
shown in figure 12-4. Assume, for the moment, that there does exist a
preference function such as I1 which somehow drives local budgetary
decisions, and that there is an initial equilibrium E at (X1 G1 ). A lump
sum grant of amount XX' would have driven public services to point
G2 and changed the tax rate to X 2 X'/OX'. The equilibrium at E' would
be determined by the income-elasticity of demand for public goods. Such
a response is not likely to occur in a developing-country city, however,
and public goods are more likely to be underproduced. Consider the
possibilities of two cases, A and B.
In case A, the income-elasticity of revenue from local taxes, the regulation of discretionary changes in local tax rate and base, and administrative problems all combine to restrict taxes to a maximum of X'X'.
This would imply no increase in government goods beyond G*. This
equilibrium in case A reflects a lower level of utility than 12. In case B,
the ability of the local government to deliver more public goods and
services is constrained to G*, hence local government resource mobilization cannot rise beyond X*X'. In either case A or case B, local government goods will be underproduced by G*G2 .
There is another explanation for the possible underprovision of local
public services: the preference function of the higher level of government
has been imposed on the local government because local councils are
appointed or because the chief operating officers of local government
are seconded government officials. Even in the absence of technical or
administrative constraints, then, local budgets would not respond to grant
incentives.

13 Flowsand Effects
of Intergovernmental
Transfers

ONE WAY to resolve the conflict between central and lower levels of
government over the division of taxing authority and expenditure responsibility is a system of transfers from the center-shared taxes and
grants-to lower levels. This compromise solution permits central governments to retain the authority to tax productive resource bases but
guarantees state and local governments a flow of revenues. A system of
grants is a step toward fiscal decentralization in that it finances local
government services, but the degree of autonomy it gives local governments to make their budget decisions depends on how it is structured.
It seems axiomatic that a program of intergovernmental transfers
should be designed to meet the government's objectives. But which level
of government should define the objectives? And because such objectives as equity, revenue-elasticity, and neutrality often conflict, how can
priorities be established?These questions point to an important but frequently misunderstood feature of systems of transfers: even the best
designed system will have advantages and disadvantages. On the one
hand, a formal program of transfers can broaden the resource base of
local governments and provide for a growing source of revenue if grant
distributions are tied to the growth of an elastic tax base for the central
government. Such a program has the added advantage of avoiding the
high administrative costs usually associatedwith tax assessment and collection by local governments. On the other hand, grants can make local
governments less accountable for their fiscal decisions (they may now
increase spending without increasing taxes); hence, there will be less
incentive to improve the efficiency of local government operations and
develop innovative methods of delivering public services. Likewiseit is
alleged that the tax effort of local governmentsmay be dampened because
they will have less incentive to search for new sources of revenue or to
more efficiently collect taxes from existing bases.
Other advantagesand disadvantagesare much less clear-cut. For example, an important issue in the design of grant systems is the centralistdecentralist dispute over whether the size of the grant allocations will
be more or less controlled by the center. A disadvantageof central control, from the point of view of the local government, is that grant allocations may become political decisionsand therefore the amount of funds
will be uncertain from year to year. This makes fiscal planning very
difficult for local governments. But central control can make the central
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government's budgeting more flexible, and in that sense is a great advantage. Another example is that some grants carry matching requirements or expenditure mandates which distort the budget choices of local
governments. Viewed another way, however, such conditions attached
to the receipt of grants may help accomplish national goals. In fact, grant
policies are always controversial from some point of view, and the academic search for an optimal grant structure is likely to be no more fruitful
than the search for an optimal structure of local government. Indeed,
conclusions about the advantages and disadvantages of any program of
grants from central to local governments depend on whether a national
or local point of view is taken: one level's uncertainty about the regularity
and adequacy of grant flows is the other's budgetary flexibility.
To make matters more difficult, it is all but impossible to measure
whether a grant program achieves its objective; at best the answer may
be known only after the fact. The problem is that it is hard to separate
the effect of the grant from that of everything else; an increase in income
and employment or an improvement in tax administration may be as
responsible for an increase in local tax effort as is the grant. Similar
problems arise if we try to measure the extent to which a grant contributes to the equalization of fiscal capacity or to the provision of a basic
level of public services.
This, then, is the context for the study of intergovernmental grants in
developing countries: conflicting objectives and little possibility for ex
post facto evaluation. In this context, this chapter describes and evaluates
the range of grant programs used in developing countries and suggests
principles which might be used to evaluate the potential successes and
failures of these programs. We first discuss the revenue importance of
grants for raising revenue and then turn to a taxonomy of the systems
of grants most common in developing countries. Another form of grant
assistance-the capital subsidy-is given separate treatment. In the final
sections we consider the main problems and choices for policy which
arise in the design and operation of grant systems.
Our concern here is broader than grants-in-aid strictly defined and is
meant to include all transfers between governmental units. Hence, a
shared tax between the central and local levels of government is considered a grant if the tax rate and base are determined by the higher
level. (A shared tax is a local levy if the local government can freely
choose to set a sur-rate on a national tax.) We will also consider loans
to local governments as intergovernmental transfers, because these are
often substitutes for (or complements to) capital grants, are rationed
among local governments in a manner similar to that used for grants,
and often have the central government as the principal lender. Because
the focus in this book is on local government finance, particularly the
financing of large cities, our concern is mostly center-local and statelocal relations. We also, however, consider federal grants to states in this
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Table 13-1. The Importance of Intergovernmental Transfers for Local
Government Finance
Subnationalgovernmentshareaof total

Intergovernmental
transfers

government expenditure

as a percentageof governmentrevenuesb

Shareof morethan 30 percent

Rio de Janeiro,Brazil,1967
Rio de Janeiro,Brazil,1984

1.7
0.4

Ahmadabad, India, 1971
Ahmadabad, India, 1981
Bombay, India, 1971
Bombay, India, 1975
Bombay, India, 1982
Calcutta, India, 1970
Calcutta, India, 1975
Calcutta, India, 1982
Madras, India, 1976
Madras, India, 1979
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1968
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1971
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1975
Seoul, Rep. of Korea, 1983
Ibadan, Nigeria, 1982

4.2
8.6
1.0
1.0
0.7
18.5
19.4
54.9
25.1
13.7
23.2
15.8
14.3
22.0
64.4

Share of 10-30 percent
BogotA, Colombia, 1972
Bogota, Colombia, 1979
Cali, Colombia, 1974
Cartagena, Colombia, 1972
Mombasa, Kenya, 1975
Mombasa, Kenya, 1981
Nairobi, Kenya, 1975
Nairobi, Kenya, 1982
Mexico City, Mexico, 1968
Mexico City, Mexico, 1982
Karachi, Pakistan, 1975
Karachi, Pakistan, 1982

12.9
8.8
2.8
12.8
33.8
32.2
31.6
24.7
8.9
26.3
2.8
3.0

a. In this computation, central grants to state and local governments are netted out of total
central government expenditures to avoid double counting.
b. Total local government revenues including borrowing.

chapter because the experience in this area has yielded some principles
for grant design and because local budgets in federal countries may be
compromised or enhanced by the size and structure of federal-state transfers.
The Importance

of Grants for Revenue

The reliance on grants as a source of financing varies widely across
cities. To many, the most surprising finding from the cross-section comparison of cities in table 13-1 is likely to be that grants do not show up
uniformly as the main source of local revenue; the share of grants in
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Intergovernmental transfers
as a percentage of governmentrevenuesb

Manila,' Philippines, 1970
Manila,' Philippines, 1975

30.0
30.0

Share of less than 10 percent
Chittagong, Bangladesh, 1983
Dhaka, Bangladesh, 1983
La Paz, Bolivia, 1975
La Paz, Bolivia, 1985
Francistown, Botswana, 1972
Francistown, Botswana, 1986
Abidjan, C6te d'lvoire, 1981
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 1973
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1973
Jakarta, Indonesia, 1981
Tehran, Iran, 1974
Kingston, Jamaica, 1972
Kingston, Jamaica, 1977
Dakar, Senegal, 1980
Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1977
Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1982
Bangkok, Thailand, 1968
Bangkok, Thailand, 1977
Tunis, Tunisia, 1972
Tunis, Tunisia, 1985
Istanbul, Turkey, 1968
Bukaru, Zaire, 1971
Kinshasa, Zaire, 1971
Lumbumbashi, Zaire, 1972
Mbuji-May, Zaire, 1971
Kitwe, Zambia, 1975
Lusaka, Zambia, 1972

41.7
34.6
9.0
2.0
1.9
47.0
67.1
18.7
21.1
39.1
45.2
67.2
98.2
78.7
19.0
42.6
19.8
39.6
0.7
17.1
28.0
30.1
73.1
9.5
29.8
2.2
6.0

c. Aggregate of all cities and municipalities in Metropolitan Manila.

total local revenue ranges from more than 90 percent to less than 1
percent. The sample was chosen solely on the basis of available information.
One would be hard pressed to pull from these data a general statement
about what determines how much large cities in developing countries
rely on external resources. Indeed, the two most important observations
about the data in table 13-1 have to do with the patterns that do not
show up. First, for the dozen or so cities for which data are available for
more than one year, the trend does not seem to be in the direction of
a growing reliance on intergovernmental transfers-as many cities in-
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creased their share of revenues from grants as reduced it. Second, the
degree to which expenditure is decentralized in a country does not predict whether its large cities will depend on grants. For example, some
cities in decentralized India are relatively less dependent and the cities
in centralized Zaire are very dependent. On average, local governments
are no more or less dependent in a decentralized federation than in a
highly centralized unitary system.
A Typology

of Grant Programs

Most studies of the effects of intergovernmental grants have been done
in the United States because it has a relatively decentralized federal
system in which grant policy is an important national concern and because
a substantial amount of comparable data are available for empirical testing.1 Though the methodology and results of this work are the current
state of the art, a taxonomy of grants based on the U.S. grant system
would not apply to developing countries. 2 This is because analysts of the
U.S. federal grant system are only concerned with interstate distribution,
whereas in most countries analysts must be concerned with both the size
of the divisible pool of grants and how it is allocated among recipients.
Some have referred to the pool size as having to do with the vertical
fiscal balance between the central and subnational governments and allocation as having to do with horizontal fiscal balance.
A new taxonomy of grant systems that takes both of these dimensions
into account is diagramed in table 13-2. Consider first the determination
of the size of the total amount to be distributed in a given year, that is,
the divisible pool. The current practice suggests three basic approaches:
a specified share of national (or state) government tax revenues, an ad
hoc decision (such as an annual appropriation voted by parliament), or
reimbursement of approved expenditures. Once the amount of the pool
Table 13-2. Alternative Forms of Intergovernmental Grant Programs
Method of determiningthe total divisiblepool
Methodof allocatingthe
divisiblepoolamongeligible
units
Origin of collection
of the tax
Formula
Total or partial
reimbursement of costs
Ad hoc

Specifiedshareof
nationalorstate
governmenttax

Ad hoc
decision

Reimbursement
of
approved
expenditures

A
B

n.a.
F

n.a.
n.a.

C
D

G
H

K
n.a.

n.a. Not applicable.
Note: For definitions of forms A-K, see text.
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is determined, allocations among local governments are typically made
in four ways: by returning shares to the jurisdictions from which the
taxes were collected, that is, using a derivation principle; by formula; ad
hoc; or by reimbursing costs.
This two-way classification gives a taxonomy of twelve grant types; the
eight of these which seem more or less common in developing countries
are displayed in table 13-2. For example, the total national allocation for
a type B grant is based on a share of a national tax, but the distribution
among local governments is made by formula. Thus in the Philippines,
20 percent of national internal revenue collections are distributed among
local governments on the basis of population and land area. A type C
grant differs in that the distribution is on the basis of project costs, for
example, a fixed percentage of a national tax is distributed among local
governments on the basis of the cost of public works projects or teachers'
salaries. 3
Type C, G, and K grants are usually categorical (designated for specific
purposes) rather than general purpose: most grants that reimburse costs
are designated for specific projects and usually must be approved by the
central government. Type K grants may be open-ended in that the total
grant fund is determined as the sum of all reimbursable expenditures.
Type C and G grants are closed-ended: the degree of reimbursement
and the number of projects approved may vary from year to year according to the total funding available.'
The remaining five types are all more likely to be general purpose
than specified for a particular use, and are all closed-ended. Type A is
a shared grant in terms of both the determination of the pool and its
allocation among jurisdictions; these funds are usually not earmarked.
Types B and D are probably the most common. The pool is determined
as a share of a national or state tax and is then allocated by formula or
ad hoc. For types F, G, and H the pool is determined in an ad hoc manner
(usually on a political basis) as part of the central government's regular
budgeting process. For type F the allocation is by formula, whereas for
type H it is purely ad hoc.
This taxonomy could easily be expanded, and many more types and
subtypes could be identified. To develop a perfect classification system
that takes every grant feature into account is not our objective, however.
Rather, we will make two uses of the taxonomy in analyzing grants for
equity, efficiency, administrative ease, and effectiveness in generating
revenue. First, we will be able to pay separate attention to the two dimensions of divisible pool and allocation. Second, we will be able to
better understand the importance of how grants are designed for meeting
the objectives of a grant system. Indeed, the objectives of a country's
system become very murky when (as often is the case) it combines several
of the eight types.
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The Pure Shared Tax
The purest form of shared tax-type A grants-requires
that some
proportion of the amount collected in the jurisdiction of a local government be returned to that local government, that is, that a derivation
principle of revenue sharing be applied. The higher level of government
deducts a fee for collection, usually a specified percentage of total receipts. Under this system, the local government has no control over
determination of rate and base. Type A is thus an intergovernmental
transfer and not a local tax.
Why would a shared tax be used instead of an outright grant or a local
tax? There are three reasons. First, the central government may be pursuing a bona fide program of fiscal decentralization and is intent on
guaranteeing the subnational government some share of locally generated revenues. Revenue-productive and income-elastic tax bases are most
likely to be devolved in large federal countries in which state and perhaps
local governments have substantial political power and diverse preferences. Brazil designates shares of the value added tax (VAT) for state and
local governments; Colombia shares beer tax revenues with Bogota and
the departments; Malaysia shares excise taxes on petroleum with the
states; and the Chinese central, provincial, and local governments share
the revenues from profit and sales taxes with provincial and local governments. Second, the central government may see the need to mobilize
more resources from local tax bases but think that local governments do
not have the administrative capacity or political will to carry it off. Third,
the government may want to retain-through
shared taxes rather than
independent local taxes-a method of fiscal control while answering
some of the calls for a better vertical fiscal balance.
Property Taxes
Perhaps the most common tax sharing arrangement is for property
taxes. The motives behind establishing a shared central property tax have
some appeal: it is a tax involving local assets and economic activity rather
than interstate commerce; local assessment and record-keeping abilities
are limited; and rate setting and valuation for the property tax are sensitive political issues. A few examples may help convey the sense of
sharing the property tax base. Before 1974 property taxes in Jamaica
were shared with the local parishes on the basis of the location of collection-the parochial taxes went to local governments and the general
tax was retained by the central government. The rate, base, assessment,
and collection were strictly central functions (Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
1977; Risden 1979). After 1974, the central government no longer
shared any portion of the tax on a derivation basis. Instead, a general
grant was instituted that bore no relation to revenues collected in a particular jurisdiction.
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Central governments in other countries continue to share the local
property tax on a derivation basis. Such an arrangement has long existed
in Indonesia (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976), though the property
tax accounts for a very small share of Jakarta's revenues. Property tax
sharing is also practiced in many Latin American countries (rural municipalities in Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, and Guatemala), where the
central government levies and collects the tax on behalf of local governments (De Mello 1977: 14-15).5 Many other countries have central
administration, at least of assessment, but allow local governments to set
rates. We do not consider this to be an intergovernmental transfer because the local government is free to set the rate.
Property transfer taxes are also shared with local governments and can
be a significant source of revenue. In Bangladesh, a tax of 1 percent of
the value of transferred land and buildings is levied by the central government and credited to the accounts of the cities and municipalities.
This tax generates about 5 percent of own-source revenues in Dhaka
and 8 percent in Chittagong. A number of other property-based, minor
taxes are shared with state and local governments; however, these taxes
(for example, taxes on vacant and agricultural land) tend to have a quite
narrow base and are not very revenue-productive at tax rates that are
politically acceptable. Central enforcement of these minor taxes often
tends to be lax: why spend a great deal of effort for such a low potential
return? Such devolurions do give local governments some additional
revenues, but do not provide a financial basis for significant expansion
in local services.
Are shared property taxes a successful transfer? They may be for small
municipalities in which administrative skills are limited and in which the
historical absence of a strong property tax leaves local officials loath to
impose a high enough rate or penalize delinquents. The argument for a
shared tax versus a local tax is weaker, however, for large cities. Up-todate valuation of parcels, identification of new improvements and subdivisions, and tracking ownership and land use changes might all be done
more efficiently at the local level (see also chapter 4). Even with central
administration, there would seem little reason to deny the local population the right and the responsibility to set the tax rate within specified
bounds.
Consumption Taxes
All tax sharing with local governments, however, is not based on so
small a potential source of revenue as the property tax. Some local governments have been given access to more productive and income-elastic
bases. Perhaps the best example is the value added tax in Brazil.6 Responsibility for administration and all revenues from the VAT on final
sales have been assigned to the states, but the federal government has
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retained the power to define the base and set the rate. In this sense, the
VAT is a shared tax for both state and local governments. Moreover, the
law guarantees that municipalities must receive 15 percent of state VAT
collections within their boundaries. The result is that this shared tax
accounts for about a third of total municipal revenues.
Some countries have agreed to share taxes that have consequences for
interstate and even international commerce. Especially important, and
troublesome, is the issue of whether state and local governments should
benefit from the central taxation of natural resources within local areas.
There are arguments that the states or local areas with mineral resources
ought to be compensated for being dispossessed of their land, suffering
from pollution, and perhaps needing to invest in additional development
of infrastructure. 7 The counterarguments are that state and local governments should not permanently have their fiscal capacities enlarged
by an accident of geography and that grants rather than shared revenues
are the best way to compensate governments for social costs incurred
by mining activities. Such a debate ensued over the allocation of a share
of mineral royalties to Bendel and Rivers states in Nigeria in 1980. Both
Malaysia and Papua New Guinea return a share of mineral-based taxes
to the states on a derivation basis (see table 13-3). The debate about who
should get the fiscal benefits of natural resources is not limited to developing countries. The situations regarding taxation in mineral-rich
states and provinces in Australia, Canada, and the United States are other
good examples of this problem. 8
Advantages and Disadvantages
There are three important advantages to pure shared taxes. First, in
comparison with allocation by formula or ad hoc arrangement, under
sharing the amount of transfer to the local unit is certain and the fiscal
planning of local government is improved by this certainty. 9 If ad hoc
(type D) methods of distributing earmarked national tax shares are used,
there is much room for debate over the proper method of allocation,
and for cost-reimbursement allocations (type C). The central government
may make ad hoc changes in the costs which are covered or in other
conditions for approval. Second, the sharing might give the local government access to an income- and inflation-elastic revenue base, such as
consumption or production, and thereby improve the adequacy of the
revenue raised by local government. Third, if conditions are not imposed
on the use to which the funds are put, local fiscal autonomy might increase significantly.
This third advantage, of course, depends on the central government's
willingness not to tamper with the vertical fiscal balance that has been
created. This is not always the case. The Brazilian government redefined
the base of the state VAT to exclude projects of national interest, hence
dampening the flow of revenue. Mahar and Dillinger note the revenue
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loss to state and local governments, though they doubt Sao Paulo State's
estimate of a one-third reduction in VAT revenues (1983: 22-23). In
most cases, however, the sharing arrangements are fixed; for example,
in India the Finance Commission works out a new set of sharing percentages every fifth year.
Shared taxes are not without major disadvantages and enthusiastic opponents. The Revenue Allocation Committee's 1978 report to the government of Nigeria stated: "It is our firm belief that the principle of
derivation has little or no place in a cohesive fiscal system for national
political and social development" (Nigeria 1978: 36). Eventually the Nigerians did away with the derivation principle and installed tax sharing
by formula and ad hoc. From the point of view of the central government,
sharing arrangements tend to be inflexible because it is politically difficult
to change the earmarked percentages-the
vertical balance-and because it is difficult to make year-to-year adjustments in the total budget
allocation to specific local governments. Such flexibility is important in
economies which are exposed to much economic uncertainty because of
external events (for example, rising energy costs, declining world prices
for minerals, typhoons, and so forth) and which therefore may require
stabilization.
An even more important problem with the pure shared tax is that it
is not equalizing. The return of revenues on the basis of the location of
collection will further enrich the wealthiest urban communities. This may
accommodate the government's need to provide resources to meet the
pressing expenditure needs of large cities, but it runs counter to the goal
of reallocating national resources so as to reduce interregional disparities
in fiscal capacity. For example, under Brazil's arrangement of value added
tax sharing with municipalities, an industrial city within metropolitan Sao
Paulo received $147 per capita in 1975 whereas a residential suburb
received less than $1 per capita (Mahar and Dillinger 1983: 43). Counterequalizing transfers, because they are so visible and can be so extreme,
may provoke negative public sentiment, disrupt national unity, and offset
the distributional effects of other, equalizing transfers in the system.
The fact that this form of central assistance is effectively a local area
tax over which the local government has no control creates both advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is that the lack of local control
frees local officials from having to make unpopular decisions about increasing tax rates and enforcing collection. This feature probably makes
the tax more productive than would be the case if it were an independent
local tax. But the potential disadvantage with any form of central assistance is that separating the pain of taxation from the pleasant benefits
of expenditure means that local governments are given less incentive to
operate more efficiently, to reallocate expenditures among functions, and
to increase the total level of spending or tax effort. The shared tax is
better than the other forms of central grant assistance on this count, and

Table 13-3. Pure Tax Sharing Arrangements with Localand State Governments
Country

City or other jurisdiction, year

Bangladesh

Chittagong and Dhaka, 1983

Brazil

States and municipalities, as of
1982

Brazil

Municipalities, as of 1982

Colombia

Bogota, 1984

India

Abmadabad, 1981

4\
x~1

Shared tax

Sharing arrangement

Shared with local governments
Transfer tax on immovable
Revenues from a 1 percent rate are returned on the basis of
property
origin
Value added
80 percent of revenues from this state tax are retained by the
state government; of the remaining 20 percent, threefourths is distributed among municipalities on the basis of
origin and the remainder at the discretion of the state government
Minerals
90 percent is distributed among states on the basis of origin;
of this amount, 22 percent is distributed among municipalities on the basis of origin
Property transfer
A state tax, evenly divided between states and municipalities
on the basis of origin
Vehicle registration
45 percent of collections returned to states on the basis of
origin; distribution among municipalities at the discretion
of states
Rural land
80 percent distributed among municipalities on the basis of
origin
Beer
40 percent of a 48 percent tax on producer price is returned
to the Bogota District and the departments on the basis of
estimated beer consumption
Property
One-third of a state government surrate on the local property
tax is retained for local use
Open lands
75 percent of state government collections

Indonesia

Jakarta, 1981

Jamaica

Kingston, before 1974

Pakistan

Gujranwala, 1970s

Zaire

Kinshasa, 1970s

Vacant land
Shared property tax with
province
Head tax for low-income
Origin of collections
residents (based on income
level)
Shared with state governments

Brazil

States, as of 1982

Education salary

Malaysia

States, 1980s

Import and excise duties on
gasoline
Export duty on tin

Nigeria

States, 1979

Papua
New Guinea

Provinces, 1980

Property
Petroleum products
Property

Export duty on timber and
other forest products
Rents and royalties on inshore mining
Export

Turnover tax on bookmakers
Motor vehicle and driver's
license

100 percent of amount collected
Fixed amount per liter
50 percent of collections (parochial rates) on the basis of
origin
100 percent of collections on the basis of origin
50 percent on the basis of origin of collections

Two-thirds of collections returned to states on the basis of
origin (earmarked for education)
30 percent of yield is returned to states on the basis of derivation
10 percent of yield is returned to states on the basis of derivation
100 percent is returned on a derivation basis to Sabah and
Sarawak
20 percent are retained by the states
1.25 percent of the value of exports generated in the province
(with a two-year lag and minus any royalties paid to the
province)
95 percent of collections
75-95 percent to provinces
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the greater the percentage of the tax to be retained, the more incentive
local residents will have to comply. The issue here is the extent to which
local taxpayers perceive the shared tax as being "kept at home" to finance
local services.' 0
Formula Grants
An alternative to the pure shared tax is to distribute the grant pool
among eligible local units on the basis of some formula. Formula grants
may be differentiated according to whether the total grant fund is determined as a shared tax (type B), or on an ad hoc basis (type F; see table
13-2).
Determining the Pool
The shared tax or earmarked version of a formula grant requires that
the total amount to be distributed among eligible units be determined
as a fixed percentage of a national tax but that the allocation among local
units be determined by formula. The shared tax-formula grant is probably
the most common form of intergovernmental transfer. One may not,
however, easily find norms in the practice as to which taxes should be
earmarked for state and local governments or what percentage of those
taxes should be devolved (see table 13-4). The central taxes that are
shared cover the spectrum, for example, income taxes in Turkey, sales
taxes in Colombia, and a pool of nearly all central revenues in Nigeria
and the Philippines.
The ad hoc version differs in that the total grant pool is determined
by political decisions year to year; that is, the national assembly or the
president's office makes a budgetary allocation of some amount to each
grant program in each budget year, or the amount is determined in some
arbitrary way. This distributable pool is then allocated to state and local
governments by formula. The ad hoc determination of the pool is not
uncommon. Since the mid-1970s, Jamaica and Korea have both changed
from a shared tax to an ad hoc method, though both have retained a
formula for distribution among local governments.
The choice between the shared tax and ad hoc methods depends on
how much control the central (or state) government wants to retain over
the division of fiscal resources between central and lower levels of government, and on how much faith the center has in the ability of localities
to absorb increased revenues efficiently. Jamaica has little confidence in
the ability of local governments to use more revenues productively,
whereas Korea-although
it makes substantial allocations to the local
sector-reserves the power to vary this amount as national needs dictate.
In Brazil, India, and Nigeria, where a tax share is used to determine the
grant fund, the inclination has been for the size of the share to creep up
over time.
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Which tax should be shared with subnational governments, and what
percentage of the tax should be shared? It depends on the extent to
which one wants to guarantee subnational governments a large revenue
base with potential for growth. Some countries have given quite incomeelastic bases to tax sharing programs, indicating a willingness to allow
aggregate local expenditures to grow as fast as central expenditures and
to be as susceptible to fluctuations in the business cycle.
Determining the Formula for Allocation
The formula for allocating the pool among local governments also
varies widely (table 13-4) but seems to reflect some combination of the
desire to equalize fiscal capacity or to reduce disparities in the levels of
public service and to encourage local governments to mobilize resources.
In almost every country the formula developed is constrained by the
availability of data at the state or local level. These constraints are sometimes so severe that the issue becomes less "what would we like to do"
than "what can we do."
The desire to balance regional inequities in the ability to finance public
services or in the level of public services actually provided is the primary
motivation for formula grants. Although the idea of giving more funds
to poor jurisdictions is straightforward enough, the practice is disappointing. The problem is to find an operational measure for making an
equalizing allocation. Measures of personal income are commonly used
for this purpose in advanced countries but are rarely available below the
national level in developing countries. There are some exceptions to this
general situation; personal income estimates are made for states in some
large federal countries. As table 13-4 shows, Brazil and India partially
allocate certain grants according to per capita income. Or a certain part
of the grant may simply be reserved for those areas of a country that are
known to be poor, for example, the Northeast in Brazil.
Allocations intended to respond to needs for public services are
plagued by the problem of how to identify indicators of need and by
data limitations. Some countries have resorted to very general measures
of differences in the cost of providing services with no recognition of
differences in financial capacity. Population and land area are common
factors in grant formulas, probably more because of data availability than
because of the belief that these are rough proxy measures of need. In
some countries, grants have been allocated to match the needs for certain
services-usually those which are most important in the local budgets.
For example, measures of the need for road maintenance are not unusual
in grant formulas (road mileage in Jamaica, Kenya, and Tunisia; number
of licensed vehicles in Brazil).
Finally, some countries have attempted to build measures of tax effort
directly into the formula in order to stimulate local resource mobilization.
(Text continues on page 446.)

Table 13-4. Grants Distributed by Formula or Ad Hoc
Country
Brazil

City or other
jurisdiction, year
All cities, 1982

Determination of total grant pool

Eligible units

23 percent of the industrial
production tax and the
manufacturers sales tax

10.5 percent to states, 10.5
percent to municipalities, and 2
percent to a special fund for
low-income northeastern states

Tax on fuels and lubricants

31 percent to state and 8 percent
to municipalities

Tax on electricity

50 percent to states and 10
percent to municipalities

Tax on licensing of vehicles
15 percent of national current
revenues less shared taxes

States and municipalities
Decentralized special districrs for
primary education and public
health

4.\

Colombia

Bogota, 1980

Method of distribution
among eligible units
State shares are distributed according
to land area (5 percent) and
population and inverse per capita
income (95 percent). The
municipal share is distributed 10
percent to the state capital and 90
percent to other municipalities on
a population basis. 20 percent of
the municipal share is earmarked
for education
Weighted according to consumption
of imported fuels (40 percent),
population (40 percent), and land
area (20 percent). Earmarked for
transport sector
20 percent by land area, 60 percent
by population, 2 percent by
production, 15 percent by
consumption of electric energy,
and 3 percent by area of
hydroelectric projects. Earmarked
for investment in energy sector
Number of vehicles licensed
In the Bogota District and the
departments, 70 percent is
distributed by population and 30
percent by equal shares. Of the
amount received by the Bogotd
District, 74 percent is allocated to
the Education Special District and
26 percent to the Special Health
District

India

BogotA, 1980;
Cartagena,
1975

30 percent of national sales tax
collections

Ahmadabad,
1981
States, 1970s

Proceeds of a pre-1939 toll tax on
vehicles
85 percent of individual income tax
collections less union surcharge,
agricultural income tax, and union
territory share (1979-84)
40 percent of excise duties (197984)

Plan grants determined annually on
an ad hoc basis

Indonesia

Jakarta, 1981

Departments (states),
municipalities, BogotA District

The amount to be distributed among
the local governments is divided as
follows: 70 percent is shared
among the departments in
proportion to their population; the
remaining 30 percent is shared in
equal parts among the
departments, regardless of
population- The departments
distribute 40 percent of their
respective shares among
municipalities on a per capita basis

States

90 percent by population, 10 percent
by origin of collection

States

25 percent by population, 25 percent
by the reciprocal of per capita
income, 25 percent by the
"poverty" ratio, and 25 percent by
revenue equalization
60 percent by population, 10 percent
to states whose per capita income
is below the national average, 10
percent according to tax effort, 10
percent according to outlays on
major irrigation and power
projects, 10 percent in
discretionary assistance for special
problems

States

10 percent of foreign currency raised
through province exports in 1976
plus 5 percent automatic increase
per year
(Talblecontinues on the following page.)

Table 13-4 (continued)
Country

4\

City or other
jurisdiction, year

Jamaica

Kingston, 1973

Korea, Rep.
of

Seoul, pre- and
1972

Seoul, post-1972

Nigeria

All cities, 1970s

Philippines

Manila, 1980

Determination of total grant pool
50 percent of motor vehicle licenses
Deficit grant; ad hoc distribution
Education grant: 11.55 percent of
national tax revenues
Local share grant: 17.6 percent of
national tax revenue

Local authorities
Local authorities
All local governments providilg
education services
All local governments

Local share grant: ad hoc decision,
depending on current budget
condition of central government

Same as pre-1972

Subsidy: ad hoc determination
Distribution pool: 50 percent of
rents and royalties on inshore
mining, 50 percent of excise duties

Same as pre-1972
State governments

20 percent of national taxes

All local governments

A share of specific excise taxes on
petroleum products

Method of distribution
among eligible units

Eligible units

Mileage of parochial roads
"Approved" deficits
Fixed amount per school and per
class
Approved budget "deficits" defined
as the difference between
approved costs and 80 percent of
"collectable" revenue
Same formula as pre-1972 except
that approximately 20 percent is
distributed on an ad hoc basis by
the Ministry of Home Affairs
Approved on a project basis
50 percent is divided equally among
the nineteen states; 50 percent is
distributed on the basis of
population
76 percent to cities and provinces

[
'

|

and 24 percent to municipalities;
70 percent by population, 20
percent by land area and 10
percent by equal shares

Tunisia

Tunis, 1972

Turkey

Istanbul, 1968

Zaire

Kinshasa, 1970s

Common fund: 10 percent of taxes
on production, consumption, and
services, and 15 percent of taxes
on business licenses and
nonbusiness profits

Communes and governorates

Common fuel and tire fund: 10
percent of excise taxes on oil and
gas and 15 percent of tax on tires
iandtubes

Communes and governorates

5 percent of national income taxes
25 percent of property taxes
Motor vehicle and traffic fines (11
percent), fuel production tax (8
percent), and monopoly revenues
(2 percent)
15 percent of customs duties
Central government subsidy
determined on an ad hoc basis

Municipalities
Municipalities
Municipalities

10 percent of the total divisible pool
is distributed to the commune of
Tunis. Tunis also shares in the
remaining 90 percent as follows:
17.5 percent of the total divisible
pool is distributed according to
population, 35 percent of the total
is prorated according to rental
value tax revenues, and 10 percent
of the pool is distributed among
the four largest communes
(including Tunis) on the basis of
the size of their ordinary budgets
The commune of Tunis receives 10
percent of the divisible pool and
shares another 10 percent with the
three other largest municipalities
according to size of the ordinary
budget. Approximately 53 percent
of the pool is divided among
communes according to the area of
their highway system, and the
remaining 17 percent is divided
among Governorate Councils
according to the area of their
highway system
Population
Population
Population

Municipalities
All cities

Population
Ad hoc distribution
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The Korean system (described below) is one effort to try to hold tax
rates at about their present level: if a city drops below the standard tax
rate, there is a built-in penalty in the form of a lower allocation. Other
programs are more aggressive and even try to reward higher tax efforts
in the allocation. For example, Indian Plan Grants include a measure of
tax effort in the formula, as does the Nigerian formula for sharing central
revenues with the states. Few countries can follow this practice, however,
because the common measure of tax effort is the ratio of taxes to personal
income and few countries have adequate measures of local personal income.
Grants to Reimburse

Costs

A third way to transfer central government resources to local governments is through grants that reimburse costs (types C, G, and K in table
13-2). Under such schemes, the center agrees to reimburse the locality
for all or a portion of the cost of an activity (if it is a portion, a matching
share from the locality is required). Grants to reimburse costs are typically tied to a particular government expenditure.
Determining the Distributable Pool
There are various methods for determining the total amount of grants
for reimbursed costs available for distribution. If a limit on the total is
desired, a specified share of a national revenue source or an ad hoc
method may be used to fix the size of the pool. A more open-ended
method is to reimburse all eligible expenditures. The catch here is that
the central government determines what is eligible; the grant is thus
always closed-ended. The closed-ended, shared tax method is often used
to support current services, and ad hoc determination is more frequent
for capital projects.
Determining the Distribution
There is a fine line between distributing a grant amount by formula
and distributing to reimburse cost. Both approaches may reflect differences in need and the objectives of equalization, and both may use exact
equations to arrive at a final distribution among local governments. Only
reimbursement, however, takes the cost of providing the service explicitly into account. This is a very important distinction. No less important is whether reimbursement is complete or partial; the choice suggests two very different sets of consequences.
FULL REIMBURSEMENT.
Full reimbursement of costs amounts to central
financing of a locally administered service; hence, no incentive is given
to the local government for improved efficiency in the delivery of the
service. Moreover, full reimbursement is likely to be accompanied by a
rigid central government approval process, and local government fiscal
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choices may be minimized if not eliminated. This is another reason why
such a grant is not likely to draw out a great deal of local enthusiasm for
improving the quality of the service.
Despite these shortcomings, full reimbursements are used, as described in table 13-5. The idea is to stimulate the provision of certain
services by lowering their marginal cost to zero and by mandating a
certain level of service. Full reimbursement of teacher salaries is a common form of local grant. This method may promote the equalization of
services in different parts of the country and stimulate certain types of
activities, but it does not encourage local governments to mobilize additional resources or lead to more efficient operations. For example,
grants were made to Calcutta and Colombo to compensate the municipal
budget for cost-of-living increases to local government employees, but
because the local governments did not bear these costs, there was no
incentive to be concerned with the productivity of these workers.
PARTIAL
REIMBURSEMENT.
Central governments have attempted to overcome the problem of incentives by subsidizing less than 100 percent of
costs, that is, by requiring a match from the recipient governments. Such
grants to reimburse costs partially can stimulate the tax effort of local
government on behalf of the aided function. The amount of stimulation
depends on the percentage of reimbursement, which lowers the tax price
of the service in question; on the income- and price-elasticity of demand
for the service, which determines how the local government will expand
provision of the service in the face of the lower tax price; and on the
fungibility of local expenditures, that is, whether a dollar of matching
funds is simply taken from a nonaided service. (See the appendix to
chapter 12 for a more formal presentation of this situation.) Despite its
merits, this type of grant imposes important costs on the residents of
recipient communities and perhaps on society. The stimulation of expenditure induced by the grant will distort the local budget in favor of
the aided service and against other services that local residents would
have chosen. Another potential cost is that such grants may be counterproductive to the goal of regional equity. Many of the takers will be
wealthy communities, those most able to match the grants.
A big problem in designing a program to reimburse costs partially is
choosing the matching share. If the central share of reimbursement is
set too high, there will be too few takers and low-income communities
will be driven away from the program. If the central share is set too low,
the opportunity to stimulate more mobilization of local resources and
better management will have been bypassed. In practice, the matching
shares appear to have been set without careful quantitative assessment
of these possible effects (see table 13-5).
A notable exception to this approach is Korea's local share grant-its
largest grant program-which
reimburses local governments in the

Table 13-5. Reimbursement Grants
Country

00

City or other
jurisdiction, year

India

Ahmadabad, 1971

India

Calcutta, 1972

Indonesia
Korea, Rep. of

Jakarta, 1981
Seoul, pre-1972

Papua New Guinea

Provinces, 1980

Pakistan
Sri Lanka

Gujranwala, 1970s
Colombo, 1985

Function
Education
Health
Employee compensation
General
Education
Education
Capital projects
Capital works, maintenance,
and rural improvements
Capital assistance
Employee compensation

Cost eligiblefor reimbursement
25-50 percent of approved expenditures
50-100 percent of approved expenditures
State grant covers about 80 percent of inflation compensation of municipal employees
100 percent of approved compensation for approved positions
35 percent of practical training and laboratory fees
100 percent of primary teachers' salaries
Varying degrees of reimbursement tied to particular projects
Estimated 1976-77 costs, increased annually by the lesser of the consumer price index or changes in tax and loan receipts of the central
government
65-80 percent of project costs
Grant from central government covers the increase in employee compensation
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amount of the difference between the cost of an estimated standard of
public services and the revenue yield from a standard of tax effort. The
indicators of need are measures such as the number of voting districts
for election expenses, length of road for paving expenses, and population
for public health expenditures. In each case an approved unit cost is
prescribed by the Ministry of Home Affairs. On the revenue side, the
standard for financial ability is 80 percent of local taxes collected at
normal rates. The difference between expenditure needs and financial
ability defines the cost reimbursement to which that local government
is entitled. 11 The amount awarded, then, becomes a form of deficit grant.
A similar method is used in Zambia. This type of grant has merit in that
it is less likely to reward slack tax effort than is a straight needs allocation,
and it may be used to stimulate local public expenditures for targeted
services. But it is very complicated to manage; for example, standard
unit costs must be updated every year, and data on the many underlying
indicators must be gathered annually.
Another problem with grants that partially reimburse costs is that they
tend to carry central restrictions on reimbursable costs. The most common restriction is to require that all local governments participate and
that reimbursed expenditures be approved by the central government
(see table 13-5). The usual procedure is for the central government to
provide a list of eligible expenditures, such as number of approved positions, compensation levels, and construction standards. This practice
eliminates some of the problems of regional equity in that it mandates
a local contribution, but in reducing the option for local fiscal choices it
gives up the possibility for a maximum stimulation of tax effort. For
example, the possibility that local governments would be willing to raise
more taxes to meet their matching share of a teacher's salary grant could
be thwarted by placing an upper limit on the number of teachers permitted.
Ad Hoc Grants
Perhaps the extreme case of centralization in grant design is an ad hoc
program (type H grants) in which the size of the divisible pool is determined annually by the center and the distribution is made on some
subjective basis. For example:
* Virtually all open-ended construction grants which require approval
of each project
* That portion of any grant program allocated on a discretionary basis
by the state or central government
* Supplementary grants allocated for special purposes during the fiscal year.
The great advantage and disadvantage of ad hoc grants is that they do
not mandate a particular vertical fiscal balance between the central and
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local government. This gives the central government maximum flexibility
to redirect resources to sectors of greatest need, but it leaves local governments vulnerable and uncertain about the finances available for them.
In many instances, the creation of an ad hoc grant program is motivated
by a desire to limit the financial autonomy and importance of subnational
governments. Several examples illustrate this point.
The government of Bangladesh abolished the tax of local governments
in 1981 and installed a compensatory octroi grant to replace the lost local
revenues. In the ensuing two years the divisible grant pool was set at
75-80 percent of previous octroi collections. Two years after establishment of the compensatory grant, the real amount distributed was less
than half of 1980 real octroi collections. Moreover, the distribution
across local governments, based on 1980 actual octroi collections, did
not reflect changes in the relative degree of economic growth in the
recipient cities. 12 In Kenya a local wage tax was abolished by the central
government and replaced by a compensatory grant. By 1982, this grant
to the Nairobi City Council was at about the same nominal level as it
had been in 1973. Distributions among eligible local governments are
made on the basis of the relative amounts collected from the earnings
tax in the early 1970s. Virtually the same story of a declining transfer
can be told for Kingston after the replacement of the shared property
tax with a compensatory grant (Bougeon-Maassen and Linn 1977). Korea
is yet another example. Before 1972, Korea's local tax share grant was
fixed at 17.6 percent of national tax collections. An ad hoc determination
of the total grant fund was adopted in 1972, and the local share of national
tax revenues fell to 10.9 percent by 1977 (Smith and Kim 1979). In
1983, the share was set at 13.27 percent.
Capital Grants and Loans
Local capital projects are financed by a combination of capital grants,
loans, and short-term borrowing. Loans are usually allocated to the local
governments by the central government, their terms are dictated by central regulations, and their repayment is frequently forgiven. Such loans
are in every sense a part of the system of intergovernmental transfers,
and are treated as such here.
Capital Grants
Because of the desire to encourage local capital formation, central
governments often earmark grants to local governments for capital purposes. The two most common forms are block grants and project grants.
(Capital grants may be structured in any of the eight forms given in table
13-2.)
Block grants distribute the funds for capital projects to local governments but allow them to decide which projects to develop. Some monitoring of the use of the funds is usually carried out, but each govern-
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mental unit is guaranteed its grant amount by some means other than
the inherent worthiness of specific projects. In the Philippines, grants
from a shared petroleum tax-distributed
by formula-are designated
for capital projects and earmarked for the infrastructure funds of local
governments. In addition, 20 percent of the general grant to local governments must be transferred from the general to the infrastructure fund
(Bahl and Schroeder 1983b: chap. 4). In Tunisia, 10 percent of the receipts from each of the two largest grant programs is earmarked for
capital purposes.
Project grants, which depend heavily on an approval process, are most
common if the central government is encouraging local governments to
invest in particular sectors, for example, housing and water supply.
Project grants have some important advantages over block grants. Block
grants are allocated without knowledge of how well the local government
can absorb the money to carry out and maintain the capital project. This
can result in an accumulation of cash balances or in expenditure of the
money for ill-conceived projects. 13 Project grants are much more likely
to draw out productive investment opportunities. But block grants have
some decided advantages over project grants. They are more easily administered and can be implemented more quickly because the approval
process does not require a project feasibility study.' 4 Moreover, block
grants can be distributed by formula on an equalizing basis, whereas
project grants are more likely to go to those with more fiscal capacity
and stronger capabilities for project design and implementation.
Does either type of capital grant lead local governments to mobilize
more revenue or expend more capital? Project grants probably cause
capital expenditures to increase more than do block grants because there
is less likelihood that if a government applies for a project grant it will
be unable to absorb the funds and because funds for project grants are
more likely to be additions to planned capital spending. Project grants
are also more likely to stimulate an increase in revenue effort because
they can be given on a partial reimbursement basis and because their
use might be restricted to projects that generate income.
Loans
There is no theoretical or administrative reason why local governments
should not finance capital projects with borrowing. Capital assets are
long-lived and appropriately paid for over a period of time; and the
services produced by these assets can have local zones of benefits that
dictate the wisdom of drawing financing from the local area tax base.
Thus there is more and more interest in finding institutional credit mechanisms to finance local capital projects. This interest has risen with the
growing needs for infrastructure and the capacity of large urban governments to repay loans. Yet local governments in developing countries-even large cities-do nor use credit financing extensively. This is
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in part because their financial ability to carry debt is limited and in part
due to central constraints on local borrowing. These constraints include
a cumbersome and often lengthy review and approval process, high interest rates, high local capital matching contributions, and short loan
maturities. The underlying reason for these constraints, one suspects, is
that local governments are not trusted to spend the money wisely or to
repay their debt obligations.
Today, then, local borrowing in developing countries is highly regulated and centralized-with
a very few exceptions. The central government usually establishes the total amount of credit available, eligible
projects, terms of the loan, and the actual distribution among local governments. A central sign-off on local borrowing is required in nearly all
countries. Even with this common pattern of central control, however,
there are alternatives in designing local government loan programs. And
central governments have devised ways to promote credit financing by
local governments.
DETERMINING
THE POOL. A description of loan programs in developing
countries begins with the same questions as a description of grant programs: How is the total divisible pool determined? How is it allocated
across local governments? The answer to the first question does not vary
greatly across countries. The central bank and the ministry of finance
usually set a total credit ceiling for the economy, and this amount is
rationed among potential borrowers (including the aggregate local governments) in an ad hoc manner. Borrowing outside this limit is sometimes
permitted for larger cities, but not in great amounts and only with consent
from the center. Direct external borrowing by local governments is not
permitted, though "on-lending" by central governments to local governments is not uncommon.
DETERMINING THE ALLOCATION. Techniques for allocating the total loan
among local governments vary widely. The range of possibilities may be
illustrated by describing four kinds of practices in various countries. First,
the loan program in the Philippines is done project by project, with
approval required by the Ministry of Finance (Hubbell 1983: chap. 6).
Less than full reimbursement of costs is typically provided because the
approved loan always falls short of the total cost. This appears to be a
convention rather than a legal requirement. Borrowing is from the government-owned Development Bank and Land Bank, and no formal ceiling is placed on local borrowings. In fact, local governments have not
made substantial use of this system. By 1980, the gross outstanding debt
of local governments was equivalent to only about 2 percent of their
gross revenue.
A second possibility is the system of plan loans in India, which are
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apportioned among state governments in a more objective manner. The
shares of individual states are distributed by a formula which includes
population, tax effort, relative low-income status, and commitments to
irrigation and power projects. States are required to make matching expenditures for certain kinds of projects as a condition of receiving central
assistance.
A third type of lending mechanism establishes a local government loan
authority as a central agency, as in Kenya and Tunisia. The Tunisian loan
fund is capitalized from a share of the divisible grant pool for local governments, loans raised in the market, and repayments. The loan fund is
a source of subsidized credit to local governments but is distributed on
an ad hoc basis and involves a complex approval process (Prud'homme
1975).
Fourth, loans to local governments may be disbursed through a specialized credit agency. These have been set up in some Latin American
countries, for example, Brazil, Nicaragua, and Venezuela."5 The agency
may be capitalized with grants or loans from the central government,
foreign aid, contributions of shares from local governments, and earmarked taxes. This kind of specialized agency can maintain the expertise
to help local governments overcome barriers to project preparation and
develop proposals for credit financing. But agencies must at least break
even in their lending operations; hence there is careful scrutiny of the
creditworthiness of applicants. Because large, wealthy local governments
tend to have a greater capacity to repay, this mechanism is not likely to
lead to an equalizing system of loan distributions.
In most intergovernmental systems, large cities are given some special
privileges to finance debt, often including the authority to bypass the
usual regulations, to borrow more, and to borrow from sources other
than the central government. Case studies in Bombay (Bougeon-Maassen
1976) and Cartagena (Linn 1975) revealed that these city governments
borrowed long term from the private sector. The amounts involved were
nominal, however, and closely regulated by the central government.
Prud'homme (1975) reports that the commune of Tunis may bypass
much of the compliance procedure and work directly with the Ministry
of the Interior.
Short-Term Borrowing
Surprisingly, some local governments in developing countries are permitted to undertake short-term borrowing. Linn (1975) reports that the
municipality of Cartagena and its decentralized agencies can cover budget
deficits with overdrafts and other short-term loan arrangements with
local banks. Kenyan local authorities have also made use of overdrafts
from commercial banks to cover annual shortfalls in revenue. Thimmaiah
(1977) reported a problem of states' unauthorized overdrafts from the
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Reserve Bank of India because the limits agreed to between the bank
and the state governments were exceeded and because overdrafts were
not repaid.
Evaluating the Alternatives
The design or reform of the system of grants in nearly any developing
country raises a common set of questions:
* What allocative effects will the system have? Will it make local
governments more accountable for their fiscal decisions, and will
it induce them to mobilize more resources?
* Will the system equalize differences between rich and poor areas
in public services?
* Will local governments receive an adequate flow of revenues?
* Will the total fiscal system be planned to operate more efficiently?
* Will local autonomy be improved or compromised by the system?
As we shall see below, the answers to these questions depend very much
on the design of the grant system.
Allocative Effects
The central issue in evaluating the allocative effects of a system of
grants is whether and how it distorts the level and mix of local taxes and
expenditures from what they would have been in its absence. There is
a rich literature on the subject, but with a few exceptions (for example,
Bird 1980, Bahl and Linn 1983, and Hicks 1977), it is focused on the
experience in industrial countries (for example, Break 1980, Oates 1972,
1977a, and Mathews 1980). The model for such analysis is well developed theoretically and has been extensively applied in the United States,
but its applicability to developing countries has not been carefully considered.
In developing nations, however, the allocative concerns are much the
same as in industrial countries: whether the system will make the local
government less accountable and therefore encourage inefficient operations, and whether it will cause the local government to change its allocation of budget resources. Underlying these two concerns is the possibility that central grants are seen by local governments as a substitute
for locally raised taxes. If this is true, an increase in the flow of grants
leads to a one-for-one reduction in local tax effort, and local financing
is removed yet another step from the local population. These three concerns-accountability,
distortions in local budgets, and effects on the
local tax effort-are now each discussed.
ACCOUNTABILITY.
The fiscal system of a local government can be structured to be an effective instrument for making local decisionmakers and
managers accountable for their operations. This accountability, which
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one hopes can make local governments more efficient, can be achieved
in three ways. First, local services can be financed by local taxes; hence
the accountability is to the local people who pay the taxes. If local councils
are elected and local chief officers are appointed (and removed) by the
local council, local financing can be a strong incentive for local government to become more efficient. This route to efficiency, however, is
often thwarted because local officials and councils are appointed by
higher levels of government and may feel less responsibility to local
taxpayers than to ministry officials. A good case in point is the Philippines, where local treasurers and assessors are central government employees and not strictly accountable to the local population. A more
extreme example is the appointment of local administrators in the aftermath of the imposition of martial law in Bangladesh in 1982. Schroeder
comments that "there was often a significant difference in leadership
style of the appointed administrators vis-a-vis the popularly elected chairmen. In great part this stemmed from the fact that administrators had
no need to establish and maintain political support" (1985a: 19).
Second, the central government can mandate good local management.
If the central government strictly regulates local operations, then local
officials are accountable to it and not to the local population. This approach is often taken in setting standards for activities such as building
highways, setting teacher salaries, and determining user charges. But
central governments in developing countries do not have the wherewithal
to monitor carefully the activities of all local governments or perhaps
the vision to write regulations to cover every set of local conditions.
Carried to an extreme, mandates lead to situations such as a two-year
takeover by the Jamaican central government of the Kingston-Saint Andrews parish government beginning in 1984.
Third, the central government can finance the local service with a grant
rather than a local tax but rely on provisions in the grant to induce local
officials to be accountable. The intuitive argument against financing with
grants is appealing: local taxpayers do not see grants as costing them
anything; hence they will not become agitated if the money is spent with
less than maximum efficiency. Neither will there be accountability to
the central government if the money is given with no strings attached.
This suggests that a part of the responsibility for ensuring good local
management could be shifted to the central government. Such a change
could be made with appropriate grant design, the principle being that
local officials should see a reward (or penalty) associated with the efficiency (or inefficiency) of their operations. This could be done by mandating how the money could be spent and by requiring a match as a
condition for receipt of the grant.
This leads to the question of which types of grant referred to in table
13-2 do the best job of promoting accountability and operational efficiency. The general answer is cost reimbursement grants (types C, G, K
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in the table), but only if there is partial reimbursement, that is, if the
local government must match the central contribution and if the receipt
of the money is conditional upon some specified use. The greater the
match, the more local officials are accountable to their constituents, who
must pay the difference. Full cost reimbursement grants, which require
strict central approval of expenditures, are especially likely to thwart
local initiative, although accountability to the center will be mandated.
A formula grant, with a provision for a tax effort in its determination
(types B or F in the table), may also serve the goal of accountability in
that the tax creates some pain for taxpayers and that it makes local officials
responsible to the taxpayers. The effectiveness of this approach depends,
however, on the importance of the tax effort term in the formula, and
as noted above, tax effort does not usually weigh heavily in formula
grants. Another possibility is that formula grants may be conditional and
require monitoring of the disposition of the funds. This is not usually
the case, and therefore accountability to the center is limited.
Taxes shared on a derivation basis (type A in the table) provide accountability to local residents if the taxes are seen as local and if local
officials are locally elected or appointed. A general principle is the greater
the percentage share of the tax returned to the local government and
the more easily identifiable the tax, the more the local population will
identify with the tax. For example, the return of 100 percent of the
property tax is more likely to be seen as local tax revenue than is the
return of 10 percent of total central government tax collections.
BUDGET DISTORTIONS.
A grant may cause a local community to change
its budget priorities. For example, if it receives a grant for education, it
may spend more on education than it would have in the absence of the
grant. Suppose the community is thought to be spending too little on
primary education to satisfy national goals. The result of a conditional
education grant could be to stimulate spending on that function, thereby
increasing national welfare, but at the cost of a higher tax rate or of
reduced community spending for some noneducation purposes. The local
community is clearly worse off-it has been deterred from reaching its
preferred budget outcome. The nation, however, may be better off if
the aided function (education in this case) is characterized by significant
external benefits. If the aided function does not have significant spillover
benefits, however, the community will suffer a loss in welfare but there
will be no commensurate regional or national gains.
The above discussion presupposes that the grant was effective in stimulating local expenditures on the aided function and that the desired
increase in expenditures was induced. But not all types of grants are
equally effective in stimulating expenditures for a particular purpose.
Partial cost reimbursement grants (types C, F, and G), which lower the
relative price of one government service in comparison with all others,
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offer the best possibility for such an effect and are often used to give
financial support to services the government wants to encourage. Such
grants provide both a price effect (they lower the relative tax price of
each unit of the aided function) and an income effect (they increase the
flow of funds to the local government) to stimulate spending on the
function. Grants for teachers' salaries and public works are examples of
such programs (see table 13-5).
Another possibility is that central assistance may carry conditions or
mandates. The most obvious case is conditional grants, that is, grants
earmarked for a particular service. Indeed, conditionality is an element
of most grant programs. The above review uncovered a number of examples: central governments require that a specified percentage of grant
receipts be spent on economic development projects (Philippines), be
set aside for maintenance of capital projects (Bangladesh, Egypt), or be
spent on a designated activity. Does conditionality work as a means of
stimulating expenditures for specified purposes? The answer is that it
might, but it depends on the income-elasticity of demand for the aided
function, whether the local government would have spent something for
the aided function in any case, and whether local revenues are fungible. 16
Consider the Philippines, where a designated percentage of the general
grant to local governments is set aside for capital development. Are
capital expenditures really stimulated to a level above what they would
have been in the absence of the grant? Certainly the relative tax price
has not been lowered; that is, capital projects have not been made
cheaper relative to other public services. The only inducement is the
income effect; the local government will spend some of the grant for
capital projects just as it would spend some fraction of any increase in
its income for capital projects. But capital expenditures will surely not
increase by the full amount of the capital grant.
The central government might take steps to monitor the disposition
of the funds to ensure that all of the money is spent for the prescribed
purpose. But how could it do this? Local government revenues are fungible, and there is no way to know how much the local government would
have spent in the absence of the grant. In the Philippines the central
government could only mandate that at least the grant amount be spent
for capital purposes.
TAX EFFORT EFFECTS. It is the tax effort issue-the
fear that grants may
reduce rather than increase local revenue mobilization-that
has probably raised the most questions about the allocative aspects of grant design.
Many central government policymakers would argue that grants to local
governments should be stimulative rather than substitutive; that is, a one
dollar grant should have the net effect of increasing total local expenditures by more than one dollar. This implies that to receive an additional
one dollar in grants, the local government would have to match it with
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an additional amount of revenue. Because the tax bases traditionally left
to local governments are difficult to tap, it is necessary for them to be
quite resourceful in increasing revenues-a factor which argues that the
matching incentive ought to be considerable. A more realistic goal might
be simply a maintenance-of-effort requirement.
Can grant programs in practice be designed to stimulate local governments to find ways to increase tax effort? Theory does not give us a
perfectly clear answer, but it does suggest three possible ways to design
programs. First, tax effort can be built directly into the allocation formula; that is, governments willing to tax themselves more heavily will
be rewarded by receiving a larger share of the divisible grant pool. The
logic here is that an increase in taxes would be rewarded by even greater
increases in expenditure benefits and therefore citizens would be less
resistant to the higher tax. The price of an increase in taxes, in effect,
would fall.
It can be shown that this is a necessary but not sufficient condition to
stimulate tax effort. It depends on how high are the income- and priceelasticities of demand for local public goods, how heavily weighted is
the tax effort variable in the allocation formula, and whether or not all
local governments compete for a larger share of grants by raising taxes.
In any case, this method is not widely used in countries we have studied,
mostly because of the conceptual and empirical problems of measuring
the tax effort of local governments. Even in India, where it is used for
state governments, there is a very small weight attached to the tax effort
component of the allocation formula.
Second, a grant can be made to reimburse costs partially. Because the
government pays a share of the cost, aided local government goods become "cheaper" relative to all other goods and the local population will
demand more of the now cheaper public goods. How much more they
demand will again depend on the strength of the income- and priceelasticities of demand. However, partial cost reimbursement grants may
not stimulate revenue effort. Administrative and legal constraints may
simply make it impossible for the local government to mobilize additional
resources; that is, the incentive may exist and the population may be
willing, but the administrative and legal capacity to increase taxes may
not be there. The grant is likely to be fully spent on the aided function,
but no new taxes will be raised. The matching share for a public works
grant may simply come from what would otherwise have been spent for
primary education, or even from what the government would have spent
on public works in the absence of the grant. Expenditures on the aided
function may or may not be stimulated, but overall tax effort will not.
Third, a general purpose subsidy can be given. These are the most
common grants in developing countries. They are not matching and do
not contain a tax effort term in the allocation formula. They exert only
an income effect, and their stimulative effect on taxes depends on the
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strength of the income-elasticity of demand for government goods. Can
such grants stimulate revenue effort? Theory and empirical studies in
industrial countries suggest they cannot. If a community receives an additional peso in grant funds, at least some of it will probably show up as
a lower rate of taxation (increased rate of spending on private goods)
than otherwise would have existed. Again, there is some evidence to
suggest that this might be less the case in developing countries. At least
for certain goods, the income-elasticity of demand for public goods is
stronger than unity. What we are left with then is an answer that it
depends on the package of services which the local government provides:
the less income-elastic, the more likely are grants to be substituted for
locally raised taxes. Grants may be designed to protect against this outcome by requiring a maintenance of tax effort at current levels. Although
this would not stimulate tax effort, it might guarantee that a fiscal substitution would not occur. We could find no country that used such a
maintenance-of-effort approach.
Because theory can provide only a framework for analyzing the effects
on tax effort of grants in developing countries, we are left to search for
an answer in the results of empirical research. Unfortunately, there is
little to search. The results of a few econometric analyses do not turn
up clear evidence of either stimulation or substitution in the effect of
grants on public spending in developing countries. The general approach
in these analyses is to estimate, from a cross section of local or state
governments, the per capita expenditure (E) responsiveness to per capita
grants (G), usually from the functional relation:
E = a + biXi + cG
where Xi are other variables affecting the level of expenditures. If c >
1, then a one dollar increase in grants is associated with an increase in
expenditures of more than one dollar, which is a stimulative effect; if
c < 1, the grant is substitutive by the same reasoning; and if c = 1, there
is a maintenance of effort.
The results of such studies are quite sensitive to the data, model specification, and estimation technique used as well as to the country or
countries studied." 8 Bahl and Pillai (1976) found that total federal government transfers stimulated total and development expenditures of Indian states in the early 1970s. The stimulative effects were attributed to
general purpose grants: shared taxes distributed on the basis of needs
and nonstatutory grants which are partly (10 percent) distributed on the
basis of tax effort. Other studies of the effect of federal grants on expenditures of Indian states have indicated a neutral or stimulative response. Conversely, Bird (1984: chap. 8 and app. 3) estimated a substitutive effect on departmental taxes in a cross-sectional study of
Colombia's tax allowance grant.
This question has been studied to some extent for local governments
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in a few developing countries. Bahl and Schroeder (1983: chap. 9) found
a neutral response of tax effort to grants for Philippine local governments. Dillinger's (1981) statistical estimates provide no evidence that
municipalities in Sao Paulo State reduced taxes in response to grant
inflows. Bird, however, found a substitutive effect for Colombia's sales
tax transfer to municipalities, though the substitution was greater in small
municipalities than in larger cities (1984: app. 4).
About the best one can conclude from this meager evidence is that
intergovernmental transfer programs do not appear to substitute markedly for locally raised taxes. This result is not unexpected. To the extent
the binding constraints on local government tax effort are administrative
bottlenecks and central government strictures, one would expect grants
to be fully spent (see the appendix to chapter 12).
Equalizing Effects
An important feature of grants is the extent to which they equalize
fiscal capacities and levels of public service among local governments.
With so much discussion focused on the need to achieve more balanced
population and income growth in developing countries, there is much
concern about how central grants are distributed across regions and
among eligible units of local government. Moreover, the competition
among states, regions, and local areas makes distribution an explosive
political issue.
There is confusion about the purpose of equalizing grants in developing countries. Although the equalization feature of grant policy rightfully attracts a great deal of attention, much of the discussion is uninformed or pointed more at political issues than at the analytical issues
of grant design. Before raising the question of what types of grants seem
to do the best job of equalizing, we consider the antecedent issues of
why a government would want to have a system of equalizing grants and
what are the alternative definitions of equalization.
OBJECTIVES OF EQUALIZATION.
Governments of developing countries
might want to pursue a policy of equalization for two reasons. The first
has to do with the possibility of affecting the size of cities. The argument
goes that if public services can be improved in small cities and rural areas,
the rapid migration to large cities can be slowed. Because small municipalities and rural local governments have little capacity to support improvements in public service, a system of equalizing grants seems logical.
In effect, it is a transfer of resources from urban areas, where most taxes
are raised, to the rest of the country.
There are good arguments against equalization for this purpose. An
equalizing program from a fixed central pool necessarily means a smaller
share will go to urban governments. Such a tradeoff will be inefficient
if the rural government does not have the capacity to spend the funds
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or if there are significant economies of scale in spending by urban governments. Moreover, it might be argued that urban areas have the largest
needs for public expenditure, that substantially more interpersonal income redistribution can be achieved in urban areas, and that in any case
feasible increases in the relative quality of rural government services
brought about by equalizing grants are not apt to affect noticeably the
flow of migrants to the cities. Finally, one might argue that the productivity of public investments is much higher in larger urban areas than in
the rest of the country.
The second possible goal of equalizing grants is to eliminate some of
the disparity in fiscal capacity and the levels of public service among local
governments in the country. Again, the idea is to improve the relative
levels of services available to residents of poorer jurisdictions-perhaps
to satisfy some basic objective of meeting needs. The argument, however,
is motivated more by distributional goals-providing better services to
poorer people-than by any goals related to a national settlement policy.
It is a more defensible argument.
DEFINING
EQUALIZATION.
A first step in designing an equalizing grant
system is to define "equalization." There are at least two views on exactly
what a grant system is supposed to equalize. The first is that the intent
of the system is to equalize the capacity of local governments to finance
a given level of services. The second is that needs for expenditure should
guide the distribution of grant monies.
The capacity approach would lead to the inclusion of per capita income
in the revenue sharing formula. As is shown in the appendix to chapter
12, however, this program would provide no incentive for the recipient
government to increase its tax effort. To adjust for this, we might define
the fiscal capacity of a local government in terms of some normative tax
effort. A relatively simple and completely equalizing system could be
defined as follows:

(13-1)

[

ti/n]Yi = T7

where ti = effective tax rate in the ith of n jurisdictions, Yi = personal
income in the ith jurisdiction, and T,* = estimated tax capacity of the
ith jurisdiction.
(13-2)

T-

G=

where T* = ,l(Tin),
average tax capacity, and Gi = equalizing grant
to the ith jurisdiction. Assuming this arithmetic average of effective tax
rates to be a desirable norm for tax effort, a system of positive and
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negative transfers will result such that EGi = 0 and (T,*+Gi) will be
equal across all i jurisdictions.
Of course, such notions of full capacity equalization are not realistic.
Interjurisdictional disparities in fiscal capacity are simply too large to be
offset completely. Moreover, accurate data on personal income are not
available to measure differences in financial capacity or to gauge equalization efforts. Perhaps this explains the virtual absence of this approach
in the developing countries we have studied.
The second view of the equalization objective focuses on expenditure
needs rather than fiscal capacity. That is, the grant formula needs to be
structured to channel more funds to areas where needs are greatest.
Need, however, is a subjective concept, and most governments have
simply chosen what seem to be sensible and objective proxy measures
rather than develop more sophisticated needs indicators. The crude indicator of needs most often used is population; that is, equal per capita
allocations of assistance from the central government could arguably deal
with some variations in local needs. There are, of course, substantial
weaknesses in using population size to allocate central grants. It leaves
out considerations such as the concentration of poverty, economies and
diseconomies of scale, and the possibility that levels of income and population go hand in hand in many developing countries. If the most populous jurisdictions also tend to have the highest income, a straight per
capita allocation will not be equalizing. An allocation which gives large
cities more per capita probably tends to widen the disparity in financial
capacity.
GRANT DESIGN

AND EFFECT.

In theory, formula grants provide the best

opportunity for equalization (types B and F in table 13-2). Ideally, formula grants would include per capita personal income in the allocation.
Estimates of local personal income, however, are rarely available in developing countries (we know of none). In practice, formula grants are
most often distributed by land area and population (Colombia, Philippines, Tunisia, and Turkey) and hence are not likely to equalize fiscal
capacity (see table 13-4). 19 Deficit grants may also be equalizing. If minimum approved expenditure levels and standard revenue yield are used
in computing the deficit, communities with higher fiscal capacities will
qualify for little if any of the grant. This turns out to be the case in the
distribution of Korea's deficit grant. Ad hoc grants (types D and H in
table 13-2) are potentially equalizing simply because the grant funds can
be arbitrarily directed toward those communities that are thought to have
the lowest incomes.
The other forms of central assistance are much less likely to provide
a relatively greater share of the total grant fund to the lowest-income
communities. Shared taxes distributed on the basis of origin of collection
are counterequalizing because they return a greater share to high-income
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communities. Cost reimbursement schemes often have a similar effect
in that they reward high-spending communities by defraying a percentage
of the cost incurred. Capital subsidies may be even more counterequalizing in that they award grants to those governments most able to
design and implement capital projects.
One cannot easily look to empirical work to verify the equalization
features of a grant system. There has been some empirical work, focused
mostly on the correlation between actual grant distributions and per
capita personal income, and on the share of central grants accruing to
large cities. Indian central grants to states (per capita) are significantly
and negatively related to state per capita income (Bahl and Pillai 1976).
Bahl (1975) found no significant relation between per capita grants of
the Gujarat state government and the per capita assessed values of the
jurisdictions within the state. Kim's (1977) study of the Korean grant
system relates the per capita distribution of central grants to per capita
incomes of Seoul City (which has provincial status) and the remaining
provinces. He finds that local education grants-allocated according to
numbers of students, classes, and approved costs-are highly equalizing.
Conversely, he finds the per capita local share grants-also allocated by
need-to be unrelated to variations in per capita income.2 0 In a statistical
analysis of the Colombian sales tax transfer grant to municipalities, Bird
finds "the present system tends slightly to favor those municipalities
which have less capacity and greater needs (1984: 413)."
One might also study the equalization issue by determining whether
grant funds are being diverted from or to large cities. Prud'homme's
(1975) study of the allocation of general subsidies between Tunis and
other communes in Tunisia suggests a counterequalizing pattern. The
allocation formula explicitly favors Tunis by allocating it 10 percent of
the fund, before distribution among the remaining eligible local units
(see table 13-4). Most of the remainder is distributed according to population, property tax collections, and the size of the budget-all factors
which would favor Tunis. The result is that Tunis receives 31 percent
of the total national subsidy even though it contains only 22 percent of
the population; per capita, it receives nearly twice as much as the average
of all local governments in the metropolitan area. 21
Although the Jakarta metropolitan government receives some preferential treatment as a capital city-it receives an additional grant which
amounts to 20-30 percent of the national government's general subsidy-it does not receive a disproportionate share of total national assistance. In fiscal year 1972-73, Jakarta received 3.37 percent of total
assistance, compared with its 3.97 percent of total population (Linn,
Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976). In fact, only nine of the remaining
twenty-five provinces received smaller per capita amounts. By the mid1980s, Jakarta's share of total central grants had declined slightly to about
2.5 percent.
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Adequacy of Revenue
The most important purpose of the grant system is to provide an adequate source of revenue for local governments. "Adequacy" is difficult
to define, but one might begin with two propositions: grants should be
large enough to redress the imbalance between the revenue bases and
expenditure responsibility assigned to local governments, and grant revenues should grow at least in proportion to the growth in local population
and prices. The first goal might be satisfied by the central allocation to
the divisible pool and depends almost exclusively on the priority which
is assigned to improving the quality of public services assigned by local
governments.
The second proposition is more a matter of grant design. Achievement
of this goal would allow local governments a better opportunity to hold
real per capita expenditures approximately constant. Whether grants are
responsive to population and inflation, however, depends on three features of the grant system: how the growth of the pool is determined;
how allocations among local governments are made; and whether the
central government actually makes the full monetary distributions called
for by the system.
A shared tax system of determining the total pool, if the tax shared
is income-elastic, is the best method of ensuring adequate revenue. The
Colombian and Philippine systems are, in theory, based on income-elastic
shared national revenue sources. If these shared taxes are distributed on
a derivation basis, or even on a formula basis weighted heavily toward
population, the goal of maintaining real per capita expenditures can likely
be realized. If the distribution of the shared tax is by origin of collection,
then the grant flow will be more adequate for large, high-income cities
than for small, poor communities.
Grant distributions which are tied to ad hoc government decisions are
the least likely to produce adequate revenue flows to local governments.
The temptation to reduce the local share to accommodate other national
needs is just too great. There are many examples, but the experiences
in Bangladesh, Jamaica, Kenya, and Korea described above are illustrative. In each case the move to an ad hoc determination of the size of the
distributive pool foretold a slower rate of growth in local revenue.
Sometimes the very nature of a grant system is altered by changing
national priorities. Economic and social changes in the Philippines in the
1970s led the central government actually to distribute only about half
the grant entitlements of local governments (Bahl and Schroeder 1983b).
A shared tax base system was largely converted to an ad hoc system.
Linn (1975) reports a similar situation in Colombia.
Fiscal Planning
The grant system should be structured so as to encourage efficient
management and fiscal planning by local governments. Grant revenues
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should be a part of the local budgeting process, just like any other regular
revenue source. Unfortunately, budgeting for grant receipts is much less
certain in most developing countries. In some cases this is due to the
nature of the grant system itself. The sizes of grants determined on an
ad hoc basiscan hardly be predicted, and forecastsof cost reimbursement
grants depend on speculation about which costswill be eligible and which
projects will be approved. At the other end of the spectrum, pure shared
taxes and shared taxes distributed by formula offer the best possibilities
for designing a grant system which improves local fiscal planning.
LocalAutonomy and Decentralization
A final question is whether and by howmuch the grant system weakens
local autonomy, that is, the participation of the local population in fiscal
decisionmaking. In raising a given amount of revenue, a locally raised
tax would provide more autonomy than would a grant of equal yield.
This is because the burden would be placed on the community both to
set the tax rate and decide on the level and composition of expenditure.
A grant, however, does not necessarilyweaken local autonomy severely.
It depends again on the structure of the grant system. At one extreme
is the pure shared tax, for which the local government does not set the
tax rate but receives a return on taxes paid in the local area. In this case,
there is not a complete separation of the pain of taxation and the benefits
received from the expenditure of those tax monies. Depending on the
conditions placed on the disposition of the grant funds, local autonomy
may be weakened least with this kind of intergovernmental transfer.
Beyond this point, one might say only that general purpose grants
provide more local discretion than do conditional grants (grants designated for a specific purpose, or requiring a matching contribution). In
theory, the general purpose or unconditional form does not distort local
budgets and-depending on the income-elasticityof demand for public
and private goods-will result in some combination of increased spending for various public functions and tax reduction.2 2 The conditional form
of grant-in-aid, conversely, is designed to stimulate spending for a particular function. For example, if local residents undervalue a government
service because full social costs or benefits are not taken into account,
a conditional grant may be used to stimulate spendingon that function.2 3
This is usually done by making the grant-aided good cheaper than it was
previously by lowering the price paid by the local government for that
good. As a result, such conditional grants are, all other things being equal,
thought to change local budgets in favor of the aided good. Conditional
grants, then, are the more effective way of imposing the national will on
local governments; hence they compromise local fiscal autonomy the
most.
Cost reimbursement grants are conditional, and they would seem to
limit local autonomy more than any other form. If there is full reim-
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bursement for a particular function, the local government may have little
to say about the level or composition of services provided. For example,
the central government is not likely to pay all teachers' salaries without
playing the principal role in determining the number of teachers and
their salary schedules. Nor is it likely to fund capital projects without a
say in project design. Projects that partially reimburse costs also impinge
on local autonomy (compared with general purpose grants) because the
required match (price effect) induces a distortion in the local government
budget.
Policy Choices
If there is any clear conclusion to be drawn from the above, it is that
no optimal grant structure exists. What is a good feature of a particular
type of grant depends on whether one takes a local or a central government view and on which objectives the government most wants to
achieve. This review suggests that developing countries are not of one
mind about what is most important. Some appear to push fiscal decentralization and local autonomy. Others are more concerned with tax effort, equalization, or the stimulation of local expenditures on particular
activities.
The grant systems which have evolved in developing countries are
mostly a mixture of the eight grant types discussed above. In light of
the different effects of these grant types, it is difficult even to infer the
underlying objectives of grant policy, much less to evaluate the net effects on equity, allocation, and so forth. More likely than not, this mixture
exerts offsetting as well as reinforcing effects and the net effect on any
given objective is uncertain.
Given this state of affairs, it is not surprising that intergovernmental
grant systems in developing countries are in a state of flux as each country
continues to look for the proper system. What is proper, however, depends on the point of view one takes. Accordingly, it would seem useful
to summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the grant types discussed above, recast in terms of the relative preferences of central versus
local governments. The policy matrix in table 13-6 enumerates eight
important objectives of a grant system.
Maintenance of Control
Both central and local governments wish to maintain as much control
as possible over local finances. The central government is always suspicious of the ability of local units to operate efficiently, whereas localities are always seeking more autonomy to meet rising budgetary needs.
Central governments can maintain maximum control over local finances
if the total grant fund is determined ad hoc and if allocations are made
by formula or to reimburse costs (that is, grant types F, G, H, and K in
table 13-2). These are noted by P in the first row of table 13-6 to indicate
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Table 13-6. Appropriateness of Various Types of Grants to the Objectives
of Governments
Grant typea
Objective
Of central government
Maintain control over local
finances
Equalize services and fiscal
capabilities among localities
Stimulate expenditures for a
particular function or overall
tax effort
Increase local tax effort
Of local government
Maintain control over local
finances
Plan efficient budget
Increase adequacy of local
revenue flow
Joint
Minimize administrative costs

A

B

C

D

F

G

H

K

L

L

-

-

P

P

P

P

L

P

-

P

P

-

-

-

-

P
P

-

-

-

-

P

P

-

P
P

-

P
P

L
L

L
L

L
L

L
L

-

P
P

P
P

P

P

P

-

L

L

L

P

P

-

L

-

-

L

-

L

Note: P = most preferred; L = least preferred, a. See table 13-2 for a description of grant types.

= effect is uncertain.

that they are most preferred by the central government, and by L in the
fifth row to show that they are least preferred by local governments.
Large, wealthy local governments prefer a shared tax redistributed on
the basis of derivation (grant type A). Shared taxes distributed by formula
(grant type B) also permit a reasonable amount of local control and are
favored especially by small municipalities. These again are noted by L
and P, respectively, in the table. In many cases covered in the study, the
dominant grant types are A and B, indicating a concern for allowing
some degree of local autonomy. Type B is relatively more of a compromise, for although the total pool is determined automatically, the distribution among eligible units remains in the hands of the central government.
In two of the cities studied here-Ahmadabad
and Jakarta-there
was
a mixing of the two systems which included both type A and F grants.
This indicates the importance of compromise in the development of
intergovernmental systems but also shows the potential for creating a
grant system with offsetting effects. Of the remaining cities, Cartagena
and Tehran had intergovernmental transfer systems which tended toward
more local autonomy, although Seoul (especially) faced a more centralized system.
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Equalization
Presumably, central governments would like to use the grant system
to equalize public services or fiscal capabilities among jurisdictions in
the country. At the very least, the central government would want a
flexibility to pursue this objective if it so chose. The best grant systems
from this perspective are those that distribute ad hoc or by formula (types
D, H, B, and F) to recipient units. Especially attractive from a central
vantage is type H, which allows the center to make annual changes in
both the amount of equalization grants and their distribution across localities. The least preferred by central governments, and by the poorer
provincial and local governments, is the pure shared tax (type A), for
which the point of origin principle of distribution guarantees a counterequalizing pattern.
Stimulation of Expenditure
The central government may also wish to induce local governments
to increase spending on a particular function or to increase overall tax
effort. The preferred grants to stimulate expenditure are those that reimburse costs (types C, G, and K). As demonstrated above, these grants
allow the central government to influence local government behavior
through both an income and a price effect. Formula grants with an inherent tax effort term conceivably have the same effect, but this is not
proven by experience in developing countries. Local governments, conversely, see reimbursement grants as compromising their expenditure
choices and prefer general purpose grants.
Efficient Budgetary Planning
It is important that local governments be notified of the annual grant
amount in time for their budget processes. If the amount is tied to revenues from a national tax and determined by formula or as a percentage
of local collections (type A or B), the local government can estimate the
anticipated receipt with reasonable accuracy. But if the amount is determined ad hoc by the central government (types D and H) or is dependent on a rather vague definition of approved expenditures (types
C, G, and K), the size of the transfer will likely not be certain at the
time of local budgeting.
Revenue Adequacy
It is difficult to argue which grant types result in a more or less adequate flow of revenues to local governments. Shared taxes offer the
best possibilities if the national tax chosen for sharing is based on income
or consumption. Similarly, cost reimbursement grants can improve the
income-elasticity of the revenue system, because education finance is a
prime candidate for such grants. Grant funds determined ad hoc lead to
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the slowest revenue growth because central governments seem to view
grants to local governments as one area to cut during times of budget
crisis.
Administrative Costs
Central and local governments share the objective of minimizing the
administrative cost of raising revenue. In one sense, grant funding is
better than locally raised taxes, because the ability of the central government to collect taxes is better than that of local governments. Yet
the creation of a grant system requires a bureaucracy to monitor the
distribution and the disposition of the grants. The more complicated the
distribution system and the more elaborate the checks on how the money
is spent, the greater the administrative costs.
Cost reimbursement systems are probably the most expensive in that
they require the eligibility of costs to be monitored or the design of
capital projects to be evaluated. The least costly is the pure shared tax,
especially if the base is a national tax levied irrespective of the sharing
arrangement. The more complicated the sharing formula, however, the
more it will cost to implement a shared tax system.
Tradeoffs
This analysis illustrates the principle that one policy instrument (grants
in this case) cannot accomplish all objectives. For example, if the principal
objective is to equalize fiscal capacity across jurisdictions, the goals of
stimulating local government tax effort, minimizing administrative costs,
and promoting local autonomy are not likely to be well served. The
matrix in table 13-6 only suggests the degree to which designing a grant
system requires first deciding which objectives are essential and which
can be sacrificed.
A natural response to this problem is to include various types of grants
in the system, for example, formula grants to equalize, pure shared taxes
to provide adequate revenues to large cities, and cost reimbursement
grants to stimulate tax effort. Although each grant may accomplish its
objective, these effects may be offset by the workings of the entire grant
system.
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THEORY,

COMPARISON

of theory with practice, and analysis of the

effects of various local financingand expenditure practices provide some
lessons for policy. Several themes recur in the chapters above:
* The right amount of fiscal decentralization in developing countries
depends on a difficult tradeoff between maintaining central flexibility to carry out macroeconomic and equalization objectives, on
the one hand, and improvingthe delivery of services in urban areas,
on the other.
* The successof a strategy for fiscaldecentralization depends on giving local governments some degree of financial autonomy. Large
cities are in the best position to use the autonomy to improve service
delivery and augment the overall mobilization of resources for the
public sector.
* Local government taxes are most effective when focused on the
revenue-raising objectives. "Keep it simple" and "Leave allocative
and equity objectives to higher levels of government and to the
expenditure side of the budget" are good rules of thumb.
* Tax bases which are "natural" for local governments include real
property, business licenses,and automobile use. In some cases,consumption and earnings are appropriate.
* User charges for urban services are an excellent source of local
revenue. They can usually be structured in a way to meet revenue,
efficiency, and equity objectives.
* Intergovernmental transfers are also an appropriate component of
local financing systems, but these should be designed so they do
not discourage efforts to levy local taxes and user charges.The right
balance in financing sources depends on the expenditure responsibilities assigned.
* There is no "optimal" form of local governance in developingcountries. It is important to match local government structure to the
objectives which the national government most wants to achieve.
These are very current themes. The strengthening of local government
finance is an objective that occupies center stage in the policy discussions
in most developing countries today, and there are by now few open
advocates of increased centralization. This concluding chapter draws together the main lessons for pragmatic local finance policy as they apply
in particular to the management of urban finances.
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The Importance of Urban Government
in Developing Countries
Subnationalgovernment in developing countries is of significantlyless
importance than in industrial countries. Yet in many developing countries, especially in Latin America, the share of subnational government
spending in total public spending is comparable to that in the industrial
countries (nearly 50 percent). For large cities, local government is particularly important. Per capita expenditures by local authorities in these
cities are a large share of total public expenditures. The well-being of
urban dwellers in the big cities is as dependent on the fiscal health of
the local government as that of the central government. The fiscal and
administrative problems of cities deserve more attention than they are
usuallyaccorded under the mistaken belief that local government plays
only a negligible role.
The Urban Fiscal Gap
Urban governments in developing and industrial countries alike complain about the lack of resources to provide sufficient services to their
populations. Any observer of city life in developingcountries can quickly
see that urban public resources are woefully deficient. The gap between
the perceived need for services and the financial resources to provide
them can be attributed in many cases to demand for unrealisticallyhigh
standards of service which are beyond the financing capacityof an urban
economy. Efforts by urban governments to provide services at levels
which are not affordable commonly result in an inefficient and inequitable allocation of public resources. For example, excessivelyhigh standards for urban housing projects, water and sanitation facilities, and investments in transport, health, and education ultimately limit areas of
such public services to a few (usually the better-off) segments of the
urban population and leave the majority with inadequate service or none
at all. A more accurate assessment of the resource constraints under
which an urban economy operates would promote a more realistic approach to public investments and allow better service to be provided to
more people.
The fiscalgap alsomay have its origins in the misallocationof functions
and revenues to urban governments by higher-level authorities. Urban
populations in most developing countries have grown rapidly in recent
years and are likely to continue to do so. This growth has led to concomitant increases in the demand for a minimum level of public services
for each new urban dweller, which necessitates expenditure by urban
authorities. Risingincomes in urban areas have alsoincreased the demand
for public services, yet the revenues of local authorities most directly
affected have not usually increased commensurately. The primary explanation for this situation is that urban governments are often restricted
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in their revenue-raising authority to income-inelastic sources such as
property taxes, specific excises, fees, and fines, and transfers from higherlevel governments. In such cases, the fiscal gap is the result of a mismatch
between urban governments' responsibilities to provide services, on the
one hand, and their authority to raise revenue, on the other. The allocation of expenditure responsibility and revenue-raising authority to
urban governments is therefore an issue of utmost importance.
The Allocation of Urban Government
and Revenue Authority

Functions

The "fiscal gap"-the difference between the expenditure needs of
local governments and the availability of resources to finance these
needs-can be redressed, in principle, in four ways: (a) a reduction in
responsibilities that require local expenditure; (b) an increase in the local
authority to raise revenue; (c) an increase in the amount of revenues
transferred from higher-level government; and/or (d) an increase in the
local effort to raise revenue in the face of unchanged revenue-raising
authority.
The first option-a reduction of local (expenditure) responsibilityis frequently chosen for reasons of political convenience. Such policies
are subject to fiscal constraints imposed by the central government.
Moreover, when the central government assumes responsibility for providing urban services, it has only limited accountability to the actual or
potential beneficiaries of the services, and there is less likelihood that
the costs of the service will be recovered through user charges.
Bahl and Linn (1983) developed a simple framework to pinpoint
sources of revenue that are appropriate to finance particular types of
assigned urban expenditures. First, for publicly provided goods and services that are of measurable benefits to readily identifiable individuals
within a jurisdiction, user charges are the most efficient means of financing. Second, local services, such as administration, traffic control,
street lighting, and security-which are goods to the general public in
the sense that individual beneficiaries are difficult to identify and individual costs and benefits difficult to measure-are
most appropriately
financed by taxes on local residents. Third, the cost of services for which
significant spillovers to neighboring jurisdictions occur, such as health,
education, and welfare, should be borne by substantial state or national
intergovernmental transfers. Fourth, borrowing is an appropriate source
of financing capital outlays on infrastructure services, particularly public
utilities and roads.
In practice, the assignment of revenue authority to local governments
in many developing countries deviates considerably from this framework.
Commonly, local taxes finance substantial shares of services that could
be financed by user charges, and intergovernmental transfers finance
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services that would be more appropriately financed by local taxes or user
charges.
In considering fiscal reform in developing countries, say in the context
of decentralization efforts, reference to the normative framework set out
here would be useful. Given the constraints on fiscal resources at higher
levels of government, however, there is likely to be limited scope for
closing the urban fiscal gap through increased tax authority or transfers
to local governments. More promising avenues appear to be levying user
charges and financing major urban infrastructural investments through
improved access to capital markets.
Local tax capacity and effort could in fact be strengthened by more
careful design and application of certain higher-level interventions. All
too often, such interventions restrict local governments in determining
the definition, scope, and valuation of the tax base. These interventions
include mandated exemptions and prescribed levels for tax rates and user
charges. In all these areas, poor design by a higher-level government has
contributed to the weakening of the local tax capacity and effort. Merely
assigning to a local government the authority to tax or levy a user charge
is not sufficient. The local capabilities to use the authority must be actively strengthened by the higher-level government, and deliberate steps
must be taken to minimize unnecessary and harmful interventions that
limit local efforts.
Issues in Urban Property

Taxation

In principle, property taxation is an ideal way to finance many urban
services. The property tax base, that is, the value of urban real estate,
grows rapidly with urbanization and can be objectively assessed; it reflects the value of many urban services to the extent that they provide
site- or area-specific benefits; and ownership of real estate tends to be
more concentrated than the distribution of income, thus making the tax
generally progressive. Moreover, if properly administered, a property
tax will result in only minor distortions in the allocation of resources.
Finally, it can be argued that property taxes are most appropriately administered at the local level, because local government will have a better
knowledge base for assessing property values and a greater motivation
for collecting the property tax than do higher-level governments.
The property tax is the most common and generally the most important
of the taxes collected by urban governments in developing countries.
However, urban property tax revenue have generally not kept pace with
the growth of urban incomes or property values, and often not even with
the growth in urban population. Urban property tax systems vary widely
among developing countries, but the systems seem to suffer from a number of common problems: assessment practices are inadequate, professional expertise for valuing urban properties is in short supply, the nec-
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essary data base to support assessment and enforcement is not in place,
collection and enforcement problems abound, and taxpayer resistance is
a universal obstacle to more effective property tax administration. Some
of these problems can be attributed to the limited technical and administrative capabilities of urban governments. Just as important, however,
are a number of other factors: landownership and tenure conditions are
often uncertain; higher-level governments interfere with, or limit the use
of, property taxes (for example, through the imposition of rent control
or limits on tax rates); and higher effective tax rates on urban property
are often successfully opposed.
Notwithstanding these practical obstacles, the urban property tax is
clearly among the few main sources of local public revenue that can carry
a significant share of the financing requirements for urban expenditure.
Substantial efforts and ingenuity, however, are required to mobilize the
technical and administrative resources to develop accurate urban property registration and property tax valuation rolls, to update them at regular intervals, and to bill and collect property taxes effectively. In order
to be politically acceptable, these improvements must be introduced
gradually and fairly, and they need to be linked with a major effort to
educate the public about the relationships between the provision of essential urban services and the collection of the property tax.
Automotive

Taxation

The ownership and use of motor vehicles represent excellent, but
much neglected, tax bases for urban governments in developing countries. The growth in the number of automobiles is more rapid than the
growth in city population, automobile ownership and use are easily taxable, and such taxes are likely to fall on persons with high incomes. In
addition, the growing number of motor vehicles results in larger expenditures for urban roads, and increased congestion and pollution costs.
Thus, for purposes of revenue, efficiency, equity, and administration,
automotive taxation represents a nearly ideal revenue instrument for
urban governments. Annual automobile registration fees, restrictive area
licenses, and tolls have been applied with substantial success to some
cities in developing countries, for example, Jakarta and Singapore. These,
however, are exceptional cases. Although in many cities the main elements required to administer an effective set of automotive taxes-automobile registration, and taxation of gasoline and diesel fuel at the retail
levels are in place-much more could be done in most cities to draw
more extensively on the significant revenue potential of this set of taxes.
Other Local Taxes
Some local governments in urban areas also draw on income and sales
taxes. The major practical problem with these two types of taxes is that
their success depends on effective coordination between local and
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higher-level authorities. Higher-level governments frequently do not accept them as suitable instruments of local taxation, because of the apparent competition with their own tax collection efforts. As a result, local
income and sales taxes are not often found in the cities of developing
countries, despite their substantial revenue potential. In the absence of
such obstacles, however, local sales and income taxes can be effectively
integrated into the local revenue structure.
Much more common is another set of local taxes, namely, taxes levied
on industry and commerce and sumptuary taxes. The main reason for
their existence is that they can raise substantial amounts of revenue in
politically acceptable ways and with little need for coordination with
higher-level authorities. However, they almost invariably distort the allocation of urban resources. They are quite regressive and result in considerable administrative and compliance costs. In practice, these drawbacks tend to be given little weight by local legislators and administrators,
to whom the expanded use of these taxes offers a path of least resistance
in meeting their revenue objectives. An interesting example of the dilemma faced by local authorities in the imposition of these types of taxes
is the "octroi" tax, levied in many cities of India and Pakistan on goods
entering the city boundaries. This tax is highly inefficient because it
interferes with intermunicipal trade and imposes substantial administrative costs. However, its use on the Indian subcontinent continues because
it is so productive in generating revenue.
Finally, urban governments generally still draw on a wide variety of
"nuisance" taxes (selected excises, licenses, stamp duties, and poll taxes),
which perform poorly in terms of revenue generation, efficiency, and
distributive effects, and have high collection and compliance costs. Nuisance taxes continue to exist despite their drawbacks, again because their
use is generally unencumbered by higher-level interference and because
they are conventional and thus politically acceptable sources of local
revenues.
Overall, these other local taxes show only limited potential for financing urban services, either because they are not likely to be acceptable
to higher-level governments (sales tax or income tax), or because they
are inappropriate on grounds of their negative efficiency and equity effects and their high administrative costs (industry and commerce taxes,
sumptuary taxes, and nuisance taxes).
User Fees and Development

Charges

There can be little doubt about the usefulness and desirability of developing broadly based charging systems for urban public services. The
application of properly designed service charges, or more generally the
recovery of urban service costs from beneficiaries, can contribute to an
improvement of resource allocation within and between urban areas.
Such charges serve to limit the demand for urban services to efficient
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levels and to make actual and would-be urban dwellers aware of the social
costs of urbanization. As experience has shown, service charges or cost
recovery can generate substantial amounts of revenue for urban governments. Because service charges are directly linked to the provision
and extension of much-needed services, they are an important element
in urban investment policy.
Service charges can also contribute to equitable urban growth. Recouping the costs of public services from beneficiaries is a fair way to
finance a service, and windfall gains may be minimized. Under general
revenue financing, these windfall gains are often appropriated by highincome groups in the form of increased property values or increased
yields from investments that benefit those groups most directly. Therefore, user charges also serve to increase the vertical equity of the urban
fiscal system. As practice has shown, user charges can be designed to
serve explicitly the redistributive goals of government, although this
feature has to be tempered by concern for the efficiency and fiscal viability of the service being provided.
User charges are not only a tool for ensuring efficient use and equitable
financing of public services; they also serve as an investment guide, because consumers' willingness to pay for services is in many instances the
only way in which the benefits of a service can be ascertained and compared with the cost of providing the service. What is more, the application
of service charges, or more generally the requirement of cost recovery,
forces decisionmakers to consider beforehand the ability and willingness
of beneficiaries to pay and to design standards of service accordingly.
Extensive subsidization of services in the past has often contributed to
the expectation of unrealistically high standards of urban service.
The most common rule suggested by economists for guiding decisions
on the pricing of public services is to set price equal to marginal cost.
A review of the applicability of the simple marginal cost pricing rule
indicates that at least two precautions are in order. First, various dimensions of service, including use, access, and location, should be captured in pricing if the rule is to serve the goal of efficient resource
allocation. For example, water supply tariffs can be structured to cover
these three aspects: beneficiaries with the option to hook up to water
service by way of an area trunk line could pay (a) an area-specific property
tax or development charge, designed to recoup the cost of trunk-line
construction and other systemwide capital costs; (b) a recurrent monthly
fee to cover the costs of access-the connection from the trunk line to
individual properties, as well as metering and billing; and (c) a water-use
charge related to actual consumption to cover the marginal cost of supplying water to the user. Second, the rule needs to be amended to take
into account externalities, market distortions, and imperfect consumer
information; other important objectives, in addition to efficiency, such
as financial and fiscal viability, fairness, and equity; and institutional and
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political constraints. Considerations of equity and externalities, for example, can be simultaneously allowed for in so-called life-line tariffs, by
which the use of small amounts of service results in fees below marginal
cost. Poor consumers thereby use the service without an undue financial
burden. At the same time, high-income cross-subsidies that are derived,
for example, by charging above-marginal cost tariffs or access fees to
larger or wealthier consumers, ensure the financial viability of the charging system. This approach has been successfully applied to the financing
of urban water supply systems in a number of Latin American countries.
Despite these caveats and amendments to the use of the simple marginal cost pricing rule, it provides a good starting point for the analysis
of charging systems; refinements can then be made on a service-by-service application. Once an efficient pricing structure is determined, its
financial and equity implications and the extent to which it runs counter
to established institutional norms can be explored. Often, the various
policy objectives stand less in conflict than appears initially, particularly
where multi-part tariffs can be employed. However, the common practice of starting the analysis of user charges with objectives other than
efficiency in mind almost invariably means that considerations of efficiency are neglected altogether. The result is a greater loss of efficiency
than need be the case-a result that developing countries, given their
low levels of income, can ill afford.
Development charges are a special form of cost recovery for urban
infrastructural projects. Often termed "special assessments," "contributions for betterment," "land readjustment," or "valorization contributions," they serve different purposes and involve different practices
in various countries and cities. However, in general they feature lumpsum charges, phased over a payment period of months or years, which
are designed to recoup the public costs of infrastructural development
from beneficiaries. They may cover limited projects for a particular service, such as a neighborhood road-paving scheme or the construction of
a sewerage line, or the full development of new areas of a city or even
entire new towns. Property owners, rather than occupants of property
or users of a particular service, usually incur such charges in the areas
improved by public action.
Two different types of land development charges-land readjustment
the varyin Korea and valorization schemes in Colombia-demonstrate
ing role which such charges can play in financing urban development.
Although either system is not necessarily directly transferable to other
countries, the evidence suggests that serious consideration of similar
development charges is appropriate under most circumstances.
Intergovernmental

Transfers

There is often a mismatch between urban governments' responsibility
for public service provision, on the one hand, and their revenue-raising
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authority, on the other. The gap is filled with some form of intergovernmental transfer: a grant, a shared tax, or a subsidy. Certainly, there
is justification for intergovernmental transfers as part of the urban local
financing structure. Transfers from higher-level governments are an appropriate way to finance those local government functions which have
regional or national spillover benefits. Moreover, central governments
often justify grant financing of local services as part of a policy of regional
equalization of standards of living. Typically, big cities are much less
dependent on such transfers than are smaller municipalities or rural local
governments. The smaller share may be justified on a number of grounds,
in particular, that the cities have a greater fiscal capacity and more revenue-raising authority.
Higher-level governments often treat transfers as a residual in their
own budgeting process, even where elaborate allocation systems have
been devised to distribute grants to local governments. The local share
of central revenue can be one of the first casualties in a budget crisis.
The commonly severe constraint on national public finances in developing countries partly explains why intergovernmental transfers generally contribute a relatively small share of local government finances. Only
in a few countries does the intergovernmental financing system give the
local governments an ironclad guarantee.
There are other reasons why central governments pull back on the use
of grants as a financing tool for local governments, particularly large
cities. Grants may be viewed as a substitute for local tax effort, shared
taxes may increase the revenue disparity between the rich and the poor
areas of the countries, and local government tax administration may be
deficient. But these are less reasons to cut back on the transfers to local
governments than they are reasons to structure transfers to better achieve
national and local objectives.
A realistic view is that transfers are unlikely to resolve fully the fiscal
problems of local authorities in developing countries. To the extent that
grant systems are already in existence, however, substantial structural
improvements can generally be made to enhance their contribution.
These might include provisions to stimulate local revenue-raising efforts,
to better equalize interjurisdictional revenue capacity, and to build in a
loan component for large cities. Rationalizing grant structures that now
consist of a multiplicity of small, ad hoc transfers and putting them on
a more predictable basis could permit more effective fiscal planning,
especially at the local level.
The Scope and Prospects for Reform
There is no simple rule for determining the appropriate allocation of
responsibility to urban governments. Experience, however, suggests that
urban governments do a better job of urban management when they
have greater authority over their own affairs than when their powers are
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limited and they must continually coordinate their actions with those of
autonomous national or local entities that are also involved in the provision of urban services.
Among the local revenue sources usually available to urban government, the property tax, motor vehicle taxation, and user charges are
attractive. The many examples of their successful use in cities of developing countries provide a good indication that increased reliance could
be placed on these sources of revenue. Those examples also show, however, the need for effective administration, political will in implementation, and support from the national government, particularly in the
form of technical assistance.
How difficult is it for local governments to improve their fiscal structure? Proposals, often major and sweeping, for fiscal reform as a means
of alleviating serious problems of urban governments have been put
forward in most, if not all, large cities of the world. Although the nature
of these reforms has varied with local conditions and with each team of
advisers responsible for them, very few such reforms have been accepted
in their entirety. Commonly, resistance on the part of the policymakers
and citizens facing the prospect of fiscal reform, however much needed,
stems from doubts about the unanticipated effects of untested, largescale changes in the economic environment and about the distribution
of the windfall gains and losses associated with reform. Moreover, losses
usually threaten to befall urban elites to the gain of larger, broader socioeconomic groups, including the poor, who have less political clout.
Perhaps the biggest problem of all is the resistance of the central government to the increased local authority that is almost always part of
these proposals. Ministries of finance are too worried about their next
dollar of revenue to get very enthused about giving more money to local
budgets. Ministries of public works are loath to give up control over the
allocation of infrastructure funding and the direction of local investment.
National legislators see fiscal decentralization as an inroad on their ability
to distribute resources in return for political points with the home constituency. Local governments should of course be the proponents of
reform, but they are hardly in a position to change national laws concerning the powers of local government, and in many cases the local
officials are themselves appointed by the central government.
In most cases of major, sweeping reform in the developing world,
certain conditions have prevailed: higher-level government took over
important sources of revenue previously allocated to local authorities;
sweeping political changes resulted in major shifts in national priorities;
or fiscal problems were so unmanageable that reform was unavoidable.
Incremental reforms of local finances have found more general acceptance. Examples are the creation of special districts for capital cities,
which give them specific responsibilities to expend and raise revenue;
enlargement of metropolitan jurisdictions by annexation of adjacent mu-
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nicipalities; phased development of new sources of revenue and reform
of existing sources; reassignment of selected expenditure functions; and
ad hoc responses to fiscal pressures.
Given this state of affairs, it seems that a top-down approach to farreaching fiscal decentralization, however preferred it might be, is not a
starter in most developing countries. A better route might be the reform
of financing systems in the largest cities, with a decided emphasis on the
kinds of fiscal reforms that will make these cities more financially selfsufficient and will lead to a generally higher rate of revenue mobilization.
The directions suggested by the research summarized in this volume are
likely to provide a good start in pursuing such reforms.

Appendix:Data Sources
for Tables

Bangladesh
Table2-1. Dhaka: 1980-83 World Bank data. Table2-10. Dhaka: 1983
World Bank data. Table 2-11. Dhaka: 1983 World Bank data. Table 41. Dhaka: 1980-83 World Bank data. Table 4-5. Dhaka: 1984 World
Bank data. Table 4-7 Dhaka: 1980-82 World Bank data. Table 13-1.
Chittagong and Dhaka: 1983 World Bank data, Bahl (1989). Table 133. Chittagong and Dhaka: 1983 World Bank data, Bahl (1989).
Bolivia
Table 2-10. La Paz: 1975 and 1985 World Bank data. Table2-11. La
Paz: 1975 and 1985 World Bank data. Table 2-12. La Paz: 1983-85
World Bank data. Table4-1. La Paz: 1975 and 1985 World Bank data.
Table 5-3. La Paz: 1976 data, Holland (1979). Table 13-1. La Paz: 1975
and 1985 World Bank data.
Botswana
Table2-3. Francistown:1974 World Bank data. Table2-6. Francisrown:
1972 World Bank data. Table 2-10. Francistown: 1972 and 1986 World
Bank data. Table 2-11. Francistown: 1972 and 1986 World Bank data.
Table5-3. Francistown: 1974 World Bank data. Table 10-4. 1972 World
Bank data. Table 13-1. Francistown: 1972 and 1986 World Bank data.
Brazil
Table 2-1. Rio de Janeiro: 1980-84 World Bank data. Sao Paulo:
1980-84 World Bank data. Table2-2. State of Guabara: 1980-84 World
Bank data. Rio deJaneiro: 1967-69 data, Richardson (1973). Sao Paulo:
1980-84 World Bank data. Table 2-9. Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo:
1984 World Bank data. Table2-10. Rio deJaneiro: 1967 data, Richardson
(1973); 1984 World Bank data. Sao Paulo: 1984 World Bank data. Table
2-11. Rio deJaneiro: 1967 data, Richardson (1973); 1984 World Bank
data. Sao Paulo: 1984 World Bank data. Table2-12. Rio de Janeiro and
Sao Paulo: 1980-84 World Bank data. Table4-1. Rio de Janeiro and Sao
Paulo: 1980 and 1984 World Bank data. Table4-3. Rio deJaneiro: 1982
data, Dillinger (1989) and Garzon (1989). Table5-2. Selected cities: 1976
data, Richman (1977). Table 5-3. Rio de Janeiro: 1975 data, Richman
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(1977). Salvador: 1973 data, Richman (1977). Sao Paulo: 1975 data,
Richman (1977). Table 10-5. Belo Horizonte and Minas Gerais: 1974
World Bank data. Table 13-1. Rio de Janeiro: 1967 data, Richardson
(1973); 1984 World Bank data. Table 13-3. States, as of 1982: Dillinger
and Mahar (1983). States and municipalities, as of 1982: Dillinger and
Mahar (1983). Municipalities, as of 1982: Dillinger and Mahar (1983).
Table 13-4. All cities: Dillinger and Mahar (1983).
Burundi
Table 10-5. Bujumbura: 1966 World Bank data.
Cameroon
Table 10-5. 1975 World Bank data. Table 10-15. Northwest and Southwest and Rest of country: 1975 World Bank data.
Taiwan (China)
Table 4-3. Taipei: 1986 data, Riew (1987). Table 5-3. All property:
1974 data, Harris (1979).
Colombia

Table 2-1. Bogota: 1970-72 data, Linn (1980a). Cali: 1975 data, Linn
(1980a). Cartagena: 1969-72 data, Linn (1980a). Table 2-2. Bogota:
1963-72 World Bank data. Cali: 1964-74 World Bank data. Cartagena:
1970-72 data, Linn (1975). Table 2-3. Bogota: 1970-72 data, Linn
(1980a). Cali: 1975 data, Linn (1980a). Table 2-4. Cartagena: 1972 data,
Linn (1975). Table2-6. Bogota: 1972 data, Linn (1980a). Cali: 1974 data,
Linn (1980a). Cartagena: 1972 data, Linn (1975). Table 2-7. Bogota: 1972
World Bank data. Cali: 1974 World Bank data. Cartagena: 1972 data,
Linn (1975). Table 2-10. Bogota: 1972 World Bank data. Cali: 1974
World Bank data. Cartagena: 1972 data, Linn (1975). Table2-11. Bogota:
1972 World Bank data. Cali: 1974 World Bank data. Cartagena: 1972
data, Linn (1975). Table 2-12. Bogota: 1963-72 data, Linn (1980a). Cali:
1969-72 data, Linn (1980a). Cartagena: 1969-72 data, Linn (1975).
Table 2-13. Bogota: 1972 data, Linn (1980a). Cali: 1975 data, Linn
(1980a). Cartagena: 1972 data, Linn (1975). Table 4-1. Bogota: 1972 data,
Linn (1980b). Cali: 1975 data, Linn (1980a). Cartagena: 1972 data, Linn
(1975). Table 4-4. Bogota: 1971 data, Linn (1980b). Cartagena: 1972
data, Linn (1975); 1980 World Bank data. Table 4-5. Bogota: 1972 data,
Linn (1980b). Cartagena: 1972 data, Linn (1975). Table 4-6. Bogota:
1963-72 data, Linn (1980b). Cartagena: 1970-72 data, Linn (1975);
1978-80 World Bank data. Table 4-7. Bogota: 1962-72 data, Linn
(1980a). Cartagena: 1961-72 data, Linn (1975). Table 5-2. All property:
1961 data, Taylor and others (1965); 1966 data, McLure (1971a); 1970
data, study 8, McLure (1975a); 1970 data, study 9, Bird (1975). Bogota:
1970 data; Colombia, Republic of (1973). Cali: 1975 data, study 11, Linn
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(1979); 1975 data, study 12, Linn (1980a). Table 5-3. Bogota: 1974 data,
Linn (1980b). Cali: 1975 data, Linn (1979). Cartagena: 1973 data, Linn
(1975). Table 7-2. Cartagena: 1972 data, Linn (1975). Table 10-5. Bogota:
1979 World Bank data. Cali: 1978 World Bank data. Cartagena: 1973
data, Linn (1975). Table 10-4. Bogota: 1972 data, Linn (197 6 c). Cali:
1974 data, Linn (1975). Cartagena: 1972 data, Linn (1976b). Table 1015. Bogota: 1973 World Bank data, Linn (1976c). Cali: 1978 World Bank
data. Cartagena: 1973 data, Linn (1975). Table 10-16. Bogota: 1979
World Bank data. Cali: 1978 World Bank data. Cartagena: 1973 data,
Linn (1975). Table 11-1. Bogota: 1978 World Bank data. Cali: 1978 data,
Linn and Sebastian (1980a); and Cali, Empresas Municipales de (1975).
Cartagena: 1973 data, Linn (1975). Table 11-3. Bogota: 1973 data, Linn
(1976c). Cartagena: 1973 data, Linn (1975). Table 11-5. Bogota: 1980
data, Urrutia (1981). Table 13-1. Bogota: 1972 World Bank data; 1979
data, Linn (1980a). Cali: 1974 World Bank data, Linn (1980a). Cartagena:
1972 data, Linn (1975). Table 13-3. Bogota: 1982 data, Linn (1980a);
Bird (1984). Table 13-4. Bogota: 1982 data, Linn (1980a); Bird (1984).
Cartagena: 1975 data, Linn (1975); Bird (1984).
C6te d'Ivoire
Table 2-11. Abidjan: 1982 World Bank data. Table 5-3. All property:
1974 World Bank data. Table 10-5. Abidjan: 1975 World Bank data.
Table 10-16. Abidjan: 1975 data, Julius and Warford (1977). Table 131. Abidjan: 1981 World Bank data.
Ecuador
Table 10-5. Guayaquil: 1974 World Bank data.
Ethiopia
Table 10-5. Addis Ababa: 1972 World Bank data. Table 13-1. Addis
Ababa: 1973 World Bank data.
Gabon
Table 10-5. Libreville: 1973 World Bank data.
Ghana
Table 10-5. Accra/Tenna: 1974 World Bank data.
Guatemala
Table 8-1. Guatemala City: 1979 data, Avenarius and others (1975).
Hong Kong
Table 4-4. Hong Kong: 1973 World Bank data; 1985 World Bank
data. Table 4-6. Hong Kong: 1984-86 World Bank data. Table 5-3. All
property: 1974 data, Jao (1976).
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India
Table 2-1 . Ahmadabad: 1965-71 data, Bahl (1975); 1977-81, World
Bank data. Bombay: 1963-70 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1975-82
World Bank Data. Table 2-2. Ahmadabad: 1965-71 data, Bahl (1975);
1977-81 World Bank data. Bombay: 1963-72 data, Bougeon-Maassen
(1976); 1975-82 World Bank data. Madras (Corp.): 1972-76 and 197779 World Bank data. Table 2-3. Ahmadabad: 1971 data, Bahl (1975).
Bombay: 1972 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976). Calcutta: 1977 World
Bank data. Delhi: 1970 data, Datta and Koshla (1972). Table 2-4. Madras:
1976 World Bank data. Table 2-6. Ahmadabad: 1971 data, Bahl (1975).
Bombay: 1972 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1982 World Bank data.
Table 2-7. Ahmadabad: 1971 data, Bahl (1975); 1981 World Bank data.
Bombay: 1971/72 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1981 World Bank
data. Calcutta: 1974/75 and 1982 World Bank data. Madras: 1975/76
and 1982 World Bank data. Table 2-10. Ahmadabad: 1970/71 data, Bahl
(1975); 1981 World Bank data. Bombay: 1970/71 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1981/82 World Bank data. Calcutta (Corp.): 1974/75 and
1982 World Bank estimates. Madras: 1975/76 and 1979 World Bank
data. Table 2-11. Ahmadabad: 1971 data, Bahl (1975); 1981 World Bank
data. Bombay: 1970 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1981 World Bank
data. Calcutta (Corp.): 1974/75 and 1982 World Bank estimates. Madras:
1975/76 and 1979 World Bank data. Table 2-12. Ahmadabad: 1965-71
data, Bahl (1975); 1977-81 World Bank data. Bombay: 1963-71 data,
Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1975-82 World Bank data. Table 2-13. Ahmadabad: 1981 World Bank data. Bombay: 1981 World Bank data. Table
4-1. Ahmadabad: 1965-71 data, Bahl (1975); 1977-81 World Bank data.
Bombay: 1963-72 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1975-82 World
Bank data. Calcutta (Corp.): 1974/75 and 1982 World Bank estimates.
Madras (Corp.): 1972-76 and 1977-79 World Bank data. Table 4-2.
Ahmadabad: 1980 World Bank data. Madras: 1983 data, Nath and
Schroeder (1984). Table 4-4. Ahmadabad: 1.972 data, Bahl (1975). Bombay: 1971 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976). Calcutta: 1971 World Bank
data. Table 4-5. Bombay and Calcutta: 1971 data, Mohan (1974). Delhi:
1979 data, Nath and Schroeder (1984). Madras: 1977 data, Nath and
Shcroeder (1984). Table 4-6. Ahmadabad and Bangalore: 1961-78
World Bank data. Bombay: 1963-72 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976);
1969-78 World Bank data. Calcutta: 1966-78 World Bank estimates.
Delhi: 1961-81 World Bank data. Madras: 1967-77 World Bank data.
Table 4-7. Ahmadabad: 1961-71 data, Bahl (1975); 1961-78 World
Bank data. Bombay: 1961-71 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1969-78
World Bank data. Calcutta: 1960-71 World Bank data; 1966-78 World
Bank estimates. Delhi: 1966-73 and 1961-81 World Bank data. Madras:
1961-71 and 1967-77 World Bank data. Table 5-3. Ahmadabad: 1973
data, Bahl (1975). Bombay: 1973 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976). Calcutta, Delhi, and Madras: 1973 data, Mohan (1974). Table 7-2. Ahmad-
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abad: 1972 data, Bahl (1975); 1981 World Bank data. Bombay: 1971
data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1982 World Bank data. Table 8-1. Calcutta: 1977 World Bank data. Table 10- 4. Ahmadabad: 1971 data, Bahl
(1975); 1981 World Bank data. Bombay: 1971-72 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976). Calcutta: 1974/75 World Bank estimates. Madras: 1975/76
World Bank data. Table 10-5. Ahmadabad: 1973 data, Bahl (1975). Bombay: 1978 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976) and World Bank data. Table
10-15. Ahmadabad: 1973 data, Bahl (1975). Bombay: before and including 1973, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); after 1973, World Bank data.
Table 10-16. Ahmadabad: 1973 data, Bahl (1975). Bombay: 1973 World
Bank data. Uttar Pradesh cities: 1975 data, Julius and Warford (1977).
Table 11-1. Bombay: 1973 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976). Table 11-3.
Ahmadabad: 1972 data, Bahl (1975). Bombay: 1974 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976). Table 11-5. Ahmadabad: 1973 data, Bahl (1975). Bombay:
1976 World Bank data. Calcutta: 1980 World Bank data. Table 13-1.
Ahmadabad: 1971 data, Bahl (1975); 1981 World Bank data. Bombay:
1971 data, Bougeon-Maassen (1976); 1975 and 1982 World Bank data.
Calcutta: 1970, 1975, and 1982 World Bank data. Madras: 1976 and
1979 World Bank data. Table 13-3. Ahmadabad: 1981 World Bank data.
Table 13-4. Ahmadabad: 1981 World Bank data. States: 1970s data, Datta
(1981); World Bank data. Table 13-5. Ahmadabad: 1971 data, Bahl
(1975). Calcutta: 1972 World Bank data.
Indonesia
Table 2-1. Jakarta: 1972/73 data, Linn and others (1976); 1980/81
World bank data. Table 2-2. Jakarta: 1970-73 and 1981-82 World Bank
data. Table 2-3. Jakarta: 1972 data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto
(1976). Table 2-6. Jakarta: 1972 data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjiowijoto
(1976); 1982 World Bank data. Table 2-8.-Jakarta: 1972/73 data, Linn,
Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976); 1981 World Bank data. Table 2-10.
Jakarta: 1972/73 data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976); 1981
World Bank data. Table 2-11. Jakarta: 1972-73, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976); 1981-82 World Bank data. Table 2-12. Jakarta: 197073 data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976); 1981-1982 World Bank
data. Table 2-13. Jakarta: 1982 World Bank data. Table 4-1. Jakarta:
1970-73 data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976); 1981-82 World
Bank data. Table 4-3. Jakarta: 1986 World Bank data. Table 4-4. Jakarta:
1972 data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976). Table 4-5. Jakarta:
1985 data, Bastin and Hadiprobowo (1987). Table 4-6. Jakarta: 197073 data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976). Table 5-3. Jakarta: 1973
data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976). Table 7-2. Jakarta: 1973
data, Linn, Smith and Wignjowijoto (1976); 1982 World Bank data. Table
10-5. Jakarta: 1973 data, Linn, Smith and Wignjowijoto (1976). Malang:
1974 World Bank data. Table 10-15. Jakarta: 1973 data, Linn, Smith,
and Wignjowijoto (1976). Table 11-3. Jakarta: 1973 data, Linn, Smith,
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and Wignjowijoto (1976). Table 11-5. Jakarta: 1973 data, Linn, Smith,
and Wignjowijoto (1976); 1980 World Bank data. Table 13-1. Jakarta:
1973 data, Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976); 1981 World Bank
data. Table 13-3. Jakarta: 1981 World Bank data. Table 13-4. Jakarta:
1981 World Bank data. Table 13-5. Jakarta: 1981 World Bank data;
Devas (1986).
Iran
Table 2-1. Tehran: 1974 World Bank data. Table 2-5. Tehran: 1974
World Bank data. Table 2-10. Tehran: 1974 World Bank data. Table 211. Tehran: 1974 World Bank data. Table 5-3. Tehran: 1975 World Bank
data. Table 13-1. Tehran: 1974 World Bank data.
Jamaica
Table 2-1. Kingston: 1967/68-71/72 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 2-2. Kingston: 1969-73 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 2-5. Kingston: 1973 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 2-6. Kingston: 1972 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 2-8. Kingston: 1972 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 2-10. Kingston: 1971/72 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 2-11. Kingston: 1971/72 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table2-12. Kingston: 1963-72 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 2-13. Kingston: 1973 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 4-1. Kingston: 1971 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 4-4. Kingston: 1971 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 4-6. Kingston: 1969-73 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 4-7. Kingston: 1961-72 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977). Table 5-2. All property: 1963 data, Lovejoy (1963). Table 5-3.
Kingston: before and including 1974, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn
(1977); after 1974, World Bank data. Table 7-2. Kingston: 1971 data,
Bougeon-Maassen and Linn (1977). Table 10-4. Kingston: 1972 data,
Bougeon-Maassen and Linn (1977). Table 10-5. Kingston: 1975 data,
Bougeon-Maassen and Linn (1977). Table 10-16. Kingston: 1975 data,
Julius and Warford (1977) and Bougeon-Maassen and Linn (1977). Table
11-3. Kingston: 1974 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn (1977). Table 131. Kingston: 1972 data, Bougeon-Maassen and Linn (1977); 1977 World
Bank data. Table 13-3. Kingston: before and including 1974, BougeonMaassen and Linn (1977). Table 13-4. Kingston: 1973 data, BougeonMaassen and Linn (1977).
Kenya
Table 2-1. Nairobi:
1960-76 and 1980/81
Bank data. Table 2-9.
Table 2-10. Mombasa

1980/81 World Bank data. Table 2-2. Nairobi:
World Bank data. Table 2-3. Nairobi: 1976 World
Mombasa and Nairobi: 1981 World Bank data.
and Nairobi: 1981 World Bank data. Table 2-11.
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Mombasa and Nairobi: 1981 World Bank data. Table 2-13. Nairobi: 1981
World Bank data. Table 4-1. Nairobi: 1981 World Bank data. Table 44. Nairobi: 1971 World Bank data. Table 5-3. 1975 World Bank data.
Table 10-5. Mombasa: 1975 World Bank data. Nairobi: 1975 data, Hubbel (1977). Table 10-15. Nairobi: 1978 World Bank data. Table 10-16.
Nairobi: 1978 World Bank data. Table 13-1. Mombasa and Nairobi: 1975
and 1981 World Bank data.
Republic of Korea
Table 2-1. Daegu, Daejeon, and Gwangju: 1976 data, Smith and Kim
(1979); 1981-83 World Bank data. Jeonju: 1975 data, Smith and Kim
(1979); 1981-83 World Bank data. Seoul: 1965-71 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976); 1981-83 World Bank data. Table 2-2. Seoul: 1963-72
data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976); 1981-83 World Bank data. Table 23. Daegu, Daejeon, Gwangju, and Jeonju: 1975 data, Smith and Kim
(1979). Seoul: 1965-71 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976). Table 2-6.
Daegu, Daejeon, Gwangju, and Jeonju: 1975 data, Smith and Kim
(1979); 1983 World Bank data. Seoul: 1971 data, Bahl and Wasylenko
(1979); 1983 World Bank data. Table 2-8. Daegu, Daejeon, and Gwangju: 1976 data, Smith and Kim (1979). Jeonju: 1975 data, Smith and
Kim (1979). Seoul: 1970 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1979). Table 2-10.
Daegu, Daejeon, Gwangju, and Jeonju: 1983 World Bank data. Seoul:
1971 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976); 1983 World Bank data. Table
2-11. Daegu, Daejeon, Gwangju, and Jeonju: 1976 data, Smith and Kim
(1979); 1983 World Bank data. Seoul: 1971 data, Bahl and Wasylenko
(1976); 1983 World Bank data. Table 2-12. Seoul: 1969-72 data, Bahl
and Wasylenko (1976); 1981-83 World Bank data. Table 2-13. Daegu,
Daejeon, Gwangju, and Jeonju: 1983 World Bank data. Seoul: 1983
World Bank data. Table 4-1. Seoul: 1965-71 data, Bahl and Wasylenko
(1976); 1981-83 World Bank data. Pusan: 1971 and 1983 World Bank
data. Table 4-3. Seoul: 1985 data, Chun, Kim and Lee (1985). Table 44. Seoul: 1971 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976); 1983 World Bank data.
Table 4-6. Seoul: 1963-72 data, Bahl and Wasylenlo (1976); 1981-83
World Bank data. Table 4-7. Seoul: 1968-71 data, Bahl and Wasylenko
(1976). Table 5-2. Seoul: 1970 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976). Table
5-3. Seoul: 1973 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976). All property: 1975
data, Smith and Kim (1979). Table 7-2. Seoul: 1970 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976); 1983 World Bank data. Table 8-1. Pusan and Seoul: 1977
data, Smith and Kim (1979). Table 10-4. Daegu, Daejeon, Gwangju, and
Jeonju: 1976 data, Smith and Kim (1979). Seoul: 1970 data, Bahl and
Wasylenko (1976). Table 10-5. Seoul: 1972 data, Bahl and Wasylenko
(1976). Table 10-15. Korean medium-size cities: 1976 data, Smith and
Kim (1979). Seoul: 1965-71 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976). Table
11-1. Seoul: 1976 World Bank data. Table 11-3. Seoul: 1973 data, Bahl
and Wasylenko (1976). Table 11-5. Seoul: 1973 data, Bahl and Wasy-
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lenko (1976). Table 13-1. Seoul: 1968 World Bank data; 1971 and 1975
data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976); 1983 World Bank data. Table 13-4.
Seoul: before 1972, 1972, and after 1972, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976),
Smith and Kim (1979). Table 13-5. Seoul: pre-1972 data, Bahl and Wasylenko (1976), Smith and Kim (1979).
Lebanon
Table 5-2. All property: 1968 data, de Wulf (1972).
Liberia
Table 2-11. Monrovia: 1982 World Bank data.
Malawi
Table 5-2. All property: no date, World Bank data.
Malaysia
Table 10-5. Kuala Lumpur: 1973 World Bank data. Penang: 1973 data,
Katzmann (1977). Table 10-16. Kuala Lumpur: 1976 data, Julius and
Warford (1977). Table 13-3. States: 1980s World Bank data.
Mexico
Table 2-1. Mexico City: 1966 and 1980-84 data, Fried (1972). Table
2-2. Mexico City: 1980-84 World Bank data. Table 2-12. Mexico City:
1980-84 World Bank data. Table 10-5. Mexico City: 1973 data, Katzman
(1977). Table 10-16. Medium-sized cities: 1976 data,Julius and Warford
(1977). Table 13-1. Mexico City: 1968 and 1982 World Bank data.
Morocco
Table 2-4. Casablanca: 1970s World Bank data.
Nepal
Table 10-5. Kathmandu: 1970s World Bank data.
Nicaragua
Table 2-1. Managua: 1972 data, Lacayo, Wong, and Velasco Arboleda
(1976); 1979 World Bank data. Table 2-6. Managua: 1974 data, Lacayo,
Layman, and Velasco (1976); 1979 World Bank data. Table 2-10. Managua: 1979 World Bank data. Table 2-11. Managua: 1974 data, Lacayo,
Layman, and Velasco (1976); 1979 World Bank data.
Nigeria
Table 2-2. Lagos: 1979/80 World Bank data. Table 2-5. Lagos: 1960s
data, Williams and Walsh (1968). Table 2-10. Lagos: 1980 World Bank
data. Table 2-11. Ibadan: 1982 World Bank data. Lagos: 1962/63 data,
Orewa (1966); 1980 World Bank data. Maknqdi and Onitsha: 1982
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World Bank data. Table 8-1. Ibadan: 1984 World Bank data. Table 1015. Lagos: 1960s data, Williams and Walsh (1968). Table 13-1. Ibadan:
1982 World Bank data. Table 13-3. States: 1979 data, Adamolekun and
others (1980). Table 13-4. All cities: 1960s data, Adamolekun and others
(1980).
Pakistan
Table 2-2. Gujranwala: 1971-75 and 1983-85 World Bank data. Karachi: 1972-75 and 1977-82 World Bank data. Table 2-4. Karachi: 1976
World Bank data. Table 2-5. Gujranwala: 1975 World Bank data. Table
2-9. Gujranwala: 1983 World Bank data. Karachi: 1973/74 World Bank
data. Table 2-10. Gujranwala: 1983 World Bank data. Karachi: 1974/75
data, Kee (1975); 1982 World Bank data. Table 2-11. Gujranwala: 1983
World Bank data. Karachi: 1974/75 data, Kee (1975); 1982 World Bank
data. Table 2-12. Karachi: 1980/81 World Bank data. Table 4-1. Gujranwala: 1970/71-74/75 and 1983-85 World Bank data. Karachi: 1972-75
and 1977-81 World Bank data. Table 5-2. All property: no date, Azfar
(1971). Table 5-3. Karachi: 1976 World Bank data. Table 10-4. Karachi:
1973-74 World Bank data. Table 10-5. Lahore: 1973 data, Turvey and
Warford (1974). Table 10-16. Lahore: 1976 data, Julius and Warford
(1977). Table 13-1. Karachi: 1975 data, Kee (1975); 1982 World Bank
data. Table 13-3. Gujranwala: 1970s World Bank data. Table 13-5.
Gujranwala: 1970s World Bank data.
Panama
Table 5-2. All property: 1969 data, McLure (1974).
Papua New Guinea
Table 13-3. Provinces: 1980 data, Bird (1983). Table 13-5. Provinces:
1980 data, Bird (1983).
Peru
Lima: 1981/82 World Bank data. Table 2-5. Lima: 1982 World Bank
data. Table 2-10. Lima: 1982 World Bank data. Table 2-11. Lima: 1982
World Bank data. Table 4-1. Lima: 1981/82 World Bank data. Table 52. All property: 1966 data, Webb (1967).
Philippines
Table 2-1. Manila: 1960-70 data, Bahl, Brigg, and Smith (1976);
1980-85 World Bank data. Table 2-2. Manila: 1960-70 data, Bahl, Brigg,
and Smith (1976); 1980-85 World Bank data. Table 2-4. Manila: 1980
data, Bahl and Schroeder (1983c). Table 2-5. Davao: 1980 data, Bahl
and Schroeder (1983c). Table 2-9. Manila: 1985 World Bank data. Table
2-10. Manila: 1970 data, Bahl, Brigg, and Smith (1976); 1985 World
Bank data. Table2-11. Manila: 1970 data, Bahl, Brigg, and Smith (1976);
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1985 World Bank data. Table 2-12. Manila: 1960-70 data, Bahl, Brigg,
and Smith (1976); 1980-85 World Bank data. Table 2-13. Manila: 1980
data, Bahl and Schroeder (1983c). Table 4-1. Manila: 1970 data, Bahl,
Brigg, and Smith (1976); 1985 World Bank data. Table4-3. Manila: 1987
data, Dillinger (1988b). Table 4-4. Manila: 1972 data, Bahl, Brigg, and
Smith (1976); 1984 World Bank data. Table 4-6. Manila: 1974-84 World
Bank data. Table 4-7. Manila: 1974-84 World Bank data. Table 5-3.
Manila: 1974 data, Bahl, Brigg, and Smith (1976). Table 7-2. Manila:
1970 data, Bahl, Brigg, and Smith (1976). Table 13-1. Manila: 1970 data,
Bahl, Brigg, and Smith (1976); 1975 data, Bahl, Brigg, and Smith (1976).
Table 13-4. Manila: 1980 data, Bahl and Schroeder (1983c).
Portugal
Table 5-2. All property: 1973 data, Tanzi and de Wulf (1976). Table
5-3. All property: 1976 data, Tanzi and de Wulf (1976).
Senegal
Table 2-11. Dakar: 1982 World Bank data. Table 4-5. Dakar: 1985
World Bank data. Table 8-1. Dakar: 1984 World Bank data. Table 131. Dakar: 1980 World Bank data.
Singapore
Table 4-1. Singapore: 1971 and 1983 World Bank data. Table 4-4.
Singapore: 1968 and 1985 World Bank data. Table 4-6. Singapore: 198385 World Bank data. Table 5-3. Singapore: 1974 World Bank data. Table
11-3. Singapore: 1974 World Bank data.
Sri Lanka
Table 4-5. Kandy: 1983 data, Schroeder(1985b). Table 13-1. Colombo:
1977 and 1982 World Bank data. Table 13-5. Colombo: 1985 World
Bank data.
Thailand
Table 2-1. Bangkok: 1975-77 World Bank data. Table 2-4. Bangkok:
1974 World Bank data. Table 2-10. Bangkok: 1977 World Bank data.
Table 2-11. Bangkok: 1977 World Bank data. Table 4-1. Bangkok: 1977
World Bank data. Table 4-2. Bangkok: 1980 World Bank data. Table 53. All property: 1974 World Bank data. Table 10-5. Bangkok: 1975 data,
Saunders (1976). Table 13-1. Bangkok: 1968 and 1977 World Bank data.
Tunisia
Table 2-1. Tunis: 1965-70 data, Prud'homme (1975); 1984/85 World
Bank data. Table 2-2. Tunis: 1966-72 data, Prud'homme (1975); 1981/
82 World Bank data. Table 2-5. Tunis: 1982 data, Prud'homme (1975).
Table 2-9. Tunis: 1985 World Bank data. Table 2-10. Tunis: 1972 data,
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Prud'homme (1975); 1985 World Bank data. Table 2-11. Tunis: 1973
data, Prud'homme (1975); 1985 World Bank data. Table 2-12. Tunis:
1966-73 data, Prud'homme (1975); 1984/85 World Bank data. Table 41. Tunis: 1986 World Bank data. Table 4-4. Tunis: 1971 data,
Prud'homme (1975). Table 4-6. Tunis: 1966-72 data, Prud'homme
(1975). Table 4-7. Tunis: 1962-72 data, Prud'homme (1975). Table 53. Tunis: 1978 data, Prud'homme (1975). Table 7-2. Tunis: 1973 data,
Prud'homme (1975). Table 10-5. Tunis: 1973 data, Prud'homme (1975).
Table 10-15. Tunis: 1974 data, Prud'homme (1975). Table 10-16. Tunis:
1975 data, Julius and Warford (1977). Table 11-1. Tunis: 1974 data,
Prud'homme (1975). Table 11-3. Tunis: 1974 data, Prud'homme (1975).
Table 11-5. Tunis: 1974 data, Prud'homme (1975). Table 13-1. Tunis:
1972 data, Prud'homme (1975); 1985 World Bank data. Table 13-4.
Tunis: 1972 data, Prud'homme (1975).
Turkey
Table2-2. Istanbul: 1960-70World Bankdata. Table5-2. Allproperty:
1968 data, Krzyaniak and Ozmucur (1968). Table 5-3. Istanbul: 1972
data, Keles (1977) and World Bank data. Table 13-1. Istanbul: 1968
World Bank data. Table 13-4. Istanbul: 1968 World Bank data.
Puerto Rico (United

States)

Table 5-2. All property: no date, Mann (1973).
United

States

Table 5-2. All property: 1968 data, Musgrave, Case, and Leonard
(1974).
Venezuela
Table 2-5. Valencia: 1960s data, Cannon, Foster, and Witherspoon
(1973). Table 2-10. Valencia: 1968 data, Cannon, Foster, and Witherspoon (1973). Table 2-11. Valencia: 1968 data, Cannon, Foster, and
Witherspoon (1973). Table 10-15. Valencia: 1968 data, Cannon, Foster,
and Witherspoon (1973).
Yugoslavia
Table 10-16. Dubrovnic: 1975 data, Julius and Warford (1977). Sarajevo: 1976 data, Julius and Warford (1977).
Zaire
Table 2-5. Bukaru, Kinshasa, Lumbumbashi, and Mbuji-May: 1973
World Bank data. Table 2-10. Bukaru and Kinshasa: 1971 World Bank
data. Lumbumbashi: 1972 World Bank data. Mbuji-May: 1971 World
Bank data. Table 2-11. Bukaru and Kinshasa: 1971 and 1986 World Bank
data. Mbuji-May: 1971 World Bank data. Table 5-3. All property: 1973
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World Bank data. Table 8-1. All local authorities: 1973 World Bank data.
Table 13-1. Bukaru and Kinshasa: 1971 World Bank data. Lumbumbashi:
1972 World Bank data. Mbuji-May: 1971 World Bank data. Table 133. Kinshasa: 1970s World Bank data. Table 13-4. Kinshasa: 1970s World
Bank data.
Zambia
Table 2-2. Lusaka: 1966-72 World Bank estimates. Table 2-4. Kitwe,
Lusaka, and Ndola: 1974 World Bank data. Table 2-8. Lusaka: 1972
World Bank data. Table 2-10. Kitwe: 1975 World Bank data. Lusaka:
1972 World Bank data. Table 2-11. Kitwe, Lusaka, and Ndola: 1972
World Bank data. Table 2-13. Kitwe, Lusaka, and Ndola: 1974 World
Bank data. Table 4-1. Lusaka: 1971 World Bank data. Table 4-4. Lusaka:
1972 World Bank data. Table 4-6. Lusaka: 1966-72 World Bank data.
Table 5-3. All property: 1976 World Bank data. Table 8-1. All local
authorities: 1976 World Bank data. Table 10-4. Lusaka: 1972 World Bank
data. Table 13-1. Kitwe: 1975 World Bank data. Lusaka: 1972 World
Bank data.

Notes

1. Introduction: Why Study Urban Public Finance?
1. These trends are discussed in Renaud (1982: 12-53). See also U.N. Department of
Economic and Social Affairs (1989: 205), U.N. Center for Human Settlements (1987: 2132), U.N. Department of International and Social Affairs (1987), and U.N. Department
of International Economic and Social Affairs (1980).
2. Perhaps the best known of these comparative studies of developing-country provincial
and local finances are Hicks (1974); Smith (1974); Bird (1978); Bahl (1979a); Linn (1983);
and Davey (1983).
3. These case studies were carried out under the auspices of the World Bank.
4. See Linn and Wetzel (1991) and World Bank (1991a) for a preliminary effort to
delineate ways in which private responsibility and financing can support the provision of
physical and social infrastructure in the megacities of the developing world.

2. The Expenditure and Revenue Structure
of Urban Governments
1. Throughout this book, "urban government" is defined as the lowest level in the
governmental structure which comprises national, state (province), and local authorities.
Our definition of urban local government includes autonomous government agencies which
have only a local franchise. "Subnational government" is defined as the local and state
(province) levels of government. In some unitary systems, no intermediate level of government exists, and hence the local government and subnational government sectors are
the same. See also chapter 12.
2. The United Nations does compile data on the finances of all subnational governments
country by country for its annual Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics. The International
Monetary Fund compiles fiscal data for provincial and local governments for most countries,
but again, no data for individual city governments are presented (IMF, various years, a
[1982); U.N. Statistical Office 1980).
3. Although these figures provide a general impression of the relative importance of
various levels of local government, they have to be treated with caution because of problems
of data and definition. Most developing countries do not have universal reporting for all
subnational authorities, and therefore the completeness of estimates of local and state
spending may vary between countries. Also, the definition of the government sector varies
between countries and analysts. Of particular importance is whether or not autonomous
government agencies and enterprises are defined as part of the public sector.
4. We included only those developing countries for which data were available for both
years.
5. This approach begs the issue of the allocation of expenditure benefits. It is clearly
as important a question, but benefit estimation is well beyond the scope of this work.
6. For instance, Cali was able to service approximately 95 percent of its urban population
with in-house water and sewer connections in 1976, compared with as little as 60 percent
a few years earlier. Yet it had not been able to reduce significantly the proportion of
neighborhoods not served by paved streets. Unpaved streets in Cali become virtually impassable during the rainy season and thus seriously affect the provision of many other urban
services such as garbage collection, transportation, and public utility maintenance (Linn
1980a).
7. These tables, like most of the tables in these chapters, are a snapshot of the prevailing
expenditure (or revenue) patterns at particular moments in time. Over time these patterns
change, although experience has shown that the structure of urban finance changes slowly.
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8. In the United States, for example, common local government functions would include
education, police, fire, refuse collection, parks and recreation, road and street maintenance,
and public assistance. For a recent review of local government functions and finances in
industrial countries, see Karran (1988).
9. For a detailed discussion of the pattern in the United States, see Wright (1988); for
the Federal Republic of Germany before reunification with the German Democratic Republic, see Ehrlicher and Hagemann (1976); and for other industrial countries, see
Prud'homme (1987) and Karran (1988). A similar pattern of overlapping functional responsibilities has also been observed in the U.S.S.R. (Pavlova 1975).
10. The category "other expenditure" appears very important in Colombian cities because ir includes debt service. This debt, however, is linked almost entirely to the provision
of public utility services and highway construction. "Other" also includes pensions and
fringe benefits for public employees and health care expenditure.
11. Contrary to data presented in Smith (1974: table 6), all of the Colombian cities
shown in table 2-7 have expenditures on education, and two out of three on public health
services. The data reported here are based on city expenditure accounts analyzed in the
field by the authors, whereas Smith had to rely on secondary sources. This underscores
the need for case study research in this area. Note also that Smith's table does not include
the expenditure of public utilities or other autonomous local public agencies for the Colombian cities because secondary sources do not permit their consideration. This of course
results in a completely different picture of the distribution of local public spending.
12. External revenues do not necessarily constitute subsidies from higher-level government since loan financing may be supported by savings within the urban sector and may
be fully repaid over time; and higher-level government grants may ultimately draw on
national tax revenues generated mainly in the urban sector. This is the case particularly
with shared taxes, which are collected by the national government in the city and then
wholly or partially remitted to local authorities.
13. A particularly striking phenomenon in Colombian cities has been the success of
"valorization" charges, a betterment levy assessed on the beneficiaries of urban street,
highway, and sewerage facilities (see chapter 6).
14. Nairobi relied heavilv on a local income tax before it was abolished bv the central
government in 1973. Korean local governments were given the power in 1973 to raise a
combination of local head taxes and income taxes (Smith and Kim 1979).
15. These findings confirm the results of some earlier studies (Walsh 1969; Smith 1974:
table 9).
16. For a discussion of the role of grants from the central government in industrial
countries, see Bird (1986) for a review of federalism, Lotz (1981) for the Scandinavian
countries, Prud'homme (1987) and Karran (1988) for the countries that belong to the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Yonehara (1986) for Japan,
and Ehrlicher and Hagemann (1976) for the Federal Republic of Germany before reunification with the German Democratic Republic. A discussion of the declining importance
of federal grants in the United States is in Wright (1988, chaps. 4-7).
17. One basis for this hypothesis is that because the automobile is not as common in
the rural areas of developing countries as it is in those of industrial countries, people in
developing-country rural areas have much less mobility (short of outright migration to the
city).
18. Betterment levies are broadly defined to include cost recoupment schemes which
are designed to capture part of the increase in land value generated by investments in
infrastructure. These levies include, in particular, valorization in Colombia and land adjustment in Korea (see chapter 6).
19. One particular problem with extensive central control over local borrowing is the
often excessive paperwork and delays which are encountered when having to apply for
permission to borrow even relativelv small amounts. This in itself has helped to discourage
borrowing by local governments (see Bird 1980 for the example of Cali, Colombia, and
Hubbell 1983 for examples in the Philippines).
20. Causality may, however, also run in the opposite direction: urban governments that
successfully expand urban services, and thus spending, may be better able to raise more
resources as citizens' willingness to pay increases with increased service availability. Even
in this case, it is important that local authorities have the appropriate revenue instruments
under their control to raise additional revenues as services are expanded.
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3. The Urban Fiscal Problem in Developing Countries:
Issues and Approaches
1. Indeed, in the United States, the fiscal plight of central cities is a well-documented
problem (see Clark and Ferguson 1983). European and Japanese cities also face financial
difficulties (see Yonehara 1986). Even in the U.S.S.R., urban finances in large cities have
been a problem (Pavlova 1975).
2. Though the concern in this book is with the urban sector, in relative terms, public
service shortages are likely to be even greater in the rural areas of developing countries
(see Meerman 1979 and Selowsky 1979 for a discussion of this issue in Malaysia and
Colombia, respectively).
3. This presentation assumes simple answers to a number of complex questions, such
as whether a community indifference function exists and what distinguishes publicly provided goods and services from privately provided goods and services. Nonetheless, this
diagrammatic device is useful in highlighting some of the critical issues.
4. For discussions of various theories of expenditure growth, see Musgrave (1969: chap.
3); Bahl, Kim, and Park (1986: chap. 4); Burkhead and Miner (1974: chaps. 2-4); and
Larkey, Stoph, and Winer (1984). For a discussion of the measurement issues involved,
see the series of essays in Taylor (1983). For a review of government growth from the
public choice perspective, see Mueller (1987).
5. Peacock and Wiseman (1961) used the example of the United Kingdom to test the
existence of an upward displacement as a result of two world wars which, they argued, led
to popular acceptance of higher public expenditures.
6. For a review of studies following this approach for the United States, see Bahl, Johnson, and Wasylenko (1980).
7. This analysis is presented in a more formal way in chapter 13.
8. See Smith (1975) and Smith and Kim (1979) for evidence that the density of automobile ownership is much higher in the major cities of developing countries than in the
country as a whole. Data in World Bank (19 7 5c) indicate a positive association between
automobile ownership and per capita income for a cross section of cities in developing
countries (see also Linn 1983: chap. 5).
9. In the Latin American countries, communal facilities are generally rejected by the
population, whereas they have found acceptance in Asian and African countries.
10. For estimates of the income-elasticities of housing demand, see Grimes (1976),
Jimenez and Keare (1984), and Mayo and Gross (1987); for water supply and sewerage
services, see Hubbell (1977); for education services for the poor in Malaysia, see Meerman
(1979).
11. It might be argued that middle- and higher-income citizens demand more redistributive actions as the level of economic development increases because they have more to
protect from the dangers of civil unrest. For the basic model, see Hochman and Rodgers
(1969).
12. For a detailed review of the evidence on urbanization costs, see Linn (1982).
13. The rates of inflation were substantially higher in developing countries than in industrial countries for the past two decades. The annual rates of percentage increases in
prices for a large sample of industrial and developing countries are shown below (World
Bank 1988).

Industrial countries
Developing countries

1965-80
5.3
44.3

1980-86
7.6
16.7

14. In Colombia, for instance, local teachers and health service personnel pushed extremely actively in the 1970s for higher wages, resorting to strikes, protest marches, and
sit-ins at the municipal offices.
15. A good example is Korea, where the central government raised local government
wages and salaries by 20 percent in 1975 and by a further 30 percent in 1976, both times
significantly above inflation levels (Smith and Kim 1979). Similar examples can be cited
for India, Kenya, Pakistan, and Turkey. In Pakistan, however, the central government offset
the increased salaries it had mandated by providing a special grant to local authorities.
There are also cases of local salaries increasing less rapidly than the general price level, as,
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for example, the case of municipal teachers in Bogota, where real salary levels declined
between 1971 and 1973.
16. For instance, at any point in time it can be cheaper per unit of water transmitted to
lay a pipe with a large diameter, than one with a smaller diameter. The total outlay, however,
is significant. It may well be that the local government must choose to lay two pipes of
similar diameter parallel to each other in line with the actual growth in the demand for
water rather than to build a large pipe well ahead of actual demand.
17. It is possible, however, that what have traditionally been regarded as public functions
at all levels of government (including local government) will more and more be privatized.
In many areas this would be appropriate in principle (see World Bank 1991), but in practice
progress is likely to remain slow. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the balance
between public and private responsibility will not change much in the foreseeable future.
18. Where urban government is geographically fragmented into many jurisdictions
within a metropolitan area, a particular jurisdiction may be able to exert a more substantial
influence over the size of its own economic base.
19. Another option might be to reassign responsibility for urban service provision to
private providers. However, the scope of this in practice is likely to be limited, especially
for many of the services required by the urban poor. Nonetheless, stronger efforts should
be made to involve private providers in what have traditionally been publicly provided
goods and services (World Bank 1988: chap. 4).
20. However, opposition fromgroups influentialin nationalgovernmentcircles has been
known to hamper the development of effective property and motor vehicle taxation because
these groups tend to bear the brunt of such taxes.
21. The recently initiated reforms of local government in Colombia represent a major
effort to decentralize governmental functions and finances and to strengthen local government institutions (World Bank 1988: 158). Whether this reform can survive the current
political strife in the country remains an open question. Nonetheless, the reforms represent
an interesting example of far-reaching local government reform based on years of careful
analysis and long-term political consensus building.

4. Property

Tax Systems: Practice and Performance

1. An earlier version of this chapter appears as Bahl (1979a: 9-51).
2. Some of the data reported in this chapter are based on case studies completed during
the 1970s. Where possible, information in these case studies has been updated. Otherwise,
the discussion refers to the practice at the time the case studies were carried out.
3. For good examples of national surveys, see Garz6n L6pez (1989), Lent (1974), and
Yoingco (1971).
4. Another tax on property, the property transfer tax, is discussed in chapter 8.
5. R. V. Paddington, valuation officer, ex parte Peachey Property Corporation, Limited,
in the State Gazette 19 (1965): 993, as reported in Holland (1979).
6. There is also the issue of multiple leasing or subletting. In theory, the local government has the choice of taking the first lease (that received by the owner) as the standard
rent, as has been done in Calcutta, or of taking the final rent, as is done in Madras (Mohan
1974).
7. Examples of declared rate schedules for cities using the annual value system are
presented in Bahl (1979a: 17).
8. Although this separation of the general property tax rate suggests a benefits view of
equity, it is not otherwise meaningful since property tax receipts are almost always viewed
by the city as completely fungible. In no case study were any of these designated portions
of the general rate actually earmarked for any particular use.
9. The case studies are dated, and some of the methods used have changed. Still, based
on later analysis, it seems clear that most cities using rental value systems apply similar
practices.
10. For a good discussion of the evolution of the site valuation system in Kingston, see
Risden (1979).
11. All buildings are taxed under the new property tax system in Jakarta, but the first
Rp 2 billion ($2,597 in 1989) are exempt.
12. In some West African countries, only improvements are taxed (Lent 1974).
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13. For a persuasiveargument against a progressive property tax system, see Hicks and
Hicks (1955).
14. More detail is given in Bahl (1979a); in Bahl and Wasylenko(1976) for Seoul; in
Linn (1980b) for Bogota; in Linn (1975)for Cartagena;in Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto
(1976)forJakarta, and in Dillinger(1989)for Braziliancities.Garz6n L6pez(1989)presents
a brief survey of the practice for Latin American and Caribbean countries.
15. For a discussionof the various models of central-localsharing administration,see
Dillinger 1988a: 36-41.
16. We use the term "site value" rather than "land value" because the tax base includes
the value resulting from development of the site, for example,roads, drainage,topsoil fill,
and so forth. In practice,the naturalvalue of the site (unimprovedland value) is so difficult
to determine that few valuers would even try. For a good discussion of this issue, see
Oldman and Teachout (1979).
17. One exception that we know of is Johannesburg, South Africa,which uses a site
value system with an annual value base; see McCulloch (1979).
18. For a discussion of the practice in countries using site values, see Lent (1974) and
Lindholm (1977).
19. The Committee on Taxation, Resources, and Economic Development (TRED), a
group of U.S. and Canadian property tax scholars,has focused on this subject for some
years. The Taxationof UrbanPropertyin LessDeselopedCountries(Bahl 1979b),is the tenth
volume in the TRED series.
20. An interesting discussionof the advantagesand disadvantagesof site value taxation
in the Jamaican context is in Hicks and Hicks (1955).
21. McCulloch(1979) suggeststhat ample evidenceis available,even for so developed
a city as Johannesburg.
22. For a comparison of annual and capital value tax bases under the assumption of
different capitalizationrates, see Bahl (1978b).
23. Linnhas estimated the income-elasticityof the property tax in Cartagenato be 0.81
(Linn 1975), and 0.77 for Bogota (Linn 1980b).
24. The property tax is levied on ownersin the great majority of countries,but in some
cases the direct liabilityis with the occupier.
25. Bogota in the 1970s and early 1980s was an exception: relatively simple formulas
were used to appraise the value of improvements on the basis of standard factors of age,
size, and nature of construction and average annual construction cost indexes.
26. One must be very careful about drawing inferences from such measures, however,
because the denominator may well be flawed by duplicate records or by accounts that may
never be collected. A case in point is that of unpaid property taxes of some former Indian
owners, which were carried for many years as taxes due to Kenyan municipalities.
27. For a similar analysis of Delhi and Madras, see Nath and Schroeder (1984).

5. The Incidence of Urban Property Taxation
1. To the degree that the tax is shifted to other factors rather than to consumers, the
traditional view remains inaccurate. In small developing countries with large primate cities,
the capital stock in the primate city is not likely to be negligible relative to total capital
stock in the country, and therefore a property tax increase, although restricted entirely to
this city, may have a considerable effect on the nationwide average rate of return on capital.
2. See, for example, U.N. Department of Economic and Social Affairs (1966: 60), where
it is argued that reduced foreign investment in Latin America during the postwar period
was associated with a reduced spread in rates of return-particularly between Latin America
and the United States.
3. Indeed, the consensus now appears to be that tax incentives do not significantly
influence foreign investors' decisions (Clark 1971: 248; Guisinger 1985; Thirsk 1990).
4. The increasing costs are associated with successively tougher lines of borrowing such
as credits from bilateral and multilateral institutions, commercial bank credits, Eurodollar
loans, and suppliers credits. For a discussion of external financing conditions, see World
Bank (1981: chap. 5; 1985; 1988: chap. 1).
5. The rapid expansion of urban land area in the cities of developing countries is exemplified by the case of Cali, where the urban land area tripled in the period 1952-69
and again between 1969 and 1985.
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6. This discussion of market imperfections draws on McLure (1979).
7. Strictly speaking, these conclusions apply only with a perfectly inelastic capital supply;
it is assumed here that any shifts resulting from very limited capital mobility in the short
run can be neglected.
8. This is calculated on the basis of the usual capitalization formula for less than an
infinite number of periods n:
T
PVT, = 1 + r +(

T
-

T

r)2 +

(+

r

where PVT is the present value of the future stream of annual taxes T, and where r is the
discount rate.
9. In cities such as Bogota and Seoul, however, the income-elasticity of housing expenditure may be relatively low, since their climates tend to be cold and wet (making
shelter a necessity) and since squatter settlements are not prevalent.
10. Very little information is available on the distribution of landownership across income classes for developing countries. In countries such as India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka,
where rental is a predominant form of tenancy in urban areas (see Mohan 1974, Lent 1974),
the concentration of landownership is likely to be higher than in countries where urban
tenancy is predominantly de facto ownership through squatting or illegal sales, as is the
case in many Latin American cities (see, for example, Linn 1977b).
11. Mann's study of Puerto Rico (number 17) assumes that the property tax is shifted
forward to consumers, with the exception of the tax on land used for business purposes.
That portion is distributed according to dividend receipts. The incidence of the property
tax under this set of assumptions is progressive for Puerto Rico.
12. Study number 12 is based on study 8 in its estimates of the incidence of the average
property tax rate. It goes beyond study 8 only by assessing the direction of the distributive
impact of excise effects.
13. Four other studies of incidence (7, 9, 20 and 22) also result in an estimate of progressivity-without,
however, specifying explicitly the shifting assumptions.
14. Smith (1979) reports special taxes on vacant urban land for Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Pakistan, Peru, Senegal, Syria, and Turkey; vacant urban land was not taxed in
Bahamas, Egypt, Haiti, Hong Kong, India (except Delhi and Madras), Mauritius, Morocco,
eastern Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Sri Lanka.
15. This approximates the conventional equity argument of the proponents of site-value
taxation, except that they usually do not allow for the partial shifting of the improvements
tax to land and labor.
16. For example, in the mid-1970s on a visit to a rural Colombian town in the Department of Valle del Cauca, the mayor of that town told one of the authors that the large
landowners in the rural section of the municipality failed to pay their property tax bills
and that there exists no politically viable mechanism of extracting payment from them. In
Abidjan a special resolution countersigned by the president of C6te d'lvoire was required
in 1974 to urge payment of the property tax by government officials. This appears to have
only temporarily improved the collection performance in that city.
17. It is assumed here that, when no clear direction of incidence can be assigned to a
particular administrative practice, it has an approximately neutral effect.
18. An exception is Aaron (1975), who considered owner-occupants and renters separately in a study of the United States. He provided a summary evaluation of the first four
elasticity terms in equation 5-2 without breaking them down into their components.
19. For each of the elasticities in equations 5-2 and 5-3 that relate a ratio (i) of two
variables to income (or rent), the effect of incidence associated with each particular elasticity
is progressive, neutral, or regressive depending on whether E(i,Y) is greater than, equal
to, or less than zero. In contrast, for the effect associated with elasticities that relate a
simple value to income (or rent), the incidence is progressive, neutral, or regressive depending on whether the elasticities are greater than, equal to, or less than unity.
20. It is assumed here that owner-occupants bear the entire burden of the tax on their
property. This is in line with the short-run and long-run assumptions of the theoretical
framework developed above.
21. It is assumed here that the entire property tax on rental property is passed on to
renters, in line with the long-run shifting assumptions discussed above.
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6. Allocative Effects of Urban Property Taxation
1. Many analysts of urban policy have pointed out that it may be efficient to delay
development of a parcel of land temporarily with the objective of permitting more intensive
land use at a later stage; see Clawson (1962); Shoup (1978); and Smith (1979).
2. To the extent that high and rising prices lead to a higher rate of squatting and illegal
land development, and if such developments involve high public costs, the rapid increases
in land prices may indirectly result in losses in efficiency.
3. In Bogotd, for instance, real land values (that is, deflated by the consumer price index)
in the central business district remained stagnant or even declined in recent years, according
to Mohan and Villamizar (1980).
4. The data on land value increases reported, for example, in Wong (1976) for Asian
cities and in U.N. Center for Human Settlements (1987: 131) appear to be based on
selective or impressionistic land value information that do not permit estimation of average
increases in land prices.
5. See Walters (1983). Unfortunately, this view is based largely on conjecture, since
very little is known about the distribution of landownership in cities of developing countries. For Bogotd, data collected by Vernez (1973) and Carroll (1980) indicate that urban
landownership is more highly dispersed and that the urban housing construction industry
is more competitive than has frequently been assumed.
6. The effect of instruments on objectives also depends on the time frame: in the short
run, the direct effects on the distributional goals will be relatively stronger than those on
the allocative goals; the reverse is the case in the long run.
7. See Lent (1974) for a summary of the arguments.
8. During the mid-1970s this possibility was actively considered in Kenya, and in the
early 1980s in Jamaica.
9. Hong Kong and Singapore follow the British tradition in exempting vacant land and
buildings from the annual value rates.

7. Automotive Taxation
1. Smith (1974: 332). Smith also observes that in industrial countries automobile ownership tends to be much less heavily concentrated in urban areas.
2. See, for instance, Garza and Schteingart (1978: 75), who describe the effect of pollution in Mexico City: "Approximately 60 percent of the air pollution is due to the use of
motor vehicles, which annually consume three million cubic meters of gasoline and 400,000
cubic meters of diesel fuel. This has produced a noticeable increase in chronic respiratory
and cardiovascular disease among the city's inhabitants."
3. The effects of congestion on vehicle operating costs and loss of time have been well
documented. See Walters (1968), Churchill (1972), World Bank (1975c, 1986), and Newbery (1988).
4. Automotive taxation is not the only way to raise funds for urban roadways. Property
taxes and betterment levies may also be utilized (see chapters 4-6, 11).
5. See Churchill (1972), McLure (1971a), Nanjundappa (1973), and Newbery (1988)
for estimates of appropriate levels of fuel taxes in Central America, Colombia, and India,
respectively.
6. Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto (1976) and Bastin and Hadiprobowo (1987). Another
example of unusually aggressive use of automotive taxation is Singapore, where an area
licensing scheme has gone a long way in controlling central city congestion and raising
significant amounts of revenue. This case is further discussed below.
7. Some local governments impose fees related to motor vehicle operation, such as
vehicle inspection and driver's license fees. These are not discussed here because they are
usually of minor revenue importance and are raised mainly to cover the costs of a particular
service (vehicle inspection or driver's test). In some cities, however, these types of fees,
especially an annual inspection fee, might approximate an annual license tax if rates were
higher than necessary for cost recovery. This might be an appropriate approach if outright
license taxes cannot easily be imposed because of legal or institutional constraints that
cannot be overcome without serious delay or major legislative action by higher-level authorities.
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8. The local government in Managua in the mid-1970s also levied a municipal gasoline
tax, but revenues from this tax are negligible (Lacayo and others 1976).
9. Churchill (1972) estimated that the variable maintenance costs on paved, gravel, and
dirt roads are in the ratio of 1:11:33 in Central America. Nanjundappa (1973) reported
that variable maintenance costs on cement-paved, bituminous-paved, waterbound macadam, and earth roads in India are in the ratio of 1:4:20:34. Other factors influencing variable
maintenance costs are the axle weight of vehicles and the type of tire used, in particular,
whether pneumatic or not.
10. Churchill (1972: 109). The percentage of all traffic on unpaved urban roads is likely
to be smaller than the percentage on unpaved rural roads.
11. Churchill (1972: 120) observed for Central American cities that congestion is severe
throughout the day in the central areas of large cities, and thus there is much less "peakiness"
than in cities in the United States and Europe.
12. This policy is prescribed by Walters (1968), Churchill (1972), and McLure (1971a).
Smith (1975), however, has argued that national fuel taxes might be set at higher rates
because they are an easily administered and socially equitable source of public funds. See
also Hughes (1987) and Newbery (1988).
13. This mav also lead to a more extensive use of motor vehicles with low power-weight
ratios, which may be inefficient on economic grounds and may contribute to even worse
urban congestion (Walters 1968).
14. "As fuel and tires represent only a small fraction of total monetized costs of road
transport (and even less if imputed time costs are included), the elasticity of road use with
respect to variations in charges for fuel and tires tends to be low. It is indicative that recent
increases of 50 percent in gasoline prices appear to have reduced consumption by less than
10 percent" (World Bank 1975c: 89).
15. See, for instance, Tanzi and De Wulf (1976) for an estimate of a highly progressive
incidence of fuel taxes in Portugal. Conversely, Hughes (1987) points out that while kerosene and diesel fuel are also taxed, the progressiviry of fuel taxation quickly disappears.
16. This may not be universally true. Especially in low-income Asian countries, nonmotorized vehicle and pedestrian traffic contribute considerably to urban road congestion
(Nanjundappa 1973).
17. The transfer tax rates are fairly high: 10 percent of the value of a new vehicle and
5 percent of the value of a used vehicle. The license tax is larger in Jakarta than in local
government areas, but it is roughly equivalent to 2-3 percent of the value of a motor
vehicle.
18. In this respect motor vehicle taxation is quite similar to real estate taxation, for
which the existence of a good cadastre is essential. The cadastre in turn serves other important purposes besides property taxation.
19. McLure (1974) for Panama; Krzyzaniak and Ozmucur (1968) for Turkey; De Wulf
(1972, 1975) for Lebanon; Mann (1973) for Puerto Rico; Tanzi and De Wulf (1976) for
Portugal. Typically these studies assume that vehicle taxes are borne in proportion to
expenditures on private automobiles or in proportion to automobile ownership.
20. Other potential pricing systems-various types of mechanical metering devices for
measuring and charging for road use-are not discussed here, because they have high capital
costs and are highly foreign-exchange-intensive, potentially difficult to administer, and
largely untried for the purposes of congestion pricing; see Walters (1968: 209); World
Bank (1975c: 91). It is worth noting here, however, that Hong Kong has experimented
with an electronic metering system to monitor and charge for central city automobiles.
This system was apparently judged technically and financially feasible, but it was ultimately
rejected in the face of popular opposition aroused by fears of loss of privacy. Also neglected
here is the fact that in some cities not only motor vehicles, but also nonmotorized modes
of transportation such as bicycles, animal carts, and pedestrians, contribute extensively to
urban congestion (see, for example, Nanjundappa 197 3). Fiscal measures are not likely to
be useful instruments of control for this type of congestion.
21. This section draws extensively on Watson and Holland (1978).
22. This is no minor feat. See, for instance, the following statement by McLure (197 1b:
704): "[Congestion] charges would vary by type of automobile, by the hour of the day, by
the area of the city in which the vehicle is used, and so forth. It is also generally agreed
that such a system is impossible to administer in its pure form and very difficult to approximate, especially in a developing country such as Colombia."
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23. The use oftheprinciple of owner-liabilitywas amajor help because itis not necessary
to stop vehicles entering the restricted zone without the proper licenses. Of course, the
existence of an effective motor vehicle registration system is an essential prerequisite.
24. Watson and Holland (1976) estimated that the total cost of the Singapore scheme
was no more than the cost of constructing two kilometers of a four-lane urban expressway.
25. This must be qualified to the extent that high-income automobile users appear to
have switched over to car pools more readily than low-income users. Car pools do not pay
the license fee.
26. In Singapore, fees in public parking lots were increased substantially with the introduction of the area license scheme. At the same time, commercial parking lot operators
were required to charge fees equal to those on public lots and to pay the difference between
old and new rates to the government. Apparently, no effort was made to tax private parking
facilities (Watson and Holland 1978).
27. Presumably the misguided rationale for this policy is to provide an alternative to
on-street parking. No consideration, however, seems to have been given to the fact that
this policy, if anything, encourages commuting by car and provides a tax relief for highincome garage and vehicle owners. On-street parking, to the extent that it is permitted at
all, is not likely to be reduced by this measure because all available spaces will be used as
long as they are free.
28. See Walters (1968: 203). In developing countries it is likely to be important to
shadow price the foreign exchange requirements for parking meters as well as labor inputs
for administration and enforcement; they may affect the cost calculations considerably
because of trade and labor market distortions. See also Churchill (1972: 145) foralternatives
to parking meters, such as parking cards or disks, for levying on-street parking fees.
29. In Guatemala City, for example, administrative costs amounted to 64 percent of
gross revenues from parking meters (Churchill 1972: 111).

8. Other Urban Taxes
1. The redistribution of income between cities or regions, or between the urban and
the rural sector, is more properly a concern of the intergovernmental grant system and is
taken up in chapter 13.
2. In the United States the local income tax has increased in importance as a source of
local government revenue, and a wide variety of practices is employed in various states
(see U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations 1989: Cline 1986). In
Japan, local governments levy a progressive (individual and company) income tax, which
in recent years has accounted for as much as about two-thirds of all local tax revenue
(Ishihara 1986). In Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, local governments have levied flat
rate income taxes averaging more than 20 percent (Lotz 1981).
3. In some countries it may be possible to circumvent higher-level government restrictions on local income taxation by wider interpretation of existing tax legislation. Onitsha
(Nigeria) has been prohibited from applying a poll tax to those covered under the state
income tax and therefore has labeled its levy a "sanitation rate" or "community levy" (1984
World Bank data). Many years ago, Hicks (1974) made asimilar suggestion for the extension
of the business and professional license fees collected in Indian cities.
4. The rates were structured so as to result in regressive average tax rates across income
groups. A later effort by the city government to introduce a set of progressive rates was
effectively vetoed by the central government (Avenarius and others 1975).
5. In the United States, a large number of cities rely quite heavily on local sales taxes.
For a thorough description of sales tax practices by state and local governments in the
United States, see Due and Mikesell (1983).
6. See Due (1988) for an extensive discussion of alternative forms of sales taxation in
developing countries.
7. See the discussion in Tait (1988: chap. 8).
8. In Managua, sales tax revenues appeared to have been more stable than most other
primary sources of local revenue. Although total recurrent local revenue declined by 13
percent between 1972 and 1973 in the wake of a severe earthquake, sales tax revenues
increased by 4 percent (Lacayo, Wong, and Velasco 1976).
9. For example, counties in New York State in the United States choose a retail sales
tax rate of up to 3 percent to piggyback onto the 4 percent state rate.
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10. A good example of this problem occurred in the Philippines,where the government
held back on the localgovernmentshareof internal revenue collections(Bahland Schroeder
1983b), and in Korea, where the local government share of internal tax collections has
steadilyfallen in recent years (Smith and Kim 1979; Chun, Kim, and Lee 1985).
11. Silveira(1989: 21) reports that only 12 percent of registered professionalspaid the
local service tax in Rio de Janeiro, as compared with 65 percent in Recife.
12. "Octroi" is derived from a French word, and it could best be translatedas "impost."
Indeed, it may be of interest to note that "octrois" were levied extensivelyin pre-revolutionary France-Paris was surrounded by legendary customs walls in 1789-and were
one of the sources of popular discontent sparking the French Revolution (Schama 1989:
73).
13. It was abolished in Bangladesh,ostensibly in response to the standard criticismthat
it is a grosslyinefficientwayto raiserevenue for a local government. In fact,the underlying
reasons may also have included the central government's desire to control a greater share
of the revenue base. In Iran a local tax equivalent to the octroi ("gate tax") was abolished
in 1962 (Marshall1969).In Cali a local statute prescribes a tax on allmerchandiseimported
from abroad whose final destination is Cali. Becauseof administrativedifficultiesand lack
of effort in collection,however, this tax only contributed 0.6 percent of local government
revenue in 1975 (World Bank data).
14. Similar results are shown in McLure and Thirsk (1978) for Jamaica.
15. In 1977 all local governments in Korea lost the authority to tax entertainment (with
the exception of horse-racing bets). These taxes were replaced by the national value added
tax (Smith and Kim 1979).
16. This phenomenon is not restricted to cities in developing countries. In Belgium,
local authorities have traditionally levied more than 100 local taxes (Marshall 1969), and
Tokyo also has relied so extensively on numerous nuisance taxes that there have been calls
for reform (Hicks 1974).
17. In Colombian cities, for instance, the ordinances governing the minor local taxes
were in general not systematically filed and accessible to local tax officials, who therefore
frequently were not informed about many of their provisions.
18. Commercial telephones should probably be exempted on efficiency grounds, and
the use of public telephones should not be taxed for reasons of equity and efficiency.
Furthermore, a tax on connections rather than usage is preferable on efficiency grounds,
given the low price-elasticity of demand and the excess demand for connections.
19. Or if administration involves considerable efforts, as with motor vehicle and property
taxation, this has important benefits which go beyond the immediate fiscal concerns, as in
the case of the preparation of a good cadastre or an effective plan of motor vehicle registration.

9. Issues in Pricing Urban Services
1. Many of the following arguments may also be found in Kahn (1970); Ray (1975);
Saunders, Warford, and Mann (1976); Bos (1985); Katz (1987); Heady (1989);Julius and
Alicbuson (1989); and World Bank (1989).
2. Bird (1976b: 42). See also Turvey and Anderson (1977), who argue that one should
start with the design of efficient electric power tariffs and only then decide on any deviations
from the efficient tariffs according to the nature and strength of other objectives. The
design of user charges for World Bank-financed projects usually starts with consideration
of the efficiency objective UJuliusand Alicbuson 1989).
3. For a mathematical proof of this proposition, see Furobotn and Saving (1971: 4546).
4. In fact, it can be argued that only if price is permitted to vary, so as to ration short
capacity, is it possible to derive some guidance for investment decisions from past pricing
behavior. Price-smoothing methods (discussed further below), in particular long-run marginal cost pricing, reduce the usefulness of price as a guide for investment decisions.
5. Rising (or falling) block rates occur if users are charged stepwise higher (or lower)
unit prices as they consume more units of a service.
6. Externalities will be discussed in detail below.
7. In some Colombian cities water charges were raised monthly by a small proportion
during the 197 0s. Although this rate of increase was not strictly in line with the rate of
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inflation,it was a step in the right direction, assumingthat the prices set initiallyprovided
an appropriate tradeoff between various conflictingobjectives of rate-making (including
efficiency).
8. In some cases, once service facilitiesare provided, connection or use may be made
compulsory,which eliminates private decisionmaking.
9. Location cost differentials may occur with respect to all dimensionsof service provision, that is, use-related costs, connection-relatedcosts, and costs related to general serviceprovisionthroughout a particulararea. User fees,connectionfees, andgeneral locationrelated jobs may thus have to be differentiated area by area.
10. The reverse, of course, may also happen, if higher urban costs are not reflected in
higher urban charges,for example,for road transportation and water supply.
11. For electricity, higher-costgenerators may also be used during peak periods, thus
raising operating costs.
12. Exceptionsmight be if the population of an area changesseasonally(for example,
because of seasonalmigration) or if connection and installationcosts differ seasonallybecause of changing climaticconditions (it may be more costly to dig ditches or lay pipes
during the rainy season). But these cases are rare and can be dealt with ad hoc. Note,
however,that it would be the price of a connectionor of a locationwhichwould be changed
between periods, not the price of service use.
13. See Mann (1968: 41) for a cogent statement of this point.
14. However, the practice of charging higher utility tariffs to industrial users than to
residential consumers may harm the international competitivenessof industry.
15. In the followingparagraphs,externalitiesare assumedto conveybenefits. The analysis can proceed in very similar terms for external costs, since one may define external
costsmerely as negativeexternal benefits.The curvesof marginalsocialvaluationin figures
9-2, 9-3, and 9-4 would then be drawn below, instead of above, the individual private
demand curves, in which case the price for the service would be set above marginalcost,
resulting in a tax, rather than a subsidy, on use or connection.
16. This is the case because each new telephone connection provides all previous connections with the benefit of being able to contact it.
17. This price could therefore be set according to other criteria, such as equity or financial considerations.
18. The feasibilityof compulsion as an alternative to pricing for purposes of achieving
optimal service use or connection is subject to institutional constraints. If compulsionis
applied universally(as,for instance, for primary educationor water supply),it may be easy
to implement in a technical sense, although there is almost alwaysa very serious problem
of evasion. But if compulsion is required to force connection or consumption only selectively,it becomes extremely difficult to decide who should and should not be thus compelled-not to mention the problems with enforcement.
19. See Kahn (1970, vol. 1: 195), for a strong plea for caution along these lines. Regarding externalcosts it is commonto observe the opposite bias in pricingpolicies.Congestion and pollution, in particular,are rarely priced at efficientlevelsin both developingand
industrialnations. Greater efforts could be made in many casesto improvepricing policies
by explicitlyallowing for external costs.
20. See, for instance, Kahn (1970) and Furobotn and Saving(1971).
21. See Little and Mirrlees (1974) and Squire and van der Tak (1975) for the theory
and practice of shadowpricingin project analysis.See also Munasingheand Warford (1978)
for a discussionof shadow pricing electric power.
22. See Kahn (1970, vol. 1: 196).
23. An alternative would be to compel property owners to connect their properties to
the sewage system.This was discussed in the preceding section.
24. In calculatingthe costs of a refined pricing scheme the inputs, especiallynontraded
inputs, should be shadow priced to allowfor distortions in market prices. Also, one must
consider the welfare loss resulting from distortions generated by other charges or taxes
which are replacing use-related charges.
25. See especiallyTurvey and Warford (1974).
26. The extent of capital indivisibilitywill vary between services and cities depending
on a number of circumstances,in particular the type of technologychosen at given levels
of demand and natural resources. For instance, if groundwater is abundant, capacityincrements in the water supplysystemare feasiblein much smaller stepsthan if surfacewater
needs to be tapped from distant sources (Saunders,Warford, and Mann 1976: 7).
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27. Two other problems are frequently cited: price fluctuations may create awkward
revenue streams for the agency, and they may be difficult for the consuming public to
accept. These problems will be further discussed below.
28. They, in turn, would have a considerable interest in continued low prices, which
would cause political pressures against service rationing prices and in favor of premature
extensions in service capacity.
29. Other considerations, such as the higher, more stable revenue generated by alternative pricing systems and the political advantages of more stable prices, will also enter
into the selection. In fact, they may be more important than efficiency.
30. In all likelihood this price path would not be a constant price over time.
31. Another case of financial deficits occurs in which externalities prevail and social
marginal costs therefore lie below average financial costs.
32. For an early comprehensive treatment of this issue, see Henderson (1947).
33. Another such tax is the head, or poll, tax. But this tax is generally not considered
a viable fiscal instrument because it has unacceptable distributive effects.
34. See chapter 5 for an extensive discussion of land taxation.
35. Even if local taxes had no effects on consumer choices, all tax collection is associated
with collection and compliance costs which must be compared with those of raising public
funds through user charges.
36. Full cost pricing is pricing that recovers total service costs from the beneficiaries of
the service, whether through use-related, access, or location charges.
37. See Little (1965); Ray (1975); and Saunders, Warford. and Mann (1976) for examples.
38. See especially Buchanan (1968: 15).
39. This argument neglects the fact that, even with full cost pricing, service beneficiaries
as a group will reap a net benefit, as long as total private benefits exceed total costs, that
is, as long as there is a fiscal dividend obtained by the beneficiaries. At an equal rate,
nonbeneficiaries do not participate in this dividend and thus will have an incentive to pull
public investments in their own direction, that is, toward services which they tend to
consume more heavily.
40. See Little (1965: 188); Ray (1975: 34).
41. See Little (1965: 188). However, the view that "he who benefits ought to pay" may
not be prevalent everywhere and for all services in developing countries. In fact, the exact
opposite view may often prevail if free or highly subsidized services are regarded as a quasiGod-given right of the beneficiaries because such services are seen as essential for life or
health. See, for example, Shipman (1967: 3) for an account of this view regarding water
supply in Latin America during the 1960s.
42. Where congestion is severe, for example in the central city, or where there is significant excess demand for the service, this is quite a relevant concern.
43. Examples are the municipal electricity tax in Delhi (Lal 1976); the municipal telephone tax in Cartagena (Linn 1975); the statutory requirement of a transfer from the
autonomous urban service agency to the municipal government in Cali (Bird 1975); the
transfers from electricity services to the general account in Francistown, Botswana (World
Bank data); the de facto transfers from the water account to the general account in Nairobi
(1978 World Bank data); and the transfers from semiautonomous service agencies to the
metropolitan government in Jakarta (Linn, Smith, and Wignjowijoto 1976). In industrial
countries such transfers have also been encountered frequently, especially in Germany,
South Africa, and Sweden (Hicks 1974: 160). Of course, these financing arrangements are
likely to reflect a principle of total-cost-plus-tax financing rather than the attempt to siphon
off a surplus resulting from the application of a marginal cost pricing criterion. The main
point to be made, however, is that intergovernmental transfers of this kind are quite feasible.
44. See, for example, Coase (1970) and Henderson (1947).
45. See Ng and Weisser (1974) for a quantitative formulation of this financing method.
They are concerned with a two-part tariff, under which the marginal cost of access is equal
to zero but for which financial considerations may make an access charge desirable in
addition to a use-related charge. This model is particularly interesting because it considers
explicitly the case when the price-elasticity of access demand is greater than zero (in absolute
terms).
46. The question of how one may discriminate between rich and poor consumers is
further discussed below.
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47. A departure from marginalcost pricing is also calledfor with general fund financing
or multipart tariffs whenever these financing arrangements lead to distortions in the allocation of resources, for example,because of the marginalcost of raising (general)public
funds or because demand for accessto a service is not perfectly inelastic.
48. Certainly it is conventional wisdom in public finance theory that the distributive
goal is not a proper concern for local (or subnational)authorities. Of course, it is precisely
these authorities who are most frequently and extensivelyin charge of the provision of
urban public services. See Musgraveand Musgrave(1973: 606).
49. See, for example, McLure(1975b); Linn (1980a); Bird (1977 a).
50. In Feldstein'smodel, these are actuallyembodied in what he calls the "distributional
characteristic"of a good or service (Feldstein 1972b: 33).
51. This holds as long as the serviceis a normal good, that is, the demand for it increases
with income (Feldstein 1972a: 178).
52. That is, the income-elasticityof the income or property tax is greater than the
income-elasticityof service demand.
53. Munk also introduces the cost of tax collectionas a determinant of optimal service
price and finds, not surprisingly,that the higher the cost of tax collection,the higher the
optimal service price.
54. This is true provided the service faces declining averagecosts, that is, marginalcost
pricing results in a deficit, and provided the marginalconsumer uses less than the average
consumer.
55. See, for instance,Linn (1980a)for public service demand in Colombia.
56. Complicatingmatters is the fact that the demand for service use and the demand
for output are interrelated. The cross-price-elasticitieswhich Feldstein (1972b) was able
to neglect for practicalpurposes therefore acquire particular relevance in this context.
57. It is possible to assume unrelatedness, for instance, because service connection is
compulsory or because location decisions are not affected bv use or accessprices.
58. See, for example,Saunders,Warford, and Mann (1976)for the caseof water supply.
59. The tax (subsidy) is defined here as the price above (below)marginalcost.
60. See, for example,Linn (1977a) for C6te d'Ivoire and Yang (1975) for Yugoslavia;
also see Linn (1976a) for a survey of a number of applicationsin different countries.
61. This pricing structure is frequently referred to as "life-linerates."
62. A rising block tariff, which subsidizesconsumers at low levelsof consumption but
equals marginalcost at higher levels, could approximatea basic need tariff in practice.
63. The importance of past pricing practiceswill be further discussed below.
64. Indeed, the resurgence of interest in service charges for the financing of urban
services in the United States can to a considerable extent be explained by this growing
restlessnessof local taxpayers.
65. An exampleof such a typicalreactionis the case of the municipalWater and Sewerage
Department in Nairobi, whose managershave generallyobjected to using water surpluses
to finance general account deficits in the Nairobi City Council. Another case is the Municipal Public Service Company in Cali, whose managers very much objected to being
forced to transfer 4 percent of its gross revenues to the general account. In Bogotd, the
arguments between the MunicipalWater Company and the MunicipalElectric Company
regarding the sharing of costs in a joint project were based on very similar motives.
66. Perhaps one of the most important questionsin this connection is how the manager
can be given an incentiveto achieve efficiencyin production.This will require appropriare
incentiveschemes,regulations,and controls, and possiblycompetitionfrom private service
providers. This issue goes beyond the confines of the current study.
67. Examples for such influence bv higher-levelauthorities are Korea (Smith and Kim
1979) and various others cited by Hicks (1974).
68. Examples are the cases of Colombia and Kenya, where national authorities have
actively promoted service prices closer in line with costs.
69. The service pricing practicesof the Colombianpublic utility are a case in point.
70. This has occurred, for example,in Korea (Smith and Kim 1979).

10. Charging for Urban Water Services
1. The information in table 10-2, although dated, provides a good indication of the
orders of magnitude and degree of variation commonlyobserved.
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2. The purpose of table 10-5and the accompanyingdiscussionin the text is to familiarize
the reader with the types of water chargesystems commonlyfound in developingcountries.
Of course, water charges are often changed, sometimes quite substantially;therefore, the
information contained in table 10-5 should be seen for what it is: a snapshot of common
practices,often of some years ago, and not necessarilyan accurate description of current
water charges in each city.
3. Depending on country usage, these public taps are also referred to as standposts,
standpipes, hydrants, or kiosks.
4. In somecountries, however,private developersare required to installthe retriculation
systemat their own expense and then hand it over to the water authority for administration.
In principle, this is equivalent to a development charge; in practice,however, such regulations are often not enforceableand therefore tend to affect only high-incomedevelopments. This has been the case, for example,in Colombia (Linn 1976c).
5. The discussionfollowsin essence the arguments developedin the preceding chapter.
The reader may refer back to it for a more explicit discussion of the general principles
underlyingthe analysisof the present chapter.
6. Very high connection fees have, however, discouraged water connections even by
high-incomeusers in some areas of Cameroon (World Bank 1975a).
7. Accessto high-qualityand reliable servicesis likely to be much more important than
the price charge for services as far as industriallocation decisionsare concerned. To the
extent that higher charges permit provisionof better quality services,there may in fact be
a positive associationbetween price and location decision.
8. Following Saunders, Warford, and Mann (1977), the precise definition of AIC is:
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where R, = operations and maintenance expenditure in year t, Q,= water produced in
year t, 1, = capitalexpenditure in year t, T = number of yearsfor whichwaterexpenditures
and attributable output are forecast, and i = the discount rate. This approach has been
used by the World Bank in its appraisalof water supply projects.
9. SRMC pricing is defined to include the rule that when full capacity use is reached,
price is adjusted to ration demand in line with availablecapacity(see chapter 9).
10. Saunders, Warford, and Mann (1977) have exctensivelyexplored the AIC price behavior in comparison with other long-run marginal cost (LRMic) concepts.
11. A case of unusually high deposits was encountered in Liberia (Mbi and Campbell
1980).
12. Similar cost differentials were observed for Nairobi.
13. For Tunisia, see Prud'homme (1975); for the Penang region of Malavsia, see Karzman
(1977). For a critical discussion of nationally uniform water tariffs, see also Saunders and
Warford (1976).
14. Other goals, in particular redistribution between urban and rural areas, may, however, be used to justify cross-subsidization through water tariffs. This is discussed below.
15. The costs of nonprice rationing are further discussed below.
16. According to Warford and Julius (1977), this type of tariff has been adopted in
twenty-one of the thirty-six developing countries that have borrowed from the World Bank
in the water supply section and have metered connections. See also table 10-5, in which
rising block rates are predominant, many of them consisting of two-block tariffs which are
in essence life-line tariffs.
17. For a sample of fifty-three low-income households which responded in 1975 to a
questionnaire designed for the World Bank by L. K. Hubbell and administered by staff of
the Nairobi City Council in the Mathare valley district of Nairobi the average consumption
was only 10.4 lcd. All households drew their water from public water taps ("kiosks").
18. Frequently, however, local authorities and utilities are explicitly exempted from
paying tariffs on imported capital goods.
19. When, as is suggested here, the border pricing technique is used to shadow price
individual inputs, the resulting cost estimate must be converted to a domestic price equiv-
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alent by applyingthe conversionfactor for consumption.This is explainedin greater detail
in Munasinghe (1979).
20. This case arose during the early 1970s in Nairobi, where a number of smallprivate
water systemswere graduallycompelled to yield to the public systembecause the groundwater on which they drew had unhealthily high levelsof fluoride.
21. See Shipman (1967) and Saunders and Warford (1976) for further discussionsof
these issues.
22. The capital cosr of meter and installationwas amortized at a 10 percent discount
rate over a five-year lifetime and added to the recurrent costs of meter reading, maintenance, and so forth.
23. Water chargesare potentially more collectablethan localtaxes because shutting off
water services is a relatively quick and easy but quite painful instrument of enforcement,
providedwater authorities are willingto use it. In Bogota,for example,accumulatedarrears
on water service chargesin 1972 amounted to only 11 percent of the annualrevenues due,
whereas accumulated arrears on valorization charges for sewerage works-development
charges which were collected by a separate agency without the power to shut off water
service-amounted to 130 percent of the annual revenue due. Nonetheless, uncollected
water charges are frequently a serious problem for water utilities; see Linn, Smith, and
Wignjowijoto (1976) for the case of Jakarta.
24. The exception was a small group of very low-incomeand low-quantityconsumers
in Bogota.
25. The low residential consumption fee in Bombay appears inappropriate for three
reasons. First, under the conditions of serious constraintson capacityin Bombay,even AIC
pricing is likely to require extensive rationing; prices below AIC will only aggravatethis
problem and cause further losses in efficiency.Second, given that the poorest segments
in Bombay are not even connected to the water distribution network, the distributive
benefits of subsidizedresidential tariffs are highly dubious.Third, the high industrial and
commercial tariffs needed to permit subsidized residential fees contribute to high production costs for the city's firms and thus reduce their competitivenessdomesticallyand
internationally.
26. It is worth noting, however, that the flat percentage rate of the water (and sewer)
tax in Bombay already results in higher periodic charges for middle- and high-income
consumersbecause they are more likelv to live on properties of higher value than the poor.
27. See Linn (1980a)for a more detailed discussionof alternativedefinitionsof subsidy
as applied to public utility pricing.
28. The estimate for Caliis based on a survey of household utility consumption carried
out byJohannes Linn in 1976 in conjunction with a survey by Marcelo Selowskyreporting
incomes for the same households.
29. Saunders (1976) called attention to the problem of multiple-householdconnections
in Bangkok and observed that life-line tariffs will be of limited benefit under these conditions.
30. Both pricing measures are examples of application of the Munasinghe-Warford
model discussed in the preceding chapter.
31. What is more, because of the failure of the public utilitv companyto obtain accurate,
up-to-date information from the cadastralagency, the income-elasticitywas considerably
lower and the variabilityconsiderablyhigher for the assessedvalues in the public utility's
books than in the officialassessmentrolls.
32. The extent to which this assumptionis appropriate is further investigated below.
33. The marginalconsumption chargeapplies only to consumptionin excessof the fixed
basic amount of water allocated to each consumer.
34. Of course, this calculation presupposes that all consumers use their full allotment
under the fixed charge. In 1976, 26 percent of sampled consumers did not use the full
allotment.
35. These results are based on the 1976 household surveyconducted byjJohannesLinn
in Cali.
36. Other cases in which high connection fees appear to have discouraged connection
include Monrovia (Mbi and Campbell 1980), Bangkok (Saunders 1976), and Cameroon
(World Bank 197 5a).
37. The actual connection charge in these neighborhoods in 1975 amounted to only
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Col$1,200 payable over five years at no interest rate, whereas during the same year the
actual cost to the water companyof a hookup wasestimated to amount to about ColS$2,500.
38. Of course,there are also costs associatedwith metering whichcan be avoided under
property tax financing.
39. This is the context in which Feldstein (1972b) formulated his model of optimal
utility pricing with allowancefor distributive considerations.
40. This is a straightforwardresult of the Munk (1977) model discussedin the preceding
chapter.
41. This case approximates the model postulated by Feldstein (1972a), which was reviewed in the preceding chapter.
42. The municipal tax of 4 percent on all gross public utility revenues in Cali in the
1970s was therefore not likely to be justified in the case of water supply.
43. Saunders and Warford (1976) also cite the case of Costa Rica. Its largest city, San
Jose, generated surpluses on water account for use as subsidies to water servicesin rural
areas.
44. See World Bank (1980c) for a discussion of appropriate stagingand sequencing of
investments in water and sewer systems.
45. Financing sewerage networks through development charges is a common practice
in the United States (Julius and Warford 1977).
46. The automaticitydepends, however, on an effective system of property valuation,
which is not common in developing countries (see chapter 4).
47. Such transfers are particularly inappropriate if they are used mainlyto finance expansions of sewer systems benefiting wealthy households, as was the case in Cartagena in
the early 1970s (Linn 1975).
48. The next chapter will discussthe valorizationmethod in greater detail.
49. Which of the low-cost sanitation systems is most important in any particular city
depends on local soil conditions, densities, and culture, to name but a few factors. Kalbermatten, Julius, and Gunnerson (1982) discuss these factors and ways of dealing with
possible difficultiesof implementinglow-cost sanitationtechniques.
50. These costs should also be included in the calculationof residential seweragecosts
to the extent that they result from residential wastewatereffluents.
51. This holds true provided that the development of monopolisticcontrol over the
public taps by a few private individualsis effectively eliminated.

11. Charging for Other Urban Services
1. See Jimenez (1987) for a comprehensivediscussion of social service financing.
2. In Colombia more sectoral integration for power and telephone services has frequently been suggested in World Bank reports.
3. Industrial consumers may use one hundred times or more electricityper connection
than do commercial and residential consumers.For example,in Caliin 1974 average consumption of electricity per industrial connection was 443,600 kilowatt-hours, per commercial connection 3,100 kilowatt-hours,and per residential connection 7,700 kilowatthours (Cali 1975). The decision to install time-dependent metering depends on the additional cost of metering as compared with the benefits from reduced peak-hour demand.
4. Because power tariffs are frequently below marginalcost, however, the appropriate
approach would most likely consist of raising residential tariffs rather than lowering industrial tariffs.
5. The situation is quite different in rural areas where lump-suminvestmentsin service
capacitylead initially to excess capacityand thus to averagecosts which are greater than
marginal(opportunity) cost (World Bank data).
6. The practice of having municipal power companies make contributions to general
municipalbudgets is quite common in the United States (Straussand Wertz 1976).
7. According to Munasinghe (1979) the life-line block would appropriatelybe limited
to 100 kilowatt-hoursper month.
8. See World Bank (1975b) for other examples.
9. In Colombiain the 1970s,for example,power companiesin the major citiesincreased
their tariffs automaticallyeach month by a fixed percentage (commonly2 percent).
10. This discussion of telephone service pricing draws extensivelyon Saunders and
Warford (1977), Munasinghe,Saunders, and Warford (1978), and Saunders,Warford, and
Wellenius (1983).
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11. In Germany, however, very low weekend and night callingrates led to periods of
considerablecongestion during the low-ratehours, whicheventuallyrequired a significant
increase in low rate call tariffs.
12. For the United States it has been estimated that chargingper local call, on a nationwide basis,would result in welfaregainson the order of 8250 millionper year or more,
depending on the precise assumptionsmade (Mitchell 1978).
13. In most Colombiancities during the 1970s, the fixed monthlyfee for industrialand
commercialconsumers was higher than for residential consumers (Colombia 1975).
14. In Colombia fixed monthly charges during the 1970s typically increased with cadastral property value, and in some cities there were also rising block rates for all charges
(Colombia 1975).
15. A study by M. 1. Gutierrez de Gomez showed that the estimated reduction in the
Gini-coefficient for the income distribution in Colombia on account of redistribution
through telephone charges amounted only to a minimaldrop from 0.5103 to 0.5102 (Linn
1976c).
16. See Munasinghe,Saunders, and Warford (1978) and Saunders,Warford, and Wellenius (1983) for an evaluation of the telephone service cost structure and methods of
measuring marginalcost.
17. In the preparation of this section,the authors have benefited from the unpublished
work of Alfredo Sfeir-Younison solid waste disposal practicesand policy in Colombia.
18. The slope of log-linear regression of per capita refuse generation on per capita
income is 0.29 with an R2 of 0.77

19. Whereas masstransit subsidiesare thus of dubious value in many developingcountries, taxes on public transit are definitely not appropriate. An extreme example until
recently existed in KualaLumpur, where a bus seat tax accounted for more than 10 percent
of annual expenditures of the city's bus companies.A similartax wasin existence until at
least the mid-1970s in Bombay.
20. See Linn (1983) for references and further examplesregarding public housing in
developing countries.
21. Manyof the issues involved in the public provisionof urban servicesare discussed
in detail in Linn (1983); as regards the scope for improvements in housing finance, an
exhaustive United Nations report provides a useful survey of the issues, experience, and
possible policies (U.N. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs 1978).
22. Another issue not addressed here relates to the question of whether the lease or
sale of public housing is preferable. For a discussion of this issue, see Doebele (1978).
23. Subsidies are defined here, as throughout this and the previous two chapters, as the
difference between marginal cost and price.
24. Based on estimates of annual housing subsidies in Valverde and Bamberger (1980)
and Zambian national accounts data for 1978 shown in IMF (various years, b).
25. It should be noted, however, that the Zambian subsidy scheme was not explicitly
designed to serve low-income groups. Rather, it forms effectively one of the modes of
nonwage remuneration for public employees (Valverde and Bamberger 1980).
26. This discussion of rent control draws on Linn (1983); references and further cases
are cited there.
27. Selective subsidies for specific urban services, especially life-line rates for water
supply, or limited cross-subsidies among program components, may, however, be appropriate; see chapter 10 and Linn (1983).
28. In the context of the discussion of pricing water sewerage services in chapter 10,
the role of development charges was described as part of the overall tariff structure.
29. Usually not only urban governments are entitled to use these charges; higher levels
of government can also apply these methods, although they tend to rely less on them than
do local authorities. Rural development projects have also drawn on development charges
of comparable types.
30. See Bahl and Wasylenko (1976) and Doebele and Hwang (1979) for a description
of the system in Korea.
31. See International Center for Land Policy Studies (1980) for a series of brief summaries of the experiences in Australia, Germany, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan (China). The
data cited in this paragraph are from the same source.
32. Private developmentwas restricted in comparisonwith, say, the relativelyuninhibited
albeit illegal private urban development in the so-called pirate developments in Colombia,
especially in Bogota.
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33. The names given to the system vary across countries (see Macon and Metino Manlon
1977); however, the term "valorization" is most common. Similar systems for recovering
the costs of infrastructure are also found outside of Latin America. "Special assessments"
are common in the United States, "betterment levies" are imposed in Indian cities such
as Calcutta (Mohan 1974), and improvement charges for drainage works are found in Tunis
(Prud'homme 1975).
34. The application of the valorization system in Bogota has been analyzed in some
detail by Doebele, Grimes, and Linn (1979). The presentation here briefly summarizes
some of the major findings of that study.

12. The Structure of Urban Governance
1. A good discussion of many of these issues is found in Davey (1989).
2. See Conyers (1984: 187-97) and Bahl and Nath (1986).
3. Musgrave (1959: chap. 1) and Musgrave (1983). Musgrave (1959: 5-17) defines the
responsibility of the allocation branch as securing necessary adjustments in the allocation
of resources by the market, determining who is to bear the cost of these ad justments, and
identifying the revenue and expenditure policies required to achieve the desired objectives.
4. For a survey of the evidence, see Bahl, Johnson, and Wasylenko (1980).
5. See also Bird (1978), Smith (1974), Bahl and Nath (1986), and Wasylenko (1987).
6. Because transfers will be a small portion of the budgets of most subnational governments, expenditures will be approximately equal to purchases of goods and services.
7. See Bahl and Nath (1986), Oates (1972), Pommerehne (1977), and Wasylenko
(1986).
8. See Henderson (1980), Bahl and Nath (1986), and Musgrave (1983).
9. It is important to distinguish between governmental decentralization and administrative decentralization. Administrative decentralization refers to central government decisionmaking, which is decentralized to a regional or even local level but without any
autonomy for local governments. Governmental or fiscal decentralization refers to local
governments with independent taxing and expenditure responsibilities.
10. Population size, of course, is not the only criterion for classification as a municipality,
and the rules vary from country to country and even from state to state. For example, the
criteria for a "municipal" classification in West Bengal, India, are a minimum population
of 10,000, a minimum population density of 2,000 per square mile, three-fourths of the
adult male population engaged in nonagricultural occupations, and an "adequate" municipal
income from domestic sources. There are, however, no set standards for designation as a
municipal corporation except that the general practice in India is to give that classification
to cities with a population of more than 500,000. (Datta 1982: 11).
11. For a good discussion of the difference between a political scientist's and an economist's view of federation, see Beer (1977) and Oates (1977a).
12. Excellentdiscussionsofthe experiencewith federalismmaybe found in Hicks (1978)
and Bird (1986).
13. We adopt the convention of referring to the intermediate level of government as a
"state" even though it may be labeled differently in rnany countries, for example, states in
Brazil and India, provinces in Korea and the Philippines, departments in Colombia, and
parishes in Jamaica.
14. Though under some federal structures, these powers are constitutionally determined
with the local government being a residual claimant, that is, receiving those powers nor
specifically delegated to the central or state governments.
15. This is described in Campbell and Sacks (1967).
16. In effect, cities have the status of both local and provincial governments.
17. The issue of fiscal autonomy is important even if political control is centralized.
Even under highly centralized political systems such as those of Korea and China, there
is a continuing struggle by metropolitan governments to gain more fiscal and managerial
autonomy.
18. For a discussion of this issue, see Bahl and Linn (1983).
19. Here again there is a more subtle distinction. If the central government exerts
substantial control over the local council or if it appoints the chief government officer, as
in Jakarta, there is little need to have a rigid budget approval exercise. The central government will have made its input at the stage of budget formulation.
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20. The amount of revenue raised defines class of city or municipality in the Philippines.
21. The structure of local government in metropolitan Seoul is discussed in Bahl and
Wasylenko (1976).
22. These gu are further subdivided into more than 300 dong.
23. Bougeon-Maassen and Linn (1977). The KSAC was abolished in October 1984 for
financial mismanagement. This discussion is concerned with its activities before that time.
24. This analysis refers to the situation before the Aquino administration came into
power.
25. This assumes that public (government) goods whose benefits and costs spill over to
or from the local area have already been assigned to higher levels of government.
26. For an example from Bogota, see Linn (1976c).
27. The increase in taxes is XX' (the increase in income) minus XIX2 (the increase in
consumption of private goods).
28. Of course there are also important constraints in the industrial-country case: voters'
preferences are not easily read because they vote on multiple issues, there are legal limitations on tax actions of local governments, and sometimes the finances of local governments are directly managed by higher levels of government (for example, New York City
in the late 1970s).

13. Flows and Effects of Intergovernmental Transfers
1. A thorough overview of the U.S. federal grant system is Break (1980).
2. The standard references on classifying grants according to their fiscal effect are Galper
and Gramlich (1973) and Gramlich (1977).
3. The distinction between grant types B, C, and D blurs somewhat, for example, because
the approval of cost-reimbursable projects can in some cases be ad hoc, or because teacher
salary grants may actually be distributed by formula. Still, there are enough pure cases to
justify retaining this classification.
4. The term "open-ended" means that there is no fixed limir on the amount of grant
funds available; for example, all eligible projects will be funded or all approved teachers'
salaries will be paid. A "closed-ended" grant is one in which the total grant fund is fixed.
In practice, most grants of this type are closed-ended in that the government only reimburses approved expenditures.
5. A reverse of the normal case may be observed for Ahmadabad, where the state
government imposes a sur-rate on the local property tax, then designates one-third of
collections for Ahmadabad's education budget (Bahl 1975).
6. Good descriptions of the Brazilian system are in Mahar and Dillinger (1983) and
Gandhi (1983).
7. A similar argument might be made for tourism areas.
8. The situation in the United States and Canada is discussed in McLure and Miezkowski
(1983).
9. The amount of the transfer to the locality is at least as certain as the total tax yield.
10. The pure shared tax arrangement may, however, induce an overall increase in tax
effort. Local residents may view themselves as paying central government taxes, but they
will be more likely to comply if they realize that the expenditure benefits from these tax
payments will remain within the local area. The greater the percentage of the tax returned
to the local area, the more likely is this favorable compliance effect to occur.
11. The Korean system is described in general terms in Smith and Kim (1979: 50-60),
and in some detail by the Korean Ministry of Home Affairs (1975).
12. Schroeder (1985a) reports a proposed large increase in the octroi grant for 1984,
but he could not find evidence that the proposed increase was actually distributed.
13. Bahl and Schroeder (1983b) found this to be the case for local governments in Iloilo
Province in the Philippines, as did Bahl (1989) in Bangladesh.
14. There must be some monitoring, however, to determine whether local governments
use the capital grants for capital improvements.
15. For a description of these programs, see De Mello (1977), United Nations (1972),
and U.N. Commission on Settlements (1981).
16. The term "fungible" refers to the ease with which monies can be spent for various
purposes. For example, if a grant were given for road construction and the full amount of
the grant were used to supplement present expenditures on road construction by the local
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government, then the grant funds could be termed not fungible. If, converselv, the grant
for road construction simplyfreed up moniesto be spent for other functions of government,
then the road constructiongrant fundswould be completelyfungible.Obviously,the degree
of fungibilityhas a great deal to do with the possibilitiesfor stimulatingspending by the
local government.
17. These alternativesare analyzedin a more systematicway in the appendixto chapter
12.
18. For a review of the methodologicalproblems, see Bahl,Johnson, and Wasylenko
(1980).
19. It is interesting to note, however, that in Brazil the distribution of monies in one
grant program favors municipalitieswith small populations (see table 13-6).
20. The simple correlation between per capita income and per capita education grants
is - 0.84; that between per capita income and per capita local share grants is 0.05.
21. Data on personal income are not available.
22. The term "distort" is not used in any normative sense here. In the literature on
intergovernmentalfiscal relations it means only that the grant system has altered relative
prices in such a way that the local government chooses a different expenditure mix than
it would have in the absence of the grant program. Indeed, distortionsin local expenditure
choices may be sociallydesirable in the presence of externalities.
23. This comparisonis summarizedin a systematicway in Burkhead and Miner (1974).
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(chap. 7); administration of, 195, 196,
208; air pollution and, 191,499 n2 (chap.
7); arguments for, 190-93; buses and,
194, 195, 198; commercial vehicles and,
198; congestion charges and, 195, 196,
197, 199-200, 203-7, 208: costs of road
use and, 195-96, 197; efficiency of, 195,
196, 207; fuel taxes and, 192, 194,
196-99, 500 nnl 3-15; government and,
43, 192-93; incidence of, 195, 196,
207-8; infrastructure and, 190; license
taxes and, 192, 193-94; as local revenue
source, 3, 7, 71, 72, 77, 190-208, 209,
470, 474; objectives of, 195-96; overall
assessment of, 207-8; parking fees and,
194, 195, 206-7; political acceptability
of, 195, 208; revenue performance of,
195, 196, 208; structuring of, 191-92;
tolls and, 207, 208; traffic management
and, 191; transfer fees and, 194. See also
Annual automotive license taxes; Area license fees for automobiles; Automotive
sales and transfer taxes; names of countries
and cities
Autonomous
local
public
agencies:
definition of, 23, 25; service provision
role of, 25, 32; and service financing, 47.
See also Special districts
Autonomous service companies, 23
Average incremental cost (AIC) pricing: definition of, 299, 506 n8; sewerage service
and, 334-35, 344; water supply pricing
and, 299-300, 303, 306. 309, 310, 311,
312-15, 342-43, 506 n8
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Bangkok (Thailand),motor vehicletaxes in,
33
Bangladesh, 226, 228, 403
Beer, liquor, and tobacco taxes. See Sumptuary taxes
Benefit charges, 32; and financingof urban
public services, 33, 41; infrastructure
and, 3
Betterment levies: in Colombia, 74, 80,
284; definition of, 80, 494 n18; government responsibility for, 45, 46; road
funding and, 499 n4 (chap.7); urban public servicesand, 45, 46; user charges and,
284. SeealsoValorizationtax
Betting and gambling. See Entertainment
taxes; Lotteries
Bogota (Colombia):annexation and,74; automotive taxation in, 194, 198, 202, 204;
electricityservice in, 354, 355; entertainment taxes in, 232, 233; localtaxes in, 33;
property tax in, 79; sales taxes in, 221,
226; sewerage and drainage service in,
333, 334, 338; state/municipalitystatus
of, 25; sumptuarytaxes in, 229, 230, 231;
water supply pricing in, 314, 315, 318,
329, 507 n24
Bombay (India), 5; loan financing in, 41;
local government expenditures in, 13;
local taxes in, 33; metropolitan development authority for, 410; property assessment in, 85, 88, 89, 90; property tax in,
154; revenue trends in, 41; service expenditure patterns in, 25; water supply
pricing in, 314-15, 317, 324, 329, 507
nn25, 26
Borrowing practices and urban development, 4, 9, 32; central government control and, 60-6 1. SeealsoLoan financing
Brazil: industry and commerce taxes in,
223, 224; subnational governmental expenditures in, 12
Budgets of urban governments: centralgovernmentand,2-3,399;fiscalgapanddeficits in, 49, 52-53; growth of, 53-61,
63-65; optimal sizeof, 49-53; reform of,
49, 68-75. SeealsoExpenditures of urban
governments;Revenuesof urbangovernments
Bukaru (Zaire): industry and commercetaxes in, 33; local taxes in, 33
Business taxes.See Industry and commerce
taxes
Buses. See Automotive taxation; Mass
transit (bus) pricing; User charges
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Calcurta (India), 5; metropolitan (regional)
development authority for, 23, 410-11;
property assessmentin, 85; property tax
in, 154; service expenditure patterns in,
25
Cali (Colombia):electricityservice in, 347,
354, 355; local taxes in, 33; property tax
in, 160-64, 498 nn 19-2 1;servicesin, 23,
493 n6; sewerage and drainage services
in, 333; water supply pricing in, 303-4,
313, 314, 315, 317, 318-21, 322, 323,
325, 329, 331
Capital grants and loans, 429; borrowing
for, 451-54; block grants as, 450-51;
definitionof, 450; project grants as, 451.
SeealsoLoan financing
Capital value property tax systems,83, 84,
89; advantages and disadvantages of,
94-96; allocativeeffectsof, 177, 179;assessmentand, 90-91, 94-96, 98-99, 496
n12; central administration of, 94, 96;
formula-basedvaluation and, 94, 95; incidenceof, 95; land use and, 98; property
tax reform and, 119, 120; rate structures
of, 91, 94; tax base for, 91
Cartagena (Colombia): automotivetaxation
in, 194; construction tax in, 234-35;
functionally fragmented government in,
408-9; local taxes in, 33; water supply
pricing in, 325, 329, 331
Central government: local government financingand, 2-3, 74-75; terms of local
borrowingand, 60-61. SeealsoIntergovernmental relations; Intergovernmental
transfers; Urban public services, financing of
Chile, 12
China, 74
Cities. See City size; Metropolitan cities;
namesof cities;Specialcities
City size: definitionof, 5; expendituresand,
13, 16, 17; fiscal decentralization and,
388; fiscal responsibility and, 12; grant
distribution and, 460, 463; local auronomyand, 400-401; property tax and, 7981, 83-91, 94-103, 105-6, 108-22
Colombia:automotivetaxationin,194, 198,
202, 204, 206; autonomous local public
agencies in, 25; benefit-related charges
for infrastructure in, 33; betterment levies in, 74, 80, 284; economiesof scale in,
63; electricity and telephone servicesin,
17; governmentalstructure of, 407-8; industry and commerce taxes in, 223; loan
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financing in, 41, 45; price setting in, 283;
property tax in, 79, 141, 154, 157-58,
177, 187-88; revenue trends in, 41; service expenditure problems in, 25, 494
nnlO, 11; valorization tax in, 5, 45, 74,
80,284,338,374,
378-81,494 nnl3, 18;
water supply pricing in, 302, 303-4, 313,
314, 315, 317, 318-22, 323, 324, 325,
329, 331, 332. Seealso names of Colombian
cities
Commercial property. See Nonresidential
property
Congestion charges, 199-200, 203-7, 208
Constrained maximization model of local
fiscal behavior, 389, 422-27
Dakar (Senegal): business tax in, 222, 223,
224; income taxes in, 212, 213, 216, 217;
poll (head) tax in, 212, 213
Data on local government finances, shortage of, 5-7, 11, 80, 493 n2
Development charges, 374-81; land use
and, 374, 375-77, 381; as local revenue
source, 477; overview of 374-75; valorization tax and, 374, 377-81
Dhaka (Bangladesh), 33
Displacement thesis. See Peacock-Wiseman
displacement thesis
Drainage servicepricing, 333,334, 340-41;
front footage charges and, 341, 345; tariff
structure framework for, 345. See also
Sewerage service; Sewerage service pricing
Economies of scale: alternative governmental structures and, 414-15, 417; diseconomies of agglomeration and, 63-64; expenditure growth and, 63-64, 68, 496
n16; urban growth and, 1
Education: demand for, 53, 59; responsibility for, 17, 23
Electricity service: demand for, 58; responsibility for, 17, 23. Seealso Electricity service pricing; Low-income groups; Marginal cost pricing rule; names of cities
Electricity service pricing, 346-47,350-52,
354-56; block rates and, 347, 351, 354;
centralization
versus decentralization
and, 346-47; consumers and, 351; cost
structure of, 347, 350-52, 354-56;
cross-subsidization and, 347, 354-55; efficiency and, 350-52, 354, 355-56; equity considerations and, 354-55; life-line
rates and, 354; low-income households
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and, 351-52, 354, 355; marginal cost
pricing rule and, 350-52, 354-55; noneconomic goals and constraints of,
354-56; peak period demand and,
350-51; prioritization of, 347; shadow
pricing and, 351-52
Employment growth, urban fiscal health
and, 6-7
Entertainment taxes: administration of,
232-33; advantages and disadvantages of,
232; governmental responsibility for, 43,
45; incidence of, 232. 233; as revenue
source, 33, 231-33; types of, 231
Environmental concerns, user charges and,
245
Excise taxes, as local revenue source, 210
Expenditures of urban governments: determinants of, 16, 49, 53-61, 63-65; displacement
thesis (Peacock-Wiseman)
and, 54, 495 n5; local share of responsibility for, 4, 11-13, 16-17, 23, 25, 32,
47, 48, 69, 81, 493 n5; median voter
model and, 4, 49, 54-56, 422-24; patterns of, 23, 25, 32; per capita, 16, 43.
See also Expenditures of urban governments, growth of; names of cities
Expenditures
of urban governments,
growth of: capital costs and, 60-61; cost
and productivity factors in, 59-61; determinants of, 49, 53-61, 63-65; economies of scale and, 63-64, 68, 496 n16;
inflation and, 60, 495 n13; labor costs
and, 61, 63-65,495 n14; land prices and,
61; per capita income and, 57-58; political considerations and, 55; population
growth and, 16, 56-57, 58; public service
employment and, 64-65; revenue availability and, 65; service needs changes and,
56-57;
technological progress and.
63-64, 68; theories of, 53-56
"Exportable taxes," 71-72
Externalities: marginal cost pricing rule and,
253-54, 256, 259, 503 nl5; telephone
service pricing and, 359; user charges
and, 253-54, 256, 259, 276-77, 279, 503
n 15; water supply pricing and, 305-7, 310
Federal system of government: benefits of,
395, 396-97; direct federal-local relations in, 396-97; intermediate level of
government and, 396-97; local autonomy and, 395, 397-403
Feldstein public service pricing models,
273-75, 276, 505 n5O
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Financing of urban services. See Urban public finance in developing countries; Urban
public services, financing of
Fiscal decentralization, 383; administration
of, 391-92; arguments for, 386-87; versus centralization, 4, 8, 387-89, 391-92;
Constrained maximization model of local
fiscal behavior and, 389, 422-27; determinants of, 391-93; displacement thesis
(Peacock-Wiseman) and, 392-93; economic efficiency and, 388-89; fiscal gap
and, 68; fiscal reform and, 73-74; implications of, 393; measurement of, 12-13,
16, 390-91, 392; median voter model
and, 389, 422-27, 511 nn27, 28; policy
recommendations and, 470; political considerations and, 391; strategies for,
385-87; subnational government and,
387, 390, 393; taxation and, 386-87; theory of fiscal assignment and, 387-89;
and,
urban governmental
structure
420-22; variations in, 12
Fiscal gap: decentralization and, 68; definition of, 9, 52; as distinguished from
budget deficit, 49, 52-53; equity and,
471; intergovernmental transfers and,73;
origins of, 471-72;
reform of, 68,
471-72
Fiscal performance, local trends in, 47-48
Fiscal problem of urban governments,
49-61, 63-75; in developing versus industrial countries, 49-50, 53, 54-56,495
nl; reform of, 49, 68-75; revenue and,
69-73
Fiscal reform: gradual adjustments for, 74;
political constraints on, 49, 73-75; prospects for, 49, 68-73
Follain-Miyake model for land/capital value
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Germany, 73
Government. See Urban government
Grant design: accountability of local governments and, 454-56; administrative
costs and, 469; budget distortions and,
456-57; central issues for, 454; effects of,
462-63; efficiency considerations and,
454-60; equalization and, 460-64; expenditure stimulation and, 447, 456-57,
458-59, 465, 468; fiscal centralization
and, 449-50, 466-67; fiscal planning
and, 464-65;
local autonomy and,
465-66; optimal structure for, 466-69;
revenue adequacy of, 464; tax effort effects of, 457-60; tradeoffs among objectives and, 469
Grants, 3, 4: allocative effects of, 454-60;
derivation principle and, 432-37; matching, 429, 447, 449; mobilizing development resources from, 5; octroi and, 450;
personal income and, 441; programs for,
429, 432-33, 511 nn 3, 4; project type
of, 433, 450, 451; property tax and, 81;
revenue importance of, 430-32; variations in, 67-68. See also Ad hoc grants;
Capital grants and loans; Formula grants;
Grant design; Grants to reimburse costs
Grants to reimburse costs, 463, 465-66;
definition of, 446; determining the pool
for, 446; problems with, 447-49; tax effort and, 447
Grieson urban housing market model, and
property tax, 177, 187
Guatemala, 212, 217
Guatemala City (Guatemala): automotive
taxation in, 193, 194, 196, 198, 501 n29;
income taxes in, 212
Gujranwala (Pakistan), 16

tax, 177, 179
Formula grants, 437, 449, 455-56; allocation of, 441, 446; definition of, 440; determining the pool for, 440-41; needs indicators for, 441; tax effort and, 441, 446
Francistown (Botswana), 33
Fuel taxes, 192, 194; administration of, 198;
efficiency of, 196-98; incidence of,
198-99; revenue effects of, 197-99
Functions of urban government. See Urban
governmental functions

Garbage collection. See Solid waste collection and disposal
General equilibrium incidence analysis, 4

Head tax. See Poll (head) tax
Health: sewerage service and, 286, 333,
335, 340; water supply and, 286, 305,
307
Health services: demand for, 58; responsibility for, 17, 23. SeealsoSanitary facilities
Highway/road infrastructure: betterment
levies and, 499 n4 (chap. 7); demand for,
58, 59, 495 n8
Housing: "key money" and, 130; land pricing and, 370-71; "pirate settlements"
and, 128-29; pricing policies and,
367-71, 374; property tax and, 128-29,
141-42, 371, 374; public versus private
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provision of, 367-69, 374; rent control
and, 369, 371, 374; responsibility for, 17,
23; urban market for, 128-29; subsidies
for, 369-71, 509 n 2 3; user charges and,
45. See also Rental housing; Rent control
Illegal settlements. See "Pirate settlements"
Import tariffs, as local revenue source, 209
Incidence. See names of types of taxes; Property tax incidence
Income growth. SeeRevenues of urban governments, growth of
Income taxes (local), 7, 212; administration
of, 217-18; in African cities, 40; efficiency of, 210, 212-13, 218; governmental responsibility for, 43; incidence
of, 213, 216,217,218; in industrial countries, 212; as revenue source, 77, 209,
212, 474-75; location decisions and,
212-13; low-income groups and, 213,
216; overall assessment of, 218; poll
(head) tax and, 212, 213, 217, 218; revenue performance of, 216-17; tax base
competition and, 218; urban residents
and resistance to, 3; vertical equity of,
213, 216; wage taxes and, 212, 213
India: economies of scale in, 63; fiscal reforms in, 74; "key money" in, 130; loan
financing in, 41; metropolitan development authorities in, 410-11; octroi in,
plan loan system
33,40,43,226-27,228;
in, 452-53; property tax in, 43, 153; service expenditure patterns in, 25; shortterm
borrowing
arrangements
in,
453-54; subnational governmental expenditures in, 12. Seealso names of Indian
cities
Indonesia, 120. See also Jakarta
Industrial property. See Nonresidential
property
Industry and commerce taxes: administration of, 224-25, 226; assessment problems of, 224-25; collection problems of,
225; efficiency of, 223, 225-26; incidence of, 223-24, 225, 226; as local revenue source, 33, 222-23, 224, 225, 475;
types of, 222-23. See also names of taxes
Inflation: expenditure growth and, 60, 495
n13; fiscal performance and, 16; in industrial versus developing countries, 60,
495 nI3; property tax and, 83, 113-14;
user charges and, 282; water supply pricing and, 308
Infrastructure: automotive taxes and, 190;
interest rates for, 61; loan financing for,
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70; local government responsibility for,
17; and urban growth, 9
Intergovernmental relations: fiscal decentralization and, 385-87; national scructure of, 394-5, 510 nn9, 10; urban governmental structure and, 394-403; user
charges and, 282-84
Intergovernmental transfers, 32, 428-30;
advantages and disadvantages of, 428-29;
fiscal gap and, 73; fiscal reforms and, 70,
75; local financing systems and, 470,
477-78; as local revenue source, 40-41;
property tax and, 81, 434-35; types of,
432-33; urban versus rural shares of, 40;
user charges and, 282-83; water supply
pricing and, 311-13. See also Grants;
Shared taxes
Iran, Islamic Republic of. 74. SeealsoTehran

Jakarta (Indonesia): automotive taxation in,
33, 34, 46, 74, 193, 194, 201, 202, 206;
as centralized metropolitan area, 404,
406-7; entertainment taxes in, 231, 232;
grant system in, 463; local taxes in, 33,
74;propertytaxin, 115, 120, 154; service
expenditure patterns in, 25; water supply
in, 23
Jamaica, 5, 119-20, 141. See also Kingston
Karachi (Pakistan): local taxes in, 33; metropolitan development authority for, 23,
411; octroi in, 40; service expenditure
problems in, 25
Kenya: fiscal reforms in, 74; housing provision in, 17; income taxes in, 218; land
value taxation in, 5; loan financing in, 45;
short-term borrowing in, 453. See also
names of Kenyan cities
Kingston (Jamaica): as centralized metropolitan area, 404, 405-6, 511 n23; fiscal
autonomy in, 402-3; property tax in,
177; service expenditure patterns in, 25;
trade licenses in, 223, 225; water supply
pricing in, 304, 305
Korea: automotive taxation in, 193, 194,
202; central government aid to local services in, 23; displacement effect and, 54;
grant system in, 463; income taxes in,
212, 213, 216, 217, 218; land use in, 5,
74,80-81, 375-76, 381;localsharegrant
program in, 447, 449; property tax in, 40,
43, 141; service expenditure patterns in,
25; user charges in, 45, 67. See also Seoul
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Labor costs, 61, 63, 495 n14
Labor unions, 63, 495 n14
Land prices: expenditure growth and, 61;
housing and, 370-71; property tax and,
165, 166-69, 173-74, 186-87,499 nn2,
3 (chap. 6)
Land use: development charges and, 374,
375-77, 381; in Korea, 5, 74, 80-81,
375-76, 381; property tax and, 79, 118,
165, 166-69, 172-74; water supply pricing and, 298-99; zoning and, 168
Land value increment taxation: administrative difficulties of, 184-85; allocative effects of, 169, 183-85; efficiency of, 184;
incidence of, 184; lock-in effects of, 184
La Paz (Bolivia): industry and commerce
taxes in, 33, 222; property tax in, 100
Latin America: industry and commerce
taxes in, 33, 43, 222-23; municipal development banks in, 5
Liquor taxes. See Sumptuary taxes
LRMC pricing. See Long-run marginal cost
pricing
Loan financing: capital projects and, 450,
451-54; formulas for, 452-53; infrastructure and, 70; as local revenue source,
41; short-term borrowing and, 453-54;
variations in local arrangements for, 41,
45-46
Local government. See Alternative local governmental structures; names of cities
Local government officials, elected versus
appointed, 399-400, 404, 405, 406-7,
408, 409-10, 412, 420, 455
Local revenue sources, 32, 33, 40; development charges as, 477; excise taxes as,
210; import tariffs as, 209; industry and
commerce taxes as, 222-23, 475; "nuisance" taxes as, 77, 210, 475; poll (head)
tax as, 209; properry tax as, 71, 72, 47374; sales taxes (local) as, 77, 209, 474-75;
sumptuary taxes as, 210, 475; user
charges as, 3,7,9,239-40,241,470,47577
Long-run marginal cost (LRMc)pricing, 242,
269
Lotteries, 231, 232, 233
Low-income groups: electricity service and,
351-52, 354, 355; income taxes and,
213, 216; property tax and, 126, 129,
154, 155, 158, 168, 182-83; service pricing and, 268
Lusaka (Zambia), service expenditure patterns in, 25
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Madras (India): local taxes in, 33; metropolitan (regional) development authority
for, 410; real per capita spending decline
in, 1.6;service expenditure patterns in, 25
Managua (Nicaragua): industry and commerce taxes in, 33; sales tax in, 220, 501
n8
Manila (Philippines): automotive taxation
in, 193, 194; industry and commerce
taxes in, 33; jurisdictionally fragmented
government in, 409-10; local taxes in,
33; metropolitan development authority
for, 23; property tax in, 154, 155; special
district status of, 73-74
Marginal cost pricing rule, 4; administrative
and transaction w-sts and, 262-63;
amendments to, 253-54, 256, 259-65;
capital indivisibility and, 263-66, 503
n26; consumer information needs and,
261-62; cost and output dimensions of,
245-47;
cost variations and, 245,
247-50,
252-53;
demand-elasticities
and, 246-47, 253, 276; description of,
241-44; efficiency of, 244-50, 252-54,
256, 259-65; electricity service and,
350-52, 354-55; excess demand and,
256, 259; externalities and, 253-54, 256,
259, 503 nl5; income distribution and,
271, 273-80; input and output price distortions and, 259-60; long-run, 242, 269;
mass transit service and, 260, 366, 367;
multipart tariffs and, 269-70; peak-load
pricing and, 249-50, 252, 263; price rationing and, 242-43; pricing models and,
271, 273-80, 505 n5O; public utilities
and, 246-47; "pure," 243-44; refinements of, 245-50, 252-53; residential
versus nonresidential consumers and,
252-53; seasonal demand charges and,
249--50, 252; "second best" pricing and,
259, 260; service capacity provision and,
246.-47; sewerage service and, 260,
342-43, 344; shadow pricing and, 259,
273; short-run, 242, 264-65, 269, 270;
solid waste service and, 361, 363; telephone service and, 359; uniform tariffs
and, 270-71; user charges and, 241-50,
252--54, 256, 259-66, 269-71,273-80,
282, 476-77; water supply pricing and,
299-300,
301-2,
306-7,
309-10,
311-13, 316, 324, 342-43
Mass transit (bus) pricing, 363, 365-67;
fares and, 366, 367; marginal cost pricing
rule and, 260, 366, 367; peak and
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off-peak costs and, 367; public versus
incidence of, 234; as local revenue
private provision of, 363, 365; subsidisource, 40, 77, 210, 234, 235, 236, 475;
zation of, 363, 365-67; user charges and,
reasons for use of, 233-34; types of,
233-36. SeealsoPoll (head) tax
244
MDAS. See Metropolitan development auOctroi (tax): administration of. 226-27,
thorities
228; in Bangladesh, 403; definition of,
Median voter model (of expenditure determination), 4, 49, 54-56, 422-24; fiscal 11 33, 226, 502 nl2; efficiency of, 227; governmental responsibility for, 43; grants
decentralization and, 389, 422-27, 511
and, 45; incidence of, 227-28; in India,
nn27, 28
Metropolitan cities: centralized metropoli33,40, 43, 226-27, 228, in Pakistan 33
40, 43, 226, 227-28; reasons for use of,
tan structure and service provision in,
404-7; fiscal autonomy in, 403; with
228; as revenue source. 33,40, 227. 475
functionally fragmented governments,
407-9; with jurisdictionally fragmented
governments, 409-11; metropolitan (re- Pakistan, 33. 40, 43, 226, 227-28
gional) development authorities and, Parking fees, 194, 195, 206-7
410-11
Peacock-Wisemandisplacement thesis, 54,
392-93, 495 n5
Metropolitan development authorities
Peru: housingdemand in, 141; urban versus
(MDAS), 23, 410-11
Mexico, 83
rural cost of living in, 59-60
Philippines: business license tax in, 222,
Mexico City, 16
224, 225; housing demand in, 141; loan
Migration, rural-urban: policiesfor slowing
financingin, 45; property tax in, 43. 100,
rate of, 1, 2; poverty and, 59; and tax
115, 116.SeealsoManila
bases, 3
"Pirate settlements" (illegal settlements),
Mombasa (Kenya), 5
Motor vehicle taxes. See Automotive taxes
128-29, 169
Poll (head) tax: abolishmentof in Nigeria,
Multipart tariffs, 269-70
403; income tax and, 212,213, 217, 218;
Munasinghe-Warfordpublic service pricing
as local revenue source, 209
model, 273, 276
Population growth: expenditure growth
Municipaldevelopment banks, 5
and, 16, 56-57, 58; managementpolicies
Munk public service pricing model, 275
for, 1, 2; property tax and, 106; urban
fiscal health and, 6-7, 53; urban versus
rural, 56-57. See also Migration, ruralNairobi (Kenya), 5; fiscal autonomy in,
urban
402-3; property tax in, 154, 175, 177;
sewerage and drainage pricing in, 334, Portugal, 141
335; water supply pricing in, 303, 304, Private sector: housing and, 367-69, 374;
mass transit and, 17, 363, 365; property
313, 314, 317, 323
tax and, 130;public servicesand, 17, 23,
Ng-Weisser public service pricing model,
49, 50-51, 54-56, 496 n19; public util275
Nigeria: income taxes in, 212, 216; poll
(head) taxes in, 212, 413
Nonproperry taxes, 236-37; administration
of, 209, 211; efficiency of, 210, 211-12;
incidence of, 209, 210-11, 212; policy
objectives of, 210-12; revenue performance of, 209-10, 211; systems for,
209-10. See also names of types of taxes
Nonresidential property: assessment of,
89-90; property tax and, 172, 182; tax
base and, 85-86
"Nuisance" taxes: administration of, 234;
definition of, 233; efficiency of, 234, 236;

ities and, 23; solid waste collection and
disposal and, 359, 363; urban infrastructure and, 7
Property tax: administrative difficulties of,
83-84; central government and, 79, 80,
81; effort for, 101, 102-3; exemptions
from, 86, 99, 100-1, 158-59, 164,
182-83; governmental responsibility for,
43; Grieson urban housing market model
and, 177, 187; housing and, 128-29,
141-42, 371, 374;incentives and, 100-1,
118; income-elasticity of, 105-6, 108-9;
inflation and, 83; intergovernmental
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Property tax (cont.)
squatters' settlementsand, 169; suburban
transfersand, 81; land use effects of, 79;
locationsand, 169, 172, 183;taxeson imoptimal structure for, 97-100; payments
provements and, 169, 172, 174; vacant
in lieu of, 100; policies for, 80, 83-84,
land and, 169, 172, 174, 179-80
97-100, 117-22, 470, 473-74; popula- Property tax assessment: administrationof,
tion growth and, 106;preferential assess79,112-14, 153-59,183; improvements
ments and, 86; property value change
and, 91, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, 496 n12; inand, 188-89; as revenue source, 47, 71,
cidence and, 98-99, 153-59; inflation
72, 77, 79, 80-81, 83, 101-3, 105-6,
and, 113-14; locations within cities and,
108-9,473-74; supplyof structures and,
154;manualsfor, 87, 95; massassessment
187-88; tax sharing and, 434-35. Seealso
for, 88, 99; nonresidentialproperty and,
Annual (rental) value property tax sys89-90, 155; owner-occupiedproperties
tems; Capital value property tax systems;
and, 158-59, 161-62, 163, 164; "pirate
namesof citiesand coentries;Property tax
settlements" and, 154; policy reforms
administration; Property tax, allocative
and, 118-19; reassessmentand, 113-14;
effectsof; Property tax assessment;Propresidential property and, 88-89, 155;
erty tax incidence; Property tax reform;
rural property and, 154; squatters' settleProperty transfer taxes; Site value propments and, 154; underassessment and,
erty tax systems
103; vacant property and, 85-86, 90,
Property tax administration, 3, 7, 9,
153-54
109-17; and assessment, 79, 112-14, Property tax incidence, 123-31, 133-34,
153-59, 183; collection practices for,
141-43, 153-64; agricultural property
110-11, 114-16, 117, 122, 159; diffiand, 142; allocariveeffects and, 168; asculties of, 109; mapping (fiscal cadastre)
sessment and, 98-99, 153-59; capital
and, 109, 110, 112; property ownership
mobilityand, 124-25,128,131, 133;coland, 109-11, 115, 116-17, 122, 169;
lection practicesand, 159;distributiveefproperty tax incidence and, 123, 143,
fects of tax and, 143, 153-64, 498 nIl;
153-64, 498 n17; records management
elasticities of factor supply and, 125,
for, 111-12, 113, 115, 116, 122;reform
127-29, 131, 133; elasticityof aggregate
of, 117-22; squatters' settlements and,
capital supply and, 125, 126, 127, 131,
110, 154
133, 156-57, 497 nn2-4; empirical esProperty tax, allocative effects of, 79,
timates of, 134, 141-43, 498 nn9-11;
165-69, 172-75, 177, 179-89; capital
housing and, 128-29, 141-42; improvemobility and, 165-66; efficiencyeffects
ments and, 155-56; informal subsector
of, 172-73; elasticity of factor supplies
and, 131, 133;land supplyand, 128;land
and, 165; Grieson urban housing market
taxationand, 155-58; locationswithin cimodel and, 177, 187; incidenceand, 168;
ties and, 154; long-run assumptionsand,
land development effects of, 173,
131, 133, 141, 156, 157, 158, 164; low179-80; land prices and, 165, 166-69,
income groups and, 126, 129, 154, 155,
173-74, 186-87, 499 nn2, 3 (chap. 6);
158; market imperfections and, 125,
land speculation and, 167; land taxation
129-30; model of effects of structure
and, 172-74; land use and, 79, 118, 165,
and administration on, 160-64, 498
166-69, 172-74; land value increment
nnl9-21; nationaland local tax increases
taxation and, 169, 183-85; in long run,
and, 131, 133; nationwide taxation and,
165-66, 173; low-income groups and,
156; new view of (new orthodoxy),
168, 182-83; low-value property and,
124--30, 143,497 nn2-5; nonresidential
182-83; nonresidential property and,
properties and, 142; owner-occupied
172, 182; owner-occupants and, 169,
properties and, 158-59, 161-62, 163,
172, 180-81; "pirate settlements" and,
164; perfect mobility and, 125;property
169; progressive rate structure and,
location and use and, 153-55; public en181-82; property transfer taxes and 169,
terprises (local)and, 130; rental proper172, 185-86; residential property and,
ties and, 124, 128-30, 158-59, 162-64;
172, 180-81; in short run, 165, 172-73;
rural properties and, 154; short-run as-
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sumptions and, 131, 133-34, 157, 164,
498 nn7, 8; state enterprises and, 130;tax
administration and, 123, 143, 153-64,
498 n17; tax rates and, 127, 153-60; tax
shifting assumptions and, 123-25, 131,
133, 141, 142-43, 164;tax structure and,
123, 143, 153-64; theories of, 123-31,
133-34, 141-43; time frame considerations and, 117-18, 126, 131, 133-34,
141, 156, 157, 158, 164, 498 nn7, 8; traditional view of, 124, 125, 142-43, 497
nl, 498 nnlO, 11; urban housing market
and, 128-30
Property tax reform, 123, 164; assessment
function and, 118-19; elasticity of factor
supplies and, 117-18; incidence and,
118-19; land use and, 118; policy considerationsfor, 121-22; problem of multiple objectives and, 118-19; time considerationsand, 117-18; transition costs

fers and, 40-41; local government responsibilityfor, 43, 45-46, 48; sources
of, 32-33, 40-41; structure of, 11,
32-33, 40-41,43,45-46,47,48; trends
in, 41, 43, 47-48; variations in, 33, 40.
SeealsoLocalrevenue sources; Revenues
of urban governments, growth of; Taxation
Revenuesof urban governments,growth of:
determinants of, 49, 65-68; expenditure
functions and, 69-70; external funding
and, 65, 67-68; fiscal health and, 6-7;
taxationand, 65, 66; user chargesand, 65,
67
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil):industry and commerce taxes in, 33; vacant land taxation
in, 153-54

of, 119-21
Property tax systems. See Annual (rental)
value property tax systems; Capital value
property tax systems; Site value property
tax systems
Property transfer taxes: lock-in effects and.
185; property tax, allocative effects and,
169, 172, 185-86; tax sharing and, 435
Public enterprises: and local service provision, 47; property tax incidence and, 130
Public health. See Health services
Public services. See Urban public services
PubLic utilities: loan financing for, 41, 46;
marginal cost pricing and, 246-47; and
user charges, 41, 246-47

220-21, 222; efficiency of, 219-20; governmental responsibility for, 43; incidence of, 219, 220, 222; as local revenue
source, 77. 209, 474-75; manufacturer's
sales tax and, 219; piggybacking onto central tax of, 221-22, 501 n9; political acceptability of, 221, 222; retail sales tax
and, 219, 220, 221; as revenue source,
33, 40, 219, 220-21, 222; tax sharing
and, 222; turnover tax and. 219, 220,
221, 226; types of, 219; value added taxes
and, 219; wholesale sales tax and, 219. See
also names f/cities; Octroi
Sanitary facilities, 58, 495 n9
Seoul (Korea): automotive taxation in, 193,
202; as centralized metropolitan area,
404-5; income tax in, 213; land use in,
80-81; local government expenditures
in, 13, 16; local taxes in, 33; revenue
trends in, 41; special district status of, 74
Service delivery. See Urban public services
Services. See Urban public services
Sewerage service, 333, 334; average incremental cost pricing and, 334-35, 344; environmental considerations and, 340;
health and, 286, 333, 335, 340; responsibility for, 17. See also Sewerage service
pricing; Solid waste collection and disposal
Sewerage service pricing, 333-34; average
incremental cost pricing and. 334-35;
conventional piped systems and, 334-35,
338; cost differentials in, 248-49; crosssubsidies and, 335, 338; efficiency of,

Regional decentralization,
and urbangrowth, 1
Rental housing: "key money" in, 130; price
increases for, 129; property tax incidence
and, 124, 128-30, 158-59, 162-64
Rental value property tax systems. See Annual (rental) value property tax systems
Rent control, 66; housing prices and, 369,
371, 374; property assessment and, 85,
496 n6; property tax incidence and,
129-30
Residential property: assessment of, 88-89;
property tax, allocative effects and, 172,
180-81
Revenues of urban governments: categories
of, 65-68; distribution of, 32, 33, 40; inflation and, 60; intergovernmental trans-

Salestaxes(local),7; administrationof, 219,
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Sewerage service pricing (cont.)
335; equity considerations and, 338; industrial sewerage and, 339-40; and links
with water supply pricing, 333; low-cost
disposal methods and, 338-39; marginal
cost pricing rule and, 260, 342-43, 344;
property tax and, 335, 338; residential
tariffs and, 334-35, 338-39, 344; user
charges and, 240, 242
Shared taxes: advantagesand disadvantages
of, 436-37, 440; consumption taxes as,
435-36; definition of, 434; property tax

Sumptuary taxes: advantagesand disadvantages of, 229-30; definition of, 229; incidence of, 230; as local revenue source,
210, 475; revenue performance of,
230-31
Sweden, 73

and, 434-35; sales taxes and, 222; value
added taxes and, 434, 435-36
Short-run marginal cost pricing: user
charges and, 242, 264-65, 269, 270;
water supply pricing and, 299-300, 506
n9
Singapore: automotive taxation in, 194-95,
198, 204-6, 208, 499 n6 (chap. 7), 501
nn24, 26; property tax in, 88, 90, 100,
101, 154, 155
Site value property tax systems, 96-97,
99-100, 497 n16; advantages and disadvantages of, 96-97; allocative effects of,
108, 169, 174-75, 177, 179, 184-85;
land use and, 96, 99-100, 155-56; property tax reform and, 119-21; tax base for,
91
Solid waste collection and disposal, 16; demand for, 58. See also Solid wasre collection and disposal pricing
Solid waste collection and disposal pricing,
359-61, 363; marginal cost pricing rule
and, 361, 363; private sector and, 359,
363; property tax and, 361, 363; residential versus nonresidential users and, 361,
363
Special assessments. See Betterment levies
Special cities, capitals and other large cities
as, 17, 25, 73-74, 400-1, 479
Special districts: autonomous local public
agencies and, 23, 25; metropolitan areas
as, 403-11, 417, 418, 419, 420; service
provision role of, 25. Seealso Special cities
SRMC pricing. See Short-run marginal cost
pricing
Structure of governance. See Urban governmental structure
Subnational governments: data on finances
of, 6; definition of, 493 nnl, 3 (chap. 2);
expenditure share of, 11-13, 16, 47; fiscal importance of, 387, 390, 393, 395,
401-2, 471

tural changes to, 4, 5, 77; elasticity of, 66;
fiscal decentralization and, 386-87; inflation and, 60; levels of government and,
3, 66, 70-72, 496 niS; local sources of,
33, 40; as revenue source, 33, 40, 65, 66;
urban growth and, 66. See also Nonproperty taxes; Property tax; Revenues of
urban governments; Tax base
Tax base, 3; annual (rental) value property
tax systems and, 84-86; capital value
property tax systems and, 91; nonresidential property and, 85-86; site value
property tax systems and, 91; urban
growth and, 3; vacant land and, 85-86
Tax sharing. See Shared taxes
Tehran (Iran), automotive taxation in, 193,
194
Telephone service: demand for, 58; responsibility for, 17. Seealso Telephone service
pricing
Telephone
service
pricing, 346-47,
356-57, 359, 509 nnll-14; centralization versus decentralization and, 346-47;
efficiency of, 357, 359; equity considerations and, 357; externalities and, 359; financial objectives of, 356, 357, 359; local
versus long-distance calls and, 356, 509
n12; marginal cost pricing rule and, 359;
privatization and, 347; residential versus
notiresidential users and, 357, 509 n13
"Terminal" taxes: definition of, 226; efficiency of, 229; incidence of, 229; and
other taxes, 228-29; revenue performance of, 229. Seealso Octroi
Thailand, 83
Tobacco taxes. See Sumptuary taxes
Trinidad and Tobago, 97
Tunis (Tunisia): expenditures in, 16; metropolitan (regional) development authority for, 411; real spending decline in, 16
Tunisia, 463. See also Tunis
Turkey, 83, 141

Taiwan (China): land value incrementraxation in, 183-84; property tax in, 154,
155; vacant land taxation in, 179
Taxation,4, 7, 77; administrationand struc-
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Uniform tariffs, 270-71
United Kingdom, 495 n5
United States, 73, 46, 134, 141, 143, 180
Urban congestion, 1
Urban government: definition of, 493 ni
(chap. 2); fiscal health of, 2-3; national
structure of, 394-403, 510 nn9, 10. See
also Urban governmental functions;
Urban governmental structure; Urban
public finance in developing countries;
Urban public services;Urban public services,demand for; Urban public services,
financingof
Urban governmental functions: common
local responsibilitiesfor, 16-17, 23; and
urban growth, 9
Urban governmental structure, 4, 385; central government and, 7-8, 398-99,
401-3; federal systems and, 395,
396-403, 510 nnl3-16; fiscal decentralization and, 385-93; intergovernmental
relations and, 394-403; of large metro-

Urban public services:central government
control and, 23; employmentand, 64-65;
in industrialversus developingcountries,
23, 25, 49-50, 494 n8; land use control
and, 168; in large metropolitan areas,
404-11; localgovernmentas providerof,
16-17, 23; optimal provision of, 49,
50-52, 495 n3; private sector provision
of, 17, 23, 49, 50-52, 495 o3, 496 n19;
shortages in developing countries of,
49-53,495 nl. SeealsoAutonomouslocal
public agencies; namesof services;Urban
public services,demand for; Urban public
services,financingof
Urban public services, demand for: changing consumer preferences and, 58-59,
495 nI1; "demonstrationeffect"and, 59;

poliratiareas,405-11; reformof,

policies
for,1 externrl
servicgfor,32,

418-20; local councils and officers and,
399-400, 404, 405, 406-7, 408,
409-10, 412, 420; subnational government and, 395; unitary systemsand, 397,
3281402, Sf e Alternatiyelocalgoy-

40-41, 43, 45-46, 494 n12; peak-load
pricing and, 249-50, 252;politics of pricing and, 280-82; pricing models and,
271, 273-80, 505 n5O.SeealsoMarginal

ernmental structures; Fiscal decentralization;
Intergovernmental
transfers;
names of cities

ernments; User charges; names of types of
taxes and charges

growth of, 56-57;

income-elasticity

of,

58; per capita income and, 57-58; theories of, 54-56
Urban public services,financingof, 32-33,
40-41, 43, 45-48; "accommodationist"

coStpricingrule;Revcnues
ofurbangovUser charges, 4, 32, 33, 239-40;

appropri-

Urban growth: advantages of, 1; develop-

ate revenue mix for, 69, 72-73; basic

ment plans and, 2; governmental func-

needs model and pricing of, 278-79; bus

tionsand,9';management
policies
for,1,

services
and,244:costand,24)-)D,

2, 3; problems resulting from, 1, 2, 3. See
also Migration, rural-urban
Urbanization: expenditure growth and, 56;
nationalplanningand, 2-3. Seealso Urban
e^rowth
Urban public finance in developing countries: assignment of revenue authority
for, 471-73; capturing full public investment and service costs for, 5; centralgov-

252-53; cross-subsidization and, 45,
273-74, 284; definition of, 239; demandelasticities and, 253, 270, 276; efficiency
of, 239, 241-50, 252-54, 256, 259-65;
QnYiron=enC4 al
cnqrwsad 24);e4e
nalities and, 253-54, 256, 259, 276-77,
279, 503 nl5; fiscal (revenue) considerations and, 265-7 1; full cost pricing and,
265-71, 504 n36; general fund financing

ernmentand,2-3, 527-99,401-3;data

and,266-69;goyernment
responsibility

problems in analyses of, 3; data shortages
for, 5-6, 11,80, 493 n2; data sources for,
6-7, 80; fiscal authority of local governments and, 7-8, 397-99, 401-3; fiscal
gap and budget deficit and, 49, 52-53;

for, 45,46; housing and, 45; incidence of,
268-69, 276-80: income distribution
and, 271, 273-80; inflation and, 60, 282;
institutions and, 282-84; interest groups
and, 280-82; intergovernmental rela-

fiscalpolicylesson;for,470_-8figeal ti()fsthd. 2Q2-Q4 a; local
problemof,49-61,63-75;publicpolicy
guidelinesfor,4-5;reformof,49,68-75,
478-80; studies of, 3-4. See also Budgets
of urban governments

revenue
source, 3, 7, 9, 239-40, 241, 470,
475-77; marginal cost pricing rule and,
241-50, 252-54, 256, 259-66, 269-7 1,
273-80, 282, 476-77; multipart tariffs
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User charges (cont.)
and, 269-70; past pricing practices and,
284-85; peak-load pricing and, 249-50,
252, 263; political considerations and,
280-82; pricing models and, 271,
273-80,505n5O;publicutilitiesand, 4 1;
residential versus nonresidential consumers and, 252-53; revenue effects of,
65, 67, 239; seasonal demand changes
and, 249-50, 252; "second best" pricing
and, 259, 260; shadow pricing and, 259,
273, 277; trends in, 41; uniform tariffs
and, 270-71; water supply pricing and,
308-9,

310.

See also Marginal

cost pricing

rule; namesof services;
Water supply pricing

zation and, 314-15, 321-22, 324, 325,
326-27, 328;demand-elasticityand, 291,
296-99, 316-17; development charges
and, 289, 301-2, 309, 322; efficiency
considerations for, 291, 296-310,
311-15; electricity and, 306-7; equity
considerationsfor, 308, 314, 315-28; externalities and, 305-7, 310;financialconsttaints and, 286-88; fiscalresourcesand,
310-15; general municipal funds and,
313, 326; general rules for, 341-42; individual versus communal services and,
58,495 n9; inflationand, 308 integration
and

service

responsibility

in,

328-29,

Vacantproperty: assessmentof, 85- 86, 90,
153-54;development of, 173, 170-gO;
property tax and, 169, 172, 174,
179-180
Valencia (Venezuela): industry and commerce taxes in, 222; local revenues in, 33

33 1-33; intergovernmental transfers
and, 311-13; intrametropolitan cost differences and, 303-4; issues of, 286-88;
land use and, 298-99; and links with sewerage services, 333;locational cost Jifferences and, 302-4, 310; marginalcost
pricing rule and, 299-300, 301-2,
306-7, 309-10, 311-13, 316, 324,
342-43; metering and, 290-91, 301,

Yalorization
tax:in Colombia,
I 4), 80,

J07-8,309,310periodic
fixedcharges

374, 378-81,494nnl3, 18;definitionof,
494 n13; development charges and, 374,
377-81; sewerage service and, 338
Value added taxes, 219; shared taxes and,
434, 435-36
VlAT.Se Vle

ded

taxeg

and, 289, 301, 309, 313, 320; periodic
use-related
charges (consumption
charges) and, 289, 290-91; private water
supplies and, 307; property tax and,
318-23; public tap use and, 290, 291,

305. 307, 30A, 310, 311, 316, 36,

Wage rates: local/state and central government comparisons of, 64; public versus
private sectors and, 61, 63, 495 nnl4, 15

327-28, 506 n3; redistributive effects
and, 3 15-28; residential versus nonresidential consumers and, 290, 291,
314-15, 324, 325; responsibility for, 17,

Wagetaxc5,Z1Z,Z21

?J; seasonal
CoStdiffcrcnccs
and, J02,

Wagner's "law" (government share of expenditure), 53
Washington, D.C., 17
Water supply: health and, 286, 305, 307. See

304-5, 310; "second-best" considerations and, 305-7; security deposits and,
301; shadow pricing and, 305-6, 310;
short-run marginal cost pricing and,

ahlo
Watersupply
pricing
Water supply pricing, 289-91, 296-329,
33 1-33;
access charges and, 297,
298-99, 301; administrative considerations for, 307-9; average incremental
costpricingand,299-300,303,306,309,
211), 211, 212-15, 34i2-43, 50c n8;
block rates and, 290, 316-18, 319,
320-21;
categories of charges for,
289-90;
connection
charges and,
289-90, 291, 297-98, 301-2, 321-22;
consumer category changes and, 324-25;
consumption charges and, 289, 311-15,
321; cost differentials in, 248-49; costs
of supply and, 299-302; cross-subsidi-

299-300,106n9;socioeconomic
areaspecific pricing structures and, 323-24;
structure of charges for, 309-10; subsidization and, 311, 324-28; surpluses and,
311, 312; tariffs for, 290-91, 305, 311,
321,342-44; user charges and, 240, 242,
266, 266-0, 2I6.

Dee
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Yugoslavia, 73
Zaire, 212, 216-17
Zambia: grant programs in, 449; housing in,
17, 369, 370; income taxes in, 212,
216-17. See also Lusaka
Zoning controls, 128, 168
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